DIAMOND PUBLICATIONS

JAN230001
PREVIEWS #414 MARCH 2023
THIS MONTH'S COVER ART: Two Great Publishers!
THIS MONTH'S THEME: Women in Comics!
PREVIEWS is your ultimate guide to comics, graphic novels and pop-culture merchandise available
from your local comic book shop... revealed up to two months in advance! Read detailed product
descriptions and storylines for hundreds comic books and graphic novels from the top comic book
publishers and see the coolest toys and pop-culture merchandise on Earth! Plus: PREVIEWS Exclusive
items you'll find nowhere else! It's a great monthly read to find out what's at comic shops! Each
issue includes a download code for FREE digital editions of this month's PREVIEWS and Marvel
PREVIEWS! This March issue features items scheduled to ship in May 2023 and beyond. (STL250921)
Catalog, SC, 480pgs, FC SRP: $4.99

JAN230002
PREVIEWS #414 MAR 2023 CUSTOMER ORDER FORM
PREVIEWS makes it easy for you to order every item in the catalog with this separate order form
booklet! This March issue features items scheduled to ship in May 2023 and beyond. (STL250922)
Comic-sized, 48pgs

SRP: PI

JAN230006
GAME TRADE MAGAZINE #277
Game Trade Magazine, the monthly publication of Alliance Game Distributors, is your guide to
what's new in the worlds of gaming! With articles on new and upcoming games, previews, reviews,
game-related comics and fiction, self-contained mini-games or game modules, plus product
information on upcoming game releases, Game Trade Magazine is your essential guide to gaming
today! This March issue features items scheduled to ship in May 2023 and beyond. (STL250915)
Magazine

SRP: PI

JAN230008
MARVEL PREVIEWS VOL 6 #19 MARCH 2023 (BUNDLE OF 10) (N
Each issue of Marvel Previews is a comic book-sized, 120-page, full-color guide and preview to all of
Marvel's upcoming releases - it's your #1 source for advanced information on Marvel Comics! This
April issue features items scheduled to ship in June 2023 and beyond. (STL260749)
128pgs, FC

SRP: $1.25

JAN230009
FCBD 2023 POP HEROES DC ETRIGAN W/CHASE PX VIN FIG (C: 1-1-1
Change, change, O form of man,
Rise, the demon Etrigan!
With those words, Jason Blood, an immortal knight from the court of King Arthur, tranforms into
Etrigan the Demon, half-brother of the wizard Merlin. Created by Jack Kirby in 1972 for DC Comics
and subsequently developed by creators such as Matt Wagner, Alan Grant, Garth Ennis, and Paul
Cornell, Etrigan the Demon has also appeared in animation, such as The New Batman Adventures,
Justice League, and Batman: The Brave and the Bold, as well as video games such as LEGO Batman 3
and LEGO DC Super-Villains. Funko summons the Demon Etrigan to a new realm for Free Comic Book
Day with the PREVIEWS Exclusive POP! DC Heroes: Etrigan the Demon Vinyl Figure. Available
exclusively in comic shops beginning Free Comic Book Day, the POP! Demon gives Kirby's creation
the stylized Funko design so beloved by collectors. Plus, fans and collectors can seek out the limited
chase edition which features a blacklight paint deco that gives the Demon an eerie glow as though
he has just transformed from Jason Blood into his demonic form! Cast the spell and summon the
limited edition Demon to your Funko POP! collection this Free Comic Book Day! (STL227721) (C: 1-11) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $13.99

PREMIER PUBLISHERS

IMAGE COMICS

JAN230010
AMBASSADORS #1 (OF 6) CVR A QUITELY (MR)
(W) Mark Millar (A/CA) Frank Quitely
The most ambitious comic book of all time is finally here!

Imagine you could gift superpowers to six people. In a world of eight billion, who do you choose?
Join six of the greatest artists in the industry for an enormous story about ordinary people from
around the world explaining why it should be them.

This first story features artwork by superstar FRANK QUITELY. (STL260405)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (1 of 6)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230011
AMBASSADORS #1 (OF 6) CVR B QUITELY B&W (MR)
(W) Mark Millar (A/CA) Frank Quitely
The most ambitious comic book of all time is finally here!

Imagine you could gift superpowers to six people. In a world of eight billion, who do you choose?
Join six of the greatest artists in the industry for an enormous story about ordinary people from
around the world explaining why it should be them.

This first story features artwork by superstar FRANK QUITELY. (STL260406)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (1 of 6)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230012
AMBASSADORS #1 (OF 6) CVR C CAVENAGO (MR)
(W) Mark Millar (A) Frank Quitely (CA) Gigi Cavenago
The most ambitious comic book of all time is finally here!

Imagine you could gift superpowers to six people. In a world of eight billion, who do you choose?
Join six of the greatest artists in the industry for an enormous story about ordinary people from
around the world explaining why it should be them.

This first story features artwork by superstar FRANK QUITELY. (STL260407)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (1 of 6)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230013
AMBASSADORS #1 (OF 6) CVR D LARRAZ (MR)
(W) Mark Millar (A) Frank Quitely (CA) Pepe Larraz
The most ambitious comic book of all time is finally here!

Imagine you could gift superpowers to six people. In a world of eight billion, who do you choose?
Join six of the greatest artists in the industry for an enormous story about ordinary people from
around the world explaining why it should be them.

This first story features artwork by superstar FRANK QUITELY. (STL260408)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (1 of 6)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230014
AMBASSADORS #1 (OF 6) CVR E BLANK SKETCH CVR (MR)
(W) Mark Millar (A) Frank Quitely (CA) Blank Sketch Cover
The most ambitious comic book of all time is finally here!

Imagine you could gift superpowers to six people. In a world of eight billion, who do you choose?
Join six of the greatest artists in the industry for an enormous story about ordinary people from
around the world explaining why it should be them.

This first story features artwork by superstar FRANK QUITELY. (STL260409)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (1 of 6)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230015
JUPITERS LEGACY TP VOL 01 NETFLIX ED (MR)
(W) Mark Millar (A) Wilfredo Torres, Davide Gianfelice (CA) Frank Quitely
In mid-century America, the world’s greatest superheroes face epic threats in public while battling
private scandals behind closed doors. Now adapted into a big-budget Netflix Original series, get in on
the ground floor with one of the most critically acclaimed superhero series of the past 10 years.
COLLECTS JUPITER'S CIRCLE #1-6 (STL163500) (JUL200104)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $9.99

JAN230016
JUPITERS LEGACY TP VOL 02 NETFLIX ED (MR)

(W) Mark Millar (A) Wilfredo Torres & Various (CA) Frank Quitely
By day, they are the world’s greatest heroes. By night, they struggle with the same problems as the
rest of us, and as the pressure increases on these super-celebrities, one of the team breaks away to
become embroiled in the social unrest and political upheaval of America in the 1960s. You’ve never
read a book like JUPITER’S LEGACY before, now a major Netflix Original series.
COLLECTS JUPITER'S CIRCLE, VOL. 2 #1-6 (STL163512) (JUL200105)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 152pgs, FC SRP: $16.99

JAN230017
JUPITERS LEGACY TP VOL 03 NETFLIX ED (MR)
(W) Mark Millar (A/CA) Frank Quitely
Set one generation after the previous volume, America's superheroes have all had children, but can
they ever fill their parents' shoes? More interested in celebrity and corporate sponsorship, the
beautiful, twenty-something heroes of the modern era only want to be famous. However, worse is
their political aspirations and a plan to take control away from a fallible and weak humanity.
COLLECTS JUPITER'S LEGACY #1-5. (STL163513) (JUL200106)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 136pgs, FC SRP: $16.99

JAN230018
JUPITERS LEGACY TP VOL 04 NETFLIX ED (MR)
(W) Mike Millar (A/CA) Frank Quitely
The superheroes have taken over the world, and only the supervillains can save us from their
disastrous mistakes and monumental hubris. Hutch and Chloe have been in hiding with their son,
but now they’re gathering a team of supervillains to go back to America to retake the White House
in the name of all humanity. This is a must-read modern classic!
COLLECTS JUPITER'S LEGACY, VOL. 2 #1-5 (STL163523) (JUL200107)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 136pgs, FC SRP: $16.99

JAN230019
STARLIGHT TP VOL 01
(W) Mark Millar (A) Goran Parlov (CA) John Cassaday

Forty years ago, Duke McQueen was the space hero who saved the universe. But then he came back
home, got married, had kids, and grew old. Now his children have left and his wife has passed away,
leaving him alone with nothing except his memories...until a call comes from a distant world asking
him back for his final and greatest adventure. (STK656974) (DEC140693)
SC, 168pgs, FC SRP: $14.99

JAN230020
NIGHT FEVER HC (MR)
(W) Ed Brubaker (A) Sean Phillips, Jacob Phillips (CA) Sean Phillips
A gripping new original graphic novel from ED BRUBAKER & SEAN PHILLIPS, the bestselling creators
of PULP, RECKLESS, CRIMINAL, and KILL OR BE KILLED.

Who are you, really? Are you the things you do, or are you the person inside your mind?

In Europe on a business trip, Jonathan Webb can't sleep. Instead, he finds himself wandering the
night in a strange foreign city with his new friend, the mysterious and violent Rainer, as his guide.
Rainer shows Jonathan the hidden world of the night, a world without rules or limits. But when the
fun turns dangerous, Jonathan may find himself trapped in the dark-the question is, what will he do
to get home?

NIGHT FEVER is a pulse-pounding Jekyll-and-Hyde noir thriller about a man facing the darkness
inside himself. This riveting tour of the night is a must-have for all BRUBAKER & PHILLIPS fans!
(STL257742)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 120pgs, FC SRP: $24.99

JAN230021
DESTROY ALL MONSTERS HC A RECKLESS BOOK (MR)
(W) Ed Brubaker (A) Sean Phillips, Jacob Phillips (CA) Sean Phillips
The next book in the red-hot RECKLESS series is here!
Bestselling crime noir masters ED BRUBAKER and SEAN PHILLIPS bring us a new original graphic
novel starring troublemaker-for-hire Ethan Reckless.
It's 1988, and Ethan has been hired for his strangest case yet: finding the secrets of a Los Angeles
real estate mogul. How hard could that be, right? But what starts as a deep dive into the life of a
stranger will soon take a deadly turn, and Ethan will risk everything that still matters to him.

Another smash hit from the award-winning creators of RECKLESS, PULP, MY HEROES HAVE ALWAYS
BEEN JUNKIES, CRIMINAL, and KILL OR BE KILLED—and a must-have for all BRUBAKER and PHILLIPS
fans! (STL189793) (JUL210084)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $24.99

JAN230022
GHOST IN YOU HC A RECKLESS BOOK (MR)
(W) Ed Brubaker (A) Sean Phillips, Jacob Phillips (CA) Sean Phillips
The fourth book in the bestselling RECKLESS series is here! Crime noir masters ED BRUBAKER & SEAN
PHILLIPS present yet another original graphic novel starring troublemaker-for-hire Ethan Reckless.
It's the winter of 1989 and Ethan is out of town, so this time, Anna has to tackle the job on her own.
When a movie scream queen asks her to prove the mansion she's renovating isn't haunted, Anna will
stumble into the decades-long mystery of one of Hollywood's most infamous murder houses... a
place with many dark secrets — some of which might just kill her. Another hit from the awardwinning creators of PULP, MY HEROES HAVE ALWAYS BEEN JUNKIES, CRIMINAL, and KILL OR BE
KILLED — and a must-have for all ED BRUBAKER & SEAN PHILLIPS fans! (STL212445) (JAN220129)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $24.99

JAN230023
FOLLOW ME DOWN HC A RECKLESS BOOK (MR)
(W) Ed Brubaker (A) Sean Phillips, Jacob Phillips (CA) Sean Phillips
The fifth book in the bestselling RECKLESS series is here! Crime noir masters ED BRUBAKER & SEAN
PHILLIPS present yet another original graphic novel starring troublemaker-for-hire Ethan Reckless.
In the wake of the 1989 earthquake, Ethan takes a trip to San Francisco to search for a missing
woman. But almost immediately, he finds himself going down a path of darkness and murder in a
case unlike anything he’s faced before.
FOLLOW ME DOWN is the most intense of the RECKLESS books so far and yet another hit from the
most acclaimed team in comics, creators of PULP, MY HEROES HAVE ALWAYS BEEN JUNKIES,
CRIMINAL, THE FADE OUT, and KILL OR BE KILLED. A must-have for all BRUBAKER & PHILLIPS fans!
(STL227795) (JUL220075)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $24.99

JAN230024

PULP HC PROCESS EDITION (MR)
(W) Ed Brubaker (A) Sean Phillips, Jacob Phillips (CA) Sean Phillips
The ultimate behind-the-scenes art book for all BRUBAKER & PHILLIPS fans is finally here.

See from start to finish how a creative team at the top of their game makes an Eisner Award-winning
graphic novel. Replicates materials from the entire process of creating PULP, from ED BRUBAKER's
original notebook entries, to the initial script, to PHILLIPS' breakdowns and pencils, all the way to the
final edited and polished book itself, presented in full color. See what the book started out as, what
changed in the final version before print, and go deep into BRUBAKER & PHILLIPS' process.

PULP: THE PROCESS EDITION is a beautifully designed hardcover with everything a collector could
want, including the full graphic novel itself, reproduced for the first time in a stunningly detailed
oversized format. A must-have for any hardcore BRUBAKER & PHILLIPS fan. (STL223467)
(MAR220117)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 7x11, 256pgs, FC

SRP: $39.99

JAN230025
FRIEND OF THE DEVIL HC A RECKLESS BOOK (MR)
(W) Ed Brubaker (A) Sean Phillips, Jacob Phillips (CA) Sean Phillips
The next book in the red-hot Reckless series is here!
Bestselling crime noir masters Ed Brubaker and Sean Phillips are back with another new original
graphic novel featuring troublemaker-for-hire Ethan Reckless.
It's 1985 and things in Ethan's life are going pretty well... until a missing woman shows up in the
background of an old B-movie, and Ethan is drawn into Hollywood's secret occult underbelly as he
hunts for her among the wreckage of the wild days of the '70s.
Another hit graphic novel from the award-winning creators of PULP, MY HEROES HAVE ALWAYS
BEEN JUNKIES, CRIMINAL, and KILL OR BE KILLED —a must-have for all Brubaker and Phillips fans!
(STL174059) (JAN210066)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $24.99

JAN230026
RECKLESS HC (MR)
(W) Ed Brubaker (A) Sean Phillips, Jacob Phillips (CA) Sean Phillips

Sex, drugs, and murder in 1980s Los Angeles, and the best new twist on paperback pulp heroes since
The Punisher or Jack Reacher.
ED BRUBAKER and SEAN PHILLIPS, the modern masters of crime noir, bring us the last thing anyone
expected from them—a good guy. A bold new series of original graphic novels, with three books
releasing over the next year, each a full-length story that stands on its own.
Meet Ethan Reckless: Your trouble is his business, for the right price. But when a fugitive from his
radical student days reaches out for help, Ethan must face the only thing he fears…his own past.
(STL169327) (OCT200009)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $24.99

JAN230027
PHANTOM ROAD #1 CVR A WALTA (MR)
(W) Jeff Lemire (A) Gabriel Hernandez Walta, Jordie Bellaire (CA) Gabriel Hernandez Walta
MINISERIES PREMIERE

Dom is a long-haul truck driver attempting to stay ahead of his tragic past. When he stops one night
to assist Birdie, who has been in a massive car crash, they pull an artifact from the wreckage that
throws their lives into fifth gear. Suddenly, a typical midnight run has become a frantic journey
through a surreal world where Dom and Birdie find themselves the quarry of strange and impossible
monsters.

It's grindhouse horror meeting high-concept supernatural fantasy in the first issue of a bold new
miniseries from JEFF LEMIRE (THE BONE ORCHARD MYTHOS, LITTLE MONSTERS) and GABRIEL
HERNÁNDEZ WALTA (The Vision, Hellboy and the B.P.R.D: Old Man Whittier), the Eisner Awardnominated creative team behind the bestselling Sentient series. (STL260410)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230028
PHANTOM ROAD #1 CVR B LEMIRE (MR)
(W) Jeff Lemire (A) Gabriel Hernandez Walta, Jordie Bellaire (CA) Jeff Lemire
MINISERIES PREMIERE

Dom is a long-haul truck driver attempting to stay ahead of his tragic past. When he stops one night
to assist Birdie, who has been in a massive car crash, they pull an artifact from the wreckage that

throws their lives into fifth gear. Suddenly, a typical midnight run has become a frantic journey
through a surreal world where Dom and Birdie find themselves the quarry of strange and impossible
monsters.

It's grindhouse horror meeting high-concept supernatural fantasy in the first issue of a bold new
miniseries from JEFF LEMIRE (THE BONE ORCHARD MYTHOS, LITTLE MONSTERS) and GABRIEL
HERNÁNDEZ WALTA (The Vision, Hellboy and the B.P.R.D: Old Man Whittier), the Eisner Awardnominated creative team behind the bestselling Sentient series. (STL260411)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230029
PHANTOM ROAD #1 CVR C FERNANDEZ (MR)
(W) Jeff Lemire (A) Gabriel Hernandez Walta, Jordie Bellaire (CA) Javier Fernandez
MINISERIES PREMIERE

Dom is a long-haul truck driver attempting to stay ahead of his tragic past. When he stops one night
to assist Birdie, who has been in a massive car crash, they pull an artifact from the wreckage that
throws their lives into fifth gear. Suddenly, a typical midnight run has become a frantic journey
through a surreal world where Dom and Birdie find themselves the quarry of strange and impossible
monsters.

It's grindhouse horror meeting high-concept supernatural fantasy in the first issue of a bold new
miniseries from JEFF LEMIRE (THE BONE ORCHARD MYTHOS, LITTLE MONSTERS) and GABRIEL
HERNÁNDEZ WALTA (The Vision, Hellboy and the B.P.R.D: Old Man Whittier), the Eisner Awardnominated creative team behind the bestselling Sentient series. (STL260412)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230030
GIDEON FALLS TP VOL 01 BLACK BARN (MR)
(W) Jeff Lemire (A/CA) Andrea Sorrentino
Picked up for TV by Hivemind after a multi-studio bidding war with long-time producing partners
Sean Daniel and Jason Brown, Bad Robot veteran Kathy Lingg, and former Valiant Entertainment CEO
& Chief Creative Officer Dinesh Shamdasani.

From the bestselling creative team behind Old Man Logan and Green Arrow comes a characterdriven meditation on obsession, mental illness, and faith. The legend of the Black Barn-an
otherworldly building alleged to have appeared and reappeared throughout history, bringing death
and madness in its wake-ensnares and entwines the lives of two very different men.
Plus, this collection includes a variant cover gallery from some of comics' best artists, including CLIFF
CHIANG (PAPER GIRLS), JOCK (WYTCHES), SKOTTIE YOUNG (I HATE FAIRYLAND), and more!
Collects GIDEON FALLS #1-6 (STL082736) (AUG180153)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 160pgs, FC SRP: $9.99

JAN230031
GIDEON FALLS TP VOL 02 ORIGINAL SINS (MR)
(W) Jeff Lemire (A/CA) Andrea Sorrentino
The mystery deepens in the second volume of the runaway bestselling series by New York Times
bestselling and Eisner Award-winning writer JEFF LEMIRE (DESCENDER) and ANDREA SORRENTINO,
the acclaimed creative duo behind Green Arrow and Old Man Logan. As the reclusive and troubled
young man NORTON becomes more immersed in his quest for the secret of the legendary Black
Barn, washed-up Catholic priest FATHER FRED unravels the secret behind a series of grisly murders.
The psychological dread-inducing terror of Netflix's The Haunting of Hill House collides with the
unsettling atmosphere of Twin Peaks in this addictive new series. Collects GIDEON FALLS #7-11.
(STL094189) (FEB190077)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 136pgs, FC SRP: $16.99

JAN230032
GIDEON FALLS TP VOL 03 STATIONS OF THE CROSS
(W) Jeff Lemire (A/CA) Andrea Sorrentino
The hot horror series that WIRED magazine named one of the best books of 2018 returns from the
creative team that BRIAN MICHAEL BENDIS said "will go down as one of the greatest comic teams of
all time!" After the mind-blowing events of the second arc, our story heads right through the looking
glass. Father Burke tracks a vicious killer named… Norton Sinclair? And when that killer can travel
through time (and space!), readers are in for a wild ride. Collects GIDEON FALLS #12-16.
(STL120033) (AUG190124)
SC, 136pgs, FC SRP: $16.99

JAN230033
GIDEON FALLS TP VOL 04 (MR)

(W) Jeff Lemire (A/CA) Andrea Sorrentino, Dave Stewart
2019 EISNER AWARD WINNER, BEST NEW SERIES!
The smash-hit horror series continues! After the time- and space-shifting journey of the last arc,
Norton and Clara are trapped in small-town Gideon Falls with a murderous psychopath. Meanwhile,
Angie and Father Fred confront the Bishop in big-city Gideon Falls, where the secrets of the
Pentoculus Machine are revealed in all their mind-twisting glory. In the midst of the chaos, what will
happen when the Ploughmen finally answer the call of duty?
Collects GIDEON FALLS #17-21. (STL131516) (FEB200126)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $16.99

JAN230034
GIDEON FALLS TP VOL 05 (MR)
(W) Jeff Lemire (A/CA) Andrea Sorrentino, Dave Stewart
After the mind-bending destruction of the Black Barn, our heroes find themselves spread across the
Gideon Falls multiverse that it contained within! While Angie struggles to survive in a 1984 version,
Clara is alone in an old West version, and Father Fred is a man out of place in the cyberpunk Gideon
Falls. And where Norton landed is anyone's guess. And while these worlds all seem far apart, the
Laughing Man is always closer than you think!
Collects GIDEON FALLS #22-26. (STL161561) (SEP200105)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 120pgs, FC SRP: $16.99

JAN230035
GIDEON FALLS DLX ED HC VOL 01 (MR)
(W) Jeff Lemire (A/CA) Andrea Sorrentino, Dave Stewart
The first book of the Eisner Award-winning horror series from writer JEFF LEMIRE (Sweet Tooth,
Black Hammer) and artist ANDREA SORRENTINO (Old Man Logan, Joker: Killer Smile) collected in a
deluxe edition hardcover!
The lives of a washed-up Catholic priest arriving in a small town full of dark secrets and a reclusive
young man obsessed with a conspiracy in the city's trash become intertwined around the mysterious
legend of the Black Barn-an otherworldly building alleged to have appeared in both the city and the
small town throughout history, bringing death and madness in its wake.
Rural mystery and urban horror collide in this character-driven meditation on obsession, mental
illness, and faith from the creators that writer BRIAN MICHAEL BENDIS said "will go down as one of
the greatest comic teams of all time!" This edition features plenty of extras including a variant cover

gallery from some of comics' best artists, like CLIFF CHIANG, JOCK, TULA LOTAY, SKOTTIE YOUNG,
and many more!
Collects issues #1-16. (STL179467) (JUN210126)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 432pgs, FC SRP: $49.99

JAN230036
GIDEON FALLS DLX ED HC VOL 02 (MR)
(W) Jeff Lemire (A/CA) Andrea Sorrentino
The second book of the Eisner Award-winning horror series from writer JEFF LEMIRE (Sweet Tooth,
Black Hammer) and artist ANDREA SORRENTINO (PRIMORDIAL, Old Man Logan) collected in a deluxe
edition hardcover!

The Black Barn continues to wreak havoc on the lives of our heroes as they are forced to confront
their greater fears within its walls. Realities are finally converging and the end is nigh! Will they be
able to stop the Laughing Man, or will he triumph in spreading his evil throughout the multiverse?

Rural mystery and urban horror collide in this character-driven meditation on obsession, mental
illness, and faith from the creators that writer BRIAN MICHAEL BENDIS said: "will go down as one of
the greatest comic teams of all time!" This edition features plenty of extras, including a variant cover
gallery from some of comics' best artists and revealing behind-the-scenes insight into the inner
workings of GIDEON FALLS. Collects GIDEON FALLS #17-27. (STL227796) (JUN220163)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 7x11, 336pgs, FC

SRP: $39.99

JAN230037
DEAD ROMANS #1 (OF 6) CVR A MARINKOVICH (MR)
(W) Fred Kennedy (A/CA) Nick Marinkovich
MINISERIES PREMIERE

Arminius, a Germanic prince raised in Rome, has sworn vengeance against the Empire that butchers
his people. He wants to make a queen of the woman he loves, Honoria, a fellow slave. Now, fifty
thousand Romans will die to give her a throne she never asked for…or wanted.

Lush, beautiful illustrations bring to life a brutal tale of love and war from the birth of the Roman
Empire. (STL260413)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (1 of 6)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230038
DEAD ROMANS #1 (OF 6) CVR B MARINKOVICH (MR)
(W) Fred Kennedy (A/CA) Nick Marinkovich
MINISERIES PREMIERE

Arminius, a Germanic prince raised in Rome, has sworn vengeance against the Empire that butchers
his people. He wants to make a queen of the woman he loves, Honoria, a fellow slave. Now, fifty
thousand Romans will die to give her a throne she never asked for…or wanted.

Lush, beautiful illustrations bring to life a brutal tale of love and war from the birth of the Roman
Empire. (STL260414)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (1 of 6)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230039
DEAD ROMANS #1 (OF 6) CVR C NORD (MR)
(W) Fred Kennedy (A) Nick Marinkovich (CA) Cary Nord
MINISERIES PREMIERE

Arminius, a Germanic prince raised in Rome, has sworn vengeance against the Empire that butchers
his people. He wants to make a queen of the woman he loves, Honoria, a fellow slave. Now, fifty
thousand Romans will die to give her a throne she never asked for…or wanted.

Lush, beautiful illustrations bring to life a brutal tale of love and war from the birth of the Roman
Empire. (STL260415)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (1 of 6)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230040
DEAD ROMANS #1 (OF 6) CVR D GORHAM (MR)
(W) Fred Kennedy (A) Nick Marinkovich (CA) Adam Gorham
MINISERIES PREMIERE

Arminius, a Germanic prince raised in Rome, has sworn vengeance against the Empire that butchers
his people. He wants to make a queen of the woman he loves, Honoria, a fellow slave. Now, fifty
thousand Romans will die to give her a throne she never asked for…or wanted.

Lush, beautiful illustrations bring to life a brutal tale of love and war from the birth of the Roman
Empire. (STL260416)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (1 of 6)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230041
DEAD ROMANS #1 (OF 6) CVR E MARINKOVICH (MR)
(W) Fred Kennedy (A/CA) Nick Marinkovich
MINISERIES PREMIERE

Arminius, a Germanic prince raised in Rome, has sworn vengeance against the Empire that butchers
his people. He wants to make a queen of the woman he loves, Honoria, a fellow slave. Now, fifty
thousand Romans will die to give her a throne she never asked for…or wanted.

Lush, beautiful illustrations bring to life a brutal tale of love and war from the birth of the Roman
Empire. (STL260417)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (1 of 6)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230042
DEAD ROMANS #1 (OF 6) CVR F BLANK SKETCH CVR (MR)
(W) Fred Kennedy (A) Nick Marinkovich (CA) Blank Sketch Cover
MINISERIES PREMIERE

Arminius, a Germanic prince raised in Rome, has sworn vengeance against the Empire that butchers
his people. He wants to make a queen of the woman he loves, Honoria, a fellow slave. Now, fifty
thousand Romans will die to give her a throne she never asked for…or wanted.

Lush, beautiful illustrations bring to life a brutal tale of love and war from the birth of the Roman
Empire. (STL260418)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (1 of 6)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230043
AGE OF BRONZE TP VOL 01 (NEW EDITION)
(W/A/CA) Eric Shanower
NOW IN FULL COLOR!
A brand-new look for multiple Eisner-winner ERIC SHANOWER's hard-hitting version of the Trojan
War. The politics and passion get turned up to eleven when colorist JOHN DALLAIRE injects his
vibrant palette into the enduring epic.
Helen runs off with Paris. Agamemnon declares war on Troy. Achilles hides among girls. Odysseus
goes mad. And that's only the beginning.
Collects AGE OF BRONZE #1-9 (STL084960) (JUN180059)
SC, 224pgs, FC SRP: $19.99

JAN230044
AGE OF BRONZE TP VOL 02 (NEW EDITION)
(W/A/CA) Eric Shanower
Publishers Weekly's Best Books of 2004

Now in full color for the first time!

Multiple Eisner Award winner ERIC SHANOWER's epic retelling of the Trojan War continues in
brilliant tones from colorist JOHN DALLAIRE.

High King Agamemnon faces an impossible choice. If he wants victory over Troy, he must sacrifice
the life of his eldest daughter.

Collects AGE OF BRONZE #10-19 (STL120022) (JUL190098)
SC, 11x7, 224pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

JAN230045
AGE OF BRONZE TP VOL 03 BETRAYAL PT 1 BETRAYAL PT 1
(W/A/CA) Eric Shanower
Betrayal continues the award-winning graphic novel retelling of the Trojan War. The famous names
of legend breathe anew as ancient Troy springs to life once more.

The army of High King Agamemnon battles its way across the sea toward Troy. On the island of
Tenedos the young warrior Achilles leads the army to the attack. But before the slaughter ends,
Achilles unexpectedly seals his fate.

During the feast of victory, a snake bites Philoktetes on the foot. His cries of pain are so loud and
long that the army can’t stand having him around. Leave it to Odysseus to find a solution to the
problem, a solution that satisfies the army but doesn’t sit quite so well with Philoktetes.

The Trojans are busy, preparing to repel an onslaught. Prince Hektor hopes that war can be stopped
before it starts. And when Agamemnon sends an embassy from the army to Priam, peace seems
within grasp. But it’s by no means sure. At long last Helen faces the husband she left behind. Will
flying sparks rekindle a flame between them or ignite a conflagration that consumes all?

In Betrayal, graphic novelist Eric Shanower continues his unique and detailed vision of one of the
greatest stories in the world. (STK343501) (MAY071856)
176pgs, FC

SRP: $17.99

JAN230046
AGE OF BRONZE TP VOL 03B BETRAYAL PT 2 (MR)
(W/A/CA) Eric Shanower
The Trojan plain fills with death as Achaean forces clash in blood with the Trojan army. In the city of
Troy Pandarus pulls the strings to put Troilus in Cressida's bed. But when Cressida is ripped away to
the enemy camp, how far will Troilus fight to recover her?
Collects AGE OF BRONZE #27-33. (STK614850) (MAY130447)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 176pgs, FC SRP: $18.99

JAN230047
FORGED #1 (MR)
(W) Greg Rucka, Eric Trautmann (A/CA) Mike Henderson
In the 11th Millennium of the rule of the Eternal Empress, a squad of planet-smashing super soldiers
find their routine mission to be anything but. These are the Forged. They take no prisoners.

Written by GREG RUCKA & ERIC TRAUTMANN and brought to the page by MIKE HENDERSON,
embark upon an over-the-top pulp adventure of sex, violence, and sci-fi inspired by Conan, Heavy
Metal, and other comics you tried to hide from your parents. (STL260419)
MATURE THEMES
64pgs, FC

SRP: $5.99

JAN230048
LAZARUS TP VOL 01 (MR)
(W) Greg Rucka (A/CA) Michael Lark
Collecting the first four issues of the Eisner-winning team of RUCKA and LARK's critically acclaimed
new series about Forever Carlyle, the Lazarus of the Carlyle Family. Included are the first four issues
of story, as well as the previously released introductory four-page short "Family: Prelude." Collects
LAZARUS #1-4. (STK621652) (AUG130621)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 104pgs, FC SRP: $9.99

JAN230049
LAZARUS TP VOL 02 LIFT (NEW PTG) (MR)
(W) Greg Rucka (A) Michael Lark (CA) Owen Freeman
The second story arc in the New York Times bestselling series. Forever uncovers rebellion brewing in
LA, and the Barrets, a family of "Waste," undertake a 500-mile journey to Denver in the hope that
one of their family will be noticed by the Carlyles and "lifted" to Serf status. (STL231958)
(FEB229194)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $16.99

JAN230050

LAZARUS TP VOL 03 CONCLAVE (MR)
(W) Greg Rucka (A) Michael Lark (CA) Owen Freeman
For the first time since dividing the world, the 16 Families have gathered together again in the
exclusive luxury confines of Triton One to resolve the emerging conflict between Family Carlyle and
Family Hock, and they've brought their Lazari with them. Amidst budding friendships, romance, and
politics, Forever will learn the truth about who she is and the first hints of what she will become.
Collects LAZARUS #10-15. (STK662022) (JAN150631)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 136pgs, FC SRP: $14.99

JAN230051
LAZARUS TP VOL 04 POISON (MR)
(W) Greg Rucka (A) Michael Lark (CA) Owen Freeman
The world is at war, and Family Carlyle must fight to defend itself. With Malcolm Carlyle hovering at
death's door, the siblings struggle to maintain control. But deception and war go hand in hand,
culminating in a final revelation that will truly change everything for Forever Carlyle. Collects
LAZARUS #16-21. (STK686886) (NOV150672)
MATURE THEMES
168pgs, FC

SRP: $14.99

JAN230052
LAZARUS TP VOL 05 (MR)
(W) Greg Rucka (A/CA) Michael Lark
The fifth collection of the critically acclaimed New York Times bestselling series by Eisner winners
MICHAEL LARK and GREG RUCKA plunges the Sixteen Families into chaos as the world goes to war.
But Forever Carlyle, the Lazarus of the Carlyle Family, has been sidelined, and her loyalties are now
in question as she struggles to come to terms with who and what she is. To win her trust, her sister
Johanna must reveal the Family's most closely guarded secret-the truth of Forever Carlyle.
Collects LAZARUS #22-26. (STL021781) (DEC160811)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $14.99

JAN230053
LAZARUS TP VOL 06 (MR)
(W) Greg Rucka (A/CA) Michael Lark

Two years have passed since current Carlyle Lazarus Forever was betrayed on the battlefield, and
now the Carlyle Family finds itself surrounded on all sides. With time running out for her Family,
Johanna recruits Forever to go on the attack. As Lazarus fights Lazarus, the next Forever Carlyle in
training, 14-year-old "Eight," finds herself in a life-or-death struggle of a different kind.

Collects LAZARUS: RISEN #1-3 (STL131517) (NOV190089)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 152pgs, FC SRP: $16.99

JAN230054
O/A LAZARUS TP VOL 07 (MR)
(W) Greg Rucka (A/CA) Michael Lark
Every secret has a price, and every family has their secrets. As the five-year long Conclave War
comes to a close, the plans of Malcolm Carlyle collide with those of his Lazarus and daughter,
Forever. The bill is coming due. For Malcolm, it’s a price he’s willing to pay, especially when it comes
to his Family’s eternal rival, Jakob Hock. For Forever, freedom will be paid for in blood…and not just
her own.
Collects LAZARUS #27-28 & LAZARUS: RISEN #5-7 (STL212444) (OCT220062)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 208pgs, FC SRP: $16.99

JAN230055
INDIGO CHILDREN #1 CVR A DIOTTO (MR)
(W) Curt Pires, Rockwell White (A/CA) Alex Diotto
SERIES PREMIERE

Acclaimed creator CURT PIRES returns to Image for a brand-new ongoing series with the creative
team behind the smash-hit series Youth, soon to be a show on Amazon Prime!

RADIANT BLACK meets THE DEPARTMENT OF TRUTH in this action-packed sci-fi/mystery epic as
journalist Donovan Price hunts down the extraordinarily gifted INDIGO CHILDREN after their
mysterious disappearance fifteen years prior.

An EXTRA-LENGTH FIRST ISSUE for the regular price of just $3.99! (STL260420)

MATURE THEMES
48pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230060
OLYMPIA TP
(W) Curt Pires (A) Alex Diotto, Dee Cunniffe (CA) Christian Ward
Elon is a latchkey kid who spends his days alone reading comic books-until his favorite superhero,
Olympian, comes crashing off the page and into reality! But as he nurses his wounded hero back to
health, he discovers Olympian isn't the only thing that came through-something evil followed him. A
comedic yet heartfelt love letter to the comics medium, OLYMPIA is also a meditation on hope and
loss, conceived by CURT PIRES (Wyrd) and his father, TONY PIRES, while Tony was undergoing
treatment for cancer. Collects OLYMPIA #1-5. (STL144036) (APR200165)
SC, 176pgs, FC SRP: $16.99

JAN230061
NO ONE #1 (OF 10) CVR A BORGES MV (MR)
(W) Kyle Higgins, Brian Buccellato (A/CA) Geraldo Borges
MINISERIES PREMIERE

Ten months ago, the Richard Roe murders shocked the city of Pittsburgh. In the months since, the
killings have sparked a dangerous political movement, copycat killers, and a masked vigilante who's
still determined to hold the powerful accountable. Not a symbol. Not a hero. They could be anyone.
They're NO/ONE.

Superstar writers KYLE HIGGINS (RADIANT BLACK) and BRIAN BUCCELLATO (Chicken Devil) and
rising-star artist GERALDO BORGES (Nightwing) bring you the extra-length first chapter of a true
crime superhero drama in its own corner of the MASSIVE-VERSE!

PLUS! The story continues in "Who is No/One," a monthly companion podcast starring RACHAEL
LEIGH COOK (She's All That) and PATTON OSWALT (Netflix's The Sandman, Minor Threats, Marvel's
M.O.D.O.K.)!

NO/ONE is a Massive-Verse series. (STL260425)
MATURE THEMES
48pgs, FC (1 of 10)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230062
NO ONE #1 (OF 10) CVR B MONTES MV (MR)
(W) Kyle Higgins, Brian Buccellato (A) Geraldo Borges (CA) Goni Montes
MINISERIES PREMIERE

Ten months ago, the Richard Roe murders shocked the city of Pittsburgh. In the months since, the
killings have sparked a dangerous political movement, copycat killers, and a masked vigilante who's
still determined to hold the powerful accountable. Not a symbol. Not a hero. They could be anyone.
They're NO/ONE.

Superstar writers KYLE HIGGINS (RADIANT BLACK) and BRIAN BUCCELLATO (Chicken Devil) and
rising-star artist GERALDO BORGES (Nightwing) bring you the extra-length first chapter of a true
crime superhero drama in its own corner of the MASSIVE-VERSE!

PLUS! The story continues in "Who is No/One," a monthly companion podcast starring RACHAEL
LEIGH COOK (She's All That) and PATTON OSWALT (Netflix's The Sandman, Minor Threats, Marvel's
M.O.D.O.K.)!

NO/ONE is a Massive-Verse series. (STL260426)
MATURE THEMES
48pgs, FC (1 of 10)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230063
NO ONE #1 (OF 10) CVR C ENGLERT MV (MR)
(W) Kyle Higgins, Brian Buccellato (A) Geraldo Borges (CA) Mark Englert
MINISERIES PREMIERE

Ten months ago, the Richard Roe murders shocked the city of Pittsburgh. In the months since, the
killings have sparked a dangerous political movement, copycat killers, and a masked vigilante who's
still determined to hold the powerful accountable. Not a symbol. Not a hero. They could be anyone.
They're NO/ONE.

Superstar writers KYLE HIGGINS (RADIANT BLACK) and BRIAN BUCCELLATO (Chicken Devil) and
rising-star artist GERALDO BORGES (Nightwing) bring you the extra-length first chapter of a true
crime superhero drama in its own corner of the MASSIVE-VERSE!

PLUS! The story continues in "Who is No/One," a monthly companion podcast starring RACHAEL
LEIGH COOK (She's All That) and PATTON OSWALT (Netflix's The Sandman, Minor Threats, Marvel's
M.O.D.O.K.)!

NO/ONE is a Massive-Verse series. (STL260427)
MATURE THEMES
48pgs, FC (1 of 10)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230067
RADIANT BLACK TP VOL 01 A MASSIVE-VERSE BOOK MV
(W) Kyle Higgins, Cherish Chen (A) Marcello Costa, David Lafuente (CA) Marcello Costa, Eduardo
Ferigato
THE MOST ACCLAIMED NEW SERIES OF 2021!
Visionary writer KYLE HIGGINS (Mighty Morphin Power Rangers, Ultraman) and artist MARCELO
COSTA reinvent super heroes for a new generation! Nathan Burnett has just turned 30, and things
aren't great—he's working (and failing) at two jobs, his credit card debt is piling up, and his only
move…is moving back home with his parents.
But when Nathan discovers the ethereal, cosmic RADIANT, he's given the power to radically change
his fortunes...unless the Cosmic Beings who created them succeed in taking them back by any means
necessary. Oh, and did we mention there's a RED RADIANT who wants Nathan dead? The next mustread comic book series STARTS HERE.
Collects RADIANT BLACK #1-6. (STL182068) (JUN210166)
SC, 184pgs, FC SRP: $9.99

JAN230068
RADIANT BLACK TP VOL 02 A MASSIVE-VERSE BOOK MV
(W) Kyle Higgins & Various (A) Marcello Costa & Various (CA) Marcello Costa
The first wave of cosmic forces has arrived on Earth, desperate to reclaim the Radiant, and the only
thing standing in their way is RADIANT BLACK and some unexpected new allies. And afterwards, as
time goes on and the world begins to heal, Marshall makes a dramatic choice that sends him to a
place beyond imagination, a place that just might change everything — again.
COLLECTS RADIANT BLACK #7-12. (STL201637) (JAN220204)

SC, 176pgs, FC SRP: $16.99

JAN230069
RADIANT BLACK TP VOL 03 A MASSIVE-VERSE BOOK MV
(W) Kyle Higgins, Laurence Holmes (A) Marcello Costa & Various
Alien sword guy? Dealt with. Best friend? Saved. Giant space war? A problem for another day. With
all the big problems handled, Marshall is looking forward to some good old-fashioned downtime.

But the power of the Radiants won't stay secret forever, and as his personal life starts to unravel,
Marshall will face a gauntlet of new foes that threaten to put an early end to his superhero career!
Collects RADIANT BLACK #13-18. (STL224352) (JUN220176)
SC, 168pgs, FC SRP: $16.99

JAN230070
STONEHEART #1 (MR)
(W/A/CA) Emma Kubert
SERIES PREMIERE

EMMA KUBERT, the artist behind Frank Miller Presents' Frank Miller's Pandora and Image Comics'
INKBLOT and RADIANT PINK, introduces her whimsically twisted tale STONEHEART, a new ongoing
action/adventure fantasy series!

Bubbly and headstrong Shayde Whisper has been inexplicably exiled from her magical guild and
relocated, left only with vague memories and romanticized hope. But when she hears a sinister voice
in her head that awakens a power beyond her comprehension, she'll traverse her past and present
to unravel her prestigious place within the mystical land of Athea! (STL260431)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230071
INKBLOT TP VOL 01
(W/A/CA) Emma Kubert, Rusty Gladd
A powerful sorceress must attempt to correct her greatest mistake — the creation of a magical cat
that can travel through time, space, and the seven realms of reality. The cat threatens to unravel the

fabric of the universe, doesn't care, and just won't listen! Collects INKBLOT #1-6. (STL170895)
(JAN210090)
SC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $9.99

JAN230072
INKBLOT TP VOL 02
(W/A/CA) Emma Kubert, Rusty Gladd
Oblivious to the profound grief it has caused the Seeker, the cat continues to meander through time
and space, wherever its mood takes it. Occasionally evasive and consistently playful, it threatens to
destroy what little control the sorcerers have over the realms and unravel what truths the Seeker
knows of magic itself.
COLLECTS INKBLOT #7-12. (STL194200) (AUG210167)
SC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $16.99

JAN230073
ARC (ONE-SHOT) (MR)
(W) Matt Hawkins, Ryan Cady (A) Atilio Rojo (CA) Stjepan Sejic
Illegal poaching is a billion-dollar industry, a black market trade violently interwoven with the bloody
work of warlords and international traffickers. South African industrial heir Noah Ehran has
dedicated himself to battling this evil on two fronts, in two separate lives. By day, he's an
environmental lobbyist and aggressive corporate reformer-but by night, Noah leads A.R.C., the
Animal Rights Coalition, in an armed crusade against the criminal empires responsible! (STL260432)
MATURE THEMES
48pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN230074
THINK TANK TP VOL 01
(W) Matt Hawkins (A) Rahsan Ekedal (CA) Rahsan Ekedal, Brian Reber
Dr. David Loren is many things: child prodigy, inventor, genius, slacker... mass murderer. When a
military think tank's smartest scientist decides he can no longer stomach creating weapons of
destruction, will he be able to think his way out of his dilemma or find himself subject to the
machinations of smaller men? Collecting the original series in its entirety, this trade paperback also
is jam packed with a complete cover gallery, bonus articles, behind-the-scenes sketches, and more!
Collects THINK TANK #1-4. (STK519152) (OCT120494)
SC, 120pgs, B&W

SRP: $14.99

JAN230075
THINK TANK TP VOL 02
(W) Matt Hawkins (A/CA) Rahsan Ekedal
"GENETICS"—Two months after the flashy and brilliant escape from the DARPA funded military think
he used to call his home, slacker/genius Dr. David Loren has willingly returned to his lab to continue
his work that he not long ago wished to be no part of. When a weapons designer loses his moral
compass, who are the true victims of his creations? Collects THINK TANK #4-8 and THINK TANK
MILITARY DOSSIER #1. (STK612135) (APR130479)
SC, 160pgs, B&W

SRP: $14.99

JAN230076
THINK TANK TP VOL 03
(W) Matt Hawkins (A/CA) Rahsan Ekedal
"OUTBREAK"—Slacker genius Dr. David Loren used to worry about the deadly consequences of his
creations from the safety of his laboratory… but not anymore! Deployed to Taiwan to oversee a field
test gone awry, will having a SEAL Team as his bodyguards be enough to ensure that David returns
home outside of a body bag? Collects THINK TANK #9-12. (STK629632) (NOV130460)
SC, 144pgs, B&W

SRP: $14.99

JAN230077
THINK TANK TP VOL 04 CREATIVE DESTRUCTION
(W/A/CA) Rahsan Ekedal
The US electrical grid and infrastructure is under attack by unknown sources. Russia and China are
on the verge of war with each other. David Loren has his hand in it all as he's forced to toy with the
world while dealing with a debilitating depression over his shattered relationship with Mirra Sway.
Collects THINK TANK: CREATIVE DESTRUCTION #1-4. (STK690177) (JUN160718)
SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $14.99

JAN230078
THINK TANK TP VOL 05 ANIMAL
(W) Matt Hawkins (A/CA) Rahsan Ekedal
Several key NATO figures are assassinated...by animals? Someone has perverted Dr. David Loren's
surface thought-reader and turned it into a device that sends animals on kill missions. Still
recovering from his recent suicide attempt, Loren is forced back into the military game to help
uncover who is behind this. His fragile relationship with Mirra Sway is tested even further when his

father shows up...with a sister he didn't know he had. Collects THINK TANK: ANIMAL #1-4.
(STL045341) (JUN170806)
SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $16.99

JAN230079
AVAS DEMON BOOK 01 REBORN
(W/A/CA) Michelle Fus
For fans of TEEN TITANS: RAVEN and LORE OLYMPUS comes the game-changing, multimedia
webcomic and Kickstarter sensation from acclaimed creator Michelle Fus, available in softcover for
the first time with a new retail-exclusive cover.?
When a young, shy girl named Ava discovers that the demon who haunts her is actually the spirit of
an ancient alien queen named Wrathia, the two form a dangerous pact.?
But in exchange for a better life, Ava must help Wrathia seek revenge against TITAN…the most
powerful being in the universe. (STL235391)
SC, 6x9, 286pgs, FC

SRP: $17.99

JAN230080
SHADECRAFT TP VOL 01
(W) Joe Henderson (A) Lee Garbett, Antonio Fabela (CA) Lee Garbett
Zadie Lu is afraid of her own shadow. She's a teenager, so she REALLY should have grown out of that
by now, right? But something weird is happening in her small town. Zadie could swear the shadows
are coming to life. Watching her. Trying to KILL her. But how do you fight something
you can't even touch? And how does all of this tie in with her FAMILY, of all things?

Writer JOE HENDERSON (showrunner of Netflix's Lucifer) and artist LEE GARBETT (Captain Marvel),
the Eisner-nominated creative team that brought you SKYWARD, invite you to join Zadie
Lu as she ventures into the shadows to face her fears, and discovers a legacy she never knew she
had.

COLLECTS SHADECRAFT #1-5. (STL186978) (SEP210095)
SC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $16.99

JAN230081
SEA SERPENTS HEIR GN BOOK 01

(W) Mairghread Scott (A/CA) Pablo Tunica
For teenage Aella, growing up is hard. Even harder when you find out that you're the reincarnation
of an ancient sea serpent that's destined to destroy the world, in a graphic novel trilogy from
acclaimed creators Mairghread Scott and Pablo Tunica.
THE END OF THE WORLD IS COMING.
For Aella, life on Kinamen Isle is one of boredom. Spending her days fishing and minding her aunts,
she dreams of life beyond the horizon.
Everything changes, however, when she awakens an ancient evil within herself as it's revealed that
she's the reincarnation of Xir, the serpent that almost destroyed the world. Worse yet, a fanatical
religious organization has arrived on Kinamen Isle in search of Xir.
As Aella is forced to fight for her life, she'll discover that her entire world is not what it seems. Her
aunts know more than they let on and what exactly does the infamous Pirate Queen want with
Aella?
From the team of Mairghread Scott (Star Wars: Resistance, Guardians of the Galaxy) and Pablo
Tunica (TMNT Universe) comes an extraordinary tale of growing up and changing your fate.
(STL201677) (AUG220118)
SC, 6x9, 160pgs, FC

SRP: $14.99

JAN230082
NORROWAY TP BOOK 01 BLACK BULL OF NORROWAY
(W) Cat Seaton (A/CA) Kit Seaton
Sibylla always wanted adventure, but she didn't know it would come in the form of a giant, magical
bull. Is he a man, or a monster? And who knew a prophecy could be so literal? The first title in a new
series co-created by sibling writer/artist team CAT SEATON and KIT SEATON, begins the adventure of
a lifetime. (STL084955) (AUG180104)
SC, 6x9, 224pgs, FC

SRP: $14.99

JAN230083
NORROWAY TP BOOK 02 QUEEN ON HIGH MOUNTAIN
(W) Cat Seaton (A/CA) Kit Seaton
Happiness is an illusion when unfinished business awaits.
Seven years have passed since the disastrous events of Book 1, and now it's time for Sibylla to face
her curse-breaking destiny. When Troll Kingdom soldiers arrive in the once-safe town of Fiskeby,
she's forced to flee up the Glass Mountain. But the moment she steps foot on Troll lands, she's
thrown into a jail cell, where she discovers her amnesiac ex-fiancé is set to wed the Troll Queen's
daughter. Using all of her wits, she must convince the princess to turn against her own mother, or

else face execution on the day of the wedding-and doom the kingdom to remain cursed forever.
(STL144035) (FEB210142)
SC, 6x9, 232pgs, FC

SRP: $14.99

JAN230084
CREEPSHOW TP VOL 01 (MR)
(W/A) Chris Burnham & Various (CA) Chris Burnham, Adriano Lucas
"The horror fix that fans of the Shudder anthology series have come to expect and appreciate." -CBR

The worldwide phenomenon based on the hit Shudder TV series comes to comics with a collection of
can't-miss horror that anthology critics are screaming about!

An all-star roster of comics creators brings readers ten uniquely terrifying standalone stories
guaranteed to SCARE YOU TO DEATH!

Collects CREEPSHOW #1-5 (STL239156)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 136pgs, FC SRP: $14.99

JAN230085
SILVER COIN TP VOL 01 (MR)
(W) Chip Zdarsky & Various (A/CA) Michael Walsh
The story starts with a failing rock band whose fortune changes overnight when they find the
mysterious Silver Coin. Next, it helps handle some mean girls at sleepaway camp. Follow the curious
token as it changes hands over centuries—from Puritan New England to the scavenged junklands of
2467—and discover how much pain a cursed coin can purchase.
Eisner-winning artist MICHAEL WALSH (Star Wars, Black Hammer/Justice League) teams with all-star
collaborators—CHIP ZDARSKY (STILLWATER), KELLY THOMPSON (Sabrina the Teenage Witch), ED
BRISSON (Old Man Logan), and JEFF LEMIRE (GIDEON FALLS)—on this new ONGOING horror
anthology series for mature readers.
COLLECTS THE SILVER COIN #1-5 (STL189800) (JUL210117)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $16.99

JAN230086
SILVER COIN TP VOL 02 (MR)
(W) Joshua Williamson & Various (A/CA) Michael Walsh
The saga of the Silver Coin continues as the cursed token is spent again and again. First, a haunted
arcade cabinet twists the dreams of a young boy. Then, the coin finds its way to a gambler who's lost
his way amongst the opulence of a desperate city. Follow the money-across decades, centuries-and
the nature of a curse will be revealed.
Eisner-winning artist MICHAEL WALSH (Star Wars, Black Hammer/Justice League) teams with all-star
collaborators JOSH WILLIAMSON (NAILBITER, Batman/Superman), RAM V (BLUE IN GREEN, Swamp
Thing), MATTHEW ROSENBERG (WHAT'S THE FURTHEST PLACE FROM HERE?, Hawkeye, 4 Kids Walk
into a Bank), and VITA AYALA (New Mutants, The Wilds) in this ongoing horror anthology series for
mature readers.
Collects THE SILVER COIN #6-10. (STL214865) (MAR220154)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $16.99

JAN230087
SILVER COIN TP VOL 03 (MR)
(W) James TynionIV & Various (A/CA) Michael Walsh
Soldiers stranded in the snowy Alps. The wicked games of a familiar firefighter. A couple struggling
through the most difficult year. The Silver Coin passes from one pocket of time to the next. Whoever
finds it may feel it's their lucky day — but it can purchase only ruin.

Eisner-winning artist MICHAEL WALSH (Star Wars, Black Hammer/Justice League) teams with a new
lineup of all-star collaborators as JAMES TYNION IV (THE DEPARTMENT OF TRUTH, Batman),
STEPHANIE PHILLIPS (Harley Quinn, The Butcher of Paris), JOHNNIE CHRISTMAS (TARTARUS,
FIREBUG), and PORNSAK PICHETSHOTE (THE GOOD ASIAN, INFIDEL) join the Eisner nominated
ongoing horror anthology for mature readers.

Collects THE SILVER COIN #11-15. (STL227807) (SEP220202)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $16.99

JAN230088
DARK RIDE TP VOL 01 (MR)
(W) Joshua Williamson (A/CA) Andrei Bressan, Adriano Lucas

"…a horror series that feels right at home with horror classics like Creepshow…" -AIPT

WELCOME TO THE SCARIEST PLACE ON EARTH!

Devil Land has been the world's premiere horror-themed amusement park for over 50 years, home
to the scariest ride ever created-The Devil's Due.

But behind it lies a deadly truth about reclusive founder Arthur Dante and the choices he made to
ensure his success. Now his children Sam and Halloween will discover the true horror behind their
family legacy-and that all their dreams may be founded on the stuff of nightmares…

JOSHUA WILLIAMSON (Batman, NAILBITER) and ANDREI BRESSAN (BIRTHRIGHT) reunite for a
thrilling plunge into murder, mayhem, and sinister family secrets in this new Skybound original
series.

Collects DARK RIDE #1-4 (STL240965)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 120pgs, FC SRP: $14.99

JAN230090
BIRTHRIGHT TP VOL 01 HOMECOMING (NEW PTG) (MR)
(W) Joshua Williamson (A/CA) Andrei Bressan
For the Rhodes family, losing their son was the most devastating thing that could have occurred...
but it couldn't prepare them for what happened when he returned. Skybound's newest hit turns
fantasy into reality in this all-new series from the creator of NAILBITER and GHOSTED. Collects
BIRTHRIGHT #1-6. (STL091715) (APR188277)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $14.99

JAN230091
BIRTHRIGHT TP VOL 02 (NEW PTG)
(W) Joshua Williamson (A/CA) Andrei Bressan
Fugitives from the law, Brennan will need all the survival skills Mikey learned in Terrenos to stay
alive. But something has followed Mikey back, that's strong enough to tear the brothers apart.

Collects BIRTHRIGHT #6-10. (STL155727) (JAN208016)
SC, 112pgs, FC SRP: $14.99

JAN230092
BIRTHRIGHT TP VOL 03
(W) Joshua Williamson (A/CA) Andrei Bressan
As Mikey and Brennan's quest to hunt Terrenos's worst war criminals intensifies, their parents make
deals with new and dangerous allies to protect their sons, but a mysterious foe debuts, threatening
to destroy the Rhodes family forever. Collects BIRTHRIGHT #6-10. (STK698138) (FEB160661)
SC, 112pgs, FC SRP: $12.99

JAN230093
BIRTHRIGHT TP VOL 04 FAMILY HISTORY
(W) Joshua Williamson (A/CA) Andrei Bressan
The longer Mikey Rhodes remains on Earth, the more the evil within him is unleashed. As the
remaining mages gather to take him down, a lost member of the Rhodes family returns... but can
they recover from the damage already done? Collects BIRTHRIGHT #16-20. (STL021769)
(OCT160673)
SC, 112pgs, FC SRP: $12.99

JAN230094
BIRTHRIGHT TP VOL 05
(W) Joshua Williamson (A/CA) Andrei Bressan
Born during a time of endless war, Rya will do anything to give her child a better future. Whether
that's on Earth or back on Terrenos, she fights for that future alongside her new family. Even as they
all start to realize something's not right with Mikey… Collects BIRTHRIGHT #21-25. (STL041690)
(MAY170652)
SC, 112pgs, FC SRP: $12.99

JAN230095
BIRTHRIGHT TP VOL 06
(W) Joshua Williamson (A/CA) Andrei Bressan

Mikey Rhodes battled his way back to Earth, only to lose his family because of his service to the God
King Lore. Now, if his soul is to be reclaimed, the exorcism of Mikey Rhodes must begin! Collects
BIRTHRIGHT #26-30. (STL062267) (JAN180702)
SC, 112pgs, FC SRP: $14.99

JAN230096
BIRTHRIGHT TP VOL 07
(W) Joshua Williamson (A/CA) Andrei Bressan
As the search for Brennan and Kallista begins, Mikey still has much to atone for. In the wake of the
previous volume's events, can he become Earth's greatest protector, or have his actions already
doomed his new quest? Collects BIRTHRIGHT #31-35. (STL094175) (DEC180137)
SC, 112pgs, FC SRP: $14.99

JAN230097
BIRTHRIGHT TP VOL 08
(W) Joshua Williamson (A/CA) Andrei Bressan
July 1st, 1946: Two park rangers made first contact with a magical creature. Now Mikey Rhodes must
uncover the secret history of magic on Earth if he is to save it from certain doom.
Collects BIRTHRIGHT #36-40 (STL120026) (OCT190081)
SC, 112pgs, FC SRP: $14.99

JAN230098
BIRTHRIGHT TP VOL 09
(W) Joshua Williamson (A/CA) Andrei Bressan, Adriano Lucas
Mikey Rhodes was just another missing child…until he rejoined his family. No longer a boy, he'd
grown into a mighty warrior who'd freed Terrenos from an evil wizard during his lost years. But
that's only half the story…
Lore has arrived, and now the war for Earth begins!
Collects BIRTHRIGHT #41-45 (STL144025) (JUN200151)
SC, 112pgs, FC SRP: $14.99

JAN230099
BIRTHRIGHT TP VOL 10

(W) Joshua Williamson (A/CA) Andrei Bressan, Adriano Lucas
When he was a child, Mikey Rhodes disappeared. Lost in the land of Terrenos, he grew into a warrior
of legend and waged war against the God King Lore — a war that even ravaged Earth. Now, that war
is over, and Mikey is victorious. But no victory is without sacrifice…

Since 2014, JOSHUA WILLIAMSON and ANDREI BRESSAN's fantasy epic BIRTHRIGHT has enthralled
readers, and now it is time for the Rhodes family to embark on one last thrilling adventure in this
final volume.

Collects BIRTHRIGHT #46-50. (STL179406) (JUN210178)
112pgs, FC

SRP: $14.99

JAN230100
NAILBITER TP VOL 01 THERE WILL BE BLOOD (MR)
(W) Joshua Williamson (A/CA) Mike Henderson
"Where do serial killers come from?" and why has Buckaroo, Oregon given birth to sixteen of the
most vile serial killers in the world? NSA Agent Nicholas Finch needs to solve that mystery in order to
save his friend, and he'll have to team up with the infamous Edward "Nailbiter" Warren to do it.
JOSHUA WILLIAMSON & MIKE HENDERSON deliver a mystery that mixes Twin Peaks with the horror
of Se7en! Collects NAILBITER #1-5. (STK648555) (AUG140593)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $9.99

JAN230101
NAILBITER TP VOL 02 BLOODY HANDS (MR)
(W) Joshua Williamson (A/CA) Mike Henderson
Army interrogator Nicholas Finch is hot on the trail of why sixteen of the world's worst serial killers
are all from the same small town, but his path to answers is lettered with deadly intentions. There
are dark forces that don't want the secrets of Buckaroo and its murderous past to be revealed. And
the Nailbiter himself has to deal with being thrown in the spotlight again! Guest-stars ultimate comic
writer BRIAN MICHAEL BENDIS! (STK662023) (JAN150641)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $14.99

JAN230102

NAILBITER TP VOL 03 BLOOD IN THE WATER (MR)
(W) Joshua Williamson (A/CA) Mike Henderson
Collects NAILBITER #11-#15. (STK683262) (JUL150534)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $14.99

JAN230103
NAILBITER TP VOL 04 BLOOD LUST (MR)
(W) Joshua Williamson (A/CA) Mike Henderson
The critically-acclaimed hit thriller continues with more shocking horror! Is there a new serial killer
from Buckaroo?! Can they unlock the town's deep secrets? Will Finch and Crane have to sell their
soul to the devil to catch them?! (STK698147) (JAN160691)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $14.99

JAN230104
NAILBITER TP VOL 05 BOUND BY BLOOD (MR)
(W) Joshua Williamson (A/CA) Mike Henderson
Buckaroo, Oregon, has given birth to many infamous serial killers, but the worst was the Nailbiter.
And now...is it possible he has a daughter? Could Alice's search for the truth about her parentage
lead her to the origin of the serial killers?
A new tale of bloody horror by creators JOSHUA WILLIAMSON and MIKE HENDERSON!
Also collected for the first time, the Nailbiter story from the Nailbiter/Hack/Slash crossover special!
Fans of WYTCHES, OUTCAST, and THE WALKING DEAD will enjoy this thriller drama!
Collects NAILBITER #21-25 and the Nailbiter/Hack/Slash short story. (STL019231) (SEP160813)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $14.99

JAN230105
NAILBITER TP VOL 06 BLOODY TRUTH (NEW PTG) (MR)
(W) Joshua Williamson (A/CA) Mike Henderson
Sixteen of the world’s worst serial killers were all born and raised in the same small town. For years,
people have tried to solve the mystery of “Why this town?” And now the truth is finally

revealed...but at what cost? The bloody tale of horror from creators JOSHUA WILLIAMSON and MIKE
HENDERSON concludes! Collects NAILBITER #26-30. (STL174125) (SEP208020)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $16.99

JAN230106
DEAD LUCKY TP VOL 01 A MASSIVE-VERSE BOOK MV
(W) Melissa Flores (A/CA) French Carlomagno
San Francisco is changing. Tech consortium MORROW is buying up land, their peacekeeper robots
looming on every corner-and wherever Morrow isn't, the local gangs are.

Bibiana Lopez-Yang is changing too. The incident in Afghanistan that killed her platoon left her able
to control electricity-and haunted by the ghosts of those she lost. With some unlikely friends, Bibi
might just have a chance to save her city. But against an enemy this powerful, it won't be enough to
be good. She'll have to be lucky.

MELISSA FLORES (Mighty Morphin Power Rangers) and FRENCH CARLOMAGNO (RADIANT BLACK)
bring you the latest superhero story from the MASSIVE-VERSE!

THE DEAD LUCKY is a Massive-Verse series.

Collects THE DEAD LUCKY #1-6 (STL237242)
SC, 160pgs, FC SRP: $9.99

JAN230107
O/A RADIANT RED TP VOL 01 A MASSIVE-VERSE BOOK MV
(W) Cherish Chen (A) David Lafuente, Miquel Muerto (CA) David LaFuente, Miquel Muerto
To her students, Satomi Sone is a diligent middle school teacher. To her fiancé and parents, she’s the
rock of the family. To the world, she’s RADIANT RED, bank robber-turned-matter-absorbing
superhero. But when Chicago’s criminal underbelly comes calling, she’s going to have to decide who
she is, and quickly—before the world chooses for her.
From writer CHERISH CHEN and all-star art team DAVID LAFUENTE and MIQUEL MUERTO comes a
standalone story from the world of the Image Comics’ smash hit RADIANT BLACK!
Collects RADIANT RED #1-5 (STL227071) (OCT220059)

SC, 160pgs, FC SRP: $16.99

JAN230108
ROGUE SUN TP VOL 01 A MASSIVE-VERSE BOOK MV
(W) Ryan Parrott (A/CA) Abel, Chris O'Halloran
Yesterday: New Orleans' greatest hero, ROGUE SUN, was murdered. Today: rebellious teenager
DYLAN SIEGEL discovers that Rogue Sun was his estranged father, Marcus —and that he's inherited
his father's mantle. Tasked with protecting our world from the forces of the supernatural —and
solving his father's murder —Dylan will be forced to come to terms with the man he's spent the
majority of his life hating.

From acclaimed writer RYAN PARROTT (Mighty Morphin Power Rangers, Dead Day) and rising star
artist ABEL (Harley Quinn, Crimes of Passion) comes A SUPERNATURAL MURDER MYSTERY that
explores the complicated bond between father and son and cements itself squarely in a corner of
the IMAGE COMICS' SUPERHERO UNIVERSE!

Collects ROGUE SUN #1-6 (STL219552) (JUN220149)
SC, 176pgs, FC SRP: $9.99

JAN230109
DEPARTMENT OF TRUTH COMP CONSPIRACY DLX HC VOL 01 (MR)
(W) James TynionIV (A) Martin Simmonds & Various (CA) Martin Simmonds
Cole Turner has studied conspiracy theories all his life, but he isn't prepared for what happens when
he discovers that all of them are true: the JFK Assassination, Flat Earth Theory, Bigfoot, Mothman,
and so much worse. One organization has been covering them up for generations, controlling the
narrative for what they claim is the greater good.

What is the deep, dark secret behind the Department of Truth-and will learning it destroy Cole's life
from the inside out?

The first three arcs of the critically acclaimed series by Eisner Award-winning writer JAMES TYNION
IV (Something is Killing the Children, The Nice House on the Lake) and superstar artist MARTIN
SIMMONDS (Dying is Easy) are collected here for the first time in deluxe hardcover format.
Experience…THE COMPLETE CONSPIRACY.

Collects THE DEPARTMENT OF TRUTH #1-17 (STL259882)

MATURE THEMES
HC, 520pgs, FC SRP: $49.99

JAN230110
CLOSET TP VOL 01 (MR)
(W) James TynionIV (A) Gavin Fullerton, Chris O'Halloran (CA) Gavin Fullerton
Collects a tale of existential horror by JAMES TYNION IV (THE DEPARTMENT OF TRUTH,
RAZORBLADES) and GAVIN FULLERTON (BOG BODIES, Bags). Thom is moving cross-country with his
family and dragging the past along with them. When his child, Jamie, sees monsters in the bedroom
closet, Thom reassures him that the monsters will stay in the apartment after they move. But Thom
is very wrong about many things, and the monsters continue to find young Jamie.
Collects THE CLOSET #1-3 (STL231329) (AUG220127)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 104pgs, FC SRP: $14.99

JAN230111
O/A IMAGE FIRSTS DEPARTMENT OF TRUTH #1 (BUNDLE OF 20) (MR
(W) James TynionIV (A/CA) Martin Simmonds
Cole Turner has studied conspiracy theories all his life, but he isn't prepared for what happens when
he discovers that all of them are true. What is the deep, dark secret behind the Department of
Truth? This premiere issue is offered at an introductory $1 price as part of the IMAGE FIRSTS
program! (STL222244)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: PI

JAN230112
RAZORBLADES OMNIBUS HC BOOK 01 (MR)
(W) James TynionIV & Various (A) Ricardo Ortiz Lopez & Various
The self-published terror sensation finally arrives in a deluxe hardcover collecting the first year! Cocreated by JAMES TYNION IV (DEPARTMENT OF TRUTH, Something is Killing the Children) and STEVE
FOXE, RAZORBLADES: THE HORROR MAGAZINE features over 350 pages of horror from some of the
most cutting-edge names in the genre. From monsters in the closet to bodies stuffed in washing
machines, RAZORBLADES redefines horror comics for the next era. Also includes prose, illustrations,
and in-depth interviews with horror icons like SCOTT SNYDER.
Collects RAZORBLADES: THE HORROR MAGAZINE #1-5 (STL215280) (DEC210149)

MATURE THEMES
HC, 388pgs, FC SRP: $49.99

JAN230113
KAYA TP
(W/A/CA) Wes Craig
After the destruction of their village, a young girl with a magic arm and a fighting spirit is tasked with
delivering her little brother to a faraway safe haven. There, he's destined to discover the secret to
overthrowing the all-powerful empire that destroyed their home. Starting out on their journey,
they'll face lizard-riders, monstrous beasts, and secrets that could tear brother and sister apart.

From writer and artist WES CRAIG (DEADLY CLASS, GRAVEDIGGERS UNION) comes an astonishing
new ongoing fantasy-adventure series about siblings surviving in a world of monsters and mutants
that's perfect for fans of Conan, Lord of the Rings, Bone, and Adventure Time.

Collects KAYA #1-5, plus a 16-page prologue previously featured exclusively in the IMAGE! 30TH
ANNIVERSARY ANTHOLOGY (STL239157)
SC, 160pgs, FC SRP: $9.99

JAN230114
GRAVEDIGGERS UNION TP VOL 01 (MR)
(W) Wes Craig (A) Toby Cypress, Wesley Craig (CA) Wes Craig
The supernatural world has gone berserk, and it's all tied to a powerful cult called the Black Temple.
They want to unleash ancient dark gods on mankind and bring about the apocalypse. The only thing
that stands in their way are Cole, Haley, and Ortiz. They're members of the Gravediggers Union, a
brotherhood sworn to defend the living from the undead. At the center of the Black Temple's plan is
a street kid named Morgan. She's the key to the coming apocalypse. Also, she's Cole's estranged
daughter. To find her, the Gravediggers will have to contend with a witch who hates their guts, a
former cult member who used to be the world's biggest movie star, yuppie vampires, steroidzombies, junk golems… and no overtime pay. DEADLY CLASS co-creator WES CRAIG teams up with
artist TOBY CYPRESS (Omega Men) to introduce you to the weird horror of THE GRAVEDIGGERS
UNION. Collects THE GRAVEDIGGERS UNION #1-5. (STL070964) (FEB180568)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 152pgs, FC SRP: $16.99

JAN230115

GRAVEDIGGERS UNION TP VOL 02 (MR)
(W) Wes Craig (A) Toby Cypress (CA) Wes Craig
Writer WES CRAIG (DEADLY CLASS) and artist TOBY CYPRESS (RETCON) bring their weird horror
series to its apocalyptic conclusion! The powerful cult known as the Black Temple wants to unleash
ancient dark gods on mankind. The only thing that stands in their way is the Gravediggers Union:
Cole, Haley, and Ortiz. At the center of the Black Temple's plan is Cole's estranged daughter Morgan,
who's destined to free the dark gods. Now the Gravediggers are in a race against time to rescue a
mysterious alien monkey before the Black Temple can destroy it. Before it's over, father and
daughter will argue the merits of our species, the secret history of the world will be revealed, and
the Gravediggers will make a last stand against the Black Temple's undead horde, for the fate of us
all. Collects THE GRAVEDIGGERS UNION #6-9. (STL082737) (AUG180155)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $16.99

JAN230116
REVOLVERS TP VOL 01 (MR)
(W) John Zuur Platten (A/CA) Christian DiBari, Simon Gough
By all accounts, Detective Hampton Wales is a good cop but a complicated man, and when he dies
under unusual circumstances, he finds that things aren't any less complicated in death. The cases he
couldn't solve have come back to haunt him-literally and figuratively-and he faces a hellscape where
people from his past hunt him in an eternal, torturous blood sport. Now, Hampton must struggle to
survive long enough to solve one more murder if he ever wants to leave the cycle of violence-but the
truth may be just as scary as anything he faces in the deadly Moratorium.

Steeped in the tradition of body horror, REVOLVERS is an action-packed story of duty, love, betrayal,
and revenge set against the background of an alternate vision of present-day Detroit.

Collects REVOLVERS #1-4 (STL239155)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $16.99

JAN230117
MAGDALENA REFORMATION TP
(W) Tini Howard, Ryan Cady (A/CA) Christian DiBari
For centuries, the Magdalena has stood as the last bastion of Christ's bloodline, wielding the Spear
of Destiny against the forces of evil. When Patience, the current Magdalena, is sidelined in a near-

fatal battle with a demon, it falls to her to find her own replacement. Enter Maya Dos Santos-a
metalhead community-college slacker-with holy blood in her veins.

Collects MAGDALENA #1-4 (STL048513) (JUN170683)
SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $16.99

JAN230118
SECOND CHANCES TP (MR)
(W) Ricky Mammone (A/CA) Max Bertolini
Second Chances Hotline — call now and get a new identity! All you need is some cash, a proper
referral, and a very good reason to start over.When Leblanc, the man behind the hotline, is
approached by a shady figure from his past, he's forced to accept a new client who doesn't meet any
of the requirements — a client with chemically induced amnesia in desperate need of protection.
Up-and-coming writer RICKY MAMMONE and artist MAX BERTOLINI (TheWitcher,Nathan Never)
explode onto the scene with this psychedelic, action-packed, bizarre noir that feels like JohnWick
punching through an existential French New Wave fever dream.

COLLECTS SECOND CHANCES #1-4. (STL201656) (JAN220172)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 120pgs, B&W

SRP: $16.99

JAN230119
SCUMBAG COMP ED DLX HC (MR)
(W) Rick Remender (A) Roland Boschi & Various (CA) Greg Tocchini
The fate of the world rests in the hands of the worst person on it! From New York Times-bestselling
writer RICK REMENDER and a murderers' row of all-star artistic talent comes the story of Ernie Ray
Clementine, a profane, illiterate, drug-addicted biker with a fifth-grade education-and the only thing
standing between us and total Armageddon.

He's a relic of a bygone era, the living embodiment of sex, drugs, and rock and roll, and when he
accidentally receives a power-imbuing serum that makes him the world's most powerful super spy,
Ernie Ray will have to navigate opposing forces of extremism as they attempt to bribe, cajole, and
manipulate him into looking past his own self-interests in the name of the greater good.

Collects THE SCUMBAG #1-14 (STL250777)
MATURE THEMES

HC, 424pgs, FC SRP: $49.99

JAN230120
DEATH OR GLORY PRESTIGE ED HC (MR)
(W) Rick Remender (A/CA) Bengal
ADVANCE SOLICIT

Meet Glory: a young woman raised off the grid in a convoy of truckers, the last men and women
fighting for true freedom on the American open road. Now, in order to save her father’s life, Glory
has three days to pull off four dangerous cross-country heists with mob killers, crooked cops, and a
psycho ex-husband all out to bring her in—or die trying. Time, fuel, and hope may be in short supply,
but no one outruns Glory! This oversized prestige hardcover collects the complete runaway smash
hit from New York Times bestselling author RICK REMENDER and legendary French artist, BENGAL!
(STL177479) (DEC200089)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 336pgs, FC SRP: $39.99

JAN230121
SEVEN SONS TP (MR)
(W) Robert Windom, Kelvin Mao (CA) Jae Lee
Eisner Award-winning artist JAE LEE returns to creator-owned comics with his first new title since
1994, a seven-issue limited series, collected here in its entirety.

In this thriller set in an alternate timeline, Nicolaus Balaak correctly predicted that on July 7, 1977,
seven identical sons would be born to virgin mothers. Now, on their 21st birthday, one of these
Seven Sons will be revealed as the new son of God and lead humanity into a golden age of morality,
peace, and prosperity.

It's The Fugitive meets The Book of Revelation, as Delph breaks free from his sheltered life to
uncover the truth behind the Church and find his place in the world before Judgment Day arrives.

Collects SEVEN SONS #1-7 (STL255995)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 232pgs, FC SRP: $19.99

JAN230122
HELLSHOCK DEFINITIVE ED TP VOL 01
(W/A/CA) Jae Lee
In the confines of a psychiatric hospital, a suicidal young woman meets an enigmatic stranger who
believes he is an angelic presence not of this earth gifted with the powers of GOD. Is she being
seduced into a cult ... or is she bearing witness to a miracle?
HELLSHOCK: THE DEFINITIVE EDITION reprints issues 1-3 of HELLSHOCK by JAE LEE – PLUS the brandnew 22 page CONCLUSION by JAE LEE! Also included are another 22 pages of original, unpublished
material: the alternate beginning to HELLSHOCK!
PLUS! A brand-new introduction by JIM LEE & NICK BARRUCCI, a cover gallery, unpublished sketches
and art, and a new afterword by JAE LEE describing the creative process that led to HELLSHOCK.
COLLECTS HELLSHOCK, VOL. 2 #1-3
(STK280962) (MAY051533)
SC, 7x10, 144pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

JAN230123
DEADLY CLASS DLX HC VOL 04 (MR)
(W) Rick Remender (A) Wes Craig, Lee Loughridge (CA) Wes Craig
RICK REMENDER and WES CRAIG reunite one last time to bring everyone's favorite assassin
undergrads into a new era, but old habits die hard, and old grudges die even harder. Festering
rivalries come to a head, dark secrets are revealed, and sins must be atoned for-and few have as
many sins as the students of Kings Dominion. Can the latchkey kids of Generation X find a place to
belong in a world that doesn't understand them, or will they drift too far into an unknown future
and watch themselves fade away?

Collects DEADLY CLASS #45-56 (STL250775)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 392pgs, FC SRP: $49.99

JAN230124
DEADLY CLASS DLX HC VOL 01 NEW EDITION (MR)
Collecting the first three arcs of RICK REMENDER and WES CRAIG’s dark, violent and twistedly
humorous story of a group of damaged teens enrolled in a secret high school, training to become the
world’s greatest assassins. Bursting at the seams with sketches, concept art and other extras, this
oversized 8x12” hardcover is the ultimate way to experience the 1980s underground.

Collecting DEADLY CLASS #1-16. (STL214343) (OCT210079)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 440pgs, FC SRP: $49.99

JAN230125
DEADLY CLASS DLX HC VOL 02 NEW EDITION (MR)
Collecting arcs four through six of Rick Remender and Wes Craig's ongoing darkly humorous drama
about the lives of '80s teens training in a secret academy to either become assassins or stand up and
become humans. Presented in deluxe oversized hardcover format!

Collects DEADLY CLASS #17-31. (STL214344) (OCT210080)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 424pgs, FC SRP: $49.99

JAN230126
DEADLY CLASS DLX HC VOL 03 (MR)
(W) Rick Remender (A/CA) Wes Craig, Jordan Boyd
Collects arcs 7–9 and the FCBD special of RICK REMENDER and WES CRAIG’s DEADLY CLASS, a darkly
humorous coming-of-age drama that follows the teens of Generation X as they navigate a secret
assassin academy training them to become corrupt tools of evil. This deluxe oversized hardcover,
bursting at the seams with sketches, concept art, variant covers, and other extras, is the ultimate
way to experience the 1980s underground!
Collects DEADLY CLASS #32-44 and FCBD 2019 DEADLY CLASS “Killer Set” One-Shot (STL209632)
(OCT210081)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 384pgs, FC SRP: $49.99

JAN230127
KING SPAWN TP VOL 02
(W) Sean Lewis, Todd McFarlane (A) Javi Fernandez & Various (CA) Javi Fernandez
Spawn returns to where his journey began: New York City. This is where the God Throne, the Dead
Zones, and the prophecy of King Spawn all collide. Will Spawn take the crown, or will he doom the
world instead?

Collects KING SPAWN #7-12 (STL259883)
SC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $16.99

JAN230128
KING SPAWN TP VOL 01
(W) Todd McFarlane, Sean Lewis (A/CA) Javi Fernandez
When one of the vilest creatures ever imprisoned in Hell is released back onto Earth, Spawn follows
the clues right into a trap set just for him. But why does Kincaid want Spawn to ascend the throne of
Hell, and what of the prophecy of the KING SPAWN? Collects KING SPAWN #1-6. (STL224318)
(MAR220096)
SC, 168pgs, FC SRP: $9.99

JAN230129
LASTMAN TP VOL 02
(W/A/CA) Michael Sanlaville, Bastien Vives
Against all odds, Adrian Velba has won the Valley of the Kings tournament…but he's been betrayed
by his partner, Richard Aldana! Now the hunt is on, but as Adrian and his mother Marianne travel
through the Rift into unknown lands to find Richard, they'll soon discover that nothing is as they
expected.

This and more in the second thrilling installment of the LASTMAN series from the powerhouse team
of BALAK, MICHAËL SANLAVILLE & BASTIEN VIVÈS! Perfect for readers of INVINCIBLE and
ULTRAMEGA! (STL237261)
SC, 416pgs, B&W

SRP: $24.99

JAN230130
LASTMAN TP VOL 01
(W) Balak & Various (A/CA) Michael Sanlaville, Bastien Vives
The hit French fight comic comes to Skybound!
Adrian Velba has trained all year to fight in the Valley of the Kings’ legendary tournament. However,
despite his ambition, he has no chance of winning. Not only is his partner unable to compete, but at
12 years old, Adrian is the longest of longshots. That is, until a mysterious, powerful stranger enters
town, offering to join forces with Adrian. But who is Richard Aldana? And why in a world of magic
does he rely solely on his fists?
The multi-volume, action-packed LASTMAN series starts here! Perfect for readers of INVINCIBLE and
ULTRAMEGA! (STL227799) (AUG220122)

SC, 6x9, 416pgs, PC

SRP: $24.99

JAN230131
SPAWN ORIGINS HC VOL 12
(W) Todd McFarlane & Various (A) Angel Medina & Various (CA) Philip Tan
The Redeemer rushes to Nyx's side to protect her from a spurned Spawn's revenge, but as the truth
unfolds, things may not be exactly what they seem. Spawn, Nyx, and the Redeemer have all been
playing right into Mammon's hands.

Collects SPAWN #139-151 (STL259884)
HC, 352pgs, FC SRP: $39.99

JAN230132
O/A SPAWN ORIGINS HC VOL 01
(W) Frank Miller & Various (A) Todd McFarlane (CA) Greg Capullo
With SPAWN, legendary writer and artist TODD McFARLANE unleashed his iconic antihero on the
world, and launched the most successful independent comic book in history. SPAWN ORIGINS: BOOK
ONE, includes classic Spawn stories written by ALAN MOORE and FRANK MILLER, as well as the
introduction of memorable characters into the Spawn universe. (STK411057)
HC, 200pgs, FC SRP: $29.99

JAN230133
SPAWN ORIGINS HC VOL 02
(W/A/CA) Todd McFarlane
CLASSIC SPAWN REPRINTED IN OVERSIZED HARDCOVER—BOOK 2!
With SPAWN, legendary writer and artist Todd McFarlane unleashed his iconic antihero on the world
and launched the most successful independent comic book in history.
The SPAWN: ORIGINS BOOK TWO HC includes classic Spawn stories written by TODD McFARLANE, as
well as industry giants GRANT MORRISON, TOM ORZECHOWSKI and ANDREW GROSSBERG. Revisit
epic battles that featured old foes and introduced many new characters, such as the Violator,
Redeemer and Overtkill, into the Spawn universe.
Extra features include color and b/w cover gallery and behind-the-scenes art.
All this and more printed in an oversized hardcover format that compliments SPAWN: ORIGINS
BOOK ONE HC and the growing family of SPAWN: ORIGINS collections. Collects SPAWN #13-25
(STK418641) (AUG100472)

HC, 7x10, 328pgs, FC

SRP: $29.99

JAN230134
O/A SPAWN ORIGINS HC VOL 03
(W/A/CA) Todd McFarlane
SPAWN: ORIGINS BOOK 3 includes classic Spawn stories written by TODD McFARLANE, as well as a
story by industry giant ALAN MOORE. Revisit epic battles against Jason Wynn and Violator and also
relive the introduction of many new characters into the Spawn universe, such as the Curse, the
Redeemer and the Freak.
Extra features include a color and black & white cover gallery and behind-the-scenes art.
All this and more in an oversized, hardcover format complete with a wraparound painted cover by
master SPAWN artist GREG CAPULLO. Grow your family of SPAWN: ORIGINS collection of books with
this latest stellar addition!

Collects SPAWN #26-37 (STK433728)
HC, 7x10, 328pgs, FC

SRP: $29.99

JAN230135
SPAWN ORIGINS HC VOL 04
(W) Todd McFarlane, Alan Moore (A) Greg Capullo & Various (CA) Greg Capullo
Revisit epic battles and relive the introduction of many new characters into the Spawn universe such
as the Tiffany, Cy-gor, the Curse and Tremor. Includes the classic "Christmas" issue as well as the
double-sized issue 50!
Extra features include color and b/w cover gallery and behind-the-scenes art. All this and more in an
oversized, hardcover format complete with a wraparound painted cover by master SPAWN artist
GREG CAPULLO. Grow your family of SPAWN: ORIGINS collection of books with this latest stellar
addition. (STK448817) (JUL110490)
HC, 7x10, 325pgs, FC

SRP: $29.99

JAN230136
SPAWN ORIGINS HC VOL 05
(W) Todd McFarlane (A) Greg Capullo & Various (CA) Clayton Crain
CLASSIC SPAWN REPRINTED IN OVERSIZED HARDCOVER - BOOK 5!
With SPAWN, legendary writer and artist TODD MCFARLANE unleashed his iconic antihero on the
world, and launched the most successful independent comic book in history. SPAWN: ORIGINS BOOK

FIVE HC includes classic SPAWN stories written by TODD MCFARLANE. Revisit stories of deception
and betrayal, with Al's former boss, Jason Wynn, in the center of it all. Includes the epic clash
between Spawn and the Savage Dragon! Extra features include color and b/w cover gallery and
behind-the-scenes art. All this and more in an oversized, hardcover format complete with a
wraparound painted cover by renowned artist, Clayton Crain. Grow your family of SPAWN: ORIGINS
collection of books with this latest stellar addition.

Collects Spawn #51-62 (STK454880) (OCT110481)
HC, 325pgs, FC SRP: $29.99

JAN230137
SPAWN ORIGINS HC VOL 06
(W) Todd McFarlane (A) Greg Capullo & Various (CA) Clayton Crain
With SPAWN, legendary writer and artist TODD McFARLANE unleashed his iconic anti-hero on the
world and launched the most successful independent comic book in history. SPAWN: ORIGINS
collects classic Spawn stories in an oversized, hardcover format complete with a wraparound painted
cover by renowned artist, CLAYTON CRAIN. This collection has it all: Hobo wars! Vampires! The
Freak! The Heap! Twitch's life hangs in the balance!
Extra features include color and b/w cover galleries and in-progress art.
Collects SPAWN #63-75 (STK462426) (FEB120461)
HC, 325pgs, FC SRP: $29.99

JAN230138
O/A SPAWN ORIGINS HC VOL 07
(W) Todd McFarlane, Brian Holguin (A) Greg Capullo, Danny Miki (CA) Clayton Crain
Bums are dying and Spawn wants to know why … and to make matters worse, the ghost of childkiller Billy Kincaid is haunting the city and preying on the innocent. Plus, Cogliostro finally reveals his
secret past to Spawn!This collection has it all!
Extra features include color and B&W cover galleries and in-progress art.
Collects SPAWN #76-87 (STK470670)
HC, 320pgs, FC SRP: $29.99

JAN230139
SPAWN ORIGINS HC VOL 08
(W) Todd McFarlane (A) Greg Capullo (CA) Clayton Crain

In 1992, legendary writer and artist TODD MCFARLANE unleashed his iconic antihero, Spawn, on the
world. In so doing, he launched the most successful independent comic book in history - and the
world would never be the same.
SPAWN: ORIGINS BOOK 8 features the stories and artwork that helped cement the Spawn legacy.
Relive the excitement of this groundbreaking series - collected in an oversized hardcover format with
exclusive bonus content, including cover galleries, behind-the-scenes art and an exclusive digitally
painted wraparound cover by CLAYTON CRAIN. Includes landmark double-sized issue #100!

Collects SPAWN #88-100 (STK521922) (JAN130515)
HC, 368pgs, FC SRP: $29.99

JAN230140
SPAWN ORIGINS HC VOL 09
(W) Todd McFarlane, Brian Holguin (A) Angel Medina (CA) Clayton Crain
Relive the excitement of this groundbreaking series - collected as oversized hardcover complete with
cover galleries, behind-the-scenes art, classic quotes and an wraparound cover by CLAYTON CRAIN.
Collects SPAWN #101-112 (STK616882) (JUN130488)
HC, 384pgs, FC SRP: $29.99

JAN230141
SPAWN ORIGINS HC VOL 10 (MR)
(W) Brian Holguin, Todd McFarlane (A) Angel Medina, Danny Miki (CA) Clayton Crain
Contains the stories and artwork that helped cement the SPAWN legacy. Featuring hyper-detailed
art by ANGEL MEDINA (The Incredible Hulk, Sensational Spider-Man), and stories by legendary
SPAWN scribe BRIAN HOLGUIN with TODD McFARLANE. Expect old favorites and new villains to
collide in this exciting hardcover collection with a unique Spawn vs Villain wraparound digitallypainted cover art by CLAYTON CRAIN.
Collects SPAWN #113-125 (STL014930) (JUL160849)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 352pgs, FC SRP: $29.99

JAN230142
O/A SPAWN ORIGINS HC VOL 11
(W) Brian Holguin, Todd McFarlane (A) Angel Medina (CA) Francesco Mattina

This collected edition reprints twelve classic SPAWN issues in beautiful oversized hardcover format
with bonus material. Contains celebrated art and writing that helped cement the SPAWN legacy,
including the hyper-detailed artwork of ANGEL MEDINA (The Incredible Hulk, Sensational SpiderMan) and stories by legendary SPAWN scribe BRIAN HOLGUIN with TODD McFARLANE.
Collects SPAWN #126-138 (STL229347) (MAY220162)
HC, 352pgs, FC SRP: $39.99

JAN230143
AFAR TP
(W) Leila Del Duca (A/CA) Kit Seaton
In a fantastical post-industrial desert, fifteen-year-old Boetema suddenly develops the ability to
astral project to other planets while she sleeps. When she accidentally gets a young man hurt on a
planet light-years away, she must figure out a way to project back to save him. On her own world,
Boetema's two parents have temporarily left her and her thirteen-year-old brother, Inotu, to make a
living as salt shepherds. Left to their own devices, the two siblings must flee across a dangerous
desert when Inotu gets into trouble with a threatening cyborg bodyguard. As Boetema visits amazing
planets and encounters vibrant cultures, she must confront her mistakes and learn to trust in Inotu
as she navigates her newfound abilities. (STL031598) (JAN170641)
SC, 7x10, 168pgs, FC

SRP: $14.99

JAN230144
BINGO LOVE TP VOL 01 JACKPOT EDITION
(W) Tee Franklin & Various (A) Jenn St-Onge & Various (CA) Paulina Ganucheau
When Hazel Johnson and Mari McCray met at church bingo in 1963, it was love at first sight. Forced
apart by their families and society, Hazel and Mari both married young men and had families.
Decades later, now in their mid-'60s, Hazel and Mari reunite again at a church bingo hall. Realizing
their love for each other is still alive, what these grandmothers do next takes absolute strength and
courage.

This Jackpot Edition contains over SIXTY PAGES of bonus material, including the talents of
MARGUERITE BENNETT (Batwoman) and newcomer BEVERLY JOHNSON, SHAWN PRYOR (Cash and
Carrie) and PAULINA GANUCHEAU (Zodiac Starforce), award-winning historical romance author
ALYSSA COLE's comics writing debut with SHAE BEAGLE (MOONSTRUCK), GAIL SIMONE
(CROSSWIND) and MARGAUX SALTEL (Superfreaks), and AMANDA DEIBERT (Wonder Woman '77)
and CAT STAGGS (CROSSWIND), with illustrations from MEGAN HUTCHINSON (ROCKSTARS) and
ARIELA KRISTANTINA (InSeXts). Plus a sneak peek of BINGO LOVE, VOL. 2: DEAR DIARY, with an
afterword from GABBY RIVERA (America). (STL096219) (AUG180110)
SC, 160pgs, FC SRP: $14.99

JAN230145
BY CHANCE OR PROVIDENCE TP
(W/A/CA) Becky Cloonan
BY CHANCE OR PROVIDENCE collects BECKY CLOONAN’s award-winning trilogy: WOLVES, THE MIRE,
and DEMETER, with lush colors by LEE LOUGHRIDGE and a sketchbook/illustration section. These
stories cast a spell of hypnotic melancholy, weaving their way through medieval landscapes of
ancient curses and terrible truths that will haunt you long after you've set them down. (STL048531)
(MAY170610)
SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $16.99

JAN230146
DISTANT SOIL TP VOL 02 THE ASCENDANT
(W/A/CA) Colleen Doran
A small team of champions band together to protect young Liana from the Hierarchy, a corrupt
otherworld government determined to destroy her. Unknown to the Hierarchy, Seren, their
enshrined Avatar, a powerful psionic and religious leader, secretly aids Liana, and plots a coup to
overthrow his masters. (STK627284) (OCT130486)
240pgs, B&W

SRP: $16.99

JAN230147
DISTANT SOIL TP VOL 01 THE GATHERING
(W/A/CA) Colleen Doran
The first new edition of the out of print A DISTANT SOIL, VOL. 1 collection returns in a spectacular,
digitally re-mastered volume! This beautiful and critically acclaimed series has not had a new edition
in seventeen years. Now, digital technology allows us to bring you a more beautiful presentation
than ever before.

Every single page has been completely restored, and re-lettered, with a new and stunning die cut
cover! This is THE DEFINITIVE VERSION fans have been waiting for!

TAG: Features an introduction by New York Times best-selling author, NEIL GA (STK523860)
(APR130449)
240pgs, B&W

SRP: $16.99

JAN230148
DRACULA MOTHERF--KER HC
(W) Alex De Campi (A/CA) Erica Henderson
Vienna, 1889: Dracula's brides nail him to the bottom of his coffin. Los Angeles, 1974: an aging
starlet decides to raise the stakes. Crime scene photographer Quincy Harker is the only man who
knows it happened, but will anyone believe him before he gets his own chalk outline? And are
Dracula's three brides there to help him... or use him as bait? A pulpy, pulse-pounding graphic novel
of California psych-horror from acclaimed creators ALEX DE CAMPI and ERICA HENDERSON.
(STL159110) (JUL200019)
HC, 72pgs, FC

SRP: $16.99

JAN230149
HINGES TP BOOK 01 CLOCKWORK CITY
(W/A/CA) Meredith McClaren
New to the city of Cobble, Orio must depend on help wherever she can find it, but her assigned
familiar Bauble has other interests. And as the two explore the walls of their city, they find that they
are not the only new arrivals. (STK663863) (DEC140649)
SC, 112pgs, FC SRP: $15.99

JAN230150
HINGES TP BOOK 02 PAPER TIGERS
(W/A/CA) Meredith McClaren
An important character is introduced (Abernathy) and an important character is separated (Bauble).
(STK686885) (DEC150630)
SC, 120pgs, FC SRP: $15.99

JAN230151
HINGES TP BOOK 03 MECHANICAL MEN
(W/A/CA) Meredith McClaren
Adrift without Bauble, Orio returns to the only comfort she has left in the city of Cobble. But dark
days have visited the city in her absence. And the mechanizations of single-minded men will
threaten them further unless Orio can find it within herself to stop it. HINGES, BOOK 3: MECHANICAL
MEN will conclude this fantasy webcomic series. (STL025358) (DEC160803)
SC, 152pgs, FC SRP: $15.99

JAN230152
MONSTRESS HC VOL 01 (MR)
(W) Marjorie M. Liu (A/CA) Sana Takeda
A teenage girl struggles to overcome the trauma of war in an alternate, matriarchal 1900s Asia that's
brimming with arcane dangers. This task is made all the more difficult by her mysterious psychic link
to an eldritch monster of tremendous power-a connection that will transform them both, and place
them in the crosshairs of both human and otherworldly powers. Creator/writer MARJORIE LIU (who
made history as the first woman to win an Eisner Award for Best Writer) and creator/artist SANA
TAKEDA present a deluxe, oversized hardcover edition of their beloved breakout comic in
MONSTRESS, BOOK ONE. This massive edition features a striking new cover and includes neverbefore-seen sketches, script pages, and more for over 500 pages of award-winning content. Collects
MONSTRESS #1-18. (STL113685) (APR190054)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 7x11, 528pgs, FC

SRP: $49.99

JAN230153
UNNATURAL OMNIBUS HC (MR)
(W/A/CA) Mirka Andolfo
Leslie J. Blair is a simple pig girl. She loves sushi, and she hates her job. Her world is dominated by a
totalitarian government that interferes in the personal lives of its citizens, punishing transgressors
for so-called "unnatural" relationships. Leslie dreams of something different for herself,
but these dreams are quickly becoming dangerous. And when she wakes up, it feels as if she's being
watched.
For the first time, the whole suspenseful erotic fantasy series that made MIRKA ANDOLFO (MERCY,
SWEET PAPRIKA, DEEP BEYOND, Punchline, Wonder Woman) a rising star is collected in a unique
hardcover book, featuring loads of bonus content and an all-new cover by MIRKA herself.
COLLECTS UNNATURAL #1-12. (STL196626) (AUG210140)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 320pgs, FC SRP: $39.99

JAN230154
MOM MOTHER OF MADNESS HC (MR)
(W) Emilia Clarke, Marguerite Bennett (A) Leila Leiz (CA) Jo Ratcliffe
GAME OF THRONES superstar EMILIA CLARKE’s debut! The mayhem begins with Maya, under-theweather scientist by day, over-the-top superhero by night, and badass single mom 24/7. DEADPOOL
action and FLEABAG comedy collide when Maya activates her freakish superpowers to take on a
secret sect of human traffickers. Bath time’s at 7pm, bedtime’s at 8pm, and crimefighting never

sleeps when villains out of Maya’s shadowy past come to collect. Mature readers only! Comedy and
chaos await with co-writer MARGUERITE BENNETT (DC’s BOMBSHELLS, ANIMOSITY) and the
glamorous artist of HORDE, LEILA LEIZ!
Collects the complete limited series, M.O.M.: MOTHER OF MADNESS #1 - #3 (STL196742)
(AUG210080)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 152pgs, FC SRP: $24.99

JAN230155
MAN-EATERS TP VOL 01
(W) Chelsea Cain (A) Kate Niemczyk (CA) Lia Miternique
Adolescent girls can be real monsters. Maude is twelve-which is just about that age when some girls
turn into flesh-eating wildcats. As her detective dad investigates a series of strange mauling attacks,
Maude begins to worry that she might be the killer. From the creative team that brought you the
groundbreaking Eisner-nominated series Mockingbird, this trade paperback collects the first story
arc of the unconventional coming-of-age tale-including the informative survival handbook, "CAT
FIGHT! A BOYS' GUIDE TO DANGEROUS CATS" and all-new never-before-published extras! Collects
MAN-EATERS #1-4. (STL101635) (DEC180123)
SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $12.99

JAN230156
MAN-EATERS TP VOL 02
(W) Chelsea Cain (A) Kate Niemczyk, Lia Miternique (CA) Lia Miternique
Twelve-year-old Maude has a case of puberty-induced pantherism, a missing friend, a detective dad
who thinks she may be a killer, a mom with a big secret, a unicorn hiding in her bedroom, and a plan
to overthrow the patriarchy. From the creative team that brought you the groundbreaking and
Eisner-nominated series Mockingbird, this trade paperback collects the second arc of the
unconventional coming-of-age tale-including the mental hygiene guide for girls, "WHAT'S
HAPPENING TO ME AND HOW CAN IT BE STOPPED?" Collects MAN-EATERS #5-8. (STL117272)
(APR190074)
SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $16.99

JAN230157
MAN-EATERS TP VOL 03
(W) Chelsea Cain (A) Elise McCall (CA) Lia Miternique

Middle schooler Maude turns into a werepanther when she gets her period. Will an in-patient, antipantherism clinic called Ruminations cure her through hormone adjustment therapy? Or will Maude
overthrow the patriarchy, solve a series of murders, and uncover a global capitalist conspiracy?
(HINT: IT'S THE SECOND ONE.)
This volume wraps up the MAN-EATERS series and includes the inspirational and informative guide,
"HANDBOOK FOR THE REVOLUTION," plus never-before-published extras. Collects MAN-EATERS #912. (STL121897) (SEP190106)
SC, 152pgs, FC SRP: $16.99

JAN230158
MAN-EATERS TP VOL 04
(W) Chelsea Cain (A) Kate Niemczyk, Lia Miternique (CA) Lia Miternique
Maude, now age 15, returns to her childhood summer camp to find that dark forces are lurking in
the woods. MAN-EATERS: THE CURSED reunites the original Eisner-nominated MAN-EATERS creative
team, led by New York Times bestselling thriller writer CHELSEA CAIN, for another tale of adolescent
feminist derring-do and supernatural hijinks. Smart, laugh-out-loud funny, provocative, referential,
scary, compulsively re-readable, and chock-full of collectible ephemera. Each volume comes with a
Patriarchy Reparations packet.
Collects MAN-EATERS: THE CURSED #1-5 & MAN-EATERS #13 (STL201639) (DEC210184)
SC, 192pgs, FC SRP: $19.99

JAN230159
MIRKA ANDOLFO MERCY TP (MR)
(W/A) Mirka Andolfo (CA) Artgerm
MERCY, a goth-inspired, Victorian monster series explores topics of "otherness," damnation and
redemption, and what it means to be a monster in a horror graphic novel perfect for fans of Penny
Dreadful, Crimson Peak, The Alienist, Parasol Protectorate, and Dark Shadows.
This new graphic novel by acclaimed creator MIRKA ANDOLFO (UNNATURAL) is a gothic horror tale
where mysteries and unspeakable sins are blended together in a unique and sensual way.
Washington State, late nineteenth century. During the frenzied historical era commonly known as
the Klondike Gold Rush, a mysterious woman arrives in Woodsburgh, a small mining town close to
the Canadian border.
It's been a few years since the Swanson mine was closed following the terrible accident that claimed
the lives of so many men and women, including the owner's and the city it's still struggling in search
for a new place on the map of the country.
Elegant and extraordinarily wealthy, Lady Hellaine arrives in the city accompanied by her faithful
butler Goodwill and settles in one of the most luxurious mansions in town. A lifestyle that contrasts

sharply with that of the majority of the population, forced to choose between humble crafts and
illegal activities.
No one is aware of the reasons that led such a classy lady to move from Seattle to the small village,
but her arrival certainly did not go unnoticed. Especially in the eyes of Lady Swanson, widow of the
late mine owner and leading figure of the local bourgeoisie. Lady Hellaine's plans will bring her on a
collision course with the powerful Lady Swanson, who, for reasons not entirely rational, distrusts the
newcomer.
Meanwhile, the streets and surroundings of Woodsburgh are flooded in blood: a heinous creature is
killing incautious citizens, wreaking havoc on their bodies. Enough to induce local authorities to
impose a strict curfew after sunset.
And with the falling of the first snow, the "Woodsburgh Devil"'s fury seems to have even increased.
What's the connection, if any, between this disturbing presence and the ivory-skinned stranger?
Who is Lady Hellaine, really? And what's her secret agenda?
Collects MIRKA ANDOLFO'S MERCY #1-6 (STL149896) (SEP200097)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 192pgs, FC SRP: $16.99

JAN230160
MIRKA ANDOLFO SWEET PAPRIKA TP VOL 01 (MR)
(W/A/CA) Mirka Andolfo
Paprika is a successful New York businesswoman. She neglects her personal life and relationships in
favor of pursuing her career. Her heart was broken by an old flame, and her rigid upbringing has
made her introverted to a debilitating degree. Despite all this, she still wants a romantic
relationship-she just doesn't know what she's doing. Not like Dill, the handsome delivery boy with an
angelic attitude who's always surrounded by besotted women. He doesn't have a worry in the world,
and that makes Paprika very nervous. But maybe he's the guy who can help her with her feelingsand with sex.

Bridget Jones's Diary meets Sex and the City with a pinch of The Devil Wears Prada in the new
international hit by acclaimed creator MIRKA ANDOLFO (UNNATURAL, MERCY).

Collects MIRKA ANDOLFO'S SWEET PAPRIKA #1-6 (STL201645) (NOV210141)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 160pgs, FC SRP: $16.99

JAN230161

MIRKA ANDOLFO SWEET PAPRIKA TP VOL 02 (MR)
(W/A/CA) Mirka Andolfo
Fierce businesswoman Paprika's problems are far from over. After (more or less) skillfully juggling an
unbearable ex and a deviant father, she still faces work tension-and sexual tension-with charming
producer Za'atar. With only a few weeks until their fated meeting in Italy, Paprika breaks every rule
in her life to hire the sunny, uninhibited angel Dill to teach her how to be a true queen between the
sheets. But with some of her trauma and anxieties still unresolved, and with misunderstandings and
jealousies running rampant, it doesn't take long for all hell (and heaven) to break loose.

Bridget Jones's Diary meets Sex and the City with a pinch of The Devil Wears Prada in the steamy
finale of the international hit by acclaimed creator MIRKA ANDOLFO (UNNATURAL, MERCY). Collects
SWEET PAPRIKA #7-12. (STL214854) (JUN220195)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 160pgs, FC SRP: $16.99

JAN230162
MONSTRESS TP VOL 01 (MR)
(W) Marjorie M. Liu (A/CA) Sana Takeda
Set in an alternate matriarchal 1900's Asia, in a richly imagined world of art deco-inflected
steampunk, MONSTRESS tells the story of a teenage girl who is struggling to survive the trauma of
war, and who shares a mysterious psychic link with a monster of tremendous power, a connection
that will transform them both. Collects MONSTRESS #1-6. (STL005736) (APR160803)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 208pgs, FC SRP: $9.99

JAN230163
MONSTRESS TP VOL 02 (MR)
(W) Marjorie M. Liu (A/CA) Sana Takeda
The Eisner-nominated MONSTRESS is back! Maika, Kippa, and Ren journey to Thyria in search of
answers to her past...and discover a terrible new threat. Collects MONSTRESS #7-12. (STL038312)
(APR170834)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 152pgs, FC SRP: $16.99

JAN230164

MONSTRESS TP VOL 03 (MR)
(W) Marjorie M. Liu (A/CA) Sana Takeda
A Hugo and British Fantasy Award-winning series-and current Eisner Award nominee for Best
Continuing Series, and Best Publication for Teens, with Marjorie Liu nominated for Best Writer and
Sana Takeda nominated for Best Painter and Best Cover Artist! Maika has spent most of her life
learning how to fight, but how will she fare when the only way to save her life… is to make friends?
Collects MONSTRESS #13-18. (STL074460) (JUL180261)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 168pgs, FC SRP: $16.99

JAN230165
MONSTRESS TP VOL 04 (MR)
(W) Marjorie M. Liu (A/CA) Sana Takeda
Maika and Corvin make their way through a warped and lethal land in search of Kippa, who is faced
with her own terrible monsters. But when Maika comes face-to-face with a stranger from her deep
past, startling truths are uncovered, and at the center of it all lurks a dangerous conspiracy that
threatens the Known World. Maika is finally close to getting all the answers she ever wanted, but at
what price?
With war on the horizon-a war no one wants to stop-whose side will Maika choose?
Collects MONSTRESS #19-24 (STL128221) (JUL190105)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 176pgs, FC SRP: $16.99

JAN230166
MONSTRESS TP VOL 05 (MR)
(W) Marjorie M. Liu (A/CA) Sana Takeda
The next volume in the bestselling Eisner, Hugo, Harvey & British Fantasy Award-winning series by
MARJORIE LIU and SANA TAKEDA!
The long-dreaded war between the Federation and Arcanics is about to explode. Maika must choose
her next steps: will she help her friends, or strike out on her own?
COLLECTS MONSTRESS #25-30 (STL156417) (JUL200117)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 176pgs, FC SRP: $16.99

JAN230167
MONSTRESS TP VOL 06
(W) Marjorie M. Liu (A) Hinata Takeda (CA) Sana Takeda
War has engulfed the Known World, and Maika Halfwolf is at its epicenter. As she and her friends
grapple with the consequences of their actions, longburied secrets and long-awaited reunions
threaten to change everything. Join MARJORIE LIU and SANA TAKEDA in the newest volume of this
Eisner, Hugo, Harvey, and British Fantasy Award-winning series.
Plus, learn about the happier childhood days of Kippa and Maika in MONSTRESS: TALK-STORIES 1
and 2!
COLLECTS MONSTRESS: TALK-STORIES #1-2 AND MONSTRESS #31-35 (STL186969) (JUL210161)
SC, 184pgs, FC SRP: $16.99

JAN230168
MONSTRESS TP VOL 07 (MR)
(W) Marjorie M. Liu (A/CA) Sana Takeda
Humans and Arcanics are at war once again, but battles of the heart and soul are the most
dangerous of all. Caught in the calculating grip of the Dusk Court, Maika and Zinn uncover painful
secrets of the past while Tuya fights to preserve her future—and young Kippa might be the Known
World’s only hope for the present.
Collects MONSTRESS #36-41 (STL227069) (JUL220132)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 160pgs, FC SRP: $16.99

JAN230169
MOONSTRUCK TP VOL 01
(W) Grace Ellis (A) Shae Beagle, Kate Leth (CA) Shae Beagle
SPECIAL LOW INTRODUCTORY PRICE OF $9.99! Werewolf barista Julie and her new girlfriend go on a
date to a close-up magic show, but all heck breaks loose when the magician casts a horrible spell on
their friend Chet. Now it's up to the team of mythical pals to stop the illicit illusionist before it's too
late. The first chapter of the brand-new, all-ages, magical, coffee-laden adventure from Lumberjanes
creator GRACE ELLIS and talented newcomer SHAE BEAGLE. Collects MOONSTRUCK #1-5.
(STL059485) (OCT170655)
SC, 136pgs, FC SRP: $9.99

JAN230170

MOONSTRUCK TP VOL 02
(W) Grace Ellis (A) Shae Beagle, Kat Fajardo (CA) Shae Beagle
Werewolf barista Julie and her supernatural friends try to unwind at a party, but a conniving
fraternity of fairy bros has other plans for our heroes. With one of their friends trapped in the frat
house and the winter solstice (a notable night of magical mischief) looming ever closer, it's up to the
amorous werewolves and gregarious centaur to save the day. The second chapter of the popular allages magical adventure from Lumberjanes creator GRACE ELLIS and talented newcomer SHAE
BEAGLE. (STL082745) (NOV180070)
SC, 136pgs, FC SRP: $14.99

JAN230171
MOONSTRUCK TP VOL 03 TROUBLED WATERS
(W) Grace Ellis (A) Shae Beagle, Claudia Aguirre (CA) Shae Beagle
Spring comes to the supernatural town of Blitheton, which can only mean one thing: it's time for the
annual Mermaid Festival! Werewolf barista Julie meets one of her girlfriend Selena's friends, but as
per usual, things take a turn for the worst. Why does everything seem to go wrong for Julie and
Selena? Is the universe conspiring against them, or is it something more sinister? More importantly,
will their relationship survive once it starts taking on water? The third chapter of the popular, allages magical adventure from Lumberjanes creator GRACE ELLIS and talented newcomer SHAE
BEAGLE. (STL131519) (APR200162)
SC, 136pgs, FC SRP: $14.99

JAN230172
OCTOPUS PIE TP VOL 02
(W/A/CA) Meredith Gran
The Brooklyn stories of love, madness, nostalgia, and displeasing music continue in this second
OCTOPUS PIE collection. Eve and Hanna have each other's backs as they navigate the emotional
pitfalls of twenty-something life, but there's chaos and confusion to spare. (STK697231)
(DEC150648)
184pgs, B&W

SRP: $14.99

JAN230173
OCTOPUS PIE TP VOL 03
(W/A/CA) Meredith Gran
In this third Ignatz Award-winning volume of the OCTOPUS PIE series, the chaotic magic of Brooklyn
continues to complicate Eve and her friends' lives. But while they explore new realms of adulthoodand evaluate their own happiness-the stakes are beginning to rise. (STK699525) (JAN160695)

SC, 208pgs, B&W

SRP: $14.99

JAN230174
OCTOPUS PIE TP VOL 04
(W/A/CA) Meredith Gran
In the fourth installment of OCTOPUS PIE, dreams and harsh reality are beginning to blur. This
volume follows our Brooklynite heroes as they descend into the throes of heartbreak. (STL000370)
(MAR160640)
SC, 248pgs, FC SRP: $14.99

JAN230175
OCTOPUS PIE TP VOL 05
(W/A/CA) Meredith Gran
As they watch the days of their youth roll by, Brooklynites Eve, Hanna, and friends must confront the
truth about themselves—whether they're ready to or not. The award-winning webcomic series
comes to a close in this final laugh-filled, heartrending installment. (STL038315) (APR170837)
SC, 312pgs, FC SRP: $19.99

JAN230176
PRETTY DEADLY TP VOL 01 (MR)
(W) Kelly Sue DeConnick (A/CA) Emma Rios
KELLY SUE DeCONNICK (Avengers Assemble, Captain Marvel) and EMMA RÍOS (Dr. Strange, Osborn)
present the collected opening arc of their surprise-hit series that marries the magical realism of
Sandman with the western brutality of Preacher. Death's daughter rides the wind on a horse made
of smoke and her face bears the skull marks of her father. Her origin story is a tale of retribution as
beautifully lush as it is unflinchingly savage. (STK636968) (FEB140533)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 120pgs, FC SRP: $9.99

JAN230177
PRETTY DEADLY TP VOL 02 THE BEAR (MR)
(W) Kelly Sue DeConnick (A/CA) Emma Rios
KELLY SUE DeCONNICK (Captain Marvel, BITCH PLANET) and EMMA RÍOS (ISLAND, MIRROR) present
the follow up to the Eisner-nominated, New York Times bestselling PRETTY DEADLY VOL. 1: THE

SHRIKE. Sarah Fields is dying and her children strike a bargain with the Immortals: give them one
month more, until the moon is full again, to find her youngest son so that he may see her one last
time. But the boy is far, far away, in the trenches of France, stalked by the Reapers of Vengeance
and Cruelty. Collects PRETTY DEADLY #6-10. (STL000372) (FEB160697)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 152pgs, FC SRP: $14.99

JAN230178
PRETTY DEADLY TP VOL 03 THE RAT (MR)
(W) Kelly Sue DeConnick (A/CA) Emma Rios
The Eisner-nominated, New York Times bestselling world of PRETTY DEADLY returns, this time to the
sun-soaked strips of '30s-era Hollywood. Here, the best and brightest are dimmed and broken and
the granddaughter of Sara Fields is found dead. Desperate to solve her murder, her heartbroken
uncle calls on the Reaper of Vengeance to aid him. Collects PRETTY DEADLY: THE RAT #1-5.
(STL135977) (JAN200224)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 152pgs, FC SRP: $14.99

JAN230179
PRISM STALKER TP VOL 01 (NEW PTG)
(W/A/CA) Sloane Leong
Selected for the New York Public Library's "Best Books of 2018"
Selected for Paste Magazine's "25 Best Books of 2018"
Named "The Sci-Fi Comic for the Spring" by The Hollywood Reporter
Selected for The Onion's AV Club's "Best Comics of 2018"

The breakout hit of 2018 is back in print with an all-new cover and afterword by Aaron Stewart-Ahn,
award-winning director and cinematographer.

"Felt almost like a comic book equivalent of Annihilation… in uncharted territory, and the journey of
exploration is a mind-expanding delight to read." -Entertainment Weekly

"Like Sailor Moon on acid." -Vice

Far from the border of colonized space, a newly discovered planet teems
violently with strange psychic life and puzzling telekinetic ecology. Vep, a
refugee raised away from her devastated home planet as an indentured
citizen in a foreign colony, is taken by a private military firm to assist in
settling the new planet. What awaits her there will test the limits of her will as she grapples with the
strange power the planet exerts over her…

Collects PRISM STALKER #1-5 (STL113955) (NOV188448)
SC, 168pgs, FC SRP: $16.99

JAN230180
PUNDERWORLD TP VOL 01
(W/A/CA) Linda Sejic
Hades and Persephone's love-struck misadventures!

The classic tale of Greek mythology, but 100 percent more awkwardly relatable. Hades is the
officious, antisocial ruler of the Underworld. Persephone, daughter of Demeter, is an earth goddess
of growth and renewal — they've been crushing on each other for the past two centuries. But when
a festival (and a little liquid courage) present an opportunity to put an end to their Olympian willthey-won't-they, a meddlesome pantheon and several titanic mis-assumptions threaten to give
every god in the sky the wrong impression... and leave their romance dead before it can bloom.
(STL195687) (JUN210157)
SC, 176pgs, FC SRP: $16.99

JAN230181
REDLANDS TP VOL 01 (MR)
(W) Jordie Bellaire (A/CA) Vanesa R. Del Rey
A mysterious and bloodthirsty matriarchal force runs the town of Redlands, Florida, and in order to
stay on top, sacrifices must be made. Someone is intent on removing these women from the top of
the food chain, and he's ready to unleash their darkest secret but has seriously underestimated the
lengths the townspeople will go to protect the new order of things. Inspired by the strange
complexities of real-world politics and crime, the characters of REDLANDS play victim and villain,
attempting to understand themselves and others through murder, magic, and mayhem. Collects
REDLANDS #1-6. (STL062285) (DEC170659)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $9.99

JAN230182
REDLANDS TP VOL 02 (MR)
(W) Jordie Bellaire (A/CA) Vanesa R. Del Rey
The witches of Redlands find themselves divided and challenged by the power that created them.
Through chaos and blood, they will rebuild their coven and set in motion the ultimate revenge
fantasy that ensures their true freedom from all beasts and killers… yet they'll never escape each
other. Collects REDLANDS #7-12. (STL107324) (MAR190125)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $16.99

JAN230183
SCOOTER GIRL TP
(W/A/CA) Chynna Clugston Flores
Take a ride to southern California and experience CHYNNA CLUGSTON FLORES' screwball dark
comedy classic in FULL COLOR.
A love letter to mod and scooter culture, SCOOTER GIRL is the story of Ashton Archer, the Vespariding, swanky suit-wearing man about town who has it all. That is, until lightning strikes when the
girl of his dreams motors right past him on her Lambretta, causing him to lose it all. Convinced that
her presence and antagonization has ruined his life, Ashton sets out to end the black curse put upon
him by any means necessary. (STL021796) (OCT160667)
SC, 176pgs, FC SRP: $14.99

JAN230184
SFSX (SAFE SEX) TP VOL 01 PROTECTION (MR)
(W) Tina Horn (A) Michael Dowling & Various (CA) Tula Lotay
From notorious kink writer TINA HORN and featuring a diverse group of artists comes SFSX (SAFE
SEX), a social thriller about sex, love, and torture. It's SEX CRIMINALS in Gilead, Hustlers with a
SUNSTONE twist.

In a draconian America where sexuality is strictly bureaucratized and policed, a group of queer sex
workers keep the magic alive in an underground club called the Dirty Mind. Using their unique
talents for bondage and seduction, they resolve to infiltrate the mysterious government Pleasure
Center, free their incarcerated friends, and fight the power!

"SFSX shoves its sparkly stiletto heel right in the face of anyone who has ever tried to keep sex
workers down. TINA HORN's work reminds us how important sexual freedom is to the American
spirit." -Stormy Daniels

Collects SFSX (SAFE SEX) #1-7 (STL141172) (MAR200113)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 184pgs, FC SRP: $9.99

JAN230185
SFSX (SAFE SEX) TP VOL 02 TERMS OF SERVICE (MR)
(W) Tina Horn (A) G. Romero-Johnston (CA) Tula Lotay
Popular creator TINA HORN continues her cyberpunk thriller SFSX (SAFE SEX), teaming up with upand-coming artist G. ROMERO-JOHNSTON for the latest volume of this sexy adventure comic.

After their previous adventures in sex, love, and torture left them separated and traumatized, the
Dirty Mind heroes must face the totalitarian Party's latest "social program" — one involving
uncanny sexpots and a twisted men's rights movement.

This intelligent and colorful dystopian satire is perfect for fans of Ex Machina, Black Mirror's "San
Junipero," and Pose. Pick up the latest installment of the critically acclaimed series SyFy Wire says,
"effortlessly captures the feeling of this revolutionary and terrifying moment in time." (STL186976)
(AUG210176)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $16.99

JAN230186
SLEEPLESS TP VOL 01
(W) Sarah Vaughn (A/CA) Leila Del Duca
Lady "Poppy" Pyppenia is guarded by the Sleepless Knight Cyrenic but becomes endangered when an
assassin threatens her life in the new king's reign. As Poppy and Cyrenic try to discover who wants
her dead, they must navigate the dangerous waters of life at court and of their growing feelings for
one another. Writer Sarah Vaughn (ALEX + ADA, ETERNAL EMPIRE) and artist Leila del Duca
(SHUTTER, AFAR) team up with editor / colorist Alissa Sallah and letterer Deron Bennett for this
fantasy romance. Collects issues 1-6. (STL074409) (MAY180073)
SC, 168pgs, FC SRP: $16.99

JAN230187
SLEEPLESS TP VOL 02
(W) Sarah Vaughn (A/CA) Leila Del Duca
Nearly a year later in the court of Harbeny, Lady Poppy and Sir Cyrenic must forge ahead without
each other. Cyrenic adjusts to life after being released from the Sleepless Vow. And though the
future looks bleak, both Poppy and Cyrenic are fighters. Either they will claw their way out of the
darkness, or take as many enemies with them as they can. This second volume of SLEEPLESS
concludes the story of Poppy and Cyrenic. Collects SLEEPLESS #7-11. (STL094208) (JAN190176)
SC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $16.99

JAN230188
SUPPER CLUB TP
(W/A/CA) Jackie Morrow
Nora, Lili, and Iris are seniors at Seaside High. Their differing schedules and mounting
extracurriculars inspire the girls to form a secret club where they can hang without sacrificing their
future aspirations. Enter Supper Club, the delicious solution to their problems. When life starts to
crumble like a cookie under the girls’ feet, they rely on comfort food to hold it together. Can Supper
Club endure life’s most challenging recipes without burning to a crisp? (STL232143) (MAY220030)
SC, 7x10, 232pgs, FC

SRP: $14.99

JAN230189
A THING CALLED TRUTH TP VOL 01
(W) Iolanda Zanfardino (A) Elisa Romboli (CA) Elisa Romboli, Iolanda Zanfardino
A chaotic LGBTQ+ road trip! A workaholic scientist who wants to save the world and a woman who
fears nothing but discovering her own destiny find themselves mixed up in a chaotic, on-the-road
adventure through Europe. Will they manage to find a middle ground between their opposing ways
of life-at least for long enough to complete their mission? And could this trip lead to an unexpected
romance? Collects A THING CALLED TRUTH #1-5. (STL214844) (FEB220105)
SC, 136pgs, FC SRP: $16.99

JAN230190
UNNATURAL TP VOL 02 (MR)
(W/A/CA) Mirka Andolfo
Leslie has a power within herself that many others desperately want. After losing her best friends to
the shadowy organization that still chases her, she finds herself alone-and confused-with a group of

rebels. Will she be able to join the fight against a corrupt, misguided government when she has
difficulty keeping the wolf within her in check? The hit Italian comic, a fantasy/erotica/romantic
suspense series by MIRKA ANDOLFO (Wonder Woman, Harley Quinn, DC Comics Bombshells), will
bring you to a colorful but terrible world where personal freedoms are superfluous. Follow Leslie on
a breathtaking plot that races between thriller and fantasy, with an added touch of sensuality.
Collects UNNATURAL #5-8. (STL101641) (FEB190120)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 112pgs, FC SRP: $16.99

JAN230191
UNNATURAL TP VOL 03 (MR)
(W/A/CA) Mirka Andolfo
Newspapers call her a killer, her allies are dead or beaten to a pulp, and her enemies are closing in
on her. Oh, and she still has a major “inner demons” problem to face. So let's agree that Leslie's not
in a good spot right now and just leave it there, all right? Things get pretty serious. We learn more
about the world of UNNATURAL and the secret origins of the Glance. Will Leslie be strong enough to
survive all this, or is this really the end of the line for her?
The hit comic, a fantasy, erotica, romantic suspense acclaimed series by MIRKA ANDOLFO (Wonder
Woman, Harley Quinn, DC Comics Bombshells) is now at the final chapter. The terrible world of
UNNATURAL still hides a few surprises, between breathtaking twists and exciting developments.
Collects UNNATURAL #9-12 (STL128467) (JUL190109)
MATURE THEMES
112pgs, FC

SRP: $16.99

JAN230192
UNNATURAL TP VOL 01 AWAKENING (MR)
(W/A/CA) Mirka Andolfo
Leslie J. Blair is a simple pig girl, she loves sushi and she is trapped in a job that she hates. She lives
with Trish, her best friend. In her world, which is full of anthropomorphic creatures, with a
totalitarian government that interferes in the personal lives of its citizens, up to the point of allowing
only relationships between individuals of the same race. The transgressors are punished. They are
accused of being... unnatural!
Leslie dreams of something different for herself. But these dreams are becoming dangerous,
especially because they feature a mysterious wolf. And, when she wakes up, she thinks that she is
being watched... And, as if that were not enough, on the day of her twenty-fifth birthday, Leslie
receive an email that she would never have wanted to receive. But she still does not know it's just
the beginning ...

The hit Italian comic, a fantasy, erotica, romantic suspense series by MIRKA ANDOLFO (Wonder
Woman, Harley Quinn, DC Comics Bombshells) will bring you in a colorful but terrible world, where
personal freedoms are superfluous. Follow Leslie on a breathtaking plot, between thriller and
fantasy with a touch of sensuality. Collects issues #1-4. (STL090010) (SEP180132)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 112pgs, FC SRP: $9.99

JAN230193
ALL AGAINST ALL #4 (OF 5) CVR A WIJNGAARD (MR)
(W) Alex Paknadel (A/CA) Caspar Wijngaard
In the penultimate chapter of ALL AGAINST ALL, Helpless is loose, and now no one is safe. The last
human prowls through the bowels of the ship, eviscerating every living thing he encounters.
Meanwhile, B'Tay and his daughter V'lmann must find their way home through the warrens of the
habitat while B'Tay himself struggles to suppress his animal nature. Can he keep control long enough
to stop Helpless' rampage?

Featuring variant covers by JACOB PHILLIPS (THAT TEXAS BLOOD) and ALISON SAMPSON (Sleeping
Beauties)! (STL260939)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (4 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230194
ALL AGAINST ALL #4 (OF 5) CVR B PHILLIPS (MR)
(W) Alex Paknadel (A) Caspar Wijngaard (CA) Jacob Phillips
In the penultimate chapter of ALL AGAINST ALL, Helpless is loose, and now no one is safe. The last
human prowls through the bowels of the ship, eviscerating every living thing he encounters.
Meanwhile, B'Tay and his daughter V'lmann must find their way home through the warrens of the
habitat while B'Tay himself struggles to suppress his animal nature. Can he keep control long enough
to stop Helpless' rampage?

Featuring variant covers by JACOB PHILLIPS (THAT TEXAS BLOOD) and ALISON SAMPSON (Sleeping
Beauties)! (STL260940)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (4 of 5)

JAN230196

SRP: $3.99

ALMIGHTY #2 (OF 5) (MR)
(W) Edward Laroche (A/CA) Edward Laroche, Brad Simpson
An exhausted Fale and Del finally arrive in Loncast City with the brutal Golden State motorcycle gang
in hot pursuit. But their rest is cut short as they find themselves surrounded with no warning, no
hope, and no way out. (STL260942)
MATURE THEMES
40pgs, FC (2 of 5)

SRP: $4.99

JAN230197
ART BRUT #4 (OF 4) CVR A MORAZZO & LOPES (MR)
(W) W. Maxwell Prince (A/CA) Martin Morazzo, Mat Lopes
END OF STORY ARC

It's the gonzo, genre-jumping, art-history-spanning finale to the pulpy, painty psycho-art-noir thriller
of the year! (And years past, if we're being honest…)

Watch in awe as Art Brut and Manny chase a mysterious figure through cubism, through
pointillism…and even through a beloved Edward Hopper!

And in the waking world, Margot infiltrates the secret base of the Correction, forced to lock horns
with that wily Warhol impersonator. (Or is it…?)

STILL featuring new letters, new covers, and a final new Silver Age-style backup story, rounding out
the previously misplaced adventures of Art Brut! (STL260632)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (4 of 4)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230198
ART BRUT #4 (OF 4) CVR B ECKMAN-LAWN (MR)
(W) W. Maxwell Prince (A) Martin Morazzo, Mat Lopes (CA) Alex Eckman-Lawn
END OF STORY ARC

It's the gonzo, genre-jumping, art-history-spanning finale to the pulpy, painty psycho-art-noir thriller
of the year! (And years past, if we're being honest…)

Watch in awe as Art Brut and Manny chase a mysterious figure through cubism, through
pointillism…and even through a beloved Edward Hopper!

And in the waking world, Margot infiltrates the secret base of the Correction, forced to lock horns
with that wily Warhol impersonator. (Or is it…?)

STILL featuring new letters, new covers, and a final new Silver Age-style backup story, rounding out
the previously misplaced adventures of Art Brut! (STL260633)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (4 of 4)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230199
ART BRUT #4 (OF 4) CVR C MORAZZO & LOPES (MR)
(W) W. Maxwell Prince (A/CA) Martin Morazzo, Mat Lopes
END OF STORY ARC

It's the gonzo, genre-jumping, art-history-spanning finale to the pulpy, painty psycho-art-noir thriller
of the year! (And years past, if we're being honest…)

Watch in awe as Art Brut and Manny chase a mysterious figure through cubism, through
pointillism…and even through a beloved Edward Hopper!

And in the waking world, Margot infiltrates the secret base of the Correction, forced to lock horns
with that wily Warhol impersonator. (Or is it…?)

STILL featuring new letters, new covers, and a final new Silver Age-style backup story, rounding out
the previously misplaced adventures of Art Brut! (STL260634)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (4 of 4)

JAN230200

SRP: $3.99

BLACK CLOAK #3 CVR A MCCLAREN
(W) Kelly Thompson (A/CA) Meredith McClaren
Black Cloaks Essex and Pax make desperate moves to uncover the truth before powerful forces cover
it up forever. A dead man speaks. Magicians scheme. And the deadly mysteries of the Lagoon prove
impossible for our heroes to resist. (STL260635)
24pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230201
BLACK CLOAK #3 CVR B DE IULIS
(W) Kelly Thompson (A) Meredith McClaren (CA) Mattia De Iulis
Black Cloaks Essex and Pax make desperate moves to uncover the truth before powerful forces cover
it up forever. A dead man speaks. Magicians scheme. And the deadly mysteries of the Lagoon prove
impossible for our heroes to resist. (STL260636)
24pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230202
BLOOD STAINED TEETH #10 CVR A WARD (MR)
(W) Christian Ward (A) Patric Reynolds (CA) Christian Ward
SERIES FINALE

Time's run out for Atticus Sloane, but the Vampire-for-Hire is past caring. Now held up in Dr. Beverly
Phelps' underground hospital, he's trapped in a last stand against the First Borns. (STL260637)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230203
BLOOD STAINED TEETH #10 CVR B ALBUQUERQUE (MR)
(W) Christian Ward (A) Patric Reynolds (CA) Rafael Albuquerque
SERIES FINALE

Time's run out for Atticus Sloane, but the Vampire-for-Hire is past caring. Now held up in Dr. Beverly
Phelps' underground hospital, he's trapped in a last stand against the First Borns. (STL260638)
MATURE THEMES

32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230204
BLOOD TREE #2
(W) Peter J. Tomasi (A) Maxim Simic (CA) Christian Alamy
Blood-spattered "angels" continue to fall throughout New York City as Detectives Azzaro and Diaz
hunt for a serial killer whose body count grows with each passing day. (STL260639)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230205
GOSPEL #5 (OF 5)
(W/A) Will Morris (CA) Ver
MINISERIES FINALE

The explosive final chapter. As the devil's deadline looms, Pitt and Matilde discover that it is not only
hellish forces acting against them. With enemies mounting, Pitt must find the courage to surge into
an inferno, and Matilde's only hope of success lies in letting go of her desire for it. (STL260640)
32pgs, FC (5 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230206
GUNSLINGER SPAWN #18 CVR A SPEARS
(W) Todd McFarlane (A) Brett Booth (CA) Mark Spears
Gunslinger isn't used to needing help from someone else-especially someone he hates, like Al
Simmons. (STL260641)
SC, 24pgs, FC

SRP: $2.99

JAN230207
GUNSLINGER SPAWN #18 CVR B KEANE
(W) Todd McFarlane (A) Brett Booth (CA) Kevin Keane
Gunslinger isn't used to needing help from someone else-especially someone he hates, like Al
Simmons. (STL260642)
SC, 24pgs, FC

SRP: $2.99

JAN230208
HEXWARE #4 (OF 6) CVR A LAVINA (MR)
(W) Tim Seeley (A/CA) Zulema Lavina
Hexware's mission continues! After unexpectedly joining forces with the Helljumpers, the android in
service of the Darkest Depths is determined to get to the bottom of the conspiracy behind Jesi's
death. But the answers she gets may be worse than she ever imagined when all signs point to
Kieran, Jesi's father, as the prime suspect! (STL260643)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (4 of 6)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230209
HEXWARE #4 (OF 6) CVR B SEELEY (MR)
(W) Tim Seeley (A) Zulema Lavina (CA) Tim Seeley
Hexware's mission continues! After unexpectedly joining forces with the Helljumpers, the android in
service of the Darkest Depths is determined to get to the bottom of the conspiracy behind Jesi's
death. But the answers she gets may be worse than she ever imagined when all signs point to
Kieran, Jesi's father, as the prime suspect! (STL260644)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (4 of 6)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230210
I HATE FAIRYLAND #5 CVR A YOUNG (MR)
(W) Skottie Young (A) Brett Bean (CA) Skottie Young
END OF STORY ARC

The band plays on as Gert finds her groove again and finally makes her way closer to Fairyland,
where she'll finish the mission VILLIANAIRE Walter Wiggins sent her on ages ago. There will be
dragons slain, villages saved, and…a full song to listen to while following the action?

Yeah, I just said that. Don't miss this one!

Eisner Award-winning writer SKOTTIE YOUNG (MIDDLEWEST, TWIG, THE ME YOU LOVE IN THE
DARK) and superstar artist BRETT BEAN (Marvel's Rocket & Groot) return to I HATE FAIRYLAND for
the end of a story arc-and a new beginning for Fairyland! (STL260645)

MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230211
I HATE FAIRYLAND #5 CVR B YOUNG (MR)
(W) Skottie Young (A) Brett Bean (CA) Skottie Young
END OF STORY ARC

The band plays on as Gert finds her groove again and finally makes her way closer to Fairyland,
where she'll finish the mission VILLIANAIRE Walter Wiggins sent her on ages ago. There will be
dragons slain, villages saved, and…a full song to listen to while following the action?

Yeah, I just said that. Don't miss this one!

Eisner Award-winning writer SKOTTIE YOUNG (MIDDLEWEST, TWIG, THE ME YOU LOVE IN THE
DARK) and superstar artist BRETT BEAN (Marvel's Rocket & Groot) return to I HATE FAIRYLAND for
the end of a story arc-and a new beginning for Fairyland! (STL260646)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230212
I HATE FAIRYLAND #5 CVR C BEAN (MR)
(W) Skottie Young (A/CA) Brett Bean
END OF STORY ARC

The band plays on as Gert finds her groove again and finally makes her way closer to Fairyland,
where she'll finish the mission VILLIANAIRE Walter Wiggins sent her on ages ago. There will be
dragons slain, villages saved, and…a full song to listen to while following the action?

Yeah, I just said that. Don't miss this one!

Eisner Award-winning writer SKOTTIE YOUNG (MIDDLEWEST, TWIG, THE ME YOU LOVE IN THE
DARK) and superstar artist BRETT BEAN (Marvel's Rocket & Groot) return to I HATE FAIRYLAND for
the end of a story arc-and a new beginning for Fairyland! (STL260647)

MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230213
I HATE FAIRYLAND #5 CVR D MOMOKO (MR)
(W) Skottie Young (A) Brett Bean (CA) Peach Momoko
END OF STORY ARC

The band plays on as Gert finds her groove again and finally makes her way closer to Fairyland,
where she'll finish the mission VILLIANAIRE Walter Wiggins sent her on ages ago. There will be
dragons slain, villages saved, and…a full song to listen to while following the action?

Yeah, I just said that. Don't miss this one!

Eisner Award-winning writer SKOTTIE YOUNG (MIDDLEWEST, TWIG, THE ME YOU LOVE IN THE
DARK) and superstar artist BRETT BEAN (Marvel's Rocket & Groot) return to I HATE FAIRYLAND for
the end of a story arc-and a new beginning for Fairyland! (STL260648)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230214
I HATE THIS PLACE #6 CVR A TOPILIN & LOUGHRIDGE (MR)
(W) Kyle Starks (A/CA) Artyom Topilin, Lee Loughridge
NEW STORY ARC

"Check this series out. You won't regret it." -SKTCHD

Last year's breakout horror series returns!

Trudy's past comes back to haunt her, which wouldn't be so bad if she and Gabby weren't already
literally haunted by unimaginable forces of evil on a daily basis. Can't a gal catch a break?
(STL260729)
MATURE THEMES

32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230215
I HATE THIS PLACE #6 CVR B EXPLICIT VAR (MR)
(W) Kyle Starks (A/CA) Artyom Topilin, Lee Loughridge
NEW STORY ARC

"Check this series out. You won't regret it." -SKTCHD

Last year's breakout horror series returns!

Trudy's past comes back to haunt her, which wouldn't be so bad if she and Gabby weren't already
literally haunted by unimaginable forces of evil on a daily basis. Can't a gal catch a break?
(STL260730)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230216
I HATE THIS PLACE #6 VINYL STICKERS (BUNDLE OF 10) (MR
For every 10 copies of I Hate This Place #6 ordered (cvrs A & B any combination), retailers may order
1 free 10-piece bundle of I Hate This Place #6 Vinyl Stickers. These stickers contain an explitive.
(STL261184)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: PI

JAN230217
ICE CREAM MAN #35 CVR A MORAZZO & OHALLORAN (MR)
(W) W. Maxwell Prince (A/CA) Martin Morazzo, Chris O'Halloran
"THE BOOK OF NECESSARY MONSTERS"
Herewith a bestiary of creatures unavoidable, ineluctable, and everlasting. (STL260727)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230218
ICE CREAM MAN #35 CVR B BLUCHA (MR)
(W) W. Maxwell Prince (A) Martin Morazzo, Chris O'Halloran (CA) Andrew Blucha
"THE BOOK OF NECESSARY MONSTERS"
Herewith a bestiary of creatures unavoidable, ineluctable, and everlasting. (STL260728)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230219
IMAGE 30TH ANNV ANTHOLOGY #11 (OF 12) (MR)
(W) Patrick Kindlon & Various (A) Andrea Mutti & Various (CA) Emma Rios
It's the penultimate issue of our year-long celebration of Image's 30th anniversary, and this time
around we've got an all-new PRETTY DEADLY story by KELLY SUE DeCONNICK & EMMA RÍOS, the first
NYC MECH tale in nearly 20 years by IVAN BRANDON & ANDY MacDONALD, the debut of GHOST
MAKERS by EMI LENOX, "The Slacktacular Now" by JOHN ARCUDI & DOUG MAHNKE, and another
look at IN HELL WE FIGHT! by JOHN LAYMAN & JOK. And as if that's not enough, GEOFF JOHNS &
ANDREA MUTTI bring us closer to the conclusion of "The Blizzard," BRENDEN FLETCHER & ERICA
HENDERSON prepare to wrap up "Red Stitches," and the clock runs out for PATRICK KINLDON &
MAURIZIO ROSENZWEIG's "Gehenna." Plus! SKOTTIE YOUNG's "Stupid Fresh Mess" and DEAN
HASPIEL's "Billy Dogma!" (STL260709)
MATURE THEMES
64pgs, FC (11 of 12)

SRP: $5.99

JAN230220
IMMORTAL SERGEANT #3 (OF 9)
(W) Joe Kelly (A/CA) Ken Niimura
Sarge and Michael head out for a night on the town. Booze and two emotionally scarred humans
make for a volatile mix. Michael grows a pair and confronts Sarge, but his father is focused on
something much bigger: a break in the case that's haunted his entire career. (STL260649)
40pgs, B&W (3 of 9)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230221
INFERNO GIRL RED BOOK ONE #3 (OF 3) CVR A DURSO & MONTI MV

(W) Matt Groom (A/CA) Erica D'Urso, Igor Monti
MINISERIES FINALE

After an overwhelming defeat and a harrowing personal loss, Inferno Girl Red has no plan and
seemingly nothing left to lose. But with the very existence of Apex City on the line, she'll have to
charge into a rematch with the Griffin anyway. And though there may always be hope, Cássia's
about to be reminded that there is also always more to lose.

INFERNO GIRL RED: BOOK ONE concludes in this action-packed, knock-down-drag-out finale!

INFERNO GIRL RED is a Massive-Verse series. (STL260650)
48pgs, FC (3 of 3)

SRP: $5.99

JAN230222
INFERNO GIRL RED BOOK ONE #3 (OF 3) CVR B MONTI MV
(W) Matt Groom (A) Erica D'Urso, Igor Monti (CA) Igor Monti
MINISERIES FINALE

After an overwhelming defeat and a harrowing personal loss, Inferno Girl Red has no plan and
seemingly nothing left to lose. But with the very existence of Apex City on the line, she'll have to
charge into a rematch with the Griffin anyway. And though there may always be hope, Cássia's
about to be reminded that there is also always more to lose.

INFERNO GIRL RED: BOOK ONE concludes in this action-packed, knock-down-drag-out finale!

INFERNO GIRL RED is a Massive-Verse series. (STL260651)
48pgs, FC (3 of 3)

SRP: $5.99

JAN230223
INFERNO GIRL RED BOOK ONE #3 (OF 3) CVR C OBRIEN-GEORGESON M
(W) Matt Groom (A) Erica D'Urso, Igor Monti (CA) Dash O'Brien-Georgeson
MINISERIES FINALE

After an overwhelming defeat and a harrowing personal loss, Inferno Girl Red has no plan and
seemingly nothing left to lose. But with the very existence of Apex City on the line, she'll have to
charge into a rematch with the Griffin anyway. And though there may always be hope, Cássia's
about to be reminded that there is also always more to lose.

INFERNO GIRL RED: BOOK ONE concludes in this action-packed, knock-down-drag-out finale!

INFERNO GIRL RED is a Massive-Verse series. (STL260652)
48pgs, FC (3 of 3)

SRP: $5.99

JAN230225
JUNKYARD JOE #6 CVR A FRANK & ANDERSON
(W) Geoff Johns (A/CA) Gary Frank, Brad Anderson
MINISERIES FINALE

The tales of Mad Ghost's Unnamed go full-throttle in this final chapter! The man known only as the
Custodian won't relent until he claims Joe's technology for his clandestine group. And if Muddy Davis
and the neighbor kids get in his way, they're merely collateral damage in the building Unknown
War… (STL260654)
40pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN230226
JUNKYARD JOE #6 CVR B DANIEL & ANDERSON
(W) Geoff Johns (A) Gary Frank, Brad Anderson (CA) Tony Daniel, Brad Anderson
MINISERIES FINALE

The tales of Mad Ghost's Unnamed go full-throttle in this final chapter! The man known only as the
Custodian won't relent until he claims Joe's technology for his clandestine group. And if Muddy Davis
and the neighbor kids get in his way, they're merely collateral damage in the building Unknown
War… (STL260655)
40pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN230227
JUNKYARD JOE #6 CVR C PERALTA

(W) Geoff Johns (A) Gary Frank, Brad Anderson (CA) German Peralta
MINISERIES FINALE

The tales of Mad Ghost's Unnamed go full-throttle in this final chapter! The man known only as the
Custodian won't relent until he claims Joe's technology for his clandestine group. And if Muddy Davis
and the neighbor kids get in his way, they're merely collateral damage in the building Unknown
War… (STL260656)
40pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN230228
JUNKYARD JOE #6 CVR D FRANK & ANDERSON
(W) Geoff Johns (A/CA) Gary Frank, Brad Anderson
MINISERIES FINALE

The tales of Mad Ghost's Unnamed go full-throttle in this final chapter! The man known only as the
Custodian won't relent until he claims Joe's technology for his clandestine group. And if Muddy Davis
and the neighbor kids get in his way, they're merely collateral damage in the building Unknown
War… (STL260657)
40pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN230229
KAYA #6 CVR A CRAIG
(W/A/CA) Wes Craig
Discover the origin of Kaya's mysterious magic arm and the sacrifice her uncle Kova made to save the
young girl's life! Plus, a backup story illustrated by indie superstar AL GOFA (Dark Angels of
Darkness). A standalone story that's a perfect jumping-on point for new readers!

Featuring a movie poster-inspired variant cover by WES CRAIG! (STL260658)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230230
KAYA #6 CVR B CRAIG
(W/A/CA) Wes Craig

Discover the origin of Kaya's mysterious magic arm and the sacrifice her uncle Kova made to save the
young girl's life! Plus, a backup story illustrated by indie superstar AL GOFA (Dark Angels of
Darkness). A standalone story that's a perfect jumping-on point for new readers!

Featuring a movie poster-inspired variant cover by WES CRAIG! (STL260659)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230231
KILLADELPHIA #29 CVR A ALEXANDER (MR)
(W) Rodney Barnes (A) Jason Shawn Alexander, German Erramouspe (CA) Jason Shawn Alexander
"THERE'S NO PLACE LIKE HOME," Part Five
The sold-out, Eisner Award-nominated horror series continues with more unexpected twists! From
RODNEY BARNES, the writer behind such hit shows as Marvel's Runaways and STARZ's American
Gods, and Jason Shawn Alexander, the artist who redefined SPAWN.

Undead detective James Sangster Sr.-the one man standing between Philadelphia and total
annihilation-has been KILLED. Now, his son Jimmy Sangster Jr. must find a way to uphold his
legacy…but what can one human do against the forces of evil? Will he succeed at keeping this war
from ravaging the city and everyone in its path, or will his unborn baby grow up fatherless?

Also available in NOIR EDITION, featuring black-and-white line art interiors! (STL260660)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230232
KILLADELPHIA #29 CVR B SHY (MR)
(W) Rodney Barnes (A) Jason Shawn Alexander, German Erramouspe (CA) Christopher Shy
"THERE'S NO PLACE LIKE HOME," Part Five
The sold-out, Eisner Award-nominated horror series continues with more unexpected twists! From
RODNEY BARNES, the writer behind such hit shows as Marvel's Runaways and STARZ's American
Gods, and Jason Shawn Alexander, the artist who redefined SPAWN.

Undead detective James Sangster Sr.-the one man standing between Philadelphia and total
annihilation-has been KILLED. Now, his son Jimmy Sangster Jr. must find a way to uphold his

legacy…but what can one human do against the forces of evil? Will he succeed at keeping this war
from ravaging the city and everyone in its path, or will his unborn baby grow up fatherless?

Also available in NOIR EDITION, featuring black-and-white line art interiors! (STL260661)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230233
KILLADELPHIA #29 CVR C ALEXANDER B&W NOIR ED (MR)
(W) Rodney Barnes (A) Jason Shawn Alexander, German Erramouspe (CA) Jason Shawn Alexander
"THERE'S NO PLACE LIKE HOME," Part Five
The sold-out, Eisner Award-nominated horror series continues with more unexpected twists! From
RODNEY BARNES, the writer behind such hit shows as Marvel's Runaways and STARZ's American
Gods, and Jason Shawn Alexander, the artist who redefined SPAWN.

Undead detective James Sangster Sr.-the one man standing between Philadelphia and total
annihilation-has been KILLED. Now, his son Jimmy Sangster Jr. must find a way to uphold his
legacy…but what can one human do against the forces of evil? Will he succeed at keeping this war
from ravaging the city and everyone in its path, or will his unborn baby grow up fatherless?

Also available in NOIR EDITION, featuring black-and-white line art interiors! (STL260662)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, B&W

SRP: $3.99

JAN230234
KING SPAWN #20 CVR A SPEARS
(W) Sean Lewis (A) Javi Fernandez (CA) Mark Spears
With the DEADZONES now thrown wide open, Spawn must face an entire new breed of enemy. Not
one that wants to take over the world, but one that wants to destroy it completely. (STL260663)
SC, 24pgs, FC

SRP: $2.99

JAN230235
KING SPAWN #20 CVR B TOMASELLI

(W) Sean Lewis (A) Javi Fernandez (CA) Francesco Tomaselli
With the DEADZONES now thrown wide open, Spawn must face an entire new breed of enemy. Not
one that wants to take over the world, but one that wants to destroy it completely. (STL260664)
SC, 24pgs, FC

SRP: $2.99

JAN230236
LAST BARBARIANS #2 CVR A HABERLIN
(W) Brian Haberlin (A) Brian Haberlin, Geirrod Van Dyke (CA) Brian Haberlin
"NO FUN STORMING THE CASTLE"
The more time Sylv and Shadow spend with Falk, the more his story doesn't add up. They're unsure
if they're rescuing his grandson or nephew, and when he tasks them with raiding a castle, they're not
sure if he's stupid or just plain crazy! Sure, they didn't want to starve to death, but a potential public
execution doesn't sound that much better! (STL260665)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230237
LAST BARBARIANS #2 CVR B HABERLIN
(W) Brian Haberlin (A) Brian Haberlin, Geirrod Van Dyke (CA) Brian Haberlin
"NO FUN STORMING THE CASTLE"
The more time Sylv and Shadow spend with Falk, the more his story doesn't add up. They're unsure
if they're rescuing his grandson or nephew, and when he tasks them with raiding a castle, they're not
sure if he's stupid or just plain crazy! Sure, they didn't want to starve to death, but a potential public
execution doesn't sound that much better! (STL260666)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230238
LAST BARBARIANS #2 CVR C HABERLIN
(W) Brian Haberlin (A) Brian Haberlin, Geirrod Van Dyke (CA) Brian Haberlin
"NO FUN STORMING THE CASTLE"
The more time Sylv and Shadow spend with Falk, the more his story doesn't add up. They're unsure
if they're rescuing his grandson or nephew, and when he tasks them with raiding a castle, they're not
sure if he's stupid or just plain crazy! Sure, they didn't want to starve to death, but a potential public
execution doesn't sound that much better! (STL260667)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230239
LAST BARBARIANS #2 CVR D HABERLIN
(W) Brian Haberlin (A) Brian Haberlin, Geirrod Van Dyke (CA) Brian Haberlin
"NO FUN STORMING THE CASTLE"
The more time Sylv and Shadow spend with Falk, the more his story doesn't add up. They're unsure
if they're rescuing his grandson or nephew, and when he tasks them with raiding a castle, they're not
sure if he's stupid or just plain crazy! Sure, they didn't want to starve to death, but a potential public
execution doesn't sound that much better! (STL260668)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230240
LITTLE MONSTERS #11 CVR A NGUYEN (MR)
(W) Jeff Lemire (A/CA) Dustin Nguyen
The group continues to find conflict in their next actions after last issue's shattering revelations…but
their time may be limited, as the human encampment has managed to regroup for an offensive
survivalist maneuver. (STL260670)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230241
LITTLE MONSTERS #11 CVR B GARBOWSKA (MR)
(W) Jeff Lemire (A) Dustin Nguyen (CA) Agnes Garbowska
The group continues to find conflict in their next actions after last issue's shattering revelations…but
their time may be limited, as the human encampment has managed to regroup for an offensive
survivalist maneuver. (STL260671)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230242
LOCAL MAN #2 CVR A SEELEY & FLEECS (MR)
(W/A/CA) Tim Seeley, Tony Fleecs
STRAY DOGS creator TONY FLEECS teams with REVIVAL's TIM SEELEY for a series that combines rural
crime noir and superhero action.

Once the star recruit of the media sensation super-team THIRD GEN, JACK XAVER has become the
prime suspect in the murder of his archenemy, THE HODAG! Now, Jack must clear his own name in a
town that hates him, even as he's followed by a persistent security drone primed to obliterate him if
he steps out of line!

Each issue is a classic Image Comics FLIP BOOK with a lead story drawn by FLEECS and a superhero
flashback into the depths of the Image Universe drawn by SEELEY. (STL260672)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230243
LOCAL MAN #2 CVR B NUACK & REBER (MR)
(W/A) Tim Seeley, Tony Fleecs (CA) Todd Nuack, Brian Reber
STRAY DOGS creator TONY FLEECS teams with REVIVAL's TIM SEELEY for a series that combines rural
crime noir and superhero action.

Once the star recruit of the media sensation super-team THIRD GEN, JACK XAVER has become the
prime suspect in the murder of his archenemy, THE HODAG! Now, Jack must clear his own name in a
town that hates him, even as he's followed by a persistent security drone primed to obliterate him if
he steps out of line!

Each issue is a classic Image Comics FLIP BOOK with a lead story drawn by FLEECS and a superhero
flashback into the depths of the Image Universe drawn by SEELEY. (STL260673)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230244
LOVESICK #6 (OF 7) CVR A VECCHIO (MR)
(W/A/CA) Luana Vecchio
The cutthroat relationship between Domino, Jack and his partners will create a rift between the
two…but how long can it last? (STL260982)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (6 of 7)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230245
LOVESICK #6 (OF 7) CVR B VECCHIO (MR)
(W/A/CA) Luana Vecchio
The cutthroat relationship between Domino, Jack and his partners will create a rift between the
two…but how long can it last? (STL260983)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (6 of 7)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230246
LOVESICK #6 (OF 7) CVR C GRAHAM (MR)
(W/A) Luana Vecchio (CA) Brandon Graham
The cutthroat relationship between Domino, Jack and his partners will create a rift between the
two…but how long can it last? (STL260984)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (6 of 7)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230247
MAGIC ORDER 4 #3 (OF 6) CVR A RUAN (MR)
(W) Mark Millar (A/CA) Dike Ruan
Cordelia and Francis are trapped in a magical dimension a billion realities from Earth, where they
learn the true origin of dear old Uncle Edgar. Meanwhile, renegade wizards reign supreme as they
raise havoc back on Earth. (STL260674)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (3 of 6)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230248
MAGIC ORDER 4 #3 (OF 6) CVR B RUAN B&W (MR)
(W) Mark Millar (A/CA) Dike Ruan
Cordelia and Francis are trapped in a magical dimension a billion realities from Earth, where they
learn the true origin of dear old Uncle Edgar. Meanwhile, renegade wizards reign supreme as they
raise havoc back on Earth. (STL260675)
MATURE THEMES

32pgs, FC (3 of 6)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230249
MAGIC ORDER 4 #3 (OF 6) CVR C STRIPS (MR)
(W) Mark Millar (A) Dike Ruan (CA) Dani Strips
Cordelia and Francis are trapped in a magical dimension a billion realities from Earth, where they
learn the true origin of dear old Uncle Edgar. Meanwhile, renegade wizards reign supreme as they
raise havoc back on Earth. (STL260676)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (3 of 6)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230250
MONARCH #2 CVR A LINS
(W) Rodney Barnes (A/CA) Alex Lins
"STRANGER FROM ABOVE," Part Two
It's Earth vs. Aliens-with one teenage boy standing between them-in this tale of terror and highstakes science fiction! From RODNEY BARNES, the star comics writer behind the Eisner-nominated
series KILLADELPHIA and the writer/executive producer of HBO's Winning Time, and up-and-coming
Marvel artist ALEX LINS comes a new tale of love, triumph, disaster, and defeat!

Young Travon has ventured beyond the makeshift shelter of his high school's walls in a desperate
search for food and rations for the surviving students-but no heroic act goes unpunished. Travon
finds himself captured and at the mercy of these strange beings from another world, but what do
they want with him? Why are they attacking Earth? And will he ever see his beloved Daysha again, or
is he as doomed as the rest of the world? (STL260677)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230251
MONARCH #2 CVR B VISIONS
(W) Rodney Barnes (A) Alex Lins (CA) Chris Visions
"STRANGER FROM ABOVE," Part Two
It's Earth vs. Aliens-with one teenage boy standing between them-in this tale of terror and highstakes science fiction! From RODNEY BARNES, the star comics writer behind the Eisner-nominated
series KILLADELPHIA and the writer/executive producer of HBO's Winning Time, and up-and-coming
Marvel artist ALEX LINS comes a new tale of love, triumph, disaster, and defeat!

Young Travon has ventured beyond the makeshift shelter of his high school's walls in a desperate
search for food and rations for the surviving students-but no heroic act goes unpunished. Travon
finds himself captured and at the mercy of these strange beings from another world, but what do
they want with him? Why are they attacking Earth? And will he ever see his beloved Daysha again, or
is he as doomed as the rest of the world? (STL260678)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230252
MONSTRESS #44 (MR)
(W) Marjorie M. Liu (A/CA) Sana Takeda
Long ago, the Monstra were locked away on a kill-or-be-killed planet of equal parts beauty and
brutality. Can Zinn, Maika, and their allies survive a visit to such a place? And what secrets might it
hold about their own world? (STL260679)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230253
NEMESIS RELOADED #3 (OF 5) CVR A JIMENEZ (MR)
(W) Mark Millar (A/CA) Jorge Jimenez
The secret origin of Nemesis. You DO NOT want to miss this. That is all. (STL260680)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (3 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230254
NEMESIS RELOADED #3 (OF 5) CVR B JIMENEZ B&W (MR)
(W) Mark Millar (A/CA) Jorge Jimenez
The secret origin of Nemesis. You DO NOT want to miss this. That is all. (STL260681)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (3 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230255
NEMESIS RELOADED #3 (OF 5) CVR C SOOK (MR)

(W) Mark Millar (A) Jorge Jimenez (CA) Ryan Sook
The secret origin of Nemesis. You DO NOT want to miss this. That is all. (STL260682)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (3 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230256
NIGHT CLUB #4 (OF 6) CVR A SCALERA (MR)
(W) Mark Millar (A) Juanan Ramirez (CA) Matteo Scalera
This is already your favorite book. Do we even NEED to write this text anymore? Okay, well, discover
the origin of the evil vampire Biker Gang and the truth behind the vampire who bit Danny back in
issue one. What was he up to? It's not what you think. Note: This book is half the price of less good
ones! (STL260683)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (4 of 6)

SRP: $1.99

JAN230257
NIGHT CLUB #4 (OF 6) CVR B SCALERA B&W (MR)
(W) Mark Millar (A) Juanan Ramirez (CA) Matteo Scalera
This is already your favorite book. Do we even NEED to write this text anymore? Okay, well, discover
the origin of the evil vampire Biker Gang and the truth behind the vampire who bit Danny back in
issue one. What was he up to? It's not what you think. Note: This book is half the price of less good
ones! (STL260684)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (4 of 6)

SRP: $1.99

JAN230258
ORDINARY GODS #10 (MR)
(W) Kyle Higgins, Joseph Clark (A/CA) Frank William, Felipe Watanabe
At the fin de siecle, young Ioseb talks to a past life about life, death, and power. Twelve decades
later, the gang attempts to stop another cycle as they learn the location of the God Machine-and
Christopher will decide if he's a compassionate or vengeful God. (STL241600)
MATURE THEMES
RES. from Previews Vol. XXXII #8 (AUG220208)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230259
PLUSH #5 (OF 6) CVR A HILLYARD & RENZI (MR)
(W) Doug Wagner (A/CA) Daniel Hillyard, Rico Renzi
Sheriff Brottman and his brood of redneck executioners have infiltrated the mansion of our serialkilling, cannibalistic furries. And with Devin stuck handcuffed in a room full of dead bodies, he only
has one option available… embrace his inner "princessa." (STL260685)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (5 of 6)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230260
PLUSH #5 (OF 6) CVR B FLEECS (MR)
(W) Doug Wagner (A) Daniel Hillyard, Rico Renzi (CA) Tony Fleecs
Sheriff Brottman and his brood of redneck executioners have infiltrated the mansion of our serialkilling, cannibalistic furries. And with Devin stuck handcuffed in a room full of dead bodies, he only
has one option available… embrace his inner "princessa." (STL260686)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (5 of 6)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230261
PLUSH #5 (OF 6) CVR C CORONA & STERN (MR)
(W) Doug Wagner (A) Daniel Hillyard, Rico Renzi (CA) Jorge Corona, Sarah Stern
Sheriff Brottman and his brood of redneck executioners have infiltrated the mansion of our serialkilling, cannibalistic furries. And with Devin stuck handcuffed in a room full of dead bodies, he only
has one option available… embrace his inner "princessa." (STL260687)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (5 of 6)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230262
RADIANT BLACK #23 CVR A COSTA MV
(W) Kyle Higgins (A) Eduardo Ferigato (CA) Marcello Costa
One giant robot? No problem. All the Radiants working together took it down easily. So what if
there's one more coming?

…What's that? Look at the cover? Why would I look at the…oh.

Oh no.

RADIANT BLACK is a Massive-Verse series. (STL260710)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230263
RADIANT BLACK #23 CVR B GRIFFIN MV
(W) Kyle Higgins (A) Eduardo Ferigato (CA) Colm Griffin
One giant robot? No problem. All the Radiants working together took it down easily. So what if
there's one more coming?

…What's that? Look at the cover? Why would I look at the…oh.

Oh no.

RADIANT BLACK is a Massive-Verse series. (STL260711)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230265
RADIANT PINK #4 (OF 5) CVR A KUBERT MV
(W) Meghan Camarena, Melissa Flores (A/CA) Emma Kubert
Eva and Kelly are closer to home than ever before-but can their blossoming relationship survive the
journey? Or are they doomed to crash and burn?

RADIANT PINK is a Massive-Verse series. (STL260688)
32pgs, FC (4 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230267
ROGUE SUN #12 CVR A VECCHIO MV

(W) Ryan Parrott (A) Abel (CA) Luana Vecchio
END OF STORY ARC

In the horrifying aftermath of the last issue, Dylan makes a drastic decision about the future of
Rogue Sun as he squares off against Hellbent for one final fight with everything on the line.

ROGUE SUN is a Massive-Verse series. (STL260713)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230269
SAGA #63 (MR)
(W) Brian K. Vaughan (A/CA) Fiona Staples
Is this hell? (STL260690)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230270
SPAWN SCORCHED #16 CVR A SPEARS
(W) Sean Lewis (A) Stephen Segovia (CA) Mark Spears
Jessica's role as team leader is called into question when a new recruit challenges her for the
position! (STL260693)
24pgs, FC

SRP: $2.99

JAN230271
SPAWN SCORCHED #16 CVR B RANDAL
(W) Sean Lewis (A) Stephen Segovia (CA) Von Randal
Jessica's role as team leader is called into question when a new recruit challenges her for the
position! (STL260694)
24pgs, FC

SRP: $2.99

JAN230272
SPAWN #340 CVR A SPEARS

(W) Rory McConville (A) Carlo Barberi (CA) Mark Spears
The thing Spawn fears the most may finally come to pass. One of his greatest enemies is poised to
claim the throne of Hell, and there's nothing he can do about it! (STL260691)
24pgs, FC

SRP: $2.99

JAN230273
SPAWN #340 CVR B KIBAR
(W) Rory McConville (A) Carlo Barberi (CA) Kibar
The thing Spawn fears the most may finally come to pass. One of his greatest enemies is poised to
claim the throne of Hell, and there's nothing he can do about it! (STL260692)
24pgs, FC

SRP: $2.99

JAN230274
TIME BEFORE TIME #21 CVR A SHALVEY (MR)
(W) Declan Shalvey, Rory McConville (A) Jorge Coehlo, Chris O'Halloran (CA) Declan Shalvey
Chaos engulfs Arcola as the city turns on its new arrivals. Will Theresa and Jettie side with Nadia or
their new home? (STL260695)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230275
TIME BEFORE TIME #21 CVR B ELLERBY (MR)
(W) Declan Shalvey, Rory McConville (A) Jorge Coehlo, Chris O'Halloran (CA) Marc Ellerby
Chaos engulfs Arcola as the city turns on its new arrivals. Will Theresa and Jettie side with Nadia or
their new home? (STL260696)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230276
TORRENT #2 CVR A GREENWOOD & RENZI
(W) Marc Guggenheim (A) Justin Greenwood (CA) Justin Greenwood, Rico Renzi
Michelle Metcalf used to be Crackerjack, the most happy-go-lucky superhero. But all that changed
the night her husband was murdered and her son was kidnapped. Now, all she cares about is getting

her boy back. But things don't exactly go according to plan as Michelle barrels toward an ending that
no one saw coming. (STL260697)
24pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230277
TORRENT #2 CVR B VILLALOBOS
(W) Marc Guggenheim (A) Justin Greenwood (CA) Ramon Villalobos
Michelle Metcalf used to be Crackerjack, the most happy-go-lucky superhero. But all that changed
the night her husband was murdered and her son was kidnapped. Now, all she cares about is getting
her boy back. But things don't exactly go according to plan as Michelle barrels toward an ending that
no one saw coming. (STL260698)
24pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230278
TORRENT #2 CVR C LEONARDI & RENZI
(W) Marc Guggenheim (A) Justin Greenwood (CA) Rick Leonardi, Rico Renzi
Michelle Metcalf used to be Crackerjack, the most happy-go-lucky superhero. But all that changed
the night her husband was murdered and her son was kidnapped. Now, all she cares about is getting
her boy back. But things don't exactly go according to plan as Michelle barrels toward an ending that
no one saw coming. (STL260987)
24pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230279
TWO GRAVES #5 CVR A DOYLE (MR)
(W) Genevieve Valentine (A/CA) Ming Doyle
Death falls in love. Emilia sees the water. Everything falls apart. (STL260699)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230280
TWO GRAVES #5 CVR B WU (MR)
(W) Genevieve Valentine (A) Ming Doyle (CA) Annie Wu
Death falls in love. Emilia sees the water. Everything falls apart. (STL260700)

MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230281
UNNATURAL BLUE BLOOD #8 (OF 8) CVR A ANDOLFO (MR)
(W) Mirka Andolfo (A) Ivan Bigarella (CA) Mirka Andolfo
SERIES FINALE

The masks have fallen; the mysteries are finally revealed. It's time for Bes to rest in peace and for the
divided families to be reunited. Hopefully, Leslie's blood will flow the right color again in this
breathtaking series finale. (STL260715)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (8 of 8)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230282
UNNATURAL BLUE BLOOD #8 (OF 8) CVR B BIGARELLA (MR)
(W) Mirka Andolfo (A/CA) Ivan Bigarella
SERIES FINALE

The masks have fallen; the mysteries are finally revealed. It's time for Bes to rest in peace and for the
divided families to be reunited. Hopefully, Leslie's blood will flow the right color again in this
breathtaking series finale. (STL260716)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (8 of 8)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230283
VANISH #5 CVR A STEGMAN (MR)
(W) Donny Cates (A/CA) Ryan Stegman
NEW STORY ARC

Oliver Harrison sounds more like a cursed man than the chosen one: psych wards, confrontations
with the authorities, reality shifts, hexes, hallucinations, and bloody crime scenes. At least he has his

lovely Elynor to come home to, right? …RIGHT?! Join us as the next epic VANISH arc begins right
here! (STL260717)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230284
VANISH #5 CVR B JOHNSON (MR)
(W) Donny Cates (A) Ryan Stegman & Various (CA) Daniel Warren Johnson
NEW STORY ARC

Oliver Harrison sounds more like a cursed man than the chosen one: psych wards, confrontations
with the authorities, reality shifts, hexes, hallucinations, and bloody crime scenes. At least he has his
lovely Elynor to come home to, right? …RIGHT?! Join us as the next epic VANISH arc begins right
here! (STL260718)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230285
VANISH #5 CVR C YOUNG (MR)
(W) Donny Cates (A) Ryan Stegman & Various (CA) Skottie Young
NEW STORY ARC

Oliver Harrison sounds more like a cursed man than the chosen one: psych wards, confrontations
with the authorities, reality shifts, hexes, hallucinations, and bloody crime scenes. At least he has his
lovely Elynor to come home to, right? …RIGHT?! Join us as the next epic VANISH arc begins right
here! (STL260719)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230292
VOYAGIS #5 (OF 5) CVR A KESGIN
(W) Sumeyye Kesgin (A) Sumeyye Kesgin, Ellie Wright (CA) Sumeyye Kesgin
MINISERIES FINALE

The action-packed VOYAGIS finale is here! The Modians find themselves faced with the prospect of
interstellar immigration as Primoris's terrifying endgame unravels. Will LIFE find a way? (STL260701)
32pgs, FC (5 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230293
VOYAGIS #5 (OF 5) CVR B CINAR
(W) Sumeyye Kesgin (A) Sumeyye Kesgin, Ellie Wright (CA) Yildiray Cinar
MINISERIES FINALE

The action-packed VOYAGIS finale is here! The Modians find themselves faced with the prospect of
interstellar immigration as Primoris's terrifying endgame unravels. Will LIFE find a way? (STL260702)
32pgs, FC (5 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230294
WALKING DEAD DLX #58 CVR A FINCH & MCCAIG (MR)
(W) Robert Kirkman (A/CA) Charlie Adlard, Dave McCaig
Rick encounters an old friend, but much has changed since he's been away.

This deluxe presentation in STUNNING FULL COLOR also features another installment of Cutting
Room Floor and creator commentary. (STL260703)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230295
WALKING DEAD DLX #58 CVR B ADLARD & MCCAIG (MR)
(W) Robert Kirkman (A/CA) Charlie Adlard, Dave McCaig
Rick encounters an old friend, but much has changed since he's been away.

This deluxe presentation in STUNNING FULL COLOR also features another installment of Cutting
Room Floor and creator commentary. (STL260704)
MATURE THEMES

32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230296
WALKING DEAD DLX #58 CVR C MANAPUL (MR)
(W) Robert Kirkman (A) Charlie Adlard, Dave McCaig (CA) Francis Manapul
Rick encounters an old friend, but much has changed since he's been away.

This deluxe presentation in STUNNING FULL COLOR also features another installment of Cutting
Room Floor and creator commentary. (STL260705)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230297
WALKING DEAD DLX #58 CVR D TEDESCO (MR)
(W) Robert Kirkman (A) Charlie Adlard, Dave McCaig (CA) Julian Totino Tedesco
Rick encounters an old friend, but much has changed since he's been away.

This deluxe presentation in STUNNING FULL COLOR also features another installment of Cutting
Room Floor and creator commentary. (STL260989)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230298
WALKING DEAD DLX #59 CVR A FINCH & MCCAIG (MR)
(W) Robert Kirkman (A) Charlie Adlard, Dave McCaig (CA) David Finch, Dave McCaig
Encountering a herd of walkers means only one thing-RUN! (STL260706)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230299
WALKING DEAD DLX #59 CVR B ADLARD & MCCAIG (MR)
(W) Robert Kirkman (A/CA) Charlie Adlard, Dave McCaig

Encountering a herd of walkers means only one thing-RUN! (STL260707)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230300
WALKING DEAD DLX #59 CVR C MANAPUL (MR)
(W) Robert Kirkman (A) Charlie Adlard, Dave McCaig (CA) Francis Manapul
Encountering a herd of walkers means only one thing-RUN! (STL260708)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230301
WALKING DEAD DLX #59 CVR D TEDESCO (MR)
(W) Robert Kirkman (A) Charlie Adlard, Dave McCaig (CA) Julian Totino Tedesco
Encountering a herd of walkers means only one thing-RUN! (STL260990)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

BOOM! STUDIOS

JAN230302
NEIGHBORS #1 (OF 5) CVR A MERCADO (MR)
(W) Jude Ellison S. Doyle (A) Letizia Cadonici (CA) Miguel Mercado
When Janet and Oliver Gowdie move to a quaint mountain town, their daughter Casey becomes part
of a horrific chain of events revealing that their neighbors are anything but what they seem.

Soon an unsettling old woman named Agnes Early fixates on Janet and Oliver’s other daughter–2year-old Isobel.

It becomes clear that it’s impossible to know who to trust… or who is even still human…

Steeped in Irish and English folklore and mythology, Jude Ellison S. Doyle (Maw) joins artist Letizia
Cadonici (House of Slaughter), and colorist Alessandro Santoro (Bloom) to tread new ground in
changeling horror. A tale perfect for fans of Eat the Rich and The Nice House on the Lake!
(STL260759)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (1 of 5)

SRP: $4.99

JAN230303
NEIGHBORS #1 (OF 5) CVR B PEREZ (MR)
(W) Jude Ellison S. Doyle (A) Letizia Cadonici (CA) Ramon K. Perez
When Janet and Oliver Gowdie move to a quaint mountain town, their daughter Casey becomes part
of a horrific chain of events revealing that their neighbors are anything but what they seem.

Soon an unsettling old woman named Agnes Early fixates on Janet and Oliver’s other daughter–2year-old Isobel.

It becomes clear that it’s impossible to know who to trust… or who is even still human…

Steeped in Irish and English folklore and mythology, Jude Ellison S. Doyle (Maw) joins artist Letizia
Cadonici (House of Slaughter), and colorist Alessandro Santoro (Bloom) to tread new ground in
changeling horror. A tale perfect for fans of Eat the Rich and The Nice House on the Lake!
(STL260760)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (1 of 5)

SRP: $4.99

JAN230304
NEIGHBORS #1 (OF 5) CVR C SPOT UV VAR FRANY (MR)
(W) Jude Ellison S. Doyle (A) Letizia Cadonici (CA) Frany
When Janet and Oliver Gowdie move to a quaint mountain town, their daughter Casey becomes part
of a horrific chain of events revealing that their neighbors are anything but what they seem.

Soon an unsettling old woman named Agnes Early fixates on Janet and Oliver’s other daughter–2year-old Isobel.

It becomes clear that it’s impossible to know who to trust… or who is even still human…

Steeped in Irish and English folklore and mythology, Jude Ellison S. Doyle (Maw) joins artist Letizia
Cadonici (House of Slaughter), and colorist Alessandro Santoro (Bloom) to tread new ground in
changeling horror. A tale perfect for fans of Eat the Rich and The Nice House on the Lake!
(STL260761)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (1 of 5)

SRP: $5.99

JAN230308
NEIGHBORS #1 (OF 5) CVR G BG VAR KRISTANTINA (MR)
(W) Jude Ellison S. Doyle (A) Letizia Cadonici (CA) Ramon K. Perez
When Janet and Oliver Gowdie move to a quaint mountain town, their daughter Casey becomes part
of a horrific chain of events revealing that their neighbors are anything but what they seem.

Soon an unsettling old woman named Agnes Early fixates on Janet and Oliver’s other daughter–2year-old Isobel.

It becomes clear that it’s impossible to know who to trust… or who is even still human…

Steeped in Irish and English folklore and mythology, Jude Ellison S. Doyle (Maw) joins artist Letizia
Cadonici (House of Slaughter), and colorist Alessandro Santoro (Bloom) to tread new ground in
changeling horror. A tale perfect for fans of Eat the Rich and The Nice House on the Lake!
(STL260765)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (1 of 5)

SRP: $4.99

JAN230309
BRZRKR (BERZERKER) #12 (OF 12) CVR A GARNEY (MR)
(W) Keanu Reeves, Matt Kindt (A/CA) Ron Garney
The epic conclusion to the groundbreaking original series is finally here!

Caldwell’s master plan is revealed, setting up one final showdown with B. and Diana.

At the end of all things, the immortal warrior finds himself faced with a challenge that even he might
not endure.

And if he does succeed… what will remain of him when there are no more battles left to fight?
(STL260844)
MATURE THEMES
56pgs, FC (12 of 12)

SRP: $6.99

JAN230310
BRZRKR (BERZERKER) #12 (OF 12) CVR B KINDT (MR)
(W) Keanu Reeves, Matt Kindt (A) Ron Garney (CA) Matt Kindt
The epic conclusion to the groundbreaking original series is finally here!

Caldwell’s master plan is revealed, setting up one final showdown with B. and Diana.

At the end of all things, the immortal warrior finds himself faced with a challenge that even he might
not endure.

And if he does succeed… what will remain of him when there are no more battles left to fight?
(STL260845)
MATURE THEMES
56pgs, FC (12 of 12)

SRP: $6.99

JAN230311
BRZRKR (BERZERKER) #12 (OF 12) CVR C FOIL GARNEY (MR)
(W) Keanu Reeves, Matt Kindt (A/CA) Ron Garney
The epic conclusion to the groundbreaking original series is finally here!

Caldwell’s master plan is revealed, setting up one final showdown with B. and Diana.

At the end of all things, the immortal warrior finds himself faced with a challenge that even he might
not endure.

And if he does succeed… what will remain of him when there are no more battles left to fight?
(STL260846)
MATURE THEMES
56pgs, FC (12 of 12)

SRP: $8.99

JAN230312
BRZRKR (BERZERKER) #12 (OF 12) CVR D FOIL KINDT (MR)
(W) Keanu Reeves, Matt Kindt (A) Ron Garney (CA) Matt Kindt
The epic conclusion to the groundbreaking original series is finally here!

Caldwell’s master plan is revealed, setting up one final showdown with B. and Diana.

At the end of all things, the immortal warrior finds himself faced with a challenge that even he might
not endure.

And if he does succeed… what will remain of him when there are no more battles left to fight?
(STL260847)
MATURE THEMES
56pgs, FC (12 of 12)

SRP: $8.99

JAN230317
BUFFY THE LAST VAMPIRE SLAYER SPECIAL #1 CVR A ANINDITO
(W) Casey Gilly (A) Joe Jaro (CA) Ario Anandito
It’s been 4 years, and Buffy, Angel, and Thess have been living in relative peace as a dysfunctionally
cozy family. But nothing can last forever…
Tara might not be dead, but they’re losing hope for her staying among the living, and strange new
vampires have been sighted.
To get to the bottom of these unfolding horrors, our gang will have to head underground… and face
the horrifying true cause of the decline in vampire activity! (STL260750)
48pgs, FC

SRP: $7.99

JAN230318
BUFFY THE LAST VAMPIRE SLAYER SPECIAL #1 CVR B FLORENTINO

(W) Casey Gilly (A) Joe Jaro (CA) Justine Florentino
It’s been 4 years, and Buffy, Angel, and Thess have been living in relative peace as a dysfunctionally
cozy family. But nothing can last forever…
Tara might not be dead, but they’re losing hope for her staying among the living, and strange new
vampires have been sighted.
To get to the bottom of these unfolding horrors, our gang will have to head underground… and face
the horrifying true cause of the decline in vampire activity! (STL260752)
48pgs, FC

SRP: $7.99

JAN230322
VAMPIRE SLAYER (BUFFY) #12 CVR A FIUMARA
(W) Sarah Gailey (A) Hannah Templer (CA) Sebastian Fiumara
Everything comes to a head as Buffy and Faith do everything in their power to stop Willow — now a
wrathful force to be reckoned with.
As Buffy's nightmares and past prove to be more help than hindrance, will she have what it takes to
defeat Willow, and maybe even save a friendship? (STL260834)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN230323
VAMPIRE SLAYER (BUFFY) #12 CVR B GOUX
(W) Sarah Gailey (A) Hannah Templer (CA) Nicole Goux
Everything comes to a head as Buffy and Faith do everything in their power to stop Willow — now a
wrathful force to be reckoned with.
As Buffy's nightmares and past prove to be more help than hindrance, will she have what it takes to
defeat Willow, and maybe even save a friendship? (STL260835)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN230326
SOMETHING IS KILLING THE CHILDREN #30 CVR A DELL EDERA
(W) James TynionIV (A/CA) Werther Dell'Edera
Cutter’s arrival makes saving Tribulation an even more desperate task for Erica, but it’s do or die,
because she’s the only one who can keep Gabi safe!

And even if she can save the town and make it out alive, she’s still a rogue hunter, and the Order
isn’t known for their mercy… (STL260829)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230327
SOMETHING IS KILLING THE CHILDREN #30 CVR B ANINDITO
(W) James TynionIV (A) Werther Dell'Edera (CA) Ario Anindito
Cutter’s arrival makes saving Tribulation an even more desperate task for Erica, but it’s do or die,
because she’s the only one who can keep Gabi safe!

And even if she can save the town and make it out alive, she’s still a rogue hunter, and the Order
isn’t known for their mercy… (STL260830)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230332
HOUSE OF SLAUGHTER #13 CVR A MANHANINI
(W) James TynionIV, Tate Brombal (A) Antonio Fuso (CA) Mateus Manhanini
As Jace wanders the streets of New Orleans, his mind drifts between his youth and the present,
bringing light to his and Jolie’s past, and revealing that she’s not all that she seems…

Meanwhile, a mysterious message carried by a crow holds the key to Jace saving his child. But right
now, Sunny is alone, and unprotected from what prowls in the dark… (STL260788)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230333
HOUSE OF SLAUGHTER #13 CVR B DELL EDERA
(W) James TynionIV, Tate Brombal (A) Antonio Fuso (CA) Werther Dell'Edera
As Jace wanders the streets of New Orleans, his mind drifts between his youth and the present,
bringing light to his and Jolie’s past, and revealing that she’s not all that she seems…

Meanwhile, a mysterious message carried by a crow holds the key to Jace saving his child. But right
now, Sunny is alone, and unprotected from what prowls in the dark… (STL260789)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230334
HOUSE OF SLAUGHTER #13 CVR C CONNECTING CARDSTOCK VAR
(W) James TynionIV, Tate Brombal (A) Antonio Fuso (CA) Danny Luckert
As Jace wanders the streets of New Orleans, his mind drifts between his youth and the present,
bringing light to his and Jolie’s past, and revealing that she’s not all that she seems…

Meanwhile, a mysterious message carried by a crow holds the key to Jace saving his child. But right
now, Sunny is alone, and unprotected from what prowls in the dark… (STL260790)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN230338
BRIAR TP VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Christopher Cantwell (A/CA) German Garcia
What if Sleeping Beauty never got her happily ever after… and had to save herself instead?

One-hundred years after Briar Rose first fell into her slumber, the sleeper has now become the
sleepwalker, and she must face a brutal, bleak world ruled by a tyrant from her past.

Burdened by prophecy and betrayal, it will take everything Briar and her band of misfits have to
survive the wasteland where magic went to die.

As they journey through a land of untold terrors, Briar nurtures a burning pledge of vengeance. But
will it be enough to bring some semblance of a happy ending to the land… and her heart?

Eisner Award-nominated writer, producer, director Christopher Cantwell (Iron Man, Regarding the
Matter of Oswald’s Body, Halt and Catch Fire), and lauded artist Germán García (Ka-Zar: Lord of the
Savage Land) reimagine the classic tale as an epic dark fantasy adventure.

Collects Briar #1-4. (STL260757) (C: 0-1-2)
128pgs, FC

JAN230339

SRP: $14.99

COMPLETE IRREDEEMABLE TP (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Mark Waid (A) Peter Krause & Various (CA) John Cassaday, Laura Martin
When the Plutonian, the world's greatest superhero, snaps and turns into the world's greatest
villain, only his former teammates have a chance at stopping his rampage.

But while on the run from the world's most powerful and angry being, will these former teammates
discover his secrets in time? How did he come to this? And what happens to a world when its savior
betrays it?

The iconic team of writer Mark Waid (Kingdom Come, The Avengers) and artist Peter Krause (We
Only Kill Each Other), along with some of the most acclaimed creators in comics, challenge
everything you think you know about superheroes by exploring the good, the bad...and the
irredeemable inside all of us.

This comprehensive volume collects Irredeemable #1-37, Irredeemable Special #1, and Incorruptible
#25-26, alongside a new foreword by Academy Award nominee Kemp Powers (Spider-Man: Across
the Spider-Verse) and an afterword by comics icon Grant Morrison (All-Star Superman, Klaus).
(STL260756) (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 976pgs, FC SRP: $59.99

BOOM! STUDIOS

JAN230340
MECH CADETS TP BOOK 01 (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Greg Pak (A/CA) Takeshi Miyazawa
Every four years, giant sentient robots from outer space come to Earth and bond forever with a
brand new crop of Sky Corps Academy cadets.

But this time, instead of a cadet, one mech bonds with Stanford Yu, a young kid working with his
mom as a janitor at Sky Corps.

This is the opportunity of a lifetime for Stanford, but first he’ll have to earn the trust of his
classmates and survive an uncompromising enemy…the Sharg!

Bestselling author Greg Pak (Ronin Island, Planet Hulk) and fan-favorite artist Takeshi Miyazawa
(Runaways, Ms. Marvel) bring to life this underdog story as Stanford and the newest team of Cadets

and Robos face relentless training, an alien invasion, and the threat of losing themselves and human
existence.

They’ll realize the true sacrifice that comes with duty and service and what makes a hero in this full
collection of Mech Cadets perfect as a jumping on point ahead of the animated series on Netflix!

Collects Mech Cadet Yu #1–12. (STL259970) (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 320pgs, FC SRP: $24.99

JAN230341
FAITHLESS HC DLX ED (MR) (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Brian Azzarello (A) Maria Llovet
An erotic depiction of faith, sex, and the devil in the tradition of the divine comedy.

Faith likes to dabble with magic. Her friends think it’s cute—if a little off-putting—but it’s part of her
charm and warped sense of purpose in a world that makes too much sense.

Faith’s a true believer and knows there’s power within her reach, but it took a while for magic and
temptation to find her.

That temptation? His name is Louis, and with his guidance Faith embarks on a journey deep into the
exclusive art world… with hellish consequences.

New York Times bestselling writer Brian Azzarello (100 Bullets, Moonshine) and artist Maria Llovet
(Loud) coalesce in a story of sexual and magical awakenings, and maybe even love.

The hit trilogy of graphic novels is collected in one complete hardcover volume for the very first
time, and features a series of explicit erotic covers by superstar artists Tula Lotay, Kris Anka, Jenny
Frison, Becky Cloonan, Vanesa del Rey, and Dani. (STL259971) (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 496pgs, FC SRP: $69.99

JAN230342
FAITHLESS HC SLIPCAE DLX ED (MR) (C: 0-1-2)

(W) Brian Azzarello (A) Maria Llovet
An erotic depiction of faith, sex, and the devil in the tradition of the divine comedy.

Faith likes to dabble with magic. Her friends think it’s cute—if a little off-putting—but it’s part of her
charm and warped sense of purpose in a world that makes too much sense.

Faith’s a true believer and knows there’s power within her reach, but it took a while for magic and
temptation to find her.

That temptation? His name is Louis, and with his guidance Faith embarks on a journey deep into the
exclusive art world… with hellish consequences.

New York Times bestselling writer Brian Azzarello (100 Bullets, Moonshine) and artist Maria Llovet
(Loud) coalesce in a story of sexual and magical awakenings, and maybe even love.

The hit trilogy of graphic novels is collected in one complete hardcover volume for the very first
time, and features a series of explicit erotic covers by superstar artists Tula Lotay, Kris Anka, Jenny
Frison, Becky Cloonan, Vanesa del Rey, and Dani. (STL260758) (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 496pgs, FC SRP: $89.99

JAN230343
HARROWER #2 (OF 4) CVR A REVEL (MR)
(W) Justin Jordan (A/CA) Brahm Revel
Something monstrous stalks Jessa and her friends, with only the light of their phones as meager
torches against the darkness.

Between a dead signal and dead friends, an unexpected betrayal is the last thing Jessa and Jax need
to survive a party house gone to hell! (STL260786)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (2 of 4)

BOOM! STUDIOS

SRP: $4.99

JAN230345
MOSELY #3 (OF 5) CVR A LOTFI
(W) Rob Guillory (A/CA) Sam Lotfi
Mosely faces the demons of his past–ones responsible for his present predicament–as he feels
compelled to sail into a literal sea of data!

But the liquid fiber optic ocean proves treacherous as he comes face-to-face with another Tech God!
(STL260818)
32pgs, FC (3 of 5)

SRP: $4.99

JAN230346
MOSELY #3 (OF 5) CVR B GUILLORY
(W) Rob Guillory (A) Sam Lotfi (CA) Rob Guillory
Mosely faces the demons of his past–ones responsible for his present predicament–as he feels
compelled to sail into a literal sea of data!

But the liquid fiber optic ocean proves treacherous as he comes face-to-face with another Tech God!
(STL260819)
32pgs, FC (3 of 5)

SRP: $4.99

JAN230351
KNOW YOUR STATION #4 (OF 5) CVR A KANGAS (MR)
(W) Sarah Gailey (A/CA) Liana Kangas
Paranoia among billionaires is rising almost as high as their profits while they tighten up on security,
but they may no longer be the only targets, as Elise discovers some shocking evidence in her search
for the killer.

After witnessing the most gruesome murder yet, Elise is on the verge of a breakthrough in the case…
before another panic button blares and she’s greeted by a familiar voice. (STL260794)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (4 of 5)

JAN230352

SRP: $3.99

KNOW YOUR STATION #4 (OF 5) CVR B CAREY (MR)
(W) Sarah Gailey (A) Liana Kangas (CA) Becca Carey
Paranoia among billionaires is rising almost as high as their profits while they tighten up on security,
but they may no longer be the only targets, as Elise discovers some shocking evidence in her search
for the killer.

After witnessing the most gruesome murder yet, Elise is on the verge of a breakthrough in the case…
before another panic button blares and she’s greeted by a familiar voice. (STL260795)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (4 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230355
BEHOLD BEHEMOTH #5 (OF 5) CVR A ROBLES
(W) Tate Brombal (A/CA) Nick Robles
In the heartbreaking FINAL ISSUE, Grey and Wren find themselves closer than ever to finding
answers about who, and what, the Behemoths are!

Kavita has ulterior motives though–ones that may be deadly to Wren, and put Grey in an impossible
choice. (STL260766)
32pgs, FC (5 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230356
BEHOLD BEHEMOTH #5 (OF 5) CVR B LUCKERT
(W) Tate Brombal (A) Nick Robles (CA) Danny Luckert
In the heartbreaking FINAL ISSUE, Grey and Wren find themselves closer than ever to finding
answers about who, and what, the Behemoths are!

Kavita has ulterior motives though–ones that may be deadly to Wren, and put Grey in an impossible
choice. (STL260767)
32pgs, FC (5 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230359
ONCE UPON A TIME AT END OF WORLD #5 CVR A DEL MUNDO (MR)

(W) Jason Aaron (A) Alexandre Tefenkgi (CA) Mike Del Mundo
Maceo is determined to prove himself the only way he knows how, and his stubbornness brings
Mezzy’s ire.

But the Wasteland Rangers prove too dangerous even for Mezzy, and Maceo will have to do more
than a symbolic gesture if they want to make it out alive.

Will love prevail… at least for a while? (STL260824)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN230360
ONCE UPON A TIME AT END OF WORLD #5 CVR B FRANY (MR)
(W) Jason Aaron (A) Alexandre Tefenkgi (CA) Frany
Maceo is determined to prove himself the only way he knows how, and his stubbornness brings
Mezzy’s ire.

But the Wasteland Rangers prove too dangerous even for Mezzy, and Maceo will have to do more
than a symbolic gesture if they want to make it out alive.

Will love prevail… at least for a while? (STL260825)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN230361
ONCE UPON A TIME AT END OF WORLD #5 CVR C FOIL ALLRED (MR)
(W) Jason Aaron (A) Alexandre Tefenkgi (CA) Mike Allred
Maceo is determined to prove himself the only way he knows how, and his stubbornness brings
Mezzy’s ire.

But the Wasteland Rangers prove too dangerous even for Mezzy, and Maceo will have to do more
than a symbolic gesture if they want to make it out alive.

Will love prevail… at least for a while? (STL260853)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $6.99

JAN230366
DAMN THEM ALL #6 (OF 6) CVR A ADLARD (MR)
(W) Simon Spurrier (A/CA) Charlie Adlard
In the epic conclusion of the first story arc of Damn Them All, Alfie’s secret plans for his death are
revealed!

But it turns out Hell wasn’t all it’s cracked up to be–until his meddling made eternity a nightmare.

Ellie will do everything she can to get what she needs from Theo, and the last demon she would have
picked might just be the one to help.

Will “Bloody El” be able to set the underworld right, or will someone else have to get the job done?
(STL260770)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (6 of 6)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230367
DAMN THEM ALL #6 (OF 6) CVR B BERGARA (MR)
(W) Simon Spurrier (A) Charlie Adlard (CA) Matias Bergara
In the epic conclusion of the first story arc of Damn Them All, Alfie’s secret plans for his death are
revealed!

But it turns out Hell wasn’t all it’s cracked up to be–until his meddling made eternity a nightmare.

Ellie will do everything she can to get what she needs from Theo, and the last demon she would have
picked might just be the one to help.

Will “Bloody El” be able to set the underworld right, or will someone else have to get the job done?
(STL260771)

MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (6 of 6)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230370
DAMN THEM ALL #6 (OF 6) CVR E FOC REVEAL VAR (MR)
(W) Simon Spurrier (A) Charlie Adlard (CA) TBA
In the epic conclusion of the first story arc of Damn Them All, Alfie’s secret plans for his death are
revealed!

But it turns out Hell wasn’t all it’s cracked up to be–until his meddling made eternity a nightmare.

Ellie will do everything she can to get what she needs from Theo, and the last demon she would have
picked might just be the one to help.

Will “Bloody El” be able to set the underworld right, or will someone else have to get the job done?
(STL260774)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (6 of 6)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230372
GRIM #9 CVR A FLAVIANO
(W) Stephanie Phillips (A/CA) Flaviano
The afterlife is in chaos, and Adira rules over all of it with an uncaring iron fist.

While Jess harbors secrets from her friends and may have found help in her search for a scythe, a
new villain brings hellish consequences for Jess, Marcel, and Eddie—and one of them won’t make
it… (STL260782)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230373
GRIM #9 CVR B FLORENTINO
(W) Stephanie Phillips (A) Flaviano (CA) Justine Florentino
The afterlife is in chaos, and Adira rules over all of it with an uncaring iron fist.

While Jess harbors secrets from her friends and may have found help in her search for a scythe, a
new villain brings hellish consequences for Jess, Marcel, and Eddie—and one of them won’t make
it… (STL260783)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230376
DUNE HOUSE HARKONNEN #3 (OF 12) CVR A SWANLAND (MR)
(W) Brian Herbert, Kevin J. Anderson (A) Michael Shelfer (CA) Raymond Swanland
Duncan trains to be the legendary fighter he’s destined to become, while Baron Harkonnen clashes
with the fearsome Bene Gesserit and the enemy within—his degenerative disease.

Meanwhile, the Ix uprising is in desperate need of aid, especially as young fertile women begin to
disappear… (STL260776)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (3 of 12)

SRP: $4.99

JAN230377
DUNE HOUSE HARKONNEN #3 (OF 12) CVR B MURAKAMI (MR)
(W) Brian Herbert, Kevin J. Anderson (A) Michael Shelfer (CA) Reiko Murakami
Duncan trains to be the legendary fighter he’s destined to become, while Baron Harkonnen clashes
with the fearsome Bene Gesserit and the enemy within—his degenerative disease.

Meanwhile, the Ix uprising is in desperate need of aid, especially as young fertile women begin to
disappear… (STL260777)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (3 of 12)

SRP: $4.99

JAN230380
DUNE HOUSE HARKONNEN #3 (OF 12) CVR E FOC REVEAL VAR (MR)
(W) Brian Herbert, Kevin J. Anderson (A) Michael Shelfer (CA) TBA
Duncan trains to be the legendary fighter he’s destined to become, while Baron Harkonnen clashes
with the fearsome Bene Gesserit and the enemy within—his degenerative disease.

Meanwhile, the Ix uprising is in desperate need of aid, especially as young fertile women begin to
disappear… (STL260780)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (3 of 12)

SRP: $4.99

JAN230382
MIGHTY MORPHIN POWER RANGERS #106 CVR A CLARKE (C: 1-0-0)
(W) Melissa Flores (A) Simona Di Gianfelice (CA) Taurin Clarke
The Power Rangers and Omega Rangers join forces in an epic struggle against a friend-turned-foe!

Mistress Vile’s diabolical scheme also comes to a head as she possesses an object of immeasurable
power–and a sidekick with darker origins than the Rangers thought possible! (STL260801) (C: 1-0-0)
NOTE: Boom Power Rangers - Not Available in select Asian countries (Japan, Korea, Hong Kong &
others).
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230383
MIGHTY MORPHIN POWER RANGERS #106 CVR B BOREA (C: 1-0-0)
(W) Melissa Flores (A) Simona Di Gianfelice (CA) G.B. Borea
The Power Rangers and Omega Rangers join forces in an epic struggle against a friend-turned-foe!

Mistress Vile’s diabolical scheme also comes to a head as she possesses an object of immeasurable
power–and a sidekick with darker origins than the Rangers thought possible! (STL260802) (C: 1-0-0)
NOTE: Boom Power Rangers - Not Available in select Asian countries (Japan, Korea, Hong Kong &
others).
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230387
MMPR TMNT II #4 (OF 5) CVR A MORA (C: 1-0-0)
(W) Ryan Parrott (A/CA) Dan Mora
The penultimate issue heats up as the Mutant Rangers are in dire straits, but a familiar mentor
brings new allies to turn the tide!

But the battle also rages in Dimension X, where the hero and villain roles continue to blur as they
fight old foes and unfamiliar monsters.

The Mutant Rangers shouldn’t celebrate too soon though, as their worst enemy arrives in a
monstrous new form! (STL260806) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Boom Power Rangers - Not Available in select
Asian countries (Japan, Korea, Hong Kong & others).
32pgs, FC (4 of 5)

SRP: $4.99

JAN230388
MMPR TMNT II #4 (OF 5) CVR B EASTMAN & WILLIAMS II (C: 1-0-0
(W) Ryan Parrott (A) Dan Mora (CA) Kevin Eastman, Freddie Williams II
The penultimate issue heats up as the Mutant Rangers are in dire straits, but a familiar mentor
brings new allies to turn the tide!

But the battle also rages in Dimension X, where the hero and villain roles continue to blur as they
fight old foes and unfamiliar monsters.

The Mutant Rangers shouldn’t celebrate too soon though, as their worst enemy arrives in a
monstrous new form! (STL260807) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Boom Power Rangers - Not Available in select
Asian countries (Japan, Korea, Hong Kong & others).
32pgs, FC (4 of 5)

SRP: $4.99

JAN230389
MMPR TMNT II #4 (OF 5) CVR C MMPR VAR GIBSON (C: 1-0-0)
(W) Ryan Parrott (A) Dan Mora (CA) Jordan Gibson
The penultimate issue heats up as the Mutant Rangers are in dire straits, but a familiar mentor
brings new allies to turn the tide!

But the battle also rages in Dimension X, where the hero and villain roles continue to blur as they
fight old foes and unfamiliar monsters.

The Mutant Rangers shouldn’t celebrate too soon though, as their worst enemy arrives in a
monstrous new form! (STL260808) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Boom Power Rangers - Not Available in select
Asian countries (Japan, Korea, Hong Kong & others).
32pgs, FC (4 of 5)

SRP: $4.99

JAN230390
MMPR TMNT II #4 (OF 5) CVR D TMNT VAR GIBSON (C: 1-0-0)
(W) Ryan Parrott (A) Dan Mora (CA) Jordan Gibson
The penultimate issue heats up as the Mutant Rangers are in dire straits, but a familiar mentor
brings new allies to turn the tide!

But the battle also rages in Dimension X, where the hero and villain roles continue to blur as they
fight old foes and unfamiliar monsters.

The Mutant Rangers shouldn’t celebrate too soon though, as their worst enemy arrives in a
monstrous new form! (STL260809) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Boom Power Rangers - Not Available in select
Asian countries (Japan, Korea, Hong Kong & others).
32pgs, FC (4 of 5)

SRP: $4.99

JAN230391
MMPR TMNT II #4 (OF 5) CVR E CARDSTOCK VAR CLARKE (C: 1-0-0)
(W) Ryan Parrott (A) Dan Mora (CA) Taurin Clarke
The penultimate issue heats up as the Mutant Rangers are in dire straits, but a familiar mentor
brings new allies to turn the tide!

But the battle also rages in Dimension X, where the hero and villain roles continue to blur as they
fight old foes and unfamiliar monsters.

The Mutant Rangers shouldn’t celebrate too soon though, as their worst enemy arrives in a
monstrous new form! (STL260810) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Boom Power Rangers - Not Available in select
Asian countries (Japan, Korea, Hong Kong & others).
32pgs, FC (4 of 5)

SRP: $5.99

JAN230398
MMPR TMNT II #4 (OF 5) CVR L FOC REVEAL VAR (C: 1-0-0)
(W) Ryan Parrott (A) Dan Mora (CA) TBA
The penultimate issue heats up as the Mutant Rangers are in dire straits, but a familiar mentor
brings new allies to turn the tide!

But the battle also rages in Dimension X, where the hero and villain roles continue to blur as they
fight old foes and unfamiliar monsters.

The Mutant Rangers shouldn’t celebrate too soon though, as their worst enemy arrives in a
monstrous new form! (STL260817) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Boom Power Rangers - Not Available in select
Asian countries (Japan, Korea, Hong Kong & others).
32pgs, FC (4 of 5)

SRP: $4.99

JAN230399
MAGIC THE GATHERING (MTG) HC VOL 04 (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Jed MacKay (A) Ig Guara & Various (CA) Miguel Mercado
In Ravnica, the Metal Mage reigns as a shadowy dictator, while Vraska, Ral Zarek, and Kaya are
trapped and depowered. But despite Ravnica being seemingly unreachable, unlikely help may be on
the way!

If Chandra, Niko, and Garruk want to succeed in freeing the former Guildmasters from Tezzeret’s
sadistic prisons…they’ll have to face a challenge that no one could have predicted! And far away…
another infamous Planeswalker seeks the powers of fate to make their own…

The fourth arc of Magic from writer Jed MacKay (Moon Knight), artist Ig Guara (Edge of SpiderVerse), colorist Arianna Consonni, and letterer Ed Dukeshire reaches a fever pitch as the Battle of
Ravnica reaches it’s monumental conclusion!

Collects Magic #16-20. (STL259969) (C: 0-1-2)
HC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $24.99

JAN230400
MAGIC THE GATHERING (MTG) #24 CVR A MERCADO
(W) Jed MacKay, Rich Douek (A) Roberta Ingranata (CA) Miguel Mercado
As the grand finale to the saga unfolds, the aftermath of the events on Amonkhet leave Liliana,
Garruk, and Chandra vulnerable to Marit Lage's influence–making each a potential threat to the
others!

But what do Isona and Nicol Bolas’ capabilities mean for Aminatou’s plans for the multiverse?

The answers await all the surviving Planeswalkers on Dominaria! (STL260798)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN230401
MAGIC THE GATHERING (MTG) #24 CVR B SECRET PLANESWALKER VAR
(W) Jed MacKay, Rich Douek (A) Roberta Ingranata (CA) Chris Sack
As the grand finale to the saga unfolds, the aftermath of the events on Amonkhet leave Liliana,
Garruk, and Chandra vulnerable to Marit Lage's influence–making each a potential threat to the
others!

But what do Isona and Nicol Bolas’ capabilities mean for Aminatou’s plans for the multiverse?

The answers await all the surviving Planeswalkers on Dominaria! (STL260799)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $5.99

JAN230403
ORCS THE CURSE TP (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A/CA) Christine Larsen
After our heroes return from their travels and celebrate with a dance party, a prank gone wrong
inadvertently unleashes something ancient and evil.

Even worse, in a tower in the middle of a dark forest, the same necromancer that fought the
legendary Drod One-Eye has sinister plans for the Orcish tribe.

Meanwhile, Pez finds an unexpected friend amongst the Elves, who have their own stories of a
terrible presence long since slumbering.

There’s trouble brewing in the wide Known World, and soon the Orcs might find that a necromancer
is the least of their problems!

The fun and fantastical ORCS! series from creator Christine Larsen (Adventure Time) returns with a
new installment featuring Bog, Pez, Zep, Utzu, and Gurh!

Collects Orcs!: The Curse #1-4. (STL248455) (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 224pgs, FC SRP: $16.99

DARK HORSE COMICS

JAN230404
CLEAR #1 (OF 3) CVR A MANAPUL
(W) Scott Snyder (A/CA) Francis Manapul
In the not-too-distant future, mankind no longer sees the world as it truly is. The invention of
neurological filters has made it so one can view reality however they may choose-old Hollywood
monochrome, zombie apocalypse, anime . . . the possibilities are endless. Neo-shamus Sam Dunes is
one of only a handful who choose to live without a filter. When the death of an old flame reveals
foul play, Dunes is set on a wild and twisting mystery that will take him from the city's deadly
underworld to the even deadlier heights of wealth and power.

o New series by Scott Snyder and Francis Manapul!

o From the Comixology Originals series. (STL260880)
56pgs, FC (1 of 3)

SRP: $4.99

JAN230405
CLEAR #1 (OF 3) CVR B MANAPUL
(W) Scott Snyder (A/CA) Francis Manapul
In the not-too-distant future, mankind no longer sees the world as it truly is. The invention of
neurological filters has made it so one can view reality however they may choose-old Hollywood
monochrome, zombie apocalypse, anime . . . the possibilities are endless. Neo-shamus Sam Dunes is
one of only a handful who choose to live without a filter. When the death of an old flame reveals
foul play, Dunes is set on a wild and twisting mystery that will take him from the city's deadly
underworld to the even deadlier heights of wealth and power.

o New series by Scott Snyder and Francis Manapul!

o From the Comixology Originals series. (STL260881)

56pgs, FC (1 of 3)

SRP: $5.99

JAN230406
CLEAR #1 (OF 3) CVR C MANAPUL
(W) Scott Snyder (A/CA) Francis Manapul
In the not-too-distant future, mankind no longer sees the world as it truly is. The invention of
neurological filters has made it so one can view reality however they may choose-old Hollywood
monochrome, zombie apocalypse, anime . . . the possibilities are endless. Neo-shamus Sam Dunes is
one of only a handful who choose to live without a filter. When the death of an old flame reveals
foul play, Dunes is set on a wild and twisting mystery that will take him from the city's deadly
underworld to the even deadlier heights of wealth and power.

o New series by Scott Snyder and Francis Manapul!

o From the Comixology Originals series. (STL260882)
56pgs, FC (1 of 3)

SRP: $5.99

JAN230407
CLEAR #1 (OF 3) CVR D MANAPUL
(W) Scott Snyder (A/CA) Francis Manapul
In the not-too-distant future, mankind no longer sees the world as it truly is. The invention of
neurological filters has made it so one can view reality however they may choose-old Hollywood
monochrome, zombie apocalypse, anime . . . the possibilities are endless. Neo-shamus Sam Dunes is
one of only a handful who choose to live without a filter. When the death of an old flame reveals
foul play, Dunes is set on a wild and twisting mystery that will take him from the city's deadly
underworld to the even deadlier heights of wealth and power.

o New series by Scott Snyder and Francis Manapul!

o From the Comixology Originals series. (STL260883)
56pgs, FC (1 of 3)

SRP: $5.99

JAN230408
CLEAR #1 (OF 3) CVR E FOIL MANAPUL

(W) Scott Snyder (A/CA) Francis Manapul
In the not-too-distant future, mankind no longer sees the world as it truly is. The invention of
neurological filters has made it so one can view reality however they may choose-old Hollywood
monochrome, zombie apocalypse, anime . . . the possibilities are endless. Neo-shamus Sam Dunes is
one of only a handful who choose to live without a filter. When the death of an old flame reveals
foul play, Dunes is set on a wild and twisting mystery that will take him from the city's deadly
underworld to the even deadlier heights of wealth and power.

o New series by Scott Snyder and Francis Manapul!

o From the Comixology Originals series. (STL260884)
56pgs, FC (1 of 3)

SRP: $5.99

JAN230411
CLEAR #1 (OF 3) CVR H FOC REVEAL CHIANG
(W) Scott Snyder (A) Francis Manapul (CA) Cliff Chiang
In the not-too-distant future, mankind no longer sees the world as it truly is. The invention of
neurological filters has made it so one can view reality however they may choose-old Hollywood
monochrome, zombie apocalypse, anime . . . the possibilities are endless. Neo-shamus Sam Dunes is
one of only a handful who choose to live without a filter. When the death of an old flame reveals
foul play, Dunes is set on a wild and twisting mystery that will take him from the city's deadly
underworld to the even deadlier heights of wealth and power.

o New series by Scott Snyder and Francis Manapul!

o From the Comixology Originals series. (STL260887)
56pgs, FC (1 of 3)

SRP: $5.99

JAN230412
ORDER AND OUTRAGE #1 (OF 4) CVR A MORALES
(W) Jim Starlin (A/CA) Rags Morales
Gene manipulation has always been solely for those who can afford the expensive prenatal
treatments. Income determines status and, more importantly, survival. If your genes have not been
optimized, the Order has no use for you. You are nonessential. Less than. To be eliminated.
Everything is geared to keeping the ship of state sailing along smoothly, no matter the cost.??

But in every totalitarian system lies the seeds of rebellion, independence, and OUTRAGE.
(STL260888)
32pgs, FC (1 of 4)

SRP: $4.99

JAN230413
ORDER AND OUTRAGE #1 (OF 4) CVR B STARLIN
(W) Jim Starlin (A) Rags Morales (CA) Jim Starlin
Gene manipulation has always been solely for those who can afford the expensive prenatal
treatments. Income determines status and, more importantly, survival. If your genes have not been
optimized, the Order has no use for you. You are nonessential. Less than. To be eliminated.
Everything is geared to keeping the ship of state sailing along smoothly, no matter the cost.??

But in every totalitarian system lies the seeds of rebellion, independence, and OUTRAGE.
(STL260889)
32pgs, FC (1 of 4)

SRP: $4.99

JAN230414
LOT 13 TP (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Steve Niles (A/CA) Glenn Fabry
A family making a cross-country move makes a horrifying discovery in an old apartment complex.
Can they survive the night?

In 1670, in a small colony in Fairfax, Virginia, Robert Wyatt killed his family before taking his own life.
The town elders held a tribunal and found Wyatt and his family guilty of mortal sin and cast their
bodies into unholy ground for eternity-or did they? When a young couple and their three young
children move into a mysterious apartment building, they soon begin to see apparitions of the longdead family of Robert Wyatt. The secrets of the house-and its dangers-are deepening with every
passing hour as the young family struggles to escape the horrors surrounding them.

Collects issues #1-#5 of the original DC Comics series in print for the first time by 30 Days of Night's
Steve Niles and Preacher's Glenn Fabry. (STL260890) (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 7x10, 120pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

JAN230415
LADY BALTIMORE DREAM OF IKELOS ONE-SHOT

(W) Mike Mignola, Christopher Golden (A) Bridgit Connell (CA) Abigail Larson
Lady Sofia Baltimore, accompanied by an array of formidable companions, continues her war against
the Nazis in an occult alternate Outerverse. High in the frozen Italian alps, a mercenary sorcerer has
revealed a dangerous magical artifact. German forces will use it to obliterate Allied forces who stand
against them . . . unless Sofia and Imogen can take possession of it first.

Horror genius writing team Mike Mignola and Christopher Golden reunite, with stellar art by Bridgit
Connell and colors by Michelle Madsen in a brand-new one-shot story! (STL260891)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230416
LADY BALTIMORE WITCH QUEENS HC (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Mike Mignola, Christopher Golden (A) Bridgit Connell (CA) Abigail Larson
The Baltimore legacy is about to get bloody!

Once she was Sofia Valk, living in a village overrun by evil. In time she became Lord Baltimore's most
trusted ally. Now, more than a decade after his death, Europe has erupted with the early battles of
World War II and dark forces are rising again. With witches, vampires, and Nazis on the march, Sofia
must embrace the title of Lady Baltimore! But can she fight monsters without becoming a monster
herself?

Horror genius writing team Mike Mignola and Christopher Golden reunite, with stellar art by Bridgit
Connell and colors by Michelle Madsen as they return readers to the world of Baltimore in this
deluxe hardcover, complete with a sketchbook section. (STL206554) (SEP210247) (C: 0-1-2)
HC, 7x10, 144pgs, FC

SRP: $24.99

JAN230417
BALTIMORE HC VOL 01 PLAGUE SHIPS
(W) Mike Mignola (A) Ben Stenbeck (CA) Mike Mignola
After a devastating plague ends World War I, Europe is suddenly flooded with vampires. Lord Henry
Baltimore, a soldier determined to wipe out the monsters, fights his way through bloody battlefields,
ruined plague ships, exploding zeppelins, and submarine graveyards, on the hunt for the creature
who’s become his obsession. This hardcover collects issues #1-#5 of the miniseries and features an
extensive sketchbook section. (STK434038) (FEB110016)
HC, 7x10, 144pgs, FC

SRP: $24.99

JAN230418
(USE JUN190301) BALTIMORE OMNIBUS HC VOL 01 (NEW PTG) (C: 0(W) Christopher Golden, Mike Mignola (A) Ben Stenbeck (CA) Mike Mignola
Lord Baltimore’s story returns in a deluxe omnibus edition! After a devastating plague ends World
War I, Europe is suddenly flooded with vampires. Lord Henry Baltimore, a soldier determined to
wipe out the monsters, fights his way through bloody battlefields, ruined plague ships, exploding
zeppelins, submarine graveyards, and much more on the hunt for the creature who’s become his
obsession. Collects Baltimore hardcover volumes 1-4. (STL236273) (C: 0-1-2)
HC, 7x10, 568pgs, FC

SRP: $39.99

JAN230419
BALTIMORE OMNIBUS HC VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Christopher Golden & Various (A) Ben Stenbeck, Peter Bergting (CA) Mike Mignola
Lord Baltimore's quest for vengeance against the Red King escalates in the second half of the
Baltimore saga, which includes a new bonus story with art by Ben Stenbeck!

Finally armed with the identity of the being responsible for the vampire plague, Baltimore and his
band of allies take on the evil around them with a new fervor. Enemies old and new, desperate
battles, and strange horror await the reader as they follow Baltimore toward his ultimate destiny.
(STL143119) (NOV190213) (C: 0-1-2)
HC, 7x10, 576pgs, FC

SRP: $34.99

JAN230420
HELLBOY IN LOVE #4 (OF 5)
(W) Mike Mignola, Christie Golden (A/CA) Matt Smith
Hellboy and Anastasia find out more about the history of Turkish shadow puppetry than they
intended. After their clash with the malevolent shadows of puppet show characters Karagöz and
Hacivat, the pair soon find themselves with more than shadow puppets to reckon with! But any
possible way out must first lead deeper into the shadows . . . (STL260921)
32pgs (4 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230421
BPRD HELL ON EARTH OMNIBUS TP VOL 04 (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Mike Mignola & Various (A) Cameron Stewart & Various (CA) Laurence Campbell

The B.P.R.D. continues to lead the defense against the apocalyptic Ogdru Hem from Japan to
America, as the team splits up and Kate is possessed. Howards and a team of agents find themselves
attempting to liberate a small town that holds secrets from Howards Hyperborean past.

Elsewhere, B.P.R.D. field agent Ashley Strode attempts to purge a demon from a 100-year-old
exorcist, setting her on a path to battling a demon who is kidnapping and eating children.
A new format for this collection of spine-tingling horror from Mignola and others, this edition
collects B.P.R.D. Hell on Earth volumes 10-11 and 14, for the first time in paperback, plus bonus
material. (STL212847) (NOV210284) (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 7x10, 416pgs, FC

SRP: $29.99

JAN230422
BPRD OMNIBUS TP VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A) Various
In 2001, Hellboy quit the B.P.R.D., leaving its roster of special agents to defend the world from any
occult threats, and the growing menace of the frog army. Now their adventures are collected in one
continuous saga, following the exploits of Abe Sapien, Liz Sherman, Roger the Homunculus, Johann
Krauss, Kate Corrigan, Ashley Strode, and many more from the war on frogs through the end of
Ragna Rok.

Join Hellboy creator Mike Mignola and a slew of talented writers and artists as they bring you the
main collection of B.P.R.D. stories in a single series of ten volumes.

o Collects B.P.R.D.: Hollow Earth & Other Stories, B.P.R.D.: The Soul of Venice & Other Stories, and
B.P.R.D.: Plague of Frogs. (STL228273) (APR220298) (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 7x10, 408pgs, FC

SRP: $29.99

JAN230423
HELLBOY LIBRARY HC VOL 01 SEED DESTRUCTION DEVIL
(W) John Byrne, Mike Mignola (A/CA) Mike Mignola
Since Mike Mignola’s Hellboy first hit the stands in 1993, it has become a cultural sensation, racking
up a dozen Eisner Awards and inspiring numerous spinoffs, from a novel line, to video games, to
feature films. Now, Dark Horse is pleased to present the comics that started it all, collected in deluxe
hardcover editions. Sized at a generous 9" x 12", and handsomely bound to match The Art of
Hellboy, each volume contains two complete story-arcs—the equivalent of two full tradepaperbacks. Each volume of the Hellboy Library Edition also includes extensive supplemental
materials, including previously unreleased sketches and designs.

• Hellboy Volume 1 collects the first two story-arcs — Seed of Destruction and Wake the Devil—with
the original introductions by Robert Bloch and Alan Moore.
• Expanded Mignola sketchbook sections. (STK413556) (DEC098045)
HC, 8x11, FC

SRP: $49.99

JAN230424
HELLBOY LIBRARY HC VOL 02 CHAINED COFFIN (NEW PTG)
(W/A/CA) Mike Mignola
Since Mike Mignola’s Hellboy first hit the stands in 1993, it has become a cultural sensation, racking
up a dozen Eisner Awards and inspiring numerous spinoffs, from a novel line, to video games, to
feature films. Now, Dark Horse is pleased to present the comics that started it all, collected in deluxe
hardcover editions. Sized at a generous 9" by 12", and handsomely bound to match The Art of
Hellboy, each volume contains two full story arcs—the equivalent of two full trade paperbacks. Each
volume of the Hellboy Library Editions also includes extensive supplemental materials, including
previously unreleased sketches and designs.
• Hellboy Volume 2 collects fifteen stories, presented for the first time in chronological order, with
the original Chained Coffin introduction by P. Craig Russell, and a new, expanded sketchbook.
• Over thirty pages of new sketchbook material. (STK423585) (APR108095)
SC, 7x10

SRP: $49.99

JAN230425
HELLBOY LIBRARY HC VOL 03 CONQUEROR WORM
(W/A/CA) Mike Mignola
Hellboy Library Edition Volume 3 collects three pivotal stories of Hellboy's journey, as he leaves
behind the world of men and journeys into the unknown: the award-winning Conqueror Worm,
which brings back some of Hellboy's earliest foes, in the story that ends his career with the B.P.R.D.
and marks his first run-in with the fan-favorite masked hero Lobster Johnson; the haunting fairy tale
The Third Wish; and The Island, a dark and surreal glimpse into the true origin of the Right Hand of
Doom and Hellboy's own destiny; along with a new, expanded sketchbook of never-before-seen
Mignola artwork. (STK443363) (FEB118124)
HC, 7x10

SRP: $49.99

JAN230426
HELLBOY LIBRARY HC VOL 04 CROOKED MAN
(W) Mike Mignola (A) Richard Corben, Mike Mignola (CA) Mike Mignola & Various

The oversized Hellboy hardcover series continues, collecting Mike Mignola and Richard Corben's
award-winning The Crooked Man story. Hellboy has racked up multiple Eisner Awards, numerous
spinoffs, a prose line, video games, animated series, and two feature films. Hellboy Library Volume 4
collects two complete trade paperbacks full of short stories: The Troll Witch and Others and The
Crooked Man, as well as an extensive selection of previously unreleased sketches and designs.
(STK439107) (MAR110034)
HC, 9x12, 312pgs, FC

SRP: $49.99

JAN230427
HELLBOY LIBRARY HC VOL 05 DARKNESS CALLS WILD HUNT
(W) Mike Mignola (A) Duncan Fegredo (CA) Mike Mignola, Dave Stewart
Hellboy has racked up multiple Eisner Awards, numerous spinoffs, a novel line, video games,
cartoons, and two feature films. Hellboy Library Volume 5 collects two complete trade paperbacks,
Darkness Calls and The Wild Hunt; the short story The Mole; and an extensive selection of previously
unreleased sketches and designs. (STK464045) (MAR120042)
HC, 9x12, 408pgs, FC

SRP: $49.99

JAN230428
SKULL & BONES #1 (OF 3) (C: 1-0-0)
(W) John Jackson Miller, James Mishler (A) Christian Rosado (CA) Pius Bak
A merchant vessel on the high seas is besieged by a vicious crew of pirates, but the fighting is
interrupted by a devastating typhoon. When the storm crashes in, it leaves predator and prey
stranded on an island somewhere in the Indian Ocean. Discover the mysteries and danger that will
betide them all. A gritty story set in the merciless world of Ubisoft's upcoming pirate game.

o Set in the world of the upcoming Ubisoft Skull and Bones game. (STL246067) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE:
Available only to select countries under the Dark Horse Ubisoft license.
RES. from Previews Vol. XXXII #9 (SEP220465)
32pgs, FC (1 of 3)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230429
ART OF IMMORTALS FENYX RISING HC
(W) Ubisoft
The creative team of Assassin's Creed Odyssey presents a fantastical world inspired by Greek
mythology. This collection of concept art and creator commentary offers an inside look at the craft

behind a massive and magical land, wherein readers will find themselves taking part in a heroic
journey that spans from Mount Olympus, down into the darkest corners of the underworld!
o Showcases the evolutionary development of the world, Greek monsters, and the Greek pantheon.
(STL176900) (SEP208831)
HC, 9x12, 216pgs, FC

SRP: $39.99

JAN230430
ASSASSINS CREED VALHALLA FORGOTTEN MYTHS HC (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Alexander Freed (A) Martin Tunica (CA) Rafael Sarmento
War is about to break out between the two neighboring realms of Muspelheim and Svartalfheim.
Surtr, lord of the Muspels, is gathering his army of fire giants. Determined to prevent such
bloodshed, Baldr, son of Odin and god of light, enlists the help of the great trickster god, Loki. Will
Loki betray Baldr and the rest of the Æsir? Or will Baldr win the heart of the daughter of the Surtr
and forge a lasting peace between the Nine Realms?

Collects the three-issue miniseries. (STL232219) (MAY220500) (C: 0-1-2)
HC, 7x10, 72pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

JAN230431
ASSASSINS CREED VALHALLA FORTRESS ASSAULT PUZZLE
This gorgeous puzzle showcases Eivor's fury, utilizing your crew and longships to raid and plunder
the British countryside. All to further your quest to build alliances, crush your enemies, and find a
new fertile ground to build a settlement where Saxons and Danes can live together. (STL168365)
(SEP200330)
20x27, FC

SRP: $19.99

JAN230432
ASSASSINS CREED VALHALLA RAID PLANNING PUZZLE
The protagonist Eivor and his Viking compatriots strategize how best to raid and explore this
mysterious new world. The art of this puzzle features a magnificent vista of the open-world setting
the Assassin's Creed series is known for. (STL168364) (SEP200329)
20x27, FC

SRP: $19.99

JAN230433
IMMORTALS FENYX RISING FROM GREAT BEGINNINGS TP (C: 0-1-2)

(W) Ben Kahn (A/CA) Georgeo Brooks
Gods must face their past and unite for the legacy of the future in this Greek-mythology inspired
graphic novel based on Ubisoft's video game Immortals Fenyx Rising™! When earthquakes hit the
hometown of Fenyx, she joins with her mother and Zeus to be saviors together. Dangerous creatures
emerge, old flames reignite, and history is once again in the making!

Based on Ubisoft's next hit video game Immortals Fenyx Rising!

Greek mythology with an all-ages spin! (STL192286) (MAY210307) (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 6x9, 64pgs, FC

SRP: $12.99

JAN230434
IMMORTALS FENYX RISING TRAVELERS GUIDE TO GOLDEN ISLE HC (C:
(W) Rick Barba
A world of gods and fantastic creatures awaits in this mythical epic from the team that brought
players Assassin's Creed Odyssey. Whether strolling through the lush painted gardens of the goddess
Aphrodite, battling inside Ares's fortress, or planning a boat trip across the river Styx, this jampacked travel guide will keep you alive and thriving across the Golden Isle! (STL221300) (FEB220366)
(C: 0-1-2)
HC, 6x9, 96pgs, FC

SRP: $14.99

JAN230435
HYPER SCAPE TP (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Christofer Emgard (A/CA) Gabriel Guzman
2054. The world has turned darker and harder in recent years. People have found solace in the
HYPER SCAPE-a virtual landscape run by the world's greatest megacorp where recreation,
entertainment, and social gatherings can be accessed. An upgrade to the system is about to
revolutionize the experience . . . but an early rollout could have fatal results.

o An immersive tie-in to the Ubisoft video game, Hyper Scape! (STL206568) (SEP210307) (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 7x10, 144pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

JAN230436
BLUE BOOK #2 (OF 5) CVR A OEMING

(W) James TynionIV (A) Michael Avon Oeming, Klaus Janson (CA) Michael Avon Oeming
After their bizarre encounter with an unknown floating object and the creatures that inhabit it, Betty
and Barney Hill head home in the darkness only to find themselves plagued by the residues of their
night sky confrontation.

Tiny Onion Studios and Dark Horse Comics present a line of upcoming creator-owned work from the
mind of James Tynion IV across a broad spectrum of his interests, from non-\fiction supernatural
encounters to high concept coming-of-age monster comics.

o Also including "True Weird: The Green Children" by James Tynion IV, Michael Avon Oeming, and
Aditya Bidikar! (STL260916)
32pgs, FC (2 of 5)

SRP: $4.99

JAN230437
BLUE BOOK #2 (OF 5) CVR B HIXSON
(W) James TynionIV (A) Michael Avon Oeming, Klaus Janson (CA) Josh Hixson
After their bizarre encounter with an unknown floating object and the creatures that inhabit it, Betty
and Barney Hill head home in the darkness only to find themselves plagued by the residues of their
night sky confrontation.

Tiny Onion Studios and Dark Horse Comics present a line of upcoming creator-owned work from the
mind of James Tynion IV across a broad spectrum of his interests, from non-\fiction supernatural
encounters to high concept coming-of-age monster comics.

o Also including "True Weird: The Green Children" by James Tynion IV, Michael Avon Oeming, and
Aditya Bidikar! (STL260917)
32pgs, FC (2 of 5)

SRP: $4.99

JAN230439
MASTERS OF UNIVERSE MASTERVERSE #2 (OF 4) CVR A NUNEZ
(W) Tim Seeley (A) Eddie Nunez & Various (CA) Eddie Nunez
In the depths of Castle Grayskull, The Sorceress attempts to save He-Man from Zodak with more
tales of his influence across the multiverse! In a world where champions have fallen, a hard-bitten
Duncan and his partner Evil-Lyn take on a strange kidnapping case in MAN-AT-ARMS-FOR-HIRE! And
on the Harmony Sea, Adam, Commander of the King's army and the captured thief Jitsu search for
the power to conquer Eternia! (STL260923)

32pgs, FC (2 of 4)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230440
MASTERS OF UNIVERSE MASTERVERSE #2 (OF 4) CVR B SU
(W) Tim Seeley (A) Eddie Nunez & Various (CA) Kelley Jones, E. J. Su
In the depths of Castle Grayskull, The Sorceress attempts to save He-Man from Zodak with more
tales of his influence across the multiverse! In a world where champions have fallen, a hard-bitten
Duncan and his partner Evil-Lyn take on a strange kidnapping case in MAN-AT-ARMS-FOR-HIRE! And
on the Harmony Sea, Adam, Commander of the King's army and the captured thief Jitsu search for
the power to conquer Eternia! (STL260924)
32pgs, FC (2 of 4)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230441
MASTERS OF UNIVERSE MASTERVERSE #2 (OF 4) CVR C SANTOS
(W) Tim Seeley (A) Eddie Nunez & Various (CA) Victor Santos
In the depths of Castle Grayskull, The Sorceress attempts to save He-Man from Zodak with more
tales of his influence across the multiverse! In a world where champions have fallen, a hard-bitten
Duncan and his partner Evil-Lyn take on a strange kidnapping case in MAN-AT-ARMS-FOR-HIRE! And
on the Harmony Sea, Adam, Commander of the King's army and the captured thief Jitsu search for
the power to conquer Eternia! (STL260925)
32pgs, FC (2 of 4)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230442
MASTERS OF THE UNIVERSE: REVELATION TP (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Kevin Smith & Various (A) Mindy Lee (CA) Stejpan Sejic
This is the official comic book prequel to the Netflix television show written by showrunner Kevin
Smith and episode writer Tim Sheridan and featuring art by Mindy Lee (Crimson Lotus).
Following a vicious Orlax attack on his father King Randor, He-Man learns the creature is linked to
the origin of the sword of power. To save Randor and put an end to the chaos He-Man embarks on
an epic journey that pits him against his longtime foes Skeletor and Evil-Lyn, and sees Teela take the
reins of a powerful legacy.
Collects the four-issue series and features covers by Stjepan Sejic and pinups from Mike Mignola,
Walt Simonson, Bill Sienkiewicz, and more!
"Forget what's come before, THIS is the new canon, following along the road laid out in the original
cartoon series." -Comic Watch (STL209539) (OCT210225) (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 7x10, 120pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

JAN230443
ART OF MASTERS OF THE UNIVERSE REVELATION HC (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Powerhouse Animation
A one of a kind oversized hardcover exploring the newest edition to the Masters of the Universe
world!
Diving deep into the process of the show, this tome features detailed explorations into your favorite
aspects of the show. Explore character art from the development stages to the finished product, as
well as extensive looks at the world and locations of Eternia!
Dark Horse Books, Mattel, and Powerhouse Studios proudly present The Art of Masters of the
Universe: Revelation. A look into the world that will leave you yelling "I have the power!"
(STL216050) (DEC210386) (C: 0-1-2)
HC, 9x12, 184pgs, FC

SRP: $49.99

JAN230444
SELF TP (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Sebela (A/CA) Cara McGee
Postscript backs up everything about a person into a file ready to be loaded into a printed body that
offers one final chance to wrap up loose ends after they've died.
Nat Winters has finally achieved something like a perfect life. No more scraping or getting by. She
has a home, a husband, and a job turning into a career. When Nat's Postscript gets hacked and her
file is torrented, her life gets set on fire by these tweaked copies of her running around the world,
chasing down their own versions of her deferred dreams. As more of them begin coming to town,
looking for her, Nat will be forced to confront a dozen different sides of herself and try to fix the
mess they've made. But as she tries to contain things, Nat finds out there's a contingent of Blanks
out there who want to hurt her, even kill her, on the orders of a mysterious enemy who is looking to
make this identity theft permanent.

o Collects the Comixology Original digitals series for the first time in print! (STL260893) (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 7x10, 144pgs, FC

SRP: $22.99

JAN230445
RED TAG TP (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Rafael Albuquerque, Rafael Scavone (A) Roger Cruz (CA) Rafael Albuquerque, Roger Cruz

Lis (aka Lisa), Lu (aka Luciana) and Leco (aka Leandro)-three friends bonded by their love for Brazil's
unique street art "pixo," also known as pichação or pixação, a distinctive style of tagging unique to
Brazil-strive to be good in a place where corruption still thrives.
After Lis witnesses injustice and abuse of power on the streets of São Paulo, she enlists her friends
to take matters into their own hands. Their plan works until they realize they've become privy to
sensitive information belonging to holdovers from the country's brutal dictatorial past who are
plotting against the movement for reform and an upcoming election. Armed with a can of spray
paint and the help of a journalist, can they escape the dangerous and life-threatening plot they've
mistakenly become entangled in?
o From the Comixology Originals series. (STL260894) (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 7x10, 144pgs, FC

SRP: $22.99

JAN230446
STAR WARS HIGH REPUBLIC ADVENTURES #5 (OF 8) (C: 1-0-0)
(W) Daniel Jose Older (A) Tony Bruno (CA) Harvey Monticillo
Jedi Padawan Sav Malagán remains torn between her devotion to The Force and adventurous spirit
of youth. But to save her new-found pirate friends, led by the infamous Maz Kanata, she must delve
deeper into the murky underworld and infiltrate a dangerous gang of marauders, known as the Dank
Graks. But will her Jedi training be enough to help her save them in time, or with the Graks discover
her true identity! (STL260929) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in US and Canada.
32pgs, FC (5 of 8)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230447
STAR WARS HIGH REPUBLIC ADVS JEDI QUEST ONE-SHOT CVR A (C: 1
(W) Claudia Gray (A) Fico Ossio (CA) Tom Fowler
On the ancient world of Angcord, the Force works in unforeseen ways. When legendary Jedi Knight
Barnabus Vim and his intrepid Padawan Bly arrive on this mysterious world, seeking an ancient
artifact of the Force, they quickly find more than they were bargaining for.

But just what is the mysterious Echo Stone, and what does its existence mean for the continued
survival of all those who call Angcord home? (STL242515) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in US and
Canada.
RES. from Previews Vol. XXXII #8 (AUG220397)
32pgs, FC

JAN230448

SRP: $5.99

STAR WARS HIGH REPUBLIC ADVS JEDI QUEST ONE-SHOT CVR B (C: 1
(W) Claudia Gray (A/CA) Fico Ossio
On the ancient world of Angcord, the Force works in unforeseen ways. When legendary Jedi Knight
Barnabus Vim and his intrepid Padawan Bly arrive on this mysterious world, seeking an ancient
artifact of the Force, they quickly find more than they were bargaining for.

But just what is the mysterious Echo Stone, and what does its existence mean for the continued
survival of all those who call Angcord home? (STL260910) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in US and
Canada.
32pgs, FC

SRP: $5.99

JAN230449
AVATAR HIGH GROUND LIBRARY ED HC (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Sherri Smith (A) Guilherme Balbi & Various (CA) Doug Wheatley
A deluxe collection of the full graphic novel adaptation of one of James Cameron's original Avatar
screenplay story ideas and a direct prequel to the film Avatar: The Way of Water!

It has been over a decade since the humans were forced to leave Pandora, but now they're
returning-with an armada of heavily-armed starships! After years of peace, Jake Sully has settled
down with Neytiri and raised a family, so for him, the stakes are even higher than when he first went
to war against the corporate might of the RDA.

Collects volumes 1-3 of the graphic novel series! (STL260895) (C: 0-1-2)
HC, 8x12, 272pgs, FC

SRP: $49.99

JAN230450
AVATAR NEXT SHADOW TP (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Jeremy Barlow (A) Josh Hood (CA) Guilherme Balbi
Clan rivalries erupt amid turmoil in an untold story set immediately after the events of James
Cameron's 2009 blockbuster film Avatar! Jake Sully maintains his position as leader of the Omatikaya
Na'vi clan, but with their Hometree destroyed, he begins to doubt his place among them. As the
Na'vi and human feud persists, tensions between the clans begin to escalate as longstanding family
animosities ignite-spawning treachery and betrayal!

Collects the four-issue miniseries. (STL187835) (APR210441) (C: 0-1-2)

SC, 7x10, 88pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

JAN230451
AVATAR TSU TEYS PATH TP VOL 01
(W) Sherri Smith (A) Jan Duursema & Various (CA) Shea Standerfer
From his first meeting with Jake Sully to his acceptance of the Last Shadow, Tsu'tey's life takes a path
he could not anticipate, and which the film told only a part. Return to Pandora as the story of Avatar
is told from the perspective of Tsu'tey, warrior of the Omatikaya tribe. Collects issues #1-#6 of the
series, plus the short story "Brothers" from Free Comic Book Day 2017. (STL128081) (JUN190342)
SC, 7x10, 136pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

JAN230452
SPY SUPERB #3 (OF 3) CVR A KINDT
(W/A/CA) Matt Kindt
Jay is the perfect spy. A spy so perfect he doesn't even realize he is a spy and that he's on a mission.
But now he's on the run, surrounded by dead agents, and with a beautiful woman who tells him
everything-including that he's unfortunately just a useful idiot. (STL260927)
48pgs, FC (3 of 3)

SRP: $7.99

JAN230453
SPY SUPERB #3 (OF 3) CVR B BENJAMIN
(W/A) Matt Kindt (CA) Anne Benjamin
Jay is the perfect spy. A spy so perfect he doesn't even realize he is a spy and that he's on a mission.
But now he's on the run, surrounded by dead agents, and with a beautiful woman who tells him
everything-including that he's unfortunately just a useful idiot. (STL260928)
48pgs, FC (3 of 3)

SRP: $7.99

JAN230454
BANG TP VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Matt Kindt (A/CA) Wilfredo Torres
A best-of-the-best secret agent with memories he couldn’t possibly possess, a mystery writer in her
eighties who spends her retirement solving crimes, a man of action with mysterious drugs that keep
him ahead of a constant string of targeted disasters, a seemingly omnipotent terrorist organization
that might be behind it all . . .

And they’re all connected to one man: a science-fiction author with more information than seems
possible, whose books may hold the key to either saving reality or destroying it.
Collects BANG! #1–#5, along with all covers, a sketchbook section, and pinups by Matt Kindt.
(STL162021) (JUN200303) (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 7x10, 152pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

JAN230455
CRIMSON FLOWER TP (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Matt Kindt (A/CA) Matt Lesniewski
From New York Times-bestselling Mind MGMT creator Matt Kindt and Matt Lesniewski (The Freak)
comes a brand-new, mind-altering journey through Russian folk tales, trained assassins, and
government conspiracies.

After losing her family in a violent home invasion, a woman uses folk tales to cope. In a blood-soaked
journey toward revenge, she tracks down the man responsible for her family's deaths, only to
discover a startling government plot-to weaponize folk tales and use them to raise children into
super assassins.

Collects Crimson Flower #1-#5, including all covers and bonus material. (STL187836) (APR210381) (C:
0-1-2)
SC, 104pgs, FC SRP: $19.99

JAN230456
FEAR CASE TP (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Matt Kindt (A/CA) Tyler Jenkins
A no-nonsense Secret Service agent and his new-age partner investigate a mysterious box known as
the "Fear Case," which has appeared throughout history at sites of disaster and tragedy. Whoever
comes into possession of this case must pass it on within three days or face deadly consequences.
The agents must track down this Fear Case while staying one step ahead of a psychotic cult and the
otherwordly forces behind the Case's existence. Collects the four-issue miniseries! (STL192279)
(MAY210275) (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 7x10, 120pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

JAN230457
MIND MGMT OMNIBUS TP VOL 01 MANAGER & FUTURIST PT 1 (NEW PTG
(W/A/CA) Matt Kindt

This globe-spanning tale of espionage explores the adventures of a journalist investigating the
mystery of a commercial flight where everyone aboard loses their memories. Meru's obsession with
Flight 815 leads her to a much bigger story of a top-secret government Mind MGMT program. Her
ensuing journey involves weaponized psychics, hypnotic advertising, talking dolphins, and seemingly
immortal pursuers, as she hunts down the flight's missing passenger, the man who was Mind
MGMT's greatest success-and its most devastating failure. But in a world where people can rewrite
reality itself, can she trust anything she sees?
Collects the first two volumes of the Mind MGMT series from New York Times bestselling and Eisnernominated creator Matt Kindt-a story that's optioned for film by Ridley Scott (Alien, Blade Runner).
(STL208164) (JUL218271)
SC, 7x10, 400pgs, FC

SRP: $29.99

JAN230458
MIND MGMT OMNIBUS TP VOL 02 HOME MAKER AND MAGICIAN (NEW PTG
(W/A/CA) Matt Kindt
From New York Times bestselling and Harvey award-winning graphic novelist Matt Kindt! Meru's
hunt for answers about the dismantled government Mind MGMT program and its rogue agent Henry
Lyme lead her to confront super spies, the competing mission of the deadly agent "the Eraser," and
discover some buried memories of her own. Collects volumes 3 and 4 of the Mind MGMT series-a
story that's optioned for film by Ridley Scott (Alien, Blade Runner). (STL231253) (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 7x10, 360pgs, FC

SRP: $29.99

JAN230459
MIND MGMT OMNIBUS TP VOL 03 ERASER & THE IMMORTALS (NEW PTG)
(W/A/CA) Matt Kindt
From New York Times-Bestselling and Harvey Award-winning graphic novelist Matt Kindt comes a
globe-spanning tale of espionage, top-secret government programs, conspiracy, and weaponized
amnesia. Reeling from her confrontation with the Eraser, Meru is trapped in a world of rogue Mind
Managers. Meru decides that in order to save the world, she'll need the help of the elusive First
Immortal. However, it remains to be seen if Meru and her allies will be able to stop the Eraser's new
Mind Management before time runs out! Collects volumes 5 and 6 of the Mind MGMT series.
(STL231254) (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 7x10, 360pgs, FC

SRP: $29.99

JAN230460
APACHE DELIVERY SERVICE TP (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Matt Kindt (A/CA) Tyler Jenkins

Two haunted men are on a hunt in the jungles of Vietnam searching for clues to a missing treasure
trove of gold that was stolen from all over Asia by a Japanese general during World War II.
Eventually they find a series of hidden caves in the mountains near the coast. Bodies start showing
up-murder victims and mutilated corpses. As our warriors travel deeper into the mystery they learn
more disturbing facts about each other and become paranoid of one another as they get closer and
closer to the gold, while, at the same time, a bizarre serial killer is hunting them down. Collects the
four-issue miniseries. (STL228306) (APR220331) (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

JAN230461
ETHER OMNIBUS TP (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Matt Kindt (A/CA) David Rubin
From New York Times bestselling Mind MGMT creator Matt Kindt and Black Hammer's David Rubín
comes an interdimensional, genre-bending, sci-fi, fantasy, mystery adventure!
Interdimensional explorer Boone Dias, a brilliant scientist from Earth, enters the magical world of
Ether and stumbles onto a great responsibility that takes him through the center of volcanoes,
deserts full of living mummies and sphinxes, and a bizarre fairy forest-all leading toward a final
climactic battle for the fate of both worlds.
o Collecting every issue of Ether in an affordable omnibus edition, along with every cover and all
published bonus content. (STL216064) (DEC210412) (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 7x10, 440pgs, FC

SRP: $29.99

JAN230462
DEPT H HC VOL 02 AFTER THE FLOOD
(W/A/CA) Matt Kindt
Six miles below the surface of the ocean, Mia has to solve a locked-room murder mystery before the
crime scene is completely flooded. As the crew tries to save the Dept. H base from destruction, some
of them start to take matters into their own hands. But the bottom of the ocean is full of unknown
dangers, and with time running out, rescue is almost impossible. Collects issues #7-#12. (STL044234)
(MAR170042)
HC, 7x10, 184pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

JAN230463
WHERE MONSTERS LIE #2 (OF 4) CVR A KOWALSKI
(W) Kyle Starks (A/CA) Piotr Kowalski
Chaos erupts at Wilmhurst-a gated community in the middle of nowhere for murderous slasher
monsters-as special agents and police officers infiltrate their home base looking for war.

o A brand-new meta-horror story that's Cabin in the Woods meets Tucker and Dale vs. Evil.
(STL260930)
32pgs, FC (2 of 4)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230464
WHERE MONSTERS LIE #2 (OF 4) CVR B MOON
(W) Kyle Starks (A) Piotr Kowalski (CA) Fábio Moon
Chaos erupts at Wilmhurst-a gated community in the middle of nowhere for murderous slasher
monsters-as special agents and police officers infiltrate their home base looking for war.

o A brand-new meta-horror story that's Cabin in the Woods meets Tucker and Dale vs. Evil.
(STL260931)
32pgs, FC (2 of 4)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230465
ROADIE TP (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Tim Seeley (A/CA) Fran Galan
From Tim Seeley (Hack/Slash, Revival) and Fran Galan (Lucky Devil) comes this horror saga about
nostalgia, heavy metal music, hell, and redemption.

More than thirty-five years after his heyday, a former heavy metal roadie must return to the
backroads of America to do a job he thought he'd retired from: exorcist. But this time, he's not
saving groupies and drunk bassists. He's trying to save his daughter. Collects the four-issue
miniseries. (STL260896) (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 7x10, 140pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

JAN230466
SKINNER HC (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Micky Neilson, Samwise Didier (A) Piotr Kowalski (CA) Samwise Didier
Skinner is the terrifying tale of six internet celebrities who accompany a superstar survivalist on a
one-week trip deep into the remote Canadian wilderness. After their plane crashes, the influencers
and their guide are stalked by a mountain man of local legend-Skinner-who tracks, murders and
skins his victims. When the celebrities mount a desperate counterattack, they discover that there is
much more to the Skinner myth than any of them could have imagined-a nightmare creature that

can assume any form. Will the celebrities survive, or be canceled by the horrific monster of a
thousand faces?

o From the writing duo of Micky Neilson (World of Warcraft, Overwatch) and Samwise Didier (The
Last Winter, Strange Highways). (STL260897) (C: 0-1-2)
HC, 7x10, 88pgs, FC

SRP: $24.99

JAN230467
SONS OF ASHGARD ILL MET IN ELMGARD TP (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Chad Corrie (A/CA) Matt Wendt
Erick Redfur seeks a new life. Exiled from his homeland he craves a fresh start, but has yet to find it.
Hopeful of a better fate in Elmgard he soon finds himself embroiled in a series of troubling events
that quickly escalate into a near kingdom-wide war.

Yet even as he attempts a remedy through fast thinking and the aid of some new companions, he
risks jeopardizing his chance for a more peaceful future. But in so doing he will find his redemption
along with new hope for the days ahead.

o A new exciting graphic novel from the author of The Wizard King Trilogy! (STL260898) (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 7x10, 152pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

JAN230468
O/A WIZARD KING NOVEL TRILOGY BOXED SET (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Chad Corrie (CA) Micah Epstein
Experience the saga of the last wizard king of Tralodren and a ragtag group of mercenaries as their
fates intertwine through an ensuing series of hidden agendas, dark ambitions, warring gods, ancient
schemes, and cosmic adventure centuries in the making.

Collecting the entire Wizard King trilogy, this boxed set includes an exclusive double-sided poster
featuring a full color map of Tralodren!

"There is a powerful magic that seems to flow from the pages and into your imagination when
reading." -Twin Cities Geek (STL232246) (C: 0-1-2)

SC, 6x9, 1056pgs, B&W SRP: $38.97

JAN230469
ASSASSINS APPRENTICE I #4 (OF 6)
(W) Jody Houser, Robin Hobb (A) Ryan Kelly (CA) Anna Steinbauer
Normally, finding an assassin at the foot of your bed in the middle of the night is a recipe for
disaster. But for Fitz, it turns out to be a doorway into a whole new world. Soon, Fitz's life becomes
split between his daylight duties with Burrich and his nocturnal lessons deep below the Keep. But
when his new master sets him a seemingly impossible task, the boy will find his loyalty stretched to
the breaking point.

o The first comics installment of best-selling author Robin Hobb's Assassin's Apprentice! (STL260915)
32pgs, FC (4 of 6)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230470
ITS ONLY TEENAGE WASTELAND #4 (OF 4)
(W) Curt Pires (A/CA) Jacoby Salcedo
The identity of the "Bright One" revealed!

The cause of the apocalypse unveiled!

The can't-miss conclusion to the first arc of It's Only Teenage Wasteland! (STL260922)
32pgs, FC (4 of 4)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230471
WYRD TP (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Curt Pires (A/CA) Antonio Fuso
When the U.S. government runs up against situations too strange for them to handle alone they only
have one asset to call in-Pitor Wyrd. Whatever mission needs doing, whatever mystery needs
solving, the roguishly handsome and surprisingly tough Wyrd acts as a one-man black ops team.
Collects issues #1-#4 of the miniseries. (STL119310) (JUN190346) (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 7x10, 96pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

JAN230472
YOUTH TP
(W) Curt Pires (A/CA) Alex Diotto
YOUTH is Larry Clark's Kids meets Chronicle. X-Men by way of Frank Ocean. It smashes together the
violence of coming of age with the violence of the superhero narrative — as well as the beauty.

YOUTH is a coming of age story that tells the story of two queer teenagers as they run away from
their lives in a bigoted small town, and attempt to make their way to California. Along the way their
car breaks down and they join up with a group of fellow misfits on the road. Embarking together in a
van travelling the country they party and attempt to find themselves. And then something happens .
..

Collects the original digital series YOUTH #1-#4. (STL177911) (DEC200283)
SC, 136pgs, FC SRP: $19.99

JAN230473
POP TP
(W) Curt Pires (A) Jason Copland (CA) Dylan Todd
What if the world's pop stars and celebrities were literally products, grown by the world's wealthiest
(i.e., most depraved) minds-and one of them escaped? Collects the four-issue miniseries.
(STK659489) (NOV140067)
SC, 104pgs, FC SRP: $14.99

JAN230474
SPACE JOB #2 (OF 4)
(W) David Goodman (A/CA) Alvaro Sarraseca
Captain Olivier knows himself to be a man of unimpeachable integrity. A man who does whatever it
takes to bring democracy to the galaxy, which means doing whatever it takes to protect the lives of
his crew, which means doing whatever it takes to keep his ship far, far away from the battle raging at
the Bungo Straits. A democracy without someone flying the cargo runs is no democracy at all.
(STL260926)
32pgs, FC (2 of 4)

JAN230475

SRP: $3.99

ORVILLE SEASON 1.5 TP VOL 01 NEW BEGINNINGS
(W) David Goodman (A/CA) David Cabeza
Picking up where season one of Seth MacFarlane's space adventure TV series leaves off, the crew of
the Orville continue their space explorations, encountering new alien civilizations and confronting
old enemies in these stories by Executive Producer David A. Goodman! Collects New Beginnings
parts 1 and 2 and The Word of Avis parts 1 and 2. (STL139910) (OCT190327)
SC, 7x10, 96pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

JAN230476
ORVILLE SEASON 2.5 DIGRESSIONS TP (C: 0-1-2)
(W) David Goodman (A/CA) David Cabeza
Join the starship Orville on these new missions set between seasons two and three of Seth
MacFarlane's hit sci-fi TV show!

Across space and time, Captain Ed Mercer and his crew explore some of the galaxy's greatest
mysteries in these two thrilling adventures written by Executive Producer David A. Goodman.

Collects Digressions parts 1-2 and Artifacts parts 1-2. (STL212854) (NOV210314) (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 7x10, 96pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

JAN230477
WHITE SAVIOR #3 (OF 4) CVR A
(W/A/CA) Eric Nguyen
Inoki Village is just hours away from being overrun by the Akuno Clan. The village believes that they
have a savior in their midst who will lead them to a decisive victory against the Akuno Clan and their
evil leader Kenzo. Our hero, Todd Parker, knows that following the "savior" leads to certain
destruction, but how can the man branded the village idiot convince them to ditch their faith in this
foolish fake? And then what? Surely Todd can't face an entire army by himself! (STL260932)
32pgs, FC (3 of 4)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230478
WHITE SAVIOR #3 (OF 4) CVR B
(W/A/CA) Eric Nguyen

Inoki Village is just hours away from being overrun by the Akuno Clan. The village believes that they
have a savior in their midst who will lead them to a decisive victory against the Akuno Clan and their
evil leader Kenzo. Our hero, Todd Parker, knows that following the "savior" leads to certain
destruction, but how can the man branded the village idiot convince them to ditch their faith in this
foolish fake? And then what? Surely Todd can't face an entire army by himself! (STL260933)
32pgs, FC (3 of 4)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230479
RESIDENT ALIEN OMNIBUS TP VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Peter Hogan (A/CA) Steve Parkhouse
A stranded alien explorer-hiding in plain sight-has been posing as a doctor and solving crimes in the
small town of Patience, Washington. After Harry accidentally exposes himself to investigators who
are on his trail, a mysterious arsonist and a stubborn federal agent arrive in town to heat things up!

Collects Resident Alien volumes 4 to 6, The Man with No Name, An Alien in New York, and Your
Ride's Here, along with the Free Comic Book Day 2022 short story "The Ghost." (STL260914) (C: 0-12)
SC, 7x10, 344pgs, FC

SRP: $29.99

JAN230480
EC ARCHIVES WEIRD SCIENCE TP VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Bill Gaines, Al Feldstein (A) Al Feldstein & Various (CA) Al Feldstein
The second volume of Weird Science features classic stories written by William Gaines and Al
Feldstein, and illustrated by such master artists as Wally Wood, Joe Orlando, Jack Kamen, Harvey
Kurtzman, and Feldstein himself.

This stunning collection reprints issues Weird Science #7-#12, a total of 24 complete breathtaking EC
science-fiction stories, originally published in 1951 and 1952. (STL260911) (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 7x10, 216pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

JAN230481
ROCK GODS OF JACKSON TENNESSEE TP (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Rafer Roberts (A/CA) Mike Norton
It's 1989 and Marty Ward, Jackson Tennessee's number one juvenile delinquent, never wanted to
join the Rock Gods. After all, who wants to play with nerds like Jonny, Lenny, and Doug? But after
the high schoolers stumble into the gig of a lifetime-opening for local rock legend Tommi Tungstun-

the four outcasts must put aside their differences and play together if they want to achieve their
dreams of fame, freedom, and popularity.

Standing in these future superstars' way are: their parents, their teachers, a school full of jerks and
bullies, a townful of bad bosses, sanctimonious preachers, corrupt politicians, each other, and a
rampaging horde of mutated monsters tearing through Jackson and eating everything in their path.
(STL260899) (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 6x9, 200pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

JAN230482
JOYAMA TP VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A/CA) Daniel Isles
Two Houses are on the brink of war as coordinated attacks are carried out throughout the cityhitting the sacred heritage sites of the Royal House. With a legendary tournament set to begin, the
city's on alert, and all eyes are on the House of Vipers-those suspected of committing the violent
acts. With Ringo's squad left scarce, a new member joins the team and when investigating Viper
activity at the border, they soon discover this alleged feud goes deeper than a house rivalry.
(STL260912) (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 7x10, 200pgs, B&W SRP: $19.99

JAN230483
JOYAMA TP VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A/CA) Daniel Isles
In the lively city of Joyama, long-time friends Ringo, Arwen, and Silas work together as Outrider
Soldiers, a team of highly-skilled individuals contracted by prestigious clients and government
officials to shake down organized crime. Following a high-level assassination, a recently closed case
has been reopened, but this was no ordinary takedown. The first volume of a genre-bending sci-fi
trilogy!
o Debut graphic novel by illustrator and comic artist Daniel Isles, also known by his pen name
DirtyRobot!
o For fans of manga, fantasy, cyberpunk, and sci-fi! (STL216072) (DEC210433) (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 7x10, 216pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

JAN230484
GROO GODS AGAINST GROO #4 (OF 4)
(W) Mark Evanier, Sergio Aragones (A/CA) Sergio Aragones

Heaven and Earth are in turmoil! They're both experiencing a special form of chaos known as Groo.
While Divine Groo and Earthly Groo continue to wreck their surroundings — no matter where they
find themselves — Sergio Aragonés delivers another back cover Rufferto strip! This issue concludes
the epic, hilarious storyline that began in Groo: Fray of the Gods, continues in Groo: Play of the
Gods, and now ends in this comic series! (STL260920)
32pgs, FC (4 of 4)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230485
WITCHER THE BALLAD OF TWO WOLVES #4 (OF 4) CVR A MONTLLO
(W) Bartosz Sztybor (A/CA) Miki Montllo
There's a grain of truth to every story and with Geralt's eyes on every suspect, the better for him to
see through the lies. With monsters lurking in every size, shape, and pedigree, fate takes a turn.
Vengeance is a cycle, life is a tragedy, and a ballad can rewrite history. (STL260934)
32pgs, FC (4 of 4)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230486
WITCHER THE BALLAD OF TWO WOLVES #4 (OF 4) CVR B REBELKA
(W) Bartosz Sztybor (A) Miki Montllo (CA) Jakub Rebelka
There's a grain of truth to every story and with Geralt's eyes on every suspect, the better for him to
see through the lies. With monsters lurking in every size, shape, and pedigree, fate takes a turn.
Vengeance is a cycle, life is a tragedy, and a ballad can rewrite history. (STL260935)
32pgs, FC (4 of 4)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230487
WITCHER THE BALLAD OF TWO WOLVES #4 (OF 4) CVR C SCHMIDT
(W) Bartosz Sztybor (A) Miki Montllo (CA) Otto Schmidt
There's a grain of truth to every story and with Geralt's eyes on every suspect, the better for him to
see through the lies. With monsters lurking in every size, shape, and pedigree, fate takes a turn.
Vengeance is a cycle, life is a tragedy, and a ballad can rewrite history. (STL260936)
32pgs, FC (4 of 4)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230488
WITCHER THE BALLAD OF TWO WOLVES #4 (OF 4) CVR D LOPEZ
(W) Bartosz Sztybor (A) Miki Montllo (CA) David Lopez

There's a grain of truth to every story and with Geralt's eyes on every suspect, the better for him to
see through the lies. With monsters lurking in every size, shape, and pedigree, fate takes a turn.
Vengeance is a cycle, life is a tragedy, and a ballad can rewrite history. (STL260937)
32pgs, FC (4 of 4)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230489
WITCHER LIBRARY EDITION HC
(W) Paul Tobin (A) Joe Querio & Various (CA) Mike Mignola
Featuring story art by Joe Querio, Piotr Kowalski, Max Bertolini, with a bonus sketchbook section and
additional art by Dave Johnson (100 Bullets), Dan Panosian (Slots), Stan Sakai (Usagi Yojimbo),
Duncan Fegredo (MPH), Simon Bisley (Lobo), and a cover by Mike Mignola (Hellboy).
Collects issues #1-#5 of the Witcher comic series House of Glass, Fox Children, Curse of Crows, and
the Killing Monsters one-shot-and features annotations from the creators of the comics, as well as a
sketchbook section.
"Tobin has the world and characters down pat now, this is an authentic Witcher story through and
through."-Bloody Disgusting (STL090110) (JUN180355)
9x12, 440pgs, FC

SRP: $49.99

JAN230490
WITCHER OMNIBUS TP VOL 01
(W) Paul Tobin (A) Joe Querio & Various (CA) Mike Mignola
Featuring story art by Joe Querio, Piotr Kowalski, and Max Bertolini, with a bonus sketchbook section
and additional art by Dave Johnson (100 Bullets), Dan Panosian (Slots), Stan Sakai (Usagi Yojimbo),
Duncan Fegredo (MPH), Simon Bisley (Lobo), and a cover by Mike Mignola (Hellboy). Collects issues
#1-#5 of the Witcher comic series House of Glass, Fox Children, Curse of Crows, and the Killing
Monsters one-shot-and features annotations from the creators of the comics, as well as a
sketchbook section. (STL137676) (SEP190311)
SC, 7x10, 440pgs, FC

SRP: $24.99

JAN230491
DRAGON AGE MISSING #3 (OF 4)
(W) George Mann (A) Tomas Aira (CA) Matthew Taylor
Following their adventure in Vyrantium, Varric, and Harding travel to Arlathan Forest in search of the
crucious stone. When the duo finds themselves face-to-face with a pair of Veil Jumpers, they decide
to team up. Finding what they seek will have them up against puzzling obstacles, and their success
could depend on the allies they can gather.

o Dive deeper into BioWare's award-winning series! (STL260919)
32pgs, FC (3 of 4)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230492
OH MY GODDESS OMNIBUS TP VOL 07 (C: 1-1-2)
(W/A/CA) Kosuke Fujishima
Domestic drama takes on a whole new scale-literally, as Skuld's attempt to solve their storage
problems leaves Belldandy and Keiichi trapped in a living room that's now infinite square feet big!
Once those household worries are wrapped up, the couple hit the road on a tandem bike for a latenight race to challenge the ghost . . . of a motorcycle, while back on campus the mad Dr. Koichi
"Moreau" Morizumi drafts Keiichi and Belldandy into being the lab assistants for his latest scheme to
build a walking robot that proves four legs bad, two legs much, much worse! (STL260913) (C: 1-1-2)
NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
SC, 5x8, 576pgs, B&W SRP: $29.99

JAN230493
PAC-MAN PVC STATUE STANDARD ED (C: 1-0-0)
In celebration of Pac-Man's 40th anniversary, First 4 Figures is proud to introduce their very first PVC
collectible for the series, PAC-MAN PVC!

To pay homage to the beloved classic design of PAC-MAN, we decided to recreate the original PACMAN maze in 3D form, the highlight of which is the infinity mirror base! The four blue LED light strips
at each corner represent the walls of the maze, and the single LED light in the middle gives off a PacDot trail illusion thanks to the infinity mirror. The base itself is designed with the PAC-MAN maze,
which includes details such as the Pac-Dots, some of the ghosts, and even the cherry! As for PACMAN himself, he can manually be rotated to either face front or face the PAC-Dots as if he were
about to eat them. (STL260900) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only within US and territories
Item

SRP: $69.99

JAN230494
OKAMI OKI WOLF FORM PVC STATUE STANDARD ED (C: 1-0-0)
Oki is a warrior from the Oina tribe, and this particular PVC statue is of him in his wolf form. When in
his wolf form, Oki has a blue aura emanating from his chest, making him look even more fierce and
powerful. And the cloud of smoke on the base makes the piece even more dynamic as if a trail was
left behind as he jumps into battle. (STL260901) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only within US and
territories

Item

SRP: $99.99

JAN230495
LUIGIS MANSION 3 PVC STATUE COLLECTORS ED (C: 1-0-0)
The character design is based on the latest installment of the Luigi's Mansion franchise, Luigi's
Mansion 3.

The Collector's Edition of this statue comes with Luigi's adorable trusty companion, Polterpup, and
both the Poltergust G-00 and Polterpup feature bright LED functions. Furthermore, on its detailed
base are glow-in-the-dark paw prints trailing behind Polterpup. (STL260902) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE:
Available only within US and territories
Item

SRP: $109.99

JAN230496
LUIGIS MANSION 3 PVC STATUE STANDARD ED (C: 1-0-0)
Luigi's invited to the towering Last Resort hotel, but when Mario and friends go missing, our greenclad hero will have to conquer his fears to save them! Can Luigi make it through floor after floor of
scary ghosts, spooky puzzles, and terrifying bosses? Maybe! After all, he's equipped with Professor E.
Gadd's latest ghost-hunting gear. This expertly designed 9'' PVC painted statue features Luigi with his
powerful new Poltergust G-00! He's ready for action! (STL260903) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only
within US and territories
Item

SRP: $89.99

JAN230497
LEGEND OF ZELDA BREATH OF THE WILD REVALI PVC STATUE COLL ED
The highly detailed Revali PVC statue is inspired by his official artwork from The Legend of Zelda™:
Breath of the Wild. Revali is in this stoic pose wielding the Great Eagle Bow, which has a slightly
elastic bowstring. And given the direction of where the cloth is blowing, it even adds a certain
dynamism to the piece.

The design on the base is based on the Sheikah tribe's eye symbol that appears when activating the
Sheikah Slate interface, and the Collector's Edition of this statue comes with bright LED functions for
the base. (STL260904) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only within US and territories
Item

SRP: $109.99

JAN230498

YU-GI-OH! BLUE-EYES SILVER DRAGON PVC STATUE (C: 1-0-0)
The statue's concept is inspired by the scene in the anime where a battle ensues between Pharaoh
Atem and a Priest Seto possessed by his evil father, Priest Akhenaden. The possessed Seto summons
Blue-Eyes White Dragon from the stone tablet it's contained in to attack the pharaoh, and although
Blue-Eyes manages to take out the pharaoh's Dark Magician, Pharaoh Atem remains unharmed as
the spirit of the original owner of Blue-Eyes White Dragon, Kisara, manages to expel Akhenaden
from Seto's body and passes onto Seto the power of Blue-Eyes White Dragon. The patterns on the
sides of the base are reminiscent of Ancient Egyptian times, which is when the battle took place.
(STL260906) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only within US and territories
Item

SRP: $139.99

JAN230499
YU-GI-OH! BLUE-EYES WHITE DRAGON PVC STATUE (C: 1-0-0)
The statue's concept is inspired by the scene in the anime where a battle ensues between Pharaoh
Atem and a Priest Seto possessed by his evil father, Priest Akhenaden. The possessed Seto summons
Blue-Eyes White Dragon from the stone tablet it's contained in to attack the pharaoh, and although
Blue-Eyes manages to take out the pharaoh's Dark Magician, Pharaoh Atem remains unharmed as
the spirit of the original owner of Blue-Eyes White Dragon, Kisara, manages to expel Akhenaden
from Seto's body and passes onto Seto the power of Blue-Eyes White Dragon. The patterns on the
sides of the base are reminiscent of Ancient Egyptian times, which is when the battle took place.
(STL260905) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only within US and territories
Item

SRP: $139.99

JAN230500
YU-GI-OH! DARK MAGICIAN BLUE PVC STATUE (C: 1-0-0)
The statue's concept is inspired by one of Dark Magician's iconic summoning poses in the anime,
where he's in this "ready for action" stance with the Dark Magical Circle in the background. He has
his left arm stretched out and is wielding the Magician's Rod in his right hand, ready to cast his
signature spell: Dark Magic Attack.

The smoke on the base adds emphasis that Dark Magician has been newly summoned onto the
battlefield. The base is designed to reflect this aspect of Dark Magician, from the sandy and rocky
environment atop the base to the hieroglyphic patterns on the side. (STL260907) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE:
Available only within US and territories
Item

SRP: $139.99

JAN230501
YU-GI-OH! DARK MAGICIAN PURPLE PVC STATUE (C: 1-0-0)

The statue's concept is inspired by one of Dark Magician's iconic summoning poses in the anime,
where he's in this "ready for action" stance with the Dark Magical Circle in the background. He has
his left arm stretched out and is wielding the Magician's Rod in his right hand, ready to cast his
signature spell: Dark Magic Attack.

The smoke on the base adds emphasis that Dark Magician has been newly summoned onto the
battlefield. The base is designed to reflect this aspect of Dark Magician, from the sandy and rocky
environment atop the base to the hieroglyphic patterns on the side. (STL260908) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE:
Available only within US and territories
Item

SRP: $139.99

JAN230502
47 RONIN TP (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Mike Richardson (A/CA) Stan Sakai
The tale of these samurai and their epic mission to avenge their wronged master is the story of
Japan. Opening with the tragic incident that sealed the fate of Lord Asano, 47 Ronin follows a
dedicated group of his vassals on their years-long path of vengeance! (STL157795) (SEP200306) (C:
0-1-2)
SC, 6x9, 152pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

JAN230503
AMAZING SCREW ON HEAD HC ANNIVERSARY ED (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A/CA) Mike Mignola
Emperor Zombie is trying to take over the world once again! The Amazing Screw-On Head has been
enlisted by President Lincoln to stop the evil emperor, with the help of his faithful partner Mr. Groin
and his trusty canine companion Mr. Dog. Screw-On Head will have to brave ancient tombs and
defeat demons from a dimension inside a turnip-just one of the strange and mischievous tales in this
beloved collection.

This special hardcover edition of The Amazing Screw-On Head and Other Curious Objects celebrates
the twentieth anniversary of the Eisner Award-winning collections original publication, and includes
an additional forty pages of new material by Mike Mignola! Featuring colors by the great Dave
Stewart.

o The forty new pages include an unpublished story called Axorr which is 19 finished line art pages
(plus a page of story notes, a concept sketch, and a promo piece), plus additional colored
illustrations.

"The stories that make up the Screw-On Head collection are actually my favorite things I've done" Mike Mignola (STL221301) (FEB220284) (C: 0-1-2)
HC, 8x12, 144pgs, FC

SRP: $39.99

JAN230504
AVATAR LAST AIRBENDER NORTH & SOUTH OMNIBUS TP (C: 1-1-2)
(W) Gene Luen Yang & Various (A/CA) Gurihiru
When Katara and Sokka return home to the Southern Water Tribe, they are shocked to find that it
has gone from a small village to a bustling city! Malina, a Northerner, is behind the change and plans
to unify the Water Tribes, but Gilak, a Southerner, leads a fierce rebellion to stop her. In the face of
these two opposing tribes, Katara will have to make peace with her nostalgia and mistrust to save
the home she loves from being permanently torn apart.
This edition of Avatar: The Last Airbender-North and South by Gene Luen Yang and Gurihiru collects
parts 1-3 for the first time in paperback, perfect for any Avatar fan's home library! (STL209565)
(OCT210258) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Dark Horse - about 25 countries allowed for Avatar and Korra comics
and trades.
SC, 6x9, 224pgs, FC

SRP: $24.99

JAN230505
AVATAR LAST AIRBENDER SEARCH LIBRARY ED HC (C: 1-0-0)
(W) Gene Luen Yang & Various (A/CA) Gurihiru
The biggest mystery of Avatar-the fate of Fire Lord Zuko's mother-is revealed in this remarkable
oversized hardcover collecting parts 1-3 of The Search, from Airbender creators Michael Dante
DiMartino and Bryan Konietzko! Featuring annotations by Eisner Award-winning writer Gene Luen
Yang (American Born Chinese) and artistic team Gurihiru (Thor and the Warriors Four), and a brandnew sketchbook, this is a story that Avatar fans need in an edition they will love! (STK627149)
(OCT130056) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Dark Horse - about 25 countries allowed for Avatar and Korra comics
and trades.
HC, 9x12, 240pgs, FC

SRP: $39.99

JAN230506
AVATAR LAST AIRBENDER SEARCH OMNIBUS TP (C: 1-0-0)
(W) Gene Yuen Lang & Various (A/CA) Gurihiru
Immediately following the Avatar's adventures chronicled in The Promise, this remarkable omnibus
that collects parts 1-3 of The Search, from Airbender creators Michael Dante DiMartino and Bryan
Konietzko!

For years, fans of Avatar: The Last Airbender and The Legend of Korra have burned with one
question — what happened to Fire Lord Zuko's mother? Finding a clue at last, Zuko enlists the aid of
Team Avatarthe most unlikely ally of allhelp uncover the biggest secret of his life. (STL161999)
(JUN200323) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Dark Horse - about 25 countries allowed for Avatar and Korra comics
and trades.
SC, 6x9, 232pgs, FC

SRP: $24.99

JAN230507
BANDETTE TP VOL 01 PRESTO 2ND ED
(W) Paul Tobin (A/CA) Colleen Coover
The world's greatest thief is a costumed teen burglar by the nome d'arte of Bandette! Gleefully
plying her skills on either side of the law alongside her network of street urchins, Bandette is a thorn
in the side of both Police Inspector Belgique and the criminal underworld. But it's not all breaking
hearts and purloining masterpieces when a rival thief makes a startling discovery. Can even Bandette
laugh off a plot against her life?
o Now available as a trade paperback with new cover art.
o The multi Eisner-winning series returns in a new edition. (STL152302) (FEB200318)
HC, 6x9, 144pgs, FC

SRP: $14.99

JAN230508
BANDETTE TP VOL 02 STEALERS KEEPERS TP (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Paul Tobin (A/CA) Colleen Coover
The world's greatest thief is a costumed teen burglar by the nome d'arte of Bandette, and she's been
challenged for the title! The Great Thieving Race is on, as Bandette and rival Monsieur compete to
steal priceless artifacts from a criminal organization and its evil leader, but their response could
make this Bandette's final crime spree!

o Now available as a trade paperback with new cover art! (STL157876) (NOV200246) (C: 0-1-2)
HC, 6x9, 136pgs, FC

SRP: $14.99

JAN230509
BARBALIEN RED PLANET TP
(W) Tate Brombal, Jeff Lemire (A/CA) Gabriel Walta

Mark Markz has found his place on Earth as both a decorated police officer and as the beloved
superhero, Barbalien. But in the midst of the AIDS crisis, hatred from all sides makes balancing these
identities seem impossible-especially when a Martian enemy from the past hunts him down to take
him back, dead or alive. Collects issues #1-#5 of the series. (STL174184) (NOV200230)
SC, 7x10, 120pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

JAN230510
BEASTS OF BURDEN OCCUPIED TERRITORY HC (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Sarah Dyer, Evan Dorkin (A/CA) Ben Dewey
An elder member of the occult-battling pack of Wise Dogs recalls a harrowing mission-in U.Soccupied Japan after World War II, a mysterious curse creates an army of crawling, disembodied
heads which threatens to overwhelm the region. Emrys and a team of canine companions attempt
to solve the mystery, bringing them into conflict with shape-changing tanuki, evil oni, and a horde of
vengeful demons.

Collects the four-issue miniseries. (STL197898) (JUL210378) (C: 0-1-2)
HC, 7x11, 104pgs, FC

SRP: $24.99

JAN230511
BLACK HAMMER JUSTICE LEAGUE HAMMER OF JUSTICE HC
(W) Jeff Lemire (A/CA) Michael Walsh
DC Comics and Dark Horse Comics present the ultimate superhero crossover event of 2019!
A strange man arrives simultaneously on Black Hammer Farm and in Metropolis and both worlds are
warped as Starro attacks! Batman, Green Lantern, Flash, Wonder Woman, Superman, and more
crossover with Golden Gail, Colonel Weird and the rest of the Black Hammer gang!
Collects Black Hammer/Justice League: Hammer of Justice #1-5 and featuring pinup art by Yanick
Paquette, Yuko Shimizu, Matteo Scalera, Andrea Sorrentino, Doc Shaner, Jill Thompson, and more!
(STL143072) (NOV190199)
HC, 7x10, 152pgs, FC

SRP: $29.99

JAN230512
BLACK HAMMER OMNIBUS TP VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Jeff Lemire (A) Dean Ormston & Various (CA) Dean Ormston
The first chapter of the highly acclaimed, Eisner Award-winning superhero saga in affordable,
omnibus format.

Mysteriously banished from existence by a multiversal event, the old superheroes of Spiral City now
lead simple lives on a bizarre farm from which there is no escape! But as they employ all of their
super abilities to free themselves from this strange purgatory, a mysterious stranger works to bring
them back into action for one last adventure!

Collects Black Hammer #1-#13 and Black Hammer: Giant Sized Annual in a deluxe omnibus format!
(STL228305) (APR220310) (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 7x10, 408pgs, FC

SRP: $29.99

JAN230513
BLACKSAD HC AMARILLO
(W) Juan Díaz Canales (A/CA) Juanjo Guarnido
Hard-boiled feline detective John Blacksad is back in the latest tour de force from the multipleaward-winning duo of writer Juan Diaz Canales and artist Juanjo Guarnido!

Taking a much-needed break after the events of A Silent Hell, Blacksad lands a side job driving a rich
Texan's prized yellow Cadillac Eldorado across 1950s America, hitting the back roads from New
Orleans to Tulsa. But before long, the car is stolen and Blacksad finds himself mixed up in another
murder, with roughneck bikers, a shifty lawyer, one down-and-out Beat generation writer, and some
sinister circus folk! When John Blacksad goes on the road, trouble is dead ahead!

o Eisner and Harvey award-winner!

o Available in English for the very first time!

o Translated by Katie LaBarbera and Neal Adams!

Introduction by Neal Adams! (STL173057) (AUG208567)
HC, 8x11, 72pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

JAN230514
BLACKSAD HC VOL 01 (NEW PTG) (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Juan Díaz Canales (A/CA) Juanjo Guarnido

Private investigator John Blacksad is up to his feline ears in mystery, digging into the backstories
behind murders, child abductions, and nuclear secrets. Guarnido's sumptuously painted pages and
rich cinematic style bring the world of 1950s America to vibrant life, with Canales weaving in
fascinating tales of conspiracy, racial tension, and the "red scare" Communist witch hunts of the
time. Guarnido reinvents anthropomorphism in these pages, and industry colleagues no less than
Will Eisner, Jim Steranko, and Tim Sale are fans!

Whether John Blacksad is falling for dangerous women or getting beaten to within an inch of his life,
his stories are, simply put, unforgettable.

o Dark Horse is very proud to present the first three Blacksad stories in a beautiful hardcover
collection, completely relettered to the artist's specifications and with the latest album, Red Soul, in
English for the very first time.

o This internationally acclaimed series has won nearly a dozen prestigious awards-including the
Angoulême Comics Festival prizes for Best Series and Best Artwork-and is a three-time Eisner Award
nominee.

o Blacksad took Europe by storm in 2000 and sold over 200,000 copies in France alone.

Blacksad © DARGAUD 2000, by Diaz Canales, Guarnido. All rights reserved. (STL229714) (FEB228021)
(C: 0-1-2)
HC, 8x11, 184pgs, FC

SRP: $32.99

JAN230515
BLADE OF IMMORTAL OMNIBUS TP VOL 01 (CURR PTG) (MR) (C: 1-0(W/A/CA) Hiroaki Samura
A cursed, seemingly immortal warrior aids a young girl in her quest for revenge, as the students of a
brutal new sword school tear a bloody path across Japan. Hiroaki Samura's massive manga series
spawned an anime run, a spinoff novel, an art book, and a live-action film! Samura's storytelling
tour-de-force also won Japan's Media Arts Award, several British Eagle Awards, and an Eisner Award,
among other international accolades. Intense and audacious, Blade takes period samurai action and
deftly combines it with a modernist street idiom to create a style and mood like no other work of
graphic fiction. (STL165057) (APR208523) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US
territories.
MATURE THEMES
SC, 5x7, 576pgs, B&W SRP: $24.99

JAN230516
O/A BPRD DEVIL YOU KNOW OMNIBUS HC (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Mike Mignola, Scott Allie (A) Laurence Campbell, Christopher Mitten (CA) Mike Mignola
The explosive conclusion to the B.P.R.D. series is collected in full! Lovecraftian monsters ravage an
apocalyptic earth as the B.P.R.D. fights to save what little of humanity they can. But even Hellboy is
not who he once was, and whether anyone survives Varvara and the long-awaited Ragna Rok
remains to be seen.

Hellboy, Abe Sapien, Liz Sherman, and other familiar faces from the B.P.R.D. gather one last time to
make a final stand for humanity.

Written by Mike Mignola and Scott Allie and brilliantly rendered by artists Laurence Campbell,
Christopher Mitten, and Mignola himself, this book collects the end of the B.P.R.D. as we know it.
Includes B.P.R.D.: The Devil You Know TP volumes 1-3 and bonus material. (STL157714) (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 7x10, 440pgs, FC

SRP: $39.99

JAN230517
BREATH OF BONES A TALE OF GOLEM TP (MR) (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Steve Niles, Matt Santoro (A/CA) Dave Wachter
A British plane crashes down in a Jewish village, sparking a Nazi invasion. Using clay and mud from
the river, the villagers bring to life a giant monster to battle for their freedom and future.
(STL179727) (JAN210319) (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 7x10, 80pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

JAN230518
FINDER CHASE THE LADY TP (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A/CA) Carla Speed McNeil
Rachel Grosvenor doesn't have time to celebrate her recent Llaverac clan victories, as every win
seems come with a price. Her new title comes with too many responsibilities, her new home comes
with too many expenses, and the Ascians who have adopted her fill her house with complications.
Could Jaeger's return be enough to quell the storm that's brewing?

o Finder returns with a riveting, full-color arc from McNeil and Lee and includes unpublished
chapters! (STL152170) (JAN210308) (C: 0-1-2)
7x10, 232pgs, FC

SRP: $24.99

JAN230519
FINDER TALISMAN HC
(W/A/CA) Carla Speed McNeil
Since 1996, Finder has set the bar for science-fiction storytelling, with a lush, intricate world and
compelling characters. Finder: Talisman is the story of a book - the book beloved by misfits and
castaways, once glimpsed and forever longed for - and of Marcie, the kid who never gives up her
search for magic and meaning. Now, the fan-favorite story is collected in a new, oversized hardcover
edition and a limited-edition hardcover signed by creator Carla Speed McNeil! (STK470737)
(JUN120030)
HC, 96pgs, B&W

SRP: $19.99

JAN230520
FINDER THIRD WORLD TP
(W/A/CA) Carla Speed McNeil
There hasn't been a single place that Jaeger couldn't infiltrate, escape, or loot-until now! Awardwinning creator Carla Speed McNeil and colorists Jenn Manley Lee and Bill Mudron create the very
first full-color Finder graphic novel. Serialized in the pages of Dark Horse Presents, Finder: Third
World now includes seventeen extra story pages and extensive annotations by McNeil! (STK644947)
(MAY140074)
SC, 6x9, 184pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

JAN230521
GRENDEL OMNIBUS TP (2ND ED) VOL 01 HUNTER ROSE (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Matt Wagner (A) Various (CA) Matt Wagner
The comics that inspired the Netflix show! This dynamic masterpiece is about to celebrate its fortieth
anniversary with second editions of the complete Grendel saga! Grendel Omnibus Volume 1 begins
the entire epic series and follows the chronology of the stories. This collection features millionaire
Hunter Rose and his alter ego, the criminal mastermind Grendel!

This collection reprints Grendel: Devil by the Deed; short story collections Grendel: Black, White, &
Red; Grendel: Red, White, & Black; and Grendel: Behold the Devil.

o Exciting origin stories and anthologies-finally collected in a standard-sized comics format!

"Grendel is a brave and possibly even reckless experiment that has succeeded admirably." Alan
Moore (Watchmen) (STL221294) (FEB220288) (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 7x10, 600pgs, FC

SRP: $29.99

JAN230522
GRENDEL OMNIBUS TP (2ND ED) VOL 02 LEGACY (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Matt Wagner (A) Various, Matt Wagner (CA) Matt Wagner
The comics that inspired the Netflix show! Four essential chapters in the massive Grendel story saga
by Matt Wagner and collaborators Diana Schutz, Tim Sale, Arnold & Jacob Pander, and Bernie
Mireault are collected, in chronological order and in a standard comics-size format for the first time!

Featuring the Grendel stories Devil Child, Devil's Legacy, The Devil Inside, and Devil Tales. Celebrate
the fortieth anniversary of this dynamic comics masterpiece! (STL232655) (MAY220431) (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 7x10, 552pgs, FC

SRP: $29.99

JAN230523
HELLBOY & BPRD RETURN OF EFFIE KOLB & OTHERS (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Mike Mignola (A) Tiernen Trevallion & Various (CA) Mike Mignola
Travel from the Appalachian Mountains to Russia and France, and all the way back to Savannah,
Georgia as Hellboy returns to take on phantoms, demons, and reanimated foes. Collected in one
volume for the first time, revisit some of the most beloved Hellboy short stories, including The
Return of Effie Kolb, Long Night at Goloski Station, The Seven Wives Club, Her Fatal Hour and The
Sending.

Dive into these harrowing adventures with Hellboy creator Mike Mignola as he's joined by artists
Zach Howard, Matt Smith, Tiernen Trevallion, and Adam Hughes, along with colorist Dave Stewart,
for a stellar fright fest! (STL239147) (JUL220400) (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 7x10, 152pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

JAN230524
HELLBOY AND BPRD 1956 TP
(W) Mike Mignola, Chris Roberson (A) Yishan Li & Various (CA) Adam Hughes

Follow Hellboy's adventures with the B.P.R.D. before Seed of Destruction! Pressure is mounting
within the Bureau for Paranormal Research and Defense to uncover the Soviets' secret plans for
recovered Nazi occult weapons. But a suspicious cover-up leads one agent off the radar in search of
answers. meanwhile, demonic Soviet occult leader Varvara pushes her team to follow her own
whims, and Hellboy is sent on the mission that led to his infamous misadventures in Mexico. Collects
Hellboy and the B.P.R.D.: 1956 issues #1-#5 and Hellboy vs. Lobster Johnson: The Ring of Death.
(STL123833) (MAY190287)
SC, 7x10, 168pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

JAN230525
HELLBOY AND THE BPRD 1952-1954 HC (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Mike Mignola, Scott Allie (A) Duncan Fegredo & Various (CA) Mike Mignola
From his very first official case in 1952, tracking down a mad scientist in Brazil, Hellboy moved
straight on to punching monsters across the globe. Revisit those very first adventures with Hellboy
and the team that made him the agent he is with this new collection, featuring cases from 1952,
1953, and 1954!

Featuring the work of Mike Mignola, John Arcudi, Chris Roberson, Ben Stenbeck, Stephen Green,
Dave Stewart, and many other powerhouse creators, and including a bonus sketchbook section, this
new hardcover is a gorgeous addition to any Hellboy library. (STL179628) (JAN210245) (C: 0-1-2)
HC, 7x10, 440pgs, FC

SRP: $39.99

JAN230526
HELLBOY AND THE BPRD 1955 TP
(W) Mike Mignola, Chris Roberson (A) Brian Churilla & Various (CA) Paolo Rivera
Hellboy encounters unseen predators, strange cases of spontaneous combustion, and a weapon at
an Air Force base that is more than it seems. This volume collects Hellboy And The B.P.R.D.: 1955 —
Secret Nature, Occult Intelligence #1-#3, Burning Season, the 1955 story from the Hellboy Winter
Special, and bonus material! (STL077478) (FEB180039)
SC, 184pgs, FC SRP: $19.99

JAN230527
HELLBOY COMPLETE SHORT STORIES TP (NEW PTG) VOL 01
(W) Mike Mignola (A) Richard Corben & Various (CA) Mike Mignola
In 1994 Mike Mignola released the first Hellboy series, Seed of Destruction, as Hellboy faced his
supposed destiny as Beast of the Apocalypse. Before that, he'd spent fifty years fighting monsters as

a somewhat carefree member of the Bureau for Paranormal Research and Defense. The Complete
Short Stories volumes 1 & 2 present those early adventures.
"The Crooked Man" and "Double Feature of Evil," both of which earned Mignola and his legendary
collaborator Richard Corben Eisner Awards, are collected with the complete "Hellboy in Mexico"
saga, featuring collaborations with Corben, Mick McMahon, Gabriel Ba, and Fabio Moon, as well as
one of Mignola's early masterpiece, "The Corpse." This 368-page volume covers Hellboy's
adventures from 1947 to 1961. (STL215860) (SEP218257)
SC, 7x10, 160pgs, FC

SRP: $29.99

JAN230528
HELLBOY COMPLETE SHORT STORIES TP VOL 02 (NEW PTG) (C: 0-1-2
(W) Joshua Dysart, Mike Mignola (A) Robert Corben, Various (CA) Mike Mignola
Collecting all of Mignola's award-winning Hellboy stories in chronological order for a definitive
reading experience.
Unaware of his role as Beast of the Apocalypse, Hellboy has his first brushes with the royalty of Hell
and the otherworldly Ogdru Hem, while shooting out the Baba Yaga's eye and getting a glimpse of
his possible fate in the epic African adventure "Makoma."
This 368-page volume covers Hellboy's adventures from 1961 to 1993, leading up to Seed of
Destruction. It includes stories from the Hellboy collections The Troll Witch, The Chained Coffin, The
Bride of Hell, The Right Hand of Doom, and The Crooked Man, including "Heads," "Buster Oakley
Gets His Wish," and "A Christmas Underground." (STL231252) (FEB228681) (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 7x10, 368pgs, FC

SRP: $29.99

JAN230529
O/A INVISIBLE KINGDOM LIBRARY ED HC (C: 0-1-2)
(W) G. Willow Wilson (A/CA) Christian Ward
In a distant galaxy, acolyte Vess and hardened freighter pilot Grix join forces to expose an
inconceivable conspiracy between the most dominant religion and an all-powerful megacorporation.
Suddenly, as prey in an interstellar chase through the dreaded Junk Rings to the Point of No Return,
this unexpected pair is faced with a grave decision: reveal the truth or plunge the world into
anarchy.

This special Library collection features volumes 1, 2, and 3, every cover, extensive process art
section, and the original pitch of this thrilling tour de force! (STL232228) (C: 0-1-2)
HC, 8x12, 424pgs, FC

JAN230530

SRP: $49.99

LAGUARDIA DLX ED HC (MR) (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Nnedi Okorafor (A/CA) Tana Ford
Deluxe hardcover edition of the Hugo and Eisner Award winning graphic novel! Exclusive extras
include a chapter of Okorafor's script, a new cover and never-before-seen art from Ford, a behindthe-scenes look at the creation process, an extensive process art section, and more!

On a planet Earth bursting with integrated extraterrestrial life, pregnant doctor Future Nwafor
Chukwuebuka is fleeing Nigeria under mysterious conditions. Her fiancé doesn't know she's left, and
she's smuggling an illegal, sentient plant into NYC. There, she'll be thrown into a vibrant immigrant
community of humans and aliens, fighting for social justice and facing her past and her unexpected
future.

"The best of Okorafor's prose-personal, political and deeply relatable."
-Newsarama (STL206559) (SEP210276) (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 7x10, 208pgs, FC

SRP: $29.99

JAN230531
LIKELY STORIES HC (MR) (C: 1-0-0)
(W) Neil Gaiman, Mark Buckingham (A/CA) Mark Buckingham
These dark and imaginative tales feature an odd and subtly linked world of bizarre venereal diseases,
a creepy old woman who feasts on raw meat, a man obsessed with a skin model from a magazine,
and a story within a story about ghosts. From Hugo, Eisner, Newbery, Harvey, Bram Stoker, Locus,
World Fantasy, and Nebula award-winning author Neil Gaiman and his longtime, Eisner awardwinning collaborator Mark Buckingham (Fables) comes a graphic novel not to be missed!
(STL084445) (APR180018) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
MATURE THEMES
HC, 7x10, 72pgs, FC

SRP: $17.99

JAN230532
SIN CITY TP VOL 01 THE HARD GOODBYE (4TH ED) (MR) (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A/CA) Frank Miller
The acclaimed crime noir from comics legend Frank Miller is presented at original size with new
wrap-around cover art.

Ex-con Marv has found an angel-a goddess named Goldie who has blessed this wretched low-life
with a night of heaven. A few hours later, Goldie is dead. Whoever killed her . . . is going to pay.
Marv's got a soul to send to hell, and it's going to get nasty.

o The deluxe hardcover edition includes a portfolio with an exclusive print, sketchbook with neverbefore-published development art, and a pinup gallery with art from Joyce Chin, Amanda Conner,
Klaus Janson, Paul Pope, Philip Tan, and Gerardo Zaffino.

o Brand-new original cover art by Frank Miller!

o Over a million Sin City books in print! (STL192267) (MAY210235) (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 7x10, 216pgs, B&W SRP: $25.00

JAN230533
SIN CITY TP VOL 02 A DAME TO KILL FOR (4TH ED) (MR) (C: 0-1(W/A/CA) Frank Miller
The acclaimed crime noir from comics legend Frank Miller is back!

o The new trade edition is presented at original size with new wraparound cover art. (STL198019)
(JUL210314) (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 7x10, 216pgs, B&W SRP: $25.00

JAN230534
SIN CITY TP VOL 03 THE BIG FAT KILL (4TH ED) (MR) (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A/CA) Frank Miller
This fourth edition volume of Frank Miller's signature series features new wraparound cover art, and
is printed at original size! The dangerous women of Old Town have saved Dwight more times than he
can count, and finding friends like that isn't easy. Tonight, these friends are being threatened in
more ways than one . . . Dwight is going to do whatever it takes to keep the status quo-even if it
means killing a whole lot of people.

o Brand new original wraparound cover art by Frank Miller, plus a ten-page pinup gallery from
previous editions, featuring art from Arthur Adams, Mike Allred, Sergio Aragonés, Paul Chadwick, Joe
Kubert, Mike Mignola, and John Romita Jr.

o The deluxe edition is an oversized slipcased hardcover and portfolio. The slipcase is cloth with
printing and foil stamping. The hardcover volume features a soft-touch matte finish with spot gloss
and foil stamping. A matching portfolio features a deluxe print of the fourth edition wraparound
artwork by Frank Miller. (STL206597) (SEP210263) (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 7x10, 184pgs, B&W SRP: $25.00

JAN230535
SIN CITY TP VOL 04 THAT YELLOW BASTARD (4TH ED) (MR) (C: 0-1
(W/A/CA) Frank Miller
This fourth edition volume of Frank Miller's signature series features new wrap-around cover art and
is presented at original size. It's his last day on the job and honest Detective John Hartigan has one
loose end left to tie up. Little Nancy Callahan, age eleven, has been kidnapped by a lunatic who likes
to hear little girls scream. Nancy isn't his first victim, and she won't be his last-unless Hartigan can
put a stop to him.

o In celebration of the 30th anniversary! (STL213120) (NOV210288) (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 7x10, 240pgs, B&W SRP: $25.00

JAN230536
SIN CITY TP VOL 05 FAMILY VALUES (4TH ED) (MR) (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A/CA) Frank Miller
The girls of Old Town are cashing in old debts and teaching the mob about real family values in this
tale from the acclaimed crime noir series, presented at original size, including a new pinup gallery,
and featuring new wraparound cover art by Frank Miller.

o The deluxe edition, a slipcased hardcover, includes a new pinup gallery featuring art from Joëlle
Jones, Tanino Liberatore, Tula Lotay, Milo Manara, Bill Sienkiewicz, and Jock; a portfolio; and an
exclusive print! (STL218517) (JAN220383) (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 7x10, 144pgs, B&W SRP: $25.00

JAN230537
SIN CITY TP VOL 07 HELL & BACK (4TH ED) (MR) (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A/CA) Frank Miller
Experience the biggest, baddest yarn the signature noir series has to offer. This edition does include
the cover and pinup galleries from previous editions, featuring art from Eduardo Barreto, Brian
Bolland, Geof Darrow, Gary Gianni, Paul Grist, R. C. Harvey, Russ Heath, Gil Kane, Jason Pearson, and
Matt Wagner. (STL239602) (JUL220429) (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 7x10, 328pgs, B&W SRP: $25.00

JAN230538
SNOW GLASS APPLES HC (NEW PTG) (C: 1-0-0)
(W) Neil Gaiman, Colleen Doran (A/CA) Colleen Doran
A chilling fantasy retelling of the Snow White fairy tale by New York Times bestselling creators Neil
Gaiman and Colleen Doran! A not-so-evil queen is terrified of her monstrous stepdaughter and
determined to repel this creature and save her kingdom from a world where happy endings aren't so
happily ever after. From the Hugo, Bram Stoker, Locus, World Fantasy and Nebula Award-winning,
and New York Times bestselling writer Neil Gaiman (American Gods) comes this graphic novel
adaptation by Colleen Doran (Troll Bridge)! (STL219530) (NOV218053) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available
only in US and Canada.
HC, 6x10, 56pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

JAN230539
UMBRELLA ACADEMY TP VOL 01 APOCALYPSE SUITE
(W) Gerard Way (A) Gabriel Bá
In an inexplicable worldwide event, forty-seven extraordinary children were spontaneously born by
women who'd previously shown no signs of pregnancy. Millionaire inventor Reginald Hargreeves
adopted seven of the children; when asked why, his only explanation was, "To save the world."
These seven children form The Umbrella Academy, a dysfunctional family of superheroes with
bizarre powers. Their first adventure at the age of ten pits them against an erratic and deadly Eiffel
Tower, piloted by the fearsome zombie-robot Gustave Eiffel. Nearly a decade later, the team
disbands, but when Hargreeves unexpectedly dies, these disgruntled siblings reunite just in time to
save the world once again. This volume collects the first six-issue series, as well as out-of-print short
stories, and an expanded sketchbook section featuring work by Bá, Jean, and Way. (STK433249)
(SEP108136)
SC, 7x10, FC

SRP: $17.99

JAN230540
UMBRELLA ACADEMY TP VOL 02 DALLAS
(W) Gerard Way (A/CA) Gabriel Bá
The team is despondent following the near apocalypse created by one of their own and the death of
their beloved mentor Pogo. So it's a great time for another catastrophic event to rouse the team into
action. Trouble is-each member of the team is distracted by some very real problems of their own.
The White Violin is bedridden due to an unfortunate blow to the head. Rumor has lost her voice-the
source of her power. Spaceboy has eaten himself into a near-catatonic state, while Number Five
dives into some shady dealings at the dog track and The Kraken starts looking at his littlest brother
as the key to unraveling a mysterious series of massacres... all leading to a blood-drenched face-off
with maniacal assassins, and a plot to kill JFK! (STK413177) (DEC098005)
SC, 7x10, FC

SRP: $17.99

JAN230541
UMBRELLA ACADEMY TP VOL 03 HOTEL OBLIVION
(W) Gerard Way (A/CA) Gabriel Ba
With a new Netflix series, the award-winning graphic novels are back! Gerard Way (My Chemical
Romance, Doom Patrol) and Gabriel Bá (Two Brothers, Casanova) have earned accolades on
separate projects, and finally return for the latest chapter in the bizarre lives of their former teen
superhero team. Faced with an increasing number of lunatics with superpowers eager to fight his
wunderkind brood, Sir Reginald Hargreeves developed the ultimate solution... But their past is
coming back to hunt them. Collects issues #1-7. (STL117580) (MAR190279)
SC, 7x10, 216pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

DYNAMITE

JAN230542
DEJAH THORIS (2023) #1 CVR A LEIRIX
(W) Chuck Brown (A) Emiliana Pinna (CA) Leirix
An all-new vision of A Princess of Mars! Eisner Award-winning writer Chuck Brown (Bitter Root) and
stellar artist Emiliana Pinna (Red Sonja) present Dehah Thoris, a tale set before the events of Edgar
Rice Burroughs’ first classic novel. Young Princess Dejah has lived a sheltered existence, growing up
behind vast palace walls, guarded by Helium’s greatest warriors. But when the entire royal family is
attacked by horrific Kaldane Martians, Dejah narrowly escapes into the wilds of Barsoom, with no
recourse but to strike out on a quest to save her kingdom… (STL261115)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230543
DEJAH THORIS (2023) #1 CVR B LINSNER
(W) Chuck Brown (A) Emiliana Pinna (CA) Joseph Michael Linsner
An all-new vision of A Princess of Mars! Eisner Award-winning writer Chuck Brown (Bitter Root) and
stellar artist Emiliana Pinna (Red Sonja) present Dehah Thoris, a tale set before the events of Edgar
Rice Burroughs’ first classic novel. Young Princess Dejah has lived a sheltered existence, growing up
behind vast palace walls, guarded by Helium’s greatest warriors. But when the entire royal family is
attacked by horrific Kaldane Martians, Dejah narrowly escapes into the wilds of Barsoom, with no
recourse but to strike out on a quest to save her kingdom… (STL261117)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230544
DEJAH THORIS (2023) #1 CVR C YOON
(W) Chuck Brown (A) Emiliana Pinna (CA) Jung-Geun Yoon
An all-new vision of A Princess of Mars! Eisner Award-winning writer Chuck Brown (Bitter Root) and
stellar artist Emiliana Pinna (Red Sonja) present Dehah Thoris, a tale set before the events of Edgar
Rice Burroughs’ first classic novel. Young Princess Dejah has lived a sheltered existence, growing up
behind vast palace walls, guarded by Helium’s greatest warriors. But when the entire royal family is
attacked by horrific Kaldane Martians, Dejah narrowly escapes into the wilds of Barsoom, with no
recourse but to strike out on a quest to save her kingdom… (STL261118)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230545
DEJAH THORIS (2023) #1 CVR D PUEBLA
(W) Chuck Brown (A) Emiliana Pinna (CA) Rebeca Puebla
An all-new vision of A Princess of Mars! Eisner Award-winning writer Chuck Brown (Bitter Root) and
stellar artist Emiliana Pinna (Red Sonja) present Dehah Thoris, a tale set before the events of Edgar
Rice Burroughs’ first classic novel. Young Princess Dejah has lived a sheltered existence, growing up
behind vast palace walls, guarded by Helium’s greatest warriors. But when the entire royal family is
attacked by horrific Kaldane Martians, Dejah narrowly escapes into the wilds of Barsoom, with no
recourse but to strike out on a quest to save her kingdom… (STL261119)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230546
DEJAH THORIS (2023) #1 CVR E SWAY

(W) Chuck Brown (A) Emiliana Pinna (CA) Sway
An all-new vision of A Princess of Mars! Eisner Award-winning writer Chuck Brown (Bitter Root) and
stellar artist Emiliana Pinna (Red Sonja) present Dehah Thoris, a tale set before the events of Edgar
Rice Burroughs’ first classic novel. Young Princess Dejah has lived a sheltered existence, growing up
behind vast palace walls, guarded by Helium’s greatest warriors. But when the entire royal family is
attacked by horrific Kaldane Martians, Dejah narrowly escapes into the wilds of Barsoom, with no
recourse but to strike out on a quest to save her kingdom… (STL261121)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230547
DEJAH THORIS (2023) #1 CVR F COSPLAY
(W) Chuck Brown (A) Emiliana Pinna (CA) Cosplay
An all-new vision of A Princess of Mars! Eisner Award-winning writer Chuck Brown (Bitter Root) and
stellar artist Emiliana Pinna (Red Sonja) present Dehah Thoris, a tale set before the events of Edgar
Rice Burroughs’ first classic novel. Young Princess Dejah has lived a sheltered existence, growing up
behind vast palace walls, guarded by Helium’s greatest warriors. But when the entire royal family is
attacked by horrific Kaldane Martians, Dejah narrowly escapes into the wilds of Barsoom, with no
recourse but to strike out on a quest to save her kingdom… (STL261122)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230548
DEJAH THORIS (2023) #1 CVR G HOPE
(W) Chuck Brown (A) Emiliana Pinna (CA) Jade Hope
An all-new vision of A Princess of Mars! Eisner Award-winning writer Chuck Brown (Bitter Root) and
stellar artist Emiliana Pinna (Red Sonja) present Dehah Thoris, a tale set before the events of Edgar
Rice Burroughs’ first classic novel. Young Princess Dejah has lived a sheltered existence, growing up
behind vast palace walls, guarded by Helium’s greatest warriors. But when the entire royal family is
attacked by horrific Kaldane Martians, Dejah narrowly escapes into the wilds of Barsoom, with no
recourse but to strike out on a quest to save her kingdom… (STL261123)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230549
DEJAH THORIS (2023) #1 CVR H BLANK AUTHENTIX
(W) Chuck Brown (A) Emiliana Pinna (CA) Blank Cover
An all-new vision of A Princess of Mars! Eisner Award-winning writer Chuck Brown (Bitter Root) and
stellar artist Emiliana Pinna (Red Sonja) present Dehah Thoris, a tale set before the events of Edgar
Rice Burroughs’ first classic novel. Young Princess Dejah has lived a sheltered existence, growing up

behind vast palace walls, guarded by Helium’s greatest warriors. But when the entire royal family is
attacked by horrific Kaldane Martians, Dejah narrowly escapes into the wilds of Barsoom, with no
recourse but to strike out on a quest to save her kingdom… (STL261124)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN230556
DEJAH THORIS (2023) #1 CVR O LEIRIX PREMIUM METAL
(W) Chuck Brown (A) Emiliana Pinna (CA) Leirix
Dynamite’s aluminum metal covers create a unique addition to any book. Visually stunning, brilliant
metal covers provide another dimension to the artwork with vibrant colors and incredible details.
These covers use a long-lasting dye-infused printing process on .020 thick aluminum. It is the next
limited edition enhancement lighting the collecting community on fire! (STL261135)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $100.00

JAN230557
DEJAH THORIS (2023) #1 CVR P LEIRIX LTD VIRGIN
(W) Chuck Brown (A) Emiliana Pinna (CA) Leirix
Get Lesley "Leirix" Li''s cover for Dejah Thoris #1 free of trade dress with this Limited, Virgin Edition!
(STL261136)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $50.00

JAN230558
DEJAH THORIS (2023) #1 CVR Q LINSNER LTD VIRGIN
(W) Chuck Brown (A) Emiliana Pinna (CA) Joseph Michael Linsner
Get Joseph MIchael Linsner''s cover for Dejah Thoris #1 free of trade dress with this Limited, Virgin
Edition! (STL261137)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $50.00

JAN230559
JOHN CARTER OF MARS TP (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Chuck Brown (A) George Kambadais (CA) Jung-Geun Yoon
Soldier. Outcast. Husband. Hero.
Award-winning author CHUCK BROWN (Bitter Root, Aquamen) and dynamic illustrator GEORGE
KAMBADAIS (Firefly) present a bold vision of a classic science fiction hero!

It is the year 1919. An asteroid of pure NINTH hurtles towards Earth. Its teeming power slowly melds
the people of Earth to Mars, and Mars to Earth. John Carter is RIPPED from everything he knows,
powerless and confused, suddenly in battle with Martian Apes...in Virginia.
Strap in for full-octane adventure every month...in JOHN CARTER OF MARS! (STL251784) (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 136pgs, FC SRP: $19.99

JAN230560
ART OF DEJAH THORIS & THE WORLDS OF MARS HC VOL 01 (MR)
(W) Bob Greenberger (A) Alex Ross & Various (CA) Joe Jusko
Since the first serialized adventures in 1912 of the Martian Princess Dejah Thoris and her beloved
hero, John Carter, science fiction and fantasy enthusiasts have dreamed of the faraway Red Planet,
its wondrous sights and monstrous perils. Fans and fine art lovers need dream no longer! In
hundreds of full-color illustrations, the finest artists of modern fantasy have brought the dying world
of Mars to life, depicting scenes of brutal conflict with alien beasts, quiet moments overlooking
Martian wastes, and enticing visions of an exotic princess at her most intimate. This magnificent
hardcover collection features the talents of Alex Ross, J. Scott Campbell, Joe Jusko, Art Adams, Paul
Renaud, Lucio Parillo, Francesco Francavilla, and many more!
COLLECTING ALL OF THE COVERS FROM:
• Warlord of Mars #1-30
• Warlord of Mars: Dejah Thoris #1-30
• Warlord of Mars: Fall of Barsoom
• Warriors of Mars
• Dejah Thoris and the White Apes of Mars
• Dejah Thoris and the Green Men of Mars #1-10 (STK625448) (OCT131107)
MATURE THEMES
Art Book, HC, 320pgs, FC

SRP: $39.99

JAN230561
ART OF DEJAH THORIS & THE WORLDS OF MARS HC VOL 02 (MR)
(A) Various (CA) Joe Jusko
Since the first serialized adventures in 1912 of the Martian Princess Dejah Thoris and her beloved
hero, John Carter, science fiction and fantasy enthusiasts have dreamed of the faraway Red Planet,
its wondrous sights and monstrous perils. In this second volume of The Art of Dejah Thoris and the
Worlds of Mars, the finest artists of modern fantasy have brought the dying world of Mars to life,
depicting scenes of brutal conflict with alien beasts, quiet moments overlooking Martian wastes, and
enticing visions of an exotic princess at her most intimate. This magnificent hardcover collection

features the talents of J. Scott Campbell, Joe Jusko, Frank Cho, Lucio Parillo, Tula Lotay, Mike
McKone and many more! (STL112292) (JAN191259)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 280pgs, FC SRP: $39.99

JAN230562
DEJAH THORIS & GREEN MEN OF MARS TP VOL 02 (MR) (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Mark Rahner (A) Lui Antonio (CA) Jay Anacleto
Dejah Thoris has survived a horrific ordeal at the hands of the ravenous Thark, Voro. Now in hiding
and mutilated, Voro is behind a terror campaign that threatens to destroy the peace that John
Carter brought to red and green inhabitants of Barsoom. The violent Green Martian dreams of the
streets of Helium flowing with the blood of its people. Traumatized, isolated, and fighting eons of
race hatred, Dejah Thoris must stop the villain's red flood! Collects issues #5-8 of Dejah Thoris & the
Green Men of Mars. (STK643001) (JUN141132) (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC

SRP: $16.99

JAN230563
DEJAH THORIS & GREEN MEN OF MARS TP VOL 03 (MR) (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Mark Rahner (A) Jethro Morales (CA) Jay Anacleto
She's faced the cannibal Thark, Voro, and he's dead. She's stopped his plot to terrorize Helium and
destroy the peace between red and green people. Now, consumed with survivor's guilt, Dejah Thoris
does something beyond reckless: joins a team of Thark warriors formerly under Voro's command for
a suicide mission. The Princess poses as their slave to infiltrate a savage tribe of green Warhoons
trekking across the Barsoomian desert to an ancient, unearthed weapon. Vastly outnumbered, they
must stop the Warhoon lunatics from activating it with a psychic in their midst - and turning it on
Helium! Collects the final story arc (issues #9-12) from the Dejah Thoris and the Green Men of Mars
comic book series, complete with a pin-up gallery featuring the entire gorgeous selection of variant
cover artwork. (STK651074) (SEP141318) (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 7x10, 120pgs, FC

SRP: $16.99

JAN230564
DEJAH THORIS & THE WHITE APES OF MARS TP (MR)
(W) Mark Rahner (A) Lui Antonio (CA) Brandon Peterson

The most harrowing survival-horror tale in the annals of Barsoom! Dejah Thoris, Princess of Helium,
leads an archeological field trip to unearth the dark secret of the ancient battle site beneath the
fabled "face of Mars" formation. Without John Carter or Tars Tarkas, Dejah Thoris must call upon all
her nerve, cleverness and endurance in a relentless chase and horrifying bloodbath. You've never
seen a Mars epic like this! No swashbuckling. No swordplay. It's like a white-knuckle '70s horror flick
- on steroids!
Collecting one of the most harrowing horror stories in the annals of Barsoom, this trade paperback
features the 4-issue mini-series, complete with a cover gallery by Brandon Peterson and Ale Garza.
(STK473327) (SEP121028)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 96pgs, FC

SRP: $16.99

JAN230565
DEJAH THORIS DEJAH RISING TP
(W) Amy Chu (A) Pasquale Qualano (CA) J. Scott Campbell
Tardos Mors, Jeddak of Helium, sends Dejah Thoris on a scientific mission to chart air currents and
atmospheric density tests. But Dekana Lor, Headmistress of the Royal Academy of Helium, hints at a
second secret mission to the princess. And who is this handsome Red Martian prince and why is he
suddenly part of the team? (STL138637) (OCT191220)
SC, 6.7x10.2, 120pgs, FCSRP: $19.99

JAN230566
DEJAH THORIS GARDENS OF MARS TP
(W) Amy Chu (A) Pasquale Qualano (CA) J. Scott Campbell
Dejah Thoris, obsessed with finding the legendary Gardens of Mars, recruits her own expedition
team of scientists. But once outside the palace walls, things don't go as planned, and the Princess
learns the hard way just how dangerous Barsoom really is. (STL083089) (JUL181323)
SC, 156pgs, FC SRP: $19.99

JAN230567
DEJAH THORIS GREEN MEN OF MARS OMNIBUS TP
(W) Mark Rahner (A) Lui Antonio, Jethro Morales (CA) Jay Anacleto
The peace John Carter brought to Helium and Thark is new and fragile. On the eve of a Red & Green
festival to balm age-old hatreds, Dejah Thoris is kidnapped. The ordeal triggers her lingering
nightmares of abuse and helplessness at the hands of brutal Tharks. And the kidnapper is nightmare
personified: Voro. He caters to a taste some green men never lost: the red meat of Helium women.
(STL107446) (JUL191292)

SC, 320pgs, FC SRP: $29.99

JAN230568
DEJAH THORIS SOLDIER OF MEMORY TP
(W) Frank J. Barbiere (A) Francesco Manna, Nen Chang (CA) Nen Chang
Prepare yourself for Dejah Thoris, the exotic heroine of Edgar Rice Burroughs' Warlord of Mars, as
you've never seen her before! When her father disappears, Dejah Thoris assumes the throne... but
she soon stands accused of treason, a victim of a far-reaching conspiracy. Hunted by her people and
devastated by a terrible secret from her past, she embarks on a self-imposed exile, assuming a new
identity and enlisting as a rookie soldier on the farthest, deadliest borders of Barsoomian civilization.
There, the Princess of Mars seeks to unravel the mysteries of the past and clear her name!
(STL021928) (OCT161445)
SC, 7x10, 160pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

JAN230569
VAMPIRELLA DEJAH THORIS TP
(W) Erik Burnham (A) Ediano Silva (CA) Jay Anacleto
The encounter that was destined to happen! When an alien scout ship crashes on Mars, Dejah Thoris
must risk reigniting war with the Green Martians and becoming dinner for the white apes. But the
stakes are raised so much higher when the ship is revealed to carry Vampirella, who is on a
desperate mission of survival-one that might end before it truly begins! (STL107451) (MAR191193)
SC, 132pgs, FC SRP: $19.99

JAN230570
WARLORD OF MARS DEJAH THORIS OMNIBUS TP VOL 02
(W) Robert Place Napton (A) Carlos Rafael, Debora Carita (CA) Jay Anacleto
Dejah Thoris, the Martian heroine of Edgar Rice Burroughs' classic Barsoom novels, strikes out on
her own, proving herself every bit as resourceful and daring as her famous human consort: John
Carter, the Warlord of Mars! Thrill to her solo adventures in this massive Omnibus edition!
Includes three full graphic novels: Warlord of Mars: Dejah Thoris Vol. 5: Rise of the Machine Men,
Warlord of Mars: Dejah Thoris Vol. 6: Phantoms of Time, Warlord of Mars: Dejah Thoris Vol. 7: Duel
to the Death. (STL074483) (MAR181547)
SC, 456pgs, FC SRP: $39.99

JAN230571
WARLORD OF MARS DEJAH THORIS TP VOL 01 COLOSSUS OF MARS (MR)

(W/A) Carlos Rafael (CA) Paul Renaud
Martians live forever — everyone knows that. So what was Dejah Thoris doing all those hundreds of
years before John Carter arrived? Four hundred years before the events of Warlord of Mars took
place, Dejah's nation of Helium was divided into two warring city-states. An unscrupulous overlord
from afar encouraged that rivalry to his own advantage, until he discovers a terrible secret from
Mars's ancient past beneath Dejah Thoris' capital. A secret to kill for!
Collecting the first five issues of the hit series in one volume, with bonus material and a complete
cover gallery from artists such as Art Adams, Joe Jusko, Paul Renaud, Sean Chen, and Ale Garza.
(STK447336) (AUG110967)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $16.99

JAN230572
WARLORD OF MARS DEJAH THORIS TP VOL 02 PIRATE QUEEN (MR)
(W) Arvid Nelson (A) Carlos Rafael (CA) Paul Renaud
Greater and Lesser Helium are united behind Dejah Thoris. But just when things seem to be getting
back to normal, Helium's precious supply of water begins running dry. Dejah heads to the Antarctic
ice caps to investigate, only to find herself pulled into the deadly mysteries of the forbidden south. A
swashbuckling adventure of sky pirates, renegade princesses, lost treasure, and ancient curses
abound in Dejah Thoris: Pirate Queen of Mars! Collecting issues #6-10 of the ongoing series, along
with a complete cover gallery. (STK457331) (DEC110984)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 160pgs, FC SRP: $17.99

JAN230573
WARLORD OF MARS DEJAH THORIS TP VOL 03 BOORA WITCH (MR)
(W) Robert Place Napton (A) Carlos Rafael, Marcio Fiorito (CA) Paul Renaud
The Great Toonolian Marshes — one of the most feared places in Barsoom with 1800 miles of marsh
land infested with exotic and dangerous creatures. Dejah Thoris, along with her new pilot Kantos
Kan, ventures into this foreboding region on an expeditionary mission to find desperately needed
minerals. While exploring, Dejah is possessed by "The Boora Witch," an ancient, demonic creature.
Unknown to anyone, The Witch takes control of Dejah and starts spinning a web that could destroy
Helium once and for all! Dejah has overcome many enemies, but can she overcome the enemy
within? This volume also features the stand-alone story of Dejah's journey into the Kaolian Forest
and her encounter with the dreaded giant insects known as the Sith! (STK520089) (DEC121024)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 136pgs, FC SRP: $19.99

JAN230574
WARLORD OF MARS DEJAH THORIS TP VOL 04 (MR)
(W) Robert Place Napton (A) Carlos Rafael, Debora Carita (CA) Paul Renaud
Dejah Thoris, the warrior princess of Mars, heads off to the northern wastes in self-imposed exile,
driven by guilt. In the harsh wilds, she incurs the wrath of a golden-skinned Okar warrior, and draws
the attention of alien scouts. Abducted to Saturn, Dejah Thoris finds that its bloodthirsty native race
plans an invasion of Mars, and that she might soon transform into a vampiric creature herself! How
will one Red Woman save her entire planet, when the only possible allies hunger for her blood?
Collects Warlord of Mars: Dejah Thoris #16-19. (STK530334) (MAY131065)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 96pgs, FC

SRP: $16.99

JAN230575
WARLORD OF MARS DEJAH THORIS TP VOL 05 (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Robert Place Napton (A) Carlos Rafael, Debora Carita (CA) Paul Renaud
Having returned from Titan, Dejah reunites with her Grandfather and Father and finds that a
Criminal Underworld has gotten a foothold in Helium led by the enigmatic Mortus’s. In order to
discover Mortus true identity and bring down his organization, Dejah and a notorious Weapons
Master assume different identities and infiltrate Barsoom's criminal underworld where they
encounter assassins, gangsters, and a vile world of corruption and deceit that Dejah never knew
existed. (STK635001) (FEB141174) (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $19.99

JAN230576
WARLORD OF MARS DEJAH THORIS TP VOL 06 (MR) (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Robert Place Napton (A) Carlos Rafael, Debora Carita (CA) Paul Renaud
Dejah Thoris, the fearless princess of Mars, faces a dreaded adversary from her past! Senneth Dor,
the former Jeddak of Yorn, has returned... leading an unstoppable army of Machine Men on a march
towards Helium! How will the princess be able to marshal the forces of her beloved city-state against
the clockwork terrors when one of her most trusted allies has been conscripted into service by the
enemy? Collecting issues #25-30 of this fan-favorite series! (STK663559) (DEC141411) (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 7x10, 152pgs, FC

JAN230577

SRP: $19.99

WARLORD OF MARS DEJAH THORIS TP VOL 07 (MR) (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Robert Place Napton (A) Carlos Rafael, Debora Carita (CA) Jay Anacleto
Thrown forward in time to Mars' dark future, Dejah finds a world all but conquered by invaders from
the planet Earth. With no way home, she joins a rebel army of Green and Red men that is led by her
own descendant – the Warlord of Mars known as Dejah Carter! In another adventure, Dejah Thoris
is once again confronted by a terrible family secret that has haunted her family for months as she
discovers a feral niece that she never knew she had living in the wild lands of Barsoom. But is this
girl friend or foe? As the mystery unfolds, Dejah must choose between vengeance and justice… and
the outcome of that decision will change her life forever. (STK664847) (JAN151325) (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 7x10, 152pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

JAN230578
KONG GREAT WAR #1 CVR A HITCH
(W) Alex Cox (A) Tommaso Bianchi (CA) Bryan Hitch
The World at War! While men of all nations fight on foreign shores, an Imperial German U-Boat is
lost at sea! The crew now faces terror beyond imagination! Monsters from creation's dawn!
Gruesome, blood-stained death from above and below! Impossible beasts, reigning by fear and
violence in the South Pacific! And looming over all, the gargantuan ape-god that knows no master!
These brave men have faced death before, but now they must contend with…Kong! (STL261103)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230579
KONG GREAT WAR #1 CVR B FRANK
(W) Alex Cox (A) Tommaso Bianchi (CA) Gary Frank
The World at War! While men of all nations fight on foreign shores, an Imperial German U-Boat is
lost at sea! The crew now faces terror beyond imagination! Monsters from creation's dawn!
Gruesome, blood-stained death from above and below! Impossible beasts, reigning by fear and
violence in the South Pacific! And looming over all, the gargantuan ape-god that knows no master!
These brave men have faced death before, but now they must contend with…Kong! (STL261105)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230580
KONG GREAT WAR #1 CVR C DEVITO
(W) Alex Cox (A) Tommaso Bianchi (CA) Joe Devito

The World at War! While men of all nations fight on foreign shores, an Imperial German U-Boat is
lost at sea! The crew now faces terror beyond imagination! Monsters from creation’s dawn!
Gruesome, blood-stained death from above and below! Impossible beasts, reigning by fear and
violence in the South Pacific! And looming over all, the gargantuan ape-god that knows no master!
These brave men have faced death before, but now they must contend with…Kong! (STL261106)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230581
KONG GREAT WAR #1 CVR D BLANK AUTHENTIX
(W) Alex Cox (A) Tommaso Bianchi (CA) Blank Cover
The World at War! While men of all nations fight on foreign shores, an Imperial German U-Boat is
lost at sea! The crew now faces terror beyond imagination! Monsters from creation’s dawn!
Gruesome, blood-stained death from above and below! Impossible beasts, reigning by fear and
violence in the South Pacific! And looming over all, the gargantuan ape-god that knows no master!
These brave men have faced death before, but now they must contend with…Kong! (STL261107)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN230586
KONG GREAT WAR #1 CVR I HITCH METAL PREMIUM (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Alex Cox (A) Tommaso Bianchi (CA) Bryan Hitch
Dynamite’s aluminum metal covers create a unique addition to any book. Visually stunning, brilliant
metal covers provide another dimension to the artwork with vibrant colors and incredible details.
These covers use a long-lasting dye-infused printing process on .020 thick aluminum. It is the next
limited edition enhancement lighting the collecting community on fire! (STL261113) (C: 0-1-2)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $100.00

JAN230587
ROCKETMAN & ROCKETGIRL ONE SHOT CVR A LEIRIX
(W) Jacob Edgar (A) Jordi Perez (CA) Leirix
New York City, 1940! Masked bank robbers are making a helicopter getaway, and Rocketman and
Rocketgirl are on the case! But after failing to apprehend the thieves, the team uncovers a more
complex conspiracy… Nazis hell-bent on stealing rocket technology for themselves! It’s supercharged thrills from Jacob Edgar (The Ones) and Jordi Perez (Firefly)! (STL261138)
40pgs, FC

JAN230588

SRP: $4.99

ROCKETMAN & ROCKETGIRL ONE SHOT CVR B EDGAR
(W) Jacob Edgar (A) Jordi Perez (CA) Jacob Edgar
New York City, 1940! Masked bank robbers are making a helicopter getaway, and Rocketman and
Rocketgirl are on the case! But after failing to apprehend the thieves, the team uncovers a more
complex conspiracy… Nazis hell-bent on stealing rocket technology for themselves! It’s supercharged thrills from Jacob Edgar (The Ones) and Jordi Perez (Firefly)! (STL261139)
40pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN230589
ROCKETMAN & ROCKETGIRL ONE SHOT CVR C SPALLETTA
(W) Jacob Edgar (A) Jordi Perez (CA) Giorgio Spalletta
New York City, 1940! Masked bank robbers are making a helicopter getaway, and Rocketman and
Rocketgirl are on the case! But after failing to apprehend the thieves, the team uncovers a more
complex conspiracy… Nazis hell-bent on stealing rocket technology for themselves! It’s supercharged thrills from Jacob Edgar (The Ones) and Jordi Perez (Firefly)! (STL261140)
40pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN230593
BLACK TERROR DARK YEARS TP
(W) Max Bemis (A) Matt Gaudio, Ruairi Coleman (CA) Rahzzah
Bob Benton has settled into his "boring" life of being a pharmacist. A daily routine, a co-worker he
has a crush on...these are the things that keep him happy. But creeping below the surface are his
memories of being a hero. Struggling against his urges to fight crime, he is suddenly sent down a
path he thought he had left behind, wanting...needing to be a vigilante, ready to once again punch
crime in the face and become the Black Terror!

Includes issues #1-5 of Black Terror (2019). (STL144173) (JUL200851)
SC, 7x10, 136pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

JAN230594
O/A DEATH DEFYING DEVIL OUR HOME
(W) Gail Simone (A) Walter Geovani (CA) Inhyuk Lee
The Winslow House is in shambles, but people call it home. It is a place for people who have almost
nothing but are trying to make a life for themselves. It is also in a bad neighborhood, and no one will
stop criminals from tormenting the residents...until The Death-Defying 'Devil shows up!

But when the 'Devil tries to step in and protect the innocent, things take a turn for the worse and he
finds himself trapped inside the house, being taken care of by the same people he was trying to
save.

Gail Simone (Birds of Prey, Wonder Woman) and Walter Geovani (Red Sonja, Clean Room) present
the story of The Death-Defying 'Devil and a group of neighbors who will do what it takes to keep
their home, and each other, safe!

Includes issues #1-5 of The Death Defying 'Devil (2019). (STL140779)
SC, 136pgs, FC SRP: $19.99

JAN230595
PROJECT SUPERPOWERS (2018) HC VOL 01 EVOLUTION
(W) Rob Williams (A) Sergio Davila (CA) Jay Anacleto
Project Superpowers is Back! An all-new threat faces the Earth, while the team faces turmoil from
within and must overcome all obstacles to prove their worth and value in a world that desperately
needs its heroes. The Death-Defying Devil, Samson, Black Terror, Masquerade, Green Lama, Scarab
and more are all here as the adventure begins again! (STL104259) (MAR191188)
HC, 200pgs, FC SRP: $24.99

JAN230596
PROJECT SUPERPOWERS BLACK TERROR TP VOL 01
(W) Jim Krueger, Alex Ross (A) Mike Lilly (CA) Alex Ross
Spinning out of Alex Ross' Project Superpowers comes, THE BLACK TERROR! Co-plotted by Alex Ross,
scripted by Jim Krueger and drawn by Dynamite Exclusive artist Mike (Batman/Nightwing) Lilly! The
Terror is on a mission and God help whoever gets in his way, be they fellow super powers or the
President of the United States himself… Includes a complete cover gallery by Alex Ross, John Romita
Sr., Mike Lilly, and George Tuska -- and all four issues of the all-new BLACK TERROR series! Who are
the Super-Patriots? Who is really behind the power of the US Presidency… (STK395704) (SEP090748)
SC, 7x10, 120pgs, FC

SRP: $14.99

JAN230597
PROJECT SUPERPOWERS BLACK TERROR TP VOL 02
(W) Phil Hester, Alex Ross (A) Jonathan Lau, Mike Lilly (CA) Alex Ross

The second volume of the PROJECT SUPERPOWERS spin-off series from writers Phil Hester and Alex
Ross, along with artists Jonathan Lau (issues 5-8) and Mike Lilly (issue #9)! Featured within, the
debut of the all-new American Crusader (along with the saga of the original!). (STK413437)
(APR100888)
SC, 7x10, 104pgs, FC

SRP: $16.99

JAN230598
PROJECT SUPERPOWERS BLACK TERROR TP VOL 03 INHUMAN REMAINS
(W) Phil Hester, Alex Ross (A) Jackson Herbert, Wagner Reis (CA) Alex Ross
Writer Phil Hester takes the Terror on a thrilling new adventure! "Inhuman Remains" kicks off and
will change the world of Bob Benton and his superhero alter-ego, The Black Terror, FOREVER!
Featuring art by Wagner (Vampirella) Reiss and Jackson (Kirby: Genesis) Herbert! (STK441895)
(APR110982)
SC, 112pgs, FC SRP: $16.99

JAN230599
PROJECT SUPERPOWERS BLACKCROSS TP (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Warren Ellis (A) Colton Worley (CA) Tula Lotay
All small towns have secrets. All small towns have ghosts. Blackcross, in America's Pacific Northwest,
has more secrets than most... and it is being haunted by something impossible. Something is
reaching out from the other side of the night, through the forest and mist of this remote town, to
grasp at the hearts of a handful of people... and they may not discover why they're being hunted
until it's much too late.
Forget what you know about Project Superpowers, as award-winning writer Warren Ellis and artist
Colton Worley take readers on a sinister journey away from the brightly-clad heroes of the Golden
Age, and into the shadows of Blackcross, a supernatural noir thriller of ordinary people stalked by an
otherworldly killer. (STK698131) (JAN161349) (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 7x10, 176pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

JAN230600
PROJECT SUPERPOWERS CHAPTER TWO TP VOL 01
(W) Jim Krueger, Alex Ross (A) Edgar Salazar (CA) Alex Ross
Get caught up with Alex Ross’ Project Superpowers: Chapter 2 for just $9.99!!!!!!! There is no excuse
to miss out on the Alex Ross project of the year! Tell a friend! Actually, tell a LOT of friends and ask
your retailer to stock lots of copies! At $9.99 this is priced to get more readers to this great series!
Overseen again by Alex Ross, who plots and art directs the entire PROJECT SUPERPOWERS universe,
writer Jim Krueger returns for Chapter Two, as the pair of all-star creators are joined for the series by

Edgar (DEATH DEFYING 'DEVIL) Salazar! PROJECT SUPERPOWERS: CHAPTER TWO picks up from the
events of CHAPTER ONE as the newly returned heroes have set out on a quest to use their newfound
freedom to return the world to the power of the people, while facing the shadowy Supremacy and
the unlikely foes of the Inheritors! We've built up the SUPERPOWERS universe, and now watch it be
torn down! Featuring issues 0-6 in one trade paperback collection! Read it here and find out why
everyone’s talking about Project Superpowers. (STK409689) (DEC090792)
SC, 7x10, 152pgs, FC

SRP: $9.99

JAN230601
PROJECT SUPERPOWERS CHAPTER TWO TP VOL 02
(W) Jim Krueger, Alex Ross (A) Edgar Salazar (CA) Alex Ross
The incredible story of Project Superpowers concludes here! Collecting issues 7-12 of the acclaimed
series, creators Alex Ross and Jim Krueger clear the decks and set the stage for more thrilling
adventures to come! In these issues you'll find out the ultimate fate of our heroes, witness the rebirth of the Claw and watch as the mad god Zeus wreaks havoc across the world! Plus: the birth of a
new world order and a shocking twist in the story of The Supremacy! (C:0-1-2)
140+ page trade paperback • $19.99 • Teen + (STK426612) (AUG100951)
SC, 140pgs, FC SRP: $19.99

JAN230602
PROJECT SUPERPOWERS DEATH DEFYING DEVIL TP VOL 01
(W) Joe Casey, Alex Ross (A) Edgar Salazar (CA) Alex Ross
Spinning out of the events from Project SUPERPOWERS Chapter One and bridging the gap before the
debut of Project SUPERPOWERS Chapter Two, the mysterious 'Devil is put on the case to track down
the terrorist organization known as "The Claw". Traveling with the equally mysterious Justine, The
'Devil is also shadowed by a new hero that very well may hold the answers to the 'Devil's strange
existence, and new clues to the nature of the Urn which imprisoned all of our heroes! Featuring the
complete four issue series, a cover gallery featuring the art of Ross, Salazar, John Cassaday, John
Romita Sr., and George Tuska! (STK394829) (APR090771)
SC, 7x10, 136pgs, FC

SRP: $14.99

JAN230603
PROJECT SUPERPOWERS HC VOL 01
(W) Jim Krueger, Alex Ross (A) Doug Klauba & Various (CA) Alex Ross
It was the beginning of the Age of the Superpowers, yet with the closing of the Second World War,
this new spark seemingly flickered and died. Until now! Now the story can be told of the great
missing Superpowers — men and women with incredible abilities who changed forever the course of

human history, and who had been thought forever lost! All eight issues (#0-7) of the blockbuster
Dynamite Entertainment mini-series Project Superpowers are collected in this hardcover edition,
plus a cover gallery, Alex Ross sketches and designs, and unseen artwork! The saga of the
Superpowers begins here! (STK375743) (JUL083866)
HC, FC SRP: $29.99

JAN230604
PROJECT SUPERPOWERS HERO KILLERS TP
(W) Ryan Browne (A) Pete Woods (CA) Ryan Browne
Welcome to Libertyville U.S.A.! Home of too damn many superheroes! Watch out, crime, here
comes Captain Battle Jr.! And Sparky! And Tim! Yeah, you know...Tim! What? You've never heard of
them? Huh. Well, it's hard to be a sidekick when there is a city full of capes running around stopping
every misdemeanor with a spandex wrapped flourish. Now watch as things get weird when three lad
companions (totally not weird) try to get to the criminals before their bosses do! From the insanityriddled minds of Ryan Browne (God Hates Astronauts) and Pete Woods (Robin, Deadpool). Prepare
to feel the wrath of Tim! COLLECTS ISSUES 1-5 + BONUS CONTENT. (STL059493) (NOV171569)
SC, 7x10, 136pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

JAN230605
PROJECT SUPERPOWERS MASQUERADE TP VOL 01
(W) Phil Hester, Alex Ross (A) Carlos Paul (CA) Alex Ross
The Project Superpowers expansion continues as Dynamite, Alex Ross, Phil Hester and Carlos Paul
present Masquerade! Exploring the origins of the beautiful and mysterious Masquerade, writer Phil
Hester opens with young Diana Adams who would grow up, inspired by the heroes of the age, to
fight crime in her own unique way! Illustrated by the art-team from Project Superpowers: Chapter
One - Carlos Paul and Debora Carita - the 4 issue series is overseen by Alex Ross, who also provides
the incredible cover to issue #1 (and the series). Features a complete gallery by the likes of Ross,
Paul, Cho, Romita and more! (STK395714) (AUG090813)
SC, 7x10, 112pgs, FC

SRP: $14.99

JAN230606
PROJECT SUPERPOWERS MEET THE BAD GUYS TP (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Joe Casey, Alex Ross (A) Jonathan Lau, Mike Lilly (CA) Alex Ross
Dynamite invites you to "Meet the Bad Guys!" -- a special series plotted by Alex Ross and scripted by
Joe Casey and featuring four "Dynamite" artists! As the heroes return, the villains rise! Featuring:
The Green Lama vs. Bloodlust (issue #1 by Ross, Casey and Lau), The Fighting Yank vs. The
Revolutionary (issue #2 by Ross, Casey and Lilly), The Mighty Samson vs. Dagon (issue #3 by Ross,
Casey and Paul) and The Scarab vs. The supremacy (by Ross, Casey and Herbert)! All four issues ion

one collection, featuring a complete cover gallery and bonus material! (STK403304) (FEB100825) (C:
0-1-2)
SC, 7x10, 112pgs, FC

SRP: $16.99

JAN230607
PROJECT SUPERPOWERS OMNIBUS TP VOL 01 DAWN OF HEROES
(W) Jim Krueger, Alex Ross (A) Stephen Sadowski & Various (CA) Alex Ross
From the dawn of the 20th Century came a new chapter in mankind's history, unleashed during a
time of great war and destruction. It was the beginning of the Age of the Superpowers, yet with the
closing of the Second World War, this new spark seemingly flickered and died. Now the story can be
told of the great lost superheroes - men and women with incredible abilities who changed the
course of mankind forever, and who had been thought lost...until now!
This book includes:
* Project Superpowers Chapter 1: #0-7
* Project Superpowers #½ (Never before collected!)
* Project Superpowers Chapter 2: #0-12
* Over 500 pages of story + more than 50 pages of bonus material by Alex Ross himself! (STL085305)
(MAY181022
Item

SRP: $39.99

JAN230608
PROJECT SUPERPOWERS OMNIBUS TP VOL 02 BLACK TERROR
(W) Jim Krueger & Various (A) Mike Lilly & Various (CA) Alex Ross
Spinning out of Alex Ross' Project Superpowers is the Black Terror - opening with this four-part story
arc by Alex Ross, Jim Krueger, and Mike Lilly! This new story arc will lead directly in to Project
Superpowers Chapter Two! (STL104255) (FEB191189)
SC, 376pgs, FC SRP: $29.99

JAN230609
PROJECT SUPERPOWERS OMNIBUS TP VOL 03 HEROES VILLAINS
(W) Joe Casey & Various (A) Edgar Salazar & Various (CA) Alex Ross
Collects four graphic novels featuring your favorite Superpowers characters; The Death-Defying
'Devil, The Owl, Masquerade, and more. Also includes the Project Superpowers Free Comic Book Day
comic and the Project Superpowers Xmas special. Collects The Death-Defying 'Devil (2008) 1-4, FCBD

2008, The Owl 1-4, Masquerade 1-4, Project Superpowers: Meet the Bad Guys 1-4, and Project
Superpowers X-Mas Carol. 448 pages for one great price! (STL129131) (OCT191351)
SC, 448pgs, FC SRP: $34.99

JAN230610
PROJECT SUPERPOWERS THE OWL TP
(W) J. T. Krul (A) Heubert Khan (CA) Alex Ross
Fear the shadows, the Owl has returned! Lost for fifty years in an ethereal limbo, the heroic
adventurer of the 1940s has returned, cloaked in a winged costume and fueled by a fierce dedication
to justice. In a violent and desperate modern world populated by strangers, having lost the woman
he loved, will the Owl's body and spirit survive this frightening new reality... especially when a
vicious new Owl Girl appears, staining his former partner's legacy in blood? (STL021934)
(NOV161483)
SC, 7x10, 104pgs, FC

SRP: $15.99

JAN230611
PROJECT SUPERPOWERS TP VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Jim Krueger (A) Carlos Paul (CA) Alex Ross
DYNAMITE ENTERTAINMENT and Alex Ross unleash the SUPERPOWERS! This explosive series
features story crafted by Justice collaborators Alex Ross and Jim Kruger, joined by artists Stephen
Sadowksi, Doug Klauba, Carlos Paul, Deb Carita and additional art by Alex Ross. This special collected
edition features PROJECT SUPERPOWERS #0-7, character bios and art by Alex Ross, Ross sketches,
designs and unseen artwork. (STK383387) (MAR094180) (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 7x10, 264pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

JAN230612
PIERCE BROWN RED RISING SON OF ARES HC VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Pierce Brown, Rik Hoskin (A/CA) Kewber Baal
The third and final book in the Red Rising Graphic Novel series is here! The last two entries into the
Sons of Ares had Fitchner on his heels. In the first, he was driven by love and desperation to save his
wife Brynn before her execution at the hands of the Board of Quality Control. Then, in book two,
Fitchner went head to head with both of his early allies — Arturius and Quicksilver. His wrath left
Arturius dead and set back Quicksilver’s dream of expanding exploration and human habitation to
other stars. In Forbidden Song, Ares may not always be in control. But he has a plan — and it’s a
doozy. FORBIDDEN SONG is one part Ocean’s 11, one part Les Miserable, and it sets the fuse for the
Rising that Darrow will inherit. (STL256050) (C: 0-1-2)
HC, 120pgs, FC SRP: $24.99

JAN230613
PIERCE BROWN RED RISING SON OF ARES SGN ED HC VOL 03
(W) Pierce Brown, Rik Hoskin (A/CA) Kewber Baal
The third and final book in the Red Rising Graphic Novel series is here! The last two entries into the
Sons of Ares had Fitchner on his heels. In the first, he was driven by love and desperation to save his
wife Brynn before her execution at the hands of the Board of Quality Control. Then, in book two,
Fitchner went head to head with both of his early allies — Arturius and Quicksilver. His wrath left
Arturius dead and set back Quicksilver’s dream of expanding exploration and human habitation to
other stars. In Forbidden Song, Ares may not always be in control. But he has a plan — and it’s a
doozy. FORBIDDEN SONG is one part Ocean’s 11, one part Les Miserable, and it sets the fuse for the
Rising that Darrow will inherit. This special edition is signed by Pierce Brown! (STL261308)
HC, 120pgs, FC SRP: $39.99

JAN230614
DARKWING DUCK #3 CVR A LEIRIX
(W) Amanda Deibert (A) Carlo Lauro (CA) Leirix
Darkwing Duck…retired?! Mild-mannered Drake Mallard has had a crisis of conscience, and decides
to hang up his cape and cowl in order to be a good dad to daughter Goslyn. But non-superhero life is
not an easy thing for Drake to slip into…especially since he’s convinced the conniving MORGANA to
settle down with him into (boring) suburban living! (STL261188)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230615
DARKWING DUCK #3 CVR B ANDOLFO
(W) Amanda Deibert (A) Carlo Lauro (CA) Mirka Andolfo
Darkwing Duck…retired?! Mild-mannered Drake Mallard has had a crisis of conscience, and decides
to hang up his cape and cowl in order to be a good dad to daughter Goslyn. But non-superhero life is
not an easy thing for Drake to slip into…especially since he’s convinced the conniving MORGANA to
settle down with him into (boring) suburban living! (STL261189)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230616
DARKWING DUCK #3 CVR C EDGAR
(W) Amanda Deibert (A) Carlo Lauro (CA) Jacob Edgar

Darkwing Duck…retired?! Mild-mannered Drake Mallard has had a crisis of conscience, and decides
to hang up his cape and cowl in order to be a good dad to daughter Goslyn. But non-superhero life is
not an easy thing for Drake to slip into…especially since he’s convinced the conniving MORGANA to
settle down with him into (boring) suburban living! (STL261190)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230617
DARKWING DUCK #3 CVR D FORSTNER
(W) Amanda Deibert (A) Carlo Lauro (CA) Trish Forstner
Darkwing Duck…retired?! Mild-mannered Drake Mallard has had a crisis of conscience, and decides
to hang up his cape and cowl in order to be a good dad to daughter Goslyn. But non-superhero life is
not an easy thing for Drake to slip into…especially since he’s convinced the conniving MORGANA to
settle down with him into (boring) suburban living! (STL261191)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230618
DARKWING DUCK #3 CVR E KAMBADAIS
(W) Amanda Deibert (A) Carlo Lauro (CA) George Kambadais
Darkwing Duck…retired?! Mild-mannered Drake Mallard has had a crisis of conscience, and decides
to hang up his cape and cowl in order to be a good dad to daughter Goslyn. But non-superhero life is
not an easy thing for Drake to slip into…especially since he’s convinced the conniving MORGANA to
settle down with him into (boring) suburban living! (STL261192)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230630
DARKWING DUCK #3 CVR Q LEIRIX METAL PREMIUM (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Amanda Deibert (A) Carlo Lauro (CA) Leirix
Dynamite’s aluminum metal covers create a unique addition to any book. Visually stunning, brilliant
metal covers provide another dimension to the artwork with vibrant colors and incredible details.
These covers use a long-lasting dye-infused printing process on .020 thick aluminum. It is the next
limited edition enhancement lighting the collecting community on fire! (STL261205) (C: 0-1-2)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $100.00

JAN230631
DARKWING DUCK #3 CVR R LEIRIX LTD VIRGIN (C: 0-1-2)

(W) Amanda Deibert (A) Carlo Lauro (CA) Leirix
Get David Nakayama's cover for DARKWING DUCK #3 free of trade dress with this Limited, Virgin
Edition! (STL261206) (C: 0-1-2)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $50.00

JAN230632
DARKWING DUCK #3 CVR S ANDOLFO LTD VIRGIN (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Amanda Deibert (A) Carlo Lauro (CA) Mirka Andolfo
Get Mirka Andolfo's cover for Darkwing Duck #3 free of trade dress with this Limited, Virgin Edition!
(STL261207) (C: 0-1-2)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $50.00

JAN230633
DARKWING DUCK #1 CVR A FACSIMILE (C: 0-1-2)
(W) John Blair Moore (A) John Blair Moore, George Wildman (CA) John Blair Moore
Reprinting the first comics appearance of Darkwing Duck! He is the terror that flaps in the night —
and he’s working overtime to keep the city of St. Canard safe! But if there’s one thing Darkwing Duck
wants, it’s to face off against a really big villain. Enter Taurus Bulba, an oversized criminal who’s
planning to steal the mysterious weapon called the Ramrod from a heavily armed train. Darkwing
has one chance to foil Bulba’s plans — and whether his new pal, Launchpad McQuack, will be a help
or a hindrance is anyone’s guess. (STL261235) (C: 0-1-2)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230634
DARKWING DUCK #1 CVR B FACSIMILE BLANK AUTHENTIX (C: 0-1-2)
(W) John Blair Moore (A) John Blair Moore, George Wildman (CA) Blank Cover
Reprinting the first comics appearance of Darkwing Duck! He is the terror that flaps in the night —
and he’s working overtime to keep the city of St. Canard safe! But if there’s one thing Darkwing Duck
wants, it’s to face off against a really big villain. Enter Taurus Bulba, an oversized criminal who’s
planning to steal the mysterious weapon called the Ramrod from a heavily armed train. Darkwing
has one chance to foil Bulba’s plans — and whether his new pal, Launchpad McQuack, will be a help
or a hindrance is anyone’s guess. (STL261236) (C: 0-1-2)
32pgs, FC

JAN230636

SRP: $4.99

DARKWING DUCK #1 CVR D FACSIMILE GOLD FOIL LOGO (C: 0-1-2)
(W) John Blair Moore (A) John Blair Moore, George Wildman (CA) John Blair Moore
Reprinting the first comics appearance of Darkwing Duck! He is the terror that flaps in the night —
and he’s working overtime to keep the city of St. Canard safe! But if there’s one thing Darkwing Duck
wants, it’s to face off against a really big villain. Enter Taurus Bulba, an oversized criminal who’s
planning to steal the mysterious weapon called the Ramrod from a heavily armed train. Darkwing
has one chance to foil Bulba’s plans — and whether his new pal, Launchpad McQuack, will be a help
or a hindrance is anyone’s guess. (STL261238) (C: 0-1-2)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $20.00

JAN230637
DARKWING DUCK #1 CVR E FACSIMILE PURPLE FOIL LOGO (C: 0-1-2)
(W) John Blair Moore (A) John Blair Moore, George Wildman (CA) John Blair Moore
Reprinting the first comics appearance of Darkwing Duck! He is the terror that flaps in the night —
and he’s working overtime to keep the city of St. Canard safe! But if there’s one thing Darkwing Duck
wants, it’s to face off against a really big villain. Enter Taurus Bulba, an oversized criminal who’s
planning to steal the mysterious weapon called the Ramrod from a heavily armed train. Darkwing
has one chance to foil Bulba’s plans — and whether his new pal, Launchpad McQuack, will be a help
or a hindrance is anyone’s guess. (STL261239) (C: 0-1-2)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $20.00

JAN230638
GARGOYLES #4 CVR A NAKAYAMA
(W) Greg Weisman (A) George Kambadais (CA) David Nakayama
Dino Dracon has just been released from prison. Determined to take over the new York underworld,
Dino won't let anyone — human or Gargoyle — stand in his way! So when Goliath and Hudson go
out on their nightly patrol, they're in for a couple of extremely nasty surprises! (STL261216)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230639
GARGOYLES #4 CVR B CONNER
(W) Greg Weisman (A) George Kambadais (CA) Amanda Conner
Dino Dracon has just been released from prison. Determined to take over the new York underworld,
Dino won't let anyone — human or Gargoyle — stand in his way! So when Goliath and Hudson go
out on their nightly patrol, they're in for a couple of extremely nasty surprises! (STL261217)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230640
GARGOYLES #4 CVR C PARRILLO
(W) Greg Weisman (A) George Kambadais (CA) Lucio Parrillo
Dino Dracon has just been released from prison. Determined to take over the new York underworld,
Dino won't let anyone — human or Gargoyle — stand in his way! So when Goliath and Hudson go
out on their nightly patrol, they're in for a couple of extremely nasty surprises! (STL261218)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230641
GARGOYLES #4 CVR D LEIRIX
(W) Greg Weisman (A) George Kambadais (CA) Leirix
Dino Dracon has just been released from prison. Determined to take over the new York underworld,
Dino won't let anyone — human or Gargoyle — stand in his way! So when Goliath and Hudson go
out on their nightly patrol, they're in for a couple of extremely nasty surprises! (STL261219)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230642
GARGOYLES #4 CVR E LEE
(W) Greg Weisman (A) George Kambadais (CA) Jae Lee
Dino Dracon has just been released from prison. Determined to take over the new York underworld,
Dino won't let anyone — human or Gargoyle — stand in his way! So when Goliath and Hudson go
out on their nightly patrol, they're in for a couple of extremely nasty surprises! (STL261220)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230643
GARGOYLES #4 CVR F FLEECS & FORSTNER
(W) Greg Weisman (A) George Kambadais (CA) Tony Fleecs, Trish Forstner
Dino Dracon has just been released from prison. Determined to take over the new York underworld,
Dino won't let anyone — human or Gargoyle — stand in his way! So when Goliath and Hudson go
out on their nightly patrol, they're in for a couple of extremely nasty surprises! (STL261221)
32pgs, FC

JAN230654

SRP: $3.99

GARGOYLES #4 CVR Q NAKAYAMA METAL PREMIUM (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Greg Weisman (A) George Kambadais (CA) David Nakayama
Dynamite’s aluminum metal covers create a unique addition to any book. Visually stunning, brilliant
metal covers provide another dimension to the artwork with vibrant colors and incredible details.
These covers use a long-lasting dye-infused printing process on .020 thick aluminum. It is the next
limited edition enhancement lighting the collecting community on fire! (STL261232) (C: 0-1-2)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $100.00

JAN230655
GARGOYLES #4 CVR R NAKAYAMA LTD VIRGIN (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Greg Weisman (A) George Kambadais (CA) David Nakayama
Limited edition cover featuring David Nakayama's virgin cover artwork for GARGOYLES #3!
(STL261233) (C: 0-1-2)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $50.00

JAN230656
GARGOYLES #4 CVR S CONNER LTD VIRGIN (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Greg Weisman (A) George Kambadais (CA) Amanda Conner
Limited edition cover featuring Amanda Connor's virgin cover artwork for GARGOYLES #3!
(STL261234) (C: 0-1-2)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $50.00

JAN230657
MADBALLS VS GARBAGE PAIL KIDS SLIME AGAIN #2 CVR A SIMKO
(W) Sholly Fisch (A) Jason Crosby (CA) Joe Simko
Just when you thought it was safe to go back into the comic shop... For over three decades, Madballs
and GPK have both been known as the “grossest of the gross”, co-ruling counterculture with their
pun-heavy names and subversive humor. This all-new limited series event features the first time
these two delightfully crude forces have ever met! Your freaky favorites, the Madballs and Garbage
Pail Kids, are at it again. But this time, the chaos can’t be confined to a single neighborhood as we
trace the entire history of Madballs-GPK feud – bursting (and oozing) out across the ages! In this
issue: Arrrh, mateys! Weigh anchor for horrible hijinks on the high seas as the Madballs set sail for
a pirate adventure with Skullface on their flag and…well, never mind what’s on the poop deck. Plus:
Italy in the 16th Century: The Sistine Chapel needs a paint job...and the GPK and Madballs both want
the gig! There’s only one way to choose: a no-holds-barred paint-off! Written by Sholly Fisch, each
issue features three incredible covers: Legendary Garbage Pail Kids (and Mad!) artist Joe Simko,

series artist Jason Crosby and a special Ken Haeser Vintage Fight Poster, created especially for this
momentous meeting of the (depraved) minds! (STL261173)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230658
MADBALLS VS GARBAGE PAIL KIDS SLIME AGAIN #2 CVR B CROSBY
(W) Sholly Fisch (A/CA) Jason Crosby
Just when you thought it was safe to go back into the comic shop... For over three decades, Madballs
and GPK have both been known as the “grossest of the gross”, co-ruling counterculture with their
pun-heavy names and subversive humor. This all-new limited series event features the first time
these two delightfully crude forces have ever met! Your freaky favorites, the Madballs and Garbage
Pail Kids, are at it again. But this time, the chaos can’t be confined to a single neighborhood as we
trace the entire history of Madballs-GPK feud – bursting (and oozing) out across the ages! In this
issue: Arrrh, mateys! Weigh anchor for horrible hijinks on the high seas as the Madballs set sail for
a pirate adventure with Skullface on their flag and…well, never mind what’s on the poop deck. Plus:
Italy in the 16th Century: The Sistine Chapel needs a paint job...and the GPK and Madballs both want
the gig! There’s only one way to choose: a no-holds-barred paint-off! Written by Sholly Fisch, each
issue features three incredible covers: Legendary Garbage Pail Kids (and Mad!) artist Joe Simko,
series artist Jason Crosby and a special Ken Haeser Vintage Fight Poster, created especially for this
momentous meeting of the (depraved) minds! (STL261174)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230659
MADBALLS VS GARBAGE PAIL KIDS SLIME AGAIN #2 CVR C POSTER AR
(W) Sholly Fisch (A) Jason Crosby (CA) Ken Haeser
Just when you thought it was safe to go back into the comic shop... For over three decades, Madballs
and GPK have both been known as the “grossest of the gross”, co-ruling counterculture with their
pun-heavy names and subversive humor. This all-new limited series event features the first time
these two delightfully crude forces have ever met! Your freaky favorites, the Madballs and Garbage
Pail Kids, are at it again. But this time, the chaos can’t be confined to a single neighborhood as we
trace the entire history of Madballs-GPK feud – bursting (and oozing) out across the ages! In this
issue: Arrrh, mateys! Weigh anchor for horrible hijinks on the high seas as the Madballs set sail for
a pirate adventure with Skullface on their flag and…well, never mind what’s on the poop deck. Plus:
Italy in the 16th Century: The Sistine Chapel needs a paint job...and the GPK and Madballs both want
the gig! There’s only one way to choose: a no-holds-barred paint-off! Written by Sholly Fisch, each
issue features three incredible covers: Legendary Garbage Pail Kids (and Mad!) artist Joe Simko,
series artist Jason Crosby and a special Ken Haeser Vintage Fight Poster, created especially for this
momentous meeting of the (depraved) minds! (STL261175)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN230665
MADBALLS VS GARBAGE PAIL KIDS SLIME AGAIN #2 CVR K SIMKO LTD
(W) Sholly Fisch (A) Jason Crosby (CA) Joe Simko
Get Joe Simko's cover for MADBALLS VS. GARBAGE PAIL KIDS: TIME AGAIN, SLIME AGAIN #2 free of
trade dress with this Limited, Virgin Edition! (STL261181) (C: 0-1-2)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $50.00

JAN230666
DRACULINA BLOOD SIMPLE #2 CVR A ANACLETO
(W) Christopher Priest (A) Michael Sta. Maria (CA) Jay Anacleto
Vampirella is dead, which comes as a real surprise to Vampirella. Women dressed as Vampi are
being found murdered in Los Angeles, and Lilith, Vampirella’s vampire-sorceress mom, has joined
forces with her prodigy Victory to hunt down the obvious suspect—Draculina! Meanwhile,
Vampirette, Draculina’s preteen alt-self, experiences her first crush while Levi, the mysterious sea
hybrid, pursues his agenda of vengeance against them all. (STL261144)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230667
DRACULINA BLOOD SIMPLE #2 CVR B LINSNER
(W) Christopher Priest (A) Michael Sta. Maria (CA) Joseph Michael Linsner
Vampirella is dead, which comes as a real surprise to Vampirella. Women dressed as Vampi are
being found murdered in Los Angeles, and Lilith, Vampirella’s vampire-sorceress mom, has joined
forces with her prodigy Victory to hunt down the obvious suspect—Draculina! Meanwhile,
Vampirette, Draculina’s preteen alt-self, experiences her first crush while Levi, the mysterious sea
hybrid, pursues his agenda of vengeance against them all. (STL261145)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230668
DRACULINA BLOOD SIMPLE #2 CVR C KAYANAN
(W) Christopher Priest (A) Michael Sta. Maria (CA) Rafael Kayanan
Vampirella is dead, which comes as a real surprise to Vampirella. Women dressed as Vampi are
being found murdered in Los Angeles, and Lilith, Vampirella’s vampire-sorceress mom, has joined
forces with her prodigy Victory to hunt down the obvious suspect—Draculina! Meanwhile,
Vampirette, Draculina’s preteen alt-self, experiences her first crush while Levi, the mysterious sea
hybrid, pursues his agenda of vengeance against them all. (STL261146)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230669
DRACULINA BLOOD SIMPLE #2 CVR D DIAZ
(W) Christopher Priest (A) Michael Sta. Maria (CA) Ariel Diaz
Vampirella is dead, which comes as a real surprise to Vampirella. Women dressed as Vampi are
being found murdered in Los Angeles, and Lilith, Vampirella’s vampire-sorceress mom, has joined
forces with her prodigy Victory to hunt down the obvious suspect—Draculina! Meanwhile,
Vampirette, Draculina’s preteen alt-self, experiences her first crush while Levi, the mysterious sea
hybrid, pursues his agenda of vengeance against them all. (STL261147)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230670
DRACULINA BLOOD SIMPLE #2 CVR E COSPLAY
(W) Christopher Priest (A) Michael Sta. Maria (CA) Cosplay
Vampirella is dead, which comes as a real surprise to Vampirella. Women dressed as Vampi are
being found murdered in Los Angeles, and Lilith, Vampirella’s vampire-sorceress mom, has joined
forces with her prodigy Victory to hunt down the obvious suspect—Draculina! Meanwhile,
Vampirette, Draculina’s preteen alt-self, experiences her first crush while Levi, the mysterious sea
hybrid, pursues his agenda of vengeance against them all. (STL261148)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230676
DRACULINA BLOOD SIMPLE #2 CVR K ANACLETO LTD VIRGIN (C: 0-1(W) Christopher Priest (A) Michael Sta. Maria (CA) Jay Anacleto
Get Jay Anacleto's cover for Draculina: Blood Simple #2 free of trade dress with this Limited, Virgin
Edition! (STL261153) (C: 0-1-2)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $50.00

JAN230677
DRACULINA BLOOD SIMPLE #2 CVR L LINSNER LTD VIRGIN (C: 0-1-2
(W) Christopher Priest (A) Michael Sta. Maria (CA) Joseph Michael Linsner
Get Joe Linsner's cover for Draculiona: Blood Simple #2 free of trade dress with this Limited, Virgin
Edition! (STL261154) (C: 0-1-2)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $50.00

JAN230678
BARBARELLA CENTER CANNOT HOLD #2 CVR A CHEW
(W) Sarah Hoyt (A) Riccardo Bogani (CA) Derrick Chew
Out of the fire and into… what, exactly? Barbarella has managed to escape the home world of the
Architects, but now she finds herself on a once-thriving world long ago reclaimed by nature and a
people forever reduced to helpless foragers. But there’s something else hidden on this world as well,
an armed resistance, brought together to avenge the countless victims of the Architects. Meanwhile,
Vix--left behind on the home world--now finds herself on the receiving end of some very dangerous
questions. Prepare yourself for an exclusive look inside the brain of Vix, or at least the brain of Vix on
drugs! (STL261157)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230679
BARBARELLA CENTER CANNOT HOLD #2 CVR B CELINA
(W) Sarah Hoyt (A) Riccardo Bogani (CA) Celina
Out of the fire and into… what, exactly? Barbarella has managed to escape the home world of the
Architects, but now she finds herself on a once-thriving world long ago reclaimed by nature and a
people forever reduced to helpless foragers. But there’s something else hidden on this world as well,
an armed resistance, brought together to avenge the countless victims of the Architects. Meanwhile,
Vix--left behind on the home world--now finds herself on the receiving end of some very dangerous
questions. Prepare yourself for an exclusive look inside the brain of Vix, or at least the brain of Vix on
drugs! (STL261158)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230680
BARBARELLA CENTER CANNOT HOLD #2 CVR C VIGONTE
(W) Sarah Hoyt (A) Riccardo Bogani (CA) Greebo Vigonte
Out of the fire and into… what, exactly? Barbarella has managed to escape the home world of the
Architects, but now she finds herself on a once-thriving world long ago reclaimed by nature and a
people forever reduced to helpless foragers. But there’s something else hidden on this world as well,
an armed resistance, brought together to avenge the countless victims of the Architects. Meanwhile,
Vix--left behind on the home world--now finds herself on the receiving end of some very dangerous
questions. Prepare yourself for an exclusive look inside the brain of Vix, or at least the brain of Vix on
drugs! (STL261159)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230681
BARBARELLA CENTER CANNOT HOLD #2 CVR D MUSABEKOV
(W) Sarah Hoyt (A) Riccardo Bogani (CA) Madibek Musabekov
Out of the fire and into… what, exactly? Barbarella has managed to escape the home world of the
Architects, but now she finds herself on a once-thriving world long ago reclaimed by nature and a
people forever reduced to helpless foragers. But there’s something else hidden on this world as well,
an armed resistance, brought together to avenge the countless victims of the Architects. Meanwhile,
Vix--left behind on the home world--now finds herself on the receiving end of some very dangerous
questions. Prepare yourself for an exclusive look inside the brain of Vix, or at least the brain of Vix on
drugs! (STL261160)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230682
BARBARELLA CENTER CANNOT HOLD #2 CVR E COSPLAY
(W) Sarah Hoyt (A) Riccardo Bogani (CA) Cosplay
Out of the fire and into… what, exactly? Barbarella has managed to escape the home world of the
Architects, but now she finds herself on a once-thriving world long ago reclaimed by nature and a
people forever reduced to helpless foragers. But there’s something else hidden on this world as well,
an armed resistance, brought together to avenge the countless victims of the Architects. Meanwhile,
Vix--left behind on the home world--now finds herself on the receiving end of some very dangerous
questions. Prepare yourself for an exclusive look inside the brain of Vix, or at least the brain of Vix on
drugs! (STL261161)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230688
BARBARELLA CENTER CANNOT HOLD #2 CVR K CHEW LTD VIRGIN (C: 0
(W) Sarah Hoyt (A) Riccardo Bogani (CA) Derrick Chew
Get Derrick Chew's cover for BARBARELLA: THE CENTER CANNOT HOLD #2 free of trade dress with
this Limited, Virgin Edition! (STL261167) (C: 0-1-2)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $50.00

JAN230689
BARBARELLA CENTER CANNOT HOLD #2 CVR L MUSABEKOV LTD VIRGIN
(W) Sarah Hoyt (A) Riccardo Bogani (CA) Madibek Musabekov
Get Madibek Musabekov's cover for BARBARELLA: THE CENTER CANNOT HOLD #2 free of trade dress
with this Limited, Virgin Edition! (STL261168) (C: 0-1-2)

32pgs, FC

SRP: $50.00

JAN230690
BARBARELLA DEJAH THORIS GN
(W) Leah Williams (A) German Garcia (CA) Laura Braga
From opposite ends of time, two heroines unite for an otherworldly adventure! Barbarella, the siren
of space, meets Dejah Thoris, Princess of Barsoom, and together they must solve a murder mystery
that spans time and space in order to find their way home. Leah Williams (Adventure Time Comics,
Age of X-Man: X-Tremists) teams with German Garcia (Action Comics, X-men) for a fun, deadly,
mind-bending epic! (STL119933) (JUN191208)
SC, 120pgs, FC SRP: $17.99

JAN230691
PURGATORI MUST DIE #3 CVR A TURNER
(W) Ray Fawkes (A) Alvaro Sarraseca (CA) Collette Turner
Purgatori’s in paradise! For real, it’s the Garden of Eden with all of God’s favorite creations.
Vampirella, Lilith, and all her dearest frenemies might be on the outside clawing to get in and kill
her, but they’ll never pull that off, right? And there happen to be some surprising monsters already
in the Garden, but they’ll leave her alone, right? Or will they? Here’s a hint: Purgatori is in actual real
trouble now. Actual this-could-be-how-she-dies trouble. (STL261240)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230692
PURGATORI MUST DIE #3 CVR B LINSNER
(W) Ray Fawkes (A) Alvaro Sarraseca (CA) Joseph Michael Linsner
Purgatori’s in paradise! For real, it’s the Garden of Eden with all of God’s favorite creations.
Vampirella, Lilith, and all her dearest frenemies might be on the outside clawing to get in and kill
her, but they’ll never pull that off, right? And there happen to be some surprising monsters already
in the Garden, but they’ll leave her alone, right? Or will they? Here’s a hint: Purgatori is in actual real
trouble now. Actual this-could-be-how-she-dies trouble. (STL261241)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230693
PURGATORI MUST DIE #3 CVR C FUSO
(W) Ray Fawkes (A) Alvaro Sarraseca (CA) Antonio Fuso

Purgatori’s in paradise! For real, it’s the Garden of Eden with all of God’s favorite creations.
Vampirella, Lilith, and all her dearest frenemies might be on the outside clawing to get in and kill
her, but they’ll never pull that off, right? And there happen to be some surprising monsters already
in the Garden, but they’ll leave her alone, right? Or will they? Here’s a hint: Purgatori is in actual real
trouble now. Actual this-could-be-how-she-dies trouble. (STL261242)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230694
PURGATORI MUST DIE #3 CVR D SARRASECA
(W) Ray Fawkes (A/CA) Alvaro Sarraseca
Purgatori’s in paradise! For real, it’s the Garden of Eden with all of God’s favorite creations.
Vampirella, Lilith, and all her dearest frenemies might be on the outside clawing to get in and kill
her, but they’ll never pull that off, right? And there happen to be some surprising monsters already
in the Garden, but they’ll leave her alone, right? Or will they? Here’s a hint: Purgatori is in actual real
trouble now. Actual this-could-be-how-she-dies trouble. (STL261243)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230695
PURGATORI MUST DIE #3 CVR E COSPLAY
(W) Ray Fawkes (A) Alvaro Sarraseca (CA) Cosplay
Purgatori’s in paradise! For real, it’s the Garden of Eden with all of God’s favorite creations.
Vampirella, Lilith, and all her dearest frenemies might be on the outside clawing to get in and kill
her, but they’ll never pull that off, right? And there happen to be some surprising monsters already
in the Garden, but they’ll leave her alone, right? Or will they? Here’s a hint: Purgatori is in actual real
trouble now. Actual this-could-be-how-she-dies trouble. (STL261244)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230701
PURGATORI MUST DIE #3 CVR O TURNER LTD VIRGIN (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Ray Fawkes (A) Alvaro Sarraseca (CA) Collette Turner
Get Collette Turner's cover for PURGATORI MUST DIE #3 free of trade dress with this Limited, Virgin
Edition! (STL261249) (C: 0-1-2)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $50.00

JAN230702
BOYS BUTCHER BAKER CANDLESTICK MAKER VIRGIN ART METAL CVR (M

(W) Garth Ennis (A/CA) Darick Robertson
The story of Billy Butcher, the Boys’ mysterious leader, is told at last. From the backstreets of
London’s East End to the carnage of the Falklands War, from the heights of love to the depths of
tragedy, the most violent man in comics reveals the terrible nature of the forces that drive him. And
when he’s done, he’ll be ready... to finish things once and for all. (STL261309) (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $100.00

JAN230703
BOYS HEROGASM VIRGIN ART HOLOFOIL CVR (MR) (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Garth Ennis (A/CA) Darick Robertson
Have you ever wondered what really happens during crossovers? The Seven, Payback, Teenage Kix,
Fantastico and every other supe on Earth team up for an annual event like no other... and where the
supes go, can a certain “five complications and a dog” be far behind? Vought-American prepare to
make their move, in a story that will change the world of the Boys forever: Herogasm
#1. (STL261310) (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $125.00

JAN230704
BOYS HIGHLAND LADDIE VIRGIN ART METAL CVR (MR) (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Garth Ennis (A) John McCrea, Keith Burns (CA) Darick Robertson
Everyone’s favorite pint-sized Scotsman gets his own origin story! Mind reeling from recent events in
The Boys, Wee Hughie heads home to Auchterladle — the semi-idyllic Scottish seaside town where
he grew up. All Hughie wants is some time to himself, to return to the bosom of family and friends,
and get his head together after two years of unimaginable chaos. But our hero’s luck has always
been more cloud than silver lining, and the familiar surroundings he craves are not all they might be.
You can go home again — but with old pals warped beyond recognition and strangers in town up to
no good, whether or not you should is another matter entirely... (STL261312) (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $100.00

JAN230705
BOYS HIGHLAND LADDIE VIRGIN ART HOLOFOIL CVR (MR) (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Garth Ennis (A) John McCrea, Keith Burns (CA) Darick Robertson

Everyone’s favorite pint-sized Scotsman gets his own origin story! Mind reeling from recent events in
The Boys, Wee Hughie heads home to Auchterladle — the semi-idyllic Scottish seaside town where
he grew up. All Hughie wants is some time to himself, to return to the bosom of family and friends,
and get his head together after two years of unimaginable chaos. But our hero’s luck has always
been more cloud than silver lining, and the familiar surroundings he craves are not all they might be.
You can go home again — but with old pals warped beyond recognition and strangers in town up to
no good, whether or not you should is another matter entirely... (STL261311) (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $125.00

JAN230706
BOYS OVERSIZED OMNIBUS HC VOL 01 (MR) (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Garth Ennis (A/CA) Darick Robertson
To Celebrate the 15 Year Anniversary, Dynamite is offering three all-new oversized Dust-Jacketed
Hardcover Volumes of The Boys. This month we are offering volume 1 collecting the first 30 amazing
issues of the critically acclaimed series, currently running on Amazon Prime!
This is going to hurt! In a world where costumed heroes soar through the sky and masked vigilantes
prowl the night, someone's got to make sure the ""supes"" don't get out of line. And someone will!

Billy Butcher, Wee Hughie, Mother's Milk, The Frenchman, and The Female are The Boys: A CIAbacked team of very dangerous people, each one dedicated to the struggle against the most
dangerous force on Earth - superpower! Some superheroes have to be watched. Some have to be
controlled. And some of them - sometimes - need to be taken out of the picture. That's when you
call in The Boys!

Contains the stories: The Name of the Game, Get Some, Cheery, Glorious Five Year Plan, Good for
the Soul, I Tell you No lie, GI and We Gotta Go Now. Also includes all covers and bonus materials,
including script pages, special introductions, alternate covers and more! (STL221298) (FEB220582)
(C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 7.4x11.1, 792pgs, FC

SRP: $99.99

JAN230707
O/A BOYS OVERSIZED OMNIBUS SGN ED HC VOL 01 (MR) (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Garth Ennis (A/CA) Darick Robertson

To Celebrate the 15th Anniversary, Dynamite is offering three all-new oversized hardcover omnibus
volumes of The Boys. This first volume compiles the first 30 amazing issues of the critically acclaimed
series, with a hit television adaptation currently running on Amazon Prime!

This is going to hurt! In a world where costumed heroes soar through the sky and masked vigilantes
prowl the night, someone's got to make sure the ""supes"" don't get out of line. And someone will!

Billy Butcher, Wee Hughie, Mother's Milk, The Frenchman, and The Female are The Boys: A CIAbacked team of very dangerous people, each one dedicated to the struggle against the most
dangerous force on Earth - superpowers! Some superheroes have to be watched. Some have to be
controlled. And some of them - sometimes - need to be taken out of the picture. That's when you
call in The Boys!

Contains the stories: The Name of the Game, Get Some, Cheery, Glorious Five Year Plan, Good for
the Soul, I Tell you No lie, GI and We Gotta Go Now. Also includes all covers and bonus materials,
including script pages, special introductions, alternate covers and more!

Collecting The Boys #1-30. (STL222205) (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 7.4x11.1, 792pgs, FC

SRP: $199.99

JAN230708
BOYS OVERSIZED OMNIBUS HC VOL 02 (MR) (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Garth Ennis (A/CA) Darick Robertson
"All-new oversized Dust-Jacketed Hardcover printing collecting 26 amazing issues of the critically
acclaimed series, currently running on Amazon Prime!

Contains the stories: Herogasm, The Self-Preservation Society, Nothing Like it in the World, La Plume
de Ma Tante Est Sur La Table, The Instant White-Hot Wild, What I Know, The Innocents, Believe, and
Highland Laddie. Also includes all covers and bonus materials, including script pages, special
introductions, alternate covers and more!

Collecting The Boys (2006) #31-47, The Boys: Herogasm #1-6, The Boys: Highland Laddie #1-6, along
with a complete cover gallery." (STL225492) (MAR220612) (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 7.4x11.1, 792pgs, FC

SRP: $99.99

JAN230709
O/A BOYS OVERSIZED OMNIBUS SGN ED HC VOL 02 (MR) (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Garth Ennis (A/CA) Darick Robertson
"All-new oversized Dust-Jacketed Hardcover printing collecting 26 amazing issues of the critically
acclaimed series, currently running on Amazon Prime!

Contains the stories: Herogasm, The Self-Preservation Society, Nothing Like it in the World, La Plume
de Ma Tante Est Sur La Table, The Instant White-Hot Wild, What I Know, The Innocents, Believe, and
Highland Laddie. Also includes all covers and bonus materials, including script pages, special
introductions, alternate covers and more!

Collecting The Boys (2006) #31-47, The Boys: Herogasm #1-6, The Boys: Highland Laddie #1-6, along
with a complete cover gallery." (STL225493) (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 7.4x11.1, 792pgs, FC

SRP: $199.99

JAN230710
O/A BOYS OVERSIZED OMNIBUS HC VOL 03 (MR) (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Garth Ennis (A) Darick Robertson, Russell Braun (CA) Darick Robertson
All-new, oversized, dust-jacketed hardcover printing collecting 30 amazing issues of the criticallyacclaimed series, now airing on Amazon Prime!
Contains the stories: Proper Preparation and Planning; Barbary Coast; The Big Ride; Butcher, Baker
and Candlestickmaker; Over the Hill with the Swords of a Thousand Men; The Bloody Doors Off; and
You Found Me. Also includes all covers and bonus materials, including script pages, introductions,
alternate covers, and more!
Contains The Boys #49-72, plus the mini-series The Boys: Butcher, Baker, Candlestickmaker.
(STL227158) (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 792pgs, FC SRP: $99.99

JAN230711
O/A BOYS OVERSIZED OMNIBUS SGN ED HC VOL 03 (MR) (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Garth Ennis (A) Darick Robertson, Russell Braun (CA) Darick Robertson

All-new, oversized, dust-jacketed hardcover printing collecting 30 amazing issues of the criticallyacclaimed series, now airing on Amazon Prime!
Contains the stories: Proper Preparation and Planning; Barbary Coast; The Big Ride; Butcher, Baker
and Candlestickmaker; Over the Hill with the Swords of a Thousand Men; The Bloody Doors Off; and
You Found Me. Also includes all covers and bonus materials, including script pages, introductions,
alternate covers, and more!
Contains The Boys #49-72, plus the mini-series The Boys: Butcher, Baker, Candlestickmaker.
(STL227159) (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 792pgs, FC SRP: $199.99

JAN230712
CHERISH #5 CVR A SAYGER
(W) Katana Collins (A) Gabriel Caitano (CA) Stuart Sayger
Dynamite Entertainment proudly presents to you a brand new series by bestselling author Katana
Collins and rising star artist Gabriel Caitano, Cherish, featuring designs by Marc Silvestri. When the
blood on the boardroom floor moves from metaphorical, to literal… After all of these years of
training and planning, Cherish has finally come face to face with her father’s killer. Though she has
prepared herself physically for this encounter, the revelations leading up to this have rocked her to
her core. Will she be able to put her emotions aside and do what has to be done? And will Connor
ever forgive her?Cherish is the story of a young woman, Amelia Fellows, who witnessed the betrayal
and murder of her father at the hands of those he once trusted. Unfortunately for Amelia, the
people behind her father’s death are some of the richest, most powerful people in the world. If
Amelia wants justice for her father, she’ll have to get it herself as the well-armed high-tech vigilante,
Cherish. (STL261283)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230713
CHERISH #5 CVR B TEMPLESMITH
(W) Katana Collins (A) Gabriel Caitano (CA) Ben Templesmith
Dynamite Entertainment proudly presents to you a brand new series by bestselling author Katana
Collins and rising star artist Gabriel Caitano, Cherish, featuring designs by Marc Silvestri. When the
blood on the boardroom floor moves from metaphorical, to literal… After all of these years of
training and planning, Cherish has finally come face to face with her father’s killer. Though she has
prepared herself physically for this encounter, the revelations leading up to this have rocked her to
her core. Will she be able to put her emotions aside and do what has to be done? And will Connor
ever forgive her?Cherish is the story of a young woman, Amelia Fellows, who witnessed the betrayal
and murder of her father at the hands of those he once trusted. Unfortunately for Amelia, the
people behind her father’s death are some of the richest, most powerful people in the world. If

Amelia wants justice for her father, she’ll have to get it herself as the well-armed high-tech vigilante,
Cherish. (STL261284)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230714
CHERISH #5 CVR C LEE
(W) Katana Collins (A) Gabriel Caitano (CA) Soo Lee
Dynamite Entertainment proudly presents to you a brand new series by bestselling author Katana
Collins and rising star artist Gabriel Caitano, Cherish, featuring designs by Marc Silvestri. When the
blood on the boardroom floor moves from metaphorical, to literal… After all of these years of
training and planning, Cherish has finally come face to face with her father’s killer. Though she has
prepared herself physically for this encounter, the revelations leading up to this have rocked her to
her core. Will she be able to put her emotions aside and do what has to be done? And will Connor
ever forgive her?Cherish is the story of a young woman, Amelia Fellows, who witnessed the betrayal
and murder of her father at the hands of those he once trusted. Unfortunately for Amelia, the
people behind her father’s death are some of the richest, most powerful people in the world. If
Amelia wants justice for her father, she’ll have to get it herself as the well-armed high-tech vigilante,
Cherish. (STL261285)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230715
CHERISH #5 CVR D MCCORMACK
(W) Katana Collins (A) Gabriel Caitano (CA) Clay McCormack
Dynamite Entertainment proudly presents to you a brand new series by bestselling author Katana
Collins and rising star artist Gabriel Caitano, Cherish, featuring designs by Marc Silvestri. When the
blood on the boardroom floor moves from metaphorical, to literal… After all of these years of
training and planning, Cherish has finally come face to face with her father’s killer. Though she has
prepared herself physically for this encounter, the revelations leading up to this have rocked her to
her core. Will she be able to put her emotions aside and do what has to be done? And will Connor
ever forgive her?Cherish is the story of a young woman, Amelia Fellows, who witnessed the betrayal
and murder of her father at the hands of those he once trusted. Unfortunately for Amelia, the
people behind her father’s death are some of the richest, most powerful people in the world. If
Amelia wants justice for her father, she’ll have to get it herself as the well-armed high-tech vigilante,
Cherish. (STL261286)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230720
CHERISH #5 CVR I SAYGER LTD VIRGIN (C: 0-1-2)

(W) Katana Collins (A) Gabriel Caitano (CA) Stuart Sayger
Get Stuart Sayger's cover for CHERISH #5 free of trade dress with this Limited, Virgin Edition!
(STL261291) (C: 0-1-2)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $50.00

JAN230721
LORD OF THE JUNGLE #5 CVR A TAN
(W) Dan Jurgens (A) Benito Gallego (CA) Philip Tan
In order to save his tribe of apes and other wildlife from being hauled back to England, Tarzan will
journey to the Valley of Mists. Shaw’s real goal is to see of the Legend of Lost Jewels is true, and if
so, to retrieve them and enrich himself. But… who… and what kind of threat will Tarzan find in the
Valley? (STL261273)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230722
LORD OF THE JUNGLE #5 CVR B PANOSIAN
(W) Dan Jurgens (A) Benito Gallego (CA) Dan Panosian
In order to save his tribe of apes and other wildlife from being hauled back to England, Tarzan will
journey to the Valley of Mists. Shaw’s real goal is to see of the Legend of Lost Jewels is true, and if
so, to retrieve them and enrich himself. But… who… and what kind of threat will Tarzan find in the
Valley? (STL261274)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230723
LORD OF THE JUNGLE #5 CVR C BURNS
(W) Dan Jurgens (A) Benito Gallego (CA) Josh Burns
In order to save his tribe of apes and other wildlife from being hauled back to England, Tarzan will
journey to the Valley of Mists. Shaw’s real goal is to see of the Legend of Lost Jewels is true, and if
so, to retrieve them and enrich himself. But… who… and what kind of threat will Tarzan find in the
Valley? (STL261275)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230724
LORD OF THE JUNGLE #5 CVR D MORITAT

(W) Dan Jurgens (A) Benito Gallego (CA) Moritat
In order to save his tribe of apes and other wildlife from being hauled back to England, Tarzan will
journey to the Valley of Mists. Shaw’s real goal is to see of the Legend of Lost Jewels is true, and if
so, to retrieve them and enrich himself. But… who… and what kind of threat will Tarzan find in the
Valley? (STL261276)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230725
LORD OF THE JUNGLE #5 CVR E TORRE
(W) Dan Jurgens (A) Benito Gallego (CA) Roberto de la Torre
In order to save his tribe of apes and other wildlife from being hauled back to England, Tarzan will
journey to the Valley of Mists. Shaw’s real goal is to see of the Legend of Lost Jewels is true, and if
so, to retrieve them and enrich himself. But… who… and what kind of threat will Tarzan find in the
Valley? (STL261277)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230730
LORD OF THE JUNGLE #5 CVR J TAN LTD VIRGIN
(W) Dan Jurgens (A) Benito Gallego (CA) Philip Tan
Get Philip Tan's cover for LORD OF THE JUNGLE #5 free of trade dress with this Limited, Virgin
Edition! (STL261282)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $50.00

JAN230731
RED SONJA HELL SONJA #4 CVR A LINSNER
(W) Jordan Clark (A) Miriana Puglia (CA) Joseph Michael Linsner
Reality comes undone in the shocking finale of Red Sonja/Hell Sonja. Having come face to face with
the Black Void, each Sonja is faced with a cosmic truth that will change them forever. Is there life
after madness? And what will it cost? (STL261251)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230732
RED SONJA HELL SONJA #4 CVR B MOSS
(W) Jordan Clark (A) Miriana Puglia (CA) Drew Moss

Reality comes undone in the shocking finale of Red Sonja/Hell Sonja. Having come face to face with
the Black Void, each Sonja is faced with a cosmic truth that will change them forever. Is there life
after madness? And what will it cost? (STL261252)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230733
RED SONJA HELL SONJA #4 CVR C SPALLETTA
(W) Jordan Clark (A) Miriana Puglia (CA) Giorgio Spalletta
Reality comes undone in the shocking finale of Red Sonja/Hell Sonja. Having come face to face with
the Black Void, each Sonja is faced with a cosmic truth that will change them forever. Is there life
after madness? And what will it cost? (STL261253)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230734
RED SONJA HELL SONJA #4 CVR D PUEBLA
(W) Jordan Clark (A) Miriana Puglia (CA) Rebeca Puebla
Reality comes undone in the shocking finale of Red Sonja/Hell Sonja. Having come face to face with
the Black Void, each Sonja is faced with a cosmic truth that will change them forever. Is there life
after madness? And what will it cost? (STL261254)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230735
RED SONJA HELL SONJA #4 CVR E COSPLAY
(W) Jordan Clark (A) Miriana Puglia (CA) Cosplay
Reality comes undone in the shocking finale of Red Sonja/Hell Sonja. Having come face to face with
the Black Void, each Sonja is faced with a cosmic truth that will change them forever. Is there life
after madness? And what will it cost? (STL261255)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230740
RED SONJA HELL SONJA #4 CVR J LINSNER LTD VIRGIN (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Jordan Clark (A) Miriana Puglia (CA) Joseph Michael Linsner
Get Joseph Michael Linsners's cover for RED SONJA / HELL SONJA #4 free of trade dress with this
Limited, Virgin Edition! (STL261260) (C: 0-1-2)

32pgs, FC

SRP: $50.00

JAN230741
SIRENS GATE #4 CVR A MAER
(W/A/CA) Shannon Maer
A thirst for blood is in the air as the wolves seek justice for the death of one of their own. As she
yearns to leave everything behind her, Tara struggles with the feelings of responsibility for Michael.
After all, he is only in danger for choosing to save her life. (STL261304)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230745
VAMPIRELLA STRIKES #11 CVR A PARRILLO
(W) Tom Sniegoski (A) Jonathan Lau (CA) Lucio Parrillo
Having fulfilled her role of in Vengeance, Vampirella is now posed to Strike in an all-new series
arising from the post-apocalyptic ashes of Dynamite’s Vengeance of Vampirella series! It has been
fifteen years since the death of Mistress Nyx and the world in slowly recovering, but this isn’t a
world that we’ve ever seen before. This is a world where the natural, and the supernatural have
merged to create a dangerous new place—A world very much in need of Vampirella. Something
inhuman stalks the streets of Sepulcher City, hungry for the lives of the innocent. But the murderer
has made a very bad mistake when killing someone close to Vampirella. The Danse Macabre’s finest
agent is out for revenge, hunting in the most monstrous part of the city called the Menagerie in
search of a mysterious monster before it kills again. Enter the world of Vampirella Strikes under a
series of amazing artist by returning superstars Lucio Parrillo, Stephen Segovia, Jonathan Lau,
Junggeun Yoon, and another stunning cosplay cover – featuring Dizzymslizzyy as Vampirella!
(STL261292)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230746
VAMPIRELLA STRIKES #11 CVR B SEGOVIA
(W) Tom Sniegoski (A) Jonathan Lau (CA) Stephen Segovia
Having fulfilled her role of in Vengeance, Vampirella is now posed to Strike in an all-new series
arising from the post-apocalyptic ashes of Dynamite’s Vengeance of Vampirella series! It has been
fifteen years since the death of Mistress Nyx and the world in slowly recovering, but this isn’t a
world that we’ve ever seen before. This is a world where the natural, and the supernatural have
merged to create a dangerous new place—A world very much in need of Vampirella. Something
inhuman stalks the streets of Sepulcher City, hungry for the lives of the innocent. But the murderer
has made a very bad mistake when killing someone close to Vampirella. The Danse Macabre’s finest
agent is out for revenge, hunting in the most monstrous part of the city called the Menagerie in

search of a mysterious monster before it kills again. Enter the world of Vampirella Strikes under a
series of amazing artist by returning superstars Lucio Parrillo, Stephen Segovia, Jonathan Lau,
Junggeun Yoon, and another stunning cosplay cover – featuring Dizzymslizzyy as Vampirella!
(STL261293)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230747
VAMPIRELLA STRIKES #11 CVR C YOON
(W) Tom Sniegoski (A) Jonathan Lau (CA) Jung-Geun Yoon
Having fulfilled her role of in Vengeance, Vampirella is now posed to Strike in an all-new series
arising from the post-apocalyptic ashes of Dynamite’s Vengeance of Vampirella series! It has been
fifteen years since the death of Mistress Nyx and the world in slowly recovering, but this isn’t a
world that we’ve ever seen before. This is a world where the natural, and the supernatural have
merged to create a dangerous new place—A world very much in need of Vampirella. Something
inhuman stalks the streets of Sepulcher City, hungry for the lives of the innocent. But the murderer
has made a very bad mistake when killing someone close to Vampirella. The Danse Macabre’s finest
agent is out for revenge, hunting in the most monstrous part of the city called the Menagerie in
search of a mysterious monster before it kills again. Enter the world of Vampirella Strikes under a
series of amazing artist by returning superstars Lucio Parrillo, Stephen Segovia, Jonathan Lau,
Junggeun Yoon, and another stunning cosplay cover – featuring Dizzymslizzyy as Vampirella!
(STL261294)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230748
VAMPIRELLA STRIKES #11 CVR D LAU
(W) Tom Sniegoski (A/CA) Jonathan Lau
Having fulfilled her role of in Vengeance, Vampirella is now posed to Strike in an all-new series
arising from the post-apocalyptic ashes of Dynamite’s Vengeance of Vampirella series! It has been
fifteen years since the death of Mistress Nyx and the world in slowly recovering, but this isn’t a
world that we’ve ever seen before. This is a world where the natural, and the supernatural have
merged to create a dangerous new place—A world very much in need of Vampirella. Something
inhuman stalks the streets of Sepulcher City, hungry for the lives of the innocent. But the murderer
has made a very bad mistake when killing someone close to Vampirella. The Danse Macabre’s finest
agent is out for revenge, hunting in the most monstrous part of the city called the Menagerie in
search of a mysterious monster before it kills again. Enter the world of Vampirella Strikes under a
series of amazing artist by returning superstars Lucio Parrillo, Stephen Segovia, Jonathan Lau,
Junggeun Yoon, and another stunning cosplay cover – featuring Dizzymslizzyy as Vampirella!
(STL261295)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230749
VAMPIRELLA STRIKES #11 CVR E COSPLAY
(W) Tom Sniegoski (A) Jonathan Lau (CA) Cosplay
Having fulfilled her role of in Vengeance, Vampirella is now posed to Strike in an all-new series
arising from the post-apocalyptic ashes of Dynamite’s Vengeance of Vampirella series! It has been
fifteen years since the death of Mistress Nyx and the world in slowly recovering, but this isn’t a
world that we’ve ever seen before. This is a world where the natural, and the supernatural have
merged to create a dangerous new place—A world very much in need of Vampirella. Something
inhuman stalks the streets of Sepulcher City, hungry for the lives of the innocent. But the murderer
has made a very bad mistake when killing someone close to Vampirella. The Danse Macabre’s finest
agent is out for revenge, hunting in the most monstrous part of the city called the Menagerie in
search of a mysterious monster before it kills again. Enter the world of Vampirella Strikes under a
series of amazing artist by returning superstars Lucio Parrillo, Stephen Segovia, Jonathan Lau,
Junggeun Yoon, and another stunning cosplay cover – featuring Dizzymslizzyy as Vampirella!
(STL261296)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230755
VAMPIRELLA STRIKES #11 CVR K PARRILLO VIRGIN LTD (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Tom Sniegoski (A) Jonathan Lau (CA) Lucio Parrillo
Get Lucio Parrillo's cover for Vampirella Strikes #11 free of trade dress with this Limited, Virgin
Edition! (STL261302) (C: 0-1-2)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $50.00

JAN230756
VAMPIRELLA STRIKES #11 CVR L YOON VIRGIN LTD (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Tom Sniegoski (A) Jonathan Lau (CA) Jung-Geun Yoon
Get Junggeun Yoon's cover for Vampirella Strikes #11 free of trade dress with this Limited, Virgin
Edition! (STL261303) (C: 0-1-2)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $50.00

JAN230757
VAMPIRELLA VS RED SONJA #5 CVR A PARRILLO
(W) Dan Abnett (A) Alessandro Ranaldi (CA) Lucio Parrillo

THE STUNNING FINALE! Are Sonja and Vampi able to set aside their grudges long enough for the
greater good…or will their worst instincts result in mindless savagery, and the death of a universe?
(STL261262)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230758
VAMPIRELLA VS RED SONJA #5 CVR B LINSNER
(W) Dan Abnett (A) Alessandro Ranaldi (CA) Joseph Michael Linsner
THE STUNNING FINALE! Are Sonja and Vampi able to set aside their grudges long enough for the
greater good…or will their worst instincts result in mindless savagery, and the death of a universe?
(STL261263)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230759
VAMPIRELLA VS RED SONJA #5 CVR C BEACH
(W) Dan Abnett (A) Alessandro Ranaldi (CA) Steve Beach
THE STUNNING FINALE! Are Sonja and Vampi able to set aside their grudges long enough for the
greater good…or will their worst instincts result in mindless savagery, and the death of a universe?
(STL261264)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230760
VAMPIRELLA VS RED SONJA #5 CVR D MOSS
(W) Dan Abnett (A) Alessandro Ranaldi (CA) Drew Moss
THE STUNNING FINALE! Are Sonja and Vampi able to set aside their grudges long enough for the
greater good…or will their worst instincts result in mindless savagery, and the death of a universe?
(STL261265)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230761
VAMPIRELLA VS RED SONJA #5 CVR E COSPLAY
(W) Dan Abnett (A) Alessandro Ranaldi (CA) Cosplay

THE STUNNING FINALE! Are Sonja and Vampi able to set aside their grudges long enough for the
greater good…or will their worst instincts result in mindless savagery, and the death of a universe?
(STL261266)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230767
VAMPIRELLA VS RED SONJA #5 CVR K PARRILLO LTD VIRGIN (C: 0-1
(W) Dan Abnett (A) Alessandro Ranaldi (CA) Lucio Parrillo
Get Lucio Parrillo's cover for VAMPIRELLA VS. RED SONJA #5 free of trade dress with this Limited,
Virgin Edition! (STL261272) (C: 0-1-2)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $50.00

MARVEL COMICS

JAN230768
DOCTOR STRANGE #1
(W) Jed MacKay (A) Pasqual Ferry (CA) Alex Ross
Stephen Strange is back! Reunited with Clea and Wong, it's back to business as usual for the Sorcerer
Supreme. Have your children fallen into a deep nightmarish slumber? Are demonic refugees invading
your home? Is your husband possessed by a satanic entity? Then call Doctor Strange! Join Jed
MacKay (MOON KNIGHT, BLACK CAT) and Pasqual Ferry (NAMOR: CONQUERED SHORES, SPIDERMAN: SPIDER'S SHADOW, THOR) as they begin a new chapter in the life of the Master of the Mystic
Arts!
Rated T+ (STL258775)
40pgs SRP: $4.99

JAN230769
DOCTOR STRANGE #1 CASELLI MARVEL ICON VAR
(W) Jed MacKay (A) Pasqual Ferry (CA) Stefano Caselli
Stephen Strange is back! Reunited with Clea and Wong, it's back to business as usual for the Sorcerer
Supreme. Have your children fallen into a deep nightmarish slumber? Are demonic refugees invading
your home? Is your husband possessed by a satanic entity? Then call Doctor Strange! Join Jed
MacKay (MOON KNIGHT, BLACK CAT) and Pasqual Ferry (NAMOR: CONQUERED SHORES, SPIDERMAN: SPIDER'S SHADOW, THOR) as they begin a new chapter in the life of the Master of the Mystic
Arts!
Rated T+ (STL258778)

40pgs SRP: $4.99

JAN230771
DOCTOR STRANGE #1 COCCOLO STORMBREAKER VAR
(W) Jed MacKay (A) Pasqual Ferry (CA) Martin Coccolo
Stephen Strange is back! Reunited with Clea and Wong, it's back to business as usual for the Sorcerer
Supreme. Have your children fallen into a deep nightmarish slumber? Are demonic refugees invading
your home? Is your husband possessed by a satanic entity? Then call Doctor Strange! Join Jed
MacKay (MOON KNIGHT, BLACK CAT) and Pasqual Ferry (NAMOR: CONQUERED SHORES, SPIDERMAN: SPIDER'S SHADOW, THOR) as they begin a new chapter in the life of the Master of the Mystic
Arts!
Rated T+ (STL258780)
40pgs SRP: $4.99

JAN230772
DOCTOR STRANGE #1 SKROCE INFINITY SAGA PHASE 3 VAR
(W) Jed MacKay (A) Pasqual Ferry (CA) Steve Skroce
Stephen Strange is back! Reunited with Clea and Wong, it's back to business as usual for the Sorcerer
Supreme. Have your children fallen into a deep nightmarish slumber? Are demonic refugees invading
your home? Is your husband possessed by a satanic entity? Then call Doctor Strange! Join Jed
MacKay (MOON KNIGHT, BLACK CAT) and Pasqual Ferry (NAMOR: CONQUERED SHORES, SPIDERMAN: SPIDER'S SHADOW, THOR) as they begin a new chapter in the life of the Master of the Mystic
Arts!
Rated T+ (STL258781)
40pgs SRP: $4.99

JAN230773
DOCTOR STRANGE #1 ALEX ROSS TIMELESS DORMAMMU VIRGIN VAR
(W) Jed MacKay (A) Pasqual Ferry (CA) Alex Ross
Stephen Strange is back! Reunited with Clea and Wong, it's back to business as usual for the Sorcerer
Supreme. Have your children fallen into a deep nightmarish slumber? Are demonic refugees invading
your home? Is your husband possessed by a satanic entity? Then call Doctor Strange! Join Jed
MacKay (MOON KNIGHT, BLACK CAT) and Pasqual Ferry (NAMOR: CONQUERED SHORES, SPIDERMAN: SPIDER'S SHADOW, THOR) as they begin a new chapter in the life of the Master of the Mystic
Arts!
Rated T+ (STL258777)

40pgs SRP: $4.99

JAN230775
NIGHTCRAWLERS #2 (OF 3)
(W) Si Spurrier (A) Andrea Di Vito (CA) Leinil Yu
100 YEARS SINCE THE SINISTER ERA BEGAN... WAGNERINE and her gene-spliced assassins are HOLY
THIEVES, servants to a cosmic cult. Let the HEIST LITURGY be spoken! Loot the ashes of Asgard! Raid
the tombs of Otherworld! Pick the pockets of the Marvel Universe and build the sacred weapon! And
let us bear witness to the final fate of the First...the fallen fiend who was once known as
NIGHTCRAWLER.
Rated T+ (STL258156)
32pgs, FC (2 of 3)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230777
NIGHTCRAWLERS #2 (OF 3) TBD ARTIST SOS MARCH CONNECTING VAR
(W) Si Spurrier (A) Andrea Di Vito (CA) TBD
100 YEARS SINCE THE SINISTER ERA BEGAN... WAGNERINE and her gene-spliced assassins are HOLY
THIEVES, servants to a cosmic cult. Let the HEIST LITURGY be spoken! Loot the ashes of Asgard! Raid
the tombs of Otherworld! Pick the pockets of the Marvel Universe and build the sacred weapon! And
let us bear witness to the final fate of the First...the fallen fiend who was once known as
NIGHTCRAWLER.
Rated T+ (STL258157)
32pgs, FC (2 of 3)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230778
NIGHTCRAWLERS #2 (OF 3) LOBE MARVEL ANATOMY VAR
(W) Si Spurrier (A) Andrea Di Vito (CA) Jonah Lobe
100 YEARS SINCE THE SINISTER ERA BEGAN... WAGNERINE and her gene-spliced assassins are HOLY
THIEVES, servants to a cosmic cult. Let the HEIST LITURGY be spoken! Loot the ashes of Asgard! Raid
the tombs of Otherworld! Pick the pockets of the Marvel Universe and build the sacred weapon! And
let us bear witness to the final fate of the First...the fallen fiend who was once known as
NIGHTCRAWLER.
Rated T+ (STL258158)
32pgs, FC (2 of 3)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230779
STORM AND BROTHERHOOD MUTANTS #2
(W) Al Ewing (A) Andrea Di Vito (CA) Leinil Yu
BATTLE OF THE X-PLANETS! 100 years from now, the Empire of the Red Diamond battles the Cosmic
Coalition to decide the fate of a universe. One is the twisted creation of Nathaniel Essex. So is the
other one. But between the two... there are rebels. Ororo lives, and her Brotherhood fights on - in
an epic space battle that means life or death for everything that exists!
Rated T+ (STL258256)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230781
STORM AND BROTHERHOOD MUTANTS #2 SOS MARCH CONNECTING VAR
(W) Al Ewing (A) Andrea Di Vito (CA) TBD
BATTLE OF THE X-PLANETS! 100 years from now, the Empire of the Red Diamond battles the Cosmic
Coalition to decide the fate of a universe. One is the twisted creation of Nathaniel Essex. So is the
other one. But between the two... there are rebels. Ororo lives, and her Brotherhood fights on - in
an epic space battle that means life or death for everything that exists!
Rated T+ (STL258260)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230782
STORM AND BROTHERHOOD MUTANTS #2 WOMENS HISTORY MONTH VAR
(W) Al Ewing (A) Andrea Di Vito (CA) Yagawa, Rickie
BATTLE OF THE X-PLANETS! 100 years from now, the Empire of the Red Diamond battles the Cosmic
Coalition to decide the fate of a universe. One is the twisted creation of Nathaniel Essex. So is the
other one. But between the two... there are rebels. Ororo lives, and her Brotherhood fights on - in
an epic space battle that means life or death for everything that exists!
Rated T+ (STL258257)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230783
STORM AND BROTHERHOOD MUTANTS #2 LOBE MARVEL ANATOMY VAR
(W) Al Ewing (A) Andrea Di Vito (CA) Jonah Lobe

BATTLE OF THE X-PLANETS! 100 years from now, the Empire of the Red Diamond battles the Cosmic
Coalition to decide the fate of a universe. One is the twisted creation of Nathaniel Essex. So is the
other one. But between the two... there are rebels. Ororo lives, and her Brotherhood fights on - in
an epic space battle that means life or death for everything that exists!
Rated T+ (STL258258)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230784
IMMORAL X-MEN #2 (OF 3)
(W) Kieron Gillen (A) Andrea Di Vito (CA) Leinil Yu
PUTTING THE "DIE" IN DIAMOND AGE! Hail the Pax Krakoa! Or perish! But to this hell age is born a
hero. Say hello (again) to Rasputin IV...but what can one good chimera do in a universe of sin? The
first century of Sinister's plan has come to an end?and whether it's better or worse may depend on
the symbol on your forehead.
Rated T+ (STL258147)
32pgs, FC (2 of 3)

SRP: $4.99

JAN230785
IMMORAL X-MEN #2 (OF 3) ARTIST TBD 1 VAR
(W) Kieron Gillen (A) Andrea Di Vito (CA) TBD
PUTTING THE "DIE" IN DIAMOND AGE! Hail the Pax Krakoa! Or perish! But to this hell age is born a
hero. Say hello (again) to Rasputin IV...but what can one good chimera do in a universe of sin? The
first century of Sinister's plan has come to an end?and whether it's better or worse may depend on
the symbol on your forehead.
Rated T+ (STL258150)
32pgs, FC (2 of 3)

SRP: $4.99

JAN230787
IMMORAL X-MEN #2 (OF 3) ARTIST TBD SOS MARCH CONNECTING VAR
(W) Kieron Gillen (A) Andrea Di Vito (CA) TBD
PUTTING THE "DIE" IN DIAMOND AGE! Hail the Pax Krakoa! Or perish! But to this hell age is born a
hero. Say hello (again) to Rasputin IV...but what can one good chimera do in a universe of sin? The
first century of Sinister's plan has come to an end?and whether it's better or worse may depend on
the symbol on your forehead.
Rated T+ (STL258149)

32pgs, FC (2 of 3)

SRP: $4.99

JAN230788
X-23 DEADLY REGENESIS #1 (OF 5)
(W) Erica Schultz (A) Edgar Salazar (CA) Kalman Andrasofszky
ASSASSIN OR X-MAN? THE DEADLY DAYS OF X-23! LAURA KINNEY, A.K.A. X-23, was cloned from
LOGAN and trained by the Facility to be a deadly assassin. Even as she tries to put that life behind
her, forces will try to drag her back - and she'll fight them tooth and claw! Beset by NEW ENEMIES as well as OLD FAVORITES! - and set during X-23's days as a member of X-MEN and X-FORCE, when
she walked away from the island of UTOPIA to find where she truly belongs, join us for an ALL-NEW
story in the fan-favorite saga of Laura Kinney!
Rated T+ (STL258802)
40pgs (1 of 5)

SRP: $4.99

JAN230791
X-23 DEADLY REGENESIS #1 (OF 5) MOMOKO VAR
(W) Erica Schultz (A) Edgar Salazar (CA) Peach Momoko
ASSASSIN OR X-MAN? THE DEADLY DAYS OF X-23! LAURA KINNEY, A.K.A. X-23, was cloned from
LOGAN and trained by the Facility to be a deadly assassin. Even as she tries to put that life behind
her, forces will try to drag her back - and she'll fight them tooth and claw! Beset by NEW ENEMIES as well as OLD FAVORITES! - and set during X-23's days as a member of X-MEN and X-FORCE, when
she walked away from the island of UTOPIA to find where she truly belongs, join us for an ALL-NEW
story in the fan-favorite saga of Laura Kinney!
Rated T+ (STL258807)
40pgs (1 of 5)

SRP: $4.99

JAN230792
X-23 DEADLY REGENESIS #1 (OF 5) CASAGRANDE STORMBREAKER VAR
(W) Erica Schultz (A) Edgar Salazar (CA) Elena Casagrande
ASSASSIN OR X-MAN? THE DEADLY DAYS OF X-23! LAURA KINNEY, A.K.A. X-23, was cloned from
LOGAN and trained by the Facility to be a deadly assassin. Even as she tries to put that life behind
her, forces will try to drag her back - and she'll fight them tooth and claw! Beset by NEW ENEMIES as well as OLD FAVORITES! - and set during X-23's days as a member of X-MEN and X-FORCE, when
she walked away from the island of UTOPIA to find where she truly belongs, join us for an ALL-NEW
story in the fan-favorite saga of Laura Kinney!
Rated T+ (STL258805)

40pgs (1 of 5)

SRP: $4.99

JAN230793
X-23 DEADLY REGENESIS #1 (OF 5) AKA WOMENS HISTORY MONTH VAR
(W) Erica Schultz (A) Edgar Salazar (CA) Aka
ASSASSIN OR X-MAN? THE DEADLY DAYS OF X-23! LAURA KINNEY, A.K.A. X-23, was cloned from
LOGAN and trained by the Facility to be a deadly assassin. Even as she tries to put that life behind
her, forces will try to drag her back - and she'll fight them tooth and claw! Beset by NEW ENEMIES as well as OLD FAVORITES! - and set during X-23's days as a member of X-MEN and X-FORCE, when
she walked away from the island of UTOPIA to find where she truly belongs, join us for an ALL-NEW
story in the fan-favorite saga of Laura Kinney!
Rated T+ (STL258803)
40pgs (1 of 5)

SRP: $4.99

JAN230794
X-23 #1 FACSIMILE EDITION
(W) Christopher Yost, Craig Kyle (A/CA) Billy Tan
The full truth behind the young woman known as X-23 - who she is, where she came from and the
exact nature of her relationship to Wolverine - is revealed! You think you know the story of X-23, but
you have no idea! Expert geneticist Dr. Sarah Kinney has been tasked with creating a viable clone
from DNA retrieved from the Weapon X project - but there's a problem, and the damage to the
sample requires a creative solution. Against the express orders of her superiors, Kinney takes
matters into her own hands. One way or another, subject X-23 will be brought into this world! The
story of a modern-day icon begins here! It's one of the all-time great Marvel comic books, boldly represented in its original form, ads and all! Reprinting X-23 (2005) #1.
Rated T+ (STL258827)
32pgs SRP: $3.99

JAN230795
VENOM LETHAL PROTECTOR II #1 (OF 5)
(W) David Michelinie (A) Farid Karami (CA) Paolo Siqueira
BROCK VS. DOOM. 'NUFF SAID! Venom co-creator DAVID MICHELINIE returns with a brand-new
story set in the sinister symbiote's past when brains - and Spider-Man - were still on the menu! This
time, he's uniting with rising star FARID KARAMI to weave an epic, blockbuster story that will take
Venom from the streets of NYC to the kingdom of Latveria as EDDIE BROCK is challenged like never
before! What (or WHO) will Venom need to overcome the fiercest foe in the Marvel U? One thing's
for certain, this monster's bringing the mayhem!

Rated T+ (STL258797)
40pgs (1 of 5)

SRP: $4.99

JAN230797
VENOM LETHAL PROTECTOR II #1 (OF 5) ROSS TIMELESS VENOM VIRG
(W) David Michelinie (A) Farid Karami (CA) Alex Ross
BROCK VS. DOOM. 'NUFF SAID! Venom co-creator DAVID MICHELINIE returns with a brand-new
story set in the sinister symbiote's past when brains - and Spider-Man - were still on the menu! This
time, he's uniting with rising star FARID KARAMI to weave an epic, blockbuster story that will take
Venom from the streets of NYC to the kingdom of Latveria as EDDIE BROCK is challenged like never
before! What (or WHO) will Venom need to overcome the fiercest foe in the Marvel U? One thing's
for certain, this monster's bringing the mayhem!
Rated T+ (STL258799)
40pgs (1 of 5)

SRP: $4.99

JAN230799
VENOM LETHAL PROTECTOR II #1 (OF 5) MOMOKO VAR
(W) David Michelinie (A) Farid Karami (CA) Peach Momoko
BROCK VS. DOOM. 'NUFF SAID! Venom co-creator DAVID MICHELINIE returns with a brand-new
story set in the sinister symbiote's past when brains - and Spider-Man - were still on the menu! This
time, he's uniting with rising star FARID KARAMI to weave an epic, blockbuster story that will take
Venom from the streets of NYC to the kingdom of Latveria as EDDIE BROCK is challenged like never
before! What (or WHO) will Venom need to overcome the fiercest foe in the Marvel U? One thing's
for certain, this monster's bringing the mayhem!
Rated T+ (STL258801)
40pgs (1 of 5)

SRP: $4.99

JAN230800
HELLCAT #1 (OF 5)
(W) Christopher Cantwell (A) Alex Lins (CA) Pere Perez
Leaping from the pages of CHRISTOPHER CANTWELL'S IRON MAN run, Hellcat is back! Patsy is back
on the west coast, living in a demon house haunted by the ghost of her mother! When someone
close to Patsy's inner circle is murdered, Hellcat becomes the prime suspect! Now Patsy must prove
her innocence and evade both the police and the supernatural Sleepwalkers. To add to the perils she
faces, her demonic ex Daimon Hellstrom shows up and that's never a good thing. A supernatural,
superhero murder mystery!

Rated T (STL258782)
40pgs (1 of 5)

SRP: $4.99

JAN230802
HELLCAT #1 (OF 5) MOMOKO VAR
(W) Christopher Cantwell (A) Alex Lins (CA) Peach Momoko
Leaping from the pages of CHRISTOPHER CANTWELL'S IRON MAN run, Hellcat is back! Patsy is back
on the west coast, living in a demon house haunted by the ghost of her mother! When someone
close to Patsy's inner circle is murdered, Hellcat becomes the prime suspect! Now Patsy must prove
her innocence and evade both the police and the supernatural Sleepwalkers. To add to the perils she
faces, her demonic ex Daimon Hellstrom shows up and that's never a good thing. A supernatural,
superhero murder mystery!
Rated T (STL258784)
40pgs (1 of 5)

SRP: $4.99

JAN230804
HELLCAT #1 (OF 5) YOUNG VAR
(W) Christopher Cantwell (A) Alex Lins (CA) Skottie Young
Leaping from the pages of CHRISTOPHER CANTWELL'S IRON MAN run, Hellcat is back! Patsy is back
on the west coast, living in a demon house haunted by the ghost of her mother! When someone
close to Patsy's inner circle is murdered, Hellcat becomes the prime suspect! Now Patsy must prove
her innocence and evade both the police and the supernatural Sleepwalkers. To add to the perils she
faces, her demonic ex Daimon Hellstrom shows up and that's never a good thing. A supernatural,
superhero murder mystery!
Rated T (STL258786)
40pgs (1 of 5)

SRP: $4.99

JAN230805
HELLCAT #1 (OF 5) INHYUK LEE VAR
(W) Christopher Cantwell (A) Alex Lins (CA) Inhyuk Lee
Leaping from the pages of CHRISTOPHER CANTWELL'S IRON MAN run, Hellcat is back! Patsy is back
on the west coast, living in a demon house haunted by the ghost of her mother! When someone
close to Patsy's inner circle is murdered, Hellcat becomes the prime suspect! Now Patsy must prove
her innocence and evade both the police and the supernatural Sleepwalkers. To add to the perils she
faces, her demonic ex Daimon Hellstrom shows up and that's never a good thing. A supernatural,
superhero murder mystery!

Rated T (STL258787)
40pgs (1 of 5)

SRP: $4.99

JAN230806
AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #21
(W) Zeb Wells (A/CA) John Romita Jr.
WHAT HAPPENED TO PETER AND MARY JANE?! It's time. This arc will answer your questions
including... WHAT DID PETER DO?! Who caused all of this?
Rated T (STL258129)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230808
AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #21 BAZALDUA STORMBREAKERS VAR
(W) Zeb Wells (A) John Romita Jr. (CA) Jan Bazaldua
WHAT HAPPENED TO PETER AND MARY JANE?! It's time. This arc will answer your questions
including... WHAT DID PETER DO?! Who caused all of this?
Rated T (STL258131)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230809
AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #21 DISNEY100 VAR
(W) Zeb Wells (A) John Romita Jr. (CA) Vitale Mangiatordi
WHAT HAPPENED TO PETER AND MARY JANE?! It's time. This arc will answer your questions
including... WHAT DID PETER DO?! Who caused all of this?
Rated T (STL258130)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230811
AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #22
(W) Zeb Wells (A/CA) John Romita Jr.
Who is this mysterious figure and what do they have to do with Peter's and Mary Jane's
disappearances?!

Rated T (STL258762)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230813
AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #22 CASELLI MARVEL ICON VAR
(W) Zeb Wells (A) John Romita Jr. (CA) Stefano Caselli
Who is this mysterious figure and what do they have to do with Peter's and Mary Jane's
disappearances?!
Rated T (STL258763)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230814
AVENGERS FOREVER #15
(W) Jason Aaron (A/CA) Aaron Kuder
AVENGERS ASSEMBLE: PART 9 - THE PENULTIMATE CHAPTER! The greatest battle in the history of
the Multiverse is raging, featuring Avengers from throughout time and space, countless different
versions of Captain America and Iron Man and the God of Thunder. Yet somehow, it all comes down
to one Starbrand and one Ghost Rider, who unfortunately are the only Avengers whose powers
don't seem to be working.
Rated T+ (STL258133)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230815
AVENGERS FOREVER #15 HAINSWORTH CONNECTING WRAPAROUND VAR
(W) Jason Aaron (A) Aaron Kuder (CA) Hainsworth, Daniel
AVENGERS ASSEMBLE: PART 9 - THE PENULTIMATE CHAPTER! The greatest battle in the history of
the Multiverse is raging, featuring Avengers from throughout time and space, countless different
versions of Captain America and Iron Man and the God of Thunder. Yet somehow, it all comes down
to one Starbrand and one Ghost Rider, who unfortunately are the only Avengers whose powers
don't seem to be working.
Rated T+ (STL258136)
32pgs, FC

JAN230816

SRP: $3.99

AVENGERS FOREVER #15 PAST FUTURE AVENGERS ASSEMBLE CONNECTIN
(W) Jason Aaron (A) Aaron Kuder (CA) Stefano Caselli
AVENGERS ASSEMBLE: PART 9 - THE PENULTIMATE CHAPTER! The greatest battle in the history of
the Multiverse is raging, featuring Avengers from throughout time and space, countless different
versions of Captain America and Iron Man and the God of Thunder. Yet somehow, it all comes down
to one Starbrand and one Ghost Rider, who unfortunately are the only Avengers whose powers
don't seem to be working.
Rated T+ (STL258135)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230817
AVENGERS FOREVER #15 ALEX ROSS TIMELESS KANG VIRGIN VAR
(W) Jason Aaron (A) Aaron Kuder (CA) Alex Ross
AVENGERS ASSEMBLE: PART 9 - THE PENULTIMATE CHAPTER! The greatest battle in the history of
the Multiverse is raging, featuring Avengers from throughout time and space, countless different
versions of Captain America and Iron Man and the God of Thunder. Yet somehow, it all comes down
to one Starbrand and one Ghost Rider, who unfortunately are the only Avengers whose powers
don't seem to be working.
Rated T+ (STL258134)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230819
AVENGERS #9 FACSIMILE EDITION
(W) Stan Lee (A) Don Heck (CA) Jack Kirby
The coming of Wonder Man! Simon Williams would one day become a stalwart Avenger and
Hollywood action star. But in his classic debut, he is a brilliant inventor turned dangerous foe for the
Avengers - his ionic powers making him strong enough to go toe to toe with Thor, Iron Man, Captain
America, Giant-Man and the Wasp! But why has the newly empowered Wonder Man allied himself
with Baron Zemo and his Masters of Evil? Can the Avengers find a way to shake his loyalty? And as
Earth's Mightiest Heroes are lured to the Masters' compound, will everybody make it out of this
confrontation alive - or will a hero make the ultimate sacrifice? The epic story of Wonder Man begins
here! It's one of the all-time great Marvel comic books, boldly re-presented in its original form, ads
and all! Reprinting AVENGERS (1963) #9.
Rated T (STL258811)
32pgs SRP: $3.99

JAN230820

AVENGERS RAGE OF ULTRON MARVEL TALES #1
(W) Rick Remender (A) Jerome Opena, Pepe Larraz (CA) Nick Bradshaw
Ultron's full robotic rage is unleashed as we celebrate the legacy of the House of Ideas with MARVEL
TALES! This anthology series shines a spotlight on fan-favorite characters, features timeless stories
and highlights some of Marvel's most impressive talent from the past eight decades! In AVENGERS:
RAGE OF ULTRON - an original graphic novel from the blockbuster team of Rick Remender, Jerome
Ope?a and Pepe Larraz - a classic victory for the Avengers becomes a nightmare years later! Ultron,
the homicidal artificial intelligence so long devoted to ending life on Earth, has found a new world to
conquer - one with its own horrific legacy. When Titan - birthplace of Thanos - falls, Planet Ultron
rises in its place! Thanos' brother, Starfox, seeks the aid of his former allies - but the Avengers he
finds are radically different from the ones he once knew!
Rated T+ (STL258812)
112pgs SRP: $7.99

JAN230822
RED GOBLIN #2
(W) Alex Paknadel (A) Jan Bazaldua (CA) Inhyuk Lee
WHO IS THE GOBLIN KING?! A new GOBLIN KING reigns under the streets of New York - but who, or
what, is this terrifying new leader of a resurgent GOBLIN NATION?! And why has he kidnapped
Norman Osborn? And why has he siphoned off GALLONS of Osborn's goblin-serum-infused blood?!
Rated T+ (STL258234)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230823
RED GOBLIN #2 STEGMAN VAR
(W) Alex Paknadel (A) Jan Bazaldua (CA) Ryan Stegman
WHO IS THE GOBLIN KING?! A new GOBLIN KING reigns under the streets of New York - but who, or
what, is this terrifying new leader of a resurgent GOBLIN NATION?! And why has he kidnapped
Norman Osborn? And why has he siphoned off GALLONS of Osborn's goblin-serum-infused blood?!
Rated T+ (STL258236)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230825
WOMEN OF MARVEL #1
(W) Melissa Flores, Various (A) Jodie Nishijima, Various (CA) Erica D'urso

HEAR THEM ROAR! Marvel's fiercest heroines take the spotlight in an all-new Women of Marvel oneshot! Get in now for a preview of the women creators taking Marvel Comics by storm! Power
Rangers scribe Melissa Flores sends America Chavez on a pulse-punching adventure! She-Hulk steers
straight into the gutters, and she loves it! Silk spins a wild web through New York City! All this and
more as Women of Marvel celebrates more than ten years of uplifting the characters and creators
you know and love - and the ones you're about to.
Rated T+ (STL258822)
56pgs SRP: $5.99

JAN230826
WOMEN OF MARVEL #1 ROMINA JONES VAR
(W) Melissa Flores, Various (A) Jodi Nishijima, Various (CA) Romina Jones
HEAR THEM ROAR! Marvel's fiercest heroines take the spotlight in an all-new Women of Marvel oneshot! Get in now for a preview of the women creators taking Marvel Comics by storm! Power
Rangers scribe Melissa Flores sends America Chavez on a pulse-punching adventure! She-Hulk steers
straight into the gutters, and she loves it! Silk spins a wild web through New York City! All this and
more as Women of Marvel celebrates more than ten years of uplifting the characters and creators
you know and love - and the ones you're about to.
Rated T+ (STL258824)
56pgs SRP: $5.99

JAN230827
WOMEN OF MARVEL #1 SAUVAGE VAR
(W) Melissa Flores, Various (A) Various, Jodi Nishijima (CA) Marguerite Sauvage
HEAR THEM ROAR! Marvel's fiercest heroines take the spotlight in an all-new Women of Marvel oneshot! Get in now for a preview of the women creators taking Marvel Comics by storm! Power
Rangers scribe Melissa Flores sends America Chavez on a pulse-punching adventure! She-Hulk steers
straight into the gutters, and she loves it! Silk spins a wild web through New York City! All this and
more as Women of Marvel celebrates more than ten years of uplifting the characters and creators
you know and love - and the ones you're about to.
Rated T+ (STL258825)
56pgs SRP: $5.99

JAN230828
WOMEN OF MARVEL #1 ARTIST VAR
(W) Melissa Flores, Various (A) Jodi Nishijima, Various (CA) TBD

HEAR THEM ROAR! Marvel's fiercest heroines take the spotlight in an all-new Women of Marvel oneshot! Get in now for a preview of the women creators taking Marvel Comics by storm! Power
Rangers scribe Melissa Flores sends America Chavez on a pulse-punching adventure! She-Hulk steers
straight into the gutters, and she loves it! Silk spins a wild web through New York City! All this and
more as Women of Marvel celebrates more than ten years of uplifting the characters and creators
you know and love - and the ones you're about to.
Rated T+ (STL258826)
56pgs SRP: $5.99

JAN230829
WOMEN OF MARVEL #1 CASELLI MARVEL ICON VAR
(W) Various, Melissa Flores (A) Jodi Nishijima, Various (CA) Stefano Caselli
HEAR THEM ROAR! Marvel's fiercest heroines take the spotlight in an all-new Women of Marvel oneshot! Get in now for a preview of the women creators taking Marvel Comics by storm! Power
Rangers scribe Melissa Flores sends America Chavez on a pulse-punching adventure! She-Hulk steers
straight into the gutters, and she loves it! Silk spins a wild web through New York City! All this and
more as Women of Marvel celebrates more than ten years of uplifting the characters and creators
you know and love - and the ones you're about to.
Rated T+ (STL258823)
56pgs SRP: $5.99

JAN230830
X-CELLENT #1 (OF 5)
(W) Peter Milligan (A/CA) Mike Allred
Your favorite celebrity super villains are back! Zeitgeist is still on a mission to achieve social media
godhood, no matter who he has to kill! But the spotlight won't be big enough when the next
generation of the X-Statix drop in! Join Peter Milligan and Michael Allred for the final half of their
mutant celebrity saga!
Parental Advisory (STL258808)
32pgs (1 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230831
X-CELLENT #1 (OF 5) ARTIST A VAR
(W) Peter Milligan (A) Mike Allred (CA) TBD
Your favorite celebrity super villains are back! Zeitgeist is still on a mission to achieve social media
godhood, no matter who he has to kill! But the spotlight won't be big enough when the next

generation of the X-Statix drop in! Join Peter Milligan and Michael Allred for the final half of their
mutant celebrity saga!
Parental Advisory (STL258809)
32pgs (1 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230832
X-CELLENT #1 (OF 5) ARTIST B VAR
(W) Peter Milligan (A) Mike Allred (CA) TBD
Your favorite celebrity super villains are back! Zeitgeist is still on a mission to achieve social media
godhood, no matter who he has to kill! But the spotlight won't be big enough when the next
generation of the X-Statix drop in! Join Peter Milligan and Michael Allred for the final half of their
mutant celebrity saga!
Parental Advisory (STL258810)
32pgs (1 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230833
NEW MUTANTS LETHAL LEGION #1 (OF 5)
(W) Charlie Jane Anders (A) Enid Balam (CA) Javier Fernandez
THE NEW, NEW MUTANTS - WITH ALL THE CLASSIC THRILLS! Best-selling, multiple-award-winning,
generally bedazzling writer Charlie Jane Anders launches a fresh take on the beloved team, with
rising star Enid Bal?m behind the illustrious pencils! The Shadow King. U-Men. Demon Bear.
Themselves. The New Mutants have faced some of the most cunning minds in the Marvel Universe and survived. But when someone starts building a new Lethal Legion, will Krakoa's youngest class
finally be outmatched? Featuring fan-favorites like Wolfsbane and Karma alongside explosive
newcomers like Escapade, this is a series you can't miss! Everything leads to the Fall of X - don't
sleep on the start.
Rated T+ (STL258788)
32pgs (1 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230834
NEW MUTANTS LETHAL LEGION #1 (OF 5) FUJI VAR
(W) Charlie Jane Anders (A) Enid Balam (CA) Nao Fuji
THE NEW, NEW MUTANTS - WITH ALL THE CLASSIC THRILLS! Best-selling, multiple-award-winning,
generally bedazzling writer Charlie Jane Anders launches a fresh take on the beloved team, with
rising star Enid Bal?m behind the illustrious pencils! The Shadow King. U-Men. Demon Bear.
Themselves. The New Mutants have faced some of the most cunning minds in the Marvel Universe -

and survived. But when someone starts building a new Lethal Legion, will Krakoa's youngest class
finally be outmatched? Featuring fan-favorites like Wolfsbane and Karma alongside explosive
newcomers like Escapade, this is a series you can't miss! Everything leads to the Fall of X - don't
sleep on the start.
Rated T+ (STL258790)
32pgs (1 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230836
NEW MUTANTS LETHAL LEGION #1 (OF 5) LAND VAR
(W) Charlie Jane Anders (A) Enid Balam (CA) Greg Land
THE NEW, NEW MUTANTS - WITH ALL THE CLASSIC THRILLS! Best-selling, multiple-award-winning,
generally bedazzling writer Charlie Jane Anders launches a fresh take on the beloved team, with
rising star Enid Bal?m behind the illustrious pencils! The Shadow King. U-Men. Demon Bear.
Themselves. The New Mutants have faced some of the most cunning minds in the Marvel Universe and survived. But when someone starts building a new Lethal Legion, will Krakoa's youngest class
finally be outmatched? Featuring fan-favorites like Wolfsbane and Karma alongside explosive
newcomers like Escapade, this is a series you can't miss! Everything leads to the Fall of X - don't
sleep on the start.
Rated T+ (STL258789)
32pgs (1 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230837
NEW MUTANTS LETHAL LEGION #1 (OF 5) VECCHIO PLANET OF APES V
(W) Charlie Jane Anders (A) Enid Balam (CA) Luana Vecchio
THE NEW, NEW MUTANTS - WITH ALL THE CLASSIC THRILLS! Best-selling, multiple-award-winning,
generally bedazzling writer Charlie Jane Anders launches a fresh take on the beloved team, with
rising star Enid Bal?m behind the illustrious pencils! The Shadow King. U-Men. Demon Bear.
Themselves. The New Mutants have faced some of the most cunning minds in the Marvel Universe and survived. But when someone starts building a new Lethal Legion, will Krakoa's youngest class
finally be outmatched? Featuring fan-favorites like Wolfsbane and Karma alongside explosive
newcomers like Escapade, this is a series you can't miss! Everything leads to the Fall of X - don't
sleep on the start.
Rated T+ (STL258792)
32pgs (1 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230838
X-MEN UNFORGIVEN #1

(W) Tim Seeley (A) Sid Kotian (CA) Kyle Hotz
MUTANTS... OR MONSTERS? Beaten, broken and bruised after the destruction of SPIDER-MAN:
UNFORGIVEN, the FORGIVEN desperately need a break?but, of course, there ain't no rest for the
wicked. Body parts have mysteriously started washing up on the coast of Maine?and these
extraneous organs call for help from the extraordinary X-MEN! But with former bloodsucker JUBILEE
in tow, the team is risking more than they know?
Rated T+ (STL258828)
40pgs SRP: $4.99

JAN230839
X-MEN UNFORGIVEN #1 MOMOKO VAR
(W) Tim Seeley (A) Sid Kotian (CA) Peach Momoko
MUTANTS... OR MONSTERS? Beaten, broken and bruised after the destruction of SPIDER-MAN:
UNFORGIVEN, the FORGIVEN desperately need a break?but, of course, there ain't no rest for the
wicked. Body parts have mysteriously started washing up on the coast of Maine?and these
extraneous organs call for help from the extraordinary X-MEN! But with former bloodsucker JUBILEE
in tow, the team is risking more than they know?
Rated T+ (STL258829)
40pgs SRP: $4.99

JAN230840
PREDATOR #1
(W) Ed Brisson (A) Netho Diaz (CA) Giuseppe Camuncoli
FEAR IS REBORN! On a planet far from Earth, eight strangers find themselves in a deadly game. But
this time, the Predators aren't the only ones on the hunt. Someone has the Yautja in their sites - and
they've been searching for this game preserve for a long time. Ed Brisson and Netho Diaz kicks off an
explosive new series that will turn everything you thought you knew about Predators on its head!
Parental Advisory (STL258793)
40pgs SRP: $4.99

JAN230841
PREDATOR #1 BARENDS VAR
(W) Ed Brisson (A) Netho Diaz (CA) Bjorn Barends
FEAR IS REBORN! On a planet far from Earth, eight strangers find themselves in a deadly game. But
this time, the Predators aren't the only ones on the hunt. Someone has the Yautja in their sites - and

they've been searching for this game preserve for a long time. Ed Brisson and Netho Diaz kicks off an
explosive new series that will turn everything you thought you knew about Predators on its head!
Parental Advisory (STL258794)
40pgs SRP: $4.99

JAN230844
CLOBBERIN TIME #1 (OF 5)
(W/A/CA) Steve Skroce
It's Clobberin' Time all the time, as Ben Grimm teams up with heroes from across the Marvel
Universe for BIG, FIST-POUNDING ACTION! But the stakes have never been higher! In this opening
issue, Ben and the Incredible Hulk are stranded on a distant, ancient, alien world, where the duo
must protect an ancient people against legions of Deviant hordes and ultimately face the wrath of a
Celestial. Luckily, they have four fists between them!
RATED T (STL226639)
RES. from Previews Vol. XXXII #4 (APR220844)
32pgs, FC (1 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230845
CLOBBERIN TIME #1 (OF 5) JURGENS VAR
(W/A) Steve Skroce (CA) Dan Jurgens
It's Clobberin' Time all the time, as Ben Grimm teams up with heroes from across the Marvel
Universe for BIG, FIST-POUNDING ACTION! But the stakes have never been higher! In this opening
issue, Ben and the Incredible Hulk are stranded on a distant, ancient, alien world, where the duo
must protect an ancient people against legions of Deviant hordes and ultimately face the wrath of a
Celestial. Luckily, they have four fists between them!
RATED T (STL228204)
RES. from Previews Vol. XXXII #4 (APR220845)
32pgs, FC (1 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230846
CLOBBERIN TIME #1 (OF 5) SMALLWOOD VAR
(W/A) Steve Skroce (CA) Greg Smallwood
It's Clobberin' Time all the time, as Ben Grimm teams up with heroes from across the Marvel
Universe for BIG, FIST-POUNDING ACTION! But the stakes have never been higher! In this opening
issue, Ben and the Incredible Hulk are stranded on a distant, ancient, alien world, where the duo

must protect an ancient people against legions of Deviant hordes and ultimately face the wrath of a
Celestial. Luckily, they have four fists between them!
RATED T (STL228206)
RES. from Previews Vol. XXXII #4 (APR220846)
32pgs, FC (1 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230848
BETSY BRADDOCK CAPTAIN BRITAIN #2
(W) Tini Howard (A) Vasco Georgiev (CA) Erica D'Urso
TWO CAPTAINS - ONE COUNTRY - AND ONE HELL OF A FIGHT! Britain has a new champion - but don't
be mistaken, she's been here for years. Morgan Le Fay is back for vengeance, and Captain Britain is
first on her list! But where one captain fails, another may suffice... and Peggy Carter's got a right
hook that would inspire the devil herself. Magical machinations and feral fisticuffs abound in Tini
Howard and Vasco Georgiev's continuing epic!
Rated T+ (STL258182)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230849
BETSY BRADDOCK CAPTAIN BRITAIN #2 VILLALOBOS VAR
(W) Tini Howard (A) Vasco Georgiev (CA) Ramon Villalobos
TWO CAPTAINS - ONE COUNTRY - AND ONE HELL OF A FIGHT! Britain has a new champion - but don't
be mistaken, she's been here for years. Morgan Le Fay is back for vengeance, and Captain Britain is
first on her list! But where one captain fails, another may suffice... and Peggy Carter's got a right
hook that would inspire the devil herself. Magical machinations and feral fisticuffs abound in Tini
Howard and Vasco Georgiev's continuing epic!
Rated T+ (STL258183)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230850
BLOODLINE DAUGHTER OF BLADE #2
(W) Danny Lore (A/CA) Karen Darboe
The new girl in school with new powers and new problems! Turns out that Whitney may not be the
friend Brielle was hoping for...but that's the least of Brielle's concerns as she discovers her powers
come with a dangerous hunger. And the Daywalker himself arrives on the scene at the worst
possible time?

Rated T+ (STL258190)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230851
BLOODLINE DAUGHTER OF BLADE #2 COLA VAR
(W) Danny Lore (A) Karen Darboe (CA) Betsy Cola
The new girl in school with new powers and new problems! Turns out that Whitney may not be the
friend Brielle was hoping for...but that's the least of Brielle's concerns as she discovers her powers
come with a dangerous hunger. And the Daywalker himself arrives on the scene at the worst
possible time?
Rated T+ (STL258191)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230852
BLOODLINE DAUGHTER OF BLADE #2 WOMENS HISTORY MONTH VAR
(W) Danny Lore (A) Karen Darboe (CA) Peach Momoko
The new girl in school with new powers and new problems! Turns out that Whitney may not be the
friend Brielle was hoping for...but that's the least of Brielle's concerns as she discovers her powers
come with a dangerous hunger. And the Daywalker himself arrives on the scene at the worst
possible time?
Rated T+ (STL258192)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230853
BLOODLINE DAUGHTER OF BLADE #2 TAO VAR
(W) Danny Lore (A) Karen Darboe (CA) Ivan Tao
The new girl in school with new powers and new problems! Turns out that Whitney may not be the
friend Brielle was hoping for...but that's the least of Brielle's concerns as she discovers her powers
come with a dangerous hunger. And the Daywalker himself arrives on the scene at the worst
possible time?
Rated T+ (STL258193)
32pgs, FC

JAN230855

SRP: $3.99

SILVER SURFER GHOST LIGHT #2
(W) John Jennings (A) Valentine De Landro (CA) Taurin Clarke
A GHOST FROM THE PAST RETURNS! The Silver Surfer thought he buried his friend Al Harper years
ago - but he thought wrong! Can the Surfer save Al from succumbing to his newfound cosmic
abilities? And who or what transformed Al into the otherworldly Ghost Light?
Rated T+ (STL258242)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230856
SILVER SURFER GHOST LIGHT #2 MALEEV VAR
(W) John Jennings (A) Valentine De Landro (CA) Alex Maleev
A GHOST FROM THE PAST RETURNS! The Silver Surfer thought he buried his friend Al Harper years
ago - but he thought wrong! Can the Surfer save Al from succumbing to his newfound cosmic
abilities? And who or what transformed Al into the otherworldly Ghost Light?
Rated T+ (STL258243)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230857
BISHOP WAR COLLEGE #2
(W) J Holtham (A) Duarte, Alberto Foche, Sean Hill (CA) Ken Lashley
BISHOP FACES OFF AGAINST...THE X-MEN? What's a Bishop story without time travel? Shunted to a
strange future, Lucas discovers familiar faces who will permanently alter his worldview. Meanwhile
his students are in danger, and not just of failing his course. Helped by shocking allies, the antimutant organization Orchis has finally found a way onto Krakoa. Is this the end of the island?
Rated T+ (STL258184)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230858
BISHOP WAR COLLEGE #2 RANDOLPH VAR
(W) J Holtham (A) Duarte, Alberto Foche, Sean Hill (CA) Khary Randolph
BISHOP FACES OFF AGAINST...THE X-MEN? What's a Bishop story without time travel? Shunted to a
strange future, Lucas discovers familiar faces who will permanently alter his worldview. Meanwhile
his students are in danger, and not just of failing his course. Helped by shocking allies, the antimutant organization Orchis has finally found a way onto Krakoa. Is this the end of the island?

Rated T+ (STL258186)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230859
BISHOP WAR COLLEGE #2 RON LIM VAR
(W) J Holtham (A) Duarte, Alberto Foche, Sean Hill (CA) Ron Lim
BISHOP FACES OFF AGAINST...THE X-MEN? What's a Bishop story without time travel? Shunted to a
strange future, Lucas discovers familiar faces who will permanently alter his worldview. Meanwhile
his students are in danger, and not just of failing his course. Helped by shocking allies, the antimutant organization Orchis has finally found a way onto Krakoa. Is this the end of the island?
Rated T+ (STL258185)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230860
SPIDER-MAN LOST HUNT #5 (OF 5)
(W) J.M. Dematteis (A) Eder Messias (CA) Ryan Brown
THE FINAL BATTLE! Peter needs to join forces with the one who taught Kraven to take Gregor down but at what cost? You won't see this ending coming!
Rated T (STL258161)
32pgs, FC (5 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230861
GOLD GOBLIN #5 (OF 5)
(W) Christopher Cantwell (A) Lan Medina (CA) Taurin Clarke
Norman's big play as a super hero is here. Can he STAY a hero? Is his return to the Green Goblin
inevitable?
Rated T+ (STL258210)
32pgs, FC (5 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230862
MILES MORALES SPIDER-MAN #4
(W) Cody Ziglar (A) Federico Vicentini (CA) Dike Ruan

"TRIAL BY SPIDER" CONTINUES! Can MILES MORALES save everyone when he can't even save
himself?! RABBLE's all-out assault has left SPIDER-MAN reeling, and he's about to spin his last web.
Miles can't take much more... but Rabble's just getting started.
Rated T (STL258222)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230864
MILES MORALES SPIDER-MAN #4 BACHALO VAR
(W) Cody Ziglar (A) Federico Vicentini (CA) Chris Bachalo
"TRIAL BY SPIDER" CONTINUES! Can MILES MORALES save everyone when he can't even save
himself?! RABBLE's all-out assault has left SPIDER-MAN reeling, and he's about to spin his last web.
Miles can't take much more... but Rabble's just getting started.
Rated T (STL258754)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230865
MILES MORALES SPIDER-MAN #4 ALEX ROSS TIMELESS SCORPION VIR
(W) Cody Ziglar (A) Federico Vicentini (CA) Alex Ross
"TRIAL BY SPIDER" CONTINUES! Can MILES MORALES save everyone when he can't even save
himself?! RABBLE's all-out assault has left SPIDER-MAN reeling, and he's about to spin his last web.
Miles can't take much more... but Rabble's just getting started.
Rated T (STL258223)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230867
CARNAGE #11
(W) Alex Paknadel (A) Roge Antonia (CA) Kendrick Lim
CLETUS KASADY IS BACK! Years ago, Peter Parker spurned the Venom symbiote and it created a
monster. Last summer, Cletus Kasady spurned the Carnage symbiote similarly, willingly rejecting it in
favor of forcing his consciousness into the deadly "Extrembiote" armor. You've seen what happened
to the Carnage symbiote in the months that followed... Now watch on in horror and discover what
happened to Cletus!
Rated T+ (STL252307)
RES. from Previews Vol. XXXII #11 (NOV220938)

32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230868
CARNAGE #11 MASTRAZZO VAR
(W) Alex Paknadel (A) Roge Antonia (CA) Marco Mastrazzo
CLETUS KASADY IS BACK! Years ago, Peter Parker spurned the Venom symbiote and it created a
monster. Last summer, Cletus Kasady spurned the Carnage symbiote similarly, willingly rejecting it in
favor of forcing his consciousness into the deadly "Extrembiote" armor. You've seen what happened
to the Carnage symbiote in the months that followed... Now watch on in horror and discover what
happened to Cletus!
Rated T+ (STL252309)
RES. from Previews Vol. XXXII #11 (NOV220939)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230869
CARNAGE #11 DAVILA PLANET OF THE APES VAR
(W) Alex Paknadel (A) Roge Antonia (CA) Sergio Davila
CLETUS KASADY IS BACK! Years ago, Peter Parker spurned the Venom symbiote and it created a
monster. Last summer, Cletus Kasady spurned the Carnage symbiote similarly, willingly rejecting it in
favor of forcing his consciousness into the deadly "Extrembiote" armor. You've seen what happened
to the Carnage symbiote in the months that followed... Now watch on in horror and discover what
happened to Cletus!
Rated T+ (STL252308)
RES. from Previews Vol. XXXII #11 (NOV220940)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230870
MARY JANE AND BLACK CAT #4 (OF 5)
(W) Jed MacKay (A) Vincenzo Carratu (CA) Paolo Siqueira
As Mary Jane and Black Cat's adventures through Limbo continue, they learn even more about the
mysterious dimension and domain of Madelyne Pryor. But the Goblin Queen isn't the only inhabitant
of the deadly space between spaces - which is a lesson Mary Jane Watson and Felicia Hardy are
about to learn the hard way.
Rated T (STL258219)
32pgs, FC (4 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230871
MARY JANE AND BLACK CAT #4 (OF 5) DAUTERMAN VAR
(W) Jed MacKay (A) Vincenzo Carratu (CA) Russell Dauterman
As Mary Jane and Black Cat's adventures through Limbo continue, they learn even more about the
mysterious dimension and domain of Madelyne Pryor. But the Goblin Queen isn't the only inhabitant
of the deadly space between spaces - which is a lesson Mary Jane Watson and Felicia Hardy are
about to learn the hard way.
Rated T (STL258753)
32pgs, FC (4 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230872
MARY JANE AND BLACK CAT #4 (OF 5) ALEX ROSS TIMELESS VIR VAR
(W) Jed MacKay (A) Vincenzo Carratu (CA) Alex Ross
As Mary Jane and Black Cat's adventures through Limbo continue, they learn even more about the
mysterious dimension and domain of Madelyne Pryor. But the Goblin Queen isn't the only inhabitant
of the deadly space between spaces - which is a lesson Mary Jane Watson and Felicia Hardy are
about to learn the hard way.
Rated T (STL258220)
32pgs, FC (4 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230874
MIRACLEMAN SILVER AGE #6
(W) Neil Gaiman (A/CA) Mark Buckingham
Young Miracleman has been found. Now what? One Miracleman decided to destroy the world and
almost did. Another Miracleman decided to rebuild the world in his own image and DID IT. What will
this Miracleman do?
Mature (STL258153)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN230876
MIRACLEMAN SILVER AGE #6 COELLO VAR
(W) Neil Gaiman (A) Mark Buckingham (CA) Iban Coello

Young Miracleman has been found. Now what? One Miracleman decided to destroy the world and
almost did. Another Miracleman decided to rebuild the world in his own image and DID IT. What will
this Miracleman do?
Mature (STL258155)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN230877
ITS JEFF #1
(W) Kelly Thompson (A/CA) Gurihiru
JEFF THE LANDSHARK STARS IN HIS OWN FIN-TASTIC COMIC! Since his very first appearance, Jeff the
Land Shark has flooded our hearts like an adorable tidal wave! Now the ingenious, the extraordinary,
the unbearably innocent Jeff embarks on his own adventures across the Marvel Universe! You
thought it was safe doing laundry or going for a leisurely swim in the pool?but no activity can protect
against Jeff's cuteness! Collecting the hit Infinity Comics series from the Marvel Unlimited app, this
one-shot features a brand-new cover and tail...we mean tale!
Kids to Adults (STL258814)
48pgs SRP: $5.99

JAN230878
ITS JEFF #1 DOALY VAR
(W) Kelly Thompson (A) Gurihiru, Doaly
JEFF THE LANDSHARK STARS IN HIS OWN FIN-TASTIC COMIC! Since his very first appearance, Jeff the
Land Shark has flooded our hearts like an adorable tidal wave! Now the ingenious, the extraordinary,
the unbearably innocent Jeff embarks on his own adventures across the Marvel Universe! You
thought it was safe doing laundry or going for a leisurely swim in the pool?but no activity can protect
against Jeff's cuteness! Collecting the hit Infinity Comics series from the Marvel Unlimited app, this
one-shot features a brand-new cover and tail...we mean tale!
Kids to Adults (STL258815)
48pgs SRP: $5.99

JAN230879
ITS JEFF #1 RON LIM VAR
(W) Kelly Thompson (A) Gurihiru (CA) Ron Lim
JEFF THE LANDSHARK STARS IN HIS OWN FIN-TASTIC COMIC! Since his very first appearance, Jeff the
Land Shark has flooded our hearts like an adorable tidal wave! Now the ingenious, the extraordinary,
the unbearably innocent Jeff embarks on his own adventures across the Marvel Universe! You

thought it was safe doing laundry or going for a leisurely swim in the pool?but no activity can protect
against Jeff's cuteness! Collecting the hit Infinity Comics series from the Marvel Unlimited app, this
one-shot features a brand-new cover and tail...we mean tale!
Kids to Adults (STL258816)
48pgs SRP: $5.99

JAN230880
X-MEN #20
(W) Gerry Duggan (A) Stefano Caselli (CA) Juan Frigeri
LORD OF THE BROOD - PART TWO! When the X-Men's close friend Broo became the Brood King, he
gained the ability to control the savage alien race he was both a part of and so different from. Now
he is experiencing his own nightmare scenario - the Brood are killing his friends, and there is nothing
he can do to stop it! Featuring a connecting cover to CAPTAIN MARVEL #47!
Rated T+ (STL258263)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230881
X-MEN #20 CAMUNCOLI TRADING CARD VAR
(W) Gerry Duggan (A) Stefano Caselli (CA) Giuseppe Camuncoli
LORD OF THE BROOD - PART TWO! When the X-Men's close friend Broo became the Brood King, he
gained the ability to control the savage alien race he was both a part of and so different from. Now
he is experiencing his own nightmare scenario - the Brood are killing his friends, and there is nothing
he can do to stop it! Featuring a connecting cover to CAPTAIN MARVEL #47!
Rated T+ (STL258761)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230883
X-MEN #20 BALDEON PLANET OF THE APES VAR
(W) Gerry Duggan (A) Stefano Caselli (CA) David Baldeon
LORD OF THE BROOD - PART TWO! When the X-Men's close friend Broo became the Brood King, he
gained the ability to control the savage alien race he was both a part of and so different from. Now
he is experiencing his own nightmare scenario - the Brood are killing his friends, and there is nothing
he can do to stop it! Featuring a connecting cover to CAPTAIN MARVEL #47!
Rated T+ (STL258266)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230884
X-MEN #20 ROSS TIMELESS DARK PHOENIX VIRGIN VAR
(W) Gerry Duggan (A) Stefano Caselli (CA) Alex Ross
LORD OF THE BROOD - PART TWO! When the X-Men's close friend Broo became the Brood King, he
gained the ability to control the savage alien race he was both a part of and so different from. Now
he is experiencing his own nightmare scenario - the Brood are killing his friends, and there is nothing
he can do to stop it! Featuring a connecting cover to CAPTAIN MARVEL #47!
Rated T+ (STL258760)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230886
CAPTAIN MARVEL #47
(W) Kelly Thompson (A) Sergio Davila (CA) Juan Frigeri
REVENGE OF THE BROOD - PART FIVE! Overwhelmed and trapped in the Brood's backyard, Captain
Marvel and her team are forced to sacrifice one of their own. But the Brood let Carol through their
clutches once before, and in so doing, created one of their worst enemies. They won't make that
mistake again. Featuring a connecting cover to X-MEN #20!
Rated T+ (STL258198)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230887
CAPTAIN MARVEL #47 MOMOKO INFINITY SAGA PHASE 3 VAR
(W) Kelly Thompson (A) Sergio Davila (CA) Peach Momoko
REVENGE OF THE BROOD - PART FIVE! Overwhelmed and trapped in the Brood's backyard, Captain
Marvel and her team are forced to sacrifice one of their own. But the Brood let Carol through their
clutches once before, and in so doing, created one of their worst enemies. They won't make that
mistake again. Featuring a connecting cover to X-MEN #20!
Rated T+ (STL258751)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230888
CAPTAIN MARVEL #47 ALEX ROSS TIMELESS JUGGERNAUT VIRGIN VAR
(W) Kelly Thompson (A) Sergio Davila (CA) Alex Ross

REVENGE OF THE BROOD - PART FIVE! Overwhelmed and trapped in the Brood's backyard, Captain
Marvel and her team are forced to sacrifice one of their own. But the Brood let Carol through their
clutches once before, and in so doing, created one of their worst enemies. They won't make that
mistake again. Featuring a connecting cover to X-MEN #20!
Rated T+ (STL258200)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230890
CAPTAIN MARVEL #47 LUPACCHINO WOMENS HISTORY MONTH VAR
(W) Kelly Thompson (A) Sergio Davila (CA) Emanuela Lupacchino
REVENGE OF THE BROOD - PART FIVE! Overwhelmed and trapped in the Brood's backyard, Captain
Marvel and her team are forced to sacrifice one of their own. But the Brood let Carol through their
clutches once before, and in so doing, created one of their worst enemies. They won't make that
mistake again. Featuring a connecting cover to X-MEN #20!
Rated T+ (STL258752)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230891
SABRETOOTH AND EXILES #5 (OF 5)
(W) Victor Lavalle (A) Leonard Kirk (CA) Ryan Stegman
CREED VS. CREED! The EXILES are exiled, and it's down to CREED VS. CREED - mano a mano, claw to
claw and one of this year's BIGGEST SURPRISES in X-canon!
Rated T+ (STL258160)
32pgs, FC (5 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230892
X-TREME X-MEN #5 (OF 5)
(W) Chris Claremont (A/CA) Salvador Larroca
X-TREME MEASURES!
As the battle between the wounded X-MEN and mighty GALÉRER reaches a deadly climax, the antimutant PURITY demonstration boils over into unbridled chaos! Can the mutants save the innocent
civilians and stop the villains at the same time? And at what cost - to themselves and the city of
Chicago? The epic conclusion to Chris Claremont and Salvador Larroca's latest chapter of X-TREME XMEN!
Rated T+ (STL258177)

32pgs, FC (5 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230893
X-TREME X-MEN #5 (OF 5) YOON HOMAGE VAR
(W) Chris Claremont (A) Salvador Larroca (CA) Jung-Geun Yoon
X-TREME MEASURES!
As the battle between the wounded X-MEN and mighty GALÉRER reaches a deadly climax, the antimutant PURITY demonstration boils over into unbridled chaos! Can the mutants save the innocent
civilians and stop the villains at the same time? And at what cost - to themselves and the city of
Chicago? The epic conclusion to Chris Claremont and Salvador Larroca's latest chapter of X-TREME XMEN!
Rated T+ (STL258179)
32pgs, FC (5 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230895
WOLVERINE #31
(W) Ben Percy (A) Juan Jose Ryp (CA) Leinil Yu
BEAST will stop at nothing to protect KRAKOA as he sees fit. Having lost the faith of X-FORCE and
WOLVERINE, there's only one mutant McCOY can turn to - himself! Join BEAST, BEAST, BEAST and
BEAST, under the leadership of BEAST, into the new Krakoan era! WEAPONS OF X begins here!
Parental Advisory (STL258174)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230896
WOLVERINE #31 CASELLI MARVEL ICON VAR
(W) Ben Percy (A) Juan Jose Ryp (CA) Stefano Caselli
BEAST will stop at nothing to protect KRAKOA as he sees fit. Having lost the faith of X-FORCE and
WOLVERINE, there's only one mutant McCOY can turn to - himself! Join BEAST, BEAST, BEAST and
BEAST, under the leadership of BEAST, into the new Krakoan era! WEAPONS OF X begins here!
Parental Advisory (STL258758)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230898
WOLVERINE #31 ALEX ROSS TIMELESS WHITE QUEEN VIRGIN VAR

(W) Ben Percy (A) Juan Jose Ryp (CA) Alex Ross
BEAST will stop at nothing to protect KRAKOA as he sees fit. Having lost the faith of X-FORCE and
WOLVERINE, there's only one mutant McCOY can turn to - himself! Join BEAST, BEAST, BEAST and
BEAST, under the leadership of BEAST, into the new Krakoan era! WEAPONS OF X begins here!
Parental Advisory (STL258176)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230900
MARAUDERS #12
(W) Steve Orlando (A) Eleonora Carlini (CA) Kim Jacinto
PREGENESIS - PART TWO! THE PRYDE OF THE X-MEN MAKES GOOD! An origin story two BILLION
years in the making as Captain Pryde and the Marauders go beyond rescue, beyond mourning,
beyond human limitations, for the most historic mutant circuit ever dreamed up. It started with a
mystery?and it ends with life!
Rated T+ (STL258151)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230901
MARAUDERS #12 JACINTO VAR
(W) Steve Orlando (A) Eleonora Carlini (CA) Kim Jacinto
PREGENESIS - PART TWO! THE PRYDE OF THE X-MEN MAKES GOOD! An origin story two BILLION
years in the making as Captain Pryde and the Marauders go beyond rescue, beyond mourning,
beyond human limitations, for the most historic mutant circuit ever dreamed up. It started with a
mystery?and it ends with life!
Rated T+ (STL258152)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230902
SCARLET WITCH #3
(W) Steve Orlando (A) Sara Pichelli (CA) Russell Dauterman
ENTER POLARIS! When Polaris' visit to her sister's new magic shop is interrupted by a microscopic
warrior desperate for aid, Polaris and the Scarlet Witch put their own mystery on hold to help on a
fantastic journey through Sub-Atomica! Meanwhile, the dark past of Wanda's enigmatic shop clerk,
Darcy Lewis, comes back—with a vengeance.
Rated T+ (STL258237)

32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230903
SCARLET WITCH #3 NAKAYAMA MCU VAR
(W) Steve Orlando (A) Sara Pichelli (CA) David Nakayama
ENTER POLARIS! When Polaris' visit to her sister's new magic shop is interrupted by a microscopic
warrior desperate for aid, Polaris and the Scarlet Witch put their own mystery on hold to help on a
fantastic journey through Sub-Atomica! Meanwhile, the dark past of Wanda's enigmatic shop clerk,
Darcy Lewis, comes back—with a vengeance.
Rated T+ (STL258238)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230905
SCARLET WITCH #3 ALEX ROSS TIMELESS MEPHISTO VIRGIN VAR
(W) Steve Orlando (A) Sara Pichelli (CA) Alex Ross
ENTER POLARIS! When Polaris' visit to her sister's new magic shop is interrupted by a microscopic
warrior desperate for aid, Polaris and the Scarlet Witch put their own mystery on hold to help on a
fantastic journey through Sub-Atomica! Meanwhile, the dark past of Wanda's enigmatic shop clerk,
Darcy Lewis, comes back—with a vengeance.
Rated T+ (STL258240)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230907
SCARLET WITCH #3 WOMENS HISTORY MONTH VAR
(W) Steve Orlando (A) Sara Pichelli (CA) Carmen Carnero
ENTER POLARIS! When Polaris' visit to her sister's new magic shop is interrupted by a microscopic
warrior desperate for aid, Polaris and the Scarlet Witch put their own mystery on hold to help on a
fantastic journey through Sub-Atomica! Meanwhile, the dark past of Wanda's enigmatic shop clerk,
Darcy Lewis, comes back—with a vengeance.
Rated T+ (STL258755)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230908
CAPTAIN AMERICA SYMBOL OF TRUTH #11

(W) Tochi Onyebuchi (A/CA) R. B. Silva
CAPTAIN AMERICA VS. WHITE WOLF! With Falcon incapacitated, Sam Wilson has vowed to make the
White Wolf pay - by any means necessary. White Wolf still has a few tricks up his sleeve, but will
they be enough to survive Captain America's rage?
Rated T+ (STL258195)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230909
CAPTAIN AMERICA SYMBOL OF TRUTH #11 ROSS TIMELESS VIR VAR
(W) Tochi Onyebuchi (A) R. B. Silva (CA) Alex Ross
CAPTAIN AMERICA VS. WHITE WOLF! With Falcon incapacitated, Sam Wilson has vowed to make the
White Wolf pay - by any means necessary. White Wolf still has a few tricks up his sleeve, but will
they be enough to survive Captain America's rage?
Rated T+ (STL258197)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230911
AVENGERS WAR ACROSS TIME #3
(W) Paul Levitz (A/CA) Alan Davis
The king of the dwarfs has Mjolnir, the Lava Men are ready to erupt, and while the Avengers are all
that stand between Earth and a fiery doom, Kang is picking the perfect moment to strike again.
Rated T (STL258180)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230912
AVENGERS WAR ACROSS TIME #3 CASELLI VAR
(W) Paul Levitz (A) Alan Davis (CA) Stefano Caselli
The king of the dwarfs has Mjolnir, the Lava Men are ready to erupt, and while the Avengers are all
that stand between Earth and a fiery doom, Kang is picking the perfect moment to strike again.
Rated T (STL258181)
32pgs, FC

JAN230913

SRP: $3.99

AVENGERS BEYOND #1 (OF 5)
(W) Derek Landy (A/CA) Greg Land
Someone has been manipulating the Avengers for the past several months, altering the very fabric of
reality in an attempt to prepare the planet for a threat that could destroy everything. Here, now, this
unseen individual is to be dragged, kicking and screaming, from the shadows and into the light - and
is revealed as the Beyonder! Something big is coming to the Marvel Universe...
Rated T+ (STL258771)
32pgs (1 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230915
AVENGERS BEYOND #1 (OF 5) LAND VAR
(W) Derek Landy (A/CA) Greg Land
Someone has been manipulating the Avengers for the past several months, altering the very fabric of
reality in an attempt to prepare the planet for a threat that could destroy everything. Here, now, this
unseen individual is to be dragged, kicking and screaming, from the shadows and into the light - and
is revealed as the Beyonder! Something big is coming to the Marvel Universe...
Rated T+ (STL258773)
32pgs (1 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230916
AVENGERS BEYOND #1 (OF 5) YOUNG VAR
(W) Derek Landy (A) Greg Land (CA) Skottie Young
Someone has been manipulating the Avengers for the past several months, altering the very fabric of
reality in an attempt to prepare the planet for a threat that could destroy everything. Here, now, this
unseen individual is to be dragged, kicking and screaming, from the shadows and into the light - and
is revealed as the Beyonder! Something big is coming to the Marvel Universe...
Rated T+ (STL258774)
32pgs (1 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230917
INVINCIBLE IRON MAN #4
(W) Gerry Duggan (A) Juan Frigeri (CA) Kael Ngu
GENIUS, BILLIONAIRE, PLAYBOY?MADMAN?! Tony Stark has met his dark counterpart, and his name
is Feilong! This mutant-hating industrialist is the new owner of Stark Unlimited, and that includes all
of Tony's tech! Can a furious Tony keep his cool, or will vengeance get the better of him?

Rated T+ (STL258211)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230918
INVINCIBLE IRON MAN #4 LAYTON CONNECTING VAR
(W) Gerry Duggan (A) Juan Frigeri (CA) Bob Layton
GENIUS, BILLIONAIRE, PLAYBOY—MADMAN?! Tony Stark has met his dark counterpart, and his
name is Feilong! This mutant-hating industrialist is the new owner of Stark Unlimited, and that
includes all of Tony's tech! Can a furious Tony keep his cool, or will vengeance get the better of him?
Rated T+ (STL258215)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230920
INVINCIBLE IRON MAN #4 COELLO VAR
(W) Gerry Duggan (A) Juan Frigeri (CA) Iban Coello
GENIUS, BILLIONAIRE, PLAYBOY—MADMAN?! Tony Stark has met his dark counterpart, and his
name is Feilong! This mutant-hating industrialist is the new owner of Stark Unlimited, and that
includes all of Tony's tech! Can a furious Tony keep his cool, or will vengeance get the better of him?
Rated T+ (STL258214)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230921
INVINCIBLE IRON MAN #4 ROSS TIMELESS LEGACY MANDARIN VIR VAR
(W) Gerry Duggan (A) Juan Frigeri (CA) Alex Ross
GENIUS, BILLIONAIRE, PLAYBOY—MADMAN?! Tony Stark has met his dark counterpart, and his
name is Feilong! This mutant-hating industrialist is the new owner of Stark Unlimited, and that
includes all of Tony's tech! Can a furious Tony keep his cool, or will vengeance get the better of him?
Rated T+ (STL258216)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230923
FANTASTIC FOUR #5
(W) Ryan North (A) Ivan Fiorelli (CA) Alex Ross

The Fantastic Four are reunited and all is well...until their convoy is interrupted by NICK SCRATCH
and SALEM'S SEVEN! It's an all-out magical BATTLE for SURVIVAL right there on the highway, and the
Fantastic Four 100% fail to win it. That's right! This solicit isn't going the way you thought it would!
As the truth of what happened is puzzled out, Reed, Sue, Ben, Johnny and Alicia all realize that
something more sinister has taken place, and their only hope of undoing it is an impromptu voyage
into the unknown...
Rated T+ (STL258205)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230924
FANTASTIC FOUR #5 ALEX ROSS VAR
(W) Ryan North (A) Ivan Fiorelli (CA) Alex Ross
The Fantastic Four are reunited and all is well...until their convoy is interrupted by NICK SCRATCH
and SALEM'S SEVEN! It's an all-out magical BATTLE for SURVIVAL right there on the highway, and the
Fantastic Four 100% fail to win it. That's right! This solicit isn't going the way you thought it would!
As the truth of what happened is puzzled out, Reed, Sue, Ben, Johnny and Alicia all realize that
something more sinister has taken place, and their only hope of undoing it is an impromptu voyage
into the unknown...
Rated T+ (STL258206)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230925
FANTASTIC FOUR #5 BACHALO VAR
(W) Ryan North (A) Ivan Fiorelli (CA) Chris Bachalo
The Fantastic Four are reunited and all is well...until their convoy is interrupted by NICK SCRATCH
and SALEM'S SEVEN! It's an all-out magical BATTLE for SURVIVAL right there on the highway, and the
Fantastic Four 100% fail to win it. That's right! This solicit isn't going the way you thought it would!
As the truth of what happened is puzzled out, Reed, Sue, Ben, Johnny and Alicia all realize that
something more sinister has taken place, and their only hope of undoing it is an impromptu voyage
into the unknown...
Rated T+ (STL258209)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230926
FANTASTIC FOUR #5 ALEX ROSS TIMELESS SUPER SKRULL VIR VAR
(W) Ryan North (A) Ivan Fiorelli (CA) Alex Ross

The Fantastic Four are reunited and all is well...until their convoy is interrupted by NICK SCRATCH
and SALEM'S SEVEN! It's an all-out magical BATTLE for SURVIVAL right there on the highway, and the
Fantastic Four 100% fail to win it. That's right! This solicit isn't going the way you thought it would!
As the truth of what happened is puzzled out, Reed, Sue, Ben, Johnny and Alicia all realize that
something more sinister has taken place, and their only hope of undoing it is an impromptu voyage
into the unknown...
Rated T+ (STL258207)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230928
DEADPOOL #5
(W) Alyssa Wong (A/CA) Martin Coccolo
CARNAGE BREAKS LOOSE! Oh - did we not mention that the thing growing inside of Wade was
Carnage? Because it is. And he's extremely done with hitching a ride with Wade and WANTS OUT
NOW. Brace yourself, Wade - you're about to get ripped a new one!
Parental Advisory (STL258139)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230929
DEADPOOL #5 NAUCK SLAPSTICK VAR
(W) Alyssa Wong (A) Martin Coccolo (CA) Todd Nauck
CARNAGE BREAKS LOOSE! Oh - did we not mention that the thing growing inside of Wade was
Carnage? Because it is. And he's extremely done with hitching a ride with Wade and WANTS OUT
NOW. Brace yourself, Wade - you're about to get ripped a new one!
Parental Advisory (STL258141)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230930
DEADPOOL #5 TBD ARTIST VAR
(W) Alyssa Wong (A) Martin Coccolo (CA) TBD
CARNAGE BREAKS LOOSE! Oh - did we not mention that the thing growing inside of Wade was
Carnage? Because it is. And he's extremely done with hitching a ride with Wade and WANTS OUT
NOW. Brace yourself, Wade - you're about to get ripped a new one!
Parental Advisory (STL258140)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230931
MOON KNIGHT #21
(W) Jed MacKay (A) Alessandro Cappuccio (CA) Stephen Segovia
A sinister pied piper plays a deadly tune - one that spells death and chaos to all who hear it! Moon
Knight and his companions are put in an impossible situation: How do you fight someone whose will
is not their own?
Rated T+ (STL258229)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230932
MOON KNIGHT #21 HORLEY VAR
(W) Jed MacKay (A) Alessandro Cappuccio (CA) Alex Horley
A sinister pied piper plays a deadly tune - one that spells death and chaos to all who hear it! Moon
Knight and his companions are put in an impossible situation: How do you fight someone whose will
is not their own?
Rated T+ (STL258230)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230933
WASP #3 (OF 4)
(W) Al Ewing (A) Nie, Kasia (CA) Tom Reilly
WHO MADE THE WASP? Captured by an alliance of their oldest enemies, Janet and Nadia Van Dyne
find themselves trapped in a past where a key part of their history - Henry Pym, the Ant-Man - never
existed at all. As strange new lives play out around them, they must find their way back to the
Wasp...or cease to exist entirely.
Rated T+ (STL258261)
32pgs, FC (3 of 4)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230934
WASP #3 (OF 4) ROMY JONES VAR
(W) Al Ewing (A) Nie, Kasia (CA) Romina Jones
WHO MADE THE WASP? Captured by an alliance of their oldest enemies, Janet and Nadia Van Dyne
find themselves trapped in a past where a key part of their history - Henry Pym, the Ant-Man - never

existed at all. As strange new lives play out around them, they must find their way back to the
Wasp...or cease to exist entirely.
Rated T+ (STL258262)
32pgs, FC (3 of 4)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230935
JOE FIXIT #3 (OF 5)
(W) Peter David (A) Yildiray Cinar (CA) Cully Hamner
Peter David's mastery of all the different layers of Hulk are in full force as Bruce Banner takes on...
himself! It's Joe Fixit versus the Hulk versus Bruce Banner with Spider-Man trying to keep it all from
imploding!
Rated T+ (STL258217)
32pgs, FC (3 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230936
JOE FIXIT #3 (OF 5) GIST VAR
(W) Peter David (A) Yildiray Cinar (CA) E.M Gist
Peter David's mastery of all the different layers of Hulk are in full force as Bruce Banner takes on...
himself! It's Joe Fixit versus the Hulk versus Bruce Banner with Spider-Man trying to keep it all from
imploding!
Rated T+ (STL258218)
32pgs, FC (3 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230937
BLACK PANTHER #15
(W) John Ridley (A) German Peralta (CA) Alex Ross
THE EPIC FINALE OF JOHN RIDLEY'S GAME-CHANGING RUN! Finally, all things must come to a head!
Jhai, T'Challa's best friend and the sleeper agent whose assassination served as the catalyst for all of
T'Challa's recent troubles?is alive. Not only is he alive, but he seeks to seize control of the entire
world, all in the name of Wakanda! Still injured, Black Panther rushes forward to take down the man
who was once his closest comrade. But T'Challa knows he must still pay his pound of flesh for his
role in bringing so much strife to fruition?
Rated T+ (STL258187)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230938
BLACK PANTHER #15 PERALTA VAR
(W) John Ridley (A/CA) German Peralta
THE EPIC FINALE OF JOHN RIDLEY'S GAME-CHANGING RUN! Finally, all things must come to a head!
Jhai, T'Challa's best friend and the sleeper agent whose assassination served as the catalyst for all of
T'Challa's recent troubles?is alive. Not only is he alive, but he seeks to seize control of the entire
world, all in the name of Wakanda! Still injured, Black Panther rushes forward to take down the man
who was once his closest comrade. But T'Challa knows he must still pay his pound of flesh for his
role in bringing so much strife to fruition?
Rated T+ (STL258189)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230939
BLACK PANTHER #15 LASHLEY INFINITY SAGA PHASE 3 VAR
(W) John Ridley (A) German Peralta (CA) Ken Lashley
THE EPIC FINALE OF JOHN RIDLEY'S GAME-CHANGING RUN! Finally, all things must come to a head!
Jhai, T'Challa's best friend and the sleeper agent whose assassination served as the catalyst for all of
T'Challa's recent troubles?is alive. Not only is he alive, but he seeks to seize control of the entire
world, all in the name of Wakanda! Still injured, Black Panther rushes forward to take down the man
who was once his closest comrade. But T'Challa knows he must still pay his pound of flesh for his
role in bringing so much strife to fruition?
Rated T+ (STL258188)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230940
TIGER DIVISION #5 (OF 5)
(W) Emily Kim (A/CA) Creees Lee
IT'S DOOMSDAY! Tiger Division faces a threat bigger than any they've faced before - DOCTOR
DOOM! Meanwhile, Taegukgi's past has caught up with him, leaving him down for the count. With
their backs against the wall, does the team have what it takes to stop Doom? Don't miss the
EXPLOSIVE FINALE of Tiger Division's DEBUT SOLO RUN!
Rated T+ (STL258171)
32pgs, FC (5 of 5)

JAN230941

SRP: $3.99

TIGER DIVISION #5 (OF 5) RON LIM TRADING CARD VAR
(W) Emily Kim (A) Creees Lee (CA) Ron Lim
IT'S DOOMSDAY! Tiger Division faces a threat bigger than any they've faced before - DOCTOR
DOOM! Meanwhile, Taegukgi's past has caught up with him, leaving him down for the count. With
their backs against the wall, does the team have what it takes to stop Doom? Don't miss the
EXPLOSIVE FINALE of Tiger Division's DEBUT SOLO RUN!
Rated T+ (STL258173)
32pgs, FC (5 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230942
TIGER DIVISION #5 (OF 5) COLA VAR
(W) Emily Kim (A) Creees Lee (CA) Betsy Cola
IT'S DOOMSDAY! Tiger Division faces a threat bigger than any they've faced before - DOCTOR
DOOM! Meanwhile, Taegukgi's past has caught up with him, leaving him down for the count. With
their backs against the wall, does the team have what it takes to stop Doom? Don't miss the
EXPLOSIVE FINALE of Tiger Division's DEBUT SOLO RUN!
Rated T+ (STL258172)
32pgs, FC (5 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230943
MONICA RAMBEAU PHOTON #4 (OF 5)
(A) Eve L. Ewing, Luca Maresca (CA) Lucas Werneck
With nowhere left to turn and the universe crumbling around her, Monica must look to an
unexpected source to find answers - or life as she knows it will be gone forever! And as the journey
continues, so do the revelations about Monica's past... for better or for worse.
Rated T+ (STL258226)
32pgs, FC (4 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230944
MONICA RAMBEAU PHOTON #4 (OF 5) DAVI GO VAR
(W) Eve L. Ewing (A) Luca Maresca (CA) Davi Go
With nowhere left to turn and the universe crumbling around her, Monica must look to an
unexpected source to find answers - or life as she knows it will be gone forever! And as the journey
continues, so do the revelations about Monica's past... for better or for worse.

Rated T+ (STL258227)
32pgs, FC (4 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230945
PLANET HULK WORLDBREAKER #5 (OF 5)
(W) Greg Pak (A) Manuel Garcia (CA) Carlo Pagulayan
WORLD BROKEN! A thousand years in the future, green-skinned Haarg, like Tala and her brother
Balo, are reviled and persecuted on Planet Sakaar. So when Balo was kidnapped by an evil priestess,
Tala enlisted the help of her Grandpa Cho, the Jen, and Korg of Krona to break him free. But as the
priestess reveals her true endgame, only the power of Banner, the Green Scar himself, can stop her.
But is that just part of the priestess' plan? Our story of prophecy, damnation and redemption comes
to a shattering conclusion!
Rated T+ (STL258231)
32pgs, FC (5 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230946
SECRET INVASION #5 (OF 5)
(W) Ryan North (A) Francesco Mobili (CA) Sanford Greene
The Skrulls have tightened their envious grasp on the world as their plan creeps toward its ultimate
culmination?and with Maria Hill, Nick Fury and Tony Stark off the board, all seems lost! The Skrulls
have nuclear codes. They've got people in positions of power. But for once, they DON'T have the
element of surprise. Twists, turns, shocking reveals and a conclusion you won't want to miss! This
invasion is going out with a BANG.
Rated T+ (STL258241)
32pgs, FC (5 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230947
HULK #13
(W/A/CA) Ryan Ottley
After so much time suppressed deep within the Hulk's mind, Titan has emerged. And he's looking for
a fight. And as Bruce unravels the true source - the true identity - of Titan, he knows destruction is
the only option. So the Mind Palace must come down. But Bruce will need the help of some trusted
friends to do it.
Rated T+ (STL258142)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230948
HULK #13 ALEX ROSS TIMELESS LEADER VIRGIN VAR
(W/A) Ryan Ottley (CA) Alex Ross
After so much time suppressed deep within the Hulk's mind, Titan has emerged. And he's looking for
a fight. And as Bruce unravels the true source - the true identity - of Titan, he knows destruction is
the only option. So the Mind Palace must come down. But Bruce will need the help of some trusted
friends to do it.
Rated T+ (STL258143)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230950
HULK #13 MCNIVEN CLASSIC HOMAGE VAR
(W/A) Ryan Ottley (CA) Steve McNiven
After so much time suppressed deep within the Hulk's mind, Titan has emerged. And he's looking for
a fight. And as Bruce unravels the true source - the true identity - of Titan, he knows destruction is
the only option. So the Mind Palace must come down. But Bruce will need the help of some trusted
friends to do it.
Rated T+ (STL258144)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230952
PUNISHER #10
(W) Jason Aaron (A) Jesus Saiz, Paul Azaceta (CA) Jesus Saiz
At last, the Fist of the Beast has fully risen, and the full power of the new Punisher is unleashed upon
the world. It's a bad day to be a bad guy. Meanwhile, Frank's wife, Maria, uncovers more dark
secrets from the past, including more missing pieces of the Punisher's origin.
Parental Advisory (STL258232)
40pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN230953
PUNISHER #10 HOTZ VAR
(W) Jason Aaron (A) Jesus Saiz, Paul Azaceta (CA) Kyle Hotz

At last, the Fist of the Beast has fully risen, and the full power of the new Punisher is unleashed upon
the world. It's a bad day to be a bad guy. Meanwhile, Frank's wife, Maria, uncovers more dark
secrets from the past, including more missing pieces of the Punisher's origin.
Parental Advisory (STL258233)
40pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN230954
SHE-HULK #11
(W) Rainbow Rowell (A) Genolet, Andres (CA) Jen Bartel
New arc! Great jumping on point! A new villain starts a thieving spree through New York City and
ends up face-to-green-face with Jennifer Walters, the Sensational She-Hulk! Also, have you noticed
that this is LGY #174? You'd almost think something very special is coming!
Rated T+ (STL258267)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230955
SHE-HULK #11 YAGAWA VAR
(W) Rainbow Rowell (A) Genolet, Andres (CA) Yagawa, Rickie
New arc! Great jumping on point! A new villain starts a thieving spree through New York City and
ends up face-to-green-face with Jennifer Walters, the Sensational She-Hulk! Also, have you noticed
that this is LGY #174? You'd almost think something very special is coming!
Rated T+ (STL258268)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230956
THOR #32
(W) Donny Cates (A/CA) Nic Klein
THOR VS. DOCTOR DOOM! It's THOR against DOOM in a battle of wits, morals and, of course—
might! Doom's latest plot lies deep in Asgard's history. And nothing, not even time itself, will stop
him from getting what he wants—except maybe for Thor, who must pursue him to protect reality
itself!
Rated T+ (STL258168)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230958
THOR #32 BRADSHAW VAR
(W) Donny Cates (A) Nic Klein (CA) Nick Bradshaw
THOR VS. DOCTOR DOOM! It's THOR against DOOM in a battle of wits, morals and, of course—
might! Doom's latest plot lies deep in Asgard's history. And nothing, not even time itself, will stop
him from getting what he wants—except maybe for Thor, who must pursue him to protect reality
itself!
Rated T+ (STL258170)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230959
STRANGE ACADEMY FINALS #6
(W) Skottie Young (A/CA) Humberto Ramos
• The end of an era. The conclusion to the story that will change the face of magic is here!
• So much has happened in the last few issues, we don't dare spoil it.
RATED T (STL258165)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230960
STRANGE ACADEMY FINALS #6 WEAVER TRADING CARD VAR
(W) Skottie Young (A) Humberto Ramos (CA) Dustin Weaver
• The end of an era. The conclusion to the story that will change the face of magic is here!
• So much has happened in the last few issues, we don't dare spoil it.
RATED T (STL258757)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230961
STRANGE ACADEMY FINALS #6 ARTIST VAR
(W) Skottie Young (A) Humberto Ramos (CA) TBD
• The end of an era. The conclusion to the story that will change the face of magic is here!
• So much has happened in the last few issues, we don't dare spoil it.
RATED T (STL258166)

32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230963
MOON GIRL AND DEVIL DINOSAUR #4 (OF 5)
(W) Jordan Ifueko (A) Glez, Alba (CA) Ken Lashley
OMG Olivia got one of Lunella's friends? Will Lunella be next? The Lower East Side is crawling with
Olivia's mind-controlled minions, including one of Lunella's teammates! Even super-genius Moon Girl
might not be able to tackle this many problems on her own? But can she risk asking her roller derby
friends for help?
Rated T (STL258228)
32pgs, FC (4 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN230964
DAREDEVIL #9
(W) Chip Zdarsky (A) Rafael De Latorre (CA) Marco Checchetto
For over three years, Daredevil's life has been a living hell - between the Stromwyns, the Hand and
his time incarcerated and exposed to ReCID. Now all of those dangerous forces are coming together
and threatening everything Matt Murdock holds dear!
Rated T+ (STL258201)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230966
DAREDEVIL #9 ALEX ROSS TIMELESS ELEKTRA VIR VAR
(W) Chip Zdarsky (A) Rafael De Latorre (CA) Alex Ross
For over three years, Daredevil's life has been a living hell - between the Stromwyns, the Hand and
his time incarcerated and exposed to ReCID. Now all of those dangerous forces are coming together
and threatening everything Matt Murdock holds dear!
Rated T+ (STL258203)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230968
STAR WARS HIGH REPUBLIC #6
(W) Cavan Scott (A) Ario Anindito (CA) Yanick Paquette

THE BATTLE OF JEDHA CONTINUES! As Tey Sirrek defends the Temple of the Kyber, Vildar Mac is
buried alive, with only his belief in the Force to keep him alive. But Vildar is a Jedi beset by doubts, a
man scarred by a past he should've forgotten years ago. Who can come to his aid as the Holy City
tears itself apart? The Force is with Vildar, but is he one with the Force?
Rated T (STL258251)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230970
STAR WARS HIGH REPUBLIC #6 REIS VAR
(W) Cavan Scott (A) Ario Anindito (CA) Rod Reis
THE BATTLE OF JEDHA CONTINUES! As Tey Sirrek defends the Temple of the Kyber, Vildar Mac is
buried alive, with only his belief in the Force to keep him alive. But Vildar is a Jedi beset by doubts, a
man scarred by a past he should've forgotten years ago. Who can come to his aid as the Holy City
tears itself apart? The Force is with Vildar, but is he one with the Force?
Rated T (STL258253)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230971
STAR WARS HIGH REPUBLIC #6 MOMOKO WOMENS HISTORY VAR
(W) Cavan Scott (A) Ario Anindito (CA) Peach Momoko
THE BATTLE OF JEDHA CONTINUES! As Tey Sirrek defends the Temple of the Kyber, Vildar Mac is
buried alive, with only his belief in the Force to keep him alive. But Vildar is a Jedi beset by doubts, a
man scarred by a past he should've forgotten years ago. Who can come to his aid as the Holy City
tears itself apart? The Force is with Vildar, but is he one with the Force?
Rated T (STL259814)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230972
STAR WARS HIGH REPUBLIC #7
(W) Cavan Scott (A) Andrea Broccardo (CA) Yanick Paquette
THE SIEGE OF ENLIGHTENMENT! Vildar, Tey and Matty are forced into a corner, with enemies closing
in all around. But what is the secret of the hidden Jedi vault? And who will die in the freezing Jedha
desert?
Rated T (STL258765)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230973
STAR WARS HIGH REPUBLIC #7 VILLANELLI VAR
(W) Cavan Scott (A) Andrea Broccardo (CA) Paolo Villanelli
THE SIEGE OF ENLIGHTENMENT! Vildar, Tey and Matty are forced into a corner, with enemies closing
in all around. But what is the secret of the hidden Jedi vault? And who will die in the freezing Jedha
desert?
Rated T (STL258766)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230975
STAR WARS SANA STARROS #2
(W) Justina Ireland (A) Pere Perez (CA) Ken Lashley
CLOSE ENCOUNTERS! The Starros clan are on a collision course of a lifetime! What mysteries from
Sana's past are coming home to roost? And whose party are they about to crash?
Rated T (STL258254)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230976
STAR WARS SANA STARROS #2 BUSTOS VAR
(W) Justina Ireland (A) Pere Perez (CA) Natacha Bustos
CLOSE ENCOUNTERS! The Starros clan are on a collision course of a lifetime! What mysteries from
Sana's past are coming home to roost? And whose party are they about to crash?
Rated T (STL258255)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230977
STAR WARS SANA STARROS #2 MOMOKO WOMENS HISTORY VAR
(W) Justina Ireland (A) Pere Perez (CA) Peach Momoko
CLOSE ENCOUNTERS! The Starros clan are on a collision course of a lifetime! What mysteries from
Sana's past are coming home to roost? And whose party are they about to crash?
Rated T (STL259815)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230978
STAR WARS YODA #5
(W) Jody Houser (A) Luke Ross (CA) Phil Noto
RISE OF THE DARK SIDE! There is a darkness rising among the latest Jedi initiates. Will Master Yoda
and Master Dooku be able to recognize and stop the threat? Or will their young students be led
astray by the dark side of the Force?
Rated T (STL258162)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230980
STAR WARS YODA #5 MESSINA VAR
(W) Jolene Houser (A) Luke Ross (CA) David Messina
RISE OF THE DARK SIDE! There is a darkness rising among the latest Jedi initiates. Will Master Yoda
and Master Dooku be able to recognize and stop the threat? Or will their young students be led
astray by the dark side of the Force?
Rated T (STL258163)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230981
STAR WARS YODA #5 MOMOKO WOMENS HISTORY MONTH VAR
(W) Jody Houser (A) Luke Ross (CA) Peach Momoko
RISE OF THE DARK SIDE! There is a darkness rising among the latest Jedi initiates. Will Master Yoda
and Master Dooku be able to recognize and stop the threat? Or will their young students be led
astray by the dark side of the Force?
Rated T (STL259810)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230982
STAR WARS BOUNTY HUNTERS #32
(W) Sacks, Ethan (A) Alessandro Miracolo (CA) Giuseppe Camuncoli
Zuckuss is teetering between life and death... A mysterious event has put the Gand bounty hunter in
a deep coma reliving his past. Can T'onga and 4-LOM save Zuckuss before his mind is lost? And
before the Empire's most lethal unit hunting Valance catches up to them...

Rated T (STL258244)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230983
STAR WARS BOUNTY HUNTERS #32 RETURN OF THE JEDI 40TH ANN VAR
(W) Sacks, Ethan (A) Alessandro Miracolo (CA) Chris Sprouse
Zuckuss is teetering between life and death... A mysterious event has put the Gand bounty hunter in
a deep coma reliving his past. Can T'onga and 4-LOM save Zuckuss before his mind is lost? And
before the Empire's most lethal unit hunting Valance catches up to them...
Rated T (STL258245)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230984
STAR WARS BOUNTY HUNTERS #32 MOMOKO WOMENS HISTORY VAR
(W) Sacks, Ethan (A) Alessandro Miracolo (CA) Peach Momoko
Zuckuss is teetering between life and death... A mysterious event has put the Gand bounty hunter in
a deep coma reliving his past. Can T'onga and 4-LOM save Zuckuss before his mind is lost? And
before the Empire's most lethal unit hunting Valance catches up to them...
Rated T (STL259811)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230985
STAR WARS DOCTOR APHRA #30
(W) Alyssa Wong (A) Minkyu Jung (CA) Emanuela Lupacchino
SHATTER! THE CONCLUSION OF THE BATTLE FOR THE SPARK ETERNAL! As DOCTOR APHRA fights for
her life, she faces a dire question: Even IF she triumphs over the Spark, will there be enough left of
Aphra to piece herself back together?
Rated T (STL258249)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230986
STAR WARS DOCTOR APHRA #30 RETURN JEDI 40TH ANNIV VAR
(W) Alyssa Wong (A) Minkyu Jung (CA) Chris Sprouse

SHATTER! THE CONCLUSION OF THE BATTLE FOR THE SPARK ETERNAL! As DOCTOR APHRA fights for
her life, she faces a dire question: Even IF she triumphs over the Spark, will there be enough left of
Aphra to piece herself back together?
Rated T (STL258250)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230987
STAR WARS DOCTOR APHRA #30 MOMOKO WOMENS HISTORY VAR
(W) Alyssa Wong (A) Minkyu Jung (CA) Peach Momoko
SHATTER! THE CONCLUSION OF THE BATTLE FOR THE SPARK ETERNAL! As DOCTOR APHRA fights for
her life, she faces a dire question: Even IF she triumphs over the Spark, will there be enough left of
Aphra to piece herself back together?
Rated T (STL259813)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230988
STAR WARS DARTH VADER #32
(W) Greg Pak (A) Ibraim Roberson (CA) Rahzzah
HANDMAIDEN NO MORE? Few bonds in the galaxy are as strong as the sisterhood of the former
handmaidens of Padm? Amidala. But all that was threatened when Sab? entered the service of Darth
Vader, the man the handmaidens always believed was responsible for Padmé's death. Now Dormé,
Saché, Rabé and Eirtaé are determined to save Sabé - or stop her, no matter what. But the influence
of the Dark Lord is strong and dangerous - and not just to Sabé. What path will the handmaidens
choose? And how does all this play into Darth Vader's true plans?
Rated T (STL258246)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230989
STAR WARS DARTH VADER #32 RETURN JEDI 40TH ANNIVERSARY VAR
(W) Greg Pak (A) Ibraim Roberson (CA) Chris Sprouse
HANDMAIDEN NO MORE? Few bonds in the galaxy are as strong as the sisterhood of the former
handmaidens of Padm? Amidala. But all that was threatened when Sab? entered the service of Darth
Vader, the man the handmaidens always believed was responsible for Padmé's death. Now Dormé,
Saché, Rabé and Eirtaé are determined to save Sabé - or stop her, no matter what. But the influence
of the Dark Lord is strong and dangerous - and not just to Sabé. What path will the handmaidens
choose? And how does all this play into Darth Vader's true plans?

Rated T (STL258248)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230990
STAR WARS DARTH VADER #32 LARRAZ VAR
(W) Greg Pak (A) Ibraim Roberson (CA) Pepe Larraz
HANDMAIDEN NO MORE? Few bonds in the galaxy are as strong as the sisterhood of the former
handmaidens of Padm? Amidala. But all that was threatened when Sab? entered the service of Darth
Vader, the man the handmaidens always believed was responsible for Padmé's death. Now Dormé,
Saché, Rabé and Eirtaé are determined to save Sabé - or stop her, no matter what. But the influence
of the Dark Lord is strong and dangerous - and not just to Sabé. What path will the handmaidens
choose? And how does all this play into Darth Vader's true plans?
Rated T (STL258247)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230991
STAR WARS DARTH VADER #32 MOMOKO WOMENS HISTORY VAR
(W) Greg Pak (A) Ibraim Roberson (CA) Peach Momoko
HANDMAIDEN NO MORE? Few bonds in the galaxy are as strong as the sisterhood of the former
handmaidens of Padm? Amidala. But all that was threatened when Sab? entered the service of Darth
Vader, the man the handmaidens always believed was responsible for Padmé's death. Now Dormé,
Saché, Rabé and Eirtaé are determined to save Sabé - or stop her, no matter what. But the influence
of the Dark Lord is strong and dangerous - and not just to Sabé. What path will the handmaidens
choose? And how does all this play into Darth Vader's true plans?
Rated T (STL259812)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN230992
CAPTAIN AMERICA BY TA-NEHISI COATES OMNIBUS HC
(W) Ta-Nehisi Coates, Anthony Falcone (A) Leinil Yu, Various (CA) Alex Ross
Acclaimed BLACK PANTHER scribe Ta-Nehisi Coates takes on the Sentinel of Liberty! For more than
seventy years, Captain America has stood in stalwart defense of his country. But in the aftermath of
Hydra's brief takeover of the nation, Cap is a figure of controversy - carrying a tarnished shield - and
a new enemy is rising! As Steve Rogers takes on the manipulative Power Elite, will he end up as
Captain of Nothing? Or does the living legend still have some allies in his corner? Framed for a crime
he didn't commit, Steve is forced underground - but he's about to come out fighting! However, even
as Captain America returns, so too does his greatest enemy. Can Steve marshal his forces in time to

face the reborn Red Skull? Collecting CAPTAIN AMERICA (2018) #1-30 and material from FREE
COMIC BOOK DAY 2018 (AVENGERS/CAPTAIN AMERICA).
Rated T+ (STL260548)
HC, 696pgs

SRP: $100.00

JAN230993
CAPTAIN AMERICA BY TA-NEHISI COATES OMNIBUS HC DM VAR
(W) Ta-Nehisi Coates, Anthony Falcone (A) Leinil Yu, Various (CA) Alex Ross
Acclaimed BLACK PANTHER scribe Ta-Nehisi Coates takes on the Sentinel of Liberty! For more than
seventy years, Captain America has stood in stalwart defense of his country. But in the aftermath of
Hydra's brief takeover of the nation, Cap is a figure of controversy - carrying a tarnished shield - and
a new enemy is rising! As Steve Rogers takes on the manipulative Power Elite, will he end up as
Captain of Nothing? Or does the living legend still have some allies in his corner? Framed for a crime
he didn't commit, Steve is forced underground - but he's about to come out fighting! However, even
as Captain America returns, so too does his greatest enemy. Can Steve marshal his forces in time to
face the reborn Red Skull? Collecting CAPTAIN AMERICA (2018) #1-30 and material from FREE
COMIC BOOK DAY 2018 (AVENGERS/CAPTAIN AMERICA).
Rated T+ (STL260549)
HC, 696pgs

SRP: $100.00

JAN230994
MARVEL AGE OMNIBUS HC VOL 01
(W/A) Various (CA) Kerry Gammill
Long before the internet, True Believers of the 1980s got the inside scoop on Marvel's upcoming
projects in the pages of MARVEL AGE! Now, the first three years' worth of this fan-favorite
promotional magazine are reprinted in full - a veritable treasure trove of big-name interviews,
previews of the major titles of 1982-1985, behind-the-scenes features, rare house ads, stunning
covers and, of course, the classic cartoons of the legendary Fred Hembeck! All this, plus an exclusive
in-universe Annual story covering the length and breadth of the Marvel Universe! Get ready for a
nostalgic - and insightful - trip down memory lane to the Marvel Bullpen of the 1980s! MARVEL AGE
was the official Marvel news magazine of its day, and old news can still be good news! Collecting
MARVEL AGE #1-34 and ANNUAL #1.
Rated T+ (STL260550)
HC, 1184pgs

SRP: $125.00

JAN230995
MARVEL AGE OMNIBUS HC VOL 01 DM VAR

(W/A) Various (CA) Richard Howell
Long before the internet, True Believers of the 1980s got the inside scoop on Marvel's upcoming
projects in the pages of MARVEL AGE! Now, the first three years' worth of this fan-favorite
promotional magazine are reprinted in full - a veritable treasure trove of big-name interviews,
previews of the major titles of 1982-1985, behind-the-scenes features, rare house ads, stunning
covers and, of course, the classic cartoons of the legendary Fred Hembeck! All this, plus an exclusive
in-universe Annual story covering the length and breadth of the Marvel Universe! Get ready for a
nostalgic - and insightful - trip down memory lane to the Marvel Bullpen of the 1980s! MARVEL AGE
was the official Marvel news magazine of its day, and old news can still be good news! Collecting
MARVEL AGE #1-34 and ANNUAL #1.
Rated T+ (STL260551)
HC, 1184pgs

SRP: $125.00

JAN230996
X-FACTOR BY PETER DAVID OMNIBUS HC VOL 03
(W) Peter David (A) Valentine De Landro, Various (CA) David Yardin
As the world's only mutant detective agency, X-Factor Investigations welcomes all cases - the
stranger, the better! And their latest gigs involve gods, vampires, the disappearance of the Invisible
Woman and the ever-volatile state of mutant politics - lurching from a literal Utopia to a damaging
Schism! But in the wake of a heartbreaking loss, the team has splintered - and Jamie Madrox begins
a quest for the answers he needs to feel whole again. What does his future have in store?
Meanwhile, Siryn faces the fight of her life, and a traumatized Wolfsbane returns with a baby on the
way - only to learn that her ex-boyfriend, Rictor, has a new love! And will a member of X-Factor fall?
It's an X-book like no other! Collecting X-FACTOR (2005) #40-50, #200-232 and #224.1; and NATION
X: X-FACTOR.
Rated T+ (STL260564)
HC, 1160pgs

SRP: $125.00

JAN230997
X-FACTOR BY PETER DAVID OMNIBUS HC VOL 03 DM VAR
(W) Peter David (A) Valentine De Landro, Various (CA) David Yardin
As the world's only mutant detective agency, X-Factor Investigations welcomes all cases - the
stranger, the better! And their latest gigs involve gods, vampires, the disappearance of the Invisible
Woman and the ever-volatile state of mutant politics - lurching from a literal Utopia to a damaging
Schism! But in the wake of a heartbreaking loss, the team has splintered - and Jamie Madrox begins
a quest for the answers he needs to feel whole again. What does his future have in store?
Meanwhile, Siryn faces the fight of her life, and a traumatized Wolfsbane returns with a baby on the
way - only to learn that her ex-boyfriend, Rictor, has a new love! And will a member of X-Factor fall?

It's an X-book like no other! Collecting X-FACTOR (2005) #40-50, #200-232 and #224.1; and NATION
X: X-FACTOR.
Rated T+ (STL260565)
HC, 1160pgs

SRP: $125.00

JAN230998
X-MEN 2099 OMNIBUS HC
(W) John Francis Moore, Various (A) Ron Lim, Various (CA) Ron Lim
The X-Men: Not just a job, but a heritage! In the year 2099, Xi'an Chi Xan wants Meanstreak,
Krystalin, Skullfire, Metalhead, Serpentina, Junkpile and Cerebra to help rebuild Charles Xavier's
century-old dream — but lies, betrayal and assassination may tear them down before they start! The
gods of the Aesir and demons of the Theatre of Pain — including the sadistic Brimstone Love — are
against them, but will the shape-shifting Bloodhawk join the new X-Men's cause? Halloween Jack
offers more tricks than treats, the Free Radicals will Daze and confuse, the Undead rise, and the XNation is born! But is Xi'an truly this era's Professor X? Or will he become the X-Men's most
dangerous enemy? Collecting XMEN 2099 #1-35, SPIDER-MAN 2099 (1992) #16, RAVAGE 2099 #15,
DOOM 2099 #14, PUNISHER 2099 #13, X-MEN 2099 SPECIAL #1, X-MEN 2099: OASIS and X-NATION
2099 #1-6.
Rated T (STL260566)
HC, 1232pgs

SRP: $125.00

JAN230999
X-MEN 2099 OMNIBUS HC DM VAR
(W) John Francis Moore, Various (A) Ron Lim, Various (CA) Greg Hildebrandt
The X-Men: Not just a job, but a heritage! In the year 2099, Xi'an Chi Xan wants Meanstreak,
Krystalin, Skullfire, Metalhead, Serpentina, Junkpile and Cerebra to help rebuild Charles Xavier's
century-old dream — but lies, betrayal and assassination may tear them down before they start! The
gods of the Aesir and demons of the Theatre of Pain — including the sadistic Brimstone Love — are
against them, but will the shape-shifting Bloodhawk join the new X-Men's cause? Halloween Jack
offers more tricks than treats, the Free Radicals will Daze and confuse, the Undead rise, and the XNation is born! But is Xi'an truly this era's Professor X? Or will he become the X-Men's most
dangerous enemy? Collecting XMEN 2099 #1-35, SPIDER-MAN 2099 (1992) #16, RAVAGE 2099 #15,
DOOM 2099 #14, PUNISHER 2099 #13, X-MEN 2099 SPECIAL #1, X-MEN 2099: OASIS and X-NATION
2099 #1-6.
Rated T (STL260567)
HC, 1232pgs

JAN231000

SRP: $125.00

STAR WARS LEGENDS NEW REPUBLIC OMNIBUS HC VOL 02
(W) John Wagner, Various (A) Kilian Plunkett, Various (CA) Dave Dorman
A collection of Star Wars Legends stories that occured after Return of the Jedi, this omnibus contains
some of the most iconic tales in Star Wars history!
The Thrawn Trilogy and the Dark Empire Trilogy — together for the first time! Years after the events
of Star Wars: Episode VI Return of the Jedi, the New Republic works to unite the galaxy — but the
last of the Imperial warlords, Grand Admiral Thrawn, has returned from deep space ready to seize
the galaxy for himself! Will the combined might of Luke, Leia, Han and new allies Mara Jade and
Talon Karrde be enough to stop Thrawn? Either way, the remnants of the Empire are gunning for
them — including a mysteriously resurrected Emperor Palpatine! Luke will face his greatest test as
he braves the dark side of the Force, but can he remain a hero in the process? Plus the return of
Boba Fett, and much more!
Rated T (STL260560)
HC, 1312pgs

SRP: $150.00

JAN231001
STAR WARS LEGENDS NEW REPUBLIC OMNIBUS HC VOL 02 DM VAR
(W) John Wagner, Various (A) Kilian Plunkett, Various (CA) Dave Dorman
A collection of Star Wars Legends stories that occured after Return of the Jedi, this omnibus contains
some of the most iconic tales in Star Wars history!
The Thrawn Trilogy and the Dark Empire Trilogy — together for the first time! Years after the events
of Star Wars: Episode VI Return of the Jedi, the New Republic works to unite the galaxy — but the
last of the Imperial warlords, Grand Admiral Thrawn, has returned from deep space ready to seize
the galaxy for himself! Will the combined might of Luke, Leia, Han and new allies Mara Jade and
Talon Karrde be enough to stop Thrawn? Either way, the remnants of the Empire are gunning for
them — including a mysteriously resurrected Emperor Palpatine! Luke will face his greatest test as
he braves the dark side of the Force, but can he remain a hero in the process? Plus the return of
Boba Fett, and much more!
Rated T (STL260561)
HC, 1312pgs

SRP: $150.00

JAN231002
AMAZING SPIDER-MAN OMNIBUS HC VOL 04
(W) Stan Lee, Gerry Conway (A) John Romita Sr., Various (CA) Frank Cho
The adventures of comics' most put-upon super hero, the Amazing Spider-Man, continue! Brought
to you by Stan Lee, John Romita Sr., Gerry Conway, Gil Kane and Ross Andru, the saga ahead will
captivate you unlike any Marvel comic has before. The Green Goblin is back! Gwen Stacy is missing!
And it all leads to a confrontation atop the George Washington Bridge that will leave Peter Parker

forever changed! It's the story that cemented the Green Goblin as the definition of evil - and lest you
think that's the only milestone in these pages, this Omnibus also features the debut of the Punisher,
the wedding of Aunt May and Doc Ock, Harry Osborn's descent into madness, and a new role for
Mary Jane Watson! Collecting AMAZING SPIDER-MAN (1963) #105-142, GIANT-SIZE SUPER-HEROES
#1 and MARVEL SUPER-HEROES (1967) #14.
Rated T (STL260562)
HC, 976pgs

SRP: $125.00

JAN231003
AMAZING SPIDER-MAN OMNIBUS HC VOL 04 DM VAR
(W) Gerry Conway, Stan Lee (A) John Romita Sr., Various (CA) John Romita Sr.
The adventures of comics' most put-upon super hero, the Amazing Spider-Man, continue! Brought
to you by Stan Lee, John Romita Sr., Gerry Conway, Gil Kane and Ross Andru, the saga ahead will
captivate you unlike any Marvel comic has before. The Green Goblin is back! Gwen Stacy is missing!
And it all leads to a confrontation atop the George Washington Bridge that will leave Peter Parker
forever changed! It's the story that cemented the Green Goblin as the definition of evil - and lest you
think that's the only milestone in these pages, this Omnibus also features the debut of the Punisher,
the wedding of Aunt May and Doc Ock, Harry Osborn's descent into madness, and a new role for
Mary Jane Watson! Collecting AMAZING SPIDER-MAN (1963) #105-142, GIANT-SIZE SUPER-HEROES
#1 and MARVEL SUPER-HEROES (1967) #14.
Rated T (STL260563)
HC, 976pgs

SRP: $125.00

JAN231004
SECRET WARRIORS OMNIBUS HC
(W) Jonathan Hickman, Brian Michael Bendis (A) Stefano Caselli, Various (CA) Jim Cheung
Former S.H.I.E.L.D. director Nick Fury and his newly minted team of Secret Warriors uncover a
conspiracy that reaches from the Oval Office to Japan - and even beyond death. When a shadow war
breaks out between Leviathan and Hydra, it's up to Fury and his Warriors to take them both out. The
reconstituted Howling Commandos join Fury's ranks, but tragedy waits in the wings as the conflict
blossoms into an all-out war on three fronts. As Hydra and Leviathan ready for their final strikes - on
each other and the world - Fury will have to make some of the grittiest life-and-death choices of his
long life! Collecting MIGHTY AVENGERS (2007) #13 and #18, SECRET WARRIORS #1-28, DARK REIGN:
THE LIST - SECRET WARRIORS, SIEGE: SECRET WARRIORS, and material from DARK REIGN: NEW
NATION.
Rated T+ (STL260558)
HC, 904pgs

SRP: $125.00

JAN231005
SECRET WARRIORS OMNIBUS HC DM VAR
(W) Jonathan Hickman, Brian Michael Bendis (A) Stefano Caselli, Various (CA) Ed McGuinness
Former S.H.I.E.L.D. director Nick Fury and his newly minted team of Secret Warriors uncover a
conspiracy that reaches from the Oval Office to Japan - and even beyond death. When a shadow war
breaks out between Leviathan and Hydra, it's up to Fury and his Warriors to take them both out. The
reconstituted Howling Commandos join Fury's ranks, but tragedy waits in the wings as the conflict
blossoms into an all-out war on three fronts. As Hydra and Leviathan ready for their final strikes - on
each other and the world - Fury will have to make some of the grittiest life-and-death choices of his
long life! Collecting MIGHTY AVENGERS (2007) #13 and #18, SECRET WARRIORS #1-28, DARK REIGN:
THE LIST - SECRET WARRIORS, SIEGE: SECRET WARRIORS, and material from DARK REIGN: NEW
NATION.
Rated T+ (STL260559)
HC, 904pgs

SRP: $125.00

JAN231006
MMW AVENGERS HC VOL 01
(W) Stan Lee (A) Jack Kirby, Don Heck (CA) Jack Kirby
By popular demand! Back in hardcover, beautifully restored to match the original comics and
boasting expanded bonus material! Welcome to Marvel's ReMasterworks! Gathering together to
face the evil Loki, Earth's Mightiest Heroes - Iron Man, the Hulk, Ant-Man, the Wasp and Thor formed the core of the super-team called the Avengers. But it was three issues later when Captain
America returned from the frozen depths of the northern Atlantic that the Avengers truly took form!
Written by Stan "The Man" Lee, and illustrated by Jack Kirby and Don Heck, here you'll find the first
appearances of Kang the Conqueror, Wonder Man, the Space Phantom and Baron Zemo; the debut
of the Masters of Evil; and the Hulk's departure from the team and subsequent battle with the
Avengers alongside the volatile Sub-Mariner! Collecting AVENGERS (1963) #1-10.
Kids to Adults (STL260554)
HC, 280pgs

SRP: $75.00

JAN231007
MMW AVENGERS HC VOL 01 DM VAR
(W) Stan Lee (A) Jack Kirby, Don Heck (CA) Jack Kirby
By popular demand! Back in hardcover, beautifully restored to match the original comics and
boasting expanded bonus material! Welcome to Marvel's ReMasterworks! Gathering together to
face the evil Loki, Earth's Mightiest Heroes - Iron Man, the Hulk, Ant-Man, the Wasp and Thor formed the core of the super-team called the Avengers. But it was three issues later when Captain
America returned from the frozen depths of the northern Atlantic that the Avengers truly took form!

Written by Stan "The Man" Lee, and illustrated by Jack Kirby and Don Heck, here you'll find the first
appearances of Kang the Conqueror, Wonder Man, the Space Phantom and Baron Zemo; the debut
of the Masters of Evil; and the Hulk's departure from the team and subsequent battle with the
Avengers alongside the volatile Sub-Mariner! Collecting AVENGERS (1963) #1-10.
Kids to Adults (STL260555)
HC, 280pgs

SRP: $75.00

JAN231008
MARVEL STUDIOS MOON KNIGHT HC ART OF SERIES
(W) Jess Harrold
Steven Grant, a mild-mannered man who lives a mundane life, is plagued by blackouts and
memories of an existence separate from his own. But after a fateful encounter, Steven learns that he
shares a body with Marc Spector — a former mercenary and the ruthless avatar of Khonshu,
Egyptian god of the moon and vengeance! Now, with Marc's enemies converging on them, Steven
must learn how to adapt to this new life and work with his alter ego — even as other godly motives
come into play. Continuing their popular ART OF series of tie-in books, Marvel Studios presents
another blockbuster achievement! Featuring exclusive concept artwork and in-depth interviews with
the creative team, this deluxe volume provides insider details about the making of the highly
anticipated series! (STL260557)
HC, 224pgs

SRP: $60.00

JAN231009
MMW GHOST RIDER HC VOL 05
(W) Michael Fleisher (A) Don Perlin, Various (CA) Bob Budiansky
The Marvel Masterworks are on the highway to hell with the original demon biker, the Ghost Rider
Johnny Blaze - and we wouldn't have it any other way! In our fifth installment of GHOST RIDER
classics - restored and reprinted in color for the first time ever - the supernatural side of the Marvel
Universe is coming out of the dark! The spirit of big-rig trucker Clem Barstow does not share the
road. And the first appearance of Asmodeus might mean the last appearance for GR! Meanwhile,
the Tatterdemalion mixes it up with Werewolf by Night, and Moondark casts a spell that brings in
the cavalry with the Night Rider! And, no, your eyes are not playing tricks on you: The Orb is back!
Collecting GHOST RIDER (1973) #51-62.
Rated T (STL260552)
HC, 304pgs

SRP: $75.00

JAN231010
MMW GHOST RIDER HC VOL 05 DM VAR ED 345

(W) Michael Fleisher (A) Don Perlin, Various (CA) Bob Budiansky
The Marvel Masterworks are on the highway to hell with the original demon biker, the Ghost Rider
Johnny Blaze - and we wouldn't have it any other way! In our fifth installment of GHOST RIDER
classics - restored and reprinted in color for the first time ever - the supernatural side of the Marvel
Universe is coming out of the dark! The spirit of big-rig trucker Clem Barstow does not share the
road. And the first appearance of Asmodeus might mean the last appearance for GR! Meanwhile,
the Tatterdemalion mixes it up with Werewolf by Night, and Moondark casts a spell that brings in
the cavalry with the Night Rider! And, no, your eyes are not playing tricks on you: The Orb is back!
Collecting GHOST RIDER (1973) #51-62.
Rated T (STL260553)
HC, 304pgs

SRP: $75.00

JAN231011
VENOM BY AL EWING AND RAM V TP VOL 03
(W) Al Ewing, V. Ram (A/CA) Bryan Hitch
At the mercy of Bedlam! With Dylan Brock's life hanging in the balance, where is his father, Eddie,
the original Venom? Or more accurately: when?! After the Venom symbiote's Hail Mary decision,
Dylan is about to see sides of symbiosis, the Klyntar and perhaps even his own father that he never
imagined! And forced to watch his son suffer from across the timestream, Eddie finds himself
surrounded by enemies - alone and with no one to trust, until an unexpected ally intervenes.
Suddenly, Eddie is caught in a dark web spun by Chasm and the Goblin Queen - with all his deepest
fears realized! Meanwhile, Bedlam is determined to kill Dylan and Venom once and for all - unless an
old friend can lend a crimson-clad hand. Collecting VENOM (2021) #11-15.
Rated T+ (STL260591)
SC, 112pgs

SRP: $15.99

JAN231012
STRANGE TP VOL 02 DOCTOR STRANGE OF DEATH
(W) Jed MacKay (A/CA) Lee Garbett
What will be Clea's next move? Someone has stolen pieces of Wong's memory, and he's going to
need them back to stop the Blasphemy Cartel. It's up to Wong and Bats to retrace their steps and
uncover the truth about what's been taken from him - but could some memories be better off
forgotten? As Clea and Wong at last uncover who is behind the zombie resurrections of deceased
heroes and villains, they're going to need all the help they can get, including from the Sorcerer
Supreme of Death: the Harvestman! Plus: The secrets of the Blasphemy Cartel are revealed by the
unlikeliest of sources! The Cartel unleashes its deadliest weapon, but what is it? Or?who?! As one
chapter closes, a new one is about to begin in the house of Strange! Collecting STRANGE (2022) #610.
Rated T+ (STL260587)

SC, 112pgs

SRP: $15.99

JAN231013
DARK WEB TP
(W) Zeb Wells, Various (A) Adam Kubert, Ed McGuinness (CA) Federico Vicentini
The worlds of Spider-Man and the X-Men collide! Marvel's two most famous and famously wronged
clones - Chasm (Ben Reilly) and the Goblin Queen (Madelyne Pryor) - are back, they've had enough
of being second best and they're going to claim what's rightfully theirs! The sun is setting, and it's
going to be a long night for Spidey and the X-Men. But what role does the volatile Venom play in the
clones' vengeful plot? And what will become of the young hero Ms. Marvel when she ends up
trapped in Limbo?! The dark web that Madelyne and Ben will spin over Manhattan is going to
change the NYC skyline forever! Collecting DARK WEB #1, AMAZING SPIDER-MAN (2022) #15-18,
VENOM (2021) #14-15, DARK WEB: X-MEN #1-3, DARK WEB: MS. MARVEL #1-2 and DARK WEB
FINALE #1.
Rated T+ (STL260573)
SC, 312pgs

SRP: $34.99

JAN231014
NAMOR THE SUB-MARINER TP CONQUERED SHORES
(W) Christopher Cantwell (A/CA) Pasqual Ferry
A century into the future, not much land remains on Earth. A combination of a worsening climate
and a devastating war with the Kree has left the plant's surface mostly inhospitable, with an everdwindling population of air-breathers and a profound lack of super heroes to protect them. Enter
Namor, the Sub-Mariner, who is no longer King of Atlantis but ruler of the entire world! He may only
have few friends left — but does Jim Hammond, the original 1940s Human Torch, yet live? Could
Hammond hold the key to the salvation of Earth's human refugees? King Namor seeks to find out.
Accompanied by Luke Cage, the Sub-Mariner sets off across what little devastated surface of Earth
remains, following traces of his oldest adversary-turned-fellow Invader — and looking for answers to
save his adopted subjects! Collecting NAMOR THE SUBMARINER: CONQUERED SHORES #1-5.
(STL260581)
SC, 112pgs

SRP: $19.99

JAN231015
WAKANDA TP
(W) Narcisse, Evan (A) Natacha Bustos & Various (CA) Mateus Manhanini
The Black Panther is no longer welcome in Wakanda! What is this proud nation without its king?
Prepare to find out as five different fan-favorite Wakandan characters grab the spotlight! First up:
Shuri proves there's a reason she too once wielded the power of the Black Panther! Then, M'Baku

shows his worth as regent of the Intergalactic Empire of Wakanda when an old foe threatens to
destroy its future! Erik Killmonger stars in a haunting story of his early days under the thumb of
Ulysses Klaw! New hero Tosin must step up and defend his nation when the Abomination attacks!
And how far will Okoye go to protect her country? Plus: The "History of the Black Panthers"
provides, for the first time anywhere, a definitive overview of every Wakandan who has ever held
the mantle! Collecting WAKANDA #1-5.
Rated T+ (STL260592)
SC, 128pgs

SRP: $17.99

JAN231016
DOCTOR STRANGE TP FALL SUNRISE TREASURY EDITION
(W/A/CA) Tradd Moore
Brace yourself for a Doctor Strange story like you've never seen! From the uncanny mind of Tradd
Moore (SILVER SURFER: BLACK), the Master of the Mystic Arts stars in one of his most mind-bending
adventures - now wilder than ever on the oversized pages of a Treasury Edition! Doctor Strange
awakens alone in a distant world not his own. Lost of purpose and surrounded by danger, the
wandering sorcerer must explore this land of blades and mystery to unravel arcane secrets and
escape the deadly horrors that lie in wait! Strange is pulled in every direction by powerful figures
while millions of lives rest in the balance - including his own! Who can he trust? Can this world's
deadly ritual be stopped? Or is the answer simply?blood? Heaven help us, it must be blood!
Collecting DOCTOR STRANGE: FALL SUNRISE #1-4.
Rated T+ (STL260574)
SC, 136pgs

SRP: $29.99

JAN231017
MIDNIGHT SUNS TP
(W) Sacks, Ethan (A) Zagaria, Luigi (CA) David Nakayama
Rise of the Midnight Suns! A dark prophecy and apocalyptic new villains with horrifying powers the
likes of which Earth has never faced before, ordains a specialist team to form?and tear @#$% up!
Standing in the way of the coming storm are Magik, Wolverine, Blade, Spirit Rider and Nico Minoru!
But what does the terrible threat they face have to do with the Sorcerer Supreme's past? And why is
Strange Academy student Zoe Laveau number one on their list? Now, the Suns must undertake the
darkest and most horrifying journey imaginable to secure aid from one of the most ancient and
dangerous beings in all of existence. But what terrible secret is the sorceress Agatha Harkness
hiding? It's time for the dark side of the Marvel Universe to shine! Featuring Clea, Wong, Doctor
Doom and more! Collecting MIDNIGHT SUNS #1-5.
Rated T+ (STL260578)
SC, 112pgs

SRP: $15.99

JAN231018
ALL-OUT AVENGERS TP TEACHABLE MOMENTS
(W) Derek Landy (A/CA) Greg Land
Strap in for an all-new, all-adrenaline adventure that starts in the middle and races to the finish! An
alien attack - a city warped - and Captain Marvel looking to the Avengers with murderous intent!
Then, the Avengers are in chains, and their only hope lies with their greatest hero: Doctor Doom?!
An army of Red Skulls threatens to overwhelm them, a cadre of bloodthirsty killers will hunt them,
and even Spider-Man is out to get them! But who's behind this madness, altering the very fabric of
reality over and over again? Something big is coming to the Marvel Universe! Take a deep breath
before you open this book - because once you dive in, you won't be allowed up for air! The Avengers
assemble for all-out action! Collecting ALL-OUT AVENGERS #1-5 and material from FREE COMIC
BOOK DAY 2022: SPIDER-MAN/VENOM.
Rated T+ (STL260569)
SC, 120pgs

SRP: $17.99

JAN231019
SAVAGE AVENGERS TP VOL 02 ESCAPE FROM NUEVA YORK
(W) David Pepose (A) Carlos Magno (CA) Leinil Yu
Ultron rules! Following their harrowing journey to the Hyborian Age, the Savage Avengers have
learned that no good deed goes unpunished - not when they're stranded in the dystopia of 2099! As
our shell-shocked heroes are swarmed by cybernetic soldiers, will the Punisher of 2099 prove to be
the Savage Avengers' salvation - or their ultimate downfall? Trapped in a futuristic war zone ruled by
the iron fist of Ultron, the Savage Avengers must embark on a high-stakes jailbreak to free the one
man who could possibly bring them home. Can our time-lost heroes survive the dangers of this bold
new 2099 and stop Ultron from reshaping the future in his terrifying image, or will this Deathlokfilled apocalypse prove to be the Savage Avengers' end? Collecting SAVAGE AVENGERS (2022) #6-10.
Parental Advisory (STL260582)
SC, 112pgs

SRP: $15.99

JAN231020
STAR WARS HIGH REPUBLIC SEASON TWO TP VOL 01 BALANCE OF FORC
(W) Cavan Scott (A/CA) Ario Anindito
A new chapter begins! One hundred and fifty years before the fall of Starlight, another beacon burns
bright in the galaxy - a beacon of faith and spirituality. Jedha. The Pilgrim Moon. The Kyber Heart.
But tensions are rising in the holy city, and dark days are to come. Jedi Vildar Mac, safe and secure in
who he is and what he could be, arrives just as Jedha's fragile peace begins to crumble. With one
Jedi lying dead in an ancient shrine, another takes up the murderer's trail. Who is using ancient

Force powers on the streets of the holy city? Why are sacred relics going missing? And why do all
roads lead to the Temple of the Whills? Collecting STAR WARS: THE HIGH REPUBLIC (2022) #1-5.
Rated T (STL260586)
SC, 128pgs

SRP: $17.99

JAN231021
TRIALS OF X TP VOL 08
(W) Tini Howard, Various (A) Marcus To, Various (CA) Joshua Cassara
Epic conflicts add to the Trials of X! Backed into a corner, Excalibur's Betsy Braddock makes a
desperate choice that will reshape Otherworld - and mutantkind - forever. The X-Men's new nemesis
Doctor Stasis finally makes himself known, bringing his terrible creations to bear! The island paradise
of Krakoa has no shortage of beautiful vistas, but Wolverine has his sights on the deadliest waves in
the world - and a previously unknown threat that lurks in the deep! Plus: a sea change for Kid Omega
and Phoebe Cuckoo - and seismic revelations for X-Force! And the cosmos shakes when the Shi'ar
Imperial Guard battles the all-new Lethal Legion - with S.W.O.R.D. caught in the middle! Collecting
EXCALIBUR (2019) #25, X-MEN (2021) #5, X-FORCE (2019) #25-26 and S.W.O.R.D. (2020) #9.
Parental Advisory (STL260589)
SC, 144pgs

SRP: $19.99

JAN231022
TRIALS OF X TP VOL 09
(W) Various, Al Ewing (A) Jacopo Camagni, Various (CA) Stefano Caselli
The Trials of X are more massive than ever! As Storm battles the Lethal Legion on Mars, there are
explosive problems on the Peak - and the mole inside S.W.O.R.D. stands revealed! Wolverine hunts
the leviathan that lurks off the shores of Krakoa, but can even he take down a hidden creature of the
deep that's bigger and stronger and older than math can figure? The Marauders have their hands full
too - with Fin Fang Foom! And the Hellions might all hate one another, but Nanny loves her latest
addition! Orphan-Maker, though, has other feelings - and dangerous ideas! Collecting S.W.O.R.D.
(2020) #10-11, WOLVERINE (2020) #19, MARAUDERS (2019) #26 and HELLIONS #16-17.
Parental Advisory (STL260590)
SC, 168pgs

SRP: $19.99

JAN231023
SPIDER-MAN LIFE STORY TP EXTRA
(W) Chip Zdarsky (A) Mark Bagley (CA) Chip Zdarsky

Spider-Man makes history! In 1962's AMAZING FANTASY #15, teenage Peter Parker was bitten by a
radioactive spider and became the amazing Spider-Man! Sixty years have passed in the real world
since that event — so what would have happened if the same amount of time had passed for Peter?
In celebration of an icon, Chip Zdarsky and legendary artist Mark Bagley spin a unique Spidey tale —
telling the entire life story of Spider-Man from beginning to end, set against the key events of the
decades through which he lived! From the Vietnam War to Secret Wars and Civil War, all the way
through to what just might be a 72-year-old Spider-Man's final mission! Plus: Watch the saga unfold
through the jaded eyes of jolly J. Jonah Jameson! Collecting SPIDER-MAN: LIFE STORY #1-6 and
ANNUAL #1. (STL260584)
SC, 240pgs

SRP: $29.99

JAN231024
X-TERMINATORS TP
(W) Leah Williams (A) Carlos E. Gomez (CA) Federico Vicentini
Enter the Grindhouse of X! When Jubilee and Boom-Boom agree to take Dazzler out for a night on
the town to console her after her nasty breakup, they have no idea they're about to be kidnapped
and put into elaborate death traps for their efforts! What are three young women with the power to
blow things up to do? Find a fourth who is not afraid of a little blood, sweat and carnage! Laura
Kinney, the Wolverine, completes the quartet of deadly X-Women fighting for their lives — and
more important, fighting for vengeance on the @#$%^&*!! dead man who did this to them! But just
when you thought the night couldn't get any more bonkers, would you believe: vampires?! Time to
make these bloodsuckers regret they ever crossed paths with the X-Terminators! Collecting XTERMINATORS (2022) #1-5. (STL260594)
SC, 144pgs

SRP: $17.99

JAN231025
ALIEN TP VOL 03 ICARUS
(W) Philip Kennedy Johnson (A) Julius Ohta (CA) Bjorn Barends
Man, machine and the most terrifying creature in the universe! It's an express elevator to hell, and
you'll want to be on it! A small colony of synths has settled in secret on a backwater moon. When a
company of United System soldiers comes to them for help retrieving biotechnology on a hostile
planet that could be the key to saving humanity, the synths must decide whether the prospect of
peace between man and machine is worth the risk of betrayal. Because "Steel Team" — the
legendary, unkillable Synthetic Special Operations team — is the United Systems' only hope as they
navigate the hellscape that the once-idyllic Tobler-9 has become. Since its mysterious downfall years
earlier, Tobler-9 is considered one of the most hostile environments in the known universe — a
place where nothing organic could possibly have survived…or could it? Collecting ALIEN (2022) #1-6.
(STL260568)
SC, 136pgs

SRP: $17.99

JAN231026
AVENGERS WEST COAST EPIC COLLECTION TP CALIFORNIA SCREAMING
(W) Roy Thomas, Dann Thomas (A) Paul Ryan, Various (CA) Paul Ryan
The reaper and the robot! When two of the greatest foes ever faced by Earth's Mightiest Heroes join
forces, it spells doom for the West Coast Avengers! If the team can somehow triumph over the
deadly duo of the Grim Reaper and Ultron, who will be left in a revamped roster? And will there be
any room for the U.S.Agent? Not if Hawkeye has his way! Then, Julia "Spider-Woman" Carpenter and
the Living Lightning join the fight against the diabolical Doctor Demonicus and the Pacific Overlords!
The WCA and the Fantastic Four are caught in a cross-dimensional struggle, while Doctor Strange
lends a mystical hand when the Night Shift raises hell! But what will the cosmic civil war known as
Operation: Galactic Storm mean for the Whackos? Collecting AVENGERS WEST COAST #65-82 and
ANNUAL #6.
Rated T (STL260570)
SC, 512pgs

SRP: $49.99

JAN231027
CAPTAIN AMERICA EPIC COLLECTION TP FIGHTING CHANCE
(W) Mark Gruenwald, Various (A) Rik Levins, Various (CA) Hoover, Dale
Captain America fights for his life! Cap is on the hunt for the Skull - the Blazing Skull, that is! Then,
Doctor Faustus' mental machinations pit Steve Rogers against his old pal Nomad! But when the
Sentinel of Liberty learns that his enhanced physique is shutting down on him, his choice is simple:
retire from being a hero?or die in action! But with evil masterminds plotting and dead villains rising,
that's no choice at all for Captain America! Can Cap's friends dissuade him from setting the world's
safety above his own? Plus: Wartime adventures with the Invaders, Bucky and the Howling
Commandos! And Cap unites with Nick Fury to expose a rogue faction of S.H.I.E.L.D.! Collecting
CAPTAIN AMERICA (1968) #420-430 and ANNUAL #13, NOMAD (1992) #18-19, CAPTAIN AMERICA:
THE MEDUSA EFFECT, and CAPTAIN AMERICA/NICK FURY: BLOOD TRUCE.
Rated T+ (STL260571)
SC, 496pgs

SRP: $44.99

JAN231028
SPIDER-GWEN GHOST-SPIDER MODERN ERA EPIC COLL TP
(W) Jason Latour, Various (A) Robbi Rodriguez, Various (CA) Leinil Yu
On Earth-65, the radioactive spider didn't bite Peter Parker - it bit Gwen Stacy! Now, Gwen fights
crime as Spider-Woman - just don't tell her father, the police chief! In the wake of SPIDER-VERSE,
Gwen splits her time between school, heroism and playing in her band, the Mary Janes, while
dodging NYPD lieutenant Frank Castle! But what really happened the night her world's Peter Parker
died, and how does it connect to a new reptilian rampage? Gwen's troubles pile up as her world's

Osborns debut and she finds herself on S.H.I.E.L.D.'s most wanted list! Can a team-up between
Gwen, Silk and Jessica Drew - the Spider-Woman of the prime Marvel Universe - help Gwen learn
lessons about power and responsibility? Collecting EDGE OF SPIDER-VERSE (2014) #2, SPIDER-GWEN
(2015A) #1-5, SPIDER-GWEN (2015B) #1-8, SPIDER-WOMEN ALPHA, SILK (2015B) #7-8, SPIDERWOMAN (2015) #6-7 and SPIDER-WOMEN OMEGA.
Rated T+ (STL260583)
SC, 480pgs

SRP: $44.99

JAN231029
STAR WARS LEGENDS EPIC COLL ORIGINAL MARVEL YEARS TP VOL 06
(W) Various, Ann Nocenti (A) Bret Blevins, Various (CA) Frank Cirocco
The classic Marvel era of Star Wars concludes! In the aftermath of Return of the Jedi, the heroes of
the Rebellion face new challenges - and new dangers! Leia must choose between joining a new
Republic government or continuing as a warrior for peace! Han Solo and Lando Calrissian find
themselves in a tough spot when Chewbacca's family is threatened! Luke Skywalker is haunted by
thoughts of his dead father, Darth Vader, as he faces another Dark Lord - and a new foe, the dark
lady Lumiya! The Ewoks go to war! The Nagai attack! And it all culminates in a multipronged invasion
of the planet Zeltros! Plus: Return to the original Marvel years in a special modern story featuring
several of the era's fan-favorite characters! Collecting STAR WARS (1977) #89-107 and STAR WARS
(2019) #108.
Rated T (STL260585)
SC, 544pgs

SRP: $54.99

JAN231030
THOR EPIC COLLECTION TP EVEN AN IMMORTAL CAN DIE
(W) Len Wein, Various (A) Walter Simonson, Various (CA) John Buscema
Writer Len Wein is joined by all-time great THOR artist Walter Simonson, and there's no question
that what's in store will be legendary! Odin has disappeared, and Asgard needs its All-Father, so Thor
ventures across the vastness of space to find him. But his quest will bring him into conflict with the
Enchantress, the Executioner, the Destroyer and, of course, Loki! Then, Roy Thomas and John
Buscema take up the hammer! Tapping deep into Thor's mythic roots, the duo crafts amazing
adventures featuring the death of Balder, the Midgard Serpent and a new Norse Thor! Also featuring
rare Thor and Hercules stories from MARVEL PREVIEW, a team-up with the Guardians of the Galaxy
against Korvac, and the beginning of the epic Eternals saga! Collecting THOR (1966) #260-280 and
ANNUAL #6-7, and MARVEL PREVIEW #10.
Rated T (STL260588)
SC, 520pgs

SRP: $49.99

JAN231031
IRON MAN EPIC COLLECTION TP DOOM
(W) David Michelinie, Various (A) Paul Smith, Various (CA) Bob Layton
Iron Man and Doctor Doom face off in the future! The armored foes renew their rivalry in a future
version of Camelot, where they join a reborn Arthur and Merlin in battle against some very familiar
faces! Then, Loki cultivates chaos as his Acts of Vengeance pit shell-head against the Wrecker and
Chemistro! Inside the armor, Tony Stark continues to come to terms with his paralysis, and the
Maggia makes its move - but what is its involvement with Hydra and A.I.M.? Plus: Iron Man and
Crimson Dynamo see the world through each other's eyes! Tony defends the surface when Atlantis
attacks! Iron Man and Captain America join forces to face the return of Terminus! And don't forget
the Dreadnoughts, Madame Masque, the Hulk and?Santa Claus?! Collecting IRON MAN (1968) #245257 and ANNUAL #10-11, and material from CAPTAIN AMERICA ANNUAL #9.
Rated T (STL260576)
SC, 472pgs

SRP: $44.99

JAN231032
X-MEN EPIC COLLECTION TP SECOND GENESIS
(W) Chris Claremont, Various (A) Dave Cockrum, Various (CA) Dave Cockrum
With the original X-Men captured, Professor X recruits an all-new, all-different team to take on the
mantle of the Uncanny X-Men! Including Wolverine, Storm, Colossus, Nightcrawler, Banshee, Sunfire
and Thunderbird, this new international cast redefined super hero teams forever. The transition
from old team to new won't come easy, though: Wolverine and Cyclops clash! X-Man battles X-Man!
Death and rebirth visit the team! And an old nemesis returns! Plus: the first hints of Alpha Flight and
the Weapon X program, the first outer space saga with the Starjammers, and rare early X-Men
adventures! With comic book titans Chris Claremont, Dave Cockrum and John Byrne at the helm, the
X-Men's rise to the peak of popularity starts here! Collecting GIANT-SIZE X-MEN #1; X-MEN (1963)
#94-110; MARVEL TEAM-UP (1972) #53, #69-70 and ANNUAL #1; IRON FIST (1975) #14-15; and
material from F.O.O.M. #10.
Rated T (STL260593)
SC, 528pgs

SRP: $49.99

JAN231033
COSMIC GHOST RIDER BY DONNY CATES TP
(W) Donny Cates (A) Geoff Shaw, Various (CA) Ron Lim
Thanos' newest enforcer is Marvel's most outrageous breakout character! Millennia ago he was
Frank Castle, the Punisher. A deal with the devil made him the Ghost Rider. An alliance with Galactus
made him cosmic. And a bargain with Thanos made him… dead?! Don't worry, Cosmic Ghost Rider
has a time-travel plan for revenge — but can even Frank kill baby Thanos?! Plus: As cosmic war rages

and a new hunt for Thanos begins, will Cosmic Ghost Rider answer the call and join the Guardians of
the Galaxy?! Presenting all of Donny Cates' flaming-hot tales of the far-out future Frank Castle!
Collecting THANOS (2016) #13-18; COSMIC GHOST RIDER (2018) #1-5; GUARDIANS OF THE GALAXY
(2019) #1-6; and material from REVENGE OF THE COSMIC GHOST RIDER #1, THANOS ANNUAL (2018)
#1, THANOS LEGACY and WOLVERINE: BLACK, WHITE & BLOOD #3. (STL260572)
SC, 560pgs

SRP: $49.99

JAN231034
GUARDIANS OF THE GALAXY BY AL EWING TP
(W) Al Ewing (A) Juan Cabal, Various (CA) Brett Booth
Al Ewing brings his cosmic brand of storytelling to the Guardians of the Galaxy! Once, they were a
team of misfits. Now they're a family, and they've earned their peace. But the universe is not a
peaceful place — and it's only getting worse. Someone has to guard the galaxy. And for their first
mission, the Guardians of the Galaxy must grapple with the vengeful gods of Olympus! Then, when
the political map of the galaxy is radically redrawn, can the team handle a little peaceful diplomacy?
Meanwhile, everyone thinks Peter Quill is dead — but instead, he journeys through a mythic world
on the other side of reality! Knull and his symbiote dragons wreak havoc! And an expanded
Guardians team faces the mystic threat of the Last Annihilation, but what is Doctor Doom doing with
them?! Plus: When an old flame swims back into Rocket's life, it spells big trouble for the little
furball. Collecting GUARDIANS OF THE GALAXY (2020) #1-18, ROCKET #1-6 and material from
GUARDIANS OF THE GALAXY ANNUAL (2021) #1. (STL260575)
SC, 576pgs

SRP: $49.99

JAN231035
MARVEL-VERSE TP ROCKET AND GROOT
(W) Skottie Young, Jeff Loveness (A) Skottie Young, Various (CA) TBD
Rocket and Groot are the most lovable duo in the Marvel-Verse - and these are some of their
craziest adventures! One's a furball packing firepower, and the other is a walking tree who has a
unique way with words. But for all their amazing abilities, can they entertain a group of alien scouts
with a campfire story? A Friday-night fight ensues when Rocket and Groot are recruited into Iron
Man's intergalactic football league. Groot finds himself worshipped by alien Vikings. And when
things get competitive between Rocket and Groot, they find themselves in a war zone! Plus: During a
trip to Earth, Rocket has a to-do list - but Groot has a very personal mission! Collecting ROCKET
RACCOON (2014) #5, ROCKET RACCOON AND GROOT #4-6 and GROOT #6. (STL260577)
SC, 112pgs

SRP: $9.99

JAN231036
MIGHTY MMW AVENGERS AMONG US WALKS A GOLIATH TP VOL 03

(W) Stan Lee (A) Don Heck (CA) Leonardo Romero
With super-sized conflict within the team and colossal menaces without, Stan Lee and Don Heck
made AVENGERS a nail-biting, edge-of-your-seat extravaganza! The classic stories collected in this
volume include battles against Kang the Conqueror, Doctor Doom, Power Man, the Enchantress and
the Atlantean warlord Attuma! And while the action will keep your pulse up, twists like the
departure of Captain America will deliver drama at its deepest level. Plus: Thrill to the return of
Giant-Man and the Wasp - and Hank Pym's transformation into Goliath! With first appearances of
the Collector, the Swordsman and the Sons of the Serpent - not to mention the Black Widow's
entrance into the Avengers' world - there's no questioning that this volume is a Marvel
Masterworks! Collecting AVENGERS (1963) #21-30. (STL260579)
SC, 216pgs

SRP: $15.99

JAN231037
MIGHTY MMW AVENGERS AMONG US WALKS A GOLIATH TP VOL 03 DM VA
(W) Stan Lee (A) Don Heck (CA) Jack Kirby
With super-sized conflict within the team and colossal menaces without, Stan Lee and Don Heck
made AVENGERS a nail-biting, edge-of-your-seat extravaganza! The classic stories collected in this
volume include battles against Kang the Conqueror, Doctor Doom, Power Man, the Enchantress and
the Atlantean warlord Attuma! And while the action will keep your pulse up, twists like the
departure of Captain America will deliver drama at its deepest level. Plus: Thrill to the return of
Giant-Man and the Wasp - and Hank Pym's transformation into Goliath! With first appearances of
the Collector, the Swordsman and the Sons of the Serpent - not to mention the Black Widow's
entrance into the Avengers' world - there's no questioning that this volume is a Marvel
Masterworks! Collecting AVENGERS (1963) #21-30. (STL260580)
SC, 216pgs

SRP: $15.99

JAN231038
MARVEL UNIVERSE APRIL POSTER A
24" x 36" (STL260743)
Poster, 1pgs, FC SRP: $8.99

JAN231039
MARVEL UNIVERSE APRIL POSTER B
24" x 36" (STL260744)
Poster, 1pgs, FC SRP: $8.99

JAN231040

MARVEL UNIVERSE APRIL POSTER C
24" x 36" (STL260745)
Poster, 1pgs, FC SRP: $8.99

JAN231041
MARVEL UNIVERSE APRIL POSTER D
24" x 36" (STL260746)
Poster, 1pgs, FC SRP: $8.99

JAN231042
MARVEL GRAPHIC COMIC BOX MAY 2023 A (BUNDLES OF 5)
Store your treasured collection in sturdy surroundings every bit as exciting as the issues inside!
Featuring action-packed illustrations on all sides from some of comics' finest artists, Marvel's
Graphic Comic Boxes will star characters from the pages of Marvel Comics! Preserve your comic
collection with Marvel Graphic Comic Boxes!
INSIDE DIMENSIONS: 15-1/2" X 7-5/8" X 10-7/8" (STL260747)
1pgs, FC

SRP: $60.00

JAN231043
MARVEL GRAPHIC COMIC BOX MAY 2023 B (BUNDLES OF 5)
Store your treasured collection in sturdy surroundings every bit as exciting as the issues inside!
Featuring action-packed illustrations on all sides from some of comics' finest artists, Marvel's
Graphic Comic Boxes will star characters from the pages of Marvel Comics! Preserve your comic
collection with Marvel Graphic Comic Boxes!
INSIDE DIMENSIONS: 15-1/2" X 7-5/8" X 10-7/8" (STL260748)
1pgs, FC

SRP: $60.00

JAN231044
MARVELS VOICES SPIDER-VERSE #1
See future issues of Marvel Previews for more information on this title. (STL258817)
96pgs SRP: $9.99

JAN231045

MARVELS VOICES SPIDER-VERSE #1 VIRGIN VAR
See future issues of Marvel Previews for more information on this title. (STL258818)
96pgs SRP: $9.99

JAN231046
MARVELS VOICES SPIDER-VERSE #1 ARTIST A VAR
See future issues of Marvel Previews for more information on this title. (STL258819)
96pgs SRP: $9.99

JAN231047
MARVELS VOICES SPIDER-VERSE #1 ARTIST B VAR
See future issues of Marvel Previews for more information on this title. (STL258820)
96pgs SRP: $9.99

JAN231048
MARVELS VOICES SPIDER-VERSE #1 ARTIST C VAR
See future issues of Marvel Previews for more information on this title. (STL258821)
96pgs SRP: $9.99

JAN231049
MARVEL MULTIVERSE ROLE-PLAYING GAME HC CATACLYSM OF KANG
(W) Matt Forbeck (A) Iban Coello (CA) Jesus Aburtov, Iban Coello
Kang the Conqueror crosses the Multiverse to find the greatest weapon in any reality, and only your
Super Heroes can stop him! Written by d616 System co-creator and New York Times Best Seller Matt
Forbeck (The Marvel Encyclopedia, Dungeons & Dragons: Dungeonology) and packed with
illustrations by Marvel's incredible army of artists, THE CATACLYSM OF KANG features a series of six
linked adventures, one for each Rank of characters, 1 through 6. Play through with a new team each
time, or form a campaign that takes players from street-level heroes to cosmic champions! The book
also includes dozens of brand-new character profiles for use in your game. Your adventures in the
Marvel Multiverse start now!
Kids to Adults (STL260556)
HC, 256pgs

SRP: $49.99

DELUXE VENDORS SECTION

AFTERSHOCK COMICS

JAN231050
RIDGELINE #1 CVR A INGRANATA
(W) P J Taegal (A/CA) Roberta Ingranata
Jack and Janie Sparks, a father and daughter team of wilderness survival guides, are hired to lead a
fractious executive team on a grueling "primitive" on a remote Montana mountain. Little do they
know their client has enemies - enemies who find the isolated retreat to be the perfect opportunity
to strike. Will Janie and Jack's survival skills be enough to keep the pampered techies - and
themselves - alive?
RIDGELINE is a pulpy, violent action-adventure written by P. J. Taegal (Vandal, The 2nd) and
illustrated by Roberta Ingranata (Doctor Who, Witchblade, Red Mother, TALES OF BUNNY MASK)
that will knock you out! (STL259626)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN231053
A LITTLE WHITE LIE ONESHOT CVR A MARK TORRES
(W) Ray Fawkes (A/CA) Mark Torres
A Brand-New Horror Prestige Format One-Shock from Ray Fawkes!
When wealthy identical twin brothers find a bizarrely seductive shape-shifting creature living on
their isolated estate, they get drawn into a mind-bending battle of predator and prey against an
enemy that turns all their greatest strengths against them.
From Ray Fawkes (JACKPOT!, ALL NIGHT & EVERY DAY, Constantine) and Mark Torres (PHANTOM ON
THE SCAN, Cold Spots, Hellraiser) comes a viscerally horrifying new prestige format One-Shock in
which the truth might be the greatest liability. (STL259643)
8x11, 48pgs, FC SRP: $6.99

JAN231056
BRAM STOKER MONSTER HUNTER #2 CVR A EMILIO PILLIU
(W) Olivia Cuarteeo-Briggs, Adam Glass (A/CA) Emilio Pilliu
The writing team behind MARY SHELLEY MONSTER HUNTER reunites!

The arduous trial of Oscar Wilde continues in London, along with the mysterious killings. Meanwhile,
in the past, a teenage Bram Stoker finds himself in the seductive clutches of the head vampire of
Dublin Castle - Dorian Gray. (STL259610)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN231057
BULLS OF BEACON HILL #3
(W) Steve Orlando (A/CA) Andy MacDonald
Boston Surgeon Christopher Boldt has spent his whole life ashamed of his father's gangster
background - so, when Chris decides to run for public office, it's in the name of building his own
legacy. Unfortunately, his father can't tolerate that, and puts a hit out on his own son. But no matter
how far it tried to fall, the apple landed close to the tree. Chris's family tradition of violence
explodes, he survives the hit, and now he's out for revenge on his own father, someone his mother
hates as well, but never divorced...so just where do her loyalties stand? (STL259611)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN231058
MANIAC OF NEW YORK DONT CALL IT A COMEBACK #4
(W) Elliott Kalan (A/CA) Andrea Mutti
Detective Zelda Pettibone is on her own against the murderous Maniac Mary! Well, on her own if
you don't count the legion of Maniac Mary stans stampeding through the halls of the Metropolitan
Museum of Art. Can renegade ex-Mayoral aide Gina Greene get there in time to help her only friend
destroy the Maniac for good? She doesn't have any more issues after this one, so she better hurry!
Each issue of MANIAC OF NEW YORK: DON'T CALL IT A COMEBACK features 24 pages of story and art
with a cardstock cover! (STL259612)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN231059
RAINBOW BRIDGE GN
(W) Steve Orlando, Steve Foxe (A/CA) Valentina Brancati
What if you got one last adventure with your best friend?
Andy and Rocket grew up together, with Rocket serving as Andy's guardian through every one of
childhood's ups and downs. So, when Rocket passes away right before Andy's 14th birthday, he's
rudderless. He can't imagine making the transition to high school without Rocket at his side. The day
before school starts, when Andy is at his lowest, he visits Rocket's grave and unexpect-edly
summons the RAINBOW BRIDGE, a gateway to a fantasy world where pets discover their afterlife.
But there's a dark shadow to this paradise, and without Andy's help, Rocket's eternity may be grim…

The first graphic novel from AfterShock's new YA imprint, Seismic Press, RAINBOW BRIDGE was conceived and written by Steve Orlando (PROJECT PATRON, KILL A MAN, Midnighter) and Steve Foxe
(Adventure Time, Steven Universe, Grumpy Cat) with art by Valentina Brancati (Les Ravencroft,
Ghost Writer). Published in the category standard size of 6.5" x 9.5", this 120-page OGN will
resonate with anyone who has ever had to say goodbye to a beloved pet - or who has greeted
growing up with nervousness and anxiety. (STL184263) (JUN211194)
SC, 6x9, 120pgs, FC

SRP: $16.99

JAN231060
FEARBOOK CLUB OGN
(W) Richard A. Hamilton (A/CA) Marco Matrone
When shy 6th-grade shutterbug Whit Garcia starts middle school, he's forced to join a yearbook club
with three other weirdos who will never be voted "most likely to succeed." But after the ghosts of
missing students start haunting them, Whit, Hester, Hillary and Press must solve the supernatural
secret behind these spirits - or their yearbook club will be voted most likely to join them.
But are these ghostly students the real bad guys? Or are they just warning Whit and his friends?
Warning them about a darkness beyond their schoolyard…a darkness that threatens to swallow the
school - and its occupants - whole.
The sophomore offering from Seismic Press, FEARBOOK CLUB is a story all about fitting in, fighting
ghosts and forming friendships with other misfits, especially when you're a misfit yourself. Springing
from the pen of writer Richard Ashley Hamilton (How To Train Your Dragon, Guillermo Del Toro's
Trollhunters) and artist Marco Matrone. (STL201544) (NOV211082)
SC, 6x9, 112pgs, FC

SRP: $16.99

JAN231061
LOLLIPOP KIDS TP (SEISMIC) VOL 01
(W) Adam Glass, Aidan Glass (A) Diego Yapur
NEW SEISMIC PRESS EDITION!
When immigrants came to the new world they didn't only bring their hopes and dreams, they also
brought their MONSTERS. Years ago, early setters locked these monsters away in a secret prison
deep in the woods of NEW AMSTERDAM so that they never would return to the Old World. Those
woods have become CENTRAL PARK and now the monsters have escaped! NICK, 14, finds out that he
is a "legacy" to a secret society that for the last 400 years has kept these monsters in check - he and
a ragtag group of kids just like him have to put the monsters back before they get out of the park
and destroy the city.
Created by Adam Glass (ROUGH RIDERS, THE NORMALS, Teen Titans) and Aidan Glass, with art by
Diego Yapur (The Night Projectionist, Priest: Purgatory), THE LOLLIPOP KIDS is an epic re-imagining of
the things that go bump in the night…

Already a hit selection among educators and librarians, with a loyal legion of vocal fans, this new
SEISMIC PRESS edition is published in the YA category standard size of 6.5" x 9.5" and features the
entire original series, issues #1-5. (STL202102) (DEC211245)
SC, 7x10, 112pgs, FC

SRP: $16.99

JAN231062
SIDE EFFECTS GN
(W) Ted Anderson (A/CA) Tara O'Connor
Hannah doesn't want to be a hero. She just wants to be well.
Hannah's dealing with a lot in her first year of college and to make matters worse, she's also battling
her own brain, in the form of anxiety and depression. Fortunately, her therapist has put her on some
meds to help, but those meds cause some unintended side effects, like sleepless nights, pounding
headaches…
…or, in Hannah's case, superpowers.
Now, on top of juggling tests and dates, Hannah has to deal with occasionally shooting lightning
bolts from her fingers or reading her girlfriend's mind. Maybe she's supposed to be a superhero, but
all she wants to do is make it through the year in one piece.
Written by Ted Anderson (My Little Pony, Adventure Time: Beginning of the End, ORPHAN AGE,
MOTH AND WHISPER) and illustrated by Tara O'Connor (Fly By Night, Roots, Puddles) comes a
personal story about mental health and what it takes to find yourself again. (STL231406)
(AUG221066)
SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC

SRP: $17.99

JAN231063
ANIMOSITY OMNIBUS HC
(W) Marguerite Bennett (A) Rafael de Latorre, Elton Thomasi (CA) Rafael de Latorre
The complete series in one massive mammal-friendly 600+ page hardcover!
One day, the Animals woke up. They started thinking. They started talking. They started taking
revenge.
Now, a dog and his girl are trying to get away - out of New York City, and all the way to San
Francisco, to the only person who might be able to protect and save her.
Follow Jesse and her dog, Sandor on their travels, where they'll meet the Animal Army, be
introduced to a Queen Bee, escape the clutches of a terrible boarding school, and navigate the
apocalyptic landscape of America, all while meeting friends and making enemies.
This volume contains the entire groundbreaking series, issues #1-28 and the FCBD issue from 2019,
ANIMOSITY TALES. (STL194383) (SEP211173)

HC, 8x11, 664pgs, FC

SRP: $125.00

JAN231064
BACKWAYS TP VOL 01
(W) Justin Jordan (A/CA) Eleonora Carlini
There is a hidden nation, a nation of magic and madness, a nation that exists in all the forgotten
places. In your basement, your attic, in the haunted house down the street-any one of these might
be a part of the Backways.
Anna Merrick lost someone in the Backways and she'll stop at nothing to get them back-even if it
means unleashing something unimaginable! As Anna is led deeper and deeper into the Backways by
her guide Coyote Bones, her journey becomes more perilous as they're stalked by ever more
dangerous enemies. Will Anna save those most precious to her-and at what cost?
Collecting the magical first arc of Backways-issues #1-5-written and created by Justin Jordan
(STRAYER, Green Lantern: New Guardians) and with art by Eleonora Carlini (Batgirl, Doctor Who) this
story will be appeal to fans of Harry Potter and The Chronicles of Narnia! (STL079934) (JUN181353)
SC, 7x10, 120pgs, FC

SRP: $14.99

JAN231065
BYLINES IN BLOOD TP
(W) Erica Schultz, Van Jensen (A/CA) Aneke
The near future. Politicians invent their own facts, and independent newspapers no longer exist. The
very concept of truth has died. In this world, private detectives serve as ronin, searching out the
hard truths that people are desperate to keep hidden.
The best of these PIs is Satya, a former journalist turned gumshoe who runs every lead to ground.
But Satya has just received her hardest case yet: her former editor has been murdered. Someone
wanted him silenced, and the trail points toward the highest bastions of power. To find justice for
her friend, she'll have to put everything - and everyone - she knows at risk.
A prophetic neo-noir thriller with unexpected twists at every turn, BYLINES IN BLOOD is co-created
by Ringo Award-nominated writer Erica Schultz (M3, Forgotten Home, Strange Tails) and comic
writer and former newspaper crime reporter Van Jensen (Two Dead, Cryptocracy, Superman: Man of
Tomorrow), aided and abetted by Spanish art sensation Aneke (DC Comics Bombshells, Legenderry:
Red Sonja).
This volume collects the entire series, issues #1-4. (STL227107) (MAY221119)
SC, 7x10, 120pgs, FC

JAN231066
DESCENDENT TP VOL 01

SRP: $17.99

(W) Stephanie Phillips (A) Evgeny Bornyakov (CA) Juan Doe
Conspiracy theories, government corruption, and a really good mixtape of Prince drives David Corey
to help solve the mysterious disappearance of a famous politician's son. When David realizes that
the truth is much more dangerous than a kidnapping, he must battle ancient secrets that have
endangered the lives of children for centuries. This conspiracy-fueled adventure story looks at the
darker side of American history through the eyes of an unlikely team of heroes. If they fail, the
American government and its people may not survive.
From Stephanie Phillips (Devil Within, Kicking Ice) and Evgeniy Bornyakov (YOU ARE OBSOLETE,
Meteora, Ziggy), DESCENDENT investigates the missing link between a mysterious cult and
disappearing children. This volume collects issues #1-5. (STL131543) (NOV191376)
SC, 120pgs, FC SRP: $16.99

JAN231067
NUCLEAR FAMILY TP VOL 01
(W) Stephanie Phillips (A/CA) Tony Shasteen
America, 1957. Elvis dominates the airwaves and apple pie is served after every meal. But, with the
dark cloud of nuclear holocaust looming, Korean War vet Tim McClean's major concern is taking care
of his family in the atomic age.
When the first bomb does drop on an unexpecting Midwest city, Tim and his family find themselves
plunged into a strange new world, where what's left of the Unites States has gone underground
while continuing to wage war on Russia with unthinkable tactics.
Based on Philip K. Dick's short story "Breakfast at Twilight," NUCLEAR FAMILY is written by Stephanie
Phillips (Butcher of Paris, Heavy Metal, ARTEMIS AND THE ASSASSIN, RED ATLANTIS) and illustrated
by Tony Shasteen (Star Trek). Cold War-era science fiction at its most timely and terrifying, this
volume contains issues #1-5. (STL189775) (AUG211417)
SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC

SRP: $16.99

JAN231068
ARTEMIS AND ASSASSIN TP
(W) Stephanie Phillips (A) Francesca Fantini, Meghan Hetrick (CA) Phil Hester, Mark Englert
What happens when a time-traveling assassin and a spy from 1944 try to kill each other?
For a price, a top-secret assassination organization will travel through time and interfere with
watershed moments. Trained as the agency's top assassin, Maya is sent to kill Virginia Hall, the
deadliest spy of WWII. Charged with carrying important plans about the invasion of Normandy to the
allied troops, Virginia's death would have a cataclysmic effect on WWII as we know it.
Written by Stephanie Phillips (Butcher of Paris, DESCENDENT), with art by Meghan Hetrick and
Francesca Fantini, colors by Lauren Affe, and letters by Troy Peteri, ARTEMIS & THE ASSASSIN is a

pulpy adventure story about the high cost of changing history. This volume contains the entire
series, issues #1-5. (STL159130) (NOV201005)
SC, 7x10, 120pgs, FC

SRP: $16.99

JAN231069
O/A MARY SHELLEY MONSTER HUNTER TP VOL 01
(W) Adam Glass, Olivia Cuartero-Briggs (A/CA) Hayden Sherman
For nearly two centuries, scholars have wondered how on earth Mary Shelley, a nineteen-year-old
girl, was able to conjure one of the most frightening and enduring horror stories of all-time:
Frankenstein.
But with the recent discovery of Mary Shelley's secret memoir, the truth is finally revealed: Mary
Shelley didn't just write Frankenstein, she lived it. Traveling back to that historic Geneva winter of
1816, Mary, her fiancé Percy, sisters Claire and Fanny, and the celebrated poet Lord Byron, find
themselves guests of the eerie Frankenstein Estate. The macabre and frightening events that follow
lead Mary to both a gruesome and shocking discovery. Their mysterious host is not at all what they
expected, and their intentions will change the course of Mary's life forever.
Brought to life by Adam Glass (ROUGH RIDERS, THE NORMALS, THE LOLLIPOP KIDS) and Olivia
Cuartero-Briggs (ETV's The Arrangement) with art by Hayden Sherman (COLD WAR, The Few, Wasted
Space), Mary Shelley: Monster Hunter is historical fiction at its most (After)shocking! Volume One
contains issues 1-5! (STL129127)
SC, 7x10, 120pgs, FC

SRP: $14.99

JAN231070
HORDE HC GN
(W) Marguerite Bennett (A/CA) Leila Leiz
After the death of her father, Ruby Ando tries to reconnect with her estranged and isolated mother,
whose hoarder house is a nightmare labyrinth of secrets and dangers. All the love Ruby was never
shown she sees her mother lavish on her treasures and trinkets, the possessions that possess her.
But when Ruby desperately tries to free her mother, the house wages war, ensnar-ing both women
within its maze. Brought to hideous and twisted life by a mother's love, the "Horde" is determined to
purge Ruby from the collection-or see her join it forever.
Brought to life by Marguerite Bennett (ANIMOSITY, DC's Bombshells, Batwoman) and Leila Leiz
(ALTERS, Nvrlnd), HORDE is a haunting, housebound horror story about the things we let control us.
(STL122038) (AUG191495)
HC, 8x11, 72pgs, FC

JAN231071

SRP: $19.99

INSEXTS YEAR ONE HC (MR)
(W) Marguerite Bennett (A/CA) Ariela Kristantina
Collecting the complete INSEXTS series in one volume! At the dusk of a century, a pair of vengeful
Victorian vixens discover a horrifying power that transforms them into rich and strange new
creatures. Armed with their dark, evolving forms, they descend into a world of the cultured and
occult, with new senses and new sensuality, to forge a life for themselves and the child of their love.
This new monthly series is the brainchild of writer Marguerite Bennett (ANIMOSITY, Bombshells and
Batwoman) and artist Ariela Kristantina (Wolverines, Deep State), a comic unlike any you've seen
before! (STL082572) (APR181228)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 8x11, 290pgs, FC

SRP: $44.99

JAN231072
O/A MY DATE WITH MONSTERS TP
(W) Paul Tobin (A/CA) Andy MacDonald
Seven years ago, an attempt to weaponize dreams resulted in holes being punched through the
world we know and into the world of dreams. Nightmarish creatures now stalk the land, sprouting
from (and killing) anyone unlucky enough to dream. The only way to save the world is for certain
people to have their dreams come true.
Which is how Risa Himura finds herself not only fighting monsters, but forced into finding true love.
Monsters and modern dating? It feels like a nightmare either way, and the only help Risa has is a
friendly-ish monster named Croak and her pre-teen daughter, Machi.
From Paul Tobin (BUNNY MASK) and Andy MacDonald (I BREATHED A BODY, Multiple Man), comes a
unique story of one woman's quest to save the world, if only she could learn the difference between
love and monsters.
This volume collects issues #1-5 (STL220962)
SC, 7x10, 120pgs, FC

SRP: $16.99

TITAN COMICS

JAN231073
MOTHER NATURE HC VOL 01 (MR) (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Jamie Lee Curtis, Russell Goodman (A/CA) Karl Stevens
DISCOVER THE DEBUT GRAPHIC NOVEL FROM HOLLYWOOD HORROR LEGEND JAMIE LEE CURTIS
AND FILMMAKER RUSSELL GOLDMAN! SOON TO BE A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE!

After witnessing her father die in mysterious circumstances on one of the Cobalt Corporation's
experimental oil extraction projects, Nova Terrell has grown up to despise the seemingly benevolent
company relied upon by the town of Catch Creek, New Mexico.
The rebellious Nova wages a campaign of sabotage against the oil giant, until one night she
accidentally makes a terrifying discovery about the true nature of the "Mother Nature" project and a
threat that could destroy the entire town. (STL260614) (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 156pgs, B&W

SRP: $24.99

JAN231074
CONAN BARBARIAN ORIGINAL OMNI REG GN VOL 01 (MR) (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Roy Thomas (A/CA) Barry Windsor-Smith
CONAN'S ORIGINAL COMIC ADVENTURES ARE BACK AND LOOKING BETTER THAN EVER!
This is the definitive collection of classic 1970s Conan the Barbarian.
Created by the famous Roy Thomas and Barry Windsor-Smith, who introduced the sword and
sorcery genre to comic books.
Features high quality color restoration work, to make the strips feel as close to the original
experience as possible!
Collecting Conan the Barbarian (1970) #1-26 and material from Savage Tales (1971) #1 and #4.
(STL260615) (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 776pgs, B&W

SRP: $125.00

JAN231075
CONAN BARBARIAN ORIGINAL OMNI DIRECT MARKET ED GN VOL 01 (MR
(W) Roy Thomas (A/CA) Barry Windsor-Smith
CONAN'S ORIGINAL COMIC ADVENTURES ARE BACK AND LOOKING BETTER THAN EVER!
This is the definitive collection of classic 1970s Conan the Barbarian.
Created by the famous Roy Thomas and Barry Windsor-Smith, who introduced the sword and
sorcery genre to comic books.
Features high quality color restoration work, to make the strips feel as close to the original
experience as possible!
Collecting Conan the Barbarian (1970) #1-26 and material from Savage Tales (1971) #1 and #4.
(STL261013) (C: 0-1-2)

MATURE THEMES
SC, 776pgs, B&W

SRP: $125.00

JAN231076
SAVAGE SWORD OF CONAN ORIGINAL OMNI REG GN VOL 01 (MR) (C: 0
(W) Roy Thomas (A) Barry Windsor-Smith (CA) Boris Vallejo
COLLECT THE ICONIC BLACK AND WHITE STORIES FROM THE MAGAZINE FORMAT SAVAGE SWORD
OF CONAN!
The dark and gritty tales within are perfect for Conan fans looking for that extra bit of bloody
violence! Featuring writing and art by the classic Conan the Barbarian team of Roy Thomas and Barry
Windsor-Smith, with additional art by legend John Buscema!
Collecting Conan's adventures from Savage Tales (1971) #1-5 and The Savage Sword of Conan (1974)
#1-12. (STL260616) (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 968pgs, B&W

SRP: $150.00

JAN231077
SAVAGE SWORD CONAN ORIGINAL OMNI DIRECT MARKET GN VOL 01 (MR
(W) Roy Thomas (A) Barry Windsor-Smith (CA) Boris Vallejo
COLLECT THE ICONIC BLACK AND WHITE STORIES FROM THE MAGAZINE FORMAT SAVAGE SWORD
OF CONAN!
The dark and gritty tales within are perfect for Conan fans looking for that extra bit of bloody
violence! Featuring writing and art by the classic Conan the Barbarian team of Roy Thomas and Barry
Windsor-Smith, with additional art by legend John Buscema!
Collecting Conan's adventures from Savage Tales (1971) #1-5 and The Savage Sword of Conan (1974)
#1-12. (STL261017) (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 968pgs, B&W

SRP: $150.00

JAN231078
KAMEN RIDER ZERO ONE GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Brandon Easton (A) Hendry Prasetya (CA) Derrick Chew
The further adventures of the new Tokusatsu TV show Kamen Rider Zero-One! Features a brand-new
villain, RAGNAROK, created exclusively for this collection!

Arturo Hiden is KAMEN RIDER ZERO-ONE! Along with his trusty humagear companion Izu, he's saved
the world numerous times as the insectile superhero! But when his company HIDEN INTELLIGENCE is
attacked by the mysterious RAGNAROK, Arturo must not only face the volcanic cluster cell-powered
villain but also his own past…
Collects Kamen Rider: Zero-One #1-4. (STL260611) (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 5x7, 112pgs, B&W SRP: $17.99

JAN231079
KAMEN RIDER ZERO ONE #1-4 COPIC VIRGIN PACK (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Brandon Easton (A) Hendry Prasetya (CA) Various
SPECIAL COLLECTOR'S PACK! Collects #1-4 Cover A Copic Virgin Variants Plus Bonus #1 Cover
Henry Prasetya Bonus #1 Cover Exclusive To This Pack.
Limited To 500 Copies (STL260613) (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 5x7, 112pgs, B&W SRP: $17.99

JAN231080
ATOM BEGINNING GN VOL 05 (MR) (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Shotaro Ishinomori, Kazurou Inoue (CA) Hitotsu Yokoshima
PREQUEL TO ONE OF THE MOST INFLUENTIAL MANGA OF ALL TIME: ASTRO BOY BY OSAMU TEZUKA!
ASTRO BOY HAS SPAWNED MULTIPLE ANIME ADAPTATIONS, VIDEO GAMES, AND MORE!
A sci-fi manga about the turbulent lives of two robotics engineering students and their latest
revolutionary project: the unassuming yet insanely strong A106, or "Six." (STL260607) (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 208pgs, B&W

SRP: $12.99

JAN231081
BLADE RUNNER 2039 #4 CVR A QUAH (MR)
(W) Mike Johnson (A) Andres Guinaldo (CA) Alan Quah
ASH MEETS HER MOST DANGEROUS FOE YET: LUV, NIANDER WALLACE'S 'FIRST ANGEL' - YEARS
BEFORE SHE MENACES DETECTIVE K IN BLADE RUNNER 2049.
Ash, Isobel and Hythe face off against Luv, Niander Wallace's deadly Replicant Blade Runner, as the
first arc of BLADE RUNNER 2039 draws to an end. (STL260597)
MATURE THEMES

32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN231082
BLADE RUNNER 2039 #4 CVR B FISH (MR)
(W) Mike Johnson (A) Andres Guinaldo (CA) Veronica Fish
ASH MEETS HER MOST DANGEROUS FOE YET: LUV, NIANDER WALLACE'S 'FIRST ANGEL' - YEARS
BEFORE SHE MENACES DETECTIVE K IN BLADE RUNNER 2049.
Ash, Isobel and Hythe face off against Luv, Niander Wallace's deadly Replicant Blade Runner, as the
first arc of BLADE RUNNER 2039 draws to an end. (STL260598)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN231083
BLADE RUNNER 2039 #4 CVR C MEAD (MR)
(W) Mike Johnson (A) Andres Guinaldo (CA) Syd Mead
ASH MEETS HER MOST DANGEROUS FOE YET: LUV, NIANDER WALLACE'S 'FIRST ANGEL' - YEARS
BEFORE SHE MENACES DETECTIVE K IN BLADE RUNNER 2049.
Ash, Isobel and Hythe face off against Luv, Niander Wallace's deadly Replicant Blade Runner, as the
first arc of BLADE RUNNER 2039 draws to an end. (STL260599)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN231084
MORIARTY CLOCKWORK EMPIRE #2 CVR A CARANFA (MR)
(W) Frederic Duval (A) Stevan Subic (CA) Claudia Caranfa
ILLUSTRATED BY STEVAN SUBRIC - ARTIST ON DC'S RIDDLER: YEAR ONE COMICS!
Holmes and Watson face the monstrous Mr. Hyde!
In a London opium den, a monster is killed by the police with seven bullets to the body. At the
Diogenes Club, an investigator and his partner thwart the Machiavellian plans of a card-playing
automaton, and that evening the monster's alter ego will come out of the hospital unscathed… and
Holmes and Watson are on the case! (STL260600)
MATURE THEMES
48pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN231085
MORIARTY CLOCKWORK EMPIRE #2 CVR B SUBIC (MR)
(W) Frederic Duval (A/CA) Stevan Subic
ILLUSTRATED BY STEVAN SUBRIC - ARTIST ON DC'S RIDDLER: YEAR ONE COMICS!
Holmes and Watson face the monstrous Mr. Hyde!
In a London opium den, a monster is killed by the police with seven bullets to the body. At the
Diogenes Club, an investigator and his partner thwart the Machiavellian plans of a card-playing
automaton, and that evening the monster's alter ego will come out of the hospital unscathed… and
Holmes and Watson are on the case! (STL260601)
MATURE THEMES
48pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN231086
MORIARTY CLOCKWORK EMPIRE #2 CVR C VAUGHAN (MR)
(W) Frederic Duval (A) Stevan Subic (CA) Heather Vaughan
ILLUSTRATED BY STEVAN SUBRIC - ARTIST ON DC'S RIDDLER: YEAR ONE COMICS!
Holmes and Watson face the monstrous Mr. Hyde!
In a London opium den, a monster is killed by the police with seven bullets to the body. At the
Diogenes Club, an investigator and his partner thwart the Machiavellian plans of a card-playing
automaton, and that evening the monster's alter ego will come out of the hospital unscathed… and
Holmes and Watson are on the case! (STL260602)
MATURE THEMES
48pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN231087
STAR WARS INSIDER #217 NEWSSTAND ED
(W) Titan
CELEBRATING THE 40TH ANNIVERSARY OF STAR WARS: RETURN OF THE JEDI!
FEATURING:
RETURN OF THE JEDI: THE END OF THE BEGINNING: The legacy of the 1983 blockbuster.
EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW WITH JOHN KNOLL: The legendary special effects expert and executive
creative director at ILM.

ANDOR, SEASON ONE COMPANION: Go behind the scenes of the first season with insights from the
stars and filmmakers of the series. (STL260603)
Magazine, 8x11, 100pgs, FC

SRP: $9.99

JAN231088
STAR WARS INSIDER #217 FOIL ED
(W) Titan
CELEBRATING THE 40TH ANNIVERSARY OF STAR WARS: RETURN OF THE JEDI!
FEATURING:
RETURN OF THE JEDI: THE END OF THE BEGINNING: The legacy of the 1983 blockbuster.
EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW WITH JOHN KNOLL: The legendary special effects expert and executive
creative director at ILM.
ANDOR, SEASON ONE COMPANION: Go behind the scenes of the first season with insights from the
stars and filmmakers of the series. (STL260606)
Magazine, 8x11, 100pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

JAN231089
STAR WARS INSIDER #217 PX ED
(W) Titan
CELEBRATING THE 40TH ANNIVERSARY OF STAR WARS: RETURN OF THE JEDI!
FEATURING:
RETURN OF THE JEDI: THE END OF THE BEGINNING: The legacy of the 1983 blockbuster.
EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW WITH JOHN KNOLL: The legendary special effects expert and executive
creative director at ILM.
ANDOR, SEASON ONE COMPANION: Go behind the scenes of the first season with insights from the
stars and filmmakers of the series. (STL260604)
Magazine, 8x11, 84pgs, FC

SRP: $9.99

JAN231090
ULTRAMAN OFFICIAL SC NOVEL (C: 1-1-0)
(W) Pat Cadigan

A modern adaptation of the original 1960s Ultraman TV series, bringing the classic era of the iconic
Japanese superhero to established fans and newcomers alike. (STL260619) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available
only in US and Canada.
SC, 5x8, 320pgs, B&W SRP: $15.95

JAN231091
LIFE IS STRANGE STEPHS STORY SC NOVEL (C: 1-1-0)
(W) Roslee Thor
The official origin story of Life is Strange fan-favorite Steph Gingrich featuring LGBTQ+ romance,
inevitable heartbreak, and the punk-rock beginnings of Drugstore Makeup. (STL260618) (C: 1-1-0)
NOTE: Available only in US and Canada.
SC, 5x8, 352pgs SRP: $15.95

JAN231092
ASSASSINS CREED BLADE OF AIZU SC NOVEL (C: 1-1-2)
(CA) Oliver Gay
The Assassin's Creed Fragments novels cover new characters never before-seen in the games, giving
deeper insights into the century-spanning conflict between Assassins and Templars.
The Fragments series focuses on brothers and sisters caught in the war between Assassins and
Templars, evoking the popular game Assassin's Creed: Syndicate.
A new era and setting for the Assassin's Creed universe with a first look at Japan and the samurai.
(STL260617) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US and Canada.
SC, 320pgs, FC SRP: $15.95

ABLAZE PUBLISHING

JAN231093
BOOGYMAN TP VOL 01 (MR) (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Mathieu Salvia (A) Djet
Monsters don't only exist in children's minds...
Passionate about reading, Elliott has always had a preference for the stories of boogymen, those
monstrous creatures which, at night, hide in the shadows or under the bed to frighten little children.
He can't imagine how much they will change his life... Witnessing the bloody murder of his parents,
he will discover that, in reality, boogymen do indeed exist, and very precise codes govern their
existence. When one of the most powerful boogymen, Father Death, decides to protect him, Elliott

finds himself plunged into a terrible conflict at the heart of a universe as terrifying as it is fascinating.
On a dark, stormy night, Elliott's destiny will be fulfilled...
Creators Mathieu Silvia and Djet craft a stylish nightmare world and take you on a non-stop action
adventure into the realm of the Boogymen. Collects the hit 6-issue series, along with cover gallery
and bonus material. (STL251811) (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 7x10, 184pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

JAN231094
SAVAGE GARDEN OMNIBUS GN VOL 01 (MR) (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Lee Hyeon-Sook
In 18th century England, Gabriel, an orphan girl from a fallen noble family, befriends a young man
named Jeremy, who was rumored to be an illegitimate child of a nobleman. After an incident occurs,
Gabriel must impersonate her friend Jeremy, taking his place at an all-boys academy for nobles, a
place that may seem like heaven to others, but in reality hides a harshness and brutality which she
could never have imagined.
Savage Garden is a shojo fantasy that carries an eerie and mysterious ambiance, with captivating
characters and an art style that perfectly portrays the period setting. A dark, gender bending tale
with a romantic triangle that will keep you intrigued 'til the end. Collecting the first two Korean
volumes into English for the first time. (STL248476) (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 6x9, 400pgs, B&W SRP: $19.99

JAN231095
IMMORTAL REGIS OMNIBUS GN VOL 01 (MR) (C: 0-1-1)
(W) On-Bi Ga (A) Juder
When Régis, a young high school student, dies because of an evil witch, he didn't know it would
actually be just the beginning of his adventures. Now immortal and undead, he will quickly have to
leave our world for that of Chaos, a parallel universe where magic reigns. Enter the world of
Immortal Regis.
Collecting the first two volumes of the critically acclaimed supernatural fantasy action manhwa
series! The stunning artwork, thrilling story and charismatic characters of this shonen-style title
make this Korean bestseller a work that is sure to find a wide audience in English. (STL248475) (C: 01-1)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 6x9, 400pgs, B&W SRP: $19.99

JAN231096
FAR CRY ESPERANZAS TEARS TP VOL 01 (C: 0-1-1)
(W) Mathieu Mariolle (A) Afif Khaled, Salaheddine Basti
DISCOVER A BRAND-NEW GRAPHIC NOVEL BASED ON THE HIT VIDEO GAME FRANCHISE!
For Juan Cortez, guerrilla warfare is a profession. Death, a hobby.
Over the years, he's traveled from countries at war to conflict zones, putting his experience and
training at the service of the highest bidder. This time, fate led him to Santa Costa, a South American
country that curiously reminds him of Yara, his native land. Because here, as on the island of Antón
Castillo, the recent discovery of a rare resource, a mineral called "Tantalum," has upset the economy
of a small nation previously ignored.
Three camps now face each other: the military junta recently established in power by Di Stefano, the
bourgeois party led by the daughter of the assassinated former leader, and a revolutionary group,
defender of labor and indigenous rights. It was the latter, guided by their leader Max Purillo, who
called on Juan's talents. And for him, it's blessed bread. A nascent guerrilla, a troubled period
politically, and above all: money. A lot of money. To save the country, he is asked to strike a blow by
assassinating General Di Stefano. But of course, nothing will go as planned...
A prequel to the events of Far Cry 6, this amphetamine-boosted comic introduces Juan Cortez, one
of the central characters in the newest installment of Ubisoft's hit video game series. Collection
includes the 4-issue series plus cover gallery and bonus material. (STL248474) (C: 0-1-1)
SC, 7x10, 120pgs, FC

SRP: $16.99

JAN231097
CHILDREN O/T BLACK SUN #3 CVR A CADONICI (MR)
(W) Dario Sicchio (A/CA) Letizia Cadonici
From the artist of the hit series The House of Slaughter!
"It is not difficult to be happy under a blue sky. But it takes a lot of courage to be strong even under
a black sun."
The older children of the black sun continue to initiate their younger counterparts into their way of
thinking and incorporate them into their plan for Brightvale. But even before all of the elements of
what they have in store are revealed, the town's descent into madness is already taking hold and
turning the world on its head. (STL259002)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN231098
CHILDREN O/T BLACK SUN #3 CVR B VALERIO (MR)

(W) Dario Sicchio (A) Letizia Cadonici (CA) Keyla Valerio
From the artist of the hit series The House of Slaughter!
"It is not difficult to be happy under a blue sky. But it takes a lot of courage to be strong even under
a black sun."
The older children of the black sun continue to initiate their younger counterparts into their way of
thinking and incorporate them into their plan for Brightvale. But even before all of the elements of
what they have in store are revealed, the town's descent into madness is already taking hold and
turning the world on its head. (STL259003)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN231099
CHILDREN O/T BLACK SUN #3 CVR C CASIS GS X-MEN#1 HOMAGE (MR)
(W) Dario Sicchio (A) Letizia Cadonici (CA) Fritz Casis
From the artist of the hit series The House of Slaughter!
"It is not difficult to be happy under a blue sky. But it takes a lot of courage to be strong even under
a black sun."
The older children of the black sun continue to initiate their younger counterparts into their way of
thinking and incorporate them into their plan for Brightvale. But even before all of the elements of
what they have in store are revealed, the town's descent into madness is already taking hold and
turning the world on its head. (STL259004)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN231103
FAMILY TIME #4 CVR A ASIAH FULMORE
(W) Robert Windom, Lily Windom (A/CA) Asiah Fulmore
The first miniseries about the O'Connell family's travels through time comes to a dramatic
conclusion. Lily must confront Ciaran to save her family and friends. Time is running out for them to
return to the present! And as a special bonus, issue four contains 40 story and art pages for the
same price!
Robert Windom, the writer/creator of Seven Sons, and his eleven-year-old daughter, Lily, bring you a
fun, fantasy adventure, featuring Art Direction by Eisner-Award winning artist Sanford Greene (Bitter
Root) and anime-inspired interior art by new talent and Greene-protege Asiah Fulmore (DC's
Amethyst: Princess of Gemworld). (STL259008)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN231104
FAMILY TIME #4 CVR B ZULLO
(W) Robert Windom, Lily Windom (A) Asiah Fulmore (CA) Chrissie Zullo
From the artist of the hit series The House of Slaughter!
"It is not difficult to be happy under a blue sky. But it takes a lot of courage to be strong even under
a black sun."
The older children of the black sun continue to initiate their younger counterparts into their way of
thinking and incorporate them into their plan for Brightvale. But even before all of the elements of
what they have in store are revealed, the town's descent into madness is already taking hold and
turning the world on its head. (STL259009)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN231105
FAMILY TIME #4 CVR C BIGGS
(W) Robert Windom (A) Asiah Fulmore (CA) Jamie Biggs
From the artist of the hit series The House of Slaughter!
"It is not difficult to be happy under a blue sky. But it takes a lot of courage to be strong even under
a black sun."
The older children of the black sun continue to initiate their younger counterparts into their way of
thinking and incorporate them into their plan for Brightvale. But even before all of the elements of
what they have in store are revealed, the town's descent into madness is already taking hold and
turning the world on its head. (STL259010)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN231109
TRAVELING TO MARS #5 CVR A MELI (MR)
(W) Mark Russell (A/CA) Roberto Meli
On his one-way trip to Mars, Roy reminisces on the greatest big mouth bass who ever lived and
discovers that he is not alone in space. (STL259020)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

JAN231110

SRP: $3.99

TRAVELING TO MARS #5 CVR B CAMUNCOLI (MR)
(W) Mark Russell (A) Roberto Meli (CA) Giuseppe Camuncoli
On his one-way trip to Mars, Roy reminisces on the greatest big mouth bass who ever lived and
discovers that he is not alone in space. (STL259021)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN231111
TRAVELING TO MARS #5 CVR C LOCATELLI (MR)
(W) Mark Russell (A) Roberto Meli (CA) Alberto Locatelli
On his one-way trip to Mars, Roy reminisces on the greatest big mouth bass who ever lived and
discovers that he is not alone in space. (STL259022)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN231112
TRAVELING TO MARS #5 CVR D MCKEE HOMAGE (MR)
(W) Mark Russell (A) Roberto Meli (CA) Brent McKee
On his one-way trip to Mars, Roy reminisces on the greatest big mouth bass who ever lived and
discovers that he is not alone in space. (STL259023)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN231116
LOVECRAFT UNKNOWN KADATH #7 CVR A SALOMON (MR)
(W) Florentino Florez (A) Guillermo Sanna, Jacques Salomon (CA) Jacques Salomon
An adaptation of H.P. Lovecraft's The Dream-Quest of Unknown Kadath unlike anything you've read
before.
Randolph Carter's quest leads him even deeper into the Dreamlands and to the city of Sarkomand.
But what he sees there may make him want to finally return to the waking world. Can he hang on
just a bit longer to reach Kadath and the end of his quest or will the nightmares he faces bring him to
the brink of madness?
As a bonus, also includes the original prose story! (STL259014)

MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN231117
LOVECRAFT UNKNOWN KADATH #7 CVR B ACOSTA (MR)
(W) Florentino Florez (A) Guillermo Sanna, Jacques Salomon (CA) Dave Acosta
An adaptation of H.P. Lovecraft's The Dream-Quest of Unknown Kadath unlike anything you've read
before.
Randolph Carter's quest leads him even deeper into the Dreamlands and to the city of Sarkomand.
But what he sees there may make him want to finally return to the waking world. Can he hang on
just a bit longer to reach Kadath and the end of his quest or will the nightmares he faces bring him to
the brink of madness?
As a bonus, also includes the original prose story! (STL259015)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN231118
LOVECRAFT UNKNOWN KADATH #7 CVR C MOY R (MR)
(W) Florentino Florez (A) Guillermo Sanna (CA) Moy R
An adaptation of H.P. Lovecraft's The Dream-Quest of Unknown Kadath unlike anything you've read
before.
Randolph Carter's quest leads him even deeper into the Dreamlands and to the city of Sarkomand.
But what he sees there may make him want to finally return to the waking world. Can he hang on
just a bit longer to reach Kadath and the end of his quest or will the nightmares he faces bring him to
the brink of madness?
As a bonus, also includes the original prose story! (STL259016)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN231122
MIRKA ANDOLFOS UNSACRED HC VOL 01 (MR)
(W/A/CA) Mirka Andolfo
The extraordinary talent of Mirka Andolfo (Unnatural, Mercy, DC Bombshells) brings to life a Heaven
(and a Hell) filled with humor and lovable characters!

Angelina, a voluptuous angel, and Damiano, a mischievous devil, are madly in love. But, while she
does not intend to give in to temptation, he would very much like to... This is the tale of their bizarre
and spicy daily life!
A sex-positive--and incredibly funny--slice of life...full of angels, devils and gags!
Mirka Andolfo's Un/Sacred Vol 1 hardcover collects the hit series and includes a bonus section with
cover gallery, sketches, and other behind-the-scenes material! (STL159142) (AUG201030)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 7x10, 168pgs, FC

SRP: $24.99

JAN231123
MIRKA ANDOLFOS UNSACRED HC VOL 02 (MR)
(W) Mirka Andolfo, Davide Goy (A) Mirka Andolfo, VARIOUS (CA) Mirka Andolfo
Mirka Andolfo (Mercy, Unnatural, DC Bombshells) returns, bringing life to a Heaven (and a Hell) filled
with humor and lovable characters!
In Un/Sacred Vol 2, Mirka invites you once again into the world of Angelina and Damiano…and Eden,
the new arrival in the family! Mirka and a super team of specially selected creators help her explore
the borders of this crazy and sensual universe, and the evolution of everyone's favorite angel/devil
couple!
The Un/Sacred Vol 2 hardcover collects the entire hit series, plus cover gallery and bonus material!
(STL175778) (MAR210975)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 7x10, 168pgs, FC

SRP: $24.99

JAN231124
MARIA LLOVETS EROS PSYCHE GN VOL 01 (MR)
(W/A/CA) Maria Llovet
From the artist of the bestselling Faithless series...comes Eros/Psyche.
The Rose female boarding school is paradise for young girls...but only if you follow the rules.
Because, if you disobey them, you can end up expelled, or even worse, dead.
Sara and Silje are two students learning the rules of the school, which includes classes by day...and
the casting of curses and spells by night. A love develops between the two, which is tender, but
threatens to break under the weight of the dark secret society within The Rose.
Acclaimed creator Maria Llovet (Faithless, Heartbeat, Loud) brings you a surreal, bewitching tale of
love, magic, and tragedy in Eros/Psyche. (STL186932) (JUN211128)
MATURE THEMES

HC, 7x10, 144pgs, FC

SRP: $24.99

JAN231125
A MANS SKIN GN (MR)
(W) Hubert (A/CA) Zanzim
Award winning fairy tale about love!
Once upon a time in Renaissance Italy, Bianca, a young lady from a good family, is of marriage age.
Her parents find her a fiance? to their liking: Giovanni, a rich merchant, young and pleasant. The
wedding looks set to go smoothly even though Bianca can't hide her disappointment at having to
marry a man she knows nothing about.
But before the marriage, she learns the secret held and bequeathed by the women of her family for
generations: a "man's skin"! By donning it, Bianca becomes "Lorenzo" and enjoys all the attributes of
a young man of stunning beauty. She can now visit the world of men incognito and get to know her
fiance? in his natural environment. In her male skin, Bianca frees herself from the limits imposed on
women.
The morals of the Renaissance then act as a mirror to our present time and poses several questions:
why should women be treated differently from men? Why should their freedom be the object of
contempt and coercion?
Tackling universal themes through a captivating and subtle fairy tale, Hubert and Zanzim brilliantly
question our relationship to gender and sexuality...but not only that. By mixing morality and humor,
A Man's Skin invites us to the mad and noble quest for love.
This international bestselling title has already been highly awarded, including all the following: PRIX
Ti ZEF DE LA BD 2020 (Festival Brest en Bulle), Grand Prix RTL de la Bande Dessinée 2020, Prix
Landerneau BD 2020,
Prix Wolinski de la BD du " Point " 2020, Grand Prix de la critique ACBD (Association des Critiques et
journalistes de Bande Dessinée) 2021, Prix des Libraires Canal BD 2021, Fauve de Lycéens
(Angoulême 2021. (STL194379) (JUN211127)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 7x10, 160pgs, FC

SRP: $24.99

JAN231126
GOST 111 HC (MR)
(W) Henri Scala, Mark Eacersall (A/CA) Marion Mousse
Winner of the Angouleme 2021 Fauve Polar SNCF prize for "Best Thriller"
A dizzying dive into the world of police informants.
A model father but unemployed, Goran Stankovic accepts a shady job, gets ar-rested and has no
other choice but to collaborate by becoming an informant. Stuck between thugs and the police, in a

world of manipulation, Goran will have to play a perilous double game to get out of it. GoSt111 is as
much a perilous thriller as a vertiginous dive into the unknown world of police informants.
A chiseled and hyper realistic dark story, brought to life by the expressive lines of Marion Mousse.
Co-written by screenwriter Mark Eacersall, and Henri Scala, who was Commissioner of the French
National Police for more than 20 years. (STL208281) (JAN221092)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 7x10, 200pgs, FC

SRP: $24.99

JAN231127
O/A MANIX ABRERAS 14 GN
(W/A) Manix Abrera
ABLAZE proudly presents "14," the second silent graphic novel created by Filipino comic artist, Manix
Abrera. Winner of a National Book Award (Category: Wordless Graphic Literature) in 2015, awarded
by the National Book Development Board and Manila Critics Circle.

14 tells the story of a human who mysteriously discovers a 13th floor in his building and finds himself
in the middle of a storytelling session among different mythological creatures of Philippine folklore.
Together, with a partying crowd of supernatural beings, he listens to stories narrated by creatures
such as the Manananggal, Diwata, Tikbalang, Kapre, Tiyanak, and even by a White Lady and a
Doppelganger. 14 is a grand narrative of weird yet wonderful tales, humorous albeit dark and
spooky, surreal but unarguably true to the emotions of the heart.

Using absolutely no words in this graphic novel, Manix successfully tells the stories through careful
planning of each scene and sequence. Frame by frame, panel by panel, Manix effectively renders
each scene in detail and maximizes the power of images to completely convey the stories and
emotions he wants to evoke in his readers. It is now up to you, the reader, to notice these details, to
savor each frame, page by page until the big picture and meaning unfold sans the usual text
balloons. Sounds mind-blowing! (STL227104) (JUL221028)
SC, 7x10, 200pgs, FC

SRP: $16.99

JAN231128
ANIMAL CASTLE HC VOL 01 (MR)
(W) Xavier Dorison (A/CA) Felix Delep
On the Farm all animals were equal.
In the Castle some are more equal than others.

For fans of the bestselling Stray Dogs and the Eisner Award winning Beasts of Burden comes an
animal fable at once familiar and surprising! You may think you know the story, but set aside your
assumptions. This animal uprising is unlike any you have read!
Nestled in the heart of a farm forgotten by men, the Animal Castle is ruled with an iron hoof by
President Silvio. The bull and its dog militia savor their power, while the other animals are exhausted
by work, until the arrival of the mysterious Azelar, a traveling rat who will teach them the secrets of
civil disobedience.
Collecting issues 1-5 of the bestselling comic series into a handsome hardcover volume, with
complete cover gallery and bonus material, including behind the scenes info and illustrations.
(STL223594) (MAY221051)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 7x10, 144pgs, FC

SRP: $24.99

JAN231129
TRESE GN VOL 03 MASS MURDERS
(W) Budjette Tan (A/CA) Kajo Baldisimo
Third volume in the Bestselling series!

Award-winning Filipino comic, and soon to be Netflix anime series!
12 midnight at Metro Manila. Try to remain calm as you walk down the dimly lit streets.
If you are suddenly surrounded by a pack of dogs that appear from nowhere - these might be segben
tracking down their prey.
Avoid the butcher's shop that's open at this hour. It might be a front for a gang of vampiric aswang.
Yet, there's an even deadlier threat to the city tonight. An ancient being that thrives on violence and
thirsts for blood has found new disciples in this modern-day city.
Sacrifice has been demanded. Rituals must be executed.
When crime takes a turn for the weird, the police call Trese.
Trese Vol 3 "Mass Murders" contains five separate stories from the case files of Alexandra Trese:
1.

A Private Retaliation

2.

Patient 414 at Mandaluyong

3.

The Fort Bonifacio Massacre

4.

The Baptism of Alexandra Trese

5.

An Act of War

BONUS: Features all new, redrawn artwork throughout and bonus case files material by creators
Budjette Tan and Kajo Baldisimo!
__________________________________________________________________ (STL186933)
(JUL211190)
SC, 7x10, 152pgs, B&W SRP: $16.99

JAN231130
TRESE GN VOL 04 LAST SEEN AFTER MIDNIGHT
(W) Budjette Tan (A/CA) Kajo Baldisimo
Award-winning Filipino comic, and now hit Netflix anime series!

In a neglected area of Luneta Park, a man is found strangled by the weeds and vines. Across town, a
murdered manananggal is about to spark a supernatural gang war. Over at the university, a strange
illness is driving college students mad with despair. At the harbor, demons have gathered to watch
the country's greatest boxer fight for his very soul.

Foul play. Magic spells. Supernatural criminals. When the case takes a turn for the weird, the police
call Alexandra Trese.

Trese Vol 4: Last Seen After Midnight contains 4 stories from the case files of Al-exandra Trese:
o

CADENA DE AMOR

o

A PRIVATE COLLECTION

o

WANTED: BEDSPACER

o

FIGHT OF THE YEAR

Each features updated/remastered artwork, as well as bonus material, including Alexandra's journal
entries chronicling her creature encounters and more. (STL211252) (FEB221105)
SC, 7x10, 136pgs, B&W SRP: $16.99

FRANK MILLER PRESENTS LLC

JAN231131
FRANK MILLERS PANDORA #3 (OF 3) CVR A EMMA KUBERT

(W) Chris Silvestri, Anthony Maranville (A/CA) Emma Kubert
As Annabeth and Knox explore the powers of an ancient relic as it begins to reveal new mysteries
and break down the walls that separate their two worlds. (STL260954)
32pgs, FC (3 of 3)

SRP: $3.99

JAN231132
FRANK MILLERS PANDORA #3 (OF 3) CVR B THERESEA KUBERT VAR
(W) Chris Silvestri, Anthony Maranville (A) Emma Kubert (CA) Theresea Kubert
As Annabeth and Knox explore the powers of an ancient relic as it begins to reveal new mysteries
and break down the walls that separate their two worlds. (STL260955)
64pgs, FC (3 of 3)

SRP: $3.99

JAN231133
FRANK MILLERS RONIN BOOK TWO #3 (OF 6) (MR)
(W) Frank Miller (A) Frank Miller & Various
Part Three in a Six-Part series. With his eternal struggle with Virgo nearing an end, dismantled and
dismembered, Ronin, his mind and body assaulted by the full might of Aquarius, reaches out to
reconnect with Casey McKenna, needing her hero's will and courage to help him survive the ordeal.
(STL260958)
MATURE THEMES
56pgs, B&W (3 of 6)

SRP: $7.99

JAN231136
ANCIENT ENEMIES #3 (OF 6) CVR A BEYRUTH
(W) Dan DiDio (A) Danilo Beyruth (CA) Danilo Beyruth & Various
The Djinni and Big Sister share a quiet meal, and Morrigan Bonny faces off against POTUS and Racer
Girl as the New Mississippi River border is threatened by the alien menace, Mimic, a creature born
from the Zolan ship! (STL260956)
40pgs, FC (3 of 6)

SRP: $5.99

JAN231137
ANCIENT ENEMIES #3 (OF 6) CVR B WRAITH & SON VAR
(W) Dan DiDio (A) Danilo Beyruth (CA) Joe Prado & Various

The Djinni and Big Sister share a quiet meal, and Morrigan Bonny faces off against POTUS and Racer
Girl as the New Mississippi River border is threatened by the alien menace, Mimic, a creature born
from the Zolan ship! (STL260957)
64pgs, FC (3 of 6)

SRP: $5.99

COMICS · GRAPHIC NOVELS · PRINT

AARDVARK VANAHEIM

JAN231138
AV TEAM UP CEREBUS & WOMAN THING ONE SHOT
(W) Dave Sim (A) David Birdsong & Various (CA) Dave Sim
Just in time for the fiftieth anniversary of Roe v. Wade! Cerebus and the W.O.B. discuss the merits of
their on-again/off-again relationship while having a robust debate on the finer points of Roe v. Wade
and a variety of other subjects! It's Man vs. Woman! Aardvark vs. Swamp Monster! Right vs. Left! Us
vs. Them! But who's really behind it all, and who really stands to benefit in the end? (STL259734)
24pgs, B&W

SRP: $4.00

JAN231139
AV TEAM UP CEREBUS & WOMAN THING ONE SHOT SGN ED (C: 0-0-1)
(W) Dave Sim (A) David Birdsong & Various (CA) Dave Sim
SPECIAL SIGNED AND NUMBERED BY DAVE SIM EDITION! BAGGED AND BOARDED!
Just in time for the fiftieth anniversary of Roe vs. Wade! Cerebus and the W.O.B. discuss the merits
of their on-again /off-again relationship while having a robust debate on the finer points of Roe vs.
Wade and a variety of other subjects! It's Man vs. Woman! Aardvark vs. Swamp Monster! Right vs.
Left! Us vs. Them! But who's REALLY behind it all, and who REALLY stands to benefit in the end?
(Note: the entire print run will be numbered and randomly distributed throughout Diamond's
distribution!)
(Note: the entire print run will be numbered and randomly distributed throughout Diamond's
distribution!) (STL259735) (C: 0-0-1)
24pgs, B&W

SRP: $15.00

JAN231140
O/A SWORDS OF CEREBUS IN HELL TP VOL 09
(W) Dave Sim & Various (A/CA) Gustave Dore & Various

Further collecting Cerebus' adventures in Hell? (with a question mark)! The Legend of the Vark Thing
starts here! Learn how enviro-genius Alex Netherlands transforms himself into a walking compost
heap to impress this really hot chick! Composting worms and how they "dig" 1980s disco! Giant-Size
Vark Thing in need of some Vark Viagra! Worm rotation! "The Secret Origin of The Silver Cerebus!"
Meet Lone S. Kum, CEO of Telsa Motors and #1 Elon Musk fanboy! (STL207582)
SC, 112pgs, B&W

SRP: $19.95

JAN231141
SWORDS OF CEREBUS IN HELL TP VOL 10
(W) Dave Sim & Various (A/CA) Gustave Dore & Various
Further collecting Cerebus' adventures in Hell? (with a question mark)! Read the First Team Up of
Green Dante and Green Virgil while Green Virgil's ward, Cerebus, rocks a major Twitter Jones,
hooked by the "Free Legal Advice" Twitter feed! See the denizens of the Infernal Realms get "Disneyfied"! and discover which beloved Cerebus In Hell? character has fallen to the Dark Side and become
Darth [REDACTED]! First appearance of Super-Cerebus's super-attractive cousin, Super-Cerebus Girl
(Eat your heart out Curt Swan)! First appearance of The Amicable Spider-Vark and Spider-Whore!
Count all the Steve Ditko riffs! (STL211787) (NOV211045)
SC, 136pgs, B&W

SRP: $24.99

JAN231142
SWORDS OF CEREBUS IN HELL TP VOL 11
(W) Dave Sim & Various (A/CA) Gustave Dore & Various
Further collecting Cerebus' adventures in Hell? (with a question mark)! Including the sell-out parody
of Batman: Damned, proving that even a low-budget publisher like Aardvark-Vanaheim can do a
cheesy knock-off of Neil Gaiman's 1990 Books of Magic! Also, the first First annual Hallowe'en
Special, featuring not only Benjamin Hobbs' sequel to The Varking Dead, but also TWO big 7-page
gammakpooz stories written by Dave Sim, featuring multiple uses of the previously unpublished
variant glamourpuss zombie cover! Collects Batvark: Penis #1, Vault of Cerebus #1, Spider-Whore #1,
and Hermann #1. (STL214627) (DEC211203)
SC, 7x10, 112pgs, B&W SRP: $19.95

JAN231143
O/A SWORDS OF CEREBUS IN HELL TP VOL 12
(W) Dave Sim & Various (A/CA) Gustave Dore & Various
Further collecting Cerebus' adventures in Hell? (with a question mark)! Relive 2021 all over again by
reading the Cerebus in Hell 2021 Preview Calendar issue! Marvel at the giant symbolic Batvark and
the tiny little former Batvark on the cover of The Amazing Batvark #1 that actually appear that way
in "Batvark No More!" Expect the unexpected in Flaming Cerebus #1 as Cerebus decides to run for

Prime Minister of Canada four years ahead of time after failing to get as many seats as the Green
Party in the 2019 Canadian Federal Election. Meet Beverly Swizzle Stick and Cerebus the Duck!
(STL217452)
SC, 112pgs, B&W

SRP: $19.95

ABRAMS

JAN231144
OCTAVIA BUTLER KINDRED TP NEW PTG
(W) Octavia Butler, Damian Duffy (A/CA) John Jennings
Now a FX/Hulu original series. Winner of the 2018 Eisner Award for Best Adaptation from Another
Medium. More than 35 years after its release, Octavia E. Butler's bestselling literary science-fiction
masterpiece Kindred continues to draw in new readers with its deep exploration of the violence and
loss of humanity caused by slavery in the United States, and its complex and lasting impact on the
present day. Dana, a young black woman is suddenly and inexplicably transported from her home in
1970s California to the pre-Civil War South. As she time-travels between worlds, one in which she is
a free woman and one where she is part of her own complicated familial history on a southern
plantation, she becomes frighteningly entangled in the lives of Rufus, a conflicted white slaveholder
and one of Dana's own ancestors, and the many people who are enslaved by him. (STL258064)
NOTE: This item may be available through other retail outlets before shipping to comic book
specialty shops.
SC, 7x10, 256pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

ABRAMS COMICARTS

JAN231145
MARVEL VALUE STAMPS VISUAL HISTORY HC (C: 0-1-0)
(W) Roy Thomas (A) Various (CA) Alex Ross
In 1974 Marvel Comics publisher Stan Lee devised an ingenious promotional campaign—Marvel
Value Stamps, which appeared on the letters pages of their monthly comics. Readers could cut out
all 100 of these super hero and super villain stamps and place them in a special mail-order booklet.
Once complete, these stamp books could then be redeemed for special discounts and exclusive
merchandise. The program was so successful, a second set was released in 1975. And now, for the
first time, these original stamp books, stamps, and all of the surrounding ephemera and source
material are collected into one must-have volume for collectors and fans, along with text from
Marvel Comics historian Roy Thomas and an all-new cover by Alex Ross. (STL165579) (C: 0-1-0)
RES. from Previews Vol. XXX #9 (SEP200986)
Reference Book, HC, 6x9, 368pgs, FC

SRP: $29.99

JAN231146
KENT STATE FOUR DEAD IN OHIO GN
(W/A) Derf Backderf (CA) Derf
On May 4, 1970, the Ohio National Guard gunned down unarmed college students protesting the
Vietnam War at Kent State University. In a deadly barrage of 67 shots, 4 students were killed and 9
shot and wounded. It was the day America turned guns on its own children-a shocking event burned
into our national memory. A few days prior, 10-year-old Derf Backderf saw those same Guardsmen
patrolling his nearby hometown, sent in by the governor to crush a trucker strike. Backderf has
conducted extensive interviews and research to explore the lives of these four young people and the
events of those four days in May, when the country seemed on the brink of tearing apart.
(STL149776) (JUL200951)
HC, 7x10, 288pgs, 2C

SRP: $24.99

JAN231147
RUN GN BOOK 01
(W) Andrew Aydin, John Lewis (A) Nate Powell, L Fury (CA) Nate Powell
To John Lewis, the civil rights movement came to an end with the signing of the Voting Rights Act in
1965. But that was after more than five years as one of the preeminent figures of the movement,
leading sit-in protests and fighting segregation on interstate busways as an original Freedom Rider. It
was after becoming chairman of SNCC (the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee) and being
the youngest speaker at the March on Washington. It was after helping organize the Mississippi
Freedom Summer and the ensuing delegate challenge at the 1964 Democratic National Convention.
And after coleading the march from Selma to Montgomery on what became known as "Bloody
Sunday." All too often, the depiction of history ends with a great victory. But John Lewis knew that
victories are just the beginning. (STL093017) (JUN211154)
HC, 7x10, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $24.99

ABRAMS COMICARTS - SURELY

JAN231148
MIMOSA GN (MR) (C: 0-1-1)
(W/A) Archie Bongiovanni
Best friends and chosen family Chris, Elise, Jo, and Alex work hard to keep themselves afloat. Their
regular brunches hold them together even as the rest of their lives threaten to fall apart. The crew
decides to put on a new queer event called Grind—specifically for homos in their dirty thirties. Grind
is a welcome distraction from their real problems: after a messy divorce, Chris adjusts to being a
single parent while struggling to reconnect to their queer community. Elise is caught between

feelings for her boss and the career of her dreams. Jo tries to navigate the murky boundaries of
being a supportive friend and taking care of her own needs. And Alex is guarding a secret that might
change his friendships forever. This chosen family proves that being messy doesn't always go away
with age. (STL257901) (C: 0-1-1)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 6x9, 272pgs, 2C

SRP: $24.99

ABSTRACT STUDIOS

JAN231149
PARKER GIRLS TP VOL 01 DEAD QUIET (C: 0-1-1)
(W/A/CA) Terry Moore
An accountant for billionaire Zackary May embezzles $10 million dollars and loses it to a Parker Girl,
setting off a chain of events that have Tambi and her team investigating murder and international
espionage. To get really close to May though, Tambi will need the help of the only girl he ever
loved… Katchoo. Will she come out of retirement to help stop a power-hungry billionaire? Find out
in this exciting new series from creator Terry Moore!
Collecting Parker Girls #1-5. (STL260519) (C: 0-1-1)
SC, 7x10, 106pgs, B&W SRP: $16.99

JAN231150
PARKER GIRLS #6
(W/A/CA) Terry Moore
Tambi is determined to bring down the empire of billionaire Zackary May and Katchoo knows how to
do it… from the inside. Starting with a scandal that lands May on the cancel list of every blogger in
America, Katchoo orchestrates a brilliant sequence of events that rocks the company's stock stock.
May launches a counter-offensive that declares war on entire Parker Girls and Katchoo is Enemy
Number One! (STL259291)
7x10, 24pgs, B&W

SRP: $3.99

JAN231151
RACHEL RISING OMNIBUS SC
(W/A/CA) Terry Moore
Rachel rises from the grave to track down her own murderer in this chilling tale of suspense. With
the help of a 10-year old serial killer carrying the remains of Satan's sword, and a sister who is
literally the first woman to ever exist, Rachel uncovers the wicked secrets of small town Manson and

its terrible role in earth's final days. Can Rachel learn from her past in time to save the future?
(STL021441) (SEP161165)
SC, 7x10, 900pgs, PC

SRP: $55.00

AC COMICS

JAN231152
FEMFORCE #200 (C: 0-0-1)
(W) Bill Black (A) Eric Coile, Bill Black (CA) Bill Black, Eric Coile
The Femforce reach their landmark 200th issue trapped in "The Tunnel of 200 Terrors!" Under the
malevolent guidance of Alizarin Crimson and The Shimmerer all their enemies past and present have
thrust the team into a cosmic death arena from which there is absolutely no escape. Full Color!
Wraparound Cover! (STL258024) (C: 0-0-1)
7x10, 24pgs, FC SRP: $5.95

ACTION LAB - DANGER ZONE

JAN231153
HAMELIN #3
(W) Cristiano Delmonte, Francesco Zappardino (A/CA) Riccardo Farina
"Tits for Tat." Joan joins the group and Josh tries to hit on her. But when she refuses, he takes his
revenge on Maddy, her sister. Edward tries to build a wifi repeater while Kelly heads toward her
parents' house to confront them. (STL234325)
RES. from Previews Vol. XXXII #6 (JUN221166)
7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99

ACTION LAB ENTERTAINMENT

JAN231154
HELM VOL 2 #4
(W) Jehanzeb Hasan (A) Mauricio Caballero, Rafael Gonzalez (CA) Mauricio Caballero
Ulnar, an orcish warrior, guides our fugitive heroes through Orick's Mine, an ancient, underground
labyrinth rumored to serve as the lair of the legendary chieftain Gurak. Whether Gurak will prove to
be friend or foe remains to be seen. (STL244372)

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXII #9 (SEP221292)
36pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

ACONYTE

JAN231155
MARVEL HEROINES NOVEL SC SILVER SABLE PAYBACK (C: 0-1-1)
(W) Tristan Palmgren
The notorious Doctor Doom holds the country of Symkaria in his despotic grip, yet patriotic heroine
Silver Sable aims to set it free. But Doom doesn't do favors—he offers her a deal: find the
Clairvoyant, a device for seeing the future, in exchange for releasing her homeland. Sable can't do
this alone. She needs someone wild and unpredictable. Someone like Black Cat. Together they must
chase down the Clairvoyant's creator, pull off the ultimate Vegas heist, survive backstabbing,
blackmail, and former love-interests, and outsmart one of the most powerful people on the planet.
With luck, they'll even have time for a treasure hunt. (STL255956) (C: 0-1-1)
Novel, SC, 6x9, 352pgs, B&W

SRP: $16.95

AHOY COMICS

JAN231156
BILLIONAIRE ISLAND CULT OF DOGS #5 (OF 6) (MR)
(W) Mark Russell (A/CA) Steve Pugh
The search for the World's Richest Dog continues in the series that's "crammed with well observed
and well executed satire" (Comicon.com). Writer Mark Russell (Second Coming) and artist Steve
Pugh (The Flintstones) barrel toward a world-shaking conclusion! (STL259518)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (5 of 6)

SRP: $4.99

JAN231157
MY BAD VOL 2 #5 (OF 5) (MR)
(W) Mark Russell, Bryce Ingman (A/CA) Peter Krause
The superhero satire by Mark Russell (Not All Robots), Bryce Ingman, and Peter Krause reaches its
climax! When alien lizard people threaten to invade Earth, the greatest heroes and villains of The
Important New Superhero Universe launch a defense! But whose rocket will they take to outer

space? The Chandelier's? Or Emperor King's? You would think the fate of the world depended on the
answer! (STL259519)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (5 of 5)

SRP: $4.99

JAN231158
THE GIMMICK #1 (OF 5) CVR A HENDERSON (MR)
(W) Joanne Starer (A) Elena GoGou (CA) Erica Henderson
A hard-hitting action/drama written by rising star Joanne Starer (Sirens of the City)! Pro wrestling
champ Shane Bryant's ring persona—his gimmick—is forgettable: he's a "nice guy." But his secret is
more colorful: he has super strength. And when he punches a fist straight through his opponent's
brain-in front of 2.4 million horrified viewers-everything changes. Now Shane needs a new
gimmick—and a new life! (STL259526)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (1 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

AMERICAN MYTHOLOGY PRODUCTIONS

JAN231160
CARTOON PUPPET HORROR THEATER #1 CVR A MAIN ROPP
(W) S.A. Check (A) Matt Hansel (CA) Adrian Ropp
Horror - With No Strings Attached!! This is the book for people who love horror movies! This is the
book for people who love puppets! This is the book for fans who want to see what happens when a
horror blogger, her jock boyfriend, a B-movie scream queen, a fanboy, a half-baked deadbeat, and
something called Faddle are brought together by the mysterious Boo-Keeper to save the puppet
"horrorverse"! Ain't no one getting out alive if Clarence the Cleaver has anything to say about it! It's
IN YOUR FELT puppet horror action the way you always wanted it! Leave the COUNTING to the
BIRDS, these streets are made for screaming! Get your front-row seats for the CPHT premiere!
(STL260391)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN231161
CARTOON PUPPET HORROR THEATER #1 CVR B VICTIMS HANSEL
(W) S.A. Check (A/CA) Matt Hansel
Horror - With No Strings Attached!! This is the book for people who love horror movies! This is the
book for people who love puppets! This is the book for fans who want to see what happens when a

horror blogger, her jock boyfriend, a B-movie scream queen, a fanboy, a half-baked deadbeat, and
something called Faddle are brought together by the mysterious Boo-Keeper to save the puppet
"horrorverse"! Ain't no one getting out alive if Clarence the Cleaver has anything to say about it! It's
IN YOUR FELT puppet horror action the way you always wanted it! Leave the COUNTING to the
BIRDS, these streets are made for screaming! Get your front-row seats for the CPHT premiere!
(STL260392)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN231162
CARTOON PUPPET HORROR THEATER #1 CVR C SHINING HOMAGE HANSEL
(W) S.A. Check (A/CA) Matt Hansel
Horror - With No Strings Attached!! This is the book for people who love horror movies! This is the
book for people who love puppets! This is the book for fans who want to see what happens when a
horror blogger, her jock boyfriend, a B-movie scream queen, a fanboy, a half-baked deadbeat, and
something called Faddle are brought together by the mysterious Boo-Keeper to save the puppet
"horrorverse"! Ain't no one getting out alive if Clarence the Cleaver has anything to say about it! It's
IN YOUR FELT puppet horror action the way you always wanted it! Leave the COUNTING to the
BIRDS, these streets are made for screaming! Get your front-row seats for the CPHT premiere!
(STL260393)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN231163
O/A CHIM CHUM & PORTLY SAMURAI #1 CVR A ROPP MAIN
(W/A/CA) Adrian Ropp
"Chim Chum and the Lost Village" When a down-on-his-luck freelance swordsman and his plucky fox
sidekick finally land a paying gig, they become unwitting players in the mystery of a legendary lost
city. Written and illustrated by former Disney artist Adrian Ropp, Chim Chum and the Portly Samurai
is an all-ages adventure comedy based on the web comic of the same name. Chim Chum and the
Portly Samurai comes with two covers - Main and Doughnut by Adrian Ropp. (STL068747)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN231164
O/A CHIM CHUM & PORTLY SAMURAI #1 CVR B ROPP DOUGHNUT
(W/A/CA) Adrian Ropp
"Chim Chum and the Lost Village" When a down-on-his-luck freelance swordsman and his plucky fox
sidekick finally land a paying gig, they become unwitting players in the mystery of a legendary lost
city. Written and illustrated by former Disney artist Adrian Ropp, Chim Chum and the Portly Samurai

is an all-ages adventure comedy based on the web comic of the same name. Chim Chum and the
Portly Samurai comes with two covers - Main and Doughnut by Adrian Ropp. (STL068748)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN231165
O/A FILBERT FACTOR #1 REJECTED BY FREE COMIC BOOK DAY MAIN CVR
(W) Mike Wolfer (A) Adrian Ropp, Horacio Domingues (CA) Horacio Domingues, Ruben Gonzalez
It's the kids' comic that you don't have to be a kid to enjoy, the comic that was too outrageous for
Free Comic Book Day! We don't like to brag, but this is one of the most ridiculous things you'll see all
year, with a cast that's absolutely nuts. Filbert and his reluctant pals Hazel and Cashew find
themselves the toast of the town after miraculously winning their middle school science fair
competition, but the town itself is about to become toast when the swirling, yowling Meowstorm
roars into the city of Turtleview. And wouldn't you know it, only Filbert and his friends stand
between salvation and certain cat scratches and allergic attacks. Our guarantee- If you find any other
comic on the stands this month that's as ludicrous as The Filbert Factor, we'll… What are we talking
about? You WON'T find another comic that's as ludicrous as this. Trust us. The Filbert Factor comes
with two covers - Main and a special Blueprint Limited Edition both by Horacio Domingues & Ruben
Gonzalez. (STL077071)
7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99

JAN231166
O/A AMERICAN MYTHOLOGY KIDS COMICS 10 PACK STARTER SET
Hey Kids, Comics! Relive your childhood with a wonderful starter set of all ages comics from
American Mythology's first five years of publishing! This is a wonderful way to catch up on our titles
or to introduce new generations of readers to classic cartoon comics. (STL185056)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

JAN231167
SILENT NIGHT DEADLY NIGHT #3 MAIN CVR A HASSON (MR)
(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Puis Calzada (CA) Buz Hasson
It's beginning to look a lot like…a snowy massacre the likes of which the quiet streets of Eggnog,
Utah hasn't seen since Billy's alter ego last laid waste to this small town! Parker and Prudence are on
a race against time to find the recently escaped psycho Santa, who's checking off his own personal
naughty list one victim at a time! Will Billy's bloodshed finally come to an end or will U.B.'s Christmas
party at Ira's toy store push the town past the point of return? You better check your list twice and
bring this issue home before the mind-blowing conclusion that SNDN fans will never see coming!
(STL260353)
MATURE THEMES

32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN231168
SILENT NIGHT DEADLY NIGHT #3 CVR B CALZADA (MR)
(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A/CA) Puis Calzada
It's beginning to look a lot like…a snowy massacre the likes of which the quiet streets of Eggnog,
Utah hasn't seen since Billy's alter ego last laid waste to this small town! Parker and Prudence are on
a race against time to find the recently escaped psycho Santa, who's checking off his own personal
naughty list one victim at a time! Will Billy's bloodshed finally come to an end or will U.B.'s Christmas
party at Ira's toy store push the town past the point of return? You better check your list twice and
bring this issue home before the mind-blowing conclusion that SNDN fans will never see coming!
(STL260354)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN231169
SILENT NIGHT DEADLY NIGHT #3 CVR C CLASSIC PHOTO (MR)
(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Puis Calzada
It's beginning to look a lot like…a snowy massacre the likes of which the quiet streets of Eggnog,
Utah hasn't seen since Billy's alter ego last laid waste to this small town! Parker and Prudence are on
a race against time to find the recently escaped psycho Santa, who's checking off his own personal
naughty list one victim at a time! Will Billy's bloodshed finally come to an end or will U.B.'s Christmas
party at Ira's toy store push the town past the point of return? You better check your list twice and
bring this issue home before the mind-blowing conclusion that SNDN fans will never see coming!
(STL260355)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN231170
O/A SILENT NIGHT DEADLY NIGHT #1 MAIN CVR A HASSON (MR)
(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Puis Calzada (CA) Buz Hasson, Blair Smith
Ho Ho Horror! The slasher film that turned Christmas into a killer holiday is back! Billy saw his
parents viciously murdered at the hands of a madman in a Santa suit. Orphaned and alone, Billy
suffered even more at the hands of an overly strict nun, turning him into a killing machine hell-bent
on punishing the naughty. Now…40 years later, a new nightmare begins. A holiday killer is on the
loose, but there's more here than just a psycho in a red suit. Sinister forces have awakened to raise
an unstoppable evil once more, doling out punishment with the edge of his axe. Don't get caught on

this naughty list. This is a brand new officially licensed story taking place after the events of the 1984
movie and delivering a brand-new horrifying holiday classic! This issue comes with four covers Main Cover by Buz Hasson & Blair Smith, Variant by Puis Calzada, Classic Photo Cover, and a special
Black & White Virgin Century cover edition limited to just 100 copies printed! (STL249146)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN231171
O/A SILENT NIGHT DEADLY NIGHT #1 MAIN CVR B CALZADA (MR)
(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A/CA) Puis Calzada
Ho Ho Horror! The slasher film that turned Christmas into a killer holiday is back! Billy saw his
parents viciously murdered at the hands of a madman in a Santa suit. Orphaned and alone, Billy
suffered even more at the hands of an overly strict nun, turning him into a killing machine hell-bent
on punishing the naughty. Now…40 years later, a new nightmare begins. A holiday killer is on the
loose, but there's more here than just a psycho in a red suit. Sinister forces have awakened to raise
an unstoppable evil once more, doling out punishment with the edge of his axe. Don't get caught on
this naughty list. This is a brand new officially licensed story taking place after the events of the 1984
movie and delivering a brand-new horrifying holiday classic! This issue comes with four covers Main Cover by Buz Hasson & Blair Smith, Variant by Puis Calzada, Classic Photo Cover, and a special
Black & White Virgin Century cover edition limited to just 100 copies printed! (STL249153)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN231172
O/A SILENT NIGHT DEADLY NIGHT #1 MAIN CVR C CLASSIC PHOTO (MR)
(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Puis Calzada
Ho Ho Horror! The slasher film that turned Christmas into a killer holiday is back! Billy saw his
parents viciously murdered at the hands of a madman in a Santa suit. Orphaned and alone, Billy
suffered even more at the hands of an overly strict nun, turning him into a killing machine hell-bent
on punishing the naughty. Now…40 years later, a new nightmare begins. A holiday killer is on the
loose, but there's more here than just a psycho in a red suit. Sinister forces have awakened to raise
an unstoppable evil once more, doling out punishment with the edge of his axe. Don't get caught on
this naughty list. This is a brand new officially licensed story taking place after the events of the 1984
movie and delivering a brand-new horrifying holiday classic! This issue comes with four covers Main Cover by Buz Hasson & Blair Smith, Variant by Puis Calzada, Classic Photo Cover, and a special
Black & White Virgin Century cover edition limited to just 100 copies printed! (STL249154)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN231173
O/A SILENT NIGHT DEADLY NIGHT #1 CVR D 100 COPY INCV CENTURY (MR
(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A/CA) Puis Calzada
Ho Ho Horror! The slasher film that turned Christmas into a killer holiday is back! Billy saw his
parents viciously murdered at the hands of a madman in a Santa suit. Orphaned and alone, Billy
suffered even more at the hands of an overly strict nun, turning him into a killing machine hell-bent
on punishing the naughty. Now…40 years later, a new nightmare begins. A holiday killer is on the
loose, but there's more here than just a psycho in a red suit. Sinister forces have awakened to raise
an unstoppable evil once more, doling out punishment with the edge of his axe. Don't get caught on
this naughty list. This is a brand new officially licensed story taking place after the events of the 1984
movie and delivering a brand-new horrifying holiday classic! This issue comes with four covers Main Cover by Buz Hasson & Blair Smith, Variant by Puis Calzada, Classic Photo Cover, and a special
Black & White Virgin Century cover edition limited to just 100 copies printed! (STL249156)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $29.99

JAN231174
THE GRUNCH #2 CHAINSAW HOMAGE (MR)
(W) S.A. Check (A) Claudio Avella (CA) Buz Hasson
The special "Texas Chainsaw Massacre 2" Homage edition was an AM Exclusive and is available in
Previews for the first time! Only 250 were printed! Allocations may occur. (STL260396)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 7x10, 32pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

JAN231175
WILLYS WONDERLAND PREQUEL #1 KICKSTARTER DOUBLE SGN
(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A/CA) Puis Calzada
The extremely rare Kicksarter Cover of Willy's Wonderland Prequel #1 signed by both authors - S.A.
Check and James Kuhoic! Only 50 copies were signed and even fewer remain! Allocations may
occur. (STL260398)
SC, 32pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

JAN231176
NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD REVENANCE #4 CVR A PHOTO (C: 0-1-2)

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Giancarlo Caracuzo (CA) Photo
Seven Strangers. Four paths. One destiny. It's all been leading up to this! Ben does his best to pull
the group together as they realize their world has taken a ghoulish turn. With time running out, the
group comes up with a risky plan to escape that puts them all at risk. Will they be able to work
together long enough to see the light of the next day? Or will the throngs of the undead finally come
calling - with a fresh taste for human flesh! The finale chapter to our homage to George Romero's
classic film, paying tribute to a horror classic that redefined fear for a whole new generation!
(STL260350) (C: 0-1-2)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN231177
NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD REVENANCE #4 CVR B HASSON (C: 0-1-2
(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Giancarlo Caracuzo (CA) Buz Hasson
Seven Strangers. Four paths. One destiny. It's all been leading up to this! Ben does his best to pull
the group together as they realize their world has taken a ghoulish turn. With time running out, the
group comes up with a risky plan to escape that puts them all at risk. Will they be able to work
together long enough to see the light of the next day? Or will the throngs of the undead finally come
calling - with a fresh taste for human flesh! The finale chapter to our homage to George Romero's
classic film, paying tribute to a horror classic that redefined fear for a whole new generation!
(STL260351) (C: 0-1-2)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN231178
NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD REVENANCE #4 CVR C CARACUZO (C: 0-1
(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A/CA) Giancarlo Caracuzo
Seven Strangers. Four paths. One destiny. It's all been leading up to this! Ben does his best to pull
the group together as they realize their world has taken a ghoulish turn. With time running out, the
group comes up with a risky plan to escape that puts them all at risk. Will they be able to work
together long enough to see the light of the next day? Or will the throngs of the undead finally come
calling - with a fresh taste for human flesh! The finale chapter to our homage to George Romero's
classic film, paying tribute to a horror classic that redefined fear for a whole new generation!
(STL260352) (C: 0-1-2)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN231179
O/A NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD REVENANCE #1 CVR A CLASSIC PHOTO
(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Giancarlo Caracuzzo (CA) Photo

The Dead shall rise…again! The horror comic event of the year begins as we take fans back to the
farmhouse that started it all! George Romero's macabre masterpiece shaped the cinematic
landscape of horror for the last fifty years! Now, American Mythology has joined forces with Image
Ten, the original production company for the film and official license holder, to bring fans a new
dose of the dead with a comic series paying homage to the horror classic. Come along as we follow
Johnny and Barbra to the graveyard that changed their lives forever! You thought you knew the
story, but get ready for some surprises and unexpected twists along the way as the series explores
the lost tales of how our group of wayward travelers, Tom, Judy, Ben, Barbra, Johnny, and the
Cooper family, came to find each other at the same fateful farmhouse on one dark and ghoul-filled
night! It's timeless terror at its finest! This issue comes with four covers - Main Photo featuring a cel
from the original NOTLD movie, Collage Cover by Corpse Crew - Buz Hasson & Ken Haeser, Classic
cover by Richard Bonk, and a 350 copy limited edition Black & White homage cover! (STL238465)
SC, 7x10, 32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN231180
O/A NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD REVENANCE #1 CVR B HASSON & HAESER
(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Giancarlo Caracuzzo (CA) Buz Hasson, Ken Haeser
The Dead shall rise…again! The horror comic event of the year begins as we take fans back to the
farmhouse that started it all! George Romero's macabre masterpiece shaped the cinematic
landscape of horror for the last fifty years! Now, American Mythology has joined forces with Image
Ten, the original production company for the film and official license holder, to bring fans a new
dose of the dead with a comic series paying homage to the horror classic. Come along as we follow
Johnny and Barbra to the graveyard that changed their lives forever! You thought you knew the
story, but get ready for some surprises and unexpected twists along the way as the series explores
the lost tales of how our group of wayward travelers, Tom, Judy, Ben, Barbra, Johnny, and the
Cooper family, came to find each other at the same fateful farmhouse on one dark and ghoul-filled
night! It's timeless terror at its finest! This issue comes with four covers - Main Photo featuring a cel
from the original NOTLD movie, Collage Cover by Corpse Crew - Buz Hasson & Ken Haeser, Classic
cover by Richard Bonk, and a 350 copy limited edition Black & White homage cover! (STL238468)
SC, 7x10, 32pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN231181
O/A NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD REVENANCE #1 CVR C BONK
(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Giancarlo Caracuzzo (CA) Rich Bonk
The Dead shall rise…again! The horror comic event of the year begins as we take fans back to the
farmhouse that started it all! George Romero's macabre masterpiece shaped the cinematic
landscape of horror for the last fifty years! Now, American Mythology has joined forces with Image
Ten, the original production company for the film and official license holder, to bring fans a new
dose of the dead with a comic series paying homage to the horror classic. Come along as we follow
Johnny and Barbra to the graveyard that changed their lives forever! You thought you knew the
story, but get ready for some surprises and unexpected twists along the way as the series explores

the lost tales of how our group of wayward travelers, Tom, Judy, Ben, Barbra, Johnny, and the
Cooper family, came to find each other at the same fateful farmhouse on one dark and ghoul-filled
night! It's timeless terror at its finest! This issue comes with four covers - Main Photo featuring a cel
from the original NOTLD movie, Collage Cover by Corpse Crew - Buz Hasson & Ken Haeser, Classic
cover by Richard Bonk, and a 350 copy limited edition Black & White homage cover! (STL238471)
SC, 7x10, 32pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN231182
O/A NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD REVENANCE #1 CVR F GORE SKULL PHOTO
(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Giancarlo Caracuzo (CA) Photo
The unforgettable "Stair Ghoul" still from Night of the Living Dead was featured on this special
Retailers FOC cover available in Previews for the first time! Allocations may occur. (STL251995
Item

SRP: $4.99

JAN231183
O/A NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD REVENANCE #1 CVR D LTD ED
(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Giancarlo Caracuzzo (CA) Ken Haeser, Buz Hasson
This edition is limited to just 350 copies and features the beautiful Black & White virgin cover art by
the Corpse Crew - Buz Hasson & Ken Haeser! Have it slabbed by your favorite grading company!
(STL238477)
SC, 7x10, 32pgs, FC

SRP: $9.99

JAN231184
NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD #1 JOHNNY PHOTO CVR 1/250
(W) James Kuhoric (A) Giancarlo Caracuzo (CA) Photo
The stark black & white Johnny photo cover that was offered as an exclusive edition on the crowd
funding page for Night of the Living Dead #1! Only 250 were printed and even fewer are available!
Allocations may occur. (STL260394)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

JAN231185
NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD #1 SIGNED JOHNNY PHOTO CVR 1/50
(W) James Kuhoric (A) Giancarlo Caracuzo (CA) Photo

Only 50 copies were signed by actor Russ Streiner the original Night of the Living Dead star playing
the unforgettable role of Johnny! These books come bagged & boarded with a certificate of
authenticity verifying the autograph as authentic! (STL260395)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $99.99

JAN231186
O/A ZORRO SWORDS OF HELL #1-4 READER SET
Did you miss out on the return of Zorro to American Mythology's new supernatural horror line? This
limited set includes all four issues of Zorro: Swords of Hell at a discounted price! Covers are random
fill. (STL136534)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $13.99

JAN231187
O/A ZORRO SACRILEGE #1-4 READER SET
Get all four issue of Zorro: Sacrilege in this specially-priced bagged set, all for only $13.99! Note:
Random cover fill. (STL154029) NOTE: This item may be available through other retail outlets before
shipping to comic book specialty shops.
32pgs, FC

SRP: $13.99

JAN231188
O/A ZORRO LAND THAT TIME FORGOT READER PACK W AM EXL CVR
A special reader collector's pack! All four issues of the mega crossover Zorro in The Land That Time
Forgot! We are including the hard-to-find AM Exclusive Richard Bonk Virgin Art cover in this pack!!
Get a collectible first issue and a value pack series in one easy order! (STL231836)
SC, 7x10, 33pgs SRP: $17.99

JAN231189
O/A ZORRO LEGENDARY ADV BOOK II READER SET
The second volume of awesome classic Zorro adventures are presented here in English for the first
time! Enjoy tales of Zorro's heroic exploits from around the world as we translate and deliver some
of the very best nostalgic Zorro tales for fans to experience. This limited set includes all four issues of
Zorro: Legendary Adventures Book II #1-4 at a discounted price! (STL139323)
32pgs, FC

JAN231190

SRP: $13.99

O/A ZORRO TIMELESS TALES READER PACK
Get both issues of Zorro Timeless tales plus a Zorro promotional trading card in this great reader set!
(STL167632)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $7.99

JAN231191
O/A ZORRO CLASSIC REPRINTS READER PACK
Go back to the age of swashbuckling with these three incredible reproductions of classic Zorro
adventures featuring the art of Alex Toth! Included in this reader pack is - AM Archives Mark of
Zorro 1949 #1, AM Archives Zorro 1958 Dell Four Color (882), and Zorro Masters Alex Toth #1!
(STL170515)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $10.99

JAN231192
O/A ZORRO STARTER SET PLUS PROMO CARD
Have you missed out on American Mythology's incredible Zorro comics?!! Get introduced to the line
with a 5 comic starter set of comics from line of supernatural and swashbuckling Zorro stories! This
pack includes one limited edition $9.99 retail comic AND a Zorro Series One promo card! It's a great
gift for the Zorro fan in your life! (STL208829)
SC, 32pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

JAN231193
O/A ZORRO NEW WORLD #1-4 PHOTO CVR COLLECTOR PACK
(W) Ian Rimmer (A) Mario Capaldi
Did you miss out on American Mythology's Zorro New World special editions? These super low print
run comics featured a special color photo cover from the 1990's TV series featuring dashing Duncan
Regehr as the Masked Avenger, Zorro! This set includes all FOUR of the photo covers and is an
incredible discounted value! (STL235691)
SC, 7x10, 32pgs, FC

SRP: $34.99

JAN231194
O/A ZORROS FELIZ NAVIDAD SPECIAL #1 CVR A SPARACIO
(W) Jordan Gershowitz & Various (A) Gerardo Gambone & Various (CA) Mark Sparacio
Feliz Navidad! It is Zorro's very first Christmas special ever! With adventurous new short stories and
a few classic tales from yesteryear brought together into a fun package that celebrates the unique

joy that is Zorro! The holidays are a special time and this issue brings out the very best in our hero
as he delivers his own brand of peace and joy to the citizens of Pueblo de Los Angeles. This
incredible issue celebrates the hero Zorro as he helps to bring the most wonderful time of year to
life for the less fortunate. Join us in this unique look at the holidays through the eyes of the Masked
Avenger, Zorro! This issue comes with four covers - Main by Mark Sparacio, Classic Art Variant, a
Photo Cover, and a special Black & White Century edition limited to just 100 copies printed!
(STL249170)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN231195
O/A ZORROS FELIZ NAVIDAD SPECIAL #1 CVR B CLASSIC
(W) Jordan Gershowitz & Various (A) Gerardo Gambone & Various
Feliz Navidad! It is Zorro's very first Christmas special ever! With adventurous new short stories and
a few classic tales from yesteryear brought together into a fun package that celebrates the unique
joy that is Zorro! The holidays are a special time and this issue brings out the very best in our hero
as he delivers his own brand of peace and joy to the citizens of Pueblo de Los Angeles. This
incredible issue celebrates the hero Zorro as he helps to bring the most wonderful time of year to
life for the less fortunate. Join us in this unique look at the holidays through the eyes of the Masked
Avenger, Zorro! This issue comes with four covers - Main by Mark Sparacio, Classic Art Variant, a
Photo Cover, and a special Black & White Century edition limited to just 100 copies printed!
(STL249171)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN231196
O/A ZORROS FELIZ NAVIDAD SPECIAL #1 CVR C PHOTO
(W) Jordan Gershowitz & Various (A) Gerardo Gambone & Various (CA) Mark Sparacio
Feliz Navidad! It is Zorro's very first Christmas special ever! With adventurous new short stories and
a few classic tales from yesteryear brought together into a fun package that celebrates the unique
joy that is Zorro! The holidays are a special time and this issue brings out the very best in our hero
as he delivers his own brand of peace and joy to the citizens of Pueblo de Los Angeles. This
incredible issue celebrates the hero Zorro as he helps to bring the most wonderful time of year to
life for the less fortunate. Join us in this unique look at the holidays through the eyes of the Masked
Avenger, Zorro! This issue comes with four covers - Main by Mark Sparacio, Classic Art Variant, a
Photo Cover, and a special Black & White Century edition limited to just 100 copies printed!
(STL249172)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN231197
O/A ZORROS FELIZ NAVIDAD SPECIAL #1 CVR D 100 COPY INCV CENTURY

(W) Jordan Gershowitz & Various (A) Gerardo Gambone & Various (CA) Mark Sparacio
Feliz Navidad! It is Zorro's very first Christmas special ever! With adventurous new short stories and
a few classic tales from yesteryear brought together into a fun package that celebrates the unique
joy that is Zorro! The holidays are a special time and this issue brings out the very best in our hero
as he delivers his own brand of peace and joy to the citizens of Pueblo de Los Angeles. This
incredible issue celebrates the hero Zorro as he helps to bring the most wonderful time of year to
life for the less fortunate. Join us in this unique look at the holidays through the eyes of the Masked
Avenger, Zorro! This issue comes with four covers - Main by Mark Sparacio, Classic Art Variant, a
Photo Cover, and a special Black & White Century edition limited to just 100 copies printed!
(STL249173)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $29.99

JAN231198
O/A ZORRO MASTERS ALEX TOTH MAIN CVR TOTH
(A/CA) Alex Toth
Celebrate 100 years of Zorro with stories illustrated by one of the all-time comics legends: Alex
Toth! This special series delivers some of Toth’s best, classic Zorro work and is a virtual master class
in comic art, composition, and storytelling. If you’re a fan of Zorro, a fan of comics, or even a fan of
fine art, this series is not to be missed! (STL120294)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN231199
O/A ZORRO MASTERS ALEX TOTH LTD ED CVR TOTH
(A/CA) Alex Toth
Celebrate 100 years of Zorro with stories illustrated by one of the all-time comics legends: Alex
Toth! This special series delivers some of Toth’s best, classic Zorro work and is a virtual master class
in comic art, composition, and storytelling. If you’re a fan of Zorro, a fan of comics, or even a fan of
fine art, this series is not to be missed! (STL120296)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $9.99

JAN231200
O/A ZORRO BLACK & WHITE NOIR #1 CVR A KALUTA
(W) S.A. Check, Jordan Gershowitz (A) Gordon Purcell & Various (CA) Michael William Kaluta
Alex Toth's incredible Zorro art blazed into comics and changed the way we see black & white. His
stunning use of negative space and mastery of fluid motion made every panel of his work a piece of
art to behold in its glorious inked splendor. Inspired by the master of bold comic art storytelling,
American Mythology presents a new Zorro series based on the beauty of black and white

storytelling. Two new creative teams provide their Toth-inspired tales for new generations of Zorro
readers! And as an added bonus we include an incredible Zorro story from Alex Toth's storied past!
Zorro Black & White Noir #1 comes with three covers - Main by the comics legend Michael William
Kaluta, Alex Toth Variant, and a stunning Black & White Zorro Photo Cover! (STL208762)
SC, 32pgs, B&W SRP: $3.99

JAN231201
O/A ZORRO BLACK & WHITE NOIR #1 CVR B TOTH
(W) S.A. Check, Jordan Gershowitz (A) Gordon Purcell & Various (CA) Alex Toth
We proudly present a bold Black & White cover illustration by the Zorro Master himself, Alex Toth!
(STL208764)
SC, 32pgs, B&W SRP: $3.99

JAN231202
O/A ZORRO BLACK & WHITE NOIR #1 CVR C PHOTO
(W) S.A. Check, Jordan Gershowitz (A) Gordon Purcell & Various
Riding out of the past is the legendary swashbuckler himself in this rarely seen Black & White vintage
photo! (STL208765)
SC, 32pgs, B&W SRP: $3.99

JAN231203
MONSTER MEN ISLE OF TERROR #1-3 READER SET
Did you miss out on this awesome Edgar Rice Burroughs sci fi adventure? Get all four issues in a
handy reader pack to catch up on the out of this world action! (STL260397
Item

SRP: $11.99

ANTARCTIC PRESS

JAN231204
NINJA HIGH SCHOOL #188
(W) Alfred Perez, Ben Dunn (A) Ben Dunn
Petunia is in a fight against time to complete Steamhead's Mega-steam Cannon that will deliver the
final blow to Kuroni in all dimensions…if Ricky doesn't eliminate her first! Action, drama, laughs, and
thrills abound! The last battle for the fate of all worlds is here! (STL258727)

32pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN231205
NINJA HIGH SCHOOL GOLD DIGGER CROSSOVER COLL TP (C: 0-0-1)
(W) Ben Dunn, Fred Perry (A) Ben Dunn & Various
Collects Collects Gold Digger/Ninja High School: A Science Affair, Gold Digger/Ninja High School:
Asrial vs. Cheetah, and Gold Digger/Ninja High School: Dragonblade
Presenting a colossal colorized collection of crossovers between the Antarctic Press flagship titles
Ninja High School and Gold Digger! From the original appearance of the Dynasty of the Stars in
Asrial vs. Cheetah to the original appearance of Spellvis in A Science Affair to Asrial and Cheetah's
reuniting against the Dynasty in Dragonblade, this combination of stripes and spots will leave you
seeing stars! (STL258850) (C: 0-0-1)
SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC

SRP: $24.99

JAN231206
GOLD DIGGER #299 (C: 0-0-1)
(W/A/CA) Fred Perry
The road to #300 continues!
Tiffy's quest to discover the fate of her aunt Gina brings her to a shard from the castle on the edge of
infinity. Inside these ruins are records of Gina's journey through the cosmic breaches spanning the
previous timelines of her former selves. In these visions, Gina and her precursors do some serious
(and gratifying) alternate timeline renovation. (STL258723) (C: 0-0-1)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN231207
EXCITING COMICS #34 (C: 0-0-1)
(W) Various (A) VARIOUS (CA) Guillermo Romano
"The Golden Age" (Pedro Belushi, Jose Antonio Rubio, Carlos Sherpa, Cesar Acevedo, Juan Alarcon,
Caesar, Guillo-O, DaniZar, Ruben Davila, Sebastian Luque, Sergio Martinez ,Guillermo Romano,
Jennifer Rubio, Sergio Desanctis), "The Alternate: Charlie Hodged" (Jeff Winstead,Alex Greychuck).

"The Golden Age" (Pedro Belushi, Jose Antonio Rubio, Carlos Sherpa, Cesar Acevedo, Juan Alarcon,
Caesar, Guillo-O, DaniZar, Ruben Davila, Sebastian Luque, Sergio Martinez ,Guillermo Romano,
Jennifer Rubio, Sergio Desanctis): In an alternate 1940s, inventor Thomas Edison unleashes a robotic
menace to destroy his nemesis, Nikola Tesla, along with Tesla's inventions. To face this threat, a
group of superheroes come together: Arrow, Black Terror, Frankenstein's creature, Masquerade,

and Black Venus! "The Alternate: Charlie Hodged" (Jeff Winstead, Alex Greychuck): The heroes of
two generations gather to pay their respects to a fallen comrade. Meanwhile, Mettle and Metalman
finally face the reality of coexisting on the same Earth. Plus-head-spinning secrets are revealed as we
delve into the origins of the members of the Association! (STL258721) (C: 0-0-1)
40pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN231208
INTERSTELLAR DUST TP (MR) (C: 0-0-1)
(W) C.J. Hudson (A) Igor Wolski
MATURE READERS
C.J. Hudson and Igor Wolski's action-packed prison-break story has escaped the confines of the
pages of Offworld Sci-Fi Double Feature to run rampant in its own fully collected volume! An
intergalactic prison transport vessel breaks down, and the crew and a band of less hardened
criminals do whatever they can to survive a riot in deep space. Follow Javan, Cael, Lake, and all the
others, as they battle a sinister crime boss, and sometimes one another! (STL258849) (C: 0-0-1)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 7x10, 112pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

JAN231209
MANGA Z #11 (C: 0-0-1)
(W) VARIOUS (A) Various (CA) Kitsune Windsor
"The Adventures of Lenifille" (Kazuaki Ishida): The party has survived their escape from Olcross
Castle, but Lenifille is still badly hurt. Sylka and Kyle need to get help from local Dark Elves, if they
can gain their trust. "Foxy and Wolfy" (Kitsune Windsor, Komoriuta, Anthony Zicari, MitsuBlinger,
Ana Kris): Foxy and friends get silly with each other while exploring their feelings…which doesn't go
very well! Amusing fails and friendships abound! "The Girl with the Mega Iron Fists" (Tyler
Carpenter): The battle against the Behemoth ends, but it causes strain on Eliana's relationship with
both Angeal and Dante. As they confront these issues, a mysterious figure emerges. (STL258726) (C:
0-0-1)
40pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN231210
JUNGLE COMICS #16 (C: 0-0-1)
(W/A) VARIOUS (CA) Rich Stahnke
"Adrift" (Mark Fenton, Jacob Eguren): Jessica "Jessie" Evans finds herself washed up on what
appears to be a deserted island. She soon discovers the island is far from deserted and that she is
about to become part of the nightmarish events taking place there. Can Jessie uncover why people

are being murdered here before she too becomes a victim? Conceived by Mark Fenton (Planet
Comics, SpaceCooler, The Accursed) and brought to life by the incomparable Jacob Euguren (Blue
Beetle, Wildstorm)! "The Adventures of Zan the Jungle Lord" (Giuseppe Pederiali, Roberto Renzi,
and Bruno Marraffa): As Zan races to save the captured expedition from being sacrificed to the
Moon Queen, he must face down the fiercest warrior of her tribe, a warrior determined to bring Zan
down! (STL258725) (C: 0-0-1)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN231211
PLANET COMICS #18 (C: 0-0-1)
(W) Various (A) VARIOUS (CA) Carlos Gabriel Diaz
"Scorched Mars" (Scott O. Brown, Horatio Lalia), "The Murk" (Fernando Sosa).

"Scorched Mars" (Scott O. Brown, Horatio Lalia): Breaking into Olympus Mons was easy enough, but
when Roland Allegro finds himself betrayed and captured by General Hands' forces, he finds himself
faced with a choice: Stay behind and face the invasion, or abandon Mars for good. "The Murk"
(Fernando Sosa): Scientific experiments performed by the Nazis have given rise to a deadly force: the
unparalleled assassin known as the Murk. (STL258728) (C: 0-0-1)
40pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN231212
HORROR COMICS #23 (C: 0-0-1)
(W) Francesco Moriconi (A) Midori Yamane, Giampiero Wallnofer (CA) Brian Denham
"Uncanny Valley, Part 4 of 6"
To make the small community safer, Bran urges Alma to undergo a bizarre experiment that could
make her immune to attack by resurrected people. Drogan, forced to collaborate against her will,
warns young people about the heavy consequences that their choice can have. (STL258724) (C: 0-01)
40pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN231213
KAMEN AMERICA SCARS & BARS ONESHOT CVR A TIMOTHY LIM
(W) Mark Pellegrini, Timothy Lim (A) Timothy Lim
Carly and the Kamen Corps are in an awkward, precarious position as they must face the reality that
one of their friends is the villainous Vermillion Masquerade! Conflicted with the need to take down
her friend-turned-foe, Kamen America is faced with the decisions she'll have to make to stop

Vermillion's destructive rampage while salvaging what's left of their relationship! It's Kamen America
versus Vermillion Masquerade in their final confrontation, culminating in the epic finale of the Stars
and Strife Saga-- and Carly's story is just getting started! (STL258730)
SC, 7x10, 64pgs, FC

SRP: $9.99

JAN231214
KAMEN AMERICA SCARS & BARS ONESHOT CVR B ANGEL ART VIRGIN
(W) Mark Pellegrini, Timothy Lim (A) Timothy Lim
Carly and the Kamen Corps are in an awkward, precarious position as they must face the reality that
one of their friends is the villainous Vermillion Masquerade! Conflicted with the need to take down
her friend-turned-foe, Kamen America is faced with the decisions she'll have to make to stop
Vermillion's destructive rampage while salvaging what's left of their relationship! It's Kamen America
versus Vermillion Masquerade in their final confrontation, culminating in the epic finale of the Stars
and Strife Saga—and Carly's story is just getting started!

Feel a thrill of patriotic fervor from this stars-and-stripes-studded spectacular variant cover by Angel
Arts! Exercise your right to choose your favorite variant by opting for this gorgeous, limited edition
today! (STL258731)
SC, 7x10, 64pgs, FC

SRP: $14.99

JAN231215
FANTASY COMICS SKETCHBOOK #2 ONE SHOT (C: 0-0-1)
(CA) Brian Denham
It's a golden opportunity to let your imagination run wild! Let your storytelling skills soar to realms
unknown to craft your own four-color flights of fantasy! (Or go monochrome, duo-tone, or
whatever you like. It's your fantasy!) (STL258722) (C: 0-0-1)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN231216
CHARACTER SHEET 2-SIDED T-SHIRT SM (C: 0-1-1)
(A) Joe Wight
Need to fill an open slot in a gaming session? Have a quest (magical or mundane) that needs
fulfilling, or looking to join one? Want to be sure you've got the proper party balance for that party
you're throwing? Then show 'em your stats, stat, so the local guilds or wandering groups know! This
double-sided shirt works with all multi-sided dice, so you can fill in the numbers that suit you best,
'cause that's how you roll! (STL258729) (C: 0-1-1)

FC

SRP: $21.99

JAN231217
CHARACTER SHEET 2-SIDED T-SHIRT MED (C: 0-1-1)
(A) Joe Wight
Need to fill an open slot in a gaming session? Have a quest (magical or mundane) that needs
fulfilling, or looking to join one? Want to be sure you've got the proper party balance for that party
you're throwing? Then show 'em your stats, stat, so the local guilds or wandering groups know! This
double-sided shirt works with all multi-sided dice, so you can fill in the numbers that suit you best,
'cause that's how you roll! (STL258844) (C: 0-1-1)
FC

SRP: $21.99

JAN231218
CHARACTER SHEET 2-SIDED T-SHIRT LG (C: 0-1-1)
(A) Joe Wight
Need to fill an open slot in a gaming session? Have a quest (magical or mundane) that needs
fulfilling, or looking to join one? Want to be sure you've got the proper party balance for that party
you're throwing? Then show 'em your stats, stat, so the local guilds or wandering groups know! This
double-sided shirt works with all multi-sided dice, so you can fill in the numbers that suit you best,
'cause that's how you roll! (STL258845) (C: 0-1-1)
FC

SRP: $21.99

JAN231219
CHARACTER SHEET 2-SIDED T-SHIRT XL (C: 0-1-1)
(A) Joe Wight
Need to fill an open slot in a gaming session? Have a quest (magical or mundane) that needs
fulfilling, or looking to join one? Want to be sure you've got the proper party balance for that party
you're throwing? Then show 'em your stats, stat, so the local guilds or wandering groups know! This
double-sided shirt works with all multi-sided dice, so you can fill in the numbers that suit you best,
'cause that's how you roll! (STL258846) (C: 0-1-1)
FC

SRP: $21.99

JAN231220
CHARACTER SHEET 2-SIDED T-SHIRT XXL (C: 0-1-1)
(A) Joe Wight

Need to fill an open slot in a gaming session? Have a quest (magical or mundane) that needs
fulfilling, or looking to join one? Want to be sure you've got the proper party balance for that party
you're throwing? Then show 'em your stats, stat, so the local guilds or wandering groups know! This
double-sided shirt works with all multi-sided dice, so you can fill in the numbers that suit you best,
'cause that's how you roll! (STL258847) (C: 0-1-1)
FC

SRP: $23.99

JAN231221
CHARACTER SHEET 2-SIDED T-SHIRT XXXL (C: 0-1-1)
(A) Joe Wight
Need to fill an open slot in a gaming session? Have a quest (magical or mundane) that needs
fulfilling, or looking to join one? Want to be sure you've got the proper party balance for that party
you're throwing? Then show 'em your stats, stat, so the local guilds or wandering groups know! This
double-sided shirt works with all multi-sided dice, so you can fill in the numbers that suit you best,
'cause that's how you roll! (STL258848) (C: 0-1-1)
FC

SRP: $24.99

AMULET BOOKS

JAN231222
BATCAT GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-0)
(W/A) Meggie Ramm
Batcat loves being all alone in their home on Spooky Island. Up in their tree house, they pass the
time playing video games and watching TV. But when Batcat suddenly finds themself haunted by an
annoying, ice cream-stealing ghost, they visit the local Island Witch for a spell to remove their
ghastly guest permanently! With their Ghost-B-Gone spell in hand, Batcat travels across Spooky
Island to gather ingredients—to the Cavernous Caves where the bats tell them they're too round to
be a bat, and to the Whispering Cemetery where the cats will help only if they commit to being a
true cat. But Batcat is neither and that's what makes them special, right? (STL257898) (C: 0-1-0)
HC, 6x9, 96pgs, FC

SRP: $13.99

JAN231224
EXTINCTS GN VOL 02 FLIGHT OF THE MAMMOTH (C: 0-1-0)
(W/A) Scott Magoon
After stopping Dr. Z’s nefarious plan and rescuing the unicorn horn, things haven’t quite been the
same for the Extincts. In order to pay the bills and support themselves, they open a zoo and gift
shop. Scratch, Martie, Quito, and Ursa think it’s a great chance to educate the public and teach

people to be better to the environment. After a fiery and near-tragic incident, Lug decides to leave
the team and goes to do work that he thinks will actually make a difference: helping a group of
smoke jumpers stop the wildfires in California. But it seems like the fires they’re stopping may not be
so natural—someone seems to be causing them to try to lure Lug to follow . . . It’s going to take the
help of all the Extincts to get to the bottom of it and save the day! (STL257896) (C: 0-1-0)
SC, 6x9, 160pgs, FC

SRP: $14.99

JAN231225
EXTINCTS HC GN VOL 02 FLIGHT OF THE MAMMOTH (C: 0-1-0)
(W/A) Scott Magoon
After stopping Dr. Z’s nefarious plan and rescuing the unicorn horn, things haven’t quite been the
same for the Extincts. In order to pay the bills and support themselves, they open a zoo and gift
shop. Scratch, Martie, Quito, and Ursa think it’s a great chance to educate the public and teach
people to be better to the environment. But Lug isn’t so sure that this is the best use of their time
and energy. After a fiery and near-tragic incident, Lug decides to leave the team and goes to do work
that he thinks will actually make a difference: helping a group of smoke jumpers stop the wildfires in
California. But it seems like the fires they’re stopping may not be so natural—someone seems to be
causing them to try to lure Lug to follow . . . It’s going to take the help of all the Extincts to get to the
bottom of it and save the day!

With heart-racing action scenes, loads of humor, and an environmental message, this new book
from New York Times bestselling author Scott Magoon is an exciting adventure from start to finish.
The book will also include nonfiction back matter about wildfire safety tips, smokejumpers, how to
make your own telescope, and more! (STL257897) (C: 0-1-0)
HC, 6x9, 160pgs, FC

SRP: $24.99

ANDREWS MCMEEL

JAN231226
BRIGHT FAMILY GN VOL 02 FAMILY VACATION (C: 0-1-0)
(W) Gabe Soria (A) Rafa Ribs
From Epic Originals, The Bright Family series teaches heartfelt lessons about conflict resolution,
cooperation, and the importance of family in all its forms. After searching for each other throughout
the multiverse and repairing their interdimensional portals together, the Bright family is ready for a
vacation! But relaxing days riding water slides and eating space ramen are put on hold when the
portal drops them deep in the jungle on an unknown planet rather than at the door of the luxury
resort. Told through multigenerational storytelling, the Brights are about to figure out that space
travel is a lot like space ramen: It always leaves adventurers wanting more! (STL255935) (C: 0-1-0)

SC, 6x9, 160pgs, FC

SRP: $12.99

JAN231227
BRIGHT FAMILY HC GN VOL 02 FAMILY VACATION (C: 0-1-0)
(W) Gabe Soria (A) Rafa Ribs
The Brights are back in their second out-of-this-world graphic novel! From Epic Originals, The Bright
Family series teaches heartfelt lessons about conflict resolution, cooperation, and the importance of
family in all its forms.

After searching for each other throughout the multiverse and repairing their interdimensional
portals together, the Bright family is ready for a vacation! But relaxing days riding water slides and
eating space ramen are put on hold when the portal drops them deep in the jungle on an unknown
planet rather than at the door of the luxury resort. Told through multigenerational storytelling, the
Brights are about to figure out that space travel is a lot like space ramen: It always leaves
adventurers wanting more.

Includes "One Birthday in Time," a bonus Bright Family tale outside the main plot line that's a true
moment of delight for readers. (STL255936) (C: 0-1-0)
HC, 6x9, 160pgs, FC

SRP: $21.99

JAN231228
WHY ARE YOU LIKE THIS AN ARTBYMOGA COMIC COLLECTION (C: 0-1(W/A) Meg Adams
Finally, comics that answer life’s most pressing questions: Is my partner actually upset or just
hangry? Whose turn is it to remember the reusable shopping bags? Is it appropriate to put up
Halloween décor two months in advance? (Spoiler alert: Yes. Yes, it is.) From the joys of marrying
your best friend to the bizarre musings of a twelve-pound pup to the humor and heartbreak of
anxiety, Meg’s all-too-relatable comics leave no stone unturned. (STL255952) (C: 0-1-1)
SC, 6x9, 176pgs, FC

SRP: $16.99

ARCHIE COMIC PUBLICATIONS

JAN231229
POPS CHOCKLIT SHOPPE OF HORRORS ONESHOT CVR A GORHAM
(W) Amy Chase & Various (A) Frederico Sabbatini & Various (CA) Adam Gorham

CHILLING ADVENTURES PRESENTS... POP'S CHOCKLIT SHOPPE OF HORRORS O.S.
Pop Tate is the glue holding Riverdale together, whether everyone realizes or not. His Chocklit
Shoppe is the beating heart of the city, where everyone can stop in for a delicious bite and some
safe haven-even the worst sorts. And not just the run-of-the-mill rapscallions who recently broke the
jukebox. When a young Riverdale couple (Nick St. Clair and Sherry Thyme) attempt to dine and dash
on the humble small business owner, they quickly discover the fryer grease isn't the only heartstopping thing about the Chocklit Shoppe. From tales of mystery meat to the unnatural visitors that
dine late at night, this anthology tells stories about the horrors that happen at Riverdale's beloved
malt shop-and how Pop Tate is at the center of it all, the most powerful figure in Riverdale providing
haven to all sorts of terrors and underhanded villainy. (STL259426)
7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99

JAN231230
POPS CHOCKLIT SHOPPE OF HORRORS ONESHOT CVR B FRANCAVILLA
(W) Amy Chase & Various (A) Frederico Sabbatini & Various (CA) Francesco Francavilla
CHILLING ADVENTURES PRESENTS... POP'S CHOCKLIT SHOPPE OF HORRORS O.S.
Pop Tate is the glue holding Riverdale together, whether everyone realizes or not. His Chocklit
Shoppe is the beating heart of the city, where everyone can stop in for a delicious bite and some
safe haven-even the worst sorts. And not just the run-of-the-mill rapscallions who recently broke the
jukebox. When a young Riverdale couple (Nick St. Clair and Sherry Thyme) attempt to dine and dash
on the humble small business owner, they quickly discover the fryer grease isn't the only heartstopping thing about the Chocklit Shoppe. From tales of mystery meat to the unnatural visitors that
dine late at night, this anthology tells stories about the horrors that happen at Riverdale's beloved
malt shop-and how Pop Tate is at the center of it all, the most powerful figure in Riverdale providing
haven to all sorts of terrors and underhanded villainy. (STL259584)
7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99

JAN231231
ARCHIE DECADES THE 1960S TP (C: 0-1-0)
(W) Various (A) VARIOUS (CA) Bob White
Journey back to the Silver Age with the Mirth of a Nation himself, Archie Andrews! Continue the
80th anniversary celebration of Archie Comics with this special retrospective collection! Archie
shined bright in the 1960s when his standalone title proved to be interesting, hilarious and
unforgettable-and the dates were always double-booked! Decades features some of the iconic
stories that cemented his lasting imprint on the world. (STL259590) (C: 0-1-0)
SC, 5x8, 224pgs, FC

JAN231232

SRP: $10.99

ARCHIE 1000 PAGE COMICS WONDER TP
(W) Various (A) VARIOUS, Bill Galvan
With over 80 years of comics, it's no WONDER that Archie can continue to provide 1,000 pages of
hilarious tales of high school hijinks and dating drama. This newest collection will leave you with a
sense of wonder, and a lot of laughs along the way! (STL259424)
SC, 5x7, 192pgs, FC

SRP: $15.99

JAN231233
B&V FRIENDS FOREVER ROCK N ROLL #1
(W/A/CA) Holly G
Rock on with a BRAND-NEW story to kick off this collection of melodic tales! In "Rock Candy," The
Archies have some competition when a new girl band, ROCK CANDY, enters the scene! But it's not all
sugar and spice and everything nice-Betty and Veronica are feeling torn about having to leave The
Archies behind, but there's way more of a musical future for them in Rock Candy, along with their
drummer, new girl Jola Kit. Do they have what it takes to rock all of Riverdale? Plus more rockin'
stories of musical mayhem! (STL259425)
7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $2.99

JAN231234
WORLD OF BETTY & VERONICA JUMBO COMICS DIGEST #23
(W) Various & Various (A) Steven Butler, Bill & Ben Galvan (CA) Francis Bonnet, Bill & Ben Galvan
TWO BRAND NEW STORIES! First, in "Yacht's Wrong with You?" Cheryl is jealous Veronica has a
better yacht than her, so she hires a band of swashbuckling pirates to take it over and sink it. The
pirates are a bit confused-they commandeer tankers on the open ocean, not personal boats on a
lake. But money is money-so heave-ho! Fortunately, Veronica was expecting this sort of thing, so she
hired Cpt. Commando to be her security! Does he have what it takes to thwart the pirates' efforts?

Then, in "Danger at the Dig," The Lodge Foundation is sponsoring an archaeological dig in the jungles
near Coba, an ancient Maya city on the Yucatán Peninsula. Mr. Lodge has brought Little Betty &
Veronica along to view history in the making. Unfortunately, Captain Valor, who is in charge of the
site's security, wishes Lodge had left the girls behind. The jungle is full of danger and predators.
What mysteries and dangers will they face? (STL259423)
Digest, 192pgs, FC

SRP: $9.99

JAN231235
ARCHIE JUMBO COMICS DIGEST #338

(W) Various & Various (A) VARIOUS & Various (CA) Bill & Ben Galvan, Francis Bonnet
TWO BRAND NEW STORIES! First, in "The Beast of Bolling Bay," Something shatters a rowboat on
Bolling Bay, almost drowning two fishermen. Was it a giant turtle or some other unidentified sea
monster? Assuming there must be a logical explanation, Mr. Lodge hires Captain Valor to investigate
and suggests he take Little Archie as a local guide since he and his friends often fish the area. Will
Captain Valor, Little Archie and his friend Little Ambrose be able to find out the truth about the
"monster"?
Next, in "The Most Heroic Villain," The Fox is at the mercy of Mr. Smile, when his son Ghost Fox
comes to save the day! Except Mr. Smile has a secret weapon-Evil Heart! Watch the two teen
masked crusaders go head-to-head to see whose powers reign supreme! (STL259419)
Digest, 192pgs, FC

SRP: $9.99

JAN231236
BETTY & VERONICA JUMBO COMICS DIGEST #312
(W) VARIOUS, Ian Flynn (A) Various & Various (CA) Bill Golliher
TWO BRAND NEW STORIES! First, in "The Foxy New Kid," Kevin asks Veronica to help him out with
an important request. The new kid-Shinji-is really cool but also mysterious. He can't get a read on
him. But when the two of them decide to just confront him, he's nowhere to be found. Instead, they
get ambushed by Ghost Fox. Why are they after Shinji? Who hired them? What's their scheme?
Then, in "Real Horse Power," Betty and Veronica are on Lodge's ranch. The newly hired manager,
Nevada Jones, is a bit much-does Mr. Jones really need to wear the mask? But when the horses
spook and stampede, he's immediately chasing them down. Betty joins the chase and helps to lasso
the wild stallions! (STL259421)
Digest, SC, 192pgs, FC SRP: $9.99

JAN231237
WORLD OF ARCHIE JUMBO COMICS DIGEST #128 (C: 0-1-1)
(W) Various & Various (A) Various, Pat & Tim Kennedy (CA) Francis Bonnett, Pat & Tim Kennedy
TWO BRAND NEW STORIES! First, in "Roam on the Range," Archie is excited-Mr. Lodge said that if he
helped out with his cattle drive, he'll pay for Archie's next date with Veronica. Nevada Jones points
out these drives take months. That's news to Archie. Nevada agrees to let him out of his contract if
he helps him get as far as the next town. Does Archie have what it takes to brave the rain and wind,
burning day and freezing nights?

Then, in "Presenting Pow-Girl," Pureheart is in battle with the Rampaging Rebound! Pow-Girl
appears on the scene and attempts to aid Pureheart and prove her worth as a future Mighty
Crusader. Unfortunately, due to her inexperience, chaos ensues! (STL259422) (C: 0-1-1)
Digest, 192pgs, FC

SRP: $9.99

JAN231238
ARCHIE MILESTONES JUMBO DIGEST #19 JUGHEAD FUN AND GAMES
(W/A) VARIOUS (CA) Dan Parent
From time travel to life lessons and everything in-between, this digest highlights the best and
brightest Jughead moments and stories-with plenty of snacks and shenanigans along the way!
(STL259420)
digest, 192pgs, FC

SRP: $9.99

ASPEN MLT INC

JAN231239
O/A DELLEC PRIMER 2018
(W) Vince Hernandez (A) Micah Gunnell, Peter Steigerwell
Find out everything there is to know about Aspen's most daring series, DELLEC, in this .25c Primer
issue! (STL092231)
SC, 24pgs, FC

SRP: $0.25

JAN231240
DELLEC TP VOL 01 HANDS OF GOD
(W) Various (A) Marco Lorenzana (CA) Various
Dellec is an everyday man caught up in a blur of immorality, yet his quest is always clear, destroy the
forces of evil where they flourish — even places where the lines of good and evil are not easily
defined. (STK421938) (JUL181620)
SC, 200pgs, FC SRP: $18.99

JAN231241
O/A DELLEC VOL 2 #1 CVR A GUNNELL
(W) Vince Hernandez, Frank Mastromauro (A) Andre Risso, Michael Sta. Maria (CA) Micah Gunnell
A new evil has emerged…one that could spell doom for not just Dellec-but every living soul!
(STL092232)
SC, 32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN231242
O/A DELLEC VOL 2 #1 CVR B QUALANO
(W) Vince Hernandez, Frank Mastromauro (A) Andre Risso, Michael Sta. Maria (CA) Pasquale
Qualano
A new evil has emerged…one that could spell doom for not just Dellec-but every living soul!
(STL092234)
SC, 32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN231243
O/A DELLEC VOL 2 #2 CVR A GUNNELL
(W) Vince Hernandez, Frank Mastromauro (A) Andre Risso, Michael Sta. Maria (CA) Micah Gunnell
Aspen's hardest hitting series, DELLEC returns for its long-awaited second volume!
Dellec attempts to come to grips with the realization that time did not wait for him during his
prolonged absence. However, an even greater problem lies ahead of him-surviving his encounter
with The Hands of God's deadly chimera creatures!
From the minds of creators Frank Mastromauro (Shrugged, Awaken Skies) and Vince Hernandez
(Michael Turner's Fathom: Kiani, Charismagic), along with art by Andre Risso, Michael Ste Maria and
John Starr, this newest volume of DELLEC is gonna redefine your definition of the human spirit!
(STL096543)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN231244
O/A DELLEC VOL 2 #2 CVR B BARRIOS
(W) Vince Hernandez, Frank Mastromauro (A) Andre Risso, Michael Sta. Maria (CA) Paulo Barrios
Aspen's hardest hitting series, DELLEC returns for its long-awaited second volume!
Dellec attempts to come to grips with the realization that time did not wait for him during his
prolonged absence. However, an even greater problem lies ahead of him-surviving his encounter
with The Hands of God's deadly chimera creatures!
From the minds of creators Frank Mastromauro (Shrugged, Awaken Skies) and Vince Hernandez
(Michael Turner's Fathom: Kiani, Charismagic), along with art by Andre Risso, Michael Ste Maria and
John Starr, this newest volume of DELLEC is gonna redefine your definition of the human spirit!
(STL096544)
32pgs, FC

JAN231245

SRP: $3.99

O/A DELLEC VOL 2 #3 CVR A GUNNELL
(W) Vince Hernandez, Frank Mastromauro (A) Andre Risso, Michael Sta. Maria (CA) Micah Gunnell
Dellec, Strayer and Andi put their desperate plan in motion to stop Tera and the Hands of God!
(STL099655)
SC, 32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN231246
O/A DELLEC VOL 2 #3 CVR B BARRIOS
(W) Vince Hernandez, Frank Mastromauro (A) Andre Risso, Michael Sta. Maria (CA) Paulo Barrios
Dellec, Strayer and Andi put their desperate plan in motion to stop Tera and the Hands of God!
(STL099656)
SC, 32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN231247
O/A DELLEC VOL 2 #4 CVR A GUNNELL
(W) Vince Hernandez, Frank Mastromauro (A) Andre Risso, Michael Sta. Maria (CA) Micah Gunnell
In this finale issue, Dellec has little chance to save humanity, let alone his own life! (STL102283)
SC, 32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN231248
O/A DELLEC VOL 2 #4 CVR B BARRIOS
(W) Vince Hernandez, Frank Mastromauro (A) Andre Risso, Michael Sta. Maria (CA) Paulo Barrios
In this finale issue, Dellec has little chance to save humanity, let alone his own life! (STL102284)
SC, 32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN231249
O/A PORTAL BOUND #0 (OF 5) CVR A ARIZMENDI
(W) Mark Roslan, Gabe Carrasco (A/CA) Alex Arizmendi
Aspen's 15-Year Anniversary kicks off with the debut of their newest series! Their Future Depends on
Each Other. A parallel otherworld exists as a mirror to our own, where science is melded with nature
and a warrior spirit defines their true value. A teenage soldier princess, Sybil, is sent off with her
Uncle Horuk in an effort to stop her megalomaniac father, Emperor Atilus from destroying two
Earths. With a deadly array of monstrous creatures in hot pursuit, Sybil and her uncle race to

activate a portal to Earth to find a savior who is also figuring out how to survive… being a teenager!
Don't miss the opening chapter to Aspen's brand new action-adventure saga from writers Mark
Roslan (BubbleGun, Broken Pieces) and newcomer Gabe Carrasco, with artist Alex Arizmendi (Edge
of Venomverse: War Stories, Secret Empire: Brave New World) as they bring us a tale of two earths
in need of two heroes! (STL072740)
32pgs, FC (0 of 5)

SRP: $1.50

JAN231250
O/A PORTAL BOUND #0 (OF 5) CVR B ARCHER
(W) Mark Roslan, Gabe Carrasco (A) Alex Arizmendi (CA) Adam Archer
Aspen's 15-Year Anniversary kicks off with the debut of their newest series! Their Future Depends on
Each Other. A parallel otherworld exists as a mirror to our own, where science is melded with nature
and a warrior spirit defines their true value. A teenage soldier princess, Sybil, is sent off with her
Uncle Horuk in an effort to stop her megalomaniac father, Emperor Atilus from destroying two
Earths. With a deadly array of monstrous creatures in hot pursuit, Sybil and her uncle race to
activate a portal to Earth to find a savior who is also figuring out how to survive… being a teenager!
Don't miss the opening chapter to Aspen's brand new action-adventure saga from writers Mark
Roslan (BubbleGun, Broken Pieces) and newcomer Gabe Carrasco, with artist Alex Arizmendi (Edge
of Venomverse: War Stories, Secret Empire: Brave New World) as they bring us a tale of two earths
in need of two heroes! (STL072781)
24pgs, FC (0 of 5)

SRP: $1.50

JAN231251
O/A PORTAL BOUND #1 (OF 5) CVR A ARIZMENDI
(W) Mark Roslan, Gabe Carrasco (A/CA) Alex Arizmendi
Their Future Depends on Each Other in Aspen's newest series! The warrior world of Havos is in peril!
The megalomaniac Emperor Atilus, and his bio-mechanical beasts known as the Fymiera are hell
bent on a plot that spells doom for their parallel world, Earth! Enter: Sybil, a soldier princess who has
come to Earth seeking aid from the only person on the planet who can help her take down the
Emperor: 17-year old high school student, Elias Rivera. Teamed up with the brilliant scientist, Riley,
and the quick-witted Brett, in order to save both worlds, Elias and Sybil will have to fight as one...
literally. Don't miss the premiere issue to Aspen's brand new action-adventure saga from writers
Mark Roslan (BubbleGun, Broken Pieces) and newcomer Gabe Carrasco, with artist Alex Arizmendi
(Edge of Venomverse: War Stories, Secret Empire: Brave New World) as they bring us a tale of two
earths in need of two heroes! (STL076965)
32pgs, FC (1 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN231252
O/A PORTAL BOUND #1 (OF 5) CVR B ARCHER

(W) Mark Roslan, Gabe Carrasco (A) Alex Arizmendi (CA) Adam Archer
Their Future Depends on Each Other in Aspen's newest series! The warrior world of Havos is in peril!
The megalomaniac Emperor Atilus, and his bio-mechanical beasts known as the Fymiera are hell
bent on a plot that spells doom for their parallel world, Earth! Enter: Sybil, a soldier princess who has
come to Earth seeking aid from the only person on the planet who can help her take down the
Emperor: 17-year old high school student, Elias Rivera. Teamed up with the brilliant scientist, Riley,
and the quick-witted Brett, in order to save both worlds, Elias and Sybil will have to fight as one...
literally. Don't miss the premiere issue to Aspen's brand new action-adventure saga from writers
Mark Roslan (BubbleGun, Broken Pieces) and newcomer Gabe Carrasco, with artist Alex Arizmendi
(Edge of Venomverse: War Stories, Secret Empire: Brave New World) as they bring us a tale of two
earths in need of two heroes! (STL076966)
24pgs, FC (1 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN231253
O/A PORTAL BOUND #2 (OF 5) CVR A ARIZMENDI
(W) Mark Roslan, Gabe Carrasco (A/CA) Alex Arizmendi
Their Future Depends on Each Other in Aspen's newest series!
Giant six-eyed mechanical beasts? Gray-skinned warriors from another world? Dubstep music?!?
Teenagers Elias and Brett have just survived the craziest night of their lives, but that was nothing
compared to the road ahead! Sybil, the arrogant warrior princess from Havos, is stranded on Earth
and it's up to our heroes to get her home! However, the evil Emperor Atilus has a deadly surprise
awaiting his daughter's potential homecoming!
Aspen's brand new action-adventure saga continues from writers Mark Roslan (BubbleGun, Broken
Pieces) and newcomer Gabe Carrasco, with artist Alex Arizmendi (Edge of Venomverse: War Stories,
Secret Empire: Brave New World) as they bring us a tale of two earths in need of two heroes!
(STL080281)
32pgs, FC (2 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN231254
O/A PORTAL BOUND #2 (OF 5) CVR B ARCHER
(W) Mark Roslan, Gabe Carrasco (A) Alex Arizmendi (CA) Adam Archer
Their Future Depends on Each Other in Aspen's newest series!
Giant six-eyed mechanical beasts? Gray-skinned warriors from another world? Dubstep music?!?
Teenagers Elias and Brett have just survived the craziest night of their lives, but that was nothing
compared to the road ahead! Sybil, the arrogant warrior princess from Havos, is stranded on Earth
and it's up to our heroes to get her home! However, the evil Emperor Atilus has a deadly surprise
awaiting his daughter's potential homecoming!

Aspen's brand new action-adventure saga continues from writers Mark Roslan (BubbleGun, Broken
Pieces) and newcomer Gabe Carrasco, with artist Alex Arizmendi (Edge of Venomverse: War Stories,
Secret Empire: Brave New World) as they bring us a tale of two earths in need of two heroes!
(STL080282)
24pgs, FC (2 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN231255
O/A PORTAL BOUND #3 (OF 5) CVR A ARIZMENDI
(W) Mark Roslan, Gabe Carrasco (A/CA) Alex Arizmendi
Their Future Depends on Each Other as Aspen's newest hit series continues!

As Emperor Atilus' plan begins to unfold, Eli, Sybil, Brett, and Riley realize that neither Havos nor
Earth are safe from his grasp. Meanwhile, Riley brings new information to light about the strange
connection of both worlds that may destroy this already fragile group… if Sybil's short temper
doesn't doom them first!

Aspen's brand new action-adventure saga continues from writers Mark Roslan (BubbleGun, Broken
Pieces) and newcomer Gabe Carrasco, with artist Alex Arizmendi (Edge of Venomverse: War Stories,
Secret Empire: Brave New World) as they bring us a tale of two earths in need of two heroes!
(STL083556)
32pgs, FC (3 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN231256
O/A PORTAL BOUND #3 (OF 5) CVR B ARCHER
(W) Mark Roslan, Gabe Carrasco (A) Alex Arizmendi (CA) Adam Archer
Their Future Depends on Each Other as Aspen's newest hit series continues!

As Emperor Atilus' plan begins to unfold, Eli, Sybil, Brett, and Riley realize that neither Havos nor
Earth are safe from his grasp. Meanwhile, Riley brings new information to light about the strange
connection of both worlds that may destroy this already fragile group… if Sybil's short temper
doesn't doom them first!

Aspen's brand new action-adventure saga continues from writers Mark Roslan (BubbleGun, Broken
Pieces) and newcomer Gabe Carrasco, with artist Alex Arizmendi (Edge of Venomverse: War Stories,
Secret Empire: Brave New World) as they bring us a tale of two earths in need of two heroes!
(STL083557)

24pgs, FC (3 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN231257
O/A PORTAL BOUND #4 (OF 5) CVR A ARIZMENDI
(W) Gabe Carrasco (A/CA) Alex Arizmendi
Their Future Depends on Each Other as Aspen's newest hit series continues!

Sybil has abandoned her friends! As she makes her way to face her father alone, an unexpected but
familiar face lies in wait, but are they friend, or foe? Meanwhile Emperor Atilus has all but
completed his plan to return Havos to the war-world it was in the glory days, and the Portal Bound
crew faces it's biggest challenge yet… Brett?

Aspen's brand new action-adventure saga continues from writers Mark Roslan (BubbleGun, Broken
Pieces) and newcomer Gabe Carrasco, with artist Alex Arizmendi (Edge of Venomverse: War Stories,
Secret Empire: Brave New World) as they bring us a tale of two earths in need of two heroes!
(STL085465)
32pgs, FC (4 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN231258
O/A PORTAL BOUND #4 (OF 5) CVR B ARCHER
(W) Gabe Carrasco, Mark Roslan (A) Alex Arizmendi (CA) Adam Archer
Their Future Depends on Each Other as Aspen's newest hit series continues!

Sybil has abandoned her friends! As she makes her way to face her father alone, an unexpected but
familiar face lies in wait, but are they friend, or foe? Meanwhile Emperor Atilus has all but
completed his plan to return Havos to the war-world it was in the glory days, and the Portal Bound
crew faces it's biggest challenge yet… Brett?

Aspen's brand new action-adventure saga continues from writers Mark Roslan (BubbleGun, Broken
Pieces) and newcomer Gabe Carrasco, with artist Alex Arizmendi (Edge of Venomverse: War Stories,
Secret Empire: Brave New World) as they bring us a tale of two earths in need of two heroes!
(STL085466)
24pgs, FC (4 of 5)

JAN231259

SRP: $3.99

O/A PORTAL BOUND #5 (OF 5) CVR A ARIZMENDI
(W) Gabe Carrasco, Mark Roslan (A/CA) Alex Arizmendi
The fate of two worlds lay in the hands of two heroes in Aspen’s newest series’ finale!
Elias Rivera was a weak, cowardice nobody from a boring town in Virginia. Now, all his friends are
captured, beaten, or worse, and it’s up to him to stop the maniacal Emperor Atilus from ending life
on Earth altogether. Can he find the courage for not only himself, but Sybil and the team before it’s
too late?
Aspen’s brand new action-adventure saga comes to a world-shattering conclusion from writers Mark
Roslan (BubbleGun, Broken Pieces) and Gabe Carrasco, with artist Alex Arizmendi (Edge of
Venomverse: War Stories, Secret Empire: Brave New World) as they bring us a tale of two earths in
need of two heroes! (STL089183)
32pgs, FC (5 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN231260
O/A PORTAL BOUND #5 (OF 5) CVR B ARCHER
(W) Gabe Carrasco, Mark Roslan (A) Alex Arizmendi (CA) Adam Archer
The fate of two worlds lay in the hands of two heroes in Aspen’s newest series’ finale!
Elias Rivera was a weak, cowardice nobody from a boring town in Virginia. Now, all his friends are
captured, beaten, or worse, and it’s up to him to stop the maniacal Emperor Atilus from ending life
on Earth altogether. Can he find the courage for not only himself, but Sybil and the team before it’s
too late?
Aspen’s brand new action-adventure saga comes to a world-shattering conclusion from writers Mark
Roslan (BubbleGun, Broken Pieces) and Gabe Carrasco, with artist Alex Arizmendi (Edge of
Venomverse: War Stories, Secret Empire: Brave New World) as they bring us a tale of two earths in
need of two heroes! (STL089184)
24pgs, FC (5 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN231261
O/A PSYCHO BONKERS #1 (OF 5) DIRECT MARKET CVR A
(W) Vince Hernandez (A/CA) Adam Archer
Crack the speed barrier wide open in this thrilling new adventure that redefines what it means to go
full throttle!

Join Shine, a young but unyielding teenage girl, as she races to find the true story behind the tragedy
that wrecked her family, and shattered the sport of Bonk Racing to its core. Along with her trusted
technician, Gabbo, and her sentient Bonk Racer, Shiza, she will discover that learning the truth about
her future is as dangerous as the tragic past she is trying to forget!

Told in a series of five legs within the race of all races-the Super Bonk Rally, this five issue mini-series
will span amazing landscapes and death-defying terrain, as these racers go Psycho Bonkers!
(STK670891)
32pgs, FC (1 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN231262
O/A PSYCHO BONKERS #1 (OF 5) DIRECT MARKET CVR B
(W) Vince Hernandez (A) Adam Archer (CA) Mike Bowden
Crack the speed barrier wide open in this thrilling new adventure that redefines what it means to go
full throttle!

Join Shine, a young but unyielding teenage girl, as she races to find the true story behind the tragedy
that wrecked her family, and shattered the sport of Bonk Racing to its core. Along with her trusted
technician, Gabbo, and her sentient Bonk Racer, Shiza, she will discover that learning the truth about
her future is as dangerous as the tragic past she is trying to forget!

Told in a series of five legs within the race of all races-the Super Bonk Rally, this five issue mini-series
will span amazing landscapes and death-defying terrain, as these racers go Psycho Bonkers!
(STK670893)
32pgs, FC (1 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN231263
O/A PSYCHO BONKERS #2 (OF 5) DIRECT MARKET CVR B
(W) Vince Hernandez (A) Adam Archer (CA) Siya Oum
Crack the speed barrier wide open in this thrilling new adventure that redefines what it means to go
full throttle!

Following the tragic events of issue one, Shine must come to grips with the fact that, besides her
Bonk Racer and Gabbo, she is now alone. However, in the present, and a crucial leg of the Super
Bonk Rally, the team discovers that having company around can actually be far worse!

Told in a series of five legs within the race of all races-the Super Bonk Rally, this five issue mini-series
will span amazing landscapes and death-defying terrain, as these racers go completely Psycho
Bonkers! (STK673746)
32pgs, FC (2 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN231264
O/A PSYCHO BONKERS #3 (OF 5) DIRECT MARKET CVR A
(W) Vince Hernandez (A/CA) Adam Archer
Crack the speed barrier wide open in this thrilling new adventure that redefines what it means to go
full throttle!

Shine's team reaches the third leg of the Super Bonk Rally, and their competition heats up as the
desire for triumph means the racers will stop at nothing to reach victory lane-including the death of
their fellow drivers! Meanwhile, discover the truth behind Shine's ascension towards the top, and
what sacrifices she had to endure in order to make her dream a reality!

Told in a series of five legs within the race of all races-the Super Bonk Rally, this five issue mini-series
will span amazing landscapes and death-defying terrain, as these racers go completely Psycho
Bonkers! (STK676793)
32pgs, FC (3 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN231265
O/A PSYCHO BONKERS #3 (OF 5) DIRECT MARKET CVR B
(W) Vince Hernandez (A) Adam Archer (CA) Agnes Garbowska
Crack the speed barrier wide open in this thrilling new adventure that redefines what it means to go
full throttle!

Shine's team reaches the third leg of the Super Bonk Rally, and their competition heats up as the
desire for triumph means the racers will stop at nothing to reach victory lane-including the death of
their fellow drivers! Meanwhile, discover the truth behind Shine's ascension towards the top, and
what sacrifices she had to endure in order to make her dream a reality!

Told in a series of five legs within the race of all races-the Super Bonk Rally, this five issue mini-series
will span amazing landscapes and death-defying terrain, as these racers go completely Psycho
Bonkers! (STK676794)
32pgs, FC (3 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN231266
O/A PSYCHO BONKERS #4 (OF 5) DIRECT MARKET CVR A

(W) Vince Hernandez (A/CA) Adam Archer
Crack the speed barrier wide open in this thrilling new adventure that redefines what it means to go
full throttle!

As the final leg of the Super Bonk Rally fast approaches, Shine and her crew must come to grips with
the shocking reality of her past! And, even more perilous than the skeletons in her closet are the
dangers of her present-as the racers attempt to put an end to her success-once and for all!

Told in a series of five legs within the race of all races-the Super Bonk Rally, this five issue mini-series
will span amazing landscapes and death-defying terrain, as these racers go completely Psycho
Bonkers! (STK680012)
32pgs, FC (4 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN231267
O/A PSYCHO BONKERS #4 (OF 5) DIRECT MARKET CVR B
(W) Vince Hernandez (A/CA) Adam Archer
Crack the speed barrier wide open in this thrilling new adventure that redefines what it means to go
full throttle!

As the final leg of the Super Bonk Rally fast approaches, Shine and her crew must come to grips with
the shocking reality of her past! And, even more perilous than the skeletons in her closet are the
dangers of her present-as the racers attempt to put an end to her success-once and for all!

Told in a series of five legs within the race of all races-the Super Bonk Rally, this five issue mini-series
will span amazing landscapes and death-defying terrain, as these racers go completely Psycho
Bonkers! (STK680013)
32pgs, FC (4 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN231268
O/A PSYCHO BONKERS #4 (OF 5) DIRECT MARKET CVR C
(W) Vince Hernandez (A/CA) Adam Archer
Crack the speed barrier wide open in this thrilling new adventure that redefines what it means to go
full throttle!

As the final leg of the Super Bonk Rally fast approaches, Shine and her crew must come to grips with
the shocking reality of her past! And, even more perilous than the skeletons in her closet are the
dangers of her present-as the racers attempt to put an end to her success-once and for all!

Told in a series of five legs within the race of all races-the Super Bonk Rally, this five issue mini-series
will span amazing landscapes and death-defying terrain, as these racers go completely Psycho
Bonkers! (STK680014)
32pgs, FC (4 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

ASYLUM PRESS

JAN231269
FEARLESS DAWN THE BOMB #1 (OF 4) CVR A MANNION
(W/A/CA) Steve Mannion
The origin of Fearless Dawn is finally told! This is a great jumping on point for any comic book fans
who are not familiar with this funny, sexy, stumbling super-heroine. Learn how the awkward Prissy
Jones gets her super-powers and how she creates her own costume of moose elks, action gloves and
whoop-ass utility belt!. Fearless Dawn comics have always been about great art and fun frolics and
this latest offering is no exception! Artist/writer Steven Mannion whips up some of the craziest
comic book tales this side of The Goon and Mad Magazine, This comic was previously offered as the
The Bomb TPB from 2010. New art and pages have been added, and previously published pages
have been reworked. (STL259740)
7x10, 32pgs, B&W (1 of 4)

SRP: $4.99

JAN231270
FEARLESS DAWN THE BOMB #1 (OF 4) CVR A MANNION SGN ED
(W/A/CA) Steve Mannion
This Features Cover A signed by creator Steve Mannion. Comes bagged and Boarded with COA. The
origin of Fearless Dawn is finally told! This is a great jumping on point for any comic book fans who
are not familiar with this funny, sexy, stumbling super-heroine. Learn how the awkward Prissy Jones
gets her super-powers and how she creates her own costume of moose elks, action gloves and
whoop-ass utility belt!. Fearless Dawn comics have always been about great art and fun frolics and
this latest offering is no exception! Artist/writer Steven Mannion whips up some of the craziest
comic book tales this side of The GOON and MAD MAGAZINE in this brilliantly executed high octane
project FEARLESS DAWN (Origin Story), BROWNHOLE JONES (Zombie Island Party) and introduces
the R.Crumbesque JUNGLE CHICK and the DINOSAUR. (STL259745)
7x10, 32pgs, B&W (1 of 4)

SRP: $19.99

JAN231271
FEARLESS DAWN THE BOMB #1 (OF 4) CVR B MANNION
(W/A/CA) Steve Mannion
The origin of Fearless Dawn is finally told! This is a great jumping on point for any comic book fans
who are not familiar with this funny, sexy, stumbling super-heroine. Learn how the awkward Prissy
Jones gets her super-powers and how she creates her own costume of moose elks, action gloves and
whoop-ass utility belt!. Fearless Dawn comics have always been about great art and fun frolics and
this latest offering is no exception! Artist/writer Steven Mannion whips up some of the craziest
comic book tales this side of The GOON and MAD MAGAZINE in this brilliantly executed high octane
project FEARLESS DAWN (Origin Story), BROWNHOLE JONES (Zombie Island Party) and introduces
the R.Crumbesque JUNGLE CHICK and the DINOSAUR. (STL259742)
7x10, 32pgs, B&W (1 of 4)

SRP: $4.99

JAN231272
FEARLESS DAWN THE BOMB #1 (OF 4) CVR C MANNION SKETCH COVER
(W/A/CA) Steve Mannion
The origin of Fearless Dawn is finally told! This is a great jumping on point for any comic book fans
who are not familiar with this funny, sexy, stumbling super-heroine. Learn how the awkward Prissy
Jones gets her super-powers and how she creates her own costume of moose elks, action gloves and
whoop-ass utility belt!. Fearless Dawn comics have always been about great art and fun frolics and
this latest offering is no exception! Artist/writer Steven Mannion whips up some of the craziest
comic book tales this side of The GOON and MAD MAGAZINE in this brilliantly executed high octane
project FEARLESS DAWN (Origin Story), BROWNHOLE JONES (Zombie Island Party) and introduces
the R.Crumbesque JUNGLE CHICK and the DINOSAUR. (STL259743)
7x10, 32pgs, B&W (1 of 4)

SRP: $4.99

JAN231273
FEARLESS DAWN THE BOMB #1 (OF 4) CVR D MANNION
(W/A/CA) Steve Mannion
The origin of Fearless Dawn is finally told! This is a great jumping on point for any comic book fans
who are not familiar with this funny, sexy, stumbling super-heroine. Learn how the awkward Prissy
Jones gets her super-powers and how she creates her own costume of moose elks, action gloves and
whoop-ass utility belt!. Fearless Dawn comics have always been about great art and fun frolics and
this latest offering is no exception! Artist/writer Steven Mannion whips up some of the craziest
comic book tales this side of The GOON and MAD MAGAZINE in this brilliantly executed high octane
project FEARLESS DAWN (Origin Story), BROWNHOLE JONES (Zombie Island Party) and introduces
the R.Crumbesque JUNGLE CHICK and the DINOSAUR. (STL259744)
7x10, 32pgs, B&W (1 of 4)

SRP: $4.99

ATRIA BOOKS

JAN231274
RINGMASTER VINCE MCMAHON & UNMAKING OF AMERICA (C: 0-1-1)
(W) Abraham Riesman
Even if you've never watched a minute of professional wrestling, you are living in Vince McMahon's
world. In his four decades as the defining figure of American pro wrestling, McMahon was the man
behind Dwayne "The Rock" Johnson, "Stone Cold" Steve Austin, John Cena, Dave Bautista, Bret "The
Hitman" Hart, and Hulk Hogan, to name just a few of the mega-stars who owe him their careers. For
more than twenty-five years, he has also been a performer in his own show, acting as the diabolical
"Mr. McMahon"—a figure who may have more in common with the real Vince than he would care to
admit. Accessible to anyone, regardless of wrestling knowledge, Ringmaster is an unauthorized,
independent, investigative chronicle of Vince McMahon's origins and rise to supreme power.
(STL255939) (C: 0-1-1)
Biography, HC, 6x9, 464pgs, B&W

SRP: $29.99

A WAVE BLUE WORLD INC

JAN231275
TOWER #2 (OF 5) CVR A MKIZE & DALHOUSE
(W) Kelsey Barnhart, Camrus Johnson (A) ChrisCross (CA) Andrew Dalhouse, Loyiso Mkize
Time to level up! Cass, Kimi and Mac form an alliance as they work their way up the Tower. But
they're not the only ones with this idea. TEAM R.A.D. is off to a hot start, climbing to the top of the
leaderboard. And if that's not bad enough, a rogue presence has entered the game who's hunting
down the contestants one-by-one. (STL258712)
28pgs, FC (2 of 5)

SRP: $4.99

AVATAR PRESS INC

JAN231277
CROSSED HC VOL 02 FAMILY VALUES (MR)
(W) David Lapham (A) Javier Barreno (CA) Jacen Burrows
All seven issues of David Lapham's horror masterpiece of Crossed: Family Values are collected here
with a large cover gallery! In one terrifying moment, civilization crumbled. An outbreak of insanity
swept across the planet, turning millions of people into the homicidal maniacs known as "the

Crossed." But from their isolated horse ranch, the Pratt family of North Carolina remain uninfected
and defiant. Bonded together as generations of working, living, and learning together, they rely on
Joe, the family patriarch, to see them through the apocalypse. But the Pratt family has a deep, dark
secret - one that threatens to tear them apart, even under the constant threat of the murderous
hordes. See, some men are turned to Crossed, but others… others are just born evil. Eighteen yearold daughter Adaline will soon discover which breed is worse. David Lapham, the critically acclaimed
creator of the gritty STRAY BULLETS series, delivers a tale so twisted, so shocking, it more than earns
its place next to the original runaway bestseller, CROSSED VOLUME 1, by superstar writer Garth
Ennis! Available in softcover and hardcover formats, with illustrated covers by Jacen Burrows (Alan
Moore's NEONOMICON) Also available in a special Signed Hardcover by writer David Lapham that is
limited to just 1000 copies. (STK445778) (JUN110886)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 7x10, 176pgs, FC

SRP: $27.99

JAN231278
CROSSED HC VOL 03 PSYCHOPATH (MR)
(W) David Lapham (A/CA) Raulo Caceres
The long-awaited third volume of Crossed is finally here, collecting all seven issues of the Psychopath
series by David Lapham and artist Raulo Caceres! In one terrifying moment, civilization crumbled.
An outbreak of insanity swept across the planet, turning millions of people into the scarred
homicidal maniacs known as "the Crossed." For one small band of survivors, the discovery of a
starving, injured man in the desert seems like an unexpected blessing. He knows where they could
be safe: the location of the last holdout of the scientific community, where the military offers
protection and the cure to the Crossed plague is being developed. But Harold Lorre is not the savior
they hope him to be. He's a calculating, lethal man whose mind was dangerously unhinged even
before the world went mad. Surrounded by marauding hordes, their nerves shattered by unending
fear, the group fall victim to the manipulations and deadly perversions of a psychopath. Writer
David Lapham, the critically acclaimed creator of Stray Bullets, returns to the universe of Crossed
with a descent into evil so far beyond what you could possibly imagine. Available in three editions:
as a TPB or Hardcover with new covers by series artist Raulo Caceres and also a Signed Hardcover,
with a new Caceres cover, signed by writer David Lapham and limited to just 1000 copies!
(STK459303) (JAN120870)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 7x10, 176pgs, FC

SRP: $27.99

JAN231279
CROSSED HC VOL 04 BADLANDS (MR)
(W) Garth Ennis, Jamie Delano (A) Jacen Burrows, Leandro Rizzo (CA) Jacen Burrows
The best-selling Crossed collections continue here with Vol 4, collecting Crossed: Badlands #1-9. Two
tales of terror from the most vicious landscape in modern horror, written by groundbreaking graphic

novelists Garth Ennis and Jamie Delano! When the worldwide outbreak transforms most of
humanity into murderous psychopaths, the uninfected survivors are driven by desperation to the
very brink of sanity and morality. In Scotland, a young man devastated by the traumatic death of his
wife struggles to survive the roving bands of Crossed at his heels. Meanwhile, three small groups of
survivors in the marshy Florida Everglades - haunted by personal demons, driven by primal fears and
all-too-human desires - find themselves on a collision course guaranteed to leave bloody, fiery
destruction in their wake... Available with a Trade Paperback, Hard Cover, and a special Signed Hard
Cover Edition (limited to 1000 copies and signed by Garth Ennis and Jacen Burrows) all featuring
covers by Jacen Burrows! (STK473635) (AUG120846)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 7x10, 240pgs, FC

SRP: $32.99

JAN231280
CROSSED HC VOL 05 (MR)
(W) David Lapham, David Hine (A) Jacen Burrows, Eduardo Vienna (CA) Jacen Burrows
Journey back to the earliest days of the Crossed outbreak, when an outbreak of viral insanity first
plunged an unsuspecting world into darkness, in two tales scribed by the masters of modern horror,
David Lapham and David Hine! In high school, Edmund earned his nickname "Yellow Belly" by
running away and hiding whenever confronted by conflicts or fears. But when the Crossed infection
ignites at a local circus, perhaps it's that very same cowardice that will save him in the end!
Meanwhile, a group of self-centered and hedonistic college kids head to a writer's retreat to explore
their inner selves... but end up surrounded by berserk killers. What depths will they sink to in order
to survive? This volume collects Crossed: Badlands #10 - 18. (STK524613) (JAN130905)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 7x10, 240pgs, FC

SRP: $32.99

JAN231281
CROSSED HC VOL 06 (MR)
(W) Garth Ennis & Various (A) Raulo Caceres, Miguel Ruiz (CA) Raulo Caceres
In a volume that spans several eras of Crossed infection, we join three prolific writers each telling a
tale set in the horrifying misery of the world during the plague. Series creator GARTH ENNIS returns
to tell a story so big that it re-defines the way you will see the Crossed. In "The Fatal Englishman"
the last military unit in Britain faces the biggest question of them all - when do you risk eliminating
all life to stop the Crossed! SIMON SPURRIER puts us in the mind of a unique Crossed relationship,
one which sees lovers from two different worlds as they are driven apart by infection. DAVID
LAPHAM continues fan-favorite Crossed Psychopath survivor, Amanda's tale as she fights with the
rising insanity in her own mind and a group of lunatic scavengers in "The Livers." Go where other
horror survival stories fear to tread and enter the grueling world of the Crossed! This volume
collects issues #19-28 of the Crossed Badlands series. (STK616448) (JUN130812)

MATURE THEMES
HC, 7x10, 256pgs, FC

SRP: $32.99

JAN231282
CROSSED HC VOL 07 (MR)
(W) Christos N. Gage, David Lapham (A) Christian Zanier, Miguel Ruiz (CA) Christian Zanier
From the boundary-pushing world of Crossed come two master storytellers who take you into the
depraved depths of uncensored grueling survival horror. CHIRSTOS GAGE tells the tale of ultimate
betrayal as one of the survivors betrays his own kind to live among the monsters in "Quisling" with
the luscious art of Christian Zanier. DAVID LAPHAM reveals the final chapter in the trilogy of stories
digging into the deepening insanity overtaking the mind of Crossed: Psychopath survivor Amanda.
This volume of Crossed collects issues #29 - 36 of the Crossed: Badlands series. (STK625861)
(OCT130911)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 7x10, 192pgs, FC

SRP: $27.99

JAN231283
CROSSED HC VOL 08 (MR)
(W) Simon Spurrier, David Hine (A) Rafa Ortiz & Various (CA) Jacen Burrows
Two of the hottest names in horror deliver three tales of terror in this volume of vile repulsions!
SIMON SPURRIER spins the mad tale of the insane survivalist from Crossed: Wish You Were Here Jackson! And from the Badlands vault comes Spurrier's Crossed tale of hippies meet grindhouse
terror like you've never experienced in "American Quitters." Finally, an epic from the first hours of
the Crossed outbreak in Japan as DAVID HINE releases the "Gore Angels." What happens when an
abused manga artist in a traditional Japanese home must not only face grinning Crossed devils but
also the men that sexually attacked her? The result is a tale of misery and vengeance made reality!
Crossed Vol 8 TP collects issues #37 - 43 of the Crossed: Badlands series and the Crossed 2013
Annual. Also available in Hardcover. (STK632770) (JAN140903)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 7x10, 192pgs, FC

SRP: $27.99

JAN231284
CROSSED HC VOL 09 (MR)
(W) Daniel Way, Simon Spurrier (A) Emiliano Urdinola, Gabriel Andrade (CA) Gabriel Andrade
Two very different Crossed scribes open new wounds in the miserable world of the Crossed! Daniel
Way introduces a naval captain and his crew as they attempt to survive the plague of insanity
spreading across the globe in "Grave New World." He's a shrewd man and watching the monsters

has given him an insightful plan for saving those in his charge. But whether it is inspiration or
insanity, the crew still faces the gleeful misery of the Crossed. And Simon Spurrier returns to tell a
tale set in the infected outback. Todd drives a road train through the desolate Australian desert.
Before C-day he was a loser, an outcast, a fat nobody with a nobody-job. Now he's an Emperor of
the wasteland. His rig and its trailers are the safest place around: stocked to the brim with canned
food and gasoline. But his desire to have a harem who worship him opens himself up to the true
horrors of the outback. Spurrier brings his trademark flare for developing intricately flawed
characters to a story that will haunt your dreams for years to come. In a world of Crossed...there is
no hope and there is no help. There is only the Crossed. This volume collects Crossed: Badlands #44
- 49 and the Crossed Special 2013. Also available in Hardcover. (STK641131) (APR140893)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 176pgs, FC SRP: $27.99

JAN231285
CROSSED HC VOL 10 (MR)
(W) Garth Ennis (A/CA) Christian Zanier
GARTH ENNIS returns to the horrifyingly brutal world he created with a story that fans have waited
over five years for! The Crossed outbreak created a miserable grueling world of monsters that dash
out all hope of survival and ensures a terrifying end to everything in their path. For the first time,
master storyteller Garth Ennis takes you back to the early days of outbreak and delivers the
unexpected - a patient zero tale. With the outbreak spreading like wildfire across the globe, a group
of soldiers attempt to piece together how the disease spread so quickly and to reverse the horror
they see taking place in the streets. And as they struggle to catch up with events, a fleet of nucleararmed planes carry the extinction of the human race as they race towards America, with only one
British flight crew to stand in their way. No one can deliver this level of poignant horror like Garth
Ennis. In a world where there is no help and there is no hope…there is only the Crossed. Crossed
Vol 10 collects the story Thin Red Line from issues 50 - 56 of the ongoing Crossed: Badlands series.
Available as both a TPB and Hardcover. (STK651554) (AUG141060)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 176pgs, FC SRP: $27.99

JAN231286
CROSSED HC VOL 11 (MR)
(W) Justin Jordan, Simon Spurrier (A) Rafael Ortiz, Georges Duarte (CA) Christian Zanier
The Crossed universe is an unyielding nightmare vision of animal depravity and homicidal insanity.
In this volume, two of the industry's best new talents come together to tell very different stories of
despair. Simon Spurrier takes you to a picturesque environment in the English countryside with
tweeting birds, friendly vicars, crumpets and jam, and a mob of Crossed lurking near the duck pond.
No one sees Wheezy the fat asthmatic kid hiding up in the old tower but if he shows his face it will
only be the farmer's wife between him and a bloody fate. The problem is, she's Crossed too. And

newly-Crossed Justin Jordan tells his first diabolical tale as two women attempt to escape the band
of monsters out for their blood. When a mysterious unseen Samaritan helps them escape to a
sanctuary it seems as though they've found what little safety there is in the new world order. But
trusting anyone in the world of Crossed usually leads to a gut-wrenching and miserable end. Crossed
Vol 11 TP collects Crossed 2014 Annual and issues #57 - 61 of the ongoing Crossed: Badlands comic
book series. (STK660206) (NOV141004)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 160pgs, FC SRP: $27.99

JAN231287
CROSSED HC VOL 12 (MR)
(W) David Lapham (A) Francesco Manna (CA) Gabriel Andrade
Garth Ennis' world of Crossed has become the pinnacle of survival horror in fiction. David Lapham
(Stray Bullets) returns to Crossed with a crime story told both before and after the Crossed
outbreak! A father is pushed to the brink when his family is brutally tortured and killed. With only
revenge to keep him going, he becomes a monster himself with only one purpose, to find the man
that did this and make him suffer more than anyone has before. But then C-Day happened and the
world changed. Now a mystery to solve becomes one man's singular obsession to cross a sea of
maniacs and destroy a monster no matter the cost. There is no help and there is no hope. There is
only the Crossed. This volume collects issues #62 - 70 of the ongoing Crossed: Badlands series.
(STK667782) (FEB151040)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 224pgs, FC SRP: $32.99

JAN231288
CROSSED HC VOL 13 (MR)
(W) David Hine, Justin Jordan (A) Fernando Heinz, Nahuel Lopez (CA) Christian Zanier
Twisted tales master David Hine returns to the grueling world of Garth Ennis' survival horror Crossed
with a story from the early days of the outbreak. When a Japanese mobster's daughter is trapped at
a cosplay convention on C-Day, the criminals learn the hard way that in a Crossed world it doesn't
matter how tough you are…just how fast you run. And Justin Jordan locks us in our nightmares with
a visceral tale that takes us to Federal Prison. Jesse Bullock is not a good man, but a very hard man.
Down for armed robbery and assault, the only crimes they were able to prove, he has but one good
quality: he loves his cousin Otis. When they end up imprisoned at the same jail, Jesse intentionally
gets himself denied parole to make sure he's there to protect Otis, who isn't the sharpest tool in the
shed. But that job gets much harder when the Crossed spread inside those escape-proof walls! This
volume collects issues #71 - 74 of the ongoing Crossed: Badlands series and the Crossed Special
2014. (STK676243) (MAY150989)
MATURE THEMES

HC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $27.99

JAN231289
CROSSED HC VOL 14 (MR)
(W) Kieron Gillen (A) Rafa Ortiz (CA) Fernando Heinz
Kieron Gillen (Uber, Wicked & Devine) takes the horrors of the Crossed back to the ancient past
where 75,000 years ago humanity came as close as it has ever come to being purged from the Earth.
There were as few as 2000 humans remaining. This is historical fact. Why it came to this is generally
blamed on super-volcano Toba causing a minor ice-age. But that's not the full story. That is not the
history of the Homo Tortor, i.e. Man The Torturer. This empire before the beginning of time, that
sends raiding parties gathering other Homo species and enormous mega-fauna, invented cruelty,
refined domination, and perfected killing. And they think their power will last forever. There is no
help, there is no hope. There is only the Crossed. This volume collects issues #75 - 80 of the
ongoing Crossed: Badlands series. Available in paperback and hardcover editions. (STK688096)
(SEP151050)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 160pgs, FC SRP: $27.99

JAN231290
CROSSED HC VOL 15 (MR)
(W/A) Mike Wolfer (CA) Christian Zanier
Comics horror veteran Mike Wolfer writes and illustrates a powerful new chapter in the Crossed
saga! After admitting two women into their defensible stronghold atop a collapsed bridge, an uneasy
alliance of survivors discovers just how the women successfully navigated through the horrors on
the ground below. They followed the advice of their "bible," a best-selling, "survival guide" novel.
Fiction or not, the book could be the answer to saving all of their lives in the wasteland ruled by the
maniacal Crossed. But trust in the uninfected can be more dangerous than the violent urges of the
Crossed themselves. There is no help, there is no hope. There is only the Crossed. This volume
collects issues #81-86 of the ongoing Crossed: Badlands series. (STK696393) (DEC151032)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 160pgs, FC SRP: $27.99

JAN231291
CROSSED HC VOL 16 (MR)
(W) Max Bemis (A) Fernando Melek (CA) Christian Zanier
Singer and song writer Max Bemis of Say Anything spins a fresh tale of terror in the pages of Crossed:
Badlands! In a world overrun by madmen and maniacs, how can anyone hope to survive with their

sanity intact? When two brothers survive, one human, one Crossed, the family dynamic can be
heartbreaking. Siblings are a blessing and a curse. Jack discovers that a lifetime of hatred by his
troubled brother can turn into an instant of misery in a Crossed world. Three very different people
come to terms with the Crossed infection as a strange love triangle plays out once more further
fracturing the dysfunctional family dynamic between brothers. The lessons of a Crossed world are
taught in tainted blood in "Shrink" - a new terrifying story of loss and misery. There is no help, there
is no hope. There is only the Crossed. This volume collects issues #87 - 92 of the ongoing Crossed:
Badlands series. (STL004650) (MAR161124)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 160pgs, FC SRP: $27.99

JAN231292
CROSSED HC VOL 17 (MR)
(W) Christos Gage (A) Emiliano Urdinola (CA) Raulo Caceres
TV and Screenwriter Christos Gage returns to the grueling world of Garth Ennis' Crossed with a
vengeance. Fans favorite Alpha-Crossed Smokey has returned and he's on the mission he began back
in the legendary "Quisling" story arc. Driven by a powerful controlled cruelty, Smokey discovers a
survivalist bunker and forces a desperate man to help him do the unthinkable…create a new Crossed
civilization and city called "Smokeyville." But how long can even a creature like Smokey hold the
murderous Crossed to his will before they turn upon each other? It's the ultimate sociological
experiment amidst the wreckage of civilization. There is no equal to the terror and depravity within
the pages of Crossed. It is simply the most terrifying uncensored horror comic book being published.
This volume collects issues #93 - 100 of the ongoing Crossed: Badlands series. (STL020750)
(AUG161261)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 208pgs, FC SRP: $39.99

JAN231293
O/A CROSSED PLUS 100 HC VOL 02 (MR)
(W) Simon Spurrier (A) Fernando Heinz, Rafa Ortiz (CA) Gabriel Andrade
Alan Moore’s redefining of the Crossed universe 100 years in the future continues with his hand
selected successor, Crossed: Wish You Were Here scribe, Simon Spurrier. Future Tayler’s world was
devastated by the realization that one of her closest friends led to the devastation of Chooga. Now
as she helps a new town of survivors prepare for the organized attack of the evolved Crossed, she
realizes that her best efforts may not be enough. The Crossed have a plan and they are coming. No
amount of wishful fiction will prevent the conflict to come. The Crossed +100 series is a selfcontained whole new world; no prior knowledge of the Crossed series is needed. Crossed +100 Vol 2
TP contains the continuing story originally presented in issues #7 - 12 of the ongoing comic book
series. (STK699074)

MATURE THEMES
HC, 160pgs, FC SRP: $27.99

JAN231294
CROSSED PLUS 100 HC VOL 03 (MR)
(W) Simon Spurrier (A) Rafa Ortiz, Martin Tunica (CA) Christian Zanier
The future world of Alan Moore's evolved Crossed saga takes another leap forward as Crossed: Wish
You Were Here scribe, Simon Spurrier, catapults Future Taylor five more years into the uncertain
future. The world has continued to change as the Crossed have developed their own alien culture
and grand plan. Towns continue to fall and suspicions about infiltrators are at an all-time high. But
when Future finds an infected baby and decides to keep it alive, she begins to see another side to
the snapping, snarling, fury that is innate within the Crossed. This volume collects issues #13 - 18 of
Crossed +100 . (STL030641) (NOV161187)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $34.99

JAN231295
CROSSED WISH YOU WERE HERE HC VOL 01 (MR)
(W) Simon Spurrier (A) Javier Barreno (CA) Jacen Burrows
The first volume of the most popular Horror web comic is finally here! Crossedcomic.com has been
delivering weekly chapters of this blood-stained epic and now the legion of fans can finally buy it in
print! Simon Spurrier and Javier Barreno take us on a fresh journey into pain and misery with a new
batch of survivors in the brutal Crossed world. This is the story of a writer who witnessed the
downfall of London, and now finds himself in the midst of a new community, a new start, on a
barren island off the Scottish coast. Pretending, just for a while, that he's safe, that he's useful... that
he has a future. It won't last. There's no sanctuary. No fighting back. No hope. There's only the
Crossed. Available with a Trade Paperback, Hard Cover, and a special Signed Hard Cover Edition
(limited to 1000 copies and signed by Si Spurrier and Jacen Burrows) all featuring covers by Jacen
Burrows! (STK468965) (JUN120843)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 7x10, 160pgs, FC

SRP: $27.99

JAN231296
O/A CROSSED WISH YOU WERE HERE HC VOL 02 (MR)
(W) Simon Spurrier (A) Fernando Melek (CA) Jacen Burrows
Available in print for the first time! The second chapter of the brutal, apocalyptic horror series is
finally here! Written by Si Spurrier (X-Men Legacy, Silver Surfer, Extermination), this critically

acclaimed volume collects the latest arc of the weekly webcomic, ongoing at Crossedcomic.com.
Unable to bear life on the doomed island-sanctuary he calls home, manipulative writer Shaky has
tricked his way into an expedition crew: hunting supplies among the vile, violent hordes of Crossed
on mainland Scotland. But will he find what he seeks amidst the blood-stained snow - a way to
stave-off numbness; a reason to go on - or will the tough decisions of leadership and the terrors of a
Crossed world rob him of what little humanity he has left? And if he survives, what will he and his
companions find when they struggle home to the killing-shores of Cava Island? These are the
continuing excerpts from Shaky's bleak diary: the story of a community clinging to a false future in a
world overrun by infectious, sadistic fiends. There is no hope. There's only the Crossed.

*Collects the second chapter of the runaway hit web comic from www.CrossedComic.com
*Trade Paperback and Hard Cover editions, each featuring new covers by Jacen Burrows!
(STK528220)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 7x10, 160pgs, FC

SRP: $27.99

JAN231297
CROSSED WISH YOU WERE HERE HC VOL 03 (MR)
(W) Simon Spurrier (A) Fernando Melek (CA) Jacen Burrows
Manipulation, deceit, and petty politics rule the plague survivors living off the Scottish coast and
pretending their isolated island is safe from the Crossed. But every day brings them closer to a
horrible reckoning and the truth behind Shaky's past begins to reveal his hidden nature. Now the
island dreamers have met up with a society living upon a floating city of derelict boats. But the
feeling that something very bad is about to happen is palpable. And the survivors must decide if they
should trust in their new allies or treat the uninfected with as much caution as the insane Crossed
maniacs. This is the story of the search for meaning in in a world filled with homicidal lunatics. There
is no help. There is no hope. There's only the Crossed. Collects the third chapter of the runaway hit
webcomic from www.crossedcomic.com and available as a soft and hard cover. (STK628518)
(NOV130805)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 7x10, 144pgs, FC

SRP: $27.99

JAN231298
CROSSED WISH YOU WERE HERE HC VOL 04 (MR)
(W) Simon Spurrier (A) Fernando Melek (CA) Jacen Burrows
Si Spurrier unleashes the epic conclusion to the longest and most intense Crossed story ever! The
island was a safe place. Sure there were petty politics, strife, and discontent, but that was life on
Cava. Now the arrival of the American drift fleet brings true civilization back to the little paradise and

opens the eyes of the petty and the jealous. Everything they've created on the island is but a shadow
of the luxury and apparent safety the drift fleet has acquired. And what of the strange Crossed Nun
that is tied to Shaky's past? Is she a savior holding back the Crossed berserkers from their eventual
urges to pillage? Or is she a demon waiting for the moment to strike? Hell is coming for the island
survivors and no place is safe from the monsters in its wake. In a world without help and without
hope... there is only the Crossed. This volume collects the and final chapter of the hit online web
comic Crossed: Wish You Were Here. Also available in hardcover, with a new cover by Jacen
Burrows. (STK646272) (JUN140842)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $27.99

JAN231299
FREAKANGELS HC VOL 02 (MR)
(W) Warren Ellis (A/CA) Paul Duffield
Volume Two of award-winning author Warren Ellis' ongoing web comic, Freakangels, is here! his
installment collects the entire second arc of the post-apocalyptic saga into 144 gorgeous, full-color
pages. Twenty-three years ago, twelve strange children were born in England at exactly the same
moment. Six years later, the world ended. Today, eleven strange 23-year-olds are living in and
defending Whitechapel, maybe the last real settlement in flooded London. They've made a new
friend, and together they successfully defended their home from raiders - but the post-apocalyptic
drowned London that the eleven Freakangels survive in is never a safe place, and never surrounded
by friends. Night has only just fallen, but strangers already creep through Whitechapel with the
worst of intentions and the weapons to see them through. In Freakangels: Volume Two, we discover
just how bad the situation in sunken England has become, and we meet the last of the eleven
strange Freakangels. But the twelfth, sinister Mark, is still out there somewhere. Ellis' ongoing story
of a flooded London is beautifully illustrated in jaw-dropping detail by Paul Duffield, and every page
is as much a work of art as it is a compelling and multi-layered story. This second collection is also
available as a Hardcover edition with an all-new cover by series artist Paul Duffield that is limited to
just 2,000 copies, and a Dual Signed Hardcover edition, limited to only 1000 copies, signed by both
Warren Ellis and Paul Duffield! (STK392459) (MAR094093)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 7x10, 144pgs, FC

SRP: $27.99

JAN231300
O/A FREAKANGELS HC VOL 03 (MR)
(W) Warren Ellis (A/CA) Paul Duffield
Volume Three of award-winning author Warren Ellis' ongoing web comic, FREAKANGELS, is here!
This installment collects the entire third arc of the post-apocalyptic saga into 144 gorgeous, fullcolor pages. Twenty-three years ago, twelve strange children were born in England at exactly the
same moment. Six years later, the world ended. Today, eleven strange 23-year-olds are living in and

defending Whitechapel, maybe the last real settlement in flooded London. They've made a new
friend, and together they successfully defended their home from raiders--but the post-apocalyptic
drowned London that the eleven Freakangels survive in is never a safe place, and never surrounded
by friends. In FREAKANGELS: VOLUME THREE, the FreakAngels begin to address how to build their
community while a serial killer stalks in their midst. Everything almost comes crashing down around
them as one of their own breaks their most valued rule. Ellis' ongoing story of a flooded London is
beautifully illustrated in jaw-dropping detail by Paul Duffield, and every page is as much a work of art
as it is a compelling and multi-layered story. This third collection is also available as a Hardcover
edition with an all-new cover by series artist Paul Duffield that is limited to just 2000 copies, and a
Dual Signed Hardcover edition, limited to only 1000 copies, signed by both Warren Ellis and Paul
Duffield! (STK404281)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 7x10, 144pgs, FC

SRP: $27.99

JAN231301
FREAKANGELS HC VOL 04 (MR)
(W) Warren Ellis (A/CA) Paul Duffield
Volume Four of award-winning author Warren Ellis' ongoing web comic, FREAKANGELS, is here! This
installment collects the entire fourth arc of the post-apocalyptic saga into 144 gorgeous, full-color
pages. Twenty-three years ago, twelve strange children were born in England at exactly the same
moment. Six years ago, the world ended. Today, eleven strange 23-year-olds are living in and
defending Whitechapel, maybe the last real settlement in flooded London. They've made a new
friend, and together they successfully defended their home from raiders--but the post-apocalyptic
drowned London that the eleven Freakangels survive in is never a safe place, and never surrounded
by friends. In fact, there's a serial killer stalking in their midst, and one of their own has broken their
most valued rule. In FREAKANGELS: VOLUME FOUR, as the clan faces danger from nearly every
direction, it's time to really take a look at what happened six years ago. Back when there were
twelve FREAKANGELS. Back when they were all running for their lives. Because a lot of things have
changed, but maybe not as many as they thought... Ellis' ongoing story of a flooded London is
beautifully illustrated in jaw-dropping detail by Paul Duffield, and every page is as much a work of art
as it is a compelling and multi-layered story. This fourth collection is also available as a Hardcover
edition with an all-new cover by series artist Paul Duffield that is limited to just 2000 copies, and a
Dual Signed Hardcover edition, limited to only 1000 copies, signed by both Warren Ellis and Paul
Duffield! (STK416025) (APR100763)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 7x10, 144pgs, FC

SRP: $27.99

JAN231302
O/A FREAKANGELS HC VOL 05 (MR)
(W) Warren Ellis (A/CA) Paul Duffield

Volume Five of award-winning author Warren Ellis' ongoing web comic, FREAKANGELS, is here! This
installment collects the entire fourth arc of the post-apocalyptic saga into 144 gorgeous, full-color
pages. Twenty-three years ago, twelve strange children were born in England at exactly the same
moment. Six years ago, the world ended. Today, eleven strange 23-year-olds are living in and
defending Whitechapel, maybe the last real settlement in flooded London. They've made a new
friend, and together they've successfully defended their home from outside attackers, a ghost from
the past, and threats from within. In FREAKANGELS: VOLUME FIVE, everything you thought you knew
about the 'Angels is wrong. In fact, much of what *they* thought was true simply hadn't been
sufficiently examined. While Alice keeps watch over Whitechapel from the watchtower, the twelve
Freakangels -- that's right, *twelve* -- down below are forced to re-examine their lives... and their
deaths. Ellis' ongoing story of a flooded London is beautifully illustrated in jaw-dropping detail by
Paul Duffield, and every page is as much a work of art as it is a compelling and multi-layered story.
This fourth collection is also available as a Hardcover edition with an all-new cover by series artist
Paul Duffield that is limited to just 2000 copies, and a Dual Signed Hardcover edition, limited to only
1,000 copies, signed by both Warren Ellis and Paul Duffield!
MATURE THEMES (STK431317)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 7x10, 144pgs, FC

SRP: $27.99

JAN231303
FREAKANGELS HC VOL 06 (MR)
(W) Warren Ellis (A/CA) Paul Duffield
Twenty-three years ago, twelve strange children were born in England at exactly the same moment.
Six years ago, they used their psychic powers in unison and accidentally flooded the world. Today,
they live in and defend Whitechapel, perhaps the last real settlement in soggy London, from the evil
machinations of one of their own - a "FreakAngel" gone rogue. But when Mark, the bad seed,
returns and forces his old friends to expand their consciousness beyond all concepts of space and
time, they discover there's something coming… something dark and terrible beyond the borders of
Whitechapel, closing in for the kill. Writer Warren Ellis and artist Paul Duffield proudly present the
last stand of the FreakAngels in this final, gorgeous sixth volume of the 2010 Eagle Award-winning
online web comic! Available in softcover and hardcover formats, with illustrated covers by series
artist Paul Duffield. Also available as a special Signed Hardcover featuring the signatures of writer
Warren Ellis and artist Paul Duffield and limited to just 1000 copies! (STK448025) (JUL110888)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $27.99

JAN231304
WOLFSKIN HC VOL 01 (MR)
(W) Warren Ellis, Mike Wolfer (A) Gianluca Pagliarani, Juan Jose Ryp (CA) Felipe Massafera

Before history was recorded in stone and ink, some men wrote it in blood! Warren Ellis' barbarian
epic is finally collected, just in time for the new series coming late 2009! From the time before
history began, in the time when the continents were still connected by land, from the harsh climes
at the top of the world, a Northish soldier wrapped in a cape of wolfpelts walks south, into the
forests of the High Midlands that are now Europe, to find a village cut in two by travelers from the
East. Soon, he too is torn - between duty to the lives he has ruined just by finding them, and duty to
the hideous murder-god of the Northish wastes and the berserker drugs that are his sacrament...
Warren Ellis cuts loose to unleash his take on the genre fans demanded he assault with full color art
from Juan Jose Ryp and Gianluca Pagliarani! Wolfskin fuses heroic fantasy in the mode of Conan, the
Viking sagas, and samurai fiction into a single story of weird history and apocalyptic violence. This
first volume collects the original 3-issue series with art by Ryp, Annual #1 with art by Pagliarani, and
a huge cover gallery all wrapped in a stunning new painted cover by Felipe Massafera! This killer
collection is also available as a Hardcover edition with an all-new cover by Massafera that is limited
to just 1,500 copies. (STK394267) (APR090699)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 7x10, 40pgs, FC

SRP: $27.99

JAN231305
WOLFSKIN HC VOL 02 HUNDREDTH DREAM (MR)
(W) Warren Ellis, Mike Wolfer (A/CA) Gianluca Pagliarani
Before history was recorded in stone and ink, some men wrote it in blood! The entire Wolfskin:
Hundredth Dream six issue series is collected here. Wolfskin, a nomadic warrior, hopes to find a new
purpose in life after the accidental slaughter of his own tribe while in the throes of an uncontrollable
berserker rage. Hired as a guide and swordsman for a rescue mission to the volcanic ice plains, he
travels north with a band of misfits and magicians whose skills and ideology is perched between
prehistory and the advent of technology. What dreadful enemy will they face on the outskirts of
civilization, and will Wolfskin even have a place in the world should he slay it? A new heroic legend
from the darkest corridors of time, as chronicled by long-time collaborators Warren Ellis and Mike
Wolfer (Gravel) with stunning art by Gianluca Pagliarani (Crossed 3D)! (STK451840) (SEP110815)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 7x10, 160pgs, FC

SRP: $27.99

JAN231306
O/A ABSOLUTION HC VOL 01 (MR)
(W) Christos N. Gage (A) Jacen Burrows & Various (CA) Juan Jose Ryp
One of the most critically acclaimed recent superhero stories is finally collected along with all-new
material! All seven of the original issues of ABSOLUTION are here as well as a huge cover gallery and
an all-new Crime Files segment with additional information on John Dusk's allies and most feared
villains! You've seen Christos Gage's work for Marvel, Wildstorm, IDW, and others, but you've never
seen his imagination unleashed with absolutely no restrictions... untiln ow. ABSOLUTION introduces

John Dusk, a superhero in a world where they're a sanctioned arm of law enforcement. But this
veteran hero has been scarred by his exposure to man's infinite capacity for evil, and he's seen one
too many perpetrators escape justice. One day he crosses the line... lets a murderer die... and
discovers it feels good. Surrounded by sociopaths, both human and superhuman, who he knows will
prey on others if they're not stopped -- permanently -- how far will he go, knowing every step he
takes puts him further on a collision course with his teammates Alpha and The Servant, not to
mention his homicide detective girlfriend? Drawing on his experience writing for TV crime dramas
like Law & Order: SVU, and his years of acclaimed work on comics like G.I. Joe: Cobra, StormWatch:
PHD, and Avengers: The Initiative, Gage and artist Roberto Viacava bring you a riveting, no-punchespulled saga that fans of shows like The Shield and Dexter, or comics such as Powers and Sleeper,
won't be able to put down. John Dusk just wants to be forgiven... but he doesn't want to stop. This
amazing collection is also available as a Hardcover edition with an all-new cover by artist Juan Jose
Ryp that is limited to just 1,500 copies. (STK419720)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 192pgs, FC SRP: $34.99

JAN231307
O/A ALAN MOORE LIGHT OF THY COUNTENANCE HC (MR)
(W) Antony Johnston, Alan Moore (A/CA) Felipe Massafera
Alan Moore, master and magician of storytelling, tears back the veil of one of the most arcane of
enchantments -- The Magic of Television. Part grimoire, part grim invocation of things that are all too
ordinary, this beautiful 48-page novella is stunningly painted by Felipe Massafera. Maureen Cooper
is not real. She is an apparition summoned to screens, into homes, into the hearts and mind of the
viewing audience by Carol Livesly. But Carol Livesly is not the god that creates the illusions that
capture the mind and bind the soul. She is only a servant of a higher power. A higher, hungry power,
as old as the world and eternally new. As, perhaps, are we all... LIGHT OF THY COUNTENANCE, an
original and breathtaking story by Alan Moore, has been adapted to graphic novella format by
Antony Johnston preserving every word, and each page has been painstakingly painted by Felipe
Massafera to create this comics masterpiece. Available in a standard Softcover and a limited edition
Hardcover, of just 2000 copies, both with covers by Massafera. (STK384495)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 7x10, 48pgs, FC

SRP: $17.99

JAN231308
ANNA MERCURY HC VOL 01 THE CUTTER (MR)
(W) Warren Ellis (A) Jacen Burrows & Various (CA) Felipe Massafera
Warren Ellis introduces you to the sultry Anna Mercury in this collection of first action-packed series!
Dancing amid the spires of a city called New Ataraxia, there is a woman who can cloud men's minds,
leap across buildings as if weightless, unerringly fire twin automatic pistols in the most insane
conditions, and disappear in a crowded room. She fights against the political repression of an insane

technocratic society, and she comes from a place that no-one in New Ataraxia has ever heard of.
And she's got one hour to save the city from itself. A high-octane blend of The Shadow, Tomb Raider,
retro-punk science fiction and 21st-century Weird Pulp action, Anna Mercury is a headlong
adventure serial about a beautiful and mysterious spy-adventurer who is not what she seems! Anna
Mercury Volume 1 features all five of the original issues with art by all-new talent Facundo Percio as
well as a special super-sized cover gallery! Available in a standard Softcover and a limited edition
Hardcover, of just 2,000 copies, both with fully-painted covers by Felipe Massafera. (STK388852)
(JAN094013)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 7x10, 144pgs, FC

SRP: $27.99

JAN231309
O/A WARREN ELLIS BLACK GAS HC (MR)
(W) Warren Ellis (A) Max Fiumara, Ryan Waterhouse (CA) Jacen Burrows
A tiny island with an odd history sits off the east coast of North America, resting on the faultline of
the underlying tectonic plate, ignored by almost everyone. Then comes the night of the big storm,
the shift in the faultline, and the release of something foul from the Earth's core, blown across the
little town on Smoky Island. The only two people on the island outside its reach are now trapped on
a black spit of rock with a population who aren't people anymore, monsters that started eating one
another an hour ago! (STK351725)
MATURE THEMES
144pgs, FC

SRP: $27.99

JAN231310
CALIGULA HC VOL 01 (MR)
(W) David Lapham (A) German Nobile (CA) Jacen Burrows
In an age of depravity, one man's appetites horrified the entire Roman Empire... the mad emperor,
Caligula. When his family was brutally slaughtered by Caligula and his court, Junius travels to Rome
to avenge their deaths, but discovers that the emperor cannot be killed, no matter how horrific the
wound! Renamed "Felix" and admitted into Caligula's court as a pet, confidante, lover, and
biographer, the young man witnesses the worst depravity and brutality that the ancient world has to
offer: virgin blood ceremonies, rigged gladiator fights, and dinner parties where guests are randomly
slaughtered. Can Felix maintain his sanity in the face of so much horror and discover the secret
behind Caligula's mysterious supernatural power over life and death? All six issues of the first series
are collected here. The modern master of horror, David Lapham (Crossed Vol. 2: Family Values,
Stray Bullets), joins talented painter German Nobile in a descent into the darkest corners of Rome's
history. Available in three editions: as a TPB or Hardcover with covers by artist Jacen Burrows and
also a Signed Hardcover signed by writer David Lapham and limited to just 1000 copies! (STK463126)
(MAR120792)

MATURE THEMES
HC, 160pgs, FC SRP: $27.99

JAN231311
CAPTAIN SWING HC (MR)
(W) Warren Ellis (A/CA) Raulo Caceres
From the sparking-mad mind of Warren Ellis, the creator of TRANSMETROPOLITAN and PLANETARY,
comes an electrical romance of a pirate utopia thwarted! In the London of 1830, newly-minted
copper Charlie Gravel keeps seeing things he's not supposed to: a crooked Bow Street Runner with a
flintlock revolver, high-flying vessels that are not supposed to fly, and the violent Scientific
Phantasmagoria popularly known as Spring-Heeled Jack. With the coming of Captain Swing and his
Electrical Pirates, history shall never be the same! This crackling new graphic novel is illustrated by
Raulo Caceres in a stunning woodcut style, capturing the classic literary feel from days of yore.
Available in softcover and hardcover formats, with illustrated covers by Raulo Caceres. (STK449216)
(AUG110837)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $27.99

JAN231312
CHRONICLES OF WORMWOOD LAST BATTLE HC (MR)
(W) Garth Ennis (A/CA) Oscar Jimenez
Writer Garth Ennis returns to the chronicles of Danny Wormwood, a shifty yet sympathetic
television executive who also happens to be the Antichrist. Having averted his devilish father's plans
for an all-out apocalypse by eliminating God and the Devil, Danny has started to get his life back
together - reuniting with his girlfriend Maggie and drinking beers with humbled messiah Jay and
Jimmy the Talking Rabbit. But having rid Hell of its rightful lord, he now must face an even worse
successor - the fallen, corrupt Pope Jacko! Ennis, the critically acclaimed creator of PREACHER and
CROSSED, drags the whole world into the gutter with his trademark razor-sharp dialogue and biting
wit, alongside the stunning artwork by collaborator Oscar Jimenez. Available in softcover and
hardcover formats, with illustrated covers by Oscar Jimenez. (STK449229) (AUG110842)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 160pgs, FC SRP: $27.99

JAN231313
CINEMA PURGATORIO #1 EXPANDED HC (MR)
(W) Alan Moore & Various (A) Kevin O'Neil & Various (CA) Kevin O'Neill

Very few copies remain of the red-hot Deluxe Hardcover of #1, available in Previews for the first
time! Don't miss out on this exclusive Kevin O'Neill cover! Copies have been selling for upwards of
$100 on eBay, so the few we offer here will vanish quickly! This edition is not going to be reprinted
or kept in print and this amazing hardcover edition features 16 pages that were not included in the
standard edition! [please note: there is no printed cover price on this item] <Allocations May
Occur> (STL013719) (JUN161169)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 64pgs, B&W

SRP: $24.99

JAN231314
DISENCHANTED HC VOL 01 (MR)
(W) Simon Spurrier (A/CA) German Erramouspe
SIMON SPURRIER welcomes you to Vermintown! The smash-hit webcomic is collected for the first
time! Nobody gives a crap about the little people any more. Once they were the mainstay of
folklore: goblins, leprechauns, pixies, and fey. But now? Dispossessed, forgotten, doubting even their
own traditions, they've trickled into Vermintown: a vast and vile city of a million inch-tall
malcontents. Sprawling through an abandoned subway station deep beneath London, here myth has
given way to sleaze, drugs, gangland violence and interracial hatred. Vermintown is where magic
went to die. What ever happened to magic? Disenchanted answers that question with all the
ugliness of the fairy slums in this first chapter of the collected webseries disenchantedcomic.com.
(STK638309) (MAR140875)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 160pgs, FC SRP: $27.99

JAN231315
O/A DOKTOR SLEEPLESS HC VOL 01 ENGINES OF DESIRE (MR)
(W) Warren Ellis (A) Ivan Rodriguez (CA) Felipe Massafera
The revolutionary first eight issues of Warren Ellis' satirical-political science fiction novel are
collected in this deluxe trade paperback. It all begins with a simple question: Where is the Future We
Were Promised? But the man asking the question is not going to be content until he's taken apart
the very city of Heavenside to find the answer! Doktor Sleepless and his sultry and murderous Nurse
are broadcasting non-stop intrigue to a city populated with beautiful Shrieky Girls, angry Grinders,
corrupt police, and the Doktor's old flame Sing Watson, perhaps the only person who really knows
how dangerous things are about to get. This collection is the first complete story arc of this ongoing
opus by Warren Ellis, and it's an essential source for the questions, motivations and clues that
continue to unfold in the new season. You may not have your jetpack, but the good Doktor has just
the prescription you've been looking for! Also available as a Hardcover edition with an all-new cover
by master painter Felipe Massafera that is limited to just 2,000 copies! (STK377549)
MATURE THEMES

HC, 7x10, 216pgs, FC

SRP: $34.99

JAN231316
DREADFUL BEAUTY ART OF PROVIDENCE HC (MR) (C: 0-1-2)
(A/CA) Jacen Burrows
First time offered in Previews and only 1000 copies available! The amazing work of Jacen Burrows is
celebrated in this special art book! Over 15 years of amazing works are featured here, all
showcasing Burrows' original pencils and inks. Included is a complete cover gallery, from The
Courtyard to Neonomicon to Providence, as well as choice pages, designs and lots of unused, ultrarare, and unseen art! (STL072570) (DEC171167) (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 176pgs, B&W

SRP: $27.99

JAN231317
FERALS HC VOL 01 (MR)
(W) David Lapham (A/CA) Gabriel Andrade
David Lapham and Gabriel Andrade's hit horror series redefines modern werewolf mythology the
Avatar way, with violent animal ferocity and gallons of blood! Officer Dale Chesnutt is a lawman
with a big, bloody problem. Slaughtered civilians are turning up in the sleepy town of Cypress, and
the burden falls on him to end the carnage. But no sooner does he begin his investigation than he
finds himself violently drawn to a sexy, mysterious woman… and a vicious creature strikes again at
Dale's own family. Hidden among the faces on Cypress streets, unrecognizable to neighbors and
friends, a culture of werewolves dating back a thousand years has found their ancient secrets
threatened… and worth tearing their enemies to pieces for. Available with a Trade Paperback, Hard
Cover, and a special Signed Hard Cover Edition (limited to 1000 copies and signed by David Lapham)
all featuring covers by Gabriel Andrade! (STK517953) (OCT120821)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 160pgs, FC SRP: $27.99

JAN231318
GEORGE RR MARTIN FEVRE DREAM HC (MR)
(W) Daniel Abraham, George R. R. Martin (A) Rafa Lopez (CA) Felipe Massafera
From George R.R. Martin, author of the New York Times best-selling novel series A Song of Ice and
Fire, comes a moonlit tale of feuding vampire clans, death, and debauchery in the bayou! Set in 1857
along the muddy Mississippi, FEVRE DREAM introduces Abner Marsh, a remarkably ugly man who
longs to captain the fastest steamboat on the river. When a pale, mysterious gentleman named
Joshua - who keeps strange hours and stranger friends - approaches him with an offer of

partnership, Abner's dreams appear to come true... though he may have unleashed a nightmare on
the unsuspecting shores! Adapted by Hugo-nominated author Daniel Abraham and artist Rafa Lopez,
this graphic novel stays faithful to Martin's original dark vision, immersing the reader in the tortures
and joys of vampire society. Available in softcover and hardcover formats, with illustrated covers by
Felipe Massafera (Alan Moore's LIGHT OF THY COUNTENANCE). (STK443556) (MAY110863)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 7x10, 192pgs, FC

SRP: $34.99

JAN231319
IGNITION CITY HC VOL 01 (MR)
(W) Warren Ellis (A) Gianluca Pagliarani
Where did the space heroes go to die? From Warren Ellis, the writer who reinvented science fiction
in comics, in the alternate-world style of the award-winning Ministry Of Space and Aetheric
Mechanics, comes a retropunk “future of the past” where spaceships still belched smoke and
arguments were still settled with laser pistols. Grounded space pilot Mary Raven has come to the
interzone settlement in the middle of Ignition City, Earth's last spaceport, to recover the effects of
her dead father (STK408699) (DEC090685)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 7x10, 144pgs, FC

SRP: $27.99

JAN231320
O/A GRAVEL HC VOL 01 BLOODY LIARS (MR)
(W) Warren Ellis, Mike Wolfer (A) Raulo Caceres, Oscar Jimenez (CA) Oscar Jimenez
William Gravel carves a bloody path of death in his first full-color collection! Gravel Volume 1
features the first eight issues (#0-7) of this on-going series from Warren Ellis and co-writer Mike
Wolfer with art by Raulo Caceres and Oscar Jimenez, as well as a special cover gallery! Long-buried
and lost in antiquity, a unique book of magic once existed, filled with such extraordinary and arcane
spells, supernatural rites, and inherent power that its possessor would be either unequaled, or
driven irrevocably insane. Recently unearthed, the Sigsand Manuscript has been divided into six
pieces and distributed among the Minor Seven, Britain's great Occult Detectives. With the Sigsand in
their grasp, the Seven now wield more power than they were ever meant to possess - and William
Gravel is not happy about it. Once a member of their Order but unceremoniously replaced within
their ranks, the SAS Sergeant Major and Combat Magician is on a mission of revenge, redemption,
and quite possibly rebirth, as he takes on the members of the Minor Seven one-by-one. And God
help each of Gravel's former colleagues should they decide not to relinquish their sections of the
Sigsand to the one man who might have the supernatural skills and restraint to use the reconstituted
manuscript without accidentally destroying the Earth in the process. They all promised to use the
unholy power wisely, but Gravel knows they are all Bloody Liars! Available in a standard Softcover
and a limited edition Hardcover, of just 1,500 copies, both with all-new covers by Oscar Jimenez.
(STK390669)

MATURE THEMES
HC, 7x10, 192pgs, FC

SRP: $32.99

JAN231321
O/A GRAVEL HC VOL 02 THE MAJOR SEVEN (MR)
(W) Warren Ellis, Mike Wolfer (A) Jacen Burrows & Various (CA) Mike Wolfer
This second color volume of Warren Ellis’ and Mike Wolfer’s on-going adventures of Combat
Magician William Gravel is now available, collecting issues 8 through 14 of the series. After carving a
bloody path through his fellow members of the Minor Seven, the last thing Sergeant Major William
Gravel expected was to be welcomed with open arms into a much more prestigious ensemble: The
Major Seven. But enlistment as the newest recruit among the Master Magicians of England comes
with a price, and a penance. Before Gravel can fully gain acceptance within their ranks, the Major
Seven have two tasks for him. The first, to reform the Minor Seven, whom he personally crushed
with his own hands. The second, to uncover the murderer within the Major Seven who killed one of
their own, the woman whose place Gravel will fill if he completes his inaugural assignments. Trouble
is, the six remaining members of the Major Seven are just like the Minor Seven, a pack of bloody
liars. And before he's done, the seasoned Combat Magician will make it very clear to the overseers
of Britain's occult hierarchy that a penance, and a price, is not only his burden to endure. This
second collection features and all-new cover by Mike Wolfer and is also available as a Hardcover
edition with an exclusive cover by series artist Mike Wolfer that is limited to just 2000 copies.
(STK405730)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 7x10, 176pgs, FC

SRP: $27.99

JAN231322
GRAVEL HC VOL 03 LAST KING OF ENGLAND (MR)
(W) Warren Ellis, Mike Wolfer (A/CA) Mike Wolfer
It's never a dull day, being the last king of Britain's magicians, and before this bloody day is through,
Combat Magician William Gravel will be rocked to the foundations of his beliefs and powers of the
occult. After his systematic and murderous elimination of the members of both the Minor Seven and
the Major Seven, Gravel now stands supreme, but being the King is not as glamorous as it sounds.
He's reformed the Minor Seven, filling their ranks with young, working-class occult detectives, but
their powers and Gravel's own leadership skills are about to be put to the test when a twisted,
demented magician who didn't make the cut decides to show Gravel the error of passing him up for
selection. To complicate his life even further, the British Government is breathing heavily down
Gravel's neck as the body count of innocent British citizens rises. But is Downing Street's concern
solely for public safety related to Bible Jack's terrorist attacks on London, or is it something more
politically-motivated? Collecting issues 15-21 of the Gravel series, this incredible and violent chapter
in the Gravel saga completes the three-part story arc that began in GRAVEL VOLUME 1: BLOODY
LIARS and continued in GRAVEL VOLUME 2: THE MAJOR SEVEN. Available as both a soft cover and

hard cover edition, limited to 1500 copies, each with new covers by series artist Mike Wolfer.
(STK427602) (SEP100804)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 7x10, 176pgs, FC

SRP: $27.99

JAN231323
NIGHT O/T LIVING DEAD HC VOL 02 (MR)
(W) John Russo, Mike Wolfer (A) Tomas Aira, Mike Wolfer (CA) Mike Wolfer
The most horrifying night in American history continues as the next chapter of NIGHT OF THE LIVING
DEAD is revealed by writers Mike Wolfer (GRAVEL, WOLFSKIN) and John Russo, the co-writer of the
original film classic! Set on the fateful evening in 1968 when shocking reports flood the airwaves
with accounts of the dead rising up to kill theliving, officials in Washington struggle to quell the
panic-stricken public as thousands of anti-war protesters converge on Capitol Hill. With the National
Guard spread impossibly thin to deal with civilunrest, Washington is completely unprepared as an
unstoppable army of the undead brings its bloodthirsty reign of terror to the steps of the White
House! This volume collects the five issue Night of the Living Dead mini-series as well as the Holiday
Special. (STK443553) (MAY110872)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 7x10, 160pgs, FC

SRP: $27.99

JAN231324
NIGHT O/T LIVING DEAD HC VOL 03 (MR)
(W) Mike Wolfer (A) Dheeraj Verma (CA) Mike Wolfer
The most terrifying night in American history was only the beginning! The year is 1969, and though
the risen dead had ravaged the eastern seaboard a year earlier, two thousand miles of distance bring
comfort to a handful of young and carefree "weekend warriors." Eager to leave their tensions
behind, they head out into the Californian dunes for three days of hot sun, dune buggies, and skimpy
bikinis. But the pristine white sands will soon run red, as a secret even more gut-wrenching than
flesh-eating ghouls comes to light! Collecting the entire "Death Valley" story arc by horror comic
legend Mike Wolfer, with an added bonus story set in the Louisiana bayou, where the psychological
threat of the coming undead hordes pits survivor against survivor! Available in Softcover and
Hardcover editions with covers by horror veteran Mike Wolfer. (STK457177) (DEC110856)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 7x10, 160pgs, FC

JAN231325
O/A NO HERO HC (MR)

SRP: $27.99

(W) Warren Ellis (A/CA) Juan Jose Ryp
Warren Ellis and Juan Jose Ryp, the team behind the fan-favorite BLACK SUMMER, are
revolutionizing masked heroes yet again in this blockbuster epic! Dead heroes in the dirt. A killer
capable of almost supernatural tortures. Five generations of the world's only superhuman group. A
forty-year legacy of standing for the rights of freedom and safety. A young man obsessed with the
need for street justice. How much do you want to be a superhuman? How badly does he want it?
Bad enough to bring on the last days of an American legend? If he even gets to survive that long?
Forty years ago, a group of superhumans emerged in San Francisco, guided by the man whose
unique new drugs gave them their incredible powers. But the team is not the only thing that's
advanced over the years, and there are no easy victories when their luck finally begins to run out...
This huge collection features all eight issues of the series with a cover gallery under an all-new cover
by Juan Jose Ryp. This tome is also available as a Hardcover edition with an exclusive cover by series
artist Ryp that is limited to just 2000 copies and a special Dual Signed Hardcover featuring a new
cover and is signed by both writer Warren Ellis and artist Juan Jose Ryp that is limited to only 400
copies! (STK407272)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 7x10, 192pgs, FC

SRP: $27.99

JAN231326
STREETS OF GLORY HC (MR)
(W) Garth Ennis (A/CA) Mike Wolfer
Garth Ennis gives a new glory to the Old West in this blazing six-issue saga! Colonel Joseph Dunn is a
man of honor, integrity, and one of the last bastions of the old guard. Joe has lived his life both as a
soldier and a lone gun, but above all, someone that could be trusted to defend the common man
with everything in him - and, if need be, the hot steel of death. Dunn has been away from Montana
for more than 15 years, lost to all who knew him. When he comes riding back into town, Dunn still
represents the best of the past, but that era is quickly fading. It is 1899, and the world is changing,
the future is coming. There are glorious new sights on the horizon, but a few things have changed
too much, and the bad isn't to Dunn's liking. It's up to one man to make things right - a man that can
stomach the task of bodies piling up, while the streets run red with glorious blood! Ennis teams with
Mike Wolfer for this epic full-color series that promises to thrill every fan of Garth's powerful storytelling and brutal violence. Available in a standard Softcover and a limited edition Hardcover, of just
1,500 copies, both with covers by Wolfer. (STK386218) (DEC083792)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 7x10, 160pgs, FC

SRP: $27.99

JAN231327
STITCHED HC VOL 01 (MR)
(W) Garth Ennis, Mike Wolfer (A/CA) Mike Wolfer

Critically acclaimed graphic novelist Garth Ennis and Mike Wolfer unleash an all-new kind of horror
as they rip the horrors of war right from today's headlines and thrust it beyond the boundaries of
sanity. Three American soldiers, the survivors of a helicopter crash in Afghanistan, struggle across
the Taliban-controlled mountains. Injured and lacking food, water, and medicine, they discover
something far worse than enemy fighters among the sun-bleached rocks: an ancient supernatural
power, murderous and unstoppable. Despite a timely rescue by a handful of British S.A.S.
commandos, they're still hopelessly outnumbered by the shambling, ragged undead and the evil
human intelligence that controls them. Available with a Trade Paperback, Hard Cover, and a special
Signed Hard Cover Edition (limited to 500 copies and signed by Garth Ennis and Mike Wolfer) all
featuring covers by Mike Wolfer! (STK475578) (SEP120828)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 7x10, 176pgs, FC

SRP: $27.99

JAN231328
O/A SUPERGOD HC (MR)
(W) Warren Ellis (A) Garrie Gastonny (CA) Felipe Massafera
Praying to be saved by a man who can fly will get you killed! From the mind of Warren Ellis, the
creator of TRANSMETROPOLITAN and PLANETARY, comes the most horrifying superhero graphic
novel you will ever read! What if the arms race of global superpowers did not yield nuclear
stockpiles, but rather messianic beings capable of wondrous miracles and - when needed - the ability
to unleash the wrath of gods? But when the scientists, generals, and politicians built super-humans
to save the planet, no one ever imagined how their heroes would do it - or even if they'd want to.
Behold the apocalyptic tomorrow, when supermen kill us all and end the world just because we
wanted to be rescued by human-shaped things from beyond Science itself! All five issues of the
series are collected here with a cover gallery and available in softcover and hardcover formats, with
illustrated covers by Felipe Massafera (Alan Moore's LIGHT OF THY COUNTENANCE) (STK445776)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC

SRP: $27.99

JAN231329
UBER ENHANCED HC VOL 01 (MR)
(W) Kieron Gillen (A/CA) Canaan White
Uber Vol 1 debuts in monstrously huge fashion, with a collection that goes far beyond the story.
This epic tome contains Uber #0-5, the first story arc, for the first 176 pages. But then we Enhance
that with 160 pages of additional material! From behind-the-scenes interviews, scores of pages of
the original pencil art, notes from the writer on development of the story, to an epic cover gallery,
this is not to be missed. But all that extra material is only available right here, this edition of 5000
copies, and the Remarqued edition of 350 copies offered this month, are the only editions Previews
will offer. Then it's gone. This Enhanced HC will not be reprinted. Uber Vol 1 collection in
paperback will be released in 2014, with the full 176 pages of story. But none of the special back

matter offered only here. This is also a Direct Market Exclusive, the Uber Vol 1 Enhanced Hardcover
edition will not be available in book stores or on Amazon!
1945. Germany is in ruins. The war in the west can only be days away from ending. Threats of
"wunderwaffen" to be unleashed by the dying Reich have become laughable. There are no miracle
weapons here. It's over. It has to be over. It's not. There've been stories which have mixed
enhanced humans and World War II before. There's never been one like this. See super beings in a
whole new light as Gillen presents an epic original series that not only rewrites history, it redefines
the genre! Limited to 5000 copies. (STK620895) (AUG131039)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 336pgs, FC SRP: $34.99

JAN231330
O/A CROSSED HC VOL 01 ENNIS & BURROWS SGN ED (MR) (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Garth Ennis (A/CA) Jacen Burrows
Garth Ennis has pulled out all the stops to write the most depraved and twisted book of his career,
one that also may be his most poignant human drama! Crossed is Ennis’ horrifically visceral
exploration of the pure evil that humans are truly capable of indulging and collected here are all ten
heart-stopping chapters. This gut-wrenching vision is brought to vivid (and more than a little
disturbing) life by his partner in crime Jacen Burrows. Imagine, for a moment, the worst crimes
against humanity. Picture the cruelest affronts to decency. Conjure your darkest nightmares... and
then realize it could all be so much worse. When civilization crumbles in one terrifying moment;
when people are gleefully breaking into unthinkable acts of violence all around you; when everyone
you love has died screaming in agony: What do you do? There is no help. There is no hope. There is
no escape. There are only the Crossed. The Crossed collected volume is available in three editions,
all with new covers by series artist Jacen Burrows. This special Dual Signed Hardcover is signed by
both writer Garth Ennis and artist Burrows, and is limited to only 1000 copies! (STK411985) (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 7x10, 240pgs, FC

SRP: $49.99

JAN231331
O/A CROSSED HC SGN ED VOL 02 FAMILY VALUES (MR)
(W) David Lapham (A) Javier Barreno (CA) Jacen Burrows
All seven issues of David Lapham's horror masterpiece of Crossed: Family Values are collected here
with a large cover gallery! In one terrifying moment, civilization crumbled. An outbreak of insanity
swept across the planet, turning millions of people into the homicidal maniacs known as "the
Crossed." But from their isolated horse ranch, the Pratt family of North Carolina remain uninfected
and defiant. Bonded together as generations of working, living, and learning together, they rely on
Joe, the family patriarch, to see them through the apocalypse. But the Pratt family has a deep, dark
secret - one that threatens to tear them apart, even under the constant threat of the murderous

hordes. See, some men are turned to Crossed, but others… others are just born evil. Eighteen yearold daughter Adaline will soon discover which breed is worse. David Lapham, the critically acclaimed
creator of the gritty STRAY BULLETS series, delivers a tale so twisted, so shocking, it more than earns
its place next to the original runaway bestseller, CROSSED VOLUME 1, by superstar writer Garth
Ennis! Available in softcover and hardcover formats, with illustrated covers by Jacen Burrows (Alan
Moore's NEONOMICON) Also available in a special Signed Hardcover by writer David Lapham that is
limited to just 1000 copies. (STK445779)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 7x10, 176pgs, FC

SRP: $34.99

JAN231332
O/A CROSSED HC SGN ED VOL 03 PSYCHOPATH (MR)
(W) David Lapham (A/CA) Raulo Caceres
The long-awaited third volume of Crossed is finally here, collecting all seven issues of the Psychopath
series by David Lapham and artist Raulo Caceres! In one terrifying moment, civilization crumbled.
An outbreak of insanity swept across the planet, turning millions of people into the scarred
homicidal maniacs known as "the Crossed." For one small band of survivors, the discovery of a
starving, injured man in the desert seems like an unexpected blessing. He knows where they could
be safe: the location of the last holdout of the scientific community, where the military offers
protection and the cure to the Crossed plague is being developed. But Harold Lorre is not the savior
they hope him to be. He's a calculating, lethal man whose mind was dangerously unhinged even
before the world went mad. Surrounded by marauding hordes, their nerves shattered by unending
fear, the group fall victim to the manipulations and deadly perversions of a psychopath. Writer
David Lapham, the critically acclaimed creator of Stray Bullets, returns to the universe of Crossed
with a descent into evil so far beyond what you could possibly imagine. Available in three editions:
as a TPB or Hardcover with new covers by series artist Raulo Caceres and also a Signed Hardcover,
with a new Caceres cover, signed by writer David Lapham and limited to just 1000 copies!
(STK459304)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 7x10, 176pgs, FC

SRP: $34.99

JAN231333
O/A CROSSED HC SGN ED VOL 04 BADLANDS (MR)
(W) Garth Ennis, Jamie Delano (A) Jacen Burrows, Leandro Rizzo (CA) Jacen Burrows
The best-selling Crossed collections continue here with Vol 4, collecting Crossed: Badlands #1-9. Two
tales of terror from the most vicious landscape in modern horror, written by groundbreaking graphic
novelists Garth Ennis and Jamie Delano! When the worldwide outbreak transforms most of
humanity into murderous psychopaths, the uninfected survivors are driven by desperation to the
very brink of sanity and morality. In Scotland, a young man devastated by the traumatic death of his
wife struggles to survive the roving bands of Crossed at his heels. Meanwhile, three small groups of

survivors in the marshy Florida Everglades - haunted by personal demons, driven by primal fears and
all-too-human desires - find themselves on a collision course guaranteed to leave bloody, fiery
destruction in their wake... Available with a Trade Paperback, Hard Cover, and a special Signed Hard
Cover Edition (limited to 1000 copies and signed by Garth Ennis and Jacen Burrows) all featuring
covers by Jacen Burrows! (STK473636)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 7x10, 240pgs, FC

SRP: $49.99

JAN231334
O/A CROSSED HC SGN ED VOL 05 (MR)
(W) David Lapham, David Hine (A) Jacen Burrows, Eduardo Vienna (CA) Jacen Burrows
Journey back to the earliest days of the Crossed outbreak, when an outbreak of viral insanity first
plunged an unsuspecting world into darkness, in two tales scribed by the masters of modern horror,
David Lapham and David Hine! In high school, Edmund earned his nickname "Yellow Belly" by
running away and hiding whenever confronted by conflicts or fears. But when the Crossed infection
ignites at a local circus, perhaps it's that very same cowardice that will save him in the end!
Meanwhile, a group of self-centered and hedonistic college kids head to a writer's retreat to explore
their inner selves... but end up surrounded by berserk killers. What depths will they sink to in order
to survive? This volume collects Crossed: Badlands #10 - 18. (STK524614)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 7x10, 240pgs, FC

SRP: $39.99

JAN231335
O/A CROSSED WISH YOU WERE HERE SIGNED HC VOL 01 (MR)
(W) Simon Spurrier (A) Javier Barreno (CA) Jacen Burrows
The first volume of the most popular Horror web comic is finally here! Crossedcomic.com has been
delivering weekly chapters of this blood-stained epic and now the legion of fans can finally buy it in
print! Simon Spurrier and Javier Barreno take us on a fresh journey into pain and misery with a new
batch of survivors in the brutal Crossed world. This is the story of a writer who witnessed the
downfall of London, and now finds himself in the midst of a new community, a new start, on a
barren island off the Scottish coast. Pretending, just for a while, that he's safe, that he's useful... that
he has a future. It won't last. There's no sanctuary. No fighting back. No hope. There's only the
Crossed. Available with a Trade Paperback, Hard Cover, and a special Signed Hard Cover Edition
(limited to 1000 copies and signed by Si Spurrier and Jacen Burrows) all featuring covers by Jacen
Burrows!

This exclusive signed hard cover edition features the autographs of Simon Spurrier and Jacen
Burrows and is limited to just 1000 copies! (STK468966)

MATURE THEMES
HC, 7x10, 160pgs, FC

SRP: $34.99

JAN231336
O/A STITCHED SIGNED LTD HC VOL 01 (MR)
(W) Garth Ennis, Mike Wolfer (A/CA) Mike Wolfer
Critically acclaimed graphic novelist Garth Ennis and Mike Wolfer unleash an all-new kind of horror
as they rip the horrors of war right from today's headlines and thrust it beyond the boundaries of
sanity. Three American soldiers, the survivors of a helicopter crash in Afghanistan, struggle across
the Taliban-controlled mountains. Injured and lacking food, water, and medicine, they discover
something far worse than enemy fighters among the sun-bleached rocks: an ancient supernatural
power, murderous and unstoppable. Despite a timely rescue by a handful of British S.A.S.
commandos, they're still hopelessly outnumbered by the shambling, ragged undead and the evil
human intelligence that controls them. Available with a Trade Paperback, Hard Cover, and a special
Signed Hard Cover Edition (limited to 500 copies and signed by Garth Ennis and Mike Wolfer) all
featuring covers by Mike Wolfer! (STK475579)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 7x10, 176pgs, FC

SRP: $49.99

JAN231337
O/A FERALS HC VOL 01 SIGNED LTD ED (MR)
(W) David Lapham (A/CA) Gabriel Andrade
This exclusive signed hard cover edition features the autograph of David Lapham and is limited to
just 1000 copies! (STK517954)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 160pgs, FC SRP: $34.99

JAN231338
O/A UBER ENHANCED HC VOL 01 REMARQUED (MR)
(W) Kieron Gillen (A/CA) Canaan White
This edition features signatures from both Keiron Gillen and Caanan White and also a unique original
sketch from Caanan! All wrapped inside an exclusive cover, for Uber fans, it gets no better than this!
Limited to just 350 copies. <Allocations are likely> (STK620896)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 336pgs, FC SRP: $99.99

JAN231339
O/A CALIGULA HC VOL 01 SIGNED ED (MR)
(W) David Lapham (A) German Nobile (CA) Jacen Burrows
In an age of depravity, one man's appetites horrified the entire Roman Empire... the mad emperor,
Caligula. When his family was brutally slaughtered by Caligula and his court, Junius travels to Rome
to avenge their deaths, but discovers that the emperor cannot be killed, no matter how horrific the
wound! Renamed "Felix" and admitted into Caligula's court as a pet, confidante, lover, and
biographer, the young man witnesses the worst depravity and brutality that the ancient world has to
offer: virgin blood ceremonies, rigged gladiator fights, and dinner parties where guests are randomly
slaughtered. Can Felix maintain his sanity in the face of so much horror and discover the secret
behind Caligula's mysterious supernatural power over life and death? All six issues of the first series
are collected here. The modern master of horror, David Lapham (Crossed Vol. 2: Family Values,
Stray Bullets), joins talented painter German Nobile in a descent into the darkest corners of Rome's
history. Available in three editions: as a TPB or Hardcover with covers by artist Jacen Burrows and
also a Signed Hardcover signed by writer David Lapham and limited to just 1000 copies!Cover: Jacen
Burrows
Writer: David Lapham
Art: German Nobile (STK463127)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 160pgs, FC SRP: $34.99

JAN231340
O/A NIGHT O/T LIVING DEAD SGN HC VOL 01 (MR)
(W) John Russo, Mike Wolfer (A) Sebastian Fiumara, Edison George (CA) Jacen Burrows
The zombie series fans have long-demanded is collected for the first time! All eight issues of the
fully-authorized series of color comics are included here along with a horrific cover gallery! This is
the story everyone was dying to see: a prequel to the original film from the original creator and
script co-writer John Russo! Written by Russo and Mike (Gravel, Wolfskin) Wolfer this is the horror
series of the decade from the men who defined the genre! We heard the eyewitness accounts and
were shocked by the television news reports, but now for the first time we will experience the
horrifying events which led to that first Night Of The Living Dead! A strange mist brings the
unburied dead back to life, hungry for the flesh of the living! There is nowhere safe to run and no
one could possibly prepare for the onslaught of the ghouls, thirsting for human blood! This
incredible prequel to the blockbuster classic 1968 NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD film gives new insight
into many of the film's characters and locations, including horrific encounters at the farm house and
Beekman's diner and introduces us for the first time to The Cemetery Zombie, Sheriff McClellan, the
zombie girl Karen, and NOTLD hero, Ben! This terror tome is available in two editions with covers by
Jacen Burrows, a soft cover and a limited Signed Hardcover featuring the signatures of original
screenplay and series creator John Russo, co-writer Mike Wolfer, and cover artist Jacen Burrows that
is limited to just 1250 copies! (STK416035)

MATURE THEMES
HC, 7x10, 192pgs, FC

SRP: $34.99

JAN231341
O/A FREAKANGELS HC VOL 02 ELLIS & DUFFIELD SGN ED (MR)
(W) Warren Ellis (A/CA) Paul Duffield
Volume Two of award-winning author Warren Ellis' ongoing web comic, Freakangels, is here! his
installment collects the entire second arc of the post-apocalyptic saga into 144 gorgeous, full-color
pages. Twenty-three years ago, twelve strange children were born in England at exactly the same
moment. Six years later, the world ended. Today, eleven strange 23-year-olds are living in and
defending Whitechapel, maybe the last real settlement in flooded London. They've made a new
friend, and together they successfully defended their home from raiders — but the post-apocalyptic
drowned London that the eleven Freakangels survive in is never a safe place, and never surrounded
by friends. Night has only just fallen, but strangers already creep through Whitechapel with the
worst of intentions and the weapons to see them through. In Freakangels: Volume Two, we discover
just how bad the situation in sunken England has become, and we meet the last of the eleven
strange Freakangels. But the twelfth, sinister Mark, is still out there somewhere. Ellis' ongoing story
of a flooded London is beautifully illustrated in jaw-dropping detail by Paul Duffield, and every page
is as much a work of art as it is a compelling and multi-layered story. This second collection is also
available as a Hardcover edition with an all-new cover by series artist Paul Duffield that is limited to
just 2,000 copies, and a Dual Signed Hardcover edition, limited to only 1000 copies, signed by both
Warren Ellis and Paul Duffield! (STK392460)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 7x10, 144pgs, FC

SRP: $39.99

JAN231342
O/A FREAKANGELS HC VOL 03 ELLIS & DUFFIELD SGN ED (MR)
(W) Warren Ellis (A/CA) Paul Duffield
Volume Three of award-winning author Warren Ellis' ongoing web comic, FREAKANGELS, is here!
This installment collects the entire third arc of the post-apocalyptic saga into 144 gorgeous, fullcolor pages. Twenty-three years ago, twelve strange children were born in England at exactly the
same moment. Six years later, the world ended. Today, eleven strange 23-year-olds are living in and
defending Whitechapel, maybe the last real settlement in flooded London. They've made a new
friend, and together they successfully defended their home from raiders--but the post-apocalyptic
drowned London that the eleven Freakangels survive in is never a safe place, and never surrounded
by friends. In FREAKANGELS: VOLUME THREE, the FreakAngels begin to address how to build their
community while a serial killer stalks in their midst. Everything almost comes crashing down around
them as one of their own breaks their most valued rule. Ellis' ongoing story of a flooded London is
beautifully illustrated in jaw-dropping detail by Paul Duffield, and every page is as much a work of art
as it is a compelling and multi-layered story. This third collection is also available as a Hardcover
edition with an all-new cover by series artist Paul Duffield that is limited to just 2000 copies, and a

Dual Signed Hardcover edition, limited to only 1000 copies, signed by both Warren Ellis and Paul
Duffield! (STK404282)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 7x10, 144pgs, FC

SRP: $39.99

JAN231343
O/A FREAKANGELS HC VOL 04 ELLIS & DUFFIELD SGN ED (MR)
(W) Warren Ellis (A/CA) Paul Duffield
Volume Four of award-winning author Warren Ellis' ongoing web comic, FREAKANGELS, is here! This
installment collects the entire fourth arc of the post-apocalyptic saga into 144 gorgeous, full-color
pages. Twenty-three years ago, twelve strange children were born in England at exactly the same
moment. Six years ago, the world ended. Today, eleven strange 23-year-olds are living in and
defending Whitechapel, maybe the last real settlement in flooded London. They've made a new
friend, and together they successfully defended their home from raiders--but the post-apocalyptic
drowned London that the eleven Freakangels survive in is never a safe place, and never surrounded
by friends. In fact, there's a serial killer stalking in their midst, and one of their own has broken their
most valued rule. In FREAKANGELS: VOLUME FOUR, as the clan faces danger from nearly every
direction, it's time to really take a look at what happened six years ago. Back when there were
twelve FREAKANGELS. Back when they were all running for their lives. Because a lot of things have
changed, but maybe not as many as they thought... Ellis' ongoing story of a flooded London is
beautifully illustrated in jaw-dropping detail by Paul Duffield, and every page is as much a work of art
as it is a compelling and multi-layered story. This fourth collection is also available as a Hardcover
edition with an all-new cover by series artist Paul Duffield that is limited to just 2000 copies, and a
Dual Signed Hardcover edition, limited to only 1000 copies, signed by both Warren Ellis and Paul
Duffield! (STK416027)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 7x10, 144pgs, FC

SRP: $39.99

JAN231344
O/A FREAKANGELS HC VOL 05 ELLIS & DUFFIELD SGN ED (MR)
(W) Warren Ellis (A/CA) Paul Duffield
Volume Five of award-winning author Warren Ellis' ongoing web comic, FREAKANGELS, is here! This
installment collects the entire fourth arc of the post-apocalyptic saga into 144 gorgeous, full-color
pages. Twenty-three years ago, twelve strange children were born in England at exactly the same
moment. Six years ago, the world ended. Today, eleven strange 23-year-olds are living in and
defending Whitechapel, maybe the last real settlement in flooded London. They've made a new
friend, and together they've successfully defended their home from outside attackers, a ghost from
the past, and threats from within. In FREAKANGELS: VOLUME FIVE, everything you thought you knew
about the 'Angels is wrong. In fact, much of what *they* thought was true simply hadn't been
sufficiently examined. While Alice keeps watch over Whitechapel from the watchtower, the twelve

Freakangels -- that's right, *twelve* -- down below are forced to re-examine their lives... and their
deaths. Ellis' ongoing story of a flooded London is beautifully illustrated in jaw-dropping detail by
Paul Duffield, and every page is as much a work of art as it is a compelling and multi-layered story.
This fourth collection is also available as a Hardcover edition with an all-new cover by series artist
Paul Duffield that is limited to just 2000 copies, and a Dual Signed Hardcover edition, limited to only
1,000 copies, signed by both Warren Ellis and Paul Duffield!
MATURE THEMES (STK431318)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 7x10, 144pgs, FC

SRP: $39.99

JAN231345
O/A FREAKANGELS HC VOL 06 ELLIS & DUFFIELD SGN ED (MR)
(W) Warren Ellis (A/CA) Paul Duffield
Twenty-three years ago, twelve strange children were born in England at exactly the same moment.
Six years ago, they used their psychic powers in unison and accidentally flooded the world. Today,
they live in and defend Whitechapel, perhaps the last real settlement in soggy London, from the evil
machinations of one of their own – a “FreakAngel” gone rogue. But when Mark, the bad seed,
returns and forces his old friends to expand their consciousness beyond all concepts of space and
time, they discover there’s something coming… something dark and terrible beyond the borders of
Whitechapel, closing in for the kill. Writer Warren Ellis and artist Paul Duffield proudly present the
last stand of the FreakAngels in this final, gorgeous sixth volume of the 2010 Eagle Award-winning
online web comic! Available in softcover and hardcover formats, with illustrated covers by series
artist Paul Duffield. Also available as a special Signed Hardcover featuring the signatures of writer
Warren Ellis and artist Paul Duffield and limited to just 1000 copies! (STK448032)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $39.99

JAN231346
O/A IGNITION CITY HC VOL 01 DUAL SGN ED (MR) (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Warren Ellis (A/CA) Gianluca Pagliarani
Where did the space heroes go to die? From Warren Ellis, the writer who reinvented science fiction
in comics, in the alternate-world style of the award-winning Ministry Of Space and Aetheric
Mechanics, comes a retropunk “future of the past” where spaceships still belched smoke and
arguments were still settled with laser pistols. Grounded space pilot Mary Raven has come to the
interzone settlement in the middle of Ignition City, Earth's last spaceport, to recover the effects of
her dead father (STK408702) (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 7x10, 144pgs, FC

SRP: $49.99

JAN231347
O/A GRAVEL NEVER A DULL DAY SGN HC (MR)
(W) Warren Ellis, Mike Wolfer (A/CA) Mike Wolfer
It's never a dull day, being a magician. Now you can read the collected history of William Gravel in all
it's strange glory in this gigantic signed hardcover! All 24 original B&W issues of the adventures of
William Gravel are finally together in this super-sized hardcover volume! From lizard women to
armies of the undead, bad juju and worse military secrets, strange love and stranger death, this is
the ultimate Gravel collectible. As an added bonus, every single copy is signed by the amazing
creative team of Warren Ellis and Mike Wolfer, the two guys responsible for all the madness!
Collected herein are these six volumes: Strange Kiss, Stranger Kisses, Strange Killings, SK: Body
Orchard, SK: Strong Medicine, and SK: Necromancer! (STK372688)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 7x10, 576pgs, B&W SRP: $89.99

JAN231348
WARREN ELLIS ATMOSPHERICS COLOR ED SKETCH HC (MR)
(W) Warren Ellis (A/CA) Ken Meyer
Warren Ellis and painter Ken Meyer unleash a totally re-mastered and fully-painted color version of
this terrifying alien tale! She's in a hospital. Except it may be a police station. She's been
traumatized. Or she's been arrested. She's the only living witness of a cattle-mutilation style attack
on humans. Or she's a multiple killer who has a psychotic reaction to heroin use. Who may not
survive discovering who she really is? This graphic novel also features a gallery of stunning paintings
Ken Meyer produced for the series, a special section focusing on how Ken creates his work, and an
introduction by Warren Ellis! (STK455708) (NOV110759)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 48pgs, FC

SRP: $24.99

AWA

JAN231349
RED ZONE #1 (OF 4) CVR A RAHZZAH (MR)
(W) Cullen Bunn (A) Mike Deodato, Lee Loughridge (CA) Razzah
Randall Crane, an unassuming American professor of Russian and Slavic Studies at NYU, is called in
by the US government for a secret international mission back to Russia, where his long-buried
secrets come to light. When his support team of commandos is ambushed and killed, it's up to
Randall to fight his way out of Russia using his "particular set of skills." (STL259774)

MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (1 of 4)

SRP: $3.99

JAN231350
RED ZONE #1 (OF 4) CVR B DEODATO JR (MR)
(W) Cullen Bunn (A) Mike Deodato, Lee Loughridge (CA) Mike Deodato
Randall Crane, an unassuming American professor of Russian and Slavic Studies at NYU, is called in
by the US government for a secret international mission back to Russia, where his long-buried
secrets come to light. When his support team of commandos is ambushed and killed, it’s up to
Randall to fight his way out of Russia using his “particular set of skills.” (STL259775)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (1 of 4)

SRP: $3.99

JAN231351
BLACK TAPE #2 (OF 4) CVR A PANOSIAN (MR)
(W) Dan Panosian (A) Dalibor Talajic (CA) Dan Panosian
Jack King was a rock'n'roll god who projected a stage persona on par with the devil. After Jack dies
on stage, his widow, Cindy, grapples with grief and struggles to protect his legacy, unaware that she
is being surrounded by dark forces that covet the master tapes to Jack's final, unreleased album — a
heavy metal masterpiece that just might open a doorway to hell. (STL259771)
MATURE THEMES
28pgs, FC (2 of 4)

SRP: $3.99

JAN231352
BLACK TAPE #2 (OF 4) CVR B QUESADA (MR)
(W) Dan Panosian (A) Dalibor Talajic (CA) Joe Quesada
Jack King was a rock'n'roll god who projected a stage persona on par with the devil. After Jack dies
on stage, his widow, Cindy, grapples with grief and struggles to protect his legacy, unaware that she
is being surrounded by dark forces that covet the master tapes to Jack's final, unreleased album — a
heavy metal masterpiece that just might open a doorway to hell. (STL259772)
MATURE THEMES
28pgs, FC (2 of 4)

JAN231353

SRP: $3.99

BLACK TAPE #2 (OF 4) CVR C HEAVY METAL HOMAGE (MR)
(W) Dan Panosian (A) Dalibor Talajic (CA) Chris Ferguson
Jack King was a rock'n'roll god who projected a stage persona on par with the devil. After Jack dies
on stage, his widow, Cindy, grapples with grief and struggles to protect his legacy, unaware that she
is being surrounded by dark forces that covet the master tapes to Jack's final, unreleased album — a
heavy metal masterpiece that just might open a doorway to hell. (STL260995)
MATURE THEMES
28pgs, FC (2 of 4)

SRP: $3.99

JAN231355
TROJAN #3 (OF 4) (MR)
(W) Daniel Kraus (A) Marco Lesko, Laci (CA) Jeff Dekal
Once upon a time, we lived alongside Legends. Creatures of myth. Centaurs, fauns, gorgons, kelpies,
gnomes, and more. They were spectacular. Majestic. Powerful. Peaceful. Pure. In comparison, we
were ugly. Weak. Warmongering. Rotten. Is it any wonder we could not live alongside them any
longer? After driving these Legends to the fringes of society, an uglier form of mythos takes shape in
the form of rumors of live snuff shows for dark web high rollers. When a mysterious young woman,
Nessa, enlists the help of a hacker to take a tour of the grisliest corners of the Dark Web, she sets in
motion a war between those who peddle to mankind's darkest fantasies and a world that transcends
imagination. Trojan is fantasy thriller full of wonder and horror in equal measure. (STL259773)
MATURE THEMES
28pgs, FC (3 of 4)

SRP: $3.99

JAN231356
E RATIC RECHARGED TP (C: 0-1-0)
Recharge complete! The teenage hero with superpowers that only work for ten minutes a day is
back to save the world again as he navigates even more pressing perils: young love, bullies, a broken
family and the gauntlet that is high school. This time, young Oliver Leif is teamed with a barbarian
princess who claims to be from another dimension. Spinning from the pages of The Resistance, ERatic combines electric action, teen drama, and pure comics fun. (STL259776) (C: 0-1-0)
SC, 7x10, 122pgs, FC

SRP: $9.99

BAD KIDS PRESS

JAN231357
ADVENTURES OF GWF #2 CVR A IMBROGNA

(W) Bob Howard, Max Wolfman (A/CA) Bill Imbrogna
All bets are off! The Loan Shark owns the number 2 seed and The Red Menace is gonna have to go
through him to get it! But can Red stop fighting with his family long enough to make it to the match?
And if he thinks his life is a mess now, wait till he meets Quarmac the Mayhem Champ! (STL259585)
24pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN231359
KATIE BLACK DRAGON #2 CVR A SAWYER (MR)
(W) Roel Torres (A) Sean Von Gorman (CA) Jonathan Brandon Sawyer
Katie Black Dragon become a target for intergalactic law enforcement. As she gets caught up in a
high-speed chase across the stars, will she come out unscathed - or is there a fiery crash landing in
her near future? (STL259587)
MATURE THEMES
24pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN231361
NOWHERE MAN #2 (OF 10) (MR)
(W/A) Jonny Bloozit (CA) Jonny Bloozit, Guilherme Lindemberg Mendes
A mysterious oasis in the desert contains a dark secret, and Richard must learn the hard way that it
takes more than a sword and an anger management problem to be a hero. (STL259589)
MATURE THEMES
24pgs, FC (2 of 10)

SRP: $4.99

BALZER + BRAY

JAN231362
OJJA WOJJA GN (C: 0-1-1)
(W) Magdalene Visaggio (A) Jenn St-Onge
Welcome to Bolingbroke. It's a small town just like any other... or so eighth graders Val and Lanie
think. They're the best of best friends—they love the same comics, they watch the same shows, and
they're always there for each other. Which is important when you're queer, like Lanie, or on the
spectrum, like Val, and just don't seem to fit in anywhere. When a school project about their
hometown's supernatural history leads to a for-real ghost sighting, Val and Lanie realize Bolingbroke
might not be as boring as they'd always thought. But after a run-in with the resident middle school
queen bee, they decide to take things to the next level... and accidentally summon the Ojja-Wojja, a

demonic presence connected to a slew of mysterious tragedies throughout Bolingbroke's sordid
history. Now, with the whole town acting weird and nowhere left to turn, it's going to be up to Val,
Lanie, and their small group of friends to return things to normal—if "normal" is even something
they want to return to. (STL257257) (C: 0-1-1)
SC, 6x9, 192pgs, FC

SRP: $13.99

JAN231363
OJJA WOJJA HC GN (C: 0-1-1)
(W) Magdalene Visaggio (A) Jenn St-Onge
Welcome to Bolingbroke. It's a small town just like any other . . . or so eighth graders Val and Lanie
think. They’re the best of best friends—they love the same comics, they watch the same shows, and
they’re always there for each other. Which is important when you’re queer, like Lanie, or on the
spectrum, like Val, and just don’t seem to fit in anywhere.
When a school project about their hometown’s supernatural history leads to a for-real ghost
sighting, Val and Lanie realize Bolingbroke might not be as boring as they’d always thought. But after
a run-in with the resident middle school queen bee (who also happens to be Lanie’s former friend),
they decide to take things to the next level . . . and accidentally summon the Ojja-Wojja, a demonic
presence connected to a slew of mysterious tragedies throughout Bolingbroke’s sordid history.
Now all heck has broken loose. With the whole town acting weird and nowhere left to turn, it’s going
to be up to Val, Lanie, and their small group of friends to return things to normal—if “normal” is
even something they want to return to. (STL257263) (C: 0-1-1)
HC, 6x9, 192pgs, FC

SRP: $22.99

BAND OF BARDS

JAN231364
AMERICAN DREAMS #1 (OF 5) CVR A CLODFELTER & JIMENEZ
(W) Dan Kalban (A) Dody Eka (CA) Kyler Clodfelter, Marcus Jimeneze
In New York City, 1900, a Jewish immigrant, Jake Gold, works in a sweatshop by day and fights in a
gang at night. One night Thomas Edison performs a strange experiment in Central Park, unleashing
strange energy across NYC and Jake is suddenly gifted with amazing powers. His path soon crosses
with that of luminaries such as Harry Houdini, anarchist Emma Goldman, and crusading journalist
Nellie Bly. Standing against the neophyte hero are Edison, JP Morgan, and, worst of all, the occultist
leader Aleister Crowley. Can Jake rise to the occasion and protect everyone's American Dreams?
(STL259616)
22pgs, FC (1 of 5)

SRP: $4.99

JAN231365
AMERICAN DREAMS #1 (OF 5) CVR B DIAZ
(W) Dan Kalban (A) Dody Eka (CA) Netho Diaz
NYC in 1900 a Jewish immigrant, Jake Gold, works in a sweatshop by day and fights in a gang at
night. One night Thomas Edison performs a strange experiment in Central Park, unleashing strange
energy across NYC and Jake is suddenly gifted with amazing powers. His path soon crosses with that
of luminaries such as Harry Houdini, anarchist Emma Goldman, and crusading journalist Nellie Bly.
Standing against the neophyte hero are Edison, JP Morgan, and, worst of all, the occultist leader
Aleister Crowley. Can Jake rise to the occasion and protect everyone's American Dreams?
(STL259617)
22pgs, FC (1 of 5)

SRP: $4.99

JAN231367
FINAL GAMBLE #3 (OF 6)
(W) Robyn Singer (A/CA) Jorge Santiago, Jr.
Owing an enormous amount of money to a loan shark, gambling addict Danny and disgraced MMA
fighter Jasmeet are offered the chance to save themselves by winning the money they need—in a
game of poker against the loan shark. Unable to work together, the two men are easily defeated. As
a result of their defeat, the two become prisoners of The Mercury Society, a group composed of the
richest and most powerful people in the world. In this unforgiving Hell, people are forced to fight to
the death in an elite gamble for their souls. (STL259613)
24pgs, FC (3 of 6)

SRP: $4.99

JAN231368
LYCAN #1 CVR A LANDRO
(W) C.J. Hudson (A/CA) Mary Landro
A rogue pack of werewolves has been on the run for centuries. After starting new lives in a sleepy
Colorado community, living undetected among humans, their enemies have finally tracked them
down. Their idyllic suburban lives were a dream, but sometimes you can never escape your past, no
matter how hard you try. These women wanted peace, but their tormentors won't let them be. See
what happens when they unleash their long suppressed might. (STL259619)
36pgs, PC

SRP: $6.99

JAN231369
LYCAN #1 CVR B BURTON
(W) C.J. Hudson (A) Mary Landro (CA) Rio Burton

A rogue pack of werewolves has been on the run for centuries. After starting new lives in a sleepy
Colorado community, living undetected among humans, their enemies have finally tracked them
down. Their idyllic suburban lives were a dream, but sometimes you can never escape your past, no
matter how hard you try.
These women wanted peace, but their tormentors won't let them be. See what happens when they
unleash their long suppressed might. (STL259622)
36pgs, PC

SRP: $6.99

JAN231370
MONSTER & MIDWAYS #1 (OF 5) CVR A MEGERT
(W) Chuck Satterlee, Nick Goodwin (A/CA) Jeremy Megert
Monsters, Wizards, Barbarians, & Heavy Metal set in Chicago of 1976! A heavy metal guitarist in
1970s Chicago hasn't made the big time with his songs of magic, wizards, and elves. Let's see how he
does with the real thing. High stakes action & adventure set to the tune of classic heavy metal and
the best of pulp sci-fi/fantasy. (STL259623)
23pgs, FC (1 of 5)

SRP: $4.99

JAN231371
MONSTER & MIDWAYS #1 (OF 5) CVR B TEMPLESMITH
(W) Chuck Satterlee, Nick Goodwin (A) Jeremy Megert (CA) Ben Templesmith
Monsters, Wizards, Barbarians, & Heavy Metal set in Chicago of 1976! A heavy metal guitarist in
1970s Chicago hasn't made the big time with his songs of magic, wizards & elves. Let's see how he
does with the real thing. High stakes action & adventure set to the tune of classic heavy metal and
the best of pulp sci-fi/fantasy. (STL259624)
23pgs, FC (1 of 5)

SRP: $4.99

JAN231372
VIGIA #3 (OF 5) CVR A GIL (C: 0-0-1)
(W) C.J. Hudson (A/CA) Rodrigo Gil
An alien science officer, along with her companion artificial intelligence, crash land on a strange
world only to discover a long dead civilization, that isn't so dead after all. Follow Gazala and Adi as
they seek a way off of a supposedly dead planet only to be confronted by terror at every turn as they
seek to uncover the grusome secrets of the Qon. Part archeological survey, part horror, all action
packed thrill ride. (STL259614) (C: 0-0-1)
26pgs, FC (3 of 5)

SRP: $4.99

JAN231373
VIGIA #3 (OF 5) CVR B SUSCA (C: 0-0-1)
(W) C.J. Hudson (A) Rodrigo Gil (CA) Mariateresa Susca
An alien science officer, along with her companion artificial intelligence, crash land on a strange
world only to discover a long dead civilization, that isn't so dead after all. Follow Gazala and Adi as
they seek a way off of a supposedly dead planet only to be confronted by terror at every turn as they
seek to uncover the grusome secrets of the Qon. Part archeological survey, part horror, all action
packed thrill ride. (STL259615) (C: 0-0-1)
26pgs, FC (3 of 5)

SRP: $4.99

BATTLE QUEST COMICS

JAN231374
TRIDENT OF AURELIA #2 (OF 4)
(W) Lee Moyer (A) Melissa Spandri, Lee Moyer (CA) Lee Moyer, Melissa Spandri
How can Orianna and her mother's mermaid cadre retake the Labyrinth from an army of spined
monsters? And what horror awaits them in fabled Corazon? (STL259733)
32pgs, FC (2 of 4)

SRP: $4.99

BLACKBOX COMICS

JAN231375
DREAM MASTER #5 (OF 5) CVR A BARRICELLI & CURTO
(W) Jonathan Hedrick (A) LUIGI BARRICELLI (CA) LUIGI BARRICELLI, Rubin Curto
To tear down the wicked Queen of The Night's wrathful rule over the Dream World once and for all,
Dream Master must compromise the lives of several dreamers. But when his haphazard plan goes
awry, he realizes he might have placed the entire existence of the Waking World at risk. (STL259631)
SC, 32pgs, FC (5 of 5)

SRP: $4.99

JAN231376
DREAM MASTER #5 (OF 5) CVR B CARITA
(W) Jonathan Hedrick (A) LUIGI BARRICELLI (CA) Debora Carita

To tear down the wicked Queen of The Night's wrathful rule over the Dream World once and for all,
Dream Master must compromise the lives of several dreamers. But when his haphazard plan goes
awry, he realizes he might have placed the entire existence of the Waking World at risk. (STL259632)
SC, 32pgs, FC (5 of 5)

SRP: $4.99

BLACK PANEL PRESS

JAN231379
ALL TALK GN (C: 0-1-1)
(W) Bartosz Sztybor (A/CA) Akeussel
Rahim is a suburban kid like any other, a "good kid." Chilling with his boys, hearing the legends of
"Immortal Al," the greatest gangster who ever lived, it's hard not to get stars in his eyes. Rahim
starts dreaming of becoming a kingpin, idolizing his local gangsters in the hopes of climbing their
ranks. But his friends laugh: they say he's all talk, no action. Until one day, he sees an opportunity to
prove himself. (STL258598) (C: 0-1-1)
HC, 7.5x10, 128pgs, FC SRP: $29.99

BLOOD MOON COMICS LLC

JAN231380
GRIT N GEARS #4 (OF 7) CVR A NAHUEL SB
(W) Angel Fuentes (A/CA) Nahuel Sb
Maple and Marcus mourn a huge loss in their lives as they both face tragic truths. Later, in order to
save a city of hostage humans, Screw Driver makes a huge sacrifice. The battle for Steam's Eddy
begins! (STL257991)
28pgs, FC (4 of 7)

SRP: $3.99

JAN231382
HOAN OF ORCS #1 (OF 4) CVR A NAHUEL SB
(W/A/CA) Nahuel Sb
It's been too long since the first battle between Orcs and Elves. The so-called "War of a Thousand
Years" brought a dark outcome to the Orc kingdom whose inhabitants are born weaker and die
faster with each new generation. Hoan, a young Orc girl who encounters this bleak scenario, decides
to build an army to strike at the heart of the problem. In order to survive, the Orcs must once again
face the Elf empire and reclaim the rightful place they've lost in the mystic lands. (STL258003)

7x10, 32pgs, FC (1 of 4) SRP: $4.99

JAN231384
LADYDARKE #2 (OF 5) CVR A EMILIO UTRERA
(W) Erik Radvon (A) Samir Simao (CA) Emilio Utrera
Darke Beginnings continues! Laura Lenox must raid the tomb of her ancestors to complete her
training as Ladydarke, while sinister forces work to awaken a powerful new nemesis! Ghosts,
skeletons, ancient secrets, and the debut of hulking villain Bloodfyst all collide in this action-packed
second chapter of the Ladydarke saga. Can Laura handle the mantle of the darke while protecting
her family, friends, and saving Slate City from complete destruction? (STL257993)
28pgs, FC (2 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN231385
LADYDARKE #2 (OF 5) CVR B KATH LOBO
(W) Erik Radvon (A) Samir Simao (CA) Kath Lobo
DARKE BEGINNINGS CONTINUES! LAURA LENOX MUST RAID THE TOMB OF HER ANCESTORS TO
COMPLETE HER TRAINING AS LADYDARKE, WHILE SINISTER FORCES WORK TO AWAKEN A
POWERFUL NEW NEMESIS! GHOSTS, SKELETONS, ANCIENT SECRETS, AND THE DEBUT OF HULKING
VILLAIN BLOODFYST ALL COLLIDE IN THIS ACTION-PACKED SECOND CHAPTER OF THE LADYDARKE
SAGA. CAN LAURA HANDLE THE MANTLE OF THE DARKE WHILE PROTECT-ING HER FAMILY, FRIENDS,
AND SAVING SLATE CITY FROM COMPLETE DESTRUCTION? FIND OUT IN LADYDARKE #2! (STL257994)
28pgs, FC (2 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN231386
NORTHERN BLOOD #3 (OF 4) CVR A ROJO STANDARD (C: 1-0-0)
(W) Jason G. Michalski (A/CA) Antonio Rojo
All hell breaks loose in this thrilling penultimate issue! Ivar and his army of undead Vikings continue
to cut down everything that stands between them and their stolen treasure! Meanwhile, Frank and
Estrid agree to an uneasy alliance with the sinister Nazi, Der Kapitän, as they attempt to escape the
unrelenting, murderous Viking horde! (STL257995) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in Germany.
28pgs, B&W (3 of 4)

SRP: $3.99

JAN231387
NORTHERN BLOOD #3 (OF 4) CVR B ROJO FOIL VARIANT (C: 1-0-0)
(W) Jason G. Michalski (A/CA) Antonio Rojo

All hell breaks loose in this thrilling penultimate issue! Ivar and his army of undead Vikings continue
to cut down everything that stands between them and their stolen treasure! Meanwhile, Frank and
Estrid agree to an uneasy alliance with the sinister Nazi, Der Kapitän, as they attempt to escape the
unrelenting, murderous Viking horde! (STL257996) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in Germany.
28pgs, B&W (3 of 4)

SRP: $4.99

JAN231388
NORTHERN BLOOD #3 (OF 4) CVR C JOSE BAIXAULI (C: 1-0-0)
(W) Jason G. Michalski (A) Antonio Rojo (CA) Jose Baixauli
All hell breaks loose in this thrilling penultimate issue! Ivar and his army of undead Vikings continue
to cut down everything that stands between them and their stolen treasure! Meanwhile, Frank and
Estrid agree to an uneasy alliance with the sinister Nazi, Der Kapitän, as they attempt to escape the
unrelenting, murderous Viking horde! (STL257997) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in Germany.
28pgs, B&W (3 of 4)

SRP: $3.99

JAN231389
POP UP #1 (OF 4)
(W) Jon Clark (A) Matthieu Pereira (CA) Jon Clark
A brand new pop-up museum has arrived. It contains the world's most infamous and cursed
supernatural objects. For creator and starving artist Diane Strickland, this is her big break—
tomorrow is the grand opening, and she and her family must work through the night to make sure
it's all ready. But what do you get when you bring so many evil exhibits together? Absolute terror!
(STL258005)
7x10, 30pgs, FC (1 of 4) SRP: $4.99

JAN231390
STRAY SHEEP #3 (OF 5)
(W) Andrew Osbourne (A/CA) Hernan Gonzalez
A fundamental rule of the game is broken. Colson has risked his life by reaching out to another
player in an effort to connect. The price he'll pay will be too high as the game becomes deadlier each
waking moment. (STL257998)
28pgs, B&W (3 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN231391
USHER OF THE DEAD EVIL MEN DO ONESHOT CVR A (MR)

(W) Keith Rommel (A/CA) Jonnuel Ortega
Sariel is the Angel of Death. This is what happens when a serial killer becomes the target of his
scrutiny. His judgment is swift and harsh, making the killer seem tame. (STL236674)
MATURE THEMES
RES. from Previews Vol. XXXII #7 (JUL221370)
28pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN231392
USHER OF THE DEAD EVIL MEN DO ONESHOT CVR B (MR)
(W) Keith Rommel (A/CA) Jonnuel Ortega
Sariel is the Angel of Death. This is what happens when a serial killer becomes the target of his
scrutiny. His judgment is swift and harsh, making the killer seem tame. (STL258000)
MATURE THEMES
28pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

BLUE FOX COMICS

JAN231394
HEXES GN VOL 02 (MR) (C: 0-1-1)
(W) Simon Birks (A) Lyndon White & Various
Four more supernatural horror tales from the Hexiverse; a girl befriended by a creature made of
letters, a man who continually wakes up in a hotel bedroom full of guilt, a girl obsessed with beings
of light she believes took her mother and a family whose past transgressions may be finally catching
up with them. (STL258335) (C: 0-1-1)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 7x10, 136pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

JAN231395
SINNERS GN VOL 01 (MR) (C: 0-1-1)
(W) Simon Birks (A) R. H. Stewart
This morning Hope Martinez woke up dead in an abandoned building, but that was only the start of
her problems. Finding her boyfriend murdered in the hallway outside, she panics and runs, but only
as far as the car parked outside which has been sitting there, waiting patiently just for her.
(STL258337) (C: 0-1-1)

MATURE THEMES
SC, 7x10, 140pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

BOOK PALACE

JAN231396
CAPTAIN BLOOD BY RAPHAEL SABATINI HC (C: 0-1-2)
(A) Edmund Drury & Various
Four swashbuckling pirate tales from the pen of Raphael Sabatini. First published in the 1950s these
exciting comics are seeing publication for the first time in 70 years.
The artwork has been re-scanned and cleaned so the reproduction is even better than their first
appearance. Presented here are Thriller Picture Library #50 (Captain Blood, art by Edmund Drury),
Thriller Picture Library #61 (The Black Swan, art by Robert Forrest), Thriller Picture Library #84 (The
Chronicles of Captain Blood, art by Robert Forrest), and Thriller Picture Library #168 (Captain Blood
Rides Again, art by Guido Buzelli). (STL259687) (C: 0-1-2)
HC, 8x11, 264pgs, B&W SRP: $35.99

JAN231397
FRONTLINE WAR STORIES BY GINO DANTONIO HC (C: 0-1-2)
(A) Gino D'Antonio
Originally published in War Picture Library 67, 83, 168 and 281, these four stories showcase the
spectacular art of one of the most gifted artists to work in the European comics field, Gino
D'Antonio. Born in Milan in 1927, he made his comics debut at the age of 20 with the series Jesse
James. It was his work with Fleetway Publications that brought his art to an international audience
through the pages of publications such as War and Battle Picture Library as well as the short lived
War At Sea Picture Library. (STL259681) (C: 0-1-2)
HC, 8x11, 264pgs, B&W SRP: $35.99

JAN231398
LARRIGAN RIGES AGAIN HC (C: 0-1-2)
(A) Emilio Frejo, Carlos Roume
Following on from our best selling first Larrigan collection, this volume of 4 stories completes the
lone gunslinger Larrigan's adventures. Reprinting Lone Rider #14 (Rough Justice by Emilio Frejo),
Cowboy Picture Library #455 (Hate Town by Emilio Frejo), Cowboy Picture Library #459 (The Devil's
Posse by Carlos Roume), and Cowboy Picture Library #467 by Emilio Frejo. These atmospheric

western thrillers are reprinted here for the first time since their original publication in 1962.
(STL259684) (C: 0-1-2)
HC, 264pgs, B&W

SRP: $35.99

JAN231399
O/A ILLUSTRATORS SPECIAL #15 EDGAR RICE BURROUGHS 2ND PTG (C: 0(A) Various
Second printing by popular demand. Edgar Rice Burroughs' mighty Tarzan springs out of the page in
our newest illustrators Special, featuring an interview by Bill Stout with the amazing Joe Jusko as Joe
shares some of the most spectacular Tarzan art ever seen and reveals how and why these paintings
came about. This epic issue also features John Watkiss and his inspirational art for Disney's 1993
animated classic Tarzan. A reminiscent Bill Stout recalls his days working as Russ Manning's assistant.
And we explore the life and work of legendary Tarzan artist and founder of the New York School of
Visual Arts, Burne Hogarth plus artwork by Fortunino Matania. (STL198057) (C: 0-1-2)
Magazine, SC, 8x11, 96pgs, FC SRP: $45.99

JAN231400
O/A ILLUSTRATORS SPECIAL #14 ILLUS HIST OF WARREN COMIX 2ND PTG
The first print sold out in seven weeks. This issue focuses on the history of James Warren's mouldbreaking line of comic magazines that showcased the work of some of the greatest fantasy artists
and writers. Artists such as Neal Adams, Richard Corben, Reed Crandall, Steve Ditko, Frank Frazetta,
Jerry Grandenetti, Carmine Infantino, Roy Krenkel, Joe Orlando, John Severin, Kenneth Smith, Alex
Toth, Vaughn Bode, Al Williamson, Wallace Wood, Bernie Wrightson are featured along with the
writers and editors who provided the material and kept the show on the road. (STL226674) (C: 0-1-2)
Magazine, SC, 9x11, 144pgs, FC SRP: $45.99

BOUNDLESS COMICS

JAN231401
LADY DEATH LURID BAG SET (5CT) (MR) (C: 0-1-2)
(CA) Rafa Lopez
Contains: Lady Death: Fetishes Dressing, Death Goddess Premium, Pirate Queen Lethal Lady, LD/Shi
#1 Premium and Lost Souls #0 Premium. All first printings. (STL257908) (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

JAN231402
LADY DEATH ELEGANT BAG SET (5CT) (MR) (C: 0-1-2)
(CA) Juan Jose Ryp
Contains: Lady Death: Death Goddess Regal, Fetishes Lace, Blacklands #4 Ryp, LD/Shi Preview Killer
Bodies, and Wicked #1 Wrap. All first printings. (STL257906) (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

JAN231403
LADY DEATH EMPRESS BAG SET (5CT) (MR) (C: 0-1-2)
(CA) Juan Jose Ryp
Contains: Lady Death: Sacrilege #0 Art Nouveau, Abandon All Hope #4 Ryp, Pirate Queen Premium,
Dark Horizons Majestic, and Sacrilege #0 Wrap. All first printings. (STL257907) (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

JAN231404
LADY DEATH WILD BAG SET (5CT) (MR) (C: 0-1-2)
(CA) Richard Ortiz
Contains: Lady Death: Death Goddess Sneak Attack, Dark Horizons Attack, Pirate Queen Boarding
Party, LD/Shi Preview Attack, and Wicked #1/2 Ryp All first printings. (STL257911) (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

JAN231405
LADY DEATH MONARCH BAG SET (5CT) (MR) (C: 0-1-2)
(CA) Mico Suyan
Contains: Lady Death: Abandon All Hope #3 Dangerous, Death Goddess Wrap, Lost Souls #1 Battle
Ready, Pirate Queen Seafarer, and Sacrilege #0 Wrap. All first printings. (STL257910) (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

JAN231406
HELLINA SCYTHE STUNNING BAG SET (5CT) (MR) (C: 0-1-2)
(CA) Matt Martin
Contains: Hellina: Scythe #1-4 Stunning and #1 KS Fetish B covers. All first printings. (STL257903) (C:
0-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Canada.
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

JAN231407
JUNGLE FANTASY SURVIVORS #1-5 SULTRY BAG SET (5CT) (MR) (C:
(CA) Renato Camilo
Contains: Jungle Fantasy: Survivors #1-5 Sultry covers. All first printings. (STL257904) (C: 0-1-2)
NOTE: Not available in Canada.
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

JAN231408
JUNGLE FANTASY SURVIVORS #6-10 SULTRY BAG SET (5CT) (MR) (C:
(CA) Renato Camilo
Contains: Jungle Fantasy: Survivors #6-10 Sultry covers. All first printings. (STL257905) (C: 0-1-2)
NOTE: Not available in Canada.
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

JAN231409
THRESHOLD PANDORA GODDESS BAG SET (4CT) (MR) (C: 0-1-2)
(CA) Rick Lyon
Contains: Threshold (Avatar) #24, 25, 33, and 34 Pandora covers. All first printings. Some of these
20+ year old comics may have minor damage. (STL257902) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Canada.
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

BROADSWORD COMICS

JAN231410
TAROT WITCH OF THE BLACK ROSE #67 CLASSIC BUNDLE (MR) (C: 0(W/A/CA) Jim Balent
This bundle includes the first printing of the classic back issue of Tarot #67 (both cover A and cover
B), plus a wild card unsigned Jim Balent art print that features one of his Tarot characters!
(STL259695) (C: 0-0-1)
MATURE THEMES
Bundle, 32pgs, FC

SRP: $15.00

JAN231411
TAROT WITCH OF THE BLACK ROSE #132 DLX STUDIO ED (MR) (C: 0(W/A/CA) Jim Balent
This limited classic cover edition features a classic cover of Tarot #24. To set them apart from our
other variants, we're created them like giant trading cards! On the front is Jim's Betwitching art and
on the back a little history of the cover. Comes signed, bagged, and boarded with an unsigned full
color, numbered skyclad art print of the A cover of #132. (STL259691) (C: 0-0-1)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

CALIBER ENTERTAINMENT

JAN231412
BATTRON AGAINST CHARIOTS TP (C: 0-0-1)
(W/A/CA) Wayne Vansant
The military tales of the French Legionnaire soldier Battron continue! December, 1944. In Belgium's
Ardennes forest, Hitler's last gamble on the western front plays out as German Panzer units are
assaulting the long, ragged line of the U.S. 1st Army. In the village of Aufenscheidt, a rag-tag group
of Allied soldiers are persevering against these attacks. Why the Germans want the seemingly
unimportant town is a mystery. But every Allied soldier feels the pressure, including Sergeant
Battron. Separated on the battlefield from his French Legion group, Battron struggles to support
both his friend Esclaviar who wishes to return to his family, while keeping faith that these Americans
fighting by his side will hold out against the German onslaught. But as the Germans gradually crack
the outer walls and tighten the noose around the town, the ultimate cost of these assaults will be
handed out to each individual. (STL259646) (C: 0-0-1)

SC, 7x10, 120pgs, B&W SRP: $14.99

JAN231413
O/A RENFIELD TALE OF MADNESS TP
(W) Gary Reed (A) Galen Showman (CA) Vince Locke
Just in time for Universal's major motion picture release! Renfield is haunting and sophisticated story
of the bug eating inmate from Bram Stoker's classic Dracula novel. It centers on a man who is slowly
being consumed by madness because of the visions and voices that intrude upon his dreams and
nightmares. While the events from the Dracula novel swirl around him, Renfield faces his preordained task of preparing for his mysterious "master" and struggles to understand what his
"messiah" is asking of him. Renfield realizes that for beings such as Dracula to live, others must die.
This includes Mina Harker who Renfield reveres and this conflict throws Renfield into an internal
struggle of the darkness of immortality against his own humanity. And as such Renfield struggles to
grasp the overwhelming need to serve the darkness. Collects the complete Renfield comic book
series issues 1-5. (STL029583)
SC, 7x10, 196pgs, B&W SRP: $16.99

CAMERON BOOKS

JAN231414
ART OF DREAMWORKS PUSS IN BOOTS LAST WISH HC (C: 0-1-0)
(W) Ramin Zahed
DreamWorks Animation brings Puss in Boots back to the big screen, following the daring outlaw as
he risks his last life to find the fabled Wishing Star, which holds the power to restore his nine lives.
The Art of Puss in Boots: The Last Wish celebrates the studio's latest installment from the Shrek
universe, presenting hundreds of character designs and concept art from the making of the movie,
along with exclusive interviews from the writers, artists, and filmmakers who brought this story to
life. Featuring a foreword from Antonio Banderas, this insider's guide provides a glimpse into the
creative process and celebrates everyone's favorite leche-loving, swashbuckling, fear-defying feline.
(STL259759) (C: 0-1-0)
Art Book, HC, 10x11, 184pgs, PC SRP: $50.00

CANDLEWICK PRESS

JAN231415
HOOPS GN (C: 0-1-1)
(W/A) Matthew Tavares

A work of fiction inspired by a true story, Matt Tavares's debut graphic novel dramatizes the historic
struggle for gender equality in high school sports. It is 1975 in Indiana, and the Wilkins Regional High
School girls' basketball team is in their rookie season. Despite being undefeated, they practice at
night in the elementary school and play to empty bleachers. Unlike the boys' team, the Lady Bears
have no buses to deliver them to away games and no uniforms, much less a laundry service. They
make their own uniforms out of T-shirts and electrical tape. And with help from a committed female
coach, they push through to improbable victory after improbable victory. Illustrated in full color, this
story about the ongoing battle of women striving for equality in sports rings with honesty, bravery,
and heart. (STL258284) (C: 0-1-1)
SC, 6x9, 224pgs, FC

SRP: $13.99

CARTOON BOOKS

JAN231416
TUKI GN VOL 02 (OF 6) FIGHT FOR FAMILY
(W/A) Jeff Smith (CA) Jeff Smith, Tom Gaadt
Two million years ago, at the dawn of humanity, when multiple species of humans lived at the same
time, three lost children, a shaggy old timer, and an outcast missing link, fell in with an outsider
named Tuki who carried with him the secret of Fire. A rival species, the Habiline, hunt and kill
anyone found using fire. When word of the small band of misfits spreads, the new companions find
themselves under attack! (STL225972) (APR221357)
SC, 9x11, 160pgs, B&W (2 of 6) SRP: $20.00

CEX PUBLISHING

JAN231417
MISE EN PLACE ONE SHOT CVR A GOUX (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Matt Carr (A) Lane Lloyd (CA) Nicole Goux
After consuming every animal on Earth, humanity turns to the stars, enslaving, butchering and
consuming creatures from across the galaxy. But now the food is fighting back — in spectacularly
gory fashion! Tuck in your napkin for this messy, pulpy, over-the-top tale of bloody revenge. Dinner
is served! (STL259753) (C: 0-1-2)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN231418
MISE EN PLACE ONE SHOT CVR B LLOYD (C: 0-1-2)

(W) Matt Carr (A/CA) Lane Lloyd
After consuming every animal on Earth, humanity turns to the stars, enslaving, butchering and
consuming creatures from across the galaxy. But now the food is fighting back -- in spectacularly
gory fashion! Tuck in your napkin for this messy, pulpy, over-the-top tale of bloody revenge. Dinner
is served! (STL259754) (C: 0-1-2)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN231419
WARLOCK 5 OMNIBUS TP VOL 02 RETURN (MR) (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Cullen Bunn (A) Jeffrey Edwards & Various (CA) Jeffrey Edwards, Andy Poole
Five touchstone realities exist at focal points along the Grid. From each of these realities, a Warlock
is chosen to act as one of five Guardians. But somebody, or something, is killing Warlocks.
(STL214636) (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
RES. from Previews Vol. XXXI #12 (DEC211487)
HC, 7x10, 84pgs, FC

SRP: $19.95

JAN231420
SERENO #3 CVR A VECCHIO (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A/CA) Luciano Vecchio
The final pieces of the super ritual fall into place. Rise Photophobos, god of Anti-Light! In a villains'
world, Sereno is the prey, Rufián shows his true colors, and the hero's Secret Origin might hold the
key to salvation in an esoteric all-out Battle for Godhood! (STL259750) (C: 0-1-2)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN231421
SERENO #3 CVR B PAULA BOFFO (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A) Luciano Vecchio (CA) Paula Boffo
The final pieces of the super ritual fall into place. Rise Photophobos, god of Anti-Light! In a villains'
world, Sereno is the prey, Rufián shows his true colors, and the hero's Secret Origin might hold the
key to salvation in an esoteric all-out Battle for Godhood! (STL259751) (C: 0-1-2)
52pgs, FC

JAN231422

SRP: $4.99

SERENO #3 CVR C VECCHIO (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A/CA) Luciano Vecchio
The final pieces of the super ritual fall into place. Rise Photophobos, god of Anti-Light! In a villains'
world, Sereno is the prey, Rufián shows his true colors, and the hero's Secret Origin might hold the
key to salvation in an esoteric all-out Battle for Godhood! (STL259752) (C: 0-1-2)
52pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

CINEBOOK

JAN231423
NEPTUNE GN VOL 01 EPISODE 1 (C: 0-1-1)
(W/A/CA) LEO
The Worlds of Aldebaran chronicle mankind's often difficult first steps on distant worlds. Full of
fantastical alien life, human drama and believable science, it's a saga that will keep you gazing up at
the stars in wonder. After three years of study and training, Marie is now officially a member of the
UN Special Forces. But she's barely had time to celebrate her graduation that an extraordinary event
forces her to leave for her first mission: an alien ship of unknown origin has just arrived in orbit of
Earth. As no contact can be established with its crew, Marie and her team are sent to board the
vessel and investigate. (STL259728) (C: 0-1-1)
SC, 7x10, 64pgs, FC

SRP: $15.95

JAN231424
TRENT GN VOL 08 LITTLE TRENT (C: 0-1-1)
(W) Rodolphe (A/CA) LEO
While Agnes is in Europe to visit family, Trent is given a somewhat unusual mission: to escort a
woman to her father's home. Mrs. Taylor has left her husband—a man that alcohol turns horribly
violent—and is now taking their son to safety at his grandfather's, a former senator. Tasked with
protecting them, Trent takes a liking to young Jeremy, and begins to dream of his own Little Trent
with Agnes—until the father tracks them down. (STL259719) (C: 0-1-1)
SC, 48pgs, FC

SRP: $11.95

CLOVER PRESS, LLC

JAN231425
GREAT GASBY ESSENTIAL GRAPHIC NOVEL HC (C: 0-0-1)

(W) F Scott Fitzgerald (A) Jorge Coehlo (CA) Jorge Coelho
An all-new faithful and beautifully illustrated graphic novel adaptation of F. Scott Fitzgerald's classic
novel, The Great Gatsby.

Adapted by Ted Adams (The Island of Doctor Moreau) and illustrated by Jorge Coelho (Loki, Rocket
Raccoon).

Whether you already love the book or are experiencing it for the first time, we've got you covered.
It's all here, the roaring '20s in all its glory --the decadent parties, the gangsters, the car crashes, the
love triangle, and so much more. Young and old can appreciate the dedication of veteran comic
creators, Adams and Coelho, as they adapt this American classic story into the classic American art
form of comics.

"So we beat on, boats against the current, borne back ceaselessly into the past." (STL256023) (C: 0-01)
HC, 152pgs, FC SRP: $24.99

JAN231426
O/A BIKINI ATOLL HC
(W) Christophe Bec (A) Bernard Khattou
Bikini Atoll and its turquoise waters attract tourist and divers from all over the world. This celestial
paradise has not only given its name to the world's most famous bathing suit, but it was also used as
a nuclear testing ground by the United States for over 40 years. Today the island's unreachable
crevasses and impenetrable forests conceal many mysteries and dangers!
Take a relaxing weekend trip to Bikini Atoll…if you dare!
Written and illustrated by the SUNLIGHT creative team, screenwriter Christophe Bec and artist
Bernard Khattou. (STL214874)
HC, 128pgs, B&W

SRP: $24.99

JAN231427
O/A DIABLO HOUSE HC
(W) Nancy Holder & Various (A) Damien Worm
What do you want? I mean, REALLY want? Money? Sex? Power? It's all yours--for a price--in this
anthology that recalls the classic horror comics of the past.
In one of the most beautiful, most wealthy zip codes in the country lies the sleepy, sun-drenched
coastal town of La Jolla, California, and among all of this beauty stands Diablo House. It'll make your

dreams come true, if you dare. Surf-bum and host, Riley, invites us into his house of mystery and
shares the secrets of the people who let their desires come at the cost of all else.
This edition collects eight new prose stories, plus a new installment in the DIABLO HOUSE comic
series by Grady Hendrix and Damien Worm. (STL206639)
HC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $24.99

JAN231428
GOLEM OF VENICE BEACH HC
(W) Chanan Beizer (A) Nick Pitarra & Various
Eisner-award winning artists Michael Allred, Stephen R. Bissette, Jae Lee, Paul Pope, and Bill
Sienkiewicz, artist Nick Pitarra (co-creator of The Manhattan Projects), artist Vanessa Cardinali
(Image Comics' Slumber), letterer Clem Robins (Hellboy) and debut comic book writer Chanan Beizer
have teamed up to create an all-new graphic novel, The Golem of Venice Beach. This 152-page epic
about the adventures of a 400-year-old Golem spans from 16th century Europe to the horrors of
World War II to modern day Venice Beach, where the Golem becomes entangled in a war between a
gang and the police. The Golem of Venice Beach is both a riveting narrative and a celebration of
Southern California. (STL241100) (AUG221320)
HC, 8x11, 152pgs, FC

SRP: $40.00

JAN231429
SUNLIGHT GN
(W) Christophe Bec (A/CA) Bernard Khattou
At the bottom of a chasm, no one can hear you scream.
Three young friends, Kevin, Caro, and Eva, who are passionate about caving, decide to explore the
ruins of an abandoned mine. They discover, bathed in the light of dawn, a surreal setting to explore.
As soon as they enter, they take a dizzying fall through a poorly sealed well. Now trapped at the
bottom of an abyss where not a ray of light reaches, they have only one thing to do: wait for help
and survive.
Victims of their anxiety, they begin to lose their bearings. Fear and madness set in, making it
impossible to discern reality from illusion.
Sunlight tells an agonizing survival story penned by French screenwriter Christophe Bec and
illustrated by Bernard Khattou. (STL161576) (DEC211491)
SC, 6.5x10, 160pgs, B&W

COFFIN COMICS

SRP: $24.99

JAN231430
LADY DEATH NECROTIC GENESIS #2 (OF 2) CVR A BERNARD STANDARD
(W) Brian Pulido, Mike MacLean (A/CA) Diego Bernard
"World War Death!" official tie-in! Lady Death's world is upended when "white reapers" bearing her
unique DNA manifest across the globe and are labeled for execution by the nefarious HALO
Corporation, who will stop at nothing to wipe Lady Death and her "offspring" from the face of the
Earth—including summoning a murderous death god from the darkest of dimensions. Can Lady
Death and the battle-hardened War Angel Serena stop HALO from executing its despicable
extinction plan? Or will they fall victim to World War Death? (STL258851)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (2 of 2)

SRP: $5.99

JAN231431
LADY DEATH NECROTIC GENESIS #2 (OF 2) CVR B DEADLY THOUGHTS
(W) Brian Pulido, Mike MacLean (A) Diego Bernard (CA) Collette Turner
"WORLD WAR DEATH!" official tie-in! Lady Death's world is upended when "white reapers" bearing
her unique DNA manifest across the globe and are labeled for execution by the nefarious HALO
Corporation, who will stop at nothing to wipe Lady Death and her "offspring" from the face of the
Earth - including summoning a murderous death god from the darkest of dimensions.
Can Lady Death and the battle-hardened War Angel Serena stop HALO from executing its despicable
extinction plan? Or will they fall victim to - WORLD WAR DEATH?! (STL258852)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (2 of 2)

SRP: $5.99

JAN231432
LADY DEATH NECROTIC GENESIS #2 (OF 2) CVR C TUCCI PREMIUM FO
(W) Brian Pulido, Mike MacLean (A) Diego Bernard (CA) Billy Tucci
"WORLD WAR DEATH!" official tie-in! Lady Death's world is upended when "white reapers" bearing
her unique DNA manifest across the globe and are labeled for execution by the nefarious HALO
Corporation, who will stop at nothing to wipe Lady Death and her "offspring" from the face of the
Earth - including summoning a murderous death god from the darkest of dimensions.

Can Lady Death and the battle-hardened War Angel Serena stop HALO from executing its despicable
extinction plan? Or will they fall victim to - WORLD WAR DEATH?!

This premium edition, limited to quantities ordered, features intricate, cutting edge foil
enhancements! (STL258853)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (2 of 2)

SRP: $30.00

JAN231433
LADY DEATH NECROTIC GENESIS #2 (OF 2) CVR D NAUGHTY (MR)
(W) Brian Pulido, Mike MacLean (A) Diego Bernard (CA) Richard Ortiz

"WORLD WAR DEATH!" official tie-in! Lady Death's world is upended when "white reapers" bearing
her unique DNA manifest across the globe and are labeled for execution by the nefarious HALO
Corporation, who will stop at nothing to wipe Lady Death and her "offspring" from the face of the
Earth - including summoning a murderous death god from the darkest of dimensions.

Can Lady Death and the battle-hardened War Angel Serena stop HALO from executing its despicable
extinction plan? Or will they fall victim to - WORLD WAR DEATH?! (STL258854)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (2 of 2)

SRP: $40.00

JAN231435
LADY DEATH TREACHEROUS INFAMY PREMIERE ED (MR)
(W) Brian Pulido, Mike MacLean (A/CA) Diego Bernard
Lady Death has always been the bad girl. But once upon a time, she was absolutely evil. bsessed with
annihilation, the diva of death sought to snuff out the entire human race and turn the Earth into an
endless graveyard. For generations, the evil seething within the witch's soul has lay
dormant…forgotten. Until now. Witness the evil within—unleashed! Lady Death: Treacherous
Infamy - Premiere Edition contains all 48 pages of the story presented in a premium perfect bound
book! (STL258856)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 7x10, 48pgs, FC

SRP: $25.00

JAN231436
O/A LADY DEATH LINGERIE #1
(A) Various (CA) Monte Moore

Lady Death: Lingerie #1 contains 24 full-color pages of lingerie-themed Lady Death imagery by
today's hottest artists! Contributors include: Jay Anacleto, Mirka Andolfo, Jim Balent, Jenevieve
Broomall, Ceci de la Cruz, David Delanty, Chris Ehnot, Alé Garza, Paul Green, Jordan Gunderson,
David Harrigan, Sun Khamunaki, Ryan Kincaid, Mike Krome, Dawn McTeigue, Dan Mendoza, Matt
Merhoff, Monte Moore, Mostafa Moussa, Sabine Rich, Maria Laura Sanapo, Anthony Spay, Sorah
Suhng, Tevan, Jed Thomas, Jamie Tyndall, and Jesse Wichmann. Each copy comes bagged and
boarded. (STL175391)
7x10, 24pgs, FC SRP: $20.00

JAN231437
O/A LADY DEATH MASTERS #1 MIKE KROME PREMIERE ED
(W) Brian Pulido (A/CA) Mike Krome
Masters #1 Mike Krome Premiere Edition is a collectible limited edition full-color comic book that
highlights the master illustrator Mike Krome's lush and detailed Lady Death artwork over the years
at Coffin Comics! Over 24 images! Each copy comes bagged and boarded. (STL175390)
7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $20.00

COMIC SHOP NEWS INC

JAN231438
COMIC SHOP NEWS (100CT BUNDLE) #1855
Comic Shop News is comics' weekly newsletter. Each issue is full-color, 8-12 pages in length, and
features CSNsider, news, and interviews. CSN has a complete monthly checklist (complete with
PREVIEWS order numbers), plus exclusive CSN Hot Picks, "Fab Firsts," and a monthly checklist of all
the first issues for the month! (STL257864)
Tabloid, FC

SRP: PI

JAN231439
COMIC SHOP NEWS (100CT BUNDLE) #1856
Comic Shop News is comics' weekly newsletter. Each issue is full-color, 8-12 pages in length, and
features CSNsider, news, and interviews. CSN has a complete monthly checklist (complete with
PREVIEWS order numbers), plus exclusive CSN Hot Picks, "Fab Firsts," and a monthly checklist of all
the first issues for the month! (STL257865)
Tabloid, FC

JAN231440

SRP: PI

COMIC SHOP NEWS (100CT BUNDLE) #1857
Comic Shop News is comics' weekly newsletter. Each issue is full-color, 8-12 pages in length, and
features CSNsider, news, and interviews. CSN has a complete monthly checklist (complete with
PREVIEWS order numbers), plus exclusive CSN Hot Picks, "Fab Firsts," and a monthly checklist of all
the first issues for the month! (STL257866)
Tabloid, FC

SRP: PI

JAN231441
COMIC SHOP NEWS (100CT BUNDLE) #1858
Comic Shop News is comics' weekly newsletter. Each issue is full-color, 8-12 pages in length, and
features CSNsider, news, and interviews. CSN has a complete monthly checklist (complete with
PREVIEWS order numbers), plus exclusive CSN Hot Picks, "Fab Firsts," and a monthly checklist of all
the first issues for the month! (STL257867)
Tabloid, SC, FC SRP: PI

JAN231442
COMIC SHOP NEWS (100CT BUNDLE) #1859
Comic Shop News is comics' weekly newsletter. Each issue is full-color, 8-12 pages in length, and
features CSNsider, news, and interviews. CSN has a complete monthly checklist (complete with
PREVIEWS order numbers), plus exclusive CSN Hot Picks, "Fab Firsts," and a monthly checklist of all
the first issues for the month! (STL257869)
Tabloid, SC, FC SRP: PI

JAN231443
COMIC SHOP NEWS (100CT BUNDLE) SPRING PREVIEW
Comic Shop News has a treat for every comic fan suffering from those winter blahs: the Comic Shop
News Spring 2022 Preview! With eight pages of product listings and features on the Spring's biggest
events, no comic buyer will want to miss out on planning their reading when Spring fever hits!
(STL257868)
Tabloid, FC

SRP: PI

COMICSBURGH

JAN231444
BEOWULF #1 (OF 6) (C: 0-0-1)

(W) Grant Lankard (A) Antonio Brandao, Grant Lankard (CA) Ariel Medel, Saul Shavanas
A 13-year old girl learns that her cat has magic powers when they have simultaneous visions of a
dragon waking from a thousand year nap. Their plan is to seek out the reincarnation of the
legendary warrior, Beowulf, to face off against the dragon but unfortunately he's more 30something slacker than dragon slayer. (STL257927) (C: 0-0-1)
21pgs, FC (1 of 6)

SRP: $3.99

JAN231445
THE EDGE #1 (MR)
(W) Marvin Wynn (A/CA) Mark Louie Vuycankiat
Infected by the super steroid The Edge, Revenant is on a rampage to eliminate Richard
Tartabull. Can the strike team placed between them stop Revenant? Or will they all spread the
infection of The Edge further? (STL257924)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

CUTAWAY COMICS

JAN231446
PARADISE TOWERS PARADISE FOUND #4 (OF 4) CVR A BELTRAMO (C:
(W) Sean Mason (A/CA) Silvano Beltramo
Kangs with makeshift weapons. Rezzies with knitting needles. Soldiers with guns. Lots of guns. Viv-2
is desperate to save her friends and family. But with Favalan's forces hunting for her and the
Pex/Kroagnon hybrid devising his own schemes, is paradise lost? As this resourceful young Kang tries
to convince her friends to fight for their future, is this the beginning of a brave new era for Paradise
Towers… or the end? Prepare for Kang Warfare! (STL258348) (C: 0-1-1)
7x10, 32pgs, FC (4 of 4) SRP: $4.99

JAN231447
PARADISE TOWERS PARADISE FOUND #4 (OF 4) CVR B GERAGHTY (C:
(W) Sean Mason (A) Silvano Beltramo (CA) Martin Geraghty
Kangs with makeshift weapons. Rezzies with knitting needles. Soldiers with guns. Lots of guns. Viv-2
is desperate to save her friends and family. But with Favalan's forces hunting for her and the
Pex/Kroagnon hybrid devising his own schemes, is paradise lost? As this resourceful young Kang tries

to convince her friends to fight for their future, is this the beginning of a brave new era for Paradise
Towers… or the end? Prepare for Kang Warfare! (STL258349) (C: 0-1-1)
32pgs, FC (4 of 4)

SRP: $4.99

JAN231448
PARADISE TOWERS PARADISE FOUND #4 (OF 4) CVR C ROBERT HACK (
(W) Sean Mason (A) Silvano Beltramo (CA) Robert Hack
Kangs with makeshift weapons. Rezzies with knitting needles. Soldiers with guns. Lots of guns. Viv-2
is desperate to save her friends and family. But with Favalan's forces hunting for her and the
Pex/Kroagnon hybrid devising his own schemes, is paradise lost? As this resourceful young Kang tries
to convince her friends to fight for their future, is this the beginning of a brave new era for Paradise
Towers… or the end? Prepare for Kang Warfare! (STL258350) (C: 0-1-1)
32pgs, FC (4 of 4)

SRP: $4.99

DAIKAIJU

JAN231449
G FAN #139
(W/A) VARIOUS
New Toho Godzilla movie in 2023 and G-FAN has all the latest info! Plus Apple TV+ Godzilla & the
Titans and Legendary's "Godzilla 3." Truly the Age of Kaiju is upon us. Stay up to date with G-FAN,
the world's longest-running fanzine. Movie reviews, interviews, product reports, retrospectives, and
much more. (STL259642)
Magazine, SC, 8x11, 80pgs, FC SRP: $8.95

DAUNTLESS STORIES

JAN231450
PSALM FOR CHANGED (C: 0-0-1)
(W) Brent Fisher (A/CA) Salomee Luce-Antionette
From writer Brent Fisher (Color of Always, Dandy Presents Penny Dreadfuls), illustrator Salomée
Luce-Antoinette (Nubia Coronation Special, Silver Coin) and letterer DC Hopkins comes Magic! Lies!
Betrayal! Blood... and mercy. A wayward knight discovers that not all is as it seems in this short oneshot epic introduction to a world that teaches us to look beyond—and within—to seek the light of
truth. (STL258031) (C: 0-0-1)

24pgs, FC

SRP: $5.00

DEVILS DUE

JAN231451
ENCODED SPLINTERED SOULS TP (C: 0-0-1)
(W) Josh Blaylock, Mark Powers (A/CA) Jethro Morales
2055. The world runs on almost magical A.I. technology, but it came with a cost. Following a messy
war against the self-aware A.I. "AURELIUS", brought on by our own human shortcomings, humanity
must now coexist alongside the disconnected, sentient robot creators of a dead cyber-god. They
must endure never ending digital network shutdowns, triggered at random, to prevent future selfaware technology from being born, and in a world where every movement is tracked and recorded,
these "Analog Protocol" shutdowns are a great time to settle scores. Collects Volumes 1, 2, and 3 of
The Encoded comic series. (STL259701) (C: 0-0-1)
SC, 7x10, 144pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

DIAL BOOKS

JAN231452
BATPIG HC GN VOL 03 GO PIG OR GO HOME (C: 0-1-0)
(W/A/CA) Rob Harrell
In this epic graphic novel featuring the world's most heroic super-swine, Batpig's fame is growing...
and so are the supervillains he's facing at school and camp! Gary Yorkshire and his friends, Carl and
Brooklyn, are up against what might be their scariest missions yet: Magical, presidential sharks and
summer camp! First there's the sudden appearance of Sharkraham Lincoln (Half shark! Half 16th
President!), who sets off a major test cheating scandal. And then at Camp Moldy Snout (not a great
start!), Gary's hoping for a laid back, chill summer with his friends, but shifting friendship dynamics
make that harder than expected... and so does the grumpy lake monster. Will Batpig ever catch a
break to just relax and enjoy a tasty sandwich? (STL256197) (C: 0-1-0)
HC, 6x9, 240pgs, FC

SRP: $14.99

DISNEY EDITIONS

JAN231453
STORY OF DISNEY 100 YEARS OF WONDER HC (C: 0-1-0)
(W) John Baxter, Bruce Steele

The Walt Disney Company honors its 100th anniversary in 2023. As part of the festivities, this musthave coffee table book showcases the company's history and rich legacy—past, present, and
future—through vibrant voices and rare Disney concept art and photographs. On October 16, 1923,
Walt Disney and his brother Roy founded what we now know to be The Walt Disney Company.
Walt's passion and vision continues to inspire creative development across the company. As the
official companion to the touring exhibition by Walt Disney Archives and SC Exhibitions, this
gorgeous coffee table book serves as a treasure trove for pop culture enthusiasts, artists, art
collectors, and Disney fans. (STL257445) (C: 0-1-0)
Reference Book, HC, 9x11, 304pgs, FC

SRP: $60.00

DISNEY LUCASFILM PRESS

JAN231454
WORLD OF READING LEVEL 2 STAR WARS BATTLE OF ENDOR SC (C: 0Relive the excitement of Star Wars: Return of the Jedi! On the Forest Moon of Endor, rebel heroes
Luke Skywalker, Princess Leia and Han Solo meet the Ewoks, furry beings who are as fierce as they
are cuddly! The Ewoks help Han and Leia in their mission to blow up the shield bunker that protects
the second Death Star, while Luke faces Darth Vader and the Emperor in a final battle! (STL257466)
(C: 0-1-0)
Beginning Reader, SC, 6x9, 32pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

DK PUBLISHING

JAN231455
DUNGEONS & DRAGONS LEGEND OF DRIZZT VISUAL DICTIONARY (C: 1(W) Michael Witwer
The Forgotten Realms offer D&D players an endless array of secrets to uncover, foes to fight, and
treasures to be taken. But there is one name that has always stood out from the rest: Drizzt. Drizzt
Do'urden. This legendary drow elf ranger has been adventuring across the Forgotten Realms for
decades, whether through New York Times-bestselling fantasy novels or award-winning video
games. Now Drizzt will take readers on a spectacular journey through his world. From the glaciers of
Icewind Dale to the teeming cities of the Sword Coast, and the sinister shadows of the Underdark to
the chambers of Mithral Hall, fans can explore the Realms through Drizzt's eyes as never before with
this immersive, extraordinary guide to their favorite fantasy setting. (STL256220) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE:
Not available in England & Ireland
Reference Book, HC, 10x12, 200pgs, FC SRP: $30.00

JAN231456

POKEMON ASHS ATLAS SC (C: 1-1-0)
(W) Glen Dakin & Various
Join Ash on a journey through the Pokémon world, meeting new friends and
Pokémon along the way! Travel the eight known regions of the Pokémon World like never: uncover
hidden villages in Kanto region, surf the tropical Alola region's waves, and explore castles in the
historic Galar region. Discover the must see. Check out reviews and what to pack—and of course,
meet the amazing variety of Pokémon that live there. With Ash as your guide, giving his top tips to
see and do in each region, Ash's Guide to the Pokémon Regions has everything you need to know to
enjoy your Pokémon trip! (STL256198) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US
territories.
Reference Book, SC, 7x9, 224pgs, FC

SRP: $14.99

DRAWN & QUARTERLY

JAN231457
NEJISHIKI GN (MR) (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A/CA) Yoshiharu Tsuge
Nejishiki unveils the most iconic scenes from Yoshiharu Tsuge's highly respected body of work
alongside his most beloved stories. A cornerstone of Japan's legendary 1960s counterculture that
galvanized avant-garde manga and comics criticism, the title story follows an injured young man as
he wanders through a village of strangers in search of emotional and physical release. Throughout
Nejishiki, Tsuge's stories push boundaries, abruptly crossing the threshold of conventional
storytelling. (STL259731) (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 6x9, 284pgs, B&W SRP: $24.95

JAN231458
WORK LIFE BALANCE TP (MR) (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A/CA) Aisha Franz
To achieve the proper work-life balance perhaps we just need the right therapist to coach us
through our day-to-day. Anita, Sandra, and Dex have ambitions but don't know how to achieve. As
the pressure for self-improvement builds, they end up looking to the same whimsical therapist who
is prone to malpractice for answers. (STL259730) (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 5x7, 256pgs, FC

SRP: $24.95

JAN231459
O/A BIRDS OF MAINE HC (MR)
(W/A/CA) Michael DeForge
Long after the demise of humankind, birds roam freely around a new earth complete with fruitful
trees, sophisticated fungal networks, and an enviable socialist order. The universal worm feeds all,
there are no weekends, and economics is as fantastical a study as unicorn psychology. Michael
DeForge's post-apocalyptic reality brings together the author's quintessential deadpan humor,
surrealist imagination, and undeniable sociopolitical insight. (STL230506)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 6x9, 464pgs, FC

SRP: $34.95

JAN231460
O/A COME OVER COME OVER (MR) (C: 1-0-0)
(W/A/CA) Lynda Barry
Lynda Barry captures all the glorious magic and excrutiating pain of junior high school in this Ernie
Pook Comeek collection from the early 90s. The star of this collection is 14 year old Maybonne who
relays the angst and insecurity of life through hand scrawled diary entries, class assignments, and
letters, in cursive with doodle and bubble letters. Barry deftly portrays the capricious nature of teen
friendships, adolescent peer-pressure, and the kill or be killed nature of a middle school's social
scene in her signature style. (STL206825) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong,
Malaysia, Indonesia, & UK.
MATURE THEMES
HC, 9.5x6, 128pgs, B&WSRP: $21.95

JAN231461
EARTHLING GN (MR)
(W/A/CA) Aisha Franz
A finely wrought account of aliens and alienation in the suburbs. German cartoonist Aisha Franz's
debut graphic novel details a few short days in the life of two sisters and their single mother. Set in a
soulless suburb populated by block after block of identical row houses bordered by empty fields and
an industrial no-man's land, Earthling explores the loneliness of everyday life through these women's
struggle to come to terms with what the world expects of them. Drawn in deep grey pencil, Earthling
is an atmospheric and haunting account of the inevitability of losing the dream worlds of childhood.
(STK646549) (SEP141386)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 6x8, 208pgs, B&W SRP: $19.95

JAN231462
FICTIONAL FATHER TP (MR)
(W/A/CA) Joe Ollmann
Caleb is a middle-aged painter with a non-starter career. He also happens to be the only child of one
of the world's most famous cartoonists, Jimmi Wyatt. Known for the internationally beloved father
and son comic Sonny Side Up, Jimmi made millions drawing saccharine family stories while
neglecting his own son. (STL182109) (FEB211243)
MATURE THEMES
212pgs, FC

SRP: $24.95

JAN231463
GRASS GN
(W/A/CA) Keum Suk Gendry-Kim
Grass is a powerful anti-war graphic novel, offering up firsthand the life story of a Korean girl named
Okseon Lee who was forced into sexual slavery for the Japanese Imperial Army during World War II,
a disputed chapter in 20th century Asian history. Keum Suk Gendry-Kim emphasizes Lee's strength in
overcoming the many forms of adversity she experienced. Grass is a landmark graphic novel that
makes personal the desperate cost of war and the importance of peace. (STL116975) (MAR191686)
SC, 6x9, 496pgs, B&W SRP: $29.95

JAN231464
HARD TOMORROW HC (MR)
(W/A/CA) Eleanor Davis
Hannah is a thirty-something wife, home-health worker, and antiwar activist. Her husband, Johnny,
is a stay-at-home pothead working — or "working" — on building them a house before the winter
chill sets in. They're currently living and screwing in the back of a truck, hoping for a pregnancy,
which seems like it will never come. Told with tenderness and care in an undefined near future,
Eleanor Davis's The Hard Tomorrow blazes unrestrained, as moments of human connection are
doused in fear and threats. (STL129557) (JUL191846)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 8X6, 156pgs, B&W SRP: $24.95

JAN231465
SABRINA HC (MR)
(W/A/CA) Drnaso, Nick

Nominated for the Man Booker Prize! When Sabrina disappears, an airman in the U.S. Air Force is
drawn into a web of suppositions, wild theories, and outright lies. The follow-up to Nick Drnaso's LA
Times Book Prize-winning Beverly, Sabrina depicts a modern world devoid of personal interaction
and responsibility, where relationships are stripped of intimacy through glowing computer screens.
An indictment of our modern state, Drnaso contemplates the dangers of a fake news climate.
(STL079460) (MAR181573)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 8x11, 204pgs, PC

SRP: $27.95

JAN231466
O/A TIME ZONE J SC (MR)
(W/A/CA) Julie Doucet
Time Zone J is Julie Doucet's first inked comic since famously quitting in the nineties after an
exhausting career in an industry that, at the time, made little room for women. Based on diary
entries from the whirlwind romance, the passion and high emotions of youth-before you know the
limits of love, before you know the difference between love and lust-seep through the pages. In
contrast to the tryst, Doucet draws herself today, at fifty-five. (STL213899)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 8x5, 144pgs, B&W SRP: $29.95

DREN PRODUCTIONS

JAN231467
PLAN 59 FROM OUTER SPACE #1 (OF 3) (MR)
(W) James Mascia, Michael Dolce (A) Joaquin Gonzalez, Daniele Caramanico (CA) Richard Ortiz
Back in 1957, Ed Wood brought us a movie about aliens who tried to raise the dead in order to
destroy humanity in order to prevent us from causing a galaxy destroying weapon that they believed
we would one day create. This was Plan 9 from Outer Space. Obviously, plans 1 through 8 failed, and
(spoiler alert, but frankly the movie has been out for 63 years now, so there shouldn't be much to
spoil) so did Plan 9. But what happened in the years since 1957? Did the aliens just give up? Were
they going to cease their plans to stop us and save the galaxy? Of course not. Almost 60 years have
passed, and in that time, they have attempted to destroy us nearly 50 more times, and humanity has
become quite adept at fighting them off. But today, they are coming back for their 59th plan, a plan
that is so nefarious, it just might work! (STL258037)
MATURE THEMES
7x10, 24pgs, FC (1 of 3) SRP: $4.99

DREN PRODUCTIONS AFTER DARK

JAN231468
FLESH EATING CHEERLEADERS ART BOOK (MR)
(W) James Mascia (A) Various (CA) Jose Augusto Cano
Special artwork from our Flesh-Eating Cheerleaders series, featuring pinups, variant covers, and
unused art from various artists. This is a great and fun collection of art for anyone who's a fan of
Flesh-Eating Cheerleaders. This book features only the censored art. We have a book of the
uncensored art available as well. (STL258032)
MATURE THEMES
7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $6.99

JAN231469
FLESH EATING CHEERLEADERS ART BOOK UNCENSORED (MR)
(W) James Mascia (A) Various (CA) Jose Augusto Cano
: Special artwork from our Flesh-Eating Cheerleaders series, featuring pinups, variant covers, and
unused art from various artists. This is a great and fun collection of art for anyone who's a fan of
Flesh-Eating Cheerleaders.This book features uncensored artwork from the series. (STL258034)
MATURE THEMES
7x10, 60pgs, FC SRP: $9.99

DYNAMIC FORCES

JAN231470
DF SPIDER MAN UNFORGIVEN #1 SEELEY SGN (C: 0-1-2)
Who can resist the call of the blood? A group of vigilante vampires have decided to fight crime-while
at the same time, wage a desperate war within themselves to reject their own bloodthirsty natures!
The Forgiven's new saga will kick off in SPIDER-MAN: UNFORGIVEN #1, where the team will confront
a new foe with a desire to transform vampires into their most powerful and violent selves. This epic
struggle for the souls of the soulless will make readers rethink the place these creatures of the night
have in the Marvel Universe! SPECIAL REVERSE EVENT PRICING in honor of the year SPIDEY first
appeared back in 1962! (STL261030) (C: 0-1-2)
32pgs, FC

JAN231471

SRP: $26.91

DF SPIDER MAN UNFORGIVEN #1 SEELEY GOLD SGN (C: 0-1-2)
Who can resist the call of the blood? A group of vigilante vampires have decided to fight crime-while
at the same time, wage a desperate war within themselves to reject their own bloodthirsty natures!
The Forgiven's new saga will kick off in SPIDER-MAN: UNFORGIVEN #1, where the team will confront
a new foe with a desire to transform vampires into their most powerful and violent selves. This epic
struggle for the souls of the soulless will make readers rethink the place these creatures of the night
have in the Marvel Universe! (STL261031) (C: 0-1-2)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $62.00

JAN231472
DF SPIDER MAN UNFORGIVEN #1 CGC GRADED (C: 0-1-2)
Who can resist the call of the blood? A group of vigilante vampires have decided to fight crime-while
at the same time, wage a desperate war within themselves to reject their own bloodthirsty natures!
The Forgiven's new saga will kick off in SPIDER-MAN: UNFORGIVEN #1, where the team will confront
a new foe with a desire to transform vampires into their most powerful and violent selves. This epic
struggle for the souls of the soulless will make readers rethink the place these creatures of the night
have in the Marvel Universe! (STL261032) (C: 0-1-2)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $99.99

JAN231473
DF SPIDER GWEN SHADOW CLONES #1 CGC GRADED (C: 0-1-2)
Ghost-Spider comes face-to-face with some of the deadliest Spider-Man villains, including Doc Ock,
Sandman, Vulture and more! But wait… Why do they all look like…Gwen?! Follow Gwen down a dark
path as she must find and stop whoever is cloning her into infamous Marvel villains! (STL261027) (C:
0-1-2)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $99.99

JAN231474
DF AMAZING SPIDERMAN #19 DODSON SGN (C: 0-1-2)
Dark Web is over, but the effects will shake Spider-Man for a long time. To recover, Peter Parker and
Felicia Hardy, A.K.A. the Black Cat, escape from the city to an exclusive spa in the Catskills! Surely,
trouble won't follow our Web-Head and ruin his romantic getaway? Join superstar guest creative
team Joe Kelly and Terry Dodson for this special two-parter where Spidey and Black Cat take their
next step and no one tries to kill them... yet. SPECIAL REVERSE EVENT PRICING in honor of the year
SPIDEY first appeared back in 1962! (STL261033) (C: 0-1-2)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $26.91

JAN231475
DF AMAZING SPIDERMAN #20 DODSON SGN (C: 0-1-2)
Someone tries to kill Spidey and Black Cat. You thought this would be easy for Peter? Nope! The
special two-parter from superstar guests Joe Kelly and Terry Dodson concludes here! SPECIAL
REVERSE EVENT PRICING in honor of the year SPIDEY first appeared back in 1962! (STL261035) (C: 01-2)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $26.91

JAN231476
DF AMAZING SPIDERMAN #129 FACSIMILE CGC GRADED (C: 0-1-2)
He's different...he's deadly...he's the Punisher! But why does he have Spider-Man in his sights? Find
out as Frank Castle makes his mighty Marvel debut in an all-time classic from legendary creators
Gerry Conway and Ross Andru! The Punisher's relentless war on crime has enthralled readers for
decades - but it all began here, as the lethal vigilante is manipulated by the scheming Jackal into
targeting Spidey! Frank only kills those who deserve to die - and he believes the "web-slinging
menace" has earned just such a fate! Now, as Spider-Man and the Punisher clash for the first time, a
rivalry for the ages is born! It's one of the all-time great Marvel comic books, boldly re-presented in
its original form, ads and all! Reprinting AMAZING SPIDER-MAN (1963) #129. (STL261036) (C: 0-1-2)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $99.99

JAN231477
DF COSMIC GHOST RIDER #1 PHILLIPS SGN (C: 0-1-2)
Since his 2018 creation by Donny Cates and Geoff Shaw, this future version of Frank Castle was a
mega hit with fans due to his extraordinary origins and his unique style of dishing out justice! The
character's saga will only get more wild in this upcoming sprawling space adventure with even more
shocking twists and turns! In a far-flung corner of deep space, Frank Castle has eked out a quiet
existence, and his days as Cosmic Ghost Rider are finally behind him. But across the universe, a
vicious bounty hunter is leaving a trail of bodies in his wake and his name is…Cosmic Ghost Rider?!
When Frank's peaceful existence is shattered, he must suit up once more and face his most savage
enemy yet - himself! SPECIAL REVERSE EVENT PRICING in honor of the year GHOST RIDER first
appeared back in 1972! (STL261038) (C: 0-1-2)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $27.91

JAN231478
DF COSMIC GHOST RIDER #1 CGC GRADED (C: 0-1-2)
Since his 2018 creation by Donny Cates and Geoff Shaw, this future version of Frank Castle was a
mega hit with fans due to his extraordinary origins and his unique style of dishing out justice! The
character's saga will only get more wild in this upcoming sprawling space adventure with even more

shocking twists and turns! In a far-flung corner of deep space, Frank Castle has eked out a quiet
existence, and his days as Cosmic Ghost Rider are finally behind him. But across the universe, a
vicious bounty hunter is leaving a trail of bodies in his wake and his name is…Cosmic Ghost Rider?!
When Frank's peaceful existence is shattered, he must suit up once more and face his most savage
enemy yet - himself! (STL261039) (C: 0-1-2)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $99.99

JAN231479
DF HALLOWS EVE #1 SCHULTZ ORANGE SGN (C: 0-1-2)
Making her devilish debut in AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #14, new villain HALLOW'S EVE is set to play a
major role in DARK WEB. And as the event comes to a close, Spider-Man will discover this is one
baddie that is sticking around! The newest addition to Spidey's unmatched rogues gallery will star in
her very own limited series this March by writer Erica Schultz and artist Michael Dowling.
(STL261041) (C: 0-1-2)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $29.99

JAN231480
DF HALLOWS EVE #1 CGC GRADED (C: 0-1-2)
Making her devilish debut in AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #14, new villain HALLOW'S EVE is set to play a
major role in DARK WEB. And as the event comes to a close, Spider-Man will discover this is one
baddie that is sticking around! The newest addition to Spidey's unmatched rogues gallery will star in
her very own limited series this March by writer Erica Schultz and artist Michael Dowling.
(STL261042) (C: 0-1-2)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $99.99

JAN231481
DF X 23 DEADLY REGENESIS #1 SCHULTZ SILVER SGN (C: 0-1-2)
Laura Kinney, A.K.A. X-23, was cloned from Logan and trained by the Facility to be a deadly assassin.
Even as she tries to put that life behind her, forces will try to drag her back - and she'll fight them
tooth and claw! Beset by new enemies - as well as old favorites - this series follows X-23 during her
days as a member of the X-Men and X-Force when she walked away from the island of Utopia to find
where she truly belongs. Don't miss this all-new story in the fan-favorite saga of Laura Kinney!
(STL261044) (C: 0-1-2)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $29.99

JAN231482
DF X 23 DEADLY REGENESIS #1 CGC GRADED (C: 0-1-2)

Laura Kinney, A.K.A. X-23, was cloned from Logan and trained by the Facility to be a deadly assassin.
Even as she tries to put that life behind her, forces will try to drag her back - and she'll fight them
tooth and claw! Beset by new enemies - as well as old favorites - this series follows X-23 during her
days as a member of the X-Men and X-Force when she walked away from the island of Utopia to find
where she truly belongs. Don't miss this all-new story in the fan-favorite saga of Laura Kinney!
(STL261045) (C: 0-1-2)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $99.99

JAN231483
DF XMEN #19 CLASSIC XMEN #94 DODSON SGN (C: 0-1-2)
LORD OF THE BROOD, PART 1! When the X-Men get a distress call from deep space, they find that
the galaxy's Brood problem is not as solved as they'd thought! Rogue Brood factions have begun
running wild (as seen in CAPTAIN MARVEL right now!), and it's up to the X-Men to get to the bottom
of why! SPECIAL EVENT PRICING in honor of the year X-MEN #94 was released back in 1975!
(STL261046) (C: 0-1-2)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $19.75

JAN231484
DF XMEN #19 CLASSIC XMEN #94 DODSON GOLD SGN (C: 0-1-2)
LORD OF THE BROOD, PART 1! When the X-Men get a distress call from deep space, they find that
the galaxy's Brood problem is not as solved as they'd thought! Rogue Brood factions have begun
running wild (as seen in CAPTAIN MARVEL right now!), and it's up to the X-Men to get to the bottom
of why! SPECIAL REVERSE EVENT PRICING in honor of the year X-MEN #94 was released back in
1975! (STL261047) (C: 0-1-2)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $57.91

JAN231485
DF ROGUE & GAMBIT #1 PHILLIPS SGN (C: 0-1-2)
EVENT PRICED FOR A LIMITED TIME in honor of the FIRST APPEARANCE of GAMBIT in UNCANNY XMEN #266!!! (STL261048) (C: 0-1-2)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $26.00

JAN231486
DF SINS OF SINISTER #1 ARTGERM VAR CGC GRADED (C: 0-1-2)
POWERS OF ESSEX! It's the end of the world as we know it, and at least Sinister feels fine. For now.
Can that last? Especially when we discover that he really is his own worst enemy... The universemelting X-event begins here, in a horror timeline that makes Age of Apocalypse look like the X-Men

Swimsuit Special. Join Kieron Gillen (IMMORTAL X-MEN, AXE: JUDGMENT DAY) as he kicks off the XMen crossover Sinister has been planning since the beginning and is going to have to see through to
the bitter end. (STL261049) (C: 0-1-2)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $99.99

JAN231487
DF TIMELESS #1 LAND GOLD SGN (C: 0-1-2)
A SHOCKING LOOK AT THE MARVEL UNIVERSE TO COME IN 2023! The last battle of Kang the
Conqueror! Tyrant of the timeline, master of endless legions, warrior and conqueror without
compare, Kang is in search of the one thing he cannot have. But he is not the only one after the
Missing Moment, and Kang soon finds himself in a new position - on the run across the events of the
Marvel Universe's future! (STL261050) (C: 0-1-2)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $89.99

JAN231488
DF I AM IRON MAN #1 CGC GRADED (C: 0-1-2)
Beneath the red and gold armor is a hopeless romantic, a genius inventor, a war hero, a billionaire,
an Avenger, and a person, TONY STARK. Journey through the rich history of Iron Man - telling stories
never seen before that are set in iconic eras of ol' Shellhead - starting with the Silver Age and
continuing through the classic eras of Archie Goodwin, the 90s, today, and beyond! (STL261051) (C:
0-1-2)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $99.99

JAN231489
DF AVENGERS VOL 6 #1 CAMPBELL COMICXPOSURE EXC (C: 0-1-2)
A COMICXPOSURE EXCLUSIVE! (STL261052) (C: 0-1-2)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $29.99

JAN231490
DF BLACK CAT #1 CAMPBELL COMICXPOSURE EXC (C: 0-1-2)
A COMICXPOSURE EXCLUSIVE! (STL261053) (C: 0-1-2)
32pgs, FC

JAN231491

SRP: $29.99

DF VENOM #1 MATTINA COMICXPOSURE EXC (C: 0-1-2)
A COMICXPOSURE EXCLUSIVE! (STL261054) (C: 0-1-2)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $29.99

JAN231492
DF STAR WARS SANA STARROS #1 CGC GRADED (C: 0-1-2)
Fresh off of a string of disappointments, Sana Starros returns to her family's ancestral home for
some downtime. But the reunion is far from relaxing when Stormtroopers crash dinner. They seek
answers that only the Starros clan have, and the family finds themself on a collision course with the
full might of the Galactic Empire! (STL261055) (C: 0-1-2)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $99.99

JAN231493
DF STAR WARS RETURN O/T JEDI JABBAS PALACE #1 CGC GRADED (C:
WHO IS PLOTTING TO OVERTHROW JABBA THE HUTT? Jabba's palace is one of many places to find
the vilest of scum and villainy relaxing, wet their whistles and indulge their vices…who would ever
want that to end? Well, SOMEONE has Jabba in their sights! Beginning a series of One-Shots
spotlighting the RETURN OF THE JEDI era, Marc Guggenheim (HAN SOLO & CHEWBACCA) and
Alessandro Miracolo (OBI-WAN) bring you a tale of Jabba's Palace you won't soon forget!
(STL261056) (C: 0-1-2)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $99.99

JAN231494
DF STAR WARS HIGH REPUBLIC QUEST JEDI #1 CGC GRADED (C: 0-1Fresh On the ancient world of Angcord, the Force works in mysterious ways… When a pair of Jedi
arrive on the mysterious world, seeking ancient artifacts of the Force, the quickly find more than
they were bargaining for. But just what is the mysterious Echo Stone, and what does its existence
mean for the continued survival of all those who call Angcord home? (STL261313) (C: 0-1-2)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $99.99

JAN231495
DF HULK & THING BIG CHANGE STARLING SGN GN (C: 0-1-2)
HULK AND THE THING: BIG CHANGE GRAPHIC NOVEL personal file copy signed by Jim Starlin!
(STL261059) (C: 0-1-2)
112pgs, FC

SRP: $750.00

JAN231496
DF INFINITY GAUNTLET #3 STARLIN SGN (C: 0-1-2)
INFINITY WAR #3 personal file copy signed by Jim Starlin! (STL261060) (C: 0-1-2)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $200.00

JAN231497
DF IRON MAN #55 MARVEL MILESTONE ED STARLIN SGN (C: 0-1-2)
IRON MAN #55 MARVEL MILESTONES personal file copy signed by Jim Starlin! (STL261061) (C: 0-1-2)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $599.99

JAN231498
DF FANTASTIC FOUR #52 CONNECT SET HAESER SGN SKETCH (C: 0-1Classic FANTASTIC FOUR #52 homage art across 4 Marvel blank covers by Ken Haeser! NOTE: TITLES
MAY VARY. (STL261058) (C: 0-1-2)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $599.99

JAN231499
DF MARCH MARQUEE STARTER SET (C: 0-1-2)
This special set includes 1 signed comic, 1 Metal Book and a CGC graded book all for one low price.
Combined
Item

SRP value of over $200 for $149.99! (STL261072) (C: 0-1-2)

32pgs, FC

SRP: $149.99

JAN231500
DF BATMAN SPAWN #1 GLOW IN DARK CGC GRADED (C: 0-1-2)
Two dark heroes, cursed by tragedy, find their paths again crossing…but not by choice! What sinister
foe is at work, pitting the Dark Knight against the Hellspawn? From the shadows of Gotham City to
New York City, this epic event is the blockbuster you've been waiting almost two decades for! EVENT
PRICED for a limited time at $92.27 in mash-up honor the first appearances of BATMAN in
DETECTIVE COMICS #27 and SPAWN #1 released in 1992!!! (STL261065) (C: 0-1-2)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $99.99

JAN231501
DF BATMAN SPAWN #1 MATTINA VAR CAPULLO SILVER SGN (C: 0-1-2)
Two dark heroes, cursed by tragedy, find their paths again crossing…but not by choice! What sinister
foe is at work, pitting the Dark Knight against the Hellspawn? From the shadows of Gotham City to
New York City, this epic event is the blockbuster you've been waiting almost two decades for!
(STL261062) (C: 0-1-2)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $69.99

JAN231502
DF BATMAN SPAWN #1 LEE VAR CAPULLO SILVER SGN (C: 0-1-2)
Two dark heroes, cursed by tragedy, find their paths again crossing…but not by choice! What sinister
foe is at work, pitting the Dark Knight against the Hellspawn? From the shadows of Gotham City to
New York City, this epic event is the blockbuster you've been waiting almost two decades for!
(STL261063) (C: 0-1-2)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $69.99

JAN231503
DF SPAWN #339 CGC GRADED (C: 0-1-2)
FIRST APPEARANCE ALERT!?!?!? A new contender steps forward to claim the throne of Hell! Now
Spawn may have to seek the help of one of his worst enemies in hopes of stopping this new threat.
(STL261066) (C: 0-1-2)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $92.00

JAN231504
DF DEADLIEST BOUQUET #5 SPAWN VAR SCHULTZ SGN (C: 0-1-2)
Jasmine Hawthorn: mother, assassin, murder victim. After leaving Europe and coming to the U.S.,
she thought she had left her violent past behind her, but she was wrong. She trained her daughters
as she was trained, and that rough life left a long list of suspects. Sometimes motives are not what
they appear. (STL261067) (C: 0-1-2)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $29.99

JAN231505
DF BLUE BOOK #1 CGC GRADED (C: 0-1-2)
From the New York Times bestselling and award-winning cocreators of Something is Killing the
Children, The Nice House on the Lake, The Department of Truth, and Powers comes this ambitious,
nonfiction comic book experience depicting true stories of UFO abductions with an eye to capturing

the strange essence of those encounters. In this debut issue, Tynion presents what he calls his "True
Weird" stories. Tales of ordinary people encountering the strange and the impossible. Teaming with
artist Michael Avon Oeming, they retell some of the most popular UFO and alien encounter accounts
starting with the infamous Betty and Barney Hill abduction-the widely publicized and very first
abduction that went on to shape and influence all future encounter stories. Also includes the short
"True Weird: Coney Island" by James Tynion IV, Klaus Janson, and Aditya Bidikar! (STL261068) (C: 01-2)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $99.99

JAN231506
DF MASTERS OF UNIVERSE MASTERVERSE #1 SEELEY SGN (C: 0-1-2)
In the depths of Castle Grayskull, the Sorceress and Zodac debate the value of He-Man. To save the
life of her champion, the Sorceress must take the Cosmic Enforcer on a tour of the multiverse! First,
a tour across a world where a dim, barbaric He-Man bumbles through a world of annoying warrior
goddesses and bored demons as he's pursued by a hungry green tiger in a tale drawn by the
legendary Sergio Aragonés! Then, a stop in an Eternia where the power of Grayskull summons an
entirely different warrior in a horrific ghost story illustrated by Kelley Jones! Written by MOTU
alumni Tim Seeley (Injustice vs. Masters of the Universe, Masters of the Multiverse) with a framing
story by Eddie Nunez, this is an anthology series not to be missed! SPECIAL EVENT PRICING FOR A
LIMITED TIME IN HONOR OF THE YEAR MASTERS OF THE UNIVERSE FIRST AIRED BACK IN 1983!!!
(STL261069) (C: 0-1-2)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $19.83

JAN231507
DF MASTERS OF UNIVERSE MASTERVERSE #1 CGC GRADED (C: 0-1-2)
In the depths of Castle Grayskull, the Sorceress and Zodac debate the value of He-Man. To save the
life of her champion, the Sorceress must take the Cosmic Enforcer on a tour of the multiverse! First,
a tour across a world where a dim, barbaric He-Man bumbles through a world of annoying warrior
goddesses and bored demons as he's pursued by a hungry green tiger in a tale drawn by the
legendary Sergio Aragonés! Then, a stop in an Eternia where the power of Grayskull summons an
entirely different warrior in a horrific ghost story illustrated by Kelley Jones! Written by MOTU
alumni Tim Seeley (Injustice vs. Masters of the Universe, Masters of the Multiverse) with a framing
story by Eddie Nunez, this is an anthology series not to be missed! SPECIAL EVENT PRICING FOR A
LIMITED TIME IN HONOR OF THE YEAR MASTERS OF THE UNIVERSE FIRST AIRED BACK IN 1983!!!
(STL261070) (C: 0-1-2)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $83.00

JAN231508
DF NINJA FUNK #1 GEN 13 HOMAGE EXC (C: 0-1-2)

LIMITED TO ONLY 500! David Mack, known for his work on Marvel's Daredevil, Jessica Jones, and for
co-creating their series Echo, delivers a beautiful watercolor variant for the premier of Ninja Funk!
Frequency-Bending Warrior DJs. Cyborg Housecats. The Broken Rhythm of the Universe. This is a
comic like you've never seen before! A fun, high stakes adventure weaved together with facemelting beats, Ninja Funk follows a ragtag band of misfits as they attempt to save a universe that's
off-key. (STL261071) (C: 0-1-2)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $31.13

EVIL INK LLC

JAN231509
MY BROTHERS BLOOD MACHINE #4 (OF 6) (MR)
(W) Steve Niles (A) Andrew Ritchie
Escaped from her captors and with nothing left to lose, Cecilia returns to town just as Arthur is
prepared to make his Man of the Year speech. The Bleam Brothers' hideaway is discovered and they
are prepared to protect the Machine at all costs. Their jubilee has only just begun! (STL257900)
MATURE THEMES
x10, 24pgs, FC (4 of 6) SRP: $4.99

FANTACO ENTERPRISES INC.

JAN231510
DR KORVUS CHILDREN OF ABYSS #1 (OF 4)
(W) Eric Stanway, Jeff Bonivert (A) Jeff Bonivert
Introducing Dr. Korvis, is he a genius or mad scientist? In Victorian England, Constable Wilson is
attacked by ghostly demons. After several attacks occur around London, the renowned paranormal
detective, Dr. Korvus is called in to investigate. Along with his mechanical rat, Plato, Dr. Korvis sets
about to solve the supernatural mystery. Dr. Korvus: Children of the Abyss is based on the
steampunk, supernatural detective novels by writer Eric Stanway, Dr. Korvus is adapted to comics
with artist Jeff Bonivert. (STL258710)
32pgs, B&W (1 of 4)

SRP: $5.99

JAN231511
AFTER HOURS MAGAZINE FACSMILE ED #1 (OF 4) (MR)
The very first Warren publication, released 65 years ago in 1957, one year before Famous Monsters
of Filmland #1. This is a very tough magazine to find. This exact facsimile edition features: Bettie

Page, After Hours girl of the Month centerfoldwWith the photo features and articles - Bride to Be,
Miss Teree on TV, Soldier of Fortune Photographer, Strange City, 36 Men and a Redhead, East Meets
West in Philadelphia, A Night with a Latin Quarter Girl, plus adult cartoons. This is a one-time
printing, limited to orders received. (STL258711)
MATURE THEMES
8x11, 48pgs, B&W (1 of 4)

SRP: $14.99

FAIRSQUARE COMICS LLC

JAN231512
BEYONDTOPIA LEGENDS #3
(W) Bryan Valenza, Henry Barajas (A) Ario Anindito & Various (CA) Ann Maulina
Don't miss the last batch of stories from the Mystic Universe as the End is only the beginning for
BEYONDTOPIA: LEGENDS!

You think you've seen it all? Think again! This issue is packed with five more legendary stories plus a
secret epilogue drawn by series mastermind Bryan Valenza an co-written with Henry Barajas.

- THE SOUTH COAST KING! After the apocalypse, the world is sent back to medieval times. Legend
says a mystical sword shall be returned to the one who will unite the entire kingdom. Can a family of
believers find this King?

- NON-FIGHTER TOURNAMENT! In this world, Fighting in the ring is the only way to solve problems
and also earn money. As exciting as professional fighting is, isn't it more exciting to see ordinary
people fight?

- GRASSHOPPER GUY! When a weapons maker manages to combine human intelligence with animal
instincts, is it a breakthrough for human kind or a recipe for disaster?

- AERTHA! In a realm called Aertha, Six different tribes living deep in the abyss of the Earth are
experiencing a plague they thought had been gone for hundreds of years.

- GOLDBLOOD AND THE LEGION OF TITANS! A mythical war could erupt between House Goldblood
and The Legion of Titans. The Legion wants to lure Asuri Goldblood to their side, gathering all the
descendants of the Titans to start their war. With Ghatot joining forces with Asuri, can they manage
to win this war and put an end to all conflicts?

Beyondtopia Legends#3 features a cover from up and coming sensational artist ANN MAULINA.
(STL259801)
64pgs, FC

SRP: $12.99

JAN231513
O/A BEYONDTOPIA LEGENDS #1 CVR A SEGOVIA
(W) Bryan Valenza, Henry Barajas (A) Sami Basri & Various (CA) Stephen Segovia, Bryan Valenza
When the past is the future. Where unknown myths and legends are discovered. Witness the birth
of the Mystic Universe! here comes BEYONDTOPIA: LEGENDS
From the mind of Indonesian visual artist Bryan Valenza (Marvel, Image,…) BEYONDTOPIA: LEGENDS
is an anthology series blending a variety of folklores, heroes and legends all reimagined for American
and international audiences with a unique flavor.
Co-spearheaded by Award-Winning LatinX author Henry Barajas (HELM GREYCASTLE, LA VOZ DE
M.A.Y.O.: TATA RAMBO, BATMAN: URBAN LEGENDS), the bi-monthly series brings together the best
artists from Indonesia and the world, including Sami Basri (HARLEY QUINN, GREEN LANTERN), Garrie
Gastonny (ODYSSEY) and many more!
Featuring stunning exclusive covers from STEPHEN SEGOVIA, PHILIP TAN & KAREN S. DARBOE,
BEYONDTOPIA: LEGENDS embodies the values of FairSquare Comics, bringing "Comics From the Rest
of Us" to every comic book fan in the World!
It is presented in our square bound DELUXE FORMAT, similar to the CLASSIFIED hit collection.
(STL245170)
7x10, 60pgs, FC SRP: $12.99

JAN231514
O/A BEYONDTOPIA LEGENDS #1 CVR B TAN
(W) Bryan Valenza, Henry Barajas (A) Sami Basri & Various (CA) Philip Tan
When the past is the future. Where unknown myths and legends are discovered. Witness the birth
of the Mystic Universe! here comes BEYONDTOPIA: LEGENDS
From the mind of Indonesian visual artist Bryan Valenza (Marvel, Image,…) BEYONDTOPIA: LEGENDS
is an anthology series blending a variety of folklores, heroes and legends all reimagined for American
and international audiences with a unique flavor.
Co-spearheaded by Award-Winning LatinX author Henry Barajas (HELM GREYCASTLE, LA VOZ DE
M.A.Y.O.: TATA RAMBO, BATMAN: URBAN LEGENDS), the bi-monthly series brings together the best
artists from Indonesia and the world, including Sami Basri (HARLEY QUINN, GREEN LANTERN), Garrie
Gastonny (ODYSSEY) and many more!

Featuring stunning exclusive covers from STEPHEN SEGOVIA, PHILIP TAN & KAREN S. DARBOE,
BEYONDTOPIA: LEGENDS embodies the values of FairSquare Comics, bringing "Comics From the Rest
of Us" to every comic book fan in the World!
It is presented in our square bound DELUXE FORMAT, similar to the CLASSIFIED hit collection.
(STL245171)
7x10, 60pgs, FC SRP: $12.99

JAN231515
O/A BEYONDTOPIA LEGENDS #1 CVR C DARBOE
(W) Bryan Valenza, Henry Barajas (A) Sami Basri & Various (CA) Karen Darboe
When the past is the future. Where unknown myths and legends are discovered. Witness the birth
of the Mystic Universe! here comes BEYONDTOPIA: LEGENDS
From the mind of Indonesian visual artist Bryan Valenza (Marvel, Image,…) BEYONDTOPIA: LEGENDS
is an anthology series blending a variety of folklores, heroes and legends all reimagined for American
and international audiences with a unique flavor.
Co-spearheaded by Award-Winning LatinX author Henry Barajas (HELM GREYCASTLE, LA VOZ DE
M.A.Y.O.: TATA RAMBO, BATMAN: URBAN LEGENDS), the bi-monthly series brings together the best
artists from Indonesia and the world, including Sami Basri (HARLEY QUINN, GREEN LANTERN), Garrie
Gastonny (ODYSSEY) and many more!
Featuring stunning exclusive covers from STEPHEN SEGOVIA, PHILIP TAN & KAREN S. DARBOE,
BEYONDTOPIA: LEGENDS embodies the values of FairSquare Comics, bringing "Comics From the Rest
of Us" to every comic book fan in the World!
It is presented in our square bound DELUXE FORMAT, similar to the CLASSIFIED hit collection.
(STL245172)
7x10, 60pgs, FC SRP: $12.99

JAN231516
O/A BEYONDTOPIA LEGENDS #2 CVR A SHAH
(W) Bryan Valenza, Henry Barajas (A) Alti Firmansyah & Various (CA) Sajad Shah, Bryan Valenza
The exploration of the Mystic Universe continues in the second installment of the breakthrough
anthology!
Still spearheaded by Indonesian visual artist Bryan Valenza and Henry Barajas, BEYONDTOPIA:
LEGENDS#2 showcases more stories reimagined from a variety of folklores and legends:
- Flores Man: Airplane crash survivors stranded on Flores Island must survive in a place with no
inhabitants… or so they thought!
- Chief of MYTH: A day in the life of legendary figure Ghatot, who, in our modern world leads MYTH
is a private agency for Mystical Defense, Regulation and Research.

- Stockholm: when all he experiences around him is abuse, a boy's imagination manifests a a
mysterious figure who offers… a different kind of love.
- Space Indigo: a Meta Monster hunter from Andromeda comes to explore an uninhabited haunted
planet called.. Earth.
- Help: Kunyuk is a wandering boy warrior who likes to help! But this time, it seemed like he was the
one who needed help from the Mystic Beasts' attack!
- Malin & Shallot: Super villains awakening?! A research camp located in a small village in West
Sumatra is turned into stone. The Wizard Squad is sent for investigation. But they're not ready for
what they'll find!
Adventure! Horror! Emotion! Get on board, this is the Beyondtopia Legends roller-coaster!
(STL251916)
64pgs, FC

SRP: $12.99

JAN231517
O/A BEYONDTOPIA LEGENDS #2 CVR B MARCELLIUS
(W) Bryan Valenza, Henry Barajas (A) Alti Firmansyah & Various (CA) Rhoald Marcellius, Bryan
Valenza
The exploration of the Mystic Universe continues in the second installment of the breakthrough
anthology!
Still spearheaded by Indonesian visual artist Bryan Valenza and Henry Barajas, BEYONDTOPIA:
LEGENDS#2 showcases more stories reimagined from a variety of folklores and legends:
- Flores Man: Airplane crash survivors stranded on Flores Island must survive in a place with no
inhabitants… or so they thought!
- Chief of MYTH: A day in the life of legendary figure Ghatot, who, in our modern world leads MYTH
is a private agency for Mystical Defense, Regulation and Research.
- Stockholm: when all he experiences around him is abuse, a boy's imagination manifests a a
mysterious figure who offers… a different kind of love.
- Space Indigo: a Meta Monster hunter from Andromeda comes to explore an uninhabited haunted
planet called.. Earth.
- Help: Kunyuk is a wandering boy warrior who likes to help! But this time, it seemed like he was the
one who needed help from the Mystic Beasts' attack!
- Malin & Shallot: Super villains awakening?! A research camp located in a small village in West
Sumatra is turned into stone. The Wizard Squad is sent for investigation. But they're not ready for
what they'll find!
Adventure! Horror! Emotion! Get on board, this is the Beyondtopia Legends roller-coaster!
(STL251917)
64pgs, FC

SRP: $12.99

JAN231518
ULTRALAZER TP
(W) Pauline Giraud, Maxence Henry (A/CA) Maxence Henry, Yvan Duque
The people of the planet Topoy live in peace, surrounded by lush nature and magical, infinite
resources. But the King of Beasts, who maintains balance on this world, is in danger. His protectors,
Horb and Booko, will need to set off on a long journey if they want to save their planet…

On planet Topoy, everything has been peaceful for a long long time.
People and magical creatures have been living in peace for generations.
But danger came from space! The buzzards attacked and changed Topoy forever.
Do they want the planet's natural resources? Yes. But they also want the King of Beasts, the
supreme being that ties everything on this world.

Enter Horb and Booko, two protectors and servants of the King. They can't let their planet
plundered! Their only hope? An ancient legend: the Ultralazer! Forgotten by many, this power could
unleash the power they need to save the planet.

IN A NUTSHELL:
An environment conscious tale about friendship in the vein of ONE PIECE and POKEMON!
(STL251717)
SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC

SRP: $14.99

JAN231519
O/A LADY-BIRD TP CVR A LISSA
(W) Fabrice Sapolsky (A) Dawn J. Starr, Daniele Sapuppo (CA) LISSA
Two young women, with extraordinary powers, living 100 years apart, have to find the way to break
free! In 1911, Vega de Ortega is a very shy and naive young woman. She's touring Europe as the
Lady-Bird, going from city to city, from Circus from Circus, bringing joy to people of all ages. But she's
uncomfortable with everything happening around her. Her benefactor, Count San Remo, has
convinced her to become a weapon of War. Unhappy and Afraid, she has to free herself. In 2022,
Mina is a prisoner. Everyday, a nurse comes to take samples of her blood and use it as currency for a
pharmaceutical company. She has no idea who she is. Why she's even being kept captive. But an
earthquake gives Mina an opportunity to escape and discover how she's different from everyone,
how she's a Lad-Bird too! Two Lady-Birds. Two eras. Same incredible powers: They can fly and their
genes are unlike any other known being on the planet. Who are they? And how can they be
connected. (STL220958)

SC, 120pgs, FC SRP: $14.99

FANTAGRAPHICS BOOKS

JAN231520
MS DAVIS HC (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Sybille De La Croix, Amazing Ameziane (A) Amazing Ameziane, Sybille De La Croix (CA) Sybille De
La Croix, Amazing Ameziane
In this follow-up to their NYT bestselling graphic biography of Muhammad Ali, the acclaimed French
writer and artist duo tell the story of Black activist, professor, and prison abolitionist Angela Davis.

In Ms Davis, the acclaimed French cartooning duo tell the story of this seminal, revolutionary 1960s
icon through an accessible graphic novel narrative. Born in 1944 in Birmingham, Alabama, Angela
Davis' family fought in the civil rights movement against racial segregation enforced by the Ku Klux
Klan. In 1968, she joined the Black Communist Party and traveled to Cuba, a journey which left its
mark on her forever. In 1971, Davis was put on the FBI's 10 Most
Wanted List because several Black prisoners whose causes she had championed used weapons she
owned in a Marin County courtroom gunfight. She went to prison despite her protestations
of innocence. The Black People in Defense of Angela Davis formed, and soon the entire world would
know her story and ask for her freedom. In 1972, she was found not guilty by an all-white jury. Since
then, she has dedicated her life to the fight for justice.

The graphic biography also includes illustrated educational supplementary material that adds
historical context about the various political organizations and programs referred to in the book,
such as Cointelpro, an illegal FBI program dedicated to destroying U.S. political groups. Sybille Titeux
de la Croix studied academic drawing, sculpture, photography, video-making and printmaking at
EnsAD in Paris. Her graphic biography Muhammad Ali (2016) appeared on the New York Times
bestseller list and has been published in seven languages. French cartoonist Amazing Améziane
worked as an art director, illustrator, and graphic designer before he launched his comics career. In
2017, he drew the graphic biography Muhammad Ali and currently splits his time between his own
Noir comics, his projects with Titeux de la Croix, his collaboration with Jared Reinmuth on Big Black:
Stand at Attica!, and filmmaking. (STL244426) (C: 0-1-2)
HC, 8x10.5, 188pgs, FC SRP: $24.99

JAN231521
FANTAGRAPHICS UNDERGROUND NUDISM COMES TO CONNECTICUT (C: 0(W) Jon Buller, Laura Buller (A) Laura Buller, Jon Buller (CA) Jon Buller

Nudism Comes To Connecticut is a fascinating graphic memoir of optimism, debt, nakedness and
real estate scheming in the early 1930s. Frank Mallett, inspired by cooperative colonies he had
visited in Europe, returned home envisioning utopian communities of bohemian emigrés and artistic
intellectuals proliferating in sylvan harmony.

With the crash of 1929 his already floundering enterprises seemed doomed - until he discovered a
growing interest in healthy, wholesome nudism. Closely based on actual people and events, Nudism
Comes to Connecticut exposes the conflict between the ecstasy of the "exquisite naked plunge" and
voyeurism, competitiveness, and greed by way of many period writings and letters. Although Frank's
love of nature never falters, he learns that there is more to nudism than meets the eye.

Nudism is veteran children's book authors Jon Buller and Susan Schade's first published graphic
novel, lovingly rendered in delicate, indeed, enticing, pen lines. (STL259668) (C: 0-1-2)
HC, 6.5x8.7, 180pgs, FC SRP: $25.00

JAN231522
O/A LIFE OF CHE HC (C: 0-1-1)
(W) Hector German Oesterheld (A) Alberto Breccia, Enrique Breccia
Published in 1969, this Argentine graphic biography about Ernesto "Che" Guevara was an instant
bestseller, banned by a military dictatorship, and almost lost - and it has never been available in
English. Until now.
Life of Che is one of the most anticipated entries in Fantagraphics' The Alberto Breccia Library.
Originally released as part of a graphic biography series in January 1969, it came out in Argentina
only a year after Ernesto "Che" Guevara had died and reached an audience beyond comics readers.
In the 1970s, the military government raided its publisher, destroying the means to reprint the book.
It was a lost comic until a publisher in Spain restored it in 1987 - and never translated into English.
Until now.
The book begins in Bolivia in 1967, then flashes back through Che's life - his childhood, his
radicalizing motorcycle trip with Alberto Granado, his taking up of arms in Guatemala, his meeting
with Fidel Castro, and his subsequent military and political maneuvers, ending in a fade-out to his
death. Alberto Breccia and his son, Enrique, drew Life of Che. Enrique draws the Bolivia passages in a
woodcut style, while Alberto depicts the flashbacks in his trademark, expressionistic black-andwhite. It is primarily set in the field and with the people. Héctor Germán Oesterheld (The Eternaut)
blends his authorial voice with Che's first-person. Life of Che is imbued with a sense of immediacy, as
both Che and, eventually, Oesterheld would meet their ends by a military government backed by the
American CIA. As Pablo Turnes writes in his afterword, it is "the testament of someone consciously
marching toward his revolutionary death." (STL208124) (C: 0-1-1)
HC, 88pgs, B&W

SRP: $19.99

JAN231523
O/A KING COLLECTED ED TP (CURR PTG) (MR)
A landmark graphic novel about the civil rights leader, complete in one volume.
This groundbreaking body of comics journalism collects Anderson's entire biography of the
renowned civil rights leader Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr. Over a decade in the making, the saga has
been praised for its vivid recreation of one of the most tumultuous periods in U.S. history and for its
accuracy in depicting the personal and public lives of King, from his birth to his assassination. King
probes the life story of one of America's greatest public figures with an unflinchingly critical eye,
casting King as an ambitious, dichotomous figure deserving of his place in history but not above
moral sacrifice to get there. Anderson's expressionistic visual style is wrought with dramatic energy;
panels evoke a painterly attention to detail but juxtapose with one another in such a way as to
propel King's story with cinematic momentum. Anderson's successful use of the graphic novel to tell
a major work of nonfiction has drawn favorable comparisons to Art Spiegelman's Maus: A Survivor's
Tale, Joe Sacco's Palestine, and Osamu Tezuka's Adolph.
King not only recreates the major events in King's public life, but chronicles the daily, rough-andtumble, behind-the-scenes political maneuverings and strategic compromises that were required to
mobilize millions of people toward a common goal. His internal debates with Ralph Abernathy and
Jesse Jackson and his hardball negotiations with John F. Kennedy and Lyndon Johnson are
dramatized. Anderson's achievement is not merely a political biography filled with names and dates,
but a fully rounded portrait of a fallible human engaged in a superhuman effort his fears, his doubts,
his relationship with his wife Coretta King, and his children are compassionately and truthfully
rendered.
Anderson's visual approach includes the use of photographs, realistic portraiture, and expressionistic
imagery alternating between stark black and white chiaroscuro and painterly full color. The dialogue
is unflinchingly naturalistic and accurately reflects the moral urgency and labyrinthine political and
practical complexities that King was navigating, from his deeply felt, personal commitment to a
public cause to the wider political eruptions the country was experiencing. This is a respectful,
unsparing, truthful biography of a man and his times that captures the moral and political gravitas of
the cause as well as its human dimension. A major work of comics, depicting a major work of history.
(STL212686)
MATURE THEME
Item

SRP: $29.99

JAN231524
MICHAEL JORDAN HC BULL ON PARADE
(W/A/CA) Wilfred Santiago
A gripping, kinetic bio about the greatest basketball player of all time and most influential athlete in
history, from the creator of the acclaimed and bestselling 21: The Story of Roberto Clemente. From
Jordan’s public successes to private struggles, Santiago’s passion shines through on every full-color
page. Everyone at a certain age wanted to be like Mike, and Santiago puts you on the parquet floor
of Chicago’s United Center in your very own pair of Air Jordans (STK630332) (NOV141445)

HC, 6x7.5, 200pgs, FC

SRP: $24.99

JAN231525
I KNOW WHAT I AM HC TRUE STORY ARTEMISIA GENTILESCHI
(W/A/CA) Gina Siciliano
In seventeenth-century Rome, the extraordinary painter Artemisia Gentileschi fends off constant
sexual advances as she works to become one of the greatest painters of her generation. Shockingly
resonant in this current era of the #MeToo movement, I Know What I Am sheds a light on the history
of routine sexual violence against woman and highlights a fierce artist who stood up to a shameful
social status quo. (STL110897) (JUL191910)
HC, 7x11, 232pgs, B&W SRP: $29.99

JAN231526
T*TS & CL*TS 1972-1987 HC (MR) (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Joyce Farmer, Lyn Chevli (A) Lyn Chevli, Joyce Farmer (CA) Joyce Farmer
The groundbreaking, women-edited comics anthology that served as an antidote and rebuke
tomale-dominated underground comix is now collected in a single volume for the first time. In 1972,
underground cartoonists Joyce Farmer and Lyn Chevli produced T*ts & Cl*ts - a funny, rowdy,
raucous underground comix series about female sexuality that one reviewer described as "the
ultimate in vaginal politics" - and became the first American women ever credited with writing,
drawing, and publishing their own comic books.

T*ts & Cl*ts quickly became an anthology showcase for other women cartoonists, a feminist answer
to Zap, and featured the work of Mary Fleener, Roberta Gregory, Krystine Kryttre, Lee Marrs, Carel
Moiseiwitsch, Trina Robbins, Dori Seda, among others. Like other underground comix, T*ts & Cl*ts
leaned into being lewd in order to satirize women's experiences with so-called sexual liberation.
Featuring stories about birth control, abortion, menstruation, masturbation, and more, Tits & Clits
featured intimate politics which occasionally clashed with contemporaneous feminist concepts
about sex and sexuality. As Chevli put it: their work had something to offend everyone. (In 1973,
conservative legal authorities in Orange County deemed their work pornographic and even
threatened the two editors with arrest on obscenity charges.)

Now, for the first time in half a century, a new generation of readers will be shocked, entertained,
enlightened, and scandalized by the bold satirical cartoonists that comprised the band of sisters in
T*ts & Cl*ts. In addition to reprinting the seven-issue run of the T*ts & Cl*ts series, this collection
also includes in their entirety two classic solo comics from 1972 written and drawn by Farmer and
Chevli- Abortion Eve and Pandora's Box. Also included is an introductory essay providing context to
T*ts & Cl*ts' place in the history of women's cartooning by the book's editor, Samantha Meier.
(STL244431) (C: 0-1-2)

MATURE THEMES
HC, 7x11, 368pgs, PC

SRP: $59.99

JAN231527
SPECIAL EXITS GN
(W/A/CA) Joyce Farmer
THE ACCLAIMED GRAPHIC NOVEL, BACK IN PRINT!
In the vein of Alison Bechdel or Harvey Pekar, Joyce Farmer’s memoir chronicles the decline of the
author’s parents’ health, their relationship with one another and with their daughter, and how they
cope with the day-to-day emotional fragility of the most taxing time of their lives. Set in southern
Los Angeles (which makes for a terrifying sequence as blind Rachel and ailing Lars are trapped in
their home without power during the 1992 Rodney King riots), Farmer details the slow, inexorable
decline in Lars’s and Rachel’s health, and perfectly captures the timbre of the exchanges between a
long-married couple: the affectionate bickering; their gallows humor; their querulousness as their
bodies break down. (STK640510) (APR141207)
SC, 8x10, 208pgs, B&W SRP: $22.99

JAN231528
AGENCY HC (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A/CA) Katie Skelly
Each of the sex-positive short stories in this comics collection stars an agent who will go far-out (real
far-out, like outer space) to accomplish her mission. Skelly's psychedelic sex romp originally
appeared on the web (2014-2107) and was collected in a limited paperback edition - this is a newly
expanded hardcover version, featuring an all-new story! In The Agency, Skelly's agents gather
intelligence, meticulously documenting a universe of sassy photography, fascist surgery, horny
skeletons, yonic portals, thrill-seeking vegetation, and multitudinous wry glances and stammered
phrases! A must have for fans who have discovered Skelly's work more recently, through the hits
Maids (2020) and My Pretty Vampire (2018). Katie Skelly lives in Los Angeles, CA. (STL251710) (C: 01-2)
HC, 8x10, 96pgs, FC

SRP: $24.99

JAN231529
MY PRETTY VAMPIRE GN (MR)
(W/A/CA) Katie Skelly
Clover - the "pretty" vampire of the title - is a Bardot-esque blonde who dreams of the (now dead)
girl she once was four years ago before becoming a fanged bloodsucker. She is being kept prisoner
by her brother, Marcel, who fears Clover will be hunted by the outside world (and who may have

other, more selfish motivations as well). Clover's curiosity, however, will not be suppressed:
impetuous, sensual, strong-willed, and fearless, she plans her escape. The resultant havoc would
make Dario Argento proud.
My Pretty Vampire is a sexy, sophisticated horror romp that heralds author Katie Skelly as a
powerful voice in comics. Her inherently sexy work wears its colorful Pop sensibility and keen
fashion sense on its sleeve; that her strong visual style and sex-positive attitude is in the service of
such strong female characters and emotionally rich work makes for a wonderfully moody,
progressive, and engaging read. (STL099057) (SEP181790)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 8x11, 108pgs, FC

SRP: $16.99

JAN231530
WALT DISNEY MICKEY & DONALD DOORBELL TOLLS & OTHER TALES HC
(W) Andrea Freccero, Alessandro Perina (A) Stefano Turconi (CA) Andrea Freccero
Ernest Hemingway: Nobel and Pulitzer Prize winner, war hero, famed novelist, journalist,
adventurer - and inspiration to Mickey Mouse, Donald Duck, Scrooge McDuck, and Goofy! The year:
1999. The place: Italy. Fan-favorite Venetian Disney cartoonist Giorgio Cavazzano dared a creative
team to take its cues from Ernest Hemingway for a striking, cinematic, and occasionally silly new
series of Duckburg tales!

In this original Disney collection, Hemingway's "The Battler" and "The Killers" inspire new Mickey
and Peg Leg Pete parodies while our title adventure, with Mickey meeting "Ernest" in person! From
Donald's bid for knighthood as "The Duck Who Would Be King" to Peg Leg Pete's invasion of a diner
in "Bad Boys" and Uncle Scrooge's shark-wrangling in "The Older Man and the Sea," these epics
range from direct pastiches to shorts loosely based on "Papa" Hemingway's work - each paired with
its authors' "liner notes," telling the fascinating tale of how and why they were inspired.

Genova-born Andrea Freccero was trained at Milan's Accademia Disney and is today Art Supervisor
for Panini's Italian Disney titles, as well as one of the most celebrated Donald and Scrooge cover
artists around the world. Alessandro Perina is the beloved artist of such modern Disney comics
classics as "Scrooge's Last Adventure" and numerous X-Mickey and Wizards of Mickey tales. Stefano
Turconi was born in Milan and attended that city's School of Applied Arts at Castello Sforzesco.
Turconi is famed for both Disney Duck adventures and fan-favorite Disney sci-fi series W.I.T.C.H.
(STL244432) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
HC, 7x10, 180pgs, FC

SRP: $29.99

JAN231531
WALT DISNEY UNCLE SCROOGE & DONALD DUCK BEAR MTN TALES HC (C

(W/A) Carl Barks & Various (CA) TBD
This stand-alone collection of Scrooge McDuck's amazing comics adventures sees Scrooge and
Donald return to the site of their first meeting! This special single volume edition collects Daniel
Branca's "Return to Bear Mountain," in which Scrooge engages in a gambit with nasty gnomes; Don
Rosa's "The Richest Duck in the World," which features Donald's first visit to the fabled Money Bin;
and there's a crash course with Launchpad McQuack in "New Year's Daze." An unforgettable batch
of birthday stories and winter adventures is here! (STL241219) (AUG221438) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE:
Available only in US, US territories, Canada, and Mexico.
HC, 8x10.5, 260pgs, FC SRP: $35.00

JAN231532
DONALD DUCK & UNCLE SCROOGE WORLD OF DRAGONLORDS HC
(W) Byron Erickson (A) Giorgio Cavazzano
"Help us, Huey, Louie, and Dewey! You're Morgworld's only hope!" A feature-length fantasy epic pits
Donald, Scrooge, and the gang against a deadly troll kingdom!
Donald, Uncle Scrooge, and their nephews are locked in a Duckburg family feud when an
interdimensional doorway appears… and takes them to Morgworld, a medieval realm where trolls
rule, humans are serfs, and dragons beasts of burden! Can our squabbling Ducks bring justice to this
land of swords and sorcery?
Giorgio Cavazzano (Donald Duck: The Forgetful Hero), among Italy's most celebrated comics artists,
brings his outrageous energy, emotive characters, and wild "techno" style to a feature-length 21stcentury Disney fantasy tale, filled with fire-breathing frenzy by beloved writer/editor Byron Erickson
("A Mickey Mystery")!
Fly on dragonback to the fortress city of Toom! Meet way-out wizard Hintermann, bold warrior
Brendon, boy prisoner Jute, and three blazing dragons… Smoky, Sniffles, and Spitfire! It's up to
Donald, Scrooge, and the boys to rescue these ragtag rebels — don your armor and get ready!
(STL200504) (AUG211767) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
HC, 8x11, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $29.99

JAN231533
DISNEY MICKEY MOUSE HC ALL STARS (C: 1-0-0)
(W/A) Various
While at a carnival, Mickey finds himself flung headlong into a journey across space and time,
through one dimension after another. From fairytale kingdoms to a surreal cubist realm to outer
space — with plenty of dragons, mummies, and giant mouse-eating plants along the way. This is a
story so epic, and so rollicking, that it took over 40 brilliant cartoonists from around the globe to tell
it! (STL160053) (SEP201224) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
HC, 9x12, 56pgs, FC

SRP: $14.99

JAN231534
DISNEY MASTERS HC VOL 12 CAVAZZANO DONALD DUCK FORGETFUL (C:
(W/A/CA) Giorgio Cavazzano
To cure World War I flying ace Eddie Brickenbatter’s amnesia, Scrooge tells Donald Duck to reenact
the plane crash that caused Brickenbatter to lose his memory! Then, in “Plantastic Voyage,” Donald
and Scrooge shrink down to the size of germs and Daisy Duck embarks on a secret mission in “The
Dazzling Duck She-Venger.” Finally, Mickey Mouse finds himself in a twisting mystery of film noir
thrills and chills in “The Case of the Cut-Off Calls!”
Our (STL150662) (JUN201101) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
HC, 7x10, 200pgs, FC

SRP: $29.99

JAN231535
EPHEMERA HC (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A/CA) Briana Loewinsohn
A debut graphic novel that poignantly blends memoir, magic realism, and graphic medicine.
Ephemera is a poetic and dreamlike take on a graphic memoir set in a garden, a forest, and a
greenhouse. The story drifts among a grown woman, her early memories as a child, and the
gossamer existence of her mother. A lyrical entry in the field of graphic medicine, Ephemera is a
story about a daughter trying to relate to a parent who struggles with mental illness. Gorgeously
illustrated, it is a quiet book of isolation, plants, confusion, acceptance, and the fog of childhood.
(STL244424) (C: 0-1-2)
HC, 6x9, 200pgs, FC

SRP: $24.99

FENRIR PUBLICATIONS, INC.

JAN231536
TOYROBOT MAGAZINE #8 (C: 0-1-0)
(W) Erik Braley, William Freitag (A) William Freitag, Elliot Lucas (CA) Shaun O'Connell, William Freitag
The Transformer community is one such group that misses reading real magazines about new toys,
impressive collections, origins, and tips and tricks. ToyRobot is written and created by Transformer
collectors that have become authorities on the brand. This issue has our second ever visual guide as
we detail every G1 Cassette in detail (Soundwave and Blaster are there as well). PunchCounterpunch gets a bit silly as Erik and Bill decide who'd win between Godzilla and Grimlock, where
Erik is far too serious and Bill writes the funniest piece ever. Ravage continues her articles as she
reviews the Jada Toys Nano Metalfigures set. Finally, the SR-71 spyplane has a massive write-up in
this issue; by the time you're done, you'll be an expert! (STL259355) (C: 0-1-0)

Magazine, SC, 48pgs, FC SRP: $12.99

JAN231537
TOYROBOT MAGAZINE #9 (C: 0-1-0)
(W) Erik Braley, William Freitag (A) William Freitag, Elliot Lucas (CA) William Freitag
ToyRobot is written and created by Transformer collectors that have become authorities on the
brand. For issue #9 the crew of TRM gets a rare chance to cover a brand new event! Voice Against
Cancer is an all-star event where voice actors and celebrities team up to raise funds for this
charitable cause. Our biggest interview to date includes Frank Welker and Peter Cullen! Bill, Erik, and
Brian get a private in-person interview with these two legendary individuals. Wally Wingert talks to
us about his involvement in the VAC and why it's such an important event. There is another possible
world first as an unknown G1 Action Card resurfaces from an unlikely location! (STL259357) (C: 0-10)
Magazine, SC, 48pgs, FC SRP: $12.99

FIRST SECOND BOOKS

JAN231538
BELLE OF THE BALL GN (C: 1-1-0)
(W/A) Mari Costa
High-school senior and notorious Hawkins finally works up the courage to remove her mascot mask
and ask out her longtime crush: Regina Moreno, head cheerleader, academic overachiever, and allaround popular girl. There's only one teensy little problem: Regina is already dating Chloe Kitagawa,
athletic all-star... and middling English student. Regina sees a perfectly self-serving opportunity here,
and asks the smitten Hawkins to tutor Chloe free of charge, knowing Hawkins will do anything to get
closer to her. And while Regina's plan works at first, she doesn't realize that Hawkins and Chloe
knew each other as kids, when Hawkins went by Belle and wore princess dresses to school every
single day. Before long, romance does start to blossom, but not between whom you might expect.
(STL256250) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Not available in UK. (May purchase from UK vendor.)
SC, 6x9, 320pgs, FC

SRP: $17.99

JAN231539
BELLE OF THE BALL HC GN (C: 1-1-0)
(W/A) Mari Costa
A YA graphic novel about high-school wallflower Belle Hawkins, who ends up in a love triangle after
tutoring the girlfriend of her crush.

High-school senior and notorious Hawkins finally works up the courage to remove her mascot mask
and ask out her longtime crush: Regina Moreno, head cheerleader, academic overachiever, and allaround popular girl. There’s only one teensy little problem: Regina is already dating Chloe Kitagawa,
athletic all-star . . . and middling English student. Regina sees a perfectly self-serving opportunity
here, and asks the smitten Hawkins to tutor Chloe free of charge, knowing Hawkins will do anything
to get closer to her.

And while Regina’s plan works at first, she doesn’t realize that Hawkins and Chloe knew each other
as kids, when Hawkins went by Belle and wore princess dresses to school every single day. Before
long, romance does start to blossom, but not between whom you might expect. (STL256251) (C: 1-10) NOTE: Not available in UK. (May purchase from UK vendor.)
HC, 6x9, 320pgs, FC

SRP: $24.99

JAN231540
IN LIMBO GRAPHIC MEMOIR SC (C: 0-1-0)
(W/A) Deb JJ Lee
A debut YA graphic memoir about a Korean-American girl's coming-of-age story—and a coming
home story—set between a New Jersey suburb and Seoul, South Korea.
Ever since Deborah (Jung-Jin) Lee emigrated from South Kora to the United States, she's felt her
otherness.
For a while, her English wasn’t perfect. Her teachers can’t pronounce her Korean name. Her face and
her eyes—especially her eyes—feel wrong.
In high school, everything gets harder. Friendships change and end, she falls behind in classes, and
fights with her mom escalate. Caught in limbo, with nowhere safe to go, Deb finds her mental health
plummeting, resulting in a suicide attempt.
But Deb is resilient and slowly heals with the help of art and self-care, guiding her to a deeper
understanding of her heritage and herself.
This stunning debut graphic memoir features page after page of gorgeous, evocative art, perfect for
Tillie Walden fans. It's a cross section of the Korean-American diaspora and mental health, a moving
and powerful read in the vein of Hey, Kiddo and The Best We Could Do. (STL256245) (C: 0-1-0)
SC, 6x9, 352pgs, B&W SRP: $17.99

JAN231541
IN LIMBO GRAPHIC MEMOIR HC (C: 0-1-0)
(W/A) Deb JJ Lee
A debut YA graphic memoir about a Korean-American girl's coming-of-age story—and a coming
home story—set between a New Jersey suburb and Seoul, South Korea.

Ever since Deborah (Jung-Jin) Lee emigrated from South Kora to the United States, she's felt her
otherness.
For a while, her English wasn’t perfect. Her teachers can’t pronounce her Korean name. Her face and
her eyes—especially her eyes—feel wrong.
In high school, everything gets harder. Friendships change and end, she falls behind in classes, and
fights with her mom escalate. Caught in limbo, with nowhere safe to go, Deb finds her mental health
plummeting, resulting in a suicide attempt.
But Deb is resilient and slowly heals with the help of art and self-care, guiding her to a deeper
understanding of her heritage and herself.
This stunning debut graphic memoir features page after page of gorgeous, evocative art, perfect for
Tillie Walden fans. It's a cross section of the Korean-American diaspora and mental health, a moving
and powerful read in the vein of Hey, Kiddo and The Best We Could Do. (STL256246) (C: 0-1-0)
HC, 6x9, 352pgs, B&W SRP: $24.99

JAN231542
SCIENCE COMICS PERIODIC TABLE OF ELEMENTS SC GN (C: 0-1-0)
(W/A/CA) Jon Chad
A book of fun chemistry experiments has fallen into the wrong hands. Only Mel can use her
knowledge of the periodic table to put an end to a maniacal madman's evil schemes. The periodic
table helps us quickly understand the 118 elements, those tiny substances that make up everything
in the world. By using the periodic table, we can recognize how these building blocks behave, find
trends and patterns in the universe, and make predictions about elements that haven't been
discovered yet. Join us in learning about the periodic table, and maybe the next big discovery will be
yours! (STL256247) (C: 0-1-0)
SC, 6x9, 128pgs, FC

SRP: $12.99

JAN231543
SCIENCE COMICS PERIODIC TABLE OF ELEMENTS HC GN (C: 0-1-0)
(W/A/CA) Jon Chad
A book of fun chemistry experiments has fallen into the wrong hands. Only Mel can use her
knowledge of the periodic table to put an end to a maniacal madman's evil schemes. The periodic
table helps us quickly understand the 118 elements, those tiny substances that make up everything
in the world. By using the periodic table, we can recognize how these building blocks behave, find
trends and patterns in the universe, and make predictions about elements that haven't been
discovered yet. Join us in learning about the periodic table, and maybe the next big discovery will be
yours! (STL256248) (C: 0-1-0)
HC, 6x9, 128pgs, FC

SRP: $21.99

JAN231544
TRAVIS DAVENTHORPE FOR THE WIN GN VOL 01 (C: 1-1-0)
(W/A) Wes Molebash
Hilo meets The Last Kids on Earth in the first volume of this hilarious fantasy-scifi graphic novel
series! Middle schooler Travis Daventhorpe may be a genius, but he's always struggled to make
friends. After his attempt to befriend the new kid Juniper Reyes results in an epic fail, Travis cheers
himself up by taking his sentient robot, Travbot, out for a test flight. But when his robot
malfunctions, Travis and Travbot take a nosedive into the woods. There they discover a legendary
sword, a warrior from another dimension, and a mysterious prophecy: Travis Daventhorpe is
destined to save the multiverse! From debut graphic novelist Wes Molebash comes this pun-filled,
geeky, sci-fi fantasy adventure series. (STL256249) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Not available in UK. (May
purchase from UK vendor.)
HC, 6x9, 288pgs, FC

SRP: $13.99

GRAPHITTI DESIGNS

JAN231545
O/A LEAGUE OF EXTRAORDINARY GENTLEMEN GALLERY ED HC (MR)
As the Victorian era draws to a close, Allan Quatermain, Captain Nemo, Hawley Griffin, Dr. Henry
Jekyll, Mr. Edward Hyde and Mina Murray have been gathered together to save their nation. Now,
the original adventures of this group have been collected and sourced from the original art for the
first time ever in THE LEAGUE OF EXTRAORDINARY GENTLEMEN: KEVIN O’NEILL GALLERY EDITION.
This Smythe-sewn hardcover edition includes all of Kevin O’Neill’s artwork from the original six-issue
THE LEAGUE OF EXTRAORDINARY GENTLEMEN miniseries Vol. I, scanned in full color from the
original art boards. Also included are the covers and various League artwork that showcase Kevin’s
incredible craftsmanship.
Graphitti Designs’ Gallery Editions replicate the look, feel and attitude of the artwork. Every page is
reproduced at original size on heavy paper stock to provide the fan and collector with museumquality reproductions that are obtainable nowhere else.
THE LEAGUE OF EXTRAORDINARY GENTLEMEN: KEVIN O’NEILL GALLERY EDITION captures the
intricate art of Kevin’s artwork as never seen before. His collaboration with writer Alan Moore
resulted in a timeless tale set in an era in desperate need of champions. A more enjoyable
presentation of this fine tale has never before been seen.
Each high-quality, Smythe-sewn hardcover book captures every detail of the art at actual-size, and is
printed at 200 lines-per-inch screen on a rich, heavy paper stock. Replicating the original art
experience is our goal. Graphitti Designs’ Gallery Edition are the next best thing to holding the
original art in your hands—and easier on the wallet, too! (STL213713)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 184pgs, FC SRP: $125.00

JAN231546
O/A SANDMAN GALLERY ED HC (MR)
THE SANDMAN GALLERY EDITION: FEATURING THE ART OF SAM KIETH, P. CRAIG RUSSELL & MORE
The original art that brought to comics life the writings of Neil Gaiman are collected together in THE
SANDMAN Gallery Edition.
In addition to artwork by Sam Kieth from THE SANDMAN #1 and P. Craig Russell’s THE SANDMAN:
THE DREAM HUNTERS includes pages from THE SANDMAN #2-75, the six-page story “Death: A
Winter’s Tale” of the premiere talents in comics.
This 272 page, 13” x 20” deluxe, Smythesewn hardcover volume is printed at 200 line-screen on
heavy paper-stock replicating the original art experience. Never before has artwork by so many
different top talents in comics been seen in this format. (STL213711)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 272pgs, B&W

SRP: $175.00

JAN231547
O/A FRANK MILLERS RONIN GALLERY ED HC
(W/A/CA) Frank Miller
Graphitti Designs proudly presents FRANK MILLER’S RONIN GALLERY EDITION, featuring the story
and art by Frank Miller that forever changed the world of graphic storytelling. Miller’s evolutionary
stepping-stone between Daredevil and BATMAN: THE DARK KNIGHT RETURNS comes alive in this
oversize format that it so richly deserves. This is the content that the Gallery Edition format was
made for.
Graphitti Designs’ Gallery Editions replicate the look, feel and attitude of the artwork. Every page is
reproduced at original-size on heavy paper stock to provide fans and collectors with museum-quality
reproductions that are obtainable nowhere else. FRANK MILLER’S RONIN features Miller’s art as
you’ve never seen it before, scanned from the original art. This all-inclusive volume contains the
covers, interior pages and gatefolds from RONIN #1-6, first published more than thirty years ago. The
power and innovation of Miller’s artwork shine through for all to see in this actual-size presentation
of this pivotal work. Brilliant. (STL213712)
HC, 328pgs, FC SRP: $195.00

JAN231548
O/A BATMAN DARK KNIGHT RETURNS GALLERY ED HC
(A) Frank Miller
Commemorate the 30th anniversary of one of the most defining works in comics history with the
BATMAN: THE DARK KNIGHT RETURNS – FRANK MILLER Gallery Edition. Sourced from the original art

that has been scanned from collectors worldwide, this is the collection we’ve all been waiting for.
Featured within the hardcovers of this Smythe-sewn edition is Miller’s artwork from DKR #1-4,
scanned in full color from the original black-and-white pages. Also included are the covers, related
art and previously unpublished pieces showcasing Miller’s artwork as never seen before.
Graphitti Designs’ Gallery Editions replicate the look, feel and attitude of the artwork. Every page is
reproduced at original size on heavy paper stock to provide the fan and collector with museumquality reproductions that are obtainable nowhere else.
Though we were unable to locate every original from this story, we are pleased to present to fans
everywhere the best presentation of the artwork from this historic series ever seen. This is your only
opportunity to see the artwork that truly changed Batman forever. (STL213714)
HC, 216pgs, FC SRP: $175.00

JAN231549
O/A GIRL POWER AMANDA CONNER GALLERY EDITION HC
(W) Justin Gray & Various (A/CA) Amanda Conner
Amanda Conner’s amazing artwork showcasing some of DC’s most iconic female characters is
collected together for the first time in the large, deluxe-format GIRL POWER: AMANDA CONNER
GALLERY EDITION. Sourced from the original art, this collection reflects the incredible diversity and
power of Conner’s style. Contained between the oversized covers of this Smythe-sewn edition are
high-resolution scans of Amanda’s art boards for POWER GIRL #1, 7, 8 and 9, DC’S WEDNESDAY
COMICS Supergirl feature and the complete BEFORE WATCHMAN: SILK SPECTRE saga, as well as an
assortment of cover art from these series.
Graphitti Designs’ Gallery Editions strive to replicate the look, feel and attitude of the artwork. Every
page is reproduced at original size on heavy paper stock to provide the fan and collector with
museum-quality reproductions that are unobtainable from any other source.
See for yourself why Conner’s fan-favorite work continues to grow in popularity with this largerthan-life presentation!
Measuring 12” by 17”, this deluxe Smythe-sewn volume features Conner’s work printed in high
definition at 200 lines per inch on heavy paper stock to closely approximate the look and feel of the
original art boards. (STL213715)
HC, 248pgs, FC SRP: $125.00

JAN231550
O/A SANDMAN OVERTURE GALLERY EDITION
(W) Neil Gaiman (A) J. H. Williams, J. H. Williams
The complete SANDMAN: OVERTURE saga, scanned from J.H. Williams' original art, is the
centerpiece for this large-format, Smythe-sewn hardcover edition. The numerous double-page
spreads can be seen as never before and with minimal gutter interference, thanks to the lay-flat

feature of these books. Measuring 12" by 17", this deluxe volume is printed in high resolution at 200
lines per inch on heavy paper stock to closely approximate the look and feel of the original art
boards. Limited to 2000 copies. Advance solicitation for May release. All prior orders have been
canceled. (STL213719)
HC, 230pgs, FC SRP: $150.00

JAN231551
O/A TERRY MOORE STRANGERS IN PARADISE GALLERY EDITION (C: 1-0-0)
Celebrate the 25th Anniversary of SIP with this presentation of Moore's art that spans the entire
Eisner Award-winning series. The evolution of Terry together with Francine, Katchoo, David, and all
of the other characters that inhabit the SIP world is captured in this 248-page, large-format,
hardcover edition. The artwork contained in this Smythe-sewn deluxe edition is framed by the
original 20-page version of the very first SIP story and SIP #90, the series' 2007 finale. Included
between these "bookends" is a representational page from each of the 105 issues published
between issues #1 and #90 as well as covers and miscellaneous SIP art from the last 25 years.
(STL077446) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in US, US territories, Canada, UK and Ireland.
HC, 12x17, 248pgs, FC SRP: $125.00

JAN231552
O/A BATMAN KELLEY JONES GALLERY ED HC
(A) Kelley Jones
Graphitti Designs proudly launches their new, large-format hardcover book series with BATMAN:
KELLEY JONES GALLERY EDITION. For the first time ever, Dark Knight fans and collectors will have the
opportunity to see and own museum-quality reproductions of memorable Batman art...as it was
originally conceived by the artist.
Printed in color from high-resolution scans of the actual original art, this first entry in Graphitti
Designs’ new Gallery Editions line replicates the look, feel and attitude of the artwork. Every page is
reproduced at original size on heavy paper stock, capturing the artwork stray pencil marks, whiteout,
coffee stains and all! The pages are alive with all of the subtleties and nuances one would expect
from BATMAN: KELLEY JONES GALLERY EDITION is the first in a series of deluxe, hardcover books
from Graphitti Designs that faithfully reproduces the original art from select, key DC Comics series.
This inaugural volume contains the covers and interior pages from BATMAN #515 through #525,
minus the interior of issue #520, which Kelley did not draw. These stories are
Written by Doug Moench, with most pages inked by John Beatty. Graphitti Designs’ Gallery Editions
reproduce the look, feel and attitude of the original art as it was Access to original art is an absolute
must for the originally created by the artist. Though it appears to be printed in black and white, the
contents of remains in the hands of the artists, most stories have these books are sourced from highresolution, full- color scans taken directly from the artwork. Each high-quality, Smythe-sewn
hardcover book captures every detail of the art at actual-size, and are printed at 200 line-screen on a
rich, heavy paper stock. Replicating the original art experience is our goal. Our Gallery Editions are

the next best thing to holding the original art in your hands and easier success of future Gallery
Editions. Though some art been split up and scattered to fans and collectors across the world.
Knowing that we have our work cut out for us, Graphitti Designs’ approach is both pragmatic and
practical while retaining our focus to produce the best, most definitive editions ever. We at Graphitti
Designs pledge to always do our best to pack each Gallery Edition with the best source material
available. With the help of the comics fan and collector community, we’re confident you’ll be very
pleased with the books we produce. (STL213703)
HC, 248pgs, FC SRP: $125.00

JAN231553
O/A DEADMAN KELLEY JONES GALLERY EDITION HC
(W) Mike Baron (A/CA) Kelley Jones
The unmistakable art of Kelley Jones sets the mood for two gothic thrillers in the new DEADMAN:
KELLEY JONES GALLERY EDITION. Collecting Jones’ artwork from DEADMAN: LOVE AFTER DEATH #1-2
and DEADMAN: EXORCISM #1-2, this Smythe-sewn hardcover edition is sourced from the original
boards and showcases the boldly dramatic line art that established Jones’ creative style prior to his
work on Batman and other DC characters. Both tales were written by Mike Baron and first published
in 1989 and 1992.
Graphitti Designs’ Gallery Editions replicate the look, feel and attitude of the original artwork. Every
page is reproduced at full board size on heavy paper stock to provide fans and collectors with
museum-quality reproductions that are unobtainable from any other source.
Aerialist Boston Brand comes to (after)life as never before in these graceful, moody pages.
Experience the glory of Kelley Jones’ legendary DEADMAN artwork here in all its haunting beauty!
(STL213717)
HC, 228pgs, B&W

SRP: $125.00

JAN231554
O/A BATMAN SECRETS SAM KIETH GALLERY ED HC
(A) Sam Kieth
Sam Kieth’s unforgettable depiction of the Dark Knight fills the pages on the new BATMAN:
SECRETS—SAM KIETH GALLERY EDITION. Focusing on Kieth’s artwork from the 124-page BATMAN:
SECRETS series, this large-format, Smythe-sewn hardcover edition is sourced from and captures the
look and feel of the original boards. Rounding out this 248- page presentation is the complete art
from BATMAN: CONFIDENTIAL #40, BATMAN/LOBO #1, Kieth’s eight-page story from BATMAN #38
and an extensive gallery section containing covers and pages from SCRATCH, ARKHAM ASYLUM:
MADNESS and BATMAN: THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS.
Graphitti Designs’ Gallery Editions replicate the look, feel and attitude of the original artwork. Every
page is reproduced at full board size on heavy paper stock to provide fans and collectors with
museum-quality reproductions that are unobtainable from any other source.

Containing samples of Kieth’s art from his early days (1992) to the present (2015), this book gives
the fan, collector and art student a never-before-seen overview of his incredible work. (STL213718)
HC, 248pgs, FC SRP: $125.00

FLOATING WORLD COMICS

JAN231555
ABOLITION OF WORK GN (MR)
(W) Bob Black (A) Bruno Borges
The Abolition of Work, a well-know essay written by the anarchist Bob Black in 1985, appears now in
a comics edition by Bruno Borges. His expressive cartoons reinforce the strength and pertinence of
this groundbreaking text. (STL258039)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 80pgs, FC

SRP: $15.00

GALLERY BOOKS

JAN231556
HONEYCOMB SC ILLUS ANTHOLOGY (C: 0-1-1)
(W) Joanne M Harris (A) Charles Vess
A lushly illustrated set of dark, captivating fairy tales from the bestselling author of The Gospel of
Loki with the illustrator of Stardust, Charles Vess. The beauty of stories; you never know where they
will take you. Full of dreams and nightmares, Honeycomb is an entrancing mosaic novel of original
fairy tales from bestselling author Joanne M. Harris and legendary artist Charles Vess in a
collaboration that's been years in the making. The toymaker who wants to create the perfect wife;
the princess whose heart is won by words, not actions; the tiny dog whose confidence far outweighs
his size; and the sinister Lacewing King who rules over the Silken Folk. These are just a few of the
weird and wonderful creatures who populate Joanne Harris's first collection of fairy tales.
(STL255938) (C: 0-1-1)
Illustrated Prose Anthology, SC, 6x9, 432pgs, B&W

GEMSTONE PUBLISHING

JAN231557
OVERSTREET COMIC BK PG SC VOL 52 EC HORROR

SRP: $18.99

(W) Robert M. Overstreet (A) Various (CA) Aaron Lopresti
The 52nd annual edition of The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide turns the spotlight onto the
expansive history of the medium with an all-new feature on The Yellow Kid, as well as 100th
anniversary features on EC Comics founder William M. Gaines and the one and only Stan Lee, as well
as a look at the history of James Buchanan Barnes - alias Bucky, a.k.a. The Winter Soldier. Of course,
that's in addition to all the new prices, market reports, and more from the book that's been the Bible
of serious comic book collectors, dealers and historians for more than five decades! This year
features covers of The Winter Soldier by Butch Guice and EC Horror Hosts by Aaron Lopfesti!
(STL225944) (APR221515)
SC, 1120pgs, FC SRP: $34.95

JAN231558
OVERSTREET COMIC BK PG HC VOL 52 EC HORROR
(W) Robert M. Overstreet (A) Various (CA) Aaron Lopresti
The 52nd annual edition of The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide turns the spotlight onto the
expansive history of the medium with an all-new feature on The Yellow Kid, as well as 100th
anniversary features on EC Comics founder William M. Gaines and the one and only Stan Lee, as well
as a look at the history of James Buchanan Barnes - alias Bucky, a.k.a. The Winter Soldier. Of course,
that's in addition to all the new prices, market reports, and more from the book that's been the Bible
of serious comic book collectors, dealers and historians for more than five decades! This year
features covers of The Winter Soldier by Butch Guice and EC Horror Hosts by Aaron Lopresti!
(STL225945) (APR221516)
HC, 1120pgs, FC SRP: $44.95

JAN231559
OVERSTREET COMIC BK PG SC VOL 52 WINTER SOLDIER
(W) Robert M. Overstreet (A) Various (CA) Butch Guice
The 52nd annual edition of The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide turns the spotlight onto the
expansive history of the medium with an all-new feature on The Yellow Kid, as well as 100th
anniversary features on EC Comics founder William M. Gaines and the one and only Stan Lee, as well
as a look at the history of James Buchanan Barnes - alias Bucky, a.k.a. The Winter Soldier. Of course,
that's in addition to all the new prices, market reports, and more from the book that's been the Bible
of serious comic book collectors, dealers and historians for more than five decades! This year
features covers of The Winter Soldier by Butch Guice and EC Horror Hosts by Aaron Lopresti!
(STL223602) (APR221511)
SC, 1120pgs, FC SRP: $34.95

JAN231560

OVERSTREET COMIC BK PG HC VOL 52 WINTER SOLDIER
(W) Robert M. Overstreet (A) Various (CA) Butch Guice
The 52nd annual edition of The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide turns the spotlight onto the
expansive history of the medium with an all-new feature on The Yellow Kid, as well as 100th
anniversary features on EC Comics founder William M. Gaines and the one and only Stan Lee, as well
as a look at the history of James Buchanan Barnes - alias Bucky, a.k.a. The Winter Soldier. Of course,
that's in addition to all the new prices, market reports, and more from the book that's been the Bible
of serious comic book collectors, dealers and historians for more than five decades! This year
features covers of The Winter Soldier by Butch Guice and EC Horror Hosts by Aaron Lopresti!
(STL225940) (APR221512)
HC, 1120pgs, FC SRP: $44.95

JAN231561
OVERSTREET GUIDE SC GRADING COMICS 6TH ED
Newly revised & updated! Since 1970, the name "Overstreet" has symbolized a vast knowledge of
American comic books. While The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide helps you learn about comic
values, this book teaches you the importance of condition (a factor that is often the key to real
collectability) and how to grade accurately. The Overstreet Guide to Grading Comics includes the 10point grading system, as well as exhaustive descriptions of Primary and Split Grades. It spotlights
each grade with more than 200 full-color images in all, as well as articles on storage, preservation,
and restoration, a look at the independent, third-party grading companies, and much more!
(STL161752) (JAN211364)
SC, 7x10, 384pgs, FC

SRP: $24.95

GRAPHIC MUNDI - PSU PRESS

JAN231563
THE MARE GN (C: 1-1-1)
(W/A) Seth Martel
While she battles her own demons during the day, Indigo's nights are haunted by something much
darker. Everyone else may be enjoying the summer, but Indigo's life isn't going so well. Her dad's
marriage just ended in a very public divorce, and now he's drinking again. Indy barely graduated
from high school, she just lost her job, and she doesn't know what to do with her life. The stress is
causing her nightmarish sleep paralysis-or so she thinks. Indy confides in her best friend, Kasia, who
blames "The Mare" for her troubles-the spirit of someone wronged that saps its victim's energy at
night. It sounds crazy to Indy, but is it? (STL251817) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in US and
Canada.
SC, 7x10, 108pgs, FC

SRP: $21.95

JAN231564
MENOPAUSE COMIC TREATMENT HC GN (MR)
(W) MK Czerwiec (A) Various
Eisner Award Winner for Best Anthology and Best Short Story. Hot flashes. Vaginal atrophy. Social
stigma. The comics in this unapologetic anthology prove that when it comes to menopause and its
attendant symptoms, no one needs to sweat it alone. Featuring works by comics luminaries such as
Lynda Barry, Joyce Farmer, Ellen Forney, and Carol Tyler, Menopause is the perfect antidote to the
simplistic, cheap-joke approach that treats menopause as a cultural taboo. This anthology challenges
stereotypes with perspectives from a range of life experiences, ages, gender identities, ethnicities,
and health conditions. (STL210564) (JUL219430)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 8x1, 144pgs, B&W SRP: $29.95

GRAPHIC UNIVERSE

JAN231565
GREEN GIRLS GN (C: 0-1-0)
(W) Loic Nicoloff (A) Alberto Zanon & Various
Emma, Lily, and Fadila want to save the planet... but no one around them seems to care. Frustrated,
they name themselves the Green Girls, take to social media, and launch a series of bold protests.
Alongside their classmate and aspiring Green Girl Silas, the crew risks getting in trouble (and stirs
some up) to raise awareness about container ship pollution, palm oil overproduction, and more
environmental hazards. With a mix of livestreams, spray paint, and bungee cords, they're out to
make a difference—and get their followers to do the same. (STL257990) (C: 0-1-0)
SC, 7x9, 144pgs, FC

SRP: $14.99

GRAPHIX

JAN231567
DOG MAN GN VOL 11 TWENTY THOUSAND FLEAS UNDER SEA (C: 0-1-0)
(W/A/CA) Dav Pilkey
Dog Man is back! The highly anticipated new graphic novel in the #1 worldwide bestselling Dog Man
series starring everyone's favorite canine superhero by award-winning author and illustrator Dav
Pilkey is coming March 28, 2023!Piggy is back, and his newest plot is his most diabolical yet. Dog
Man and the rest of your favorite characters must join together in this heroic and hilarious, ALL NEW

adventure. WHAT new villains are on the horizon? WHERE are they all coming from? And WHO will
step forward to save the city when scoundrels sabotage our Supa Buddies? Find out in DOG MAN
#11—there's so much more than ever before —it's EPIC! (STL255978) (C: 0-1-0)
HC, 6x9, 240pgs, FC

SRP: $14.99

JAN231568
DOG MAN HC GN W DJ VOL 11 TWENTY THOUSAND FLEAS UNDER SEA (C
(W/A/CA) Dav Pilkey

DOG MAN IS BACK! The highly anticipated new graphic novel in the #1 worldwide bestselling Dog
Man series starring everyone's favorite canine superhero by award-winning author and illustrator
Dav Pilkey is coming March 28, 2023!Piggy is back, and his newest plot is his most diabolical yet. Dog
Man and the rest of your favorite characters must join together in this heroic and hilarious, ALL NEW
adventure. WHAT new villains are on the horizon? WHERE are they all coming from? And WHO will
step forward to save the city when scoundrels sabotage our Supa Buddies? Find out in DOG MAN
#11 -- there's so much more than ever before -- it's EPIC! (STL255977) (C: 0-1-0)
HC, 6x9, 240pgs, FC

SRP: $24.99

JAN231569
FIVE NIGHTS AT FREDDYS GN COLL VOL 02 FAZBEAR FRIGHTS (C: 0(W) Scott Cawthon & Various (A) Claudia Schröder
Five Nights at Freddy's fans won't want to miss this pulse-pounding collection of three novella-length
comic stories that will keep even the bravest player up at night! Oscar, ever the miniature grown-up
his mom needs him to be, decides to take something he wants... even though he knows it's wrong.
Stanley is newly dumped, stuck in a dead-end job for a mysterious employer, and unable to connect
with anyone. And Devon, abandoned by his dad and ignored by his mom, can't understand why love
and friendship come so easily to everyone except him. Unfortunately, in the callous world of Five
Nights at Freddy's, it's always in the depths of loneliness when evil creeps in. (STL255973) (C: 0-1-0)
SC, 6x9, 192pgs, FC

SRP: $14.99

JAN231570
FIVE NIGHTS AT FREDDYS HC GN COLL VOL 02 FAZBEAR FRIGHTS (C:
(W) Scott Cawthon, Kira Breed-Wrisley (A) Claudia Schröder

The New York Times bestselling series is now a graphic novel! Five Nights at Freddy's fans won't
want to miss this pulse-pounding collection of three novella-length comic stories that will keep even
the bravest player up at night . . .

Oscar, ever the miniature grown-up his mom needs him to be, decides to take something he wants .
. . even though he knows it's wrong. Stanley is newly dumped, stuck in a dead-end job for a
mysterious employer, and unable to connect with anyone. And Devon, abandoned by his dad and
ignored by his mom, can't understand why love and friendship come so easily to everyone except
him. Unfortunately, in the callous world of Five Nights at Freddy's, it's always in the depths of
loneliness when evil creeps in.

In this volume, three stories from the New York Times bestselling series Five Nights at Freddy's:
Fazbear Frights come to life in delightfully horrifying comics. Readers beware: This collection of
terrifying tales is enough to unsettle even the most hardened Five Nights at Freddy's fans.
(STL255974) (C: 0-1-0)
HC, 6x9, 192pgs, FC

SRP: $24.99

JAN231571
SQUISHED GN (C: 0-1-0)
(W) Megan Wagner Lloyd (A) Michelle Mee Nutter
Eleven-year-old Avery Lee loves living in Hickory Valley, Maryland. She loves her neighborhood,
school, and the end-of-summer fair she always goes to with her two best friends. But she's tired of
feeling squished by her six siblings! They're noisy and chaotic and the younger kids love her a little
too much. All Avery wants is her own room — her own space to be alone and make art. So she's
furious when Theo, her grumpy older brother, gets his own room instead, and her wild baby brother,
Max, moves into the room she already shares with her clinging sister Pearl! Avery hatches a plan to
finally get her own room, all while trying to get Max to sleep at night, navigating changes in her
friendships, and working on an art entry for the fair. And when Avery finds out that her family might
move across the country, things get even more complicated. (STL255971) (C: 0-1-0)
SC, 6x9, 256pgs, FC

SRP: $12.99

JAN231572
SQUISHED HC GN (C: 0-1-0)
(W) Megan Wagner Lloyd (A) Michelle Mee Nutter

From the powerhouse duo behind the instant bestseller Allergic comes a spirited new graphic novel
about finding your own space… especially when you're in a family of nine!

Eleven-year-old Avery Lee loves living in Hickory Valley, Maryland. She loves her neighborhood,
school, and the end-of-summer fair she always goes to with her two best friends. But she's tired of
feeling squished by her six siblings! They're noisy and chaotic and the younger kids love her a little
too much. All Avery wants is her own room -- her own space to be alone and make art. So she's
furious when Theo, her grumpy older brother, gets his own room instead, and her wild baby brother,
Max, moves into the room she already shares with her clinging sister Pearl! Avery hatches a plan to
finally get her own room, all while trying to get Max to sleep at night, navigating changes in her
friendships, and working on an art entry for the fair. And when Avery finds out that her family might
move across the country, things get even more complicated.

Megan Wagner Lloyd and Michelle Mee Nutter have once again teamed up to tell a funny, heartfelt,
and charming story of family, friendship, and growing up. (STL255972) (C: 0-1-0)
HC, 6x9, 256pgs, FC

SRP: $24.99

HACHETTE BOOK GROUP

JAN231573
IN EVERY GENERATION A SLAYER IS BORN SC (C: 1-1-1)
(W) Evan Ross Katz
Over the course of its seven-year run, Buffy the Vampire Slayer cultivated a loyal fandom and
featured a strong, complex female lead, at a time when such a character was a rarity. Evan Ross Katz
explores the show's cultural relevance through a book that is part oral history, part celebration, and
part memoir of a personal fandom that has universal resonance still, decades later. Katz—with the
help of the show's cast, creators, and crew—reveals that although Buffy contributed to important
conversations about gender, sexuality, and feminism, it was not free of internal strife, controversy,
and shortcomings. Into Every Generation a Slayer Is Born engages with the very notion of fandom,
and the ways a show like Buffy can influence not only how we see the world but how we exist within
it. (STL257469) (C: 1-1-1)
NOVEL, SC, 6x9, 416pgs SRP: $19.99

HARPER ALLEY

JAN231574
CRYPTID CLUB GN VOL 02 NESSIE SITUATION (C: 0-1-0)
(W) Michael Brumm (A) Jeff Mack
When Lily learns that a strange monster might be living in the school’s bathroom, she knows that the
Cryptid Club has found their next case! But when the club discovers strange writing on the bathroom
stalls and that something is stealing paper and pens, they know it’s going to take some super-duper

sleuthing to crack this caper. Then the monster starts popping up in the school toilets, and things
quickly go from bad to the worst! The principal has ordered all the bathrooms closed—immediately!
Now Lily, Henry, Oliver, and their new friend, Ernie, have to solve the mystery before the entire
school has an accident of epic proportions. It’s the second book in the hilarious new four-book
graphic novel from author and Late Show with Stephen Colbert writer, Michael Brumm, and
bestselling illustrator Jeff Mack. (STL257269) (C: 0-1-0)
SC, 96pgs, FC

SRP: $8.99

JAN231575
CRYPTID CLUB HC GN VOL 02 NESSIE SITUATION (C: 0-1-0)
(W) Michael Brumm (A) Jeff Mack
A Nessie Situation is the second book in the hilarious four-book graphic novel series The Cryptid
Club. Super sleuth Lily, her younger brother, Henry, their neighbor Oliver, and new friend Ernie band
together to figure out if the Loch Ness Monster is really hiding in their school’s bathroom.
When Lily learns that a strange monster might be living in the school’s bathroom, she knows that the
Cryptid Club has found their next case! But when the club discovers strange writing on the bathroom
stalls and that something is stealing paper and pens, they know it’s going to take some super-duper
sleuthing to crack this caper. Then the monster starts popping up in the school toilets, and things
quickly go from bad to the worst! The principal has ordered all the bathrooms closed—immediately!
Now Lily, Henry, Oliver, and their new friend, Ernie, have to solve the mystery before the entire
school has an accident of epic proportions. It’s the second book in the hilarious new four-book
graphic novel from author and Late Show with Stephen Colbert writer, Michael Brumm, and
bestselling illustrator Jeff Mack. (STL257270) (C: 0-1-0)
HC, 96pgs, FC

SRP: $16.99

JAN231576
POPULARMMOS PRESENTS INTO OVERWORLD GN (C: 0-1-1)
(W) Pat + Jen (A) Dani Jones
Now in softcover, New York Times bestselling authors and YouTube sensations are back with this
graphic novel in their rollicking, fast-paced, hilarious graphic novel series, featuring all of the best
loved characters from one of the world's most popular YouTube channels! (STL257251) (C: 0-1-1)
SC, 7x9, 208pgs, FC

SRP: $12.99

HEAVY METAL ENTERTAINMENT

JAN231577
STARWARD TP VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2)

(W) Steve Orlando (A) Ivan Shavrin
Starting college at the end of the summer is stressful enough for Stephanie Cohen, since she's giving
up her love of classics to please her parents in Pre-Med. But classics crashes into her life when she
realizes she's the reincarnation of a stellar warrior tasked with guarding the cosmic door to chaos! Is
Stephanie strong enough to follow her heart, accept her secret history, and look starward in time to
save humanity... when she realizes chaos has already won? (STL238120) (C: 0-1-2)
RES. from Previews Vol. XXXII #7 (JUL221575)
SC, 7x10, 120pgs, FC

SRP: $14.99

JAN231578
THE RED TP (C: 0-1-1)
(W) Matthew Medney, Morgan Rosenblum (A/CA) Jon Lam
In the distant future, a nuclear war has changed the course of history forever. A single government
entity now presides over what's left of the world, and prohibits certain content that is deemed
emotionally dangerous, or "red", in an attempt to maintain order and keep society working. A
collection of gifted musicians, who possess the rare ability to create red content, discover they are
the key to overthrowing the totalitarian government that has taken their emotional freedoms. Jonny
Jones and his group of misfit rebel artists are discovered for operating an illegal Speakeasy, and
become Nova City's most wanted. They are forced to turn to a mysterious benefactor known only as
"the Collector," who just so happened to be at the right place at the right time. While Jonny and his
crew have their suspicions, they're best chance at freedom appears to be with this mysterious man.
(STL255969) (C: 0-1-1)
HC, 7x10, 120pgs, FC

SRP: $24.99

HERMES PRESS

JAN231579
BEST OF JOHN BUSCEMA ROY ROGERS COMICS HC (C: 0-1-1)
(A) John Buscema
Exclusively featuring the art of comic great John Buscema, this collection features 272 pages of
action packed Roy Rogers King of the Cowboys comics specially selected by Roy's son, Dusty!
(STL184214) (C: 0-1-1)
RES. from Previews Vol. XXXI #3 (MAR211356)
HC, 8x10, 272pgs, FC

JAN231580

SRP: $60.00

FRANK THORNES COMP IRON DEVIL HC (A) (C: 1-1-1)
For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, ask your local
comic shop. (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, & UK.
ADULT MATERIAL
HC, 8x11, 144pgs, FC

SRP: $50.00

JAN231581
JOHNNY HAZARD DAILIES HC VOL 09 1956- 1957 (C: 0-1-1)
Frank Robbins' masterpiece, one of the all-time greatest action/adventure newspaper comic strips,
Johnny Hazard, returns with Volume Nine of the series! Continues the adventures of Johnny Hazard
picking up the storyline where Volume Eight left off. See more trend-setting artwork by comics
legend Frank Robbins in one of the most important adventure strips ever to grace newspapers.
Includes the following stories: "Border Incident," "Inside Info," "Baseball a la Carte," "Operation Big
Switch," "Meeting in the Clouds," and "In Every Port." (STL164418) (C: 0-1-1)
RES. from Previews Vol. XXX #9 (SEP201295)
HC, 10x7, 288pgs, B&W SRP: $50.00

JAN231582
O/A GLADYS PARKER LIFE IN COMICS PASSION FOR FASHION HC
(W) Trina Robbins (A) Gladys Parker
Cartoonist Gladys Parker was unique in comics. As with Frida Kahlo, it was impossible to tell where
her art left off and its creator began. Parker mixed fashion and comics and created classic characters
that mimicked her sense of fashion. In fact, Parker was an exact double for her ink-and-paper
creation, Mopsy. Only Gladys Parker was a fashion designer with a successful line of clothing while at
the same time drawing an equally successful comic strip. Parker's dresses bearing the Gladys Parker
label were sold at her own New York shop and at high-end department stores across the country.
Who better to chronicle the story of Gladys Parker than comics herstorian Trina Robbins, who in the
1960s designed clothes for hippies and rock stars out of her East Village boutique, while drawing
underground comix? (STL125018)
Biography, HC, 8x11, 256pgs, FC SRP: $59.99

JAN231583
O/A PHANTOM COMP DAILIES HC VOL 25 1974-1975
(W) Lee Falk (A) Seymour Sy Barry
The critically acclaimed, best selling complete reprint of The Phantom continues! This exciting 25th
volume continues the Sy Barry Years! Reprinted in all its black and white glory, journey with Hermes
Press as we bring you three complete continuities drawn by Sy himself: "The Curse of the Sacred

Image," and "The Normal Life," and "The Cavelands." Strips from this issue are taken directly from
King Feature's proofs. Included in the volume is a comprehensive essay and documentary materials.
(STL227112)
HC, 12x9, 272pgs, B&W SRP: $60.00

HI FRUCTOSE

JAN231584
HI FRUCTOSE MAGAZINE QUARTERLY #66 (C: 0-1-1)
In this issue we have specially selected artists for this issue as well our popular bonus insert on
contrasting paper stock in the center! Hi-Fructose showcases an eclectic mix of underground artists,
pop surrealists, emerging and rediscovered counter cultures, and awe inspiring spectacles from
around the world. Hi-Fructose's beautiful layouts feature in-depth features and interviews with
cutting edge artists, creators, and many many surprises yet to be revealed all jam packed into one
place. Features a 16-page Mini Insert feature on Raymond Lemstra. (STL257983) (C: 0-1-1)
Magazine, 120pgs, FC

SRP: $12.95

HUMANOIDS

JAN231585
YOUNG KATHERINE JOHNSON HC (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A) William Augel
A close and playful glimpse at the childhood of one of the world's greatest geniuses and cultural
icons, Katherine Johnson!
Katherine Johnson grew up to be the first Black woman to work at NASA, figuring out the path for
spacecrafts to go around the Earth and land on the Moon! But before she set her sights on outer
space, she was busy making the Earth's surface her laboratory!

Equipped with a mind for math, nothing gets past Katherine: how did Noah manage to put 48,000
animals on his ark, not to mention all that feed?!

Accompanied by her brother Charlie and her chicken Lucinda, Katherine makes the world her
playground and sometimes dreams of a Moon that could answer her questions...or even, growing up
in the early 1900s, a more equal society where black people and white people could have the same
rights... (STL259306) (C: 0-1-2)
HC, 88pgs, FC

SRP: $14.99

JAN231586
METABARON HC BOOK 04 BASTARD & PROTOGUARDIANESS (MR) (C: 0-0
(W) Jerry Frissen (A) Pete Woods
The critically acclaimed series is back! Follow the fate of No-Name, the "last Metabaron" as he reexamines a brutal legacy of patricide, inter-galactic dominance, and alienation.

It is the destiny of every Metabaron to pass down their title through the honor of being bested by
their son in mortal combat. But the Metabaron No-Name has become overcome with fear, and his
son Adal is far from honorable. As the son seeks to destroy the father who abandoned him, the
universe's supply of the life-giving substance epiphyte-and therefore all of existence itself-hangs in
the balance! (STL259822) (C: 0-0-2)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 9x12, 112pgs, FC

SRP: $29.99

JAN231587
PIXIES OF SIXITIES YOU REALLY GOT ME NOW TP (MR) (C: 0-0-2)
(W) Gihef & Various (A) Giulio Macaione, Alberto Zanon
In the 1960s U.K., With Swinging London underway, Fairies enter the light of day!

Anann: The story of a young fairy who, drawn by the lights of Swinging London, leaves her forest to
pursue her dreams of becoming a singer. She meets Stella, a human with whom she quickly falls in
love. But her lover's disappearance will make Anann realize that beneath the glitz and glamour of
the city, rejection is only a tiny part of what awaits her...

Ailith: When she arrives in London to investigate a case of missing persons linked to a strange rite,
Ailith gladly accepts help from her childhood friend, Elliot, a police officer who expresses clear Antifairy opinions and blames them for all the major problems in London. When the investigation
entrusted to Ailith leads her to the heart of the forest, she makes a most disturbing discovery,
uncovering with it a deeply buried wound. (STL259826) (C: 0-0-2)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 112pgs, FC SRP: $22.99

JAN231588
SAP HUNTERS HC (MR) (C: 0-0-2)

(W) Laurent Genefort (A) Alexandre Ristorcelli
Through the branches of the gigantic World Tree, Pierig searches for the source of the malevolence
that poisons the sap.

The colossal branches of the World Tree are home to many diverse clans of people, each living
among their tier. When Pierig, a Sap Diviner, is captured by the Bellicose clan for his rare skills, he
learns that the World Tree is dying and its nourishing sap, the fuel for each of these communities, is
being poisoned... Accompanied by three warriors, Pierig is forced to trace the origin of the evil that is
eating away at the plant titan through each of its levels, and down to the very base if necessary. But
along his journey, issues deeper than the root of this sickness begin to surface, putting everything
Pierig knew to be true into question. (STL259829) (C: 0-0-2)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 9x12, 120pgs, FC

SRP: $24.99

JAN231589
O/A MPLS SOUND TP
(W) Joseph Illidge, Hannibal Tabu (A) Meredith Laxton (CA) Jen Bartel
Theresa Booker was hardly the first singer-songwriter to be inspired by His Royal Badness-but she
was the most determined.

Minneapolis, 1982. Dozens of young bands, playing day and night in bars and clubs across the city,
dream of being noticed by the musical genius Prince, revered as a guru and a powerbroker. But
when Theresa and her band, Starchild, are offered the opportunity of a lifetime-to be taken in and
mentored by their idol-they soon find that there's a dark side to fame and fortune that could turn
their dream into a nightmare.

MPLS Sound is the ultimate love letter to the legendary Minneapolis funk-rock sound of the 1980s.
(STL181664)
128pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

JAN231590
HOUSE WITHOUT WINDOWS TP
(W) Marc Ellison (A) Didier Kassai
By the delicate hand of Didier Kassaï (Storm Over Bangui) comes a comic book documentary about
the street children of Bangui, told in a style that mixes photo and illustration.

In the Central African Republic, children grow up in a state of insecurity, poverty, and malnutrition.
The 2013 conflict only exacerbated this situation. The Central African Republic has become what
many call "a house without windows."

Through illustrations and photos, this comic takes you into the heart of this "forgotten crisis." With
Central African artist Didier Kassai and British photojournalist Marc Ellison as your guides, watch
children at work in a diamond mine, observe life in a refugee camp, and meet the street children of
Bangui. (STL180160) (JAN211391)
160pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

JAN231591
LUISA NOW THEN GN
(W) Carole Maurel, Mariko Tamaki (A/CA) Carole Maurel
A disillusioned photographer has a chance encounter with her lost teenage self who has
miraculously traveled into the future. Together, both women ultimately discover who they really
are, finding the courage to live life by being true to themselves. Luisa's sexuality is revealed to be a
defining element of her identity, one which both of her selves must come to terms with. A timetraveling love story that turns coming-of-age conventions upside down, Luisa is a universal queer
romance for the modern age. (STL082109) (APR181598) NOTE: Not Available in India.
SC, 8x11, 272pgs, FC

SRP: $29.95

JAN231592
COMPLETE OMNI TP
(W) Devin Grayson, Melody Cooper (A) Alitha Martinez & Various (CA) John Cassaday
What would you do if you could think faster than the speed of light?
Brilliant doctor Cecelia Cobbina, held in the highest regard by peers and patients alike, is caught in a
spontaneous ignition of energy from out of nowhere. As it fades, she finds herself with the ability to
process thoughts at the speed of light. Now gifted with an intelligence far beyond anything humanity
has ever seen, Dr. Cobbina has set out to find and help other "ignited" people the world over, all in
search of cracking the mystery behind their new powers. (STL237140) (JUL221587)
SC, 7x10, 248pgs, FC

SRP: $27.99

JAN231593
COUNT TP (MR)
(W/A) Ibrahim Moustafa
A sci-fi reimagining of the greatest revenge story of all time: The Count of Monte Cristo.

Framed for treason and wrongfully imprisoned at the hands of a jealous rival and a corrupt
magistrate, Redxan Samud escapes his hovering prison colony hell-bent on retribution. Given a map
from his dying jail companion to the location of a stolen cache of Union Credits large enough to
make him wealthy beyond imagination, Samud concocts a plan to exact revenge on those who
conspired to let him rot in a cell. (STL180156) (JAN211389)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 136pgs, FC SRP: $19.99

IDW PUBLISHING

JAN231594
BREATH OF SHADOWS #3 CVR A CORMACK (MR)
(W) Rich Douek (A/CA) Alex Cormack
With Jimmy quickly burning through everything in the group's medical supplies that will give him a
buzz and the way forward lost in the thick jungle overgrowth, the situation is becoming desperate…
and our intrepid explorers don't even know about the natives who have been tracking them! And
just where are all these centipedes coming from? Prepare for another psychedelic smear of body
horror from Rich Douek and Alex Cormack, the team behind Road of Bones and Sea of Sorrows!
(STL258404)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN231595
BREATH OF SHADOWS #3 CVR B BARENDS (MR)
(W) Rich Douek (A) Alex Cormack (CA) Bjorn Barends
With Jimmy quickly burning through everything in the group's medical supplies that will give him a
buzz and the way forward lost in the thick jungle overgrowth, the situation is becoming
desperate…and our intrepid explorers don't even know about the natives who have been tracking
them! And just where are all these centipedes coming from? Prepare for another psychedelic smear
of body horror from Rich Douek and Alex Cormack, the team behind Road of Bones and Sea of
Sorrows! (STL258405)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN231597
DEAD SEAS #4 CVR A BROKENSHIRE (MR)

(W) Cavan Scott (A/CA) Nick Brokenshire
Ghosts of the past return to haunt the crew of the Perdition as the stricken revenant containment
vessel sinks beneath the waves. Supernatural chills from Cavan Scott (Star Wars: The High Republic,
Titans United) and Nick Brokenshire (Star Wars Adventures, Cold Iron). (STL258407)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN231598
DEAD SEAS #4 CVR B ANINDITO (MR)
(W) Cavan Scott (A) Nick Brokenshire (CA) Ario Anindito
Ghosts of the past return to haunt the crew of the Perdition as the stricken revenant containment
vessel sinks beneath the waves. Supernatural chills from Cavan Scott (Star Wars: The High Republic,
Titans United) and Nick Brokenshire (Star Wars Adventures, Cold Iron). (STL258408)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN231599
DEAD SEAS #4 CVR C ARTIST TBD (MR)
(W) Cavan Scott (A) Nick Brokenshire (CA) TBD
Ghosts of the past return to haunt the crew of the Perdition as the stricken revenant containment
vessel sinks beneath the waves. Supernatural chills from Cavan Scott (Star Wars: The High Republic,
Titans United) and Nick Brokenshire (Star Wars Adventures, Cold Iron). (STL258409)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN231600
EARTHDIVERS #6 CVR A ALBUQUERQUE (MR)
(W) Stephen Jones (A) Davide Gianfelice (CA) Rafael Albuquerque
When Indigenous survivors Tad, Sosh, Emily, and Yellow Kid plotted to reverse the apocalypse by
stopping the creation of America, their wildest dreams couldn't have prepared them for the
consequences of interfering with history. Now the mission to kill Christopher Columbus comes to a
close, but whose blood will spill when the Santa Maria finally hits shore? And where-when-will the
desperate time travelers go when their efforts in 1492 backfire? (STL258410)
MATURE THEMES

36pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN231601
EARTHDIVERS #6 CVR B ARTIST TBD (MR)
(W) Stephen Jones (A) Davide Gianfelice (CA) TBD
When Indigenous survivors Tad, Sosh, Emily, and Yellow Kid plotted to reverse the apocalypse by
stopping the creation of America, their wildest dreams couldn't have prepared them for the
consequences of interfering with history. Now the mission to kill Christopher Columbus comes to a
close, but whose blood will spill when the Santa Maria finally hits shore? And where-when-will the
desperate time travelers go when their efforts in 1492 backfire? Join New York Times best-selling
author Stephen Graham Jones and artist Davide Gianfelice for the heart-stopping finale of the first
arc of Earthdivers, and make your predictions about the next era of carnage to come! (STL258411)
MATURE THEMES
36pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN231602
EARTHDIVERS #6 CVR C ARTIST TBD (MR)
(W) Stephen Jones (A) Davide Gianfelice (CA) TBD
When Indigenous survivors Tad, Sosh, Emily, and Yellow Kid plotted to reverse the apocalypse by
stopping the creation of America, their wildest dreams couldn't have prepared them for the
consequences of interfering with history. Now the mission to kill Christopher Columbus comes to a
close, but whose blood will spill when the Santa Maria finally hits shore? And where-when-will the
desperate time travelers go when their efforts in 1492 backfire? Join New York Times best-selling
author Stephen Graham Jones and artist Davide Gianfelice for the heart-stopping finale of the first
arc of Earthdivers, and make your predictions about the next era of carnage to come! (STL258412)
MATURE THEMES
36pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN231603
EARTHDIVERS #6 CVR D ARTIST TBD (MR)
(W) Stephen Jones (A) Davide Gianfelice (CA) TBD
When Indigenous survivors Tad, Sosh, Emily, and Yellow Kid plotted to reverse the apocalypse by
stopping the creation of America, their wildest dreams couldn't have prepared them for the
consequences of interfering with history. Now the mission to kill Christopher Columbus comes to a
close, but whose blood will spill when the Santa Maria finally hits shore? And where-when-will the
desperate time travelers go when their efforts in 1492 backfire? Join New York Times best-selling

author Stephen Graham Jones and artist Davide Gianfelice for the heart-stopping finale of the first
arc of Earthdivers, and make your predictions about the next era of carnage to come! (STL258413)
MATURE THEMES
36pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN231604
GODZILLA BEST OF KING GHIDORAH
(W/A) Various (CA) James Biggie
The monster from outer space, King Ghidorah, lands in this special one-shot reprint showcasing
some of the greatest King Ghidorah stories that have ever smashed through our comics. These one
hundred beautiful pages were written and rendered by a variety of superstar scribes and artists,
including James Stokoe, Eric Powell, Ibrahim Moustafa, Joshua Hale Fialkov, and many more. This
special collection is sure to show kaiju fans everywhere why King Ghidorah is one of Godzilla's
greatest foes! (STL258414)
100pgs, FC

SRP: $6.99

JAN231605
MY LITTLE PONY #11 CVR A BULMER
(W) Casey Gilly (A/CA) Abby Bulmer
Spooky! Scary! Ahh!!! are all words that can be used to describe the latest video game going viral.
Pipp, never one to shy away from a trend, persuades her friends to play with her. But as the game
gets creepier, it starts to come to life! Can the Mane Five survive the fright of their lives?
(STL258415)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN231606
MY LITTLE PONY #11 CVR B HUANG
(W) Casey Gilly (A) Abby Bulmer (CA) Megan Huang
Spooky! Scary! Ahh!!! are all words that can be used to describe the latest video game going viral.
Pipp, never one to shy away from a trend, persuades her friends to play with her. But as the game
gets creepier, it starts to come to life! Can the Mane Five survive the fright of their lives?
(STL258416)
32pgs, FC

JAN231608

SRP: $3.99

SONIC THE HEDGEHOG #59 CVR A ROTHLISBERGER
(W) Evan Stanley (A) Adam Bryce Thomas (CA) Thomas Rothlisberger
Androids everywhere! Three teams are trapped in Eggperial City, fighting wave after wave of
androids. Sonic is speeding, Amy is smashing, Tails is flying. Shadow is punching, Omega is ripping,
Rouge is… looting. But will it be enough? And has anyone seen Tangle?! (STL258425)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN231609
SONIC THE HEDGEHOG #59 CVR B HAINES
(W) Evan Stanley (A) Adam Bryce Thomas (CA) Natalie Haines
Androids everywhere! Three teams are trapped in Eggperial City, fighting wave after wave of
androids. Sonic is speeding, Amy is smashing, Tails is flying. Shadow is punching, Omega is ripping,
Rouge is…looting. But will it be enough? And has anyone seen Tangle?! (STL258426)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN231611
SONIC THE HEDGEHOG #1 5TH ANNV ED CVR A HESSE
(W) Ian Flynn (A) Tracy Yardley (CA) Tyson Hesse
It has been five years since Sonic the Hedgehog #1, can you believe it?! Five years of friendship,
speediness, and chili dogs! To celebrate, we're getting the team back together! Join Ian Flynn and
Tracy Yardley for a reprint of #1, plus an all-new bonus short story, a look at how the comics get
made, and more! (STL258418)
48pgs, FC

SRP: $7.99

JAN231612
SONIC THE HEDGEHOG #1 5TH ANNV ED CVR B STANLEY
(W) Ian Flynn (A) Tracy Yardley (CA) Evan Stanley
It has been five years since Sonic the Hedgehog #1, can you believe it?! Five years of friendship,
speediness, and chili dogs!

To celebrate, we're getting the team back together! Join Ian Flynn and Tracy Yardley for a reprint of
#1, plus an all-new bonus short story, a look at how the comics get made, and more! (STL258419)
48pgs, FC

SRP: $7.99

JAN231613
SONIC THE HEDGEHOG #1 5TH ANNV ED CVR C YARDLEY
(W) Ian Flynn (A/CA) Tracy Yardley
It has been five years since Sonic the Hedgehog #1, can you believe it?! Five years of friendship,
speediness, and chili dogs!

To celebrate, we're getting the team back together! Join Ian Flynn and Tracy Yardley for a reprint of
#1, plus an all-new bonus short story, a look at how the comics get made, and more! (STL258420)
48pgs, FC

SRP: $7.99

JAN231614
SONIC THE HEDGEHOG #1 5TH ANNV ED CVR D HERNANDEZ
(W) Ian Flynn (A) Tracy Yardley (CA) Jennifer Hernandez
It has been five years since Sonic the Hedgehog #1, can you believe it?! Five years of friendship,
speediness, and chili dogs!

To celebrate, we're getting the team back together! Join Ian Flynn and Tracy Yardley for a reprint of
#1, plus an all-new bonus short story, a look at how the comics get made, and more! (STL258421)
48pgs, FC

SRP: $7.99

JAN231618
STAR TREK #6 CVR A ROSANAS
(W) Collin Kelly (A/CA) Ramon Rosanas
Chaos ensues as the God City sets out on a collision course for Earth! Inside the living city, Captain
Sisko and Dr. Crusher face off against the cosmic being wearing the ancient city as armor.
Meanwhile, Lieutenant Commander Data pushes the Theseus and its crew to their limits in trying to
keep up with the being zooming across the quadrant. But where do ants stand among giants?
(STL258428)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN231619
STAR TREK #6 CVR B ARTIST TBD
(W) Collin Kelly (A) Ramon Rosanas (CA) TBD

Chaos ensues as the God City sets out on a collision course for Earth! Inside the living city, Captain
Sisko and Dr. Crusher face off against the cosmic being wearing the ancient city as armor.
Meanwhile, Lieutenant Commander Data pushes the Theseus and its crew to their limits in trying to
keep up with the being zooming across the quadrant. But where do ants stand among giants?
(STL258429)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN231620
STAR TREK #6 CVR C BARTOK
(W) Collin Kelly (A) Ramon Rosanas (CA) Jake Bartok
Chaos ensues as the God City sets out on a collision course for Earth! Inside the living city, Captain
Sisko and Dr. Crusher face off against the cosmic being wearing the ancient city as armor.
Meanwhile, Lieutenant Commander Data pushes the Theseus and its crew to their limits in trying to
keep up with the being zooming across the quadrant. But where do ants stand among giants?
(STL258430)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN231624
STAR TREK DS9 DOG OF WAR #1 CVR A HERNANDEZ
(W) Mike Chen (A/CA) Angel Hernandez
BORK! An extremely rare purebred corgi from Earth makes its way aboard Deep Space 9 when Quark
cuts a deal to procure it for a high buyer. After all, a Ferengi without profit is no Ferengi at all! But
Latinum the corgi comes with unexpected cargo that shakes Captain Benjamin Sisko to the core: a
Borg component discovered by a crew sent to uncover Cardassian technology after the station's
reoccupation. Don't miss out on this exclusive "lost episode" celebrating the 30th anniversary of the
fan-favorite show Star Trek: Deep Space Nine and debut comic series by acclaimed author Mike
Chen (Star Wars: Brotherhood) and Star Trek comics artist extraordinaire Angel Hernandez!
(STL258434)
36pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN231625
STAR TREK DS9 DOG OF WAR #1 CVR B FENOGLIO
(W) Mike Chen (A) Angel Hernandez (CA) Chris Fenoglio
BORK! An extremely rare purebred corgi from Earth makes its way aboard Deep Space 9 when Quark
cuts a deal to procure it for a high buyer. After all, a Ferengi without profit is no Ferengi at all!

But Latinum the corgi comes with unexpected cargo that shakes Captain Benjamin Sisko to the core:
a Borg component discovered by a crew sent to uncover Cardassian technology after the station's
reoccupation.
Don't miss out on this exclusive "lost episode" celebrating the 30th anniversary of the fan-favorite
show Star Trek: Deep Space Nine and debut comic series by acclaimed author Mike Chen (Star Wars:
Brotherhood, Here and Now and Then) and Star Trek comics artist extraordinaire Angel Hernandez
(Star Trek: Picard-Stargazer, Star Trek: Discovery-Adventures in the 32nd Century)! (STL258435)
36pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN231626
STAR TREK DS9 DOG OF WAR #1 CVR C PRICE
(W) Mike Chen (A) Angel Hernandez (CA) Andy Price
BORK! An extremely rare purebred corgi from Earth makes its way aboard Deep Space 9 when Quark
cuts a deal to procure it for a high buyer. After all, a Ferengi without profit is no Ferengi at all!
But Latinum the corgi comes with unexpected cargo that shakes Captain Benjamin Sisko to the core:
a Borg component discovered by a crew sent to uncover Cardassian technology after the station's
reoccupation.
Don't miss out on this exclusive "lost episode" celebrating the 30th anniversary of the fan-favorite
show Star Trek: Deep Space Nine and debut comic series by acclaimed author Mike Chen (Star Wars:
Brotherhood, Here and Now and Then) and Star Trek comics artist extraordinaire Angel Hernandez
(Star Trek: Picard-Stargazer, Star Trek: Discovery-Adventures in the 32nd Century)! (STL258436)
36pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN231630
STAR TREK RESURGENCE #5 CVR A HOOD (MR)
(W) Andrew Grant (A/CA) Josh Hood
The prequel series to the Star Trek: Resurgence game comes to its explosive conclusion! After
evading the Talarians in the nick of time, the Resolute crew is faced with the ultimate challenge:
their new dilithium matrix begins to destabilize and the Resolute is dropped from warp. Who will
survive? (STL258440)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN231631
STAR TREK RESURGENCE #5 CVR B GRAY (MR)
(W) Andrew Grant (A) Josh Hood (CA) Gray, James

The prequel series to the Star Trek: Resurgence game comes to an explosive conclusion! After
evading the Talarians in the nick of time, the Resolute crew is faced with the ultimate challenge:
their new dilithium matrix begins to destabilize and the Resolute is dropped from warp. Who will
survive? (STL258441)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN231633
STAR TREK SNW ILLYRIAN ENIGMA #4 CVR A LEVENS (MR)
(W) Kirsten Beyer (A/CA) Megan Levens
The crew of the Enterprise sets course for Vulcan to procure evidence that will exonerate their
commander of Starfleet's charges. But what they learn about Number One's species, the Illyrians,
calls everything into question. Don't miss the exhilarating finale of the tie-in to the hit Paramount+
series Strange New Worlds! (STL258443)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN231634
STAR TREK SNW ILLYRIAN ENIGMA #4 CVR B HARVEY (MR)
(W) Kirsten Beyer (A) Megan Levens (CA) Aaron Harvey
The crew of the Enterprise sets course for Vulcan to procure evidence that will exonerate their
commander of Starfleet's charges. But what they learn about Number One's species, the Illyrians,
calls everything into question. Don't miss the exhilarating finale of the tie-in to the hit Paramount+
series Strange New Worlds! (STL258444)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN231637
TMNT ARMAGEDDON GAME #7 CVR A ARTIST TBD
(W) Tom Waltz (A/CA) TBD
Chaos Reigns! Despite the best efforts of Oroku Saki and the tenacious Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles, New York City teeters on the edge of anarchy. The Rat King and his trio of terror have
outmaneuvered the heroes at every stage, and now his vision of a world in ruin is well within reach!
Soon, his siblings, the Pantheon, will have no choice but to play his game! Can the TMNT find a way
to stop the apocalypse, or will disorder rule the day? It all comes to a head in the penultimate issue
of The Armageddon Game! (STL258447)

36pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN231638
TMNT ARMAGEDDON GAME #7 CVR B ARTIST TBD
(W) Tom Waltz (A/CA) TBD
CHAOS REIGNS! Despite the best efforts of Oroku Saki and the tenacious Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles, New York City teeters on the edge of anarchy. The Rat King and his trio of terror have
outmaneuvered the heroes at every stage, and now his vision of a world in ruin is well within reach!
Soon, his siblings, the Pantheon, will have no choice but to play his game!
Can the TMNT find a way to stop the apocalypse, or will disorder rule the day? It all comes to a head
in the penultimate issue of The Armageddon Game! (STL258448)
36pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN231639
TMNT ARMAGEDDON GAME #7 CVR C EASTMAN
(W) Tom Waltz (A) TBD (CA) Kevin Eastman
CHAOS REIGNS! Despite the best efforts of Oroku Saki and the tenacious Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles, New York City teeters on the edge of anarchy. The Rat King and his trio of terror have
outmaneuvered the heroes at every stage, and now his vision of a world in ruin is well within reach!
Soon, his siblings, the Pantheon, will have no choice but to play his game!
Can the TMNT find a way to stop the apocalypse, or will disorder rule the day? It all comes to a head
in the penultimate issue of The Armageddon Game! (STL258449)
36pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN231641
TMNT ARMAGEDDON GAME ALLIANCE #6 CVR A ARTIST TBD
(W) Paul Allor (A) Pablo Verdugo (CA) TBD
Spurred by the looming threat of the Rat King's Armageddon Game, Oroku Karai set out to fortify the
Foot Clan by building an alliance she could trust. But now, as the chaos god and his trio of terror
tighten their grasp on New York City, Karai must choose: align with an old enemy or watch the world
fall to the ultimate evil. Battle lines are drawn here in the epic final issue of The Alliance as The
Armageddon Game nears its end! (STL258451)
32pgs, FC

JAN231642

SRP: $3.99

TMNT ARMAGEDDON GAME ALLIANCE #6 CVR B ARTIST TBD
(W) Paul Allor (A) Pablo Verdugo (CA) TBD
Spurred by the looming threat of the Rat King's Armageddon Game, Oroku Karai set out to fortify the
Foot Clan by building an alliance she could trust. But now, as the chaos god and his trio of terror
tighten their grasp on New York City, Karai must choose: align with an old enemy or watch the world
fall to the ultimate evil. Battle lines are drawn here in the epic final issue of The Alliance as The
Armageddon Game nears its end! (STL258452)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN231644
TMNT USAGI YOJIMBO WHEREWHEN #1 CVR A SAKAI
(W/A/CA) Stan Sakai
The Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles pursue the evil cyborg genius Dr. WhereWhen through a time
portal…and emerge in feudal Japan! There, they encounter Usagi Yojimbo, 20 years into the
samurai's future but decades after the arrival of Dr. WhereWhen… who has already carved himself a
fiefdom using mechanized clockwork samurai robots… with the intention of conquering both the
past and current timelines! (STL258454)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN231645
TMNT USAGI YOJIMBO WHEREWHEN #1 CVR B EASTMAN
(W/A) Stan Sakai (CA) Kevin Eastman
The Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles pursue the evil cyborg genius Dr. WhereWhen through a time
portal…and emerge in feudal Japan! There, they encounter Usagi Yojimbo, 20 years into the
samurai's future but decades after the arrival of Dr. WhereWhen…who has already carved himself a
fiefdom using mechanized clockwork samurai robots…with the intention of conquering both the past
and current timelines! (STL258455)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN231646
TMNT USAGI YOJIMBO WHEREWHEN #1 CVR C SKETCH
(W/A) Stan Sakai (CA) TBD
The Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles pursue the evil cyborg genius Dr. WhereWhen through a time
portal…and emerge in feudal Japan! There, they encounter Usagi Yojimbo, 20 years into the
samurai's future but decades after the arrival of Dr. WhereWhen…who has already carved himself a
fiefdom using mechanized clockwork samurai robots…with the intention of conquering both the past
and current timelines! (STL258456)

32pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN231651
AL WILLIAMSON STAR WARS EMPIRE STRIKES BACK ARTIST ED HC (Ne
(W) Archie Goodwin (A/CA) Al Williamson
Al Williamson's career is crammed full of amazing accomplishments: drawing the definitive comicbook version of Alex Raymond's Flash Gordon, producing the X-9: Secret Agent Corrigan comic Strip
for 10 years, plus many more! Williamson's classic run on Star Wars: The Empire Strikes Back is
legendary among fans of classic comic art. His heroic adventure style was perfectly suited for the
Star Wars franchise—so much so that Williamson was George Lucas' first choice for the Star Wars
newspaper comic strip). This incredible Artist's Edition collects all of Williamson's Empire work, as
well as selected pages from Return of the Jedi and other Star Wars pages by the artist. (STK697004)
(DEC150405) (C: 0-0-1)
HC, 15x22, 160pgs, B&W

SRP: PI

JAN231652
O/A HERB TRIMPE INCREDIBLE HULK ARTIST ED HC
(W) Roy Thomas, Gerry Conway (A/CA) Herb Trimpe
Herb Trimpe was one of the premier artists working for Marvel in the 1960s and 1970s. His extended
run on The Hulk is a high point for many fans of Bruce Banner's rampaging alter ego, with masterful
inks by both Trimpe and John Severin. This Artist's Edition features at least five complete stories by
Trimpe and an incredible cover gallery to boot! (STK677549)
HC, 12x17, 144pgs, B&W

SRP: $125.00

JAN231653
MIKE ZECK CLASSIC MARVEL STORIES ARTIST ED HC
(W) J. M. DeMatteis & Various (A/CA) Mike Zeck
Mike Zeck is one of the classic artists of the 1980s, at the forefront of many of the best books and in
demand by fans and editors alike. This unique Artist's Edition showcases some of Zeck's finest
works—the first two issues of the initial Punisher miniseries, the first issue of Secret Wars, a classic
two-part Captain America story (featuring Deathlok, Nick Fury and Spider-Man), and the first part of
what is arguable one of the best Spider-Man sagas ever done… Kraven's Last Hunt! Additionally,
there are extensive covers throughout, including many of Zeck's best! (STK674461) (APR150416)
HC, 12x17, 192pgs, B&W

JAN231654

SRP: $150.00

MIRACLEMAN ARTIFACT ED HC
(A) Garry Leach & Various (CA) John Totleben
Miracleman launched 40 years ago in the now legendary Warrior magazine. It turned the concept of
"super-hero" on its ear with big ideas that helped redefine an entire genre... when Miracleman
fought Kid Miracleman on the streets of London... well, things would never be the same. And then
there was the art. Miracleman had a true knack for bringing out the best work from extraordinary
artists. Starting with co-creator Garry Leach, followed by Alan Davis (and others) and finishing with
one of the most amazing endings in comics history by the phenomenal John Totleben, Miracleman
was a work of art painted on a grand canvas, unlike anything before or since. (STK674460)
(APR150415)
HC, 15x20, 144pgs, B&W

SRP: PI

JAN231655
RUSS HEATH YELLOW HEAT ARTIST ED PORTFOLIO
(W) Bruce Jones (A/CA) Russ Heath
Russ Heath is one to the finest artists in comic book history. In a career that began more than 70
years ago, he has worked for nearly every publisher. This Artist's Edition Portfolio prints one of
Heath's most beautiful and notorious stories, "Yellow Heat!" Originally published in Vampirella #58
in 1977, "Yellow Heat" has been called Heath's greatest work. It is reproduced here meticulously
scanned from the original art, and collected in a hardcover portfolio case. (STL002386) (FEB160416)
HC, 12x17, 8pgs, B&W SRP: $40.00

JAN231656
WALTER SIMONSONS LAWNMOWER MAN ARTIST ED PORTFOLIO HC
(A/CA) Walter Simonson
Stephen King's The Lawnmower Man is a classic short story that was the basis for a hit motion
picture. But, more importantly, it was adapted for comics by King himself, and drawn by legendary
comics artist Walter Simonson. Only published once, in a rare Marvel magazine, this is the first time
since 1981 that The Lawnmower Man has been available to comic readers. Printed to the exacting
standards of all Artist's Editions, this portfolio is a must-have item for Simonson and King fans alike!
(STK644213) (MAY140446)
HC, 22pgs, FC

SRP: PI

INSIGHT EDITIONS

JAN231657
ALICE IN WONDERLAND OFFICIAL COOKBOOK (C: 0-1-0)

Go down the rabbit hole with Alice, the Mad Hatter, and the other beloved residents of Wonderland
with this whimsical cookbook inspired by Disney's animated classic Alice in Wonderland! Mealtimes
keep getting "curiouser and curiouser," with this delightful cookbook featuring over 50 delicious
recipes inspired by Alice in Wonderland! Filled with fantastical appetizers, mains, and desserts, this
all-ages cookbook includes an exciting range of recipes that fans will love, such as Unbirthday Cake,
Curiosi-Tea, and more! Featuring full-color photography, suggestions for alternate ingredients, and
tips and tricks from your favorite characters, Alice in Wonderland: The Official Cookbook is the
perfect companion for a mad tea party! (STL257912) (C: 0-1-0)
Cookbook, HC, 8x10, 128pgs, FC SRP: $27.99

JAN231658
DISNEY PRINCESS LITTLE MERMAID POP-UP BOOK (C: 0-1-1)
Discover a whole new world with Disney Princess: The Little Mermaid Pop-Up Book, an interactive
pop-up retelling of the beloved Disney classic! Featuring five giant "pops," each page offers a new
surprise! With state-of-the-art paper engineering and beautifully rendered illustrations, Disney
Princess: The Little Mermaid Pop-Up Book brings the beloved characters and scenes of the film
brilliantly to life, capturing the magical world of Ariel, from under the sea all the way to Prince Eric's
castle. Fun and heartwarming, this is an indispensable celebration of one of Disney's most enduring
and beloved tales. (STL257913) (C: 0-1-1)
Pop-Up Book, HC, 10x10, 5pgs, FC

SRP: $34.99

JAN231659
NIGHTMARE BEFORE CHRISTMAS FLIP POP JACK SKELLINGTON (C: 0-1
Jack Skellington transforms into a whole new look with just a touch in this ingenious pop-up
collectible. Display and play! The Nightmare Before Christmas Character Pop: Jack Skellington
transforms from one look to another with just a flip of a button! Watch Jack Skellington transform
from the classic character in his iconic pinstripe suit to a festive Jack dressed up as Sandy Claws
ready to liven up any holiday festivities (STL257909) (C: 0-1-1)
Pop-Up Book, HC, 8x5, 16pgs, FC

SRP: $21.99

JAN231660
STAR WARS HIGH REPUBLIC CHRONICLES OF THE JEDI HC (C: 0-1-1)
(W) Cole Horton
For light and life. This illustrated, in-universe guide will immerse you in the golden age of the Jedi,
making it a must-have for fans of Star Wars: The High Republic, as well as new readers looking for an
exciting entry point into the epic saga. Set centuries before the Skywalker Saga, this book is the
ultimate in-universe guide to The High Republic, providing fascinating insight into a time of valiant
heroes, terrifying monsters, and daring exploration. Featuring stunning original illustrations, this

striking book is an essential collectible that will transport you to the galaxy’s golden age.
(STL257914) (C: 0-1-1)
Reference Book, HC, 8x10, 160pgs, FC

SRP: $45.00

INSIGHT KIDS

JAN231661
POKEMON TRAINERS MINI EXPLORATION GUIDE TO JOHTO (C: 0-1-0)
(W) Klarissa "Kay" Austin
Discover fascinating facts and awesome art of the Pokémon Johto region in this pocket-sized guide!
Pokémon: Trainer's Mini Exploration Guide to Johto is a perfect on-the-go guide to many of the
exciting Pokémon in the Pokémon universe, including Chikorita, Cyndaquil, Totodile, and more! This
small book offers an incredible treasure trove of Pokémon. Learn about the Pokémon of the historic
Johto region! A great gift for fans of all ages, this official mini-art book is a must-have for Pokémon
fans. (STL257915) (C: 0-1-0)
Reference Book, SC, 4x5, 112pgs, FC

SRP: $11.99

JAN231662
POKEMON TRAINERS MINI EXPLORATION GUIDE TO KANTO (C: 0-1-0)
(W) Klarissa "Kay" Austin
Dive deep into the Pokémon in the Kanto region with this pocket-sized guide filled with facts!
Pokémon: Trainer's Mini Exploration Guide to Kanto is a perfect on-the-go guide to many of the
exciting Pokémon in the Pokémon universe, including Bulbasaur, Charmander, Squirtle, Pikachu, and
more! This small book offers an incredible treasure trove of Pokémon art. Learn about the Pokémon
of the Kanto region! A great gift for fans of all ages, this official mini-art book is a must-have for
Pokémon fans. (STL257916) (C: 0-1-0)
Reference Book, SC, 4x5, 112pgs, FC

SRP: $11.99

INVADER COMICS

JAN231663
KEEPSAKERS GN
(W) Tayson Martindale (CA) Second Rocket Comics
In a world where nightmares are more than just bad dreams, stuffies are the last line of defense
against the things that go bump in the night. When Becky Burns experiences a great loss, a stuffie
named Fenny is assigned to protect her. But Fenny soon realizes that she may be in over her head,

and it may be more than just monsters that Becky is facing. The Keepsakers is a double-sized, 240+
PAGE story about the importance of letting go, and the power of holding on. (STL259418)
SC, 244pgs, B&W

SRP: $22.99

JAN231664
BACK TO FAIRTAYLIA #4 (OF 6)
(W) Jorg Alberts, Roland Heep (A) P.R. Dedelis
The gang manages to get Back to Fairtaylia with a bang (literally!) only to find that the Queen has
Sorrow has stolen the Heart of Fairtaylia (also literally!) Now they must get it back before it turns
black and Fairtaylia is lost forever. But before they can embark, something huge stands in their way
(again, also literally), and the shocking ending to this brutal issue will have you clamoring for the
conclusion! (STL259417)
SC, 24pgs, FC (4 of 6)

SRP: $4.99

JY

JAN231665
WITCH GN PART X 100 LADIES VS GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Disney
The Guardians find themselves up against a new set of villains: evil sisters! But even when they’re
not saving the world, the W.I.T.C.H. girls are busy—cute boys, kitchen catastrophes, selfimprovement, and...getting glimpses into their futures?! There's never a quiet day in Heatherfield!
(STL259394) (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 5.5x8.5, 256pgs, FC SRP: $15.00

JAN231666
WITCH PT 1 TWELVE PORTALS GN VOL 01 (C: 1-0-0)
(W/A/CA) Disney
Twelve portals have opened between Earth and the dark world of Metamoor, weaking the mystic
veil that separates the two and protects humanity from an evil that threatens to consume it. Five
girls have been chosen as Guardians to stand against this menace. Gifted with powers over the
elements, Will, Irma, Taranee, Cornelia, and Hay Lin step into their new roles and together become
the force for good known as W.I.T.C.H.! (STL120946) (JAN199016) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: AVAIL: US, UST,
CAN, UK, New Zealand, India, Pakistan, Singapore, the Philippines, and South Africa.
SC, 256pgs, B&W

SRP: $15.00

JAN231667
WITCH PT 1 TWELVE PORTALS GN VOL 02 (C: 1-0-0)
(W/A/CA) Disney
The new Guardians continue their mission to close the twelve portals to Metamoor that threaten
their world. When the prediction that they will be betrayed by someone close to them comes to
pass, though, can the W.I.T.C.H. girls pull together, or will they come apart at the seams...?
(STL126864) (MAR198759) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: AVAIL: US, UST, CAN, UK, New Zealand, India, Pakistan,
Singapore, the Philippines, and South Africa.
SC, 256pgs, B&W

SRP: $15.00

JAN231668
WITCH PT 1 TWELVE PORTALS GN VOL 03 (CURR PTG) (C: 1-0-0)
(W/A/CA) Disney
The final confrontation is at hand, and the girls must find a way to take down the evil Prince Phobos
and reclaim the crown of Meridian! Who will emerge victorious in the showdown between light and
darkness?? (STL138888) (JUL198332) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: AVAIL: US, UST, CAN, UK, New Zealand, India,
Pakistan, Singapore, the Philippines, and South Africa.
SC, 6x8, 256pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00

KEENSPOT ENTERTAINMENT

JAN231669
KUNG FU LEGUME #5 (OF 5)
(W/A/CA) Michael Adams
Epic final issue! After a long journey and many battles, Bean and his companions finally find
themselves face-to-face with the mighty Lizard King! Will the heroes finally work together as a team
and restore peace to the people of Gnomewell Village? (STL258714)
32pgs, FC (5 of 5)

SRP: $5.99

JAN231670
TOY #1 CVR A KITTY MECHSUIT ATTACK
(W) Brett Murphy (A/CA) Wilson Gandolpho
From the crazy creators of Sumerian's Paranormal Hitmen (now in development as a TV series by
eOne) comes the wacky new all-ages series Toy! Follow the adventures of Rockledge's greatest
inventor, Toy, as he and his pals deal with the evil Lily Buttercup and her gang of goons. In this

action-packed first issue, Lily Buttercup terrorizes the town with her new ginormous mechsuit. Will
Toy be able to stop this evil kitty before she destroys his beloved town? Or, will this kitty have
executed the purrrfect plan? (STL258715)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $5.99

JAN231671
TOY #1 CVR B SUPER MARIO PARODY
(W) Brett Murphy (A/CA) Wilson Gandolpho
From the crazy creators of Sumerian's Paranormal Hitmen (now in development as a TV series by
eOne) comes the wacky new all-ages series Toy! Follow the adventures of Rockledge's greatest
inventor, Toy, as he and his pals deal with the evil Lily Buttercup and her gang of goons. In this
action-packed first issue, Lily Buttercup terrorizes the town with her new ginormous mechsuit. Will
Toy be able to stop this evil kitty before she destroys his beloved town? Or, will this kitty have
executed the purrrfect plan? (STL258716)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $5.99

JAN231672
TOY #1 CVR C ON THE RUN
(W) Brett Murphy (A/CA) Wilson Gandolpho
From the crazy creators of Sumerian's Paranormal Hitmen (now in development as a TV series by
eOne) comes the wacky new all-ages series Toy! Follow the adventures of Rockledge's greatest
inventor, Toy, as he and his pals deal with the evil Lily Buttercup and her gang of goons. In this
action-packed first issue, Lily Buttercup terrorizes the town with her new ginormous mechsuit. Will
Toy be able to stop this evil kitty before she destroys his beloved town? Or, will this kitty have
executed the purrrfect plan? (STL258717)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $5.99

JAN231673
TOY #1 CVR D VIRGIN HOLOFOIL
(W) Brett Murphy (A/CA) Wilson Gandolpho
From the crazy creators of Sumerian's Paranormal Hitmen (now in development as a TV series by
eOne) comes the wacky new all-ages series Toy! Follow the adventures of Rockledge's greatest
inventor, Toy, as he and his pals deal with the evil Lily Buttercup and her gang of goons. In this
action-packed first issue, Lily Buttercup terrorizes the town with her new ginormous mechsuit. Will
Toy be able to stop this evil kitty before she destroys his beloved town? Or, will this kitty have
executed the purrrfect plan? (STL258718)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

JAN231674
TOY #1 CVR E BLANK SKETCH
(W) Brett Murphy (A) Wilson Gandolpho (CA) Blank Sketch Cover
From the crazy creators of Sumerian's Paranormal Hitmen (now in development as a TV series by
eOne) comes the wacky new all-ages series Toy! Follow the adventures of Rockledge's greatest
inventor, Toy, as he and his pals deal with the evil Lily Buttercup and her gang of goons. In this
action-packed first issue, Lily Buttercup terrorizes the town with her new ginormous mechsuit. Will
Toy be able to stop this evil kitty before she destroys his beloved town? Or, will this kitty have
executed the purrrfect plan? (STL258719)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $9.99

KENZER & COMPANY

JAN231676
KNIGHTS OF THE DINNER TABLE #306 (C: 0-0-1)
(W) Jolly Blackburn, Various (A) Jolly Blackburn (CA) Brendon Fraim, Brian Fraim
This multiple award-winning comic magazine features the hilarious misadventures of a group of
gamers (the Knights) and their friends, along with useful role-playing and other articles for gamers,
from a gamer's perspective. It's a slice of (fantasy) life in strips, articles, reviews and features, and a
wonderful celebration of the gaming culture! (STL259401) (C: 0-0-1)
64pgs, B&W

SRP: $6.99

KNOPF BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS

JAN231677
MEESH THE BAD DEMON GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-0)
(W/A) Michelle Lam
A tale of unlikely heroes and myths are made real in this debut graphic novel series about a "bad"
demon trying to find her place in the underworld—but she'll have to save it first! Meesh is a bad
demon. "Bad" in that she always sees the good in those around her—which isn't how a demon is
meant to feel or act. Bullied by the other demons, twelve-year-old Meesh is more likely to be found
reading magazines from Plumeria City—the fairy realm—and fangirling about the fairy princesses.
But when disaster strikes and all of demon-kind is threatened, Meesh must journey to other worlds
in search of help. As luck would have it, she meets a fairy princess right away. Things in the fairy
realm aren't so perfect either, though. There's much more to being a demon than she ever realized,
and learning to love herself might just uncover the secret to saving her home. (STL256240) (C: 0-1-0)

SC, 6x9, 304pgs, FC

SRP: $13.99

JAN231678
MEESH THE BAD DEMON HC GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-0)
(W/A) Michelle Lam
A tale of unlikely heroes and myths is made real in this debut graphic novel
series about a "bad" demon trying to find her place in the underworld. But
she'll have to save it first!
Meesh is a bad demon. "Bad" in that she always sees the good in those around
her—which isn't how a demon is meant to feel or act.
Bullied by the other demons, twelve-year-old Meesh is more likely to be found reading magazines
from Plumeria City—the fairy realm—and fangirling about the fairy princesses.
But when disaster strikes and all of demon-kind is threatened, Meesh must journey to
other worlds in search of help.
As luck would have it, she meets a fairy princess right away. Things in the fairy realm
aren't so perfect either, though. As Meesh makes surprising new friends and unites a
band of outcasts, she learns there's much more to being a demon than she ever
realized. And learning to love herself might just uncover the secret to saving her home. (STL256241)
(C: 0-1-0)
HC, 6x9, 304pgs, FC

SRP: $21.99

KORERO BOOKS

JAN231679
SEX & HORROR ART OF ROBERTO MOLINO SC (MR) (C: 0-1-0)
(W) Nicola D’Agostino (A) Roberto Molino
The bestselling series Sex and Horror celebrates the publishing phenomenon known as "fumetti
sexy," Italian adult comics with a unique take on such genres as horror, crime, fantasy, history, and
fairy tales. Wilder and weirder than you can imagine, they were some of the most outrageous and
shocking comics ever produced. One of the most notorious of the cover artists was Roberto Molino,
whose artworks often parodied the popular TV shows and films of the day, including Kojak (Kondor),
The Bionic Woman (Bionika), and Rambo (Raimbo). This book brings together some of the sexiest
and most provocative examples of his work, which is highly coveted by collectors today. (STL257123)
(C: 0-1-0)

MATURE THEMES
Art Book, SC, 9x10, 160pgs, FC SRP: $36.95

LAST GASP

JAN231680
LAURIE LIPTON DRAWING HC (C: 0-1-1)
(A) Laurie Lipton
A large hardcover edition of Laurie Lipton's most recent work. Lipton draws on canvases that are
improbably large, using only pencil and charcoal. In her sprawling phantasmagorias, Lipton
addresses social media, unchecked consumerism, intellectual decline, environmental catastrophe,
and soul-crushing isolation of modern existence. Using countless crosshatches, she builds images
that present our modern world in scathing critique. (STL258709) (C: 0-1-1)
Art Book, HC, 9X11, 112pgs, B&W

SRP: $49.99

LEGENDARY COMICS

JAN231681
LEGENDARY COMICS YA YEAR ONE BOX SET LEADING LADIES (C: 0-1(W) VARIOUS (A) Various
The perfect jumping-on point for any YA fan! This deluxe box set includes the first three titles from
Legendary Comics YA graphic novel line along with exclusive stickers! Championess: Based on the
true story of Elizabeth Wilkinson, the famous 18th century female bare-knuckle boxer. The Heart
Hunter: Psyche is a Heart Hunter—trained to kill a person's soul mate and ensure immortality for the
other. As she hunts for her next target, will she instead find the cure for her own broken heart and
perhaps lift the curse that hangs over everyone? Lupina Book One: Wax: When tragedy strikes the
coastal town of Kote, four-year-old Lupa finds herself alone in a new and unfamiliar world. Found by
the she-wolf Coras, Lupa sets off on a journey of discovery—and revenge. (STL242637) (C: 0-1-0)
RES. from Previews Vol. XXXII #9 (SEP221785)
SC, 7x10, 392pgs, FC

SRP: $59.97

LEV GLEASON - COMIC HOUSE

JAN231682
CAPTAIN CANUCK SEASON 5 #4 (C: 0-0-1)

(W) Ho Che Anderson (A) Felipe Cunha, Donovan Yaciuk (CA) Brookes Morris, Donovan Yaciuk
The pillars of the mighty Equilibrium begin to tumble and fall in an all-out grudge match between
Resurrection and Michael Evans. When the lines of loyalty are blurred, whose side will the likes of
Redcoat, Kebec, and even the new Captain Canuck, Darren Oak stand with? When some of
Michael's secrets are revealed and the aftershocks of grief from the death of Tom Evans are still
rippling through the team, there is no telling which way the mighty Michael Evans may fall.
(STL258899) (C: 0-0-1)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $5.99

JAN231683
GREATEST NAME IN COMICS DAREDEVIL SEASON 1 #4 CVR A TOSHEFF
(W) Kenny Porter (A) Inaki Azpiazu (CA) Stefan Tosheff
Bart and his team square off against the Deadly Dozen in the culmination of season one, by trying to
punch lethal holes in the underworld's hold on their city. Will the team make it out unscathed, or
will Bart, the stuntman extraordinaire get a taste of what happens when something goes wrong on
set firsthand? (STL258895)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $5.99

JAN231684
GREATEST NAME IN COMICS DAREDEVIL SEASON 1 #4 CVR B KRUNCH
(W) Kenny Porter (A) Inaki Azpiazu (CA) Kundo Krunch
Bart and his team square off against the Deadly Dozen in the culmination of season one, by trying to
punch lethal holes in the underworld's hold on their city. Will the team make it out unscathed, or
will Bart, the stuntman extraordinaire get a taste of what happens when something goes wrong on
set firsthand? (STL258903)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $5.99

JAN231685
NORTHGUARD SEASON 3 #2
(W) Aaron Feldman (A) Mike McKenna, Claudio Lucania (CA) Uko Smith
The Borealis Invasion devastated Montreal leaving many of its citizens without food and water.
Working as a private investigator, Northguard has been hired by Sophie Durant, the widow of mob
kingpin "La Roi," to find out why the body of another local superhero has turned up at one of her
construction sites. With fatalities mounting and mysteries to be solved, Northguard must figure out
who murdered the Steel Rocket! (STL258888)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $5.99

LEV GLEASON - NEW FRIDAY

JAN231686
BLACK SHEEP #1 (OF 3)
(W/A/CA) Diego Tripodi
The first of a three-book series by Diego Tripodi, Black Sheep captures the traditional ideologies of a
classic comic with a story that focuses on family and honor while designed to look like pages of old.
This oversized comic boasts a robust story about a father, Otoku who struggles to make visible his
sacrifices to his son, while keeping his family furthest from harm. (STL258904)
48pgs, FC (1 of 3)

SRP: $9.99

JAN231687
I ESCAPED A CHINESE INTERNMENT CAMP TP (C: 0-0-1)
(W) Anthony Del Col (A/CA) Fahmida Azim
Winner of the 2022 Pulitzer Prize for illustrated reporting! The true story of Zumrat Duwat, a mother
of three from the Xinjiang autonomous region in China, who was arrested and sent to a detention
facility for Uyghur women where she endured brutal living conditions and beatings. That was just
the beginning of the troubles for Duwat, who, with her husband, would soon hatch a plan to escape
the country. A harrowing, evocative, and important story that will enthrall and enlighten readers
worldwide. (STL258908) (C: 0-0-1)
SC, 5x10, 86pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

LITTLE BROWN & COMPANY

JAN231688
ART OF PINK FLOYD THE WALL HC (C: 1-1-1)
(A) Gerald Scarfe
The Art of Pink Floyd The Wall is a sumptuously illustrated book, collecting Gerald Scarfe's iconic
work for Pink Floyd. First The Wall was an album, then it was a stage show, a film. Now there will be
the definitive book, which will be a work of art in its own right. This large, landscape-format book,
presented in a stunning slipcase designed by Scarfe, is packed with photos, drawings and designs
which will incorporate the iconic imagery of The Wall alongside new and previously unseen material.
Forty years on, The Wall has lost none of its impact, and its themes are more relevant than ever.
Presenting the phenomenal artwork as it has never been seen before, The Art of Pink Floyd The Wall
is a must-have for any Pink Floyd fan. (STL257474) (C: 1-1-1)

Art Book, HC, 10x14, 288pgs, FC SRP: $200.00

LITTLE BROWN BOOK FOR YOUNG RE

JAN231689
SONG OF THE SEA GN (C: 0-1-0)
(W) Samuel Sattin, Tomm Moore (A) Samuel Sattin
Many years after the disappearance of their mother, siblings Ben and Saoirse are still drowning in
grief, as is their lighthouse-keeper father. Ben blames his little sister for the loss of their mother, and
despite being six years old, Saoirse has yet to speak. When the kids discover that Saoirse is a selkie
and the magical world that their mother told stories about is real, they dive into an adventure to
keep the spirit world from disappearing forever. Based on the award-winning film Song of the Sea,
this graphic novel is a wonder of magical storytelling and visual splendor that is destined to become
a classic. Includes an 18-page bonus story written and illustrated by film creator Tomm Moore and a
Gaelic glossary. (STL257460) (C: 0-1-0)
SC, 6x9, 272pgs, FC

SRP: $14.99

JAN231690
SONG OF THE SEA HC GN (C: 0-1-0)
(W) Samuel Sattin, Tomm Moore (A) Samuel Sattin
A lush graphic novel about family adrift and the magical adventure that brings them together. Based
on the award-winning film, this gorgeous adaptation includes a bonus story from the film's creator.

Many years after the disappearance of their mother, siblings Ben and Saoirse are still drowning in
grief, as is their lighthouse-keeper father. Ben blames his little sister for the loss of their mother, and
despite being six years old, Saoirse has yet to speak. When the kids discover that Saoirse is a selkie
and the magical world that their mother told stories about is real, they dive into an adventure to
keep the spirit world from disappearing forever. Based on the award-winning film Song of the Sea,
this graphic novel is a wonder of magical storytelling and visual splendor that is destined to become
a classic.

Includes an 18-page bonus story written and illustrated by film creator Tomm Moore and a Gaelic
glossary.

Song of the Sea (along with Wolfwalkers and The Secret of Kells) is part of Cartoon Saloon’s Irish
Folklore Trilogy which celebrates magic, fantasy, and Celtic mythology. (STL257461) (C: 0-1-0)
HC, 6x9, 272pgs, FC

SRP: $24.99

JAN231691
STAR WARS HUNTERS BATTLE FOR THE ARENA HC (C: 0-1-0)
(W) Mark Oshiro
On the planet Vespaara lies the Arena, a series of battlefields where fighters known as Hunters face
off in teams to compete in front of roaring crowds. Newest to their ranks is Rieve, a Force-sensitive
orphan from Corellia with abilities she can barely control, and a past she desperately wants to leave
behind. But Rieve gets off to a rocky start, strugging with her lack of confidence both inside the
Arena and with her fellow Hunters. And when a mysterious stranger begins stalking the Arena, Rieve
fears her troubled past has finally caught up with her! Includes original illustrations based on the
game characters! (STL257464) (C: 0-1-0)
Novel, HC, 6x9, 384pgs, FC

SRP: $14.99

JAN231692
WAFFLES & PANCAKE GN VOL 03 FAILURE TO LUNCH (C: 0-1-0)
(W/A) Drew Brockington
Waffles and Pancake are at Cape CatNaveral, waiting to watch a CatStronauts shuttle launch. But
when the liftoff is delayed, the kittens and their family go home to pass the time. Dreaming of
joining the CatStronauts one day, they decide to build a rocket themselves before a snack. Space
waits for no cat! But when it doesn't launch, Grammers may have the answer they're looking for….
and it may involve lunch. Together the kittens launch themselves into problem-solving with hilarious
creativity. Time for takeoff! (STL257447) (C: 0-1-0)
HC, 6x9, 64pgs, FC

SRP: $12.99

LITTLE SIMON

JAN231693
GUARDIANS OF HORSA GN VOL 02 NAYSAYERS (C: 0-1-1)
(W) Roan Black (A) Glass House Graphics
In the second installment of the action-packed Guardians of Horsa graphic novel series, not
everyone believes in the mission the Guardians are fighting for… and the Naysayers are prepared to
fight back. (STL255932) (C: 0-1-1)
SC, 6x9, 144pgs, FC

SRP: $9.99

JAN231694
GUARDIANS OF HORSA HC GN VOL 02 NAYSAYERS (C: 0-1-1)

(W) Roan Black (A) Glass House Graphics
In the second installment of the action-packed Guardians of Horsa graphic novel series, not
everyone believes in the mission the Guardians are fighting for…and the Naysayers are prepared to
fight back. (STL255933) (C: 0-1-1)
SC, 6x9, 144pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

LIVING THE LINE

JAN231695
HOUSE ON FIRE TP (C: 0-0-1)
(W/A/CA) Matt Battaglia
Is she sick, or is it the world itself? House on Fire, the debut graphic novel by writer/artist Matt
Battaglia, teases out the difference in a personal-political cruise through a fallen world, where fear is
rational and obedience your only refuge. Battaglia depicts the near-future landscape of House on
Fire with wild two-color brushwork reminiscent of the great Paul Pope, and a minimalist writing style
that evokes and questions rather than lectures. (STL251719) (C: 0-0-1)
SC, 100pgs, PC SRP: $16.00

JAN231696
STRANGE DEATH OF ALEX RAYMOND HC
(W/A) Dave Sim, Carson Grubaugh (CA) Dave Sim
Legendary creator Dave Sim is renowned world-wide for his groundbreaking Cerebus the Aardvark.
Now, in The Strange Death of Alex Raymond, Sim brings to life the history of comics' greatest
creators, using their own techniques. Equal parts Understanding Comics and From Hell, Strange
Death is a head-on collision of ink drawing and spiritual intrigue, pulp comics and movies, history
and fiction. The story traces the lives and techniques of Alex Raymond (Flash Gordon, Rip Kirby),
Stan Drake (Juliet Jones), Hal Foster (Prince Valiant), and more, dissecting their techniques through
recreations of their artwork, and highlighting the metatextual resonances that bind them together.
(STL191916) (MAY211557)
HC, 8x12, 326pgs, PC

SRP: $40.00

LOCUS MAGAZINE

JAN231697
LOCUS MAGAZINE #746 VOL 90 NO 3 (C: 0-1-1)

The March issue of Locus will include our quarterly forthcoming books feature, listing all the science
fiction, fantasy, horror, and related books being publishing from March 2023 to the end of the year,
as well as interviews from new and established authors, magazine and book reviews, genre news,
people notes, and other special features. (STL258839) (C: 0-1-1)
Magazine, 60pgs, FC

SRP: $12.50

LOM ART

JAN231698
RETRO GAMING BYTE SIZED HIST OF VIDEO GAMES ATARI ZELDA (C:
(W) Mike Diver
Published in paperback to tie-in with 50 years of console gaming, Retro Gaming is packed with all the
characters, games, consoles and franchises you used to love—and probably still do. This is a
compact, conversational compendium of all-time highs—alongside just a handful of humorous (in
hindsight) lows—from decades of arcade, computer, console and handheld hits. From Atari's early
arcade classics and home games consoles of the 1970s, through to classics that keep on giving, such
as Halo and Tomb Raider, this book summarizes the significant releases, research and revolutions
that have made video games a £100 billion (and rising) industry. (STL257124) (C: 0-1-0)
Reference Book, SC, 6x8, 192pgs, FC

SRP: $16.95

MANUSCRIPT PRESS

JAN231699
ALLEY OOP MEETS DRACULINA TP (C: 0-0-1)
(W/A/CA) Dave Graue
Alley travels to the darkest heart of Transylvania where he fights the vicious Turks alongside the
vampire queen, Draculina! Is she friend… or fiend? Meanwhile, the hunt is on for Dinny… who is lost
in the twentieth century! (STL257984) (C: 0-0-1)
SC, 108pgs, B&W (50 of 49)

SRP: $19.99

MAD CAVE STUDIOS

JAN231700
DONT SPIT INTO THE WIND #1 (OF 4) CVR A CARDOSELLI (MR)
(W/A/CA) Stefano Cardoselli

One man's trash is another man's living. Since earth became inhospitable, humanity escaped ages
ago to live in a space station floating above the atmosphere. Now Travis and his crew of garbage
men are tasked with cleaning up mountains of toxic waste, working for a company called Atomic
Bros INC., to create a "Clear World." But when one of Travis' crew members goes missing near an old
nuclear facility Travis' job becomes a bit more complicated. (STL258385)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (1 of 4)

SRP: $3.99

JAN231701
DONT SPIT INTO THE WIND #1 (OF 4) CVR B ZACH HOWARD & DANIEL
(W/A) Stefano Cardoselli (CA) Zach Howard, Nelson Daniel
One man's trash is another man's living.

Since earth became inhospitable, humanity escaped ages ago to live in a space station floating above
the atmosphere. Now Travis and his crew of garbage men are tasked with cleaning up mountains of
toxic waste, working for a company called Atomic Bros INC., to create a 'Clear World'. But when one
of Travis' crew members goes missing near an old nuclear facility Travis' job becomes a bit more
complicated. (STL258389)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (1 of 4)

SRP: $3.99

JAN231702
KARMAN LINE OGN (MR) (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Dennis Hopeless (A/CA) Piotr Kowalski
It's all sex, lies and betrayal on a reality show streaming from the International Space Station until
the crew receives a message reading "ABORT MISSION AND GET HOME NOW." Things unravel
quickly as they find their shuttle damaged and a crew member dead. They'll have to fight to survive
and escape... with cameras recording everything. (STL255963) (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 7x10, 96pgs, FC

SRP: $17.99

JAN231703
LEGACY OF VIOLENCE TP (MR) (C: 0-1-1)
(W) Cullen Bunn (A/CA) Andrea Mutti

When Dr. Nicholas Shaw joins a humanitarian medical outfit in Honduras, he hopes to recover from
a recent traumatic event and actually help those in need. But something sinister has followed Dr.
Shaw here, something that wants to put his medical skills through a ghastly gauntlet. There's
something connected to this young doctor's past and the untold horrors that occurred long before
he was born. Collects issues #1-4. (STL255967) (C: 0-1-1)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 7x10, 96pgs, FC

SRP: $17.99

JAN231704
DAHLIA IN THE DARK #4 (OF 6) CVR A MILANA (MR)
(W) Joe Corallo (A/CA) Andrea Milana
Donny has to fight his way through a magical blizzard to confront a powerful wizard and the
treacherous fairies that are helping him take the package back to their outlaw king. Meanwhile the
federal agent in pursuit of Donny has been betrayed, but it will only make things worse for him.
(STL258363)
MATURE THEMES
7x10, 24pgs, FC (4 of 6) SRP: $3.99

JAN231705
DAHLIA IN THE DARK #4 (OF 6) CVR B SHEHAN (MR)
(W) Joe Corallo (A) Andrea Milana (CA) Chris Shehan
Donny has to fight his way through a magical blizzard to confront a powerful wizard and the
treacherous fairies that are helping him take the package back to their outlaw king. Meanwhile the
federal agent in pursuit of Donny has been betrayed, but it will only make things worse for him.

Dahlia in the Dark is a fast-paced, action, fantasy thriller about family and hidden truths. Ringo
award winner and Eisner nominated author Joe Corallo (She Said Destroy, Becstar, The Never Ending
Party) joins rising star artist Andrea Milana for an all-original mini-series that will take readers on
one wild ride! (STL258364)
MATURE THEMES
7x10, 24pgs, FC (4 of 6) SRP: $3.99

JAN231706
TALES FROM NOTTINGHAM #2 (MR)
(W) Anna Everts (A) Gabriel Serra

In 1192, in Prince John's England, hunting on Crown land is grave crime. When Everard Blackthorne,
the Sheriff of Nottingham, is commanded to investigate one such grisly murder, he becomes
entangled in a dangerous game with a most mercurial adversary. Never-before-seen mysteries
confront Everard Blackthorne, the Sheriff of Nottingham, culminating in an investigation that will
lead directly into the climactic events of Nottingham Volume 3. (STL258365)
MATURE THEMES
7x10, 24pgs, FC SRP: $3.99

MAGNETIC PRESS INC.

JAN231707
MONKEY KING COMP ODYSSEY GN (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A/CA) Chaiko
A vibrant retelling of the legendary Chinese saga Journey to the West by artist/animator Chaiko, who
brings his unique visual style and humor to this ageless fantasy adventure. A monkey is born from a
stone struck by lightning and acquires supernatural abilities which he uses for mischief and glory. But
soon he finds himself at the ire of the Heavens and imprisoned by the Buddha himself. To redeem
himself, he is tasked with a quest to protect a monk on a great journey filled with danger and
adventure. (STL256057) (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 6.5x9, 320pgs, FC

SRP: $29.99

MOONSTONE

JAN231708
KOLCHAK HOTEL OF HORROR PROSE NOVEL SC (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Will McDermott (CA) Mark Chiarello
Carl Kolchak hates Los Angeles Halloweens. He calls them "a three-day debauch filled with plastic
people wearing thousand-dollar costumes." Nothing could get Kolchak to attend a Hollywood
Halloween party. Nothing, that is, except an invitation to the grand reopening of Tinsel City's "Hotel
of Death." When the Hotel Cecil, infamous home to two serial killers and site of dozens of
disappearances, suicides, and murders, opens its doors for the first time in years—on Halloween
weekend—what could possibly go wrong? (STL258042) (C: 0-1-2)
Novel, SC, 6x9, 130pgs, B&W

SRP: $9.99

JAN231709
MOONSTONE TRIPLE THREAT PROSE SC (C: 0-1-2)

(W) Nancy Holder & Various (CA) Kalman Andrasofszky
Kolchak: Kolchak and Bennu team up to try to put an end to a good thing gone bad. Johnny Fade: 7time Stoker Award Nancy Holder, and her writing partner, action/adv legend Alan Philipson: a
corrupt, dead Hollywood homicide detective stuck in the noir purgatory of Dead Town, crosses back
over to Tinsel Town to solve cases for the living, and to find out how he can stay out of Hell.
Gridiron: When he wouldn't throw a game for the mob, enforcers busted up his legs so he couldn't
play. A mystic healed his bones by knitting them together with a liquid iron. (STL258041) (C: 0-1-2)
Novel, SC, 6x9, 70pgs, B&W

SRP: $6.49

NACELLE BOOKS

JAN231710
CENTER SEAT 55 YEARS TREK UNAUTH HIST OF STAR TREK (C: 0-1-1
(W) Peter Holmstrom
Fifty-five years after its debut, Star Trek is one of the biggest international franchises the world has
ever seen! Twelve television series and 13 motion pictures (and counting), there is no end in sight
for those who seek to go where no man has gone before. The Nacelle Company documentary series,
The Center Seat: 55 Years of Star Trek, chronicles the production and cultural impact of this beloved
series. From the early days of Desilu and the motion pictures, to the Rick Berman era of Picard, Sisko
and Janeway of 1987-2005 and beyond. This companion book takes the series' journey one step
further, with expanded and exclusive interviews by the cast and crew, with insights from the film
industry and fandom's top analysts. (STL258708) (C: 0-1-1)
Reference, HC, 7x10, 373pgs, B&W

SRP: $27.95

NBM

JAN231711
QUEEN IN COMICS HC (C: 0-1-1)
(W) Emmanuel Marie (A) Sophie Blitman
Brian May, Roger Taylor, and Freddie Mercury form one of the greatest rock bands in the world.
Under the leadership of its charismatic singer, Queen is a planetary success for each hit with its
decadent shows, inimitable aesthetics and style. "Bohemian Rhapsody", "We Are the Champions",
"Don't Stop Me Now" or even "Crazy Little Thing Called Love" are just some of the hits! Discover the
great stories and little secrets surrounding the legend! (STL259289) (C: 0-1-1)
HC, 7x10, 176pgs, FC

JAN231712

SRP: $27.99

O/A DAVID BOWIE IN COMICS HC
(W) Lamy Thierry, Nicolas Finet (A) Various
From David Jones to David Bowie and from Space Oddity to Black Star, discover the fate of an artist
with a thousand faces. He is one of the most influential and creative artists of the 20th century. He
explored a thousand styles and crossed the ages with splendor. His loss leaves an immense void… to
fill it, discover his incredible destiny in this comics biography. (STL226369)
HC, 7x10, 176pgs, FC

SRP: $27.99

JAN231713
LOVE ME PLEASE STORY OF JANIS JOPLIN HC
(W) Nicolas Finet (A) Christopher
How did a very young messed up woman, a drug addict filled with doubt, become in a few years a
planetary icon of rock music? Janis Joplin went from the shadows to the blinding light of fame in only
four records (the last one issued a month and a half after her tragic death). Thanks to a worldwide
movement of emancipation which would consecrate for a long time the ideals and modes of
alternative lifestyles from counterculture to the flower power generation, Janis, the ugly duckling,
gave free rein to her impulses. Joplin left for San Francisco, the epicenter of cultural innovation,
where she lived a freedom of which she would hardly have dared to dream, abandoning herself to all
impulses, overcoming without hesitation all the taboos of the time: bisexuality, alcohol, drugs, doing
so not only with delight, but with the taste for excess which came naturally from her spontaneous
character. (STL189338) (MAY211583)
HC, 7x10, 160pgs, FC

SRP: $24.99

JAN231714
WILLIE NELSON HC
(W) T. j. Kirsch, Adam Walmsley (A) Jeremy Massie, J. T. Yost
Country music icon Willie Nelson is recognized all over the world for his music, philanthropy, and
unmistakable look. Since he was a child in Hill County, Texas, he has been writing and performing for
adoring crowds, determined to take his unique sound and voice to the people even before he was a
household name. There have been tragedies, missteps, IRS troubles, good times and bad along the
way, but Willie continues to shine his positive outlook and project his humble voice out into the
world. In this graphic novel biography, all the chapters represent a different era of his life and
struggles, each illustrated by a unique indie comics talent. (STL162159) (JUL201289)
HC, 7x10, 88pgs, B&W SRP: $16.99

NEW ENGLAND COMICS

JAN231715
TICK BIG BLUE DESTINY COMP WORKS (NEW PTG) TP
(W/A/CA) Eli Stone
All eleven complete comics of the legendary Tick series, Big Blue Destiny! This massive tome includes
all five issues of BBD as well as The Tick's Back #0, The Tick BBD Ashcan Edition and the entire Tick
Luny Bin trilogy! This edition now also includes three back-up stories by Eli Stone; "Arthur Teaches
Tick about Hanukkah," "The Postman Always Shoots Twice," and "Time Bomb: Woman Be Thy
Name"! (STK613406) (JUL151478)
SC, 7x10, 336pgs, B&W SRP: $29.95

NEW YORK REVIEW COMICS

JAN231716
GULL YETTIN GN (C: 1-1-0)
(W/A) Joe Kessler
The life of an orphaned boy is shaped by the devotion of a fantastical Gull in this lovingly rendered,
entirely wordless graphic novel by a contemporary comics innovator. Told in striking colors and
loose but confident lines, the story begins when a young boy awakens late one night to find his
home on fire. The boy is saved by a lanky, shapeshifting Gull (who may or may not be real).
Orphaned by the fire, and now adrift in a boat piloted by the Gull, the boy faces an uncertain future,
one that will be both helped and hindered by his new attendant. Without a word, Kessler builds a
strange but recognizable world, using it to explore all the forms that grief, jealousy, longing, and love
can take in our lives, and the compassion and cruelty that can dwell in a single heart. Filled with all
the warmth and poignancy of a great folktale, The Gull Yettin proves that Kessler is pushing comics
to new heights. (STL258285) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
SC, 5x8, 216pgs, FC

SRP: $19.95

NON-SPORT UPDATE

JAN231717
NON SPORT UPDATE VOL 34 #2 APR/MAY 23 (C: 0-1-1)
Every issue of Non-Sport Update magazine brings trading card collectors news on the latest in nonsport and entertainment cards (Star Wars, Marvel, Star Trek etc.). Feature stories are devoted to
new releases and the classic trading cards of the 50s and 60s. Non-Sport Update's big 32-page price
guide provides current values for thousands of the most popular non-sport series. Departments
focus on auction highlights, a list of upcoming releases, top 10 lists, what's trending in non-sports,
collector interviews, and more. Each issue includes sample promotional cards. (STL257985) (C: 0-1-1)

Magazine, 8x11, 72pgs, FC

SRP: $5.99

NORTON YOUNG READERS

JAN231718
LINK AND HUD GN VOL 01 HEROES BY A HAIR (C: 0-1-1)
(W) Jarrett Pumphrey, Jerome Pumphrey (A) Jarrett Pumphrey, Jerome Pumphey
Lincoln and Hudson Dupré are brothers with what grown-ups call "active imaginations." Link and
Hud hunt for yetis in the Himalayas and battle orcs on epic quests. Unfortunately, their imaginary
adventures wreak havoc in their real world. Dr. and Mrs. Dupré have tried every babysitter in the
neighborhood and are at their wits' end. Enter Ms. Joyce. Strict and old-fashioned, she proves to be
a formidable adversary. The boys don't like her or her rules and decide she's got to go. Through a
series of escalating events—told as high-action comic panel sequences—the brothers conspire to
undermine Ms. Joyce and get her fired. When they go so big that even Ms. Joyce can't fix it,
suddenly she's out. Finally, success! Or is it? (STL255929) (C: 0-1-1)
HC, 6x9, 240pgs, B&W SRP: $16.95

ONI PRESS INC.

JAN231719
SNOWCAT PRINCE TP
(W/A/CA) Dina Norlund
Syv is a snowcat and the youngest in a family of princes. When his father dies, Syv and his brothers
are all in line for the throne. Eager to become kings themselves and wary of how well-liked Syv has
become by the citizens, Syv’s brothers send him on a dangerous quest to find the long-lost magical
crown that once belonged to their royal ancestor, the Eldking. Legend says that the snowcat who
finds the crown will break the curse on their land and bring great honor to the family. But failure
could mark Syv with three black stripes, and he’d be banished forever.

Along his journey, Syv will face dangerous beasts, dark powers, and the ever-lurking sandfoxes—
sworn enemies to the snowcats. But when Syv discovers the truth about the legend of the Eldking
and his magical crown, he’ll have to learn the new meaning of honor and find another way to break
the curse.

From Norwegian author Dina Norlund comes The Snowcat Prince, a beautifully illustrated tale of
bravery and honor. (STL251827)
SC, 6x8, 176pgs, FC

SRP: $14.99

JAN231720
RICK AND MORTY #3 CVR A STRESING (MR)
(W) Alex Firer (A) Andrew Dalhouse & Various (CA) Fred Stresing
The invasion continues! War brews between the Goldenfold and Rick armies. Can the Ricks save
their world with problem-solving science, or will the Goldenfolds subtract them from the equation?
Yep, it's still about math! Oh, and Morty's new girlfriend seems...nice? (STL260280)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN231721
RICK AND MORTY #3 CVR B ELLERBY (MR)
(W) Alex Firer (A) Andrew Dalhouse & Various (CA) Marc Ellerby
The invasion continues! War brews between the Goldenfold and Rick armies. Can the Ricks save
their world with problem-solving science, or will the Goldenfolds subtract them from the equation?
Yep, it's still about math! Oh, and Morty's new girlfriend seems...nice? (STL260281)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN231722
RICK AND MORTY VS CTHULHU #4 CVR A LITTLE
(W) Jim Zub (A) Leonardo Ito, Crank! (CA) Troy Little
It's R'yleh happening! In the final confrontation of the Smith-Sanchez Lovecraftian horror saga,
family turns on family, and the battle for pop culture relevance is waged between Rick and
Cthulhu—with devastating stakes.
Morty embraces his eldritch identity and finds comfort in the supportive arms of his adoptive oldgod father. Summer will mete out divine retribution in the name of Azathoth. Rick has lost ground at
home against the Color Out of Space, and must abandon his daughter to fight this evil at its source:
Cthulhu. (STL260282)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN231723
RICK AND MORTY VS CTHULHU #4 CVR B CANNON
(W) Jim Zub (A) Leonardo Ito, Crank! (CA) Zander Cannon

It's R'yleh happening! In the final confrontation of the Smith-Sanchez Lovecraftian horror saga,
family turns on family, and the battle for pop culture relevance is waged between Rick and
Cthulhu—with devastating stakes.
Morty embraces his eldritch identity and finds comfort in the supportive arms of his adoptive oldgod father. Summer will mete out divine retribution in the name of Azathoth. Rick has lost ground at
home against the Color Out of Space, and must abandon his daughter to fight this evil at its source:
Cthulhu. (STL260283)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN231724
RICK AND MORTY VS CTHULHU #4 CVR C LEE
(W) Jim Zub (A) Leonardo Ito, Crank! (CA) Ryan Lee
It's R'yleh happening! In the final confrontation of the Smith-Sanchez Lovecraftian horror saga,
family turns on family, and the battle for pop culture relevance is waged between Rick and
Cthulhu—with devastating stakes.
Morty embraces his eldritch identity and finds comfort in the supportive arms of his adoptive oldgod father. Summer will mete out divine retribution in the name of Azathoth. Rick has lost ground at
home against the Color Out of Space, and must abandon his daughter to fight this evil at its source:
Cthulhu. (STL260284)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN231725
SHEETS GN (NEW PTG)
(W/A) Brenna Thummler
For Marjorie Glatt, being thirteen years old isn't quite the same as it is for everyone else.
Responsible for running her family's laundromat while trying to survive middle school, Marjorie's
daily struggles include persnickety customers, snippy classmates, agonizing swim lessons, and
laundry...always always laundry. Wendell is a bit different, too. Wendell is a ghost. His daily struggles
include Dead Youth support groups and unavoidable stains. But when he escapes from the Land of
Ghosts and bumbles into Marjorie's laundromat - the perfect ghost playground - his attempts at fun
and friendship begin to harm the family business. Sheet is a powerful story about a young girl's
perseverance, even when all the odds are stacked against her. It shows that forgiveness and second
chances can result in unlikely friendships. (STL250848)
SC, 288pgs, PC SRP: $14.99

JAN231726
O/A DELICATES TP

(W/A) Brenna Thummler
Marjorie Glatt's life hasn't been the same ever since she discovered a group of ghosts hiding in her
family's laundromat. Wendell, who died young and now must wander the earth as a ghost with
nothing more than a sheet for a body, soon became one of Marjorie's only friends. But when
Marjorie finally gets accepted by the popular kids at school, she begins to worry that if anyone learns
about her secret ghost friends, she'll be labeled as a freak who sees dead people. With Marjorie's
insistence on keeping Wendell's ghost identity a secret from her new friends, Wendell begins to feel
even more invisible than he already is.
Eliza Duncan feels invisible, too. She's an avid photographer, and her zealous interest in finding and
photographing ghosts gets her labeled as different by all the other kids in school. Constantly on the
outside, Eliza begins to feel like a ghost herself.
Marjorie must soon come to terms with the price she pays to be accepted by the popular kids. Is it
worth losing her friend Wendell? Is she partially to blame for the bullying Eliza endures?
Following the events of Sheets, Brenna Thummler's second original graphic novel, Delicates, tells a
powerful story about what it means to fit in, and those who are left on the outside. It shows what it's
like to feel invisible, and the importance of feeling seen. Above all, it is a story of asking for help
when all seems dark, and bringing light to those who need it most. (STL169509)
SC, 320pgs, FC SRP: $14.99

JAN231727
MOONCAKES GN (NEW PTG) (C: 0-0-1)
(W) Suzanne Walker (A/CA) Wendy Xu
A story of love and demons, family and witchcraft.

Nova Huang is still young, but she's one of the most powerful witches in New England. She spends
her days working in her grandmothers' spell book shop and her nights hunting down the
supernatural.

Tam Lang, a genderqueer werewolf, was Nova's childhood crush. Tam has been wandering from
place to place for years until the one fateful night they find themselves back in their hometown...
battling a giant horse demon in the woods.

Tam turns to Nova for help, and their latent feelings are rekindled against the backdrop of
witchcraft, untested magic, occult rituals, and family ties both new and old in this enchanting tale of
self-discovery. (STL260624) (C: 0-0-1)
SC, 256pgs, FC SRP: $17.99

JAN231728
O/A GENDER QUEER HC (MR)
(W) Maia Kobabe (A) Phoebe Kobabe
In 2014, Maia Kobabe, who uses e/em/eir pronouns, thought that a comic of reading statistics would
be the last autobiographical comic e would ever write. At the time, it was the only thing e felt
comfortable with strangers knowing about em. Then e created Gender Queer. Maia’s intensely
cathartic autobiography charts eir journey of self-identity, which includes the mortification and
confusion of adolescent crushes, grappling with how to come out to family and society, bonding with
friends over erotic gay fan fiction, and facing the trauma and fundamental violation of pap smears.
Started as a way to explain to eir family what it means to be nonbinary and asexual, Gender Queer is
more than a personal story: It is a useful and touching guide on gender identity—what it means and
how to think about it—for advocates, friends, and humans everywhere.

This special deluxe hardcover edition of Gender Queer features a brand-new cover, exclusive art and
sketches, a foreword from ND Stevenson, Lumberjanes writer and creator of She-Ra and the
Princesses of Power, and an afterword from Maia Kobabe. (STL219873)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 256pgs, FC SRP: $24.99

JAN231729
O/A HAZARDS OF LOVE SC (MR)
(W/A) Stan Stanley
Amparo's deal with the talking cat was simple: a drop of blood and Amparo's name in order to
become a better person. Their mother and abuela would never worry about them again, and they'd
finally be worthy of dating straight-A student Iolanthe. But when the cat steals their body, becoming
the better person they were promised, Amparo's spirit is imprisoned in a land of terrifying, fleshhungry creatures known as Bright World.
With cruel and manipulative masters, and a society that feeds on memories, Amparo must use their
cleverness to escape, without turning into a monster like the rest. On "the other side," Iolanthe
begins to suspect the new Amparo has a secret. After the cat-in-disguise vanishes, Iolanthe's left to
search for answers with a no-nonsense medium from the lesbian mafia – the only person who might
know the truth about Bright World. (STL169513)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 272pgs, FC SRP: $19.99

JAN231730
QUICK & EASY GUIDE TO THEY THEM PRONOUNS GN

(W) Archie Bongiovanni, Tristan Jimerson (A/CA) Archie Bongiovanni
Archie, a snarky genderqueer artist, is tired of people not understanding gender neutral pronouns.
Tristan, a cisgender dude, is looking for an easy way to introduce gender neutral pronouns to his
increasingly diverse workplace. The longtime best friends team up in this short and fun comic guide
that explains what pronouns are, why they matter, and how to use them. They also include what to
do if you make a mistake, and some tips-and-tricks for those who identify outside of the binary to
keep themselves safe in this binary-centric world. A quick and easy resource for people who use
they/them pronouns, and people who want to learn more! (STL074513) (FEB181690)
SC, 5x7, 64pgs, B&W (0 of 22518)

SRP: $7.99

OPUS COMICS

JAN231731
BILL & TED THE PRINCESSES #2 (OF 4) CVR A STAGGS
(W) Holly Interlandi, Corinna Bechko (A) Belen Culebras, Priscilla Petraites (CA) Cat Staggs
After they escaped medieval England but before they changed the world as Wyld Stallyns, Princess
Joanna and Elizabeth were shown the ins and outs (and In-N-Outs) of 1980s America, with Rufus as
their most excellent guide! Plus, a daring tale of Joan of Arc! (STL259402)
32pgs, FC (2 of 4)

SRP: $4.99

JAN231733
FRANK FRAZETTA DEATH DEALER #11 CVR A YAPUR
(W) Mitch Iverson (A) Axel Medellin (CA) Diego Yapur
The Norseman. An adventurer obsessed with killing his ex-lover's soul, thus he's well-versed in
battling the undead. But it's dealing with the living that gives him trouble. A special one-shot by
showrunner Mitch Iverson and Helloween artist Axel Medellin! (STL259404)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN231734
FRANK FRAZETTA DEATH DEALER #11 CVR B FRAZETTA
(W) Mitch Iverson (A) Axel Medellin (CA) Frank Frazetta
The Norseman. An adventurer obsessed with killing his ex-lover's soul, thus he's well-versed in
battling the undead. But it's dealing with the living that gives him trouble. A special one-shot by
showrunner Mitch Iverson and Helloween artist Axel Medellin! (STL259405)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN231738
HAMMERFALL #3 (OF 3) CVR A WEST
(W) Ian Edington (A/CA) Kevin J. West
A vile blight spreads across the land. When a lone warrior rides deep into the forest to face the
savagery and madness head-on, his quest for justice leads him to a figure from his past—the herald
to a dark master who cannot be undone by mastery of arms alone. (STL259409)
40pgs, FC (3 of 3)

SRP: $6.66

JAN231740
PHANTOM TOMORROW #3 (OF 6) CVR A CHIRSTENSEN
(W) Andy Biersack, Michael Moreci (A) Agustin Padilla (CA) Ryan Christensen
Scientist Dennis Kane has an intellect matched only by his massive ego. When his hubris causes the
world to fall apart around him, a dark avenger is born of his agonizing shame. A mysterious figure
caught between life and death, the "Blackbird" desperately seeks redemption, willing to fight
through Hell and back to get it. (STL259411)
40pgs, FC (3 of 6)

SRP: $6.66

PANINI PUBLISHING LTD

JAN231742
DOCTOR WHO MAGAZINE #588 (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A) VARIOUS
Doctor Who Magazine celebrates the series' 60th anniversary year with another packed issue
featuring the latest news, reviews, interviews, features, rare photos and much, much more! The
magazine also celebrates the best of Doctor Who's past with a compelling mix of articles and rare
images. (STL258840) (C: 0-1-2)
Magazine, 8x11, 76pgs, FC

SRP: $13.99

PENGUIN WORKSHOP

JAN231743
WHAT IS THE STORY OF CAPT PICARD SC (C: 0-1-0)
(W) David Stabler (A) Robert Squier

Star Trek stands as one of the most popular science-fiction series of all time, and Captain Jean-Luc
Picard is one of its fan-favorite characters thanks to his inspiring quotes and brilliant leadership. As
the captain of the USS Enterprise, Picard has taken viewers with him on adventures through space
for decades. Now, young fans can learn even more about the famous character, including details
about his obsessions with Earl Grey tea and Shakespeare. (STL258286) (C: 0-1-0)
Reference Book, SC, 5x8, 112pgs, FC

SRP: $7.99

PHOENIX STUDIOS

JAN231744
A LA BRAVA LATINA SUPERHERO TEAM TP VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Kayden Phoenix (A) Renata Garcia & Various
When the controversial Fair Share Bill, a bill to tax the billionaires, gets presented to Congress,
females in political powers mysteriously start dying. The media labels it as accidental deaths but
Muneca has her suspicions; she bands the superheroes together and has them stake out the possible
suspects, billionaires. After a failed assassination attempt on President Sotomayor, the superheroes
put aside their differences and work together to figure out which billionaire is causing political
unrest and the murders. A La Brava is the 1st Latina superhero team in comicbook history! With an
all Latina artist team, these superheroes fight against social injustices. (STL259415) (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 6x9, 116pgs, FC

SRP: $15.00

JAN231745
JALISCO LATINA SUPERHERO TP (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Kayden Phoenix (A) Various
Jalisco, a humble Mexican girl, tries to find her stolen mom. On her journey, she's saved by the
Adelitas who train her and give her a folklorico dress with blades at the hems. Jalisco goes after
Malinche, the leader of the femicides, using her culture as a weapon. A peasant sets out to find her
stolen mom but ends up stopping a statewide femicide, becoming Mexico's first superhero.
(STL259416) (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 6x9, 74pgs, FC

SRP: $15.00

PIE INTERNATIONAL

JAN231746
ZAWA ZAWA TREASURED ART WORKS ASHLEY WOOD BILINGUAL ED
(A) Ashley Wood

This comprehensive collection of the best of Ashley Wood's work covers nearly 400 "treasured" art
works in a range of media, from his oil paintings, sketches and drawings, to his package and figurine
designs. These works have either been unpublished or have only been available in previous
exhibition catalogues. Inspired by Osamu Tezuka and Nobuyoshi Araki, Wood is in constant motion
developing new epic stories and expanding universes populated with his designs and creations for
toy lines, comics, video games, film, and music. (STL162545) (JUL201348)
Art Book, SC, 7x9, 224pgs, FC

SRP: $35.00

PLAID STALLIONS PRESS

JAN231747
TOY VENTURE MAGAZINE #10 (C: 0-0-1)
(W) Brian Heiler & Various (A) Brian Heiler
The print toy magazine is back! Toy-Ventures covers the weird world of Bionic Bootlegs, the 80s
forgotten heroes, the Remco Mighty Crusaders and what's the deal with the Tong Spider-Man
figure? All this and regular columns, discoveries and features. (STL259358) (C: 0-0-1)
Magazine, 8x11, 44pgs, FC

SRP: $10.99

PLOUGH PUBLISHING HOUSE

JAN231748
BY WATER FELIX MANZ STORY GN (C: 0-1-0)
(W) Richard Mommsen, Jason Landsel (A) Sankha Banerjee
By Water, is a true story of friendship and betrayal set in the Swiss city of Zurich. It chronicles the
conflict between establishment reformer Ulrich Zwingli (1484-1531) and his student Felix Manz
(1498-1527), who at first reveres Zwingli as a father figure but ends up drowned on Zwingli's orders
for insisting that only believers should be baptized. In this dramatic visualization of the birth of the
Radical Reformation, water is both wonder and weapon, a symbol of new life and a death sentence.
(STL256732) (C: 0-1-0)
SC, 7x10, 144pgs, FC

SRP: $19.95

PS ARTBOOKS

JAN231749
PRE CODE CLASSIC WEIRD TERROR SOFTEE VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2)

(A) Henry C. Kiefer & Various
Hey, it's all here, culture-lovers; walking dead folks (loads of 'em) some of them even sporting their
heads—witches, ghosts, werewolves and enough vampires to go into the second-hand dentures
business! Every now and again you come across a bevy of four color frights that seems to have been
created just for you. Collects Weird Terrors #1-5 (September 1952-May 1953). (STL258303) (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 7x10, 184pgs, FC

SRP: $32.99

JAN231750
PS ARTBOOK MILITARY COMICS SOFTEE VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2)
(A) Bob Powell & Various
The second volume in this popular continuing series. Collects issues #5-8. (STL258293) (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 7x10, 272pgs, FC

SRP: $32.99

JAN231751
PS ARTBOOK PSYCHO MAGAZINE #4 (C: 0-1-2)
(A) Ross Andru & Various (CA) Ken Kelley
Absolutely packed full of horror and suspense Skywald's black-and-white comic magazine Psycho #4
hit the stores in September 1971! Featuring on the striking cover by Ken Kelly, "Comes The Stalking
Monster!" by Larry Todd, exploring what happens when the gap between science and the occult is
bridged? Then we continue to ponder how long the original muck monster The Heap's tormented
mind can live with his mangled body in the latest installment by Ross Andru? While in Tom Sutton's
"Frankenstein, Book II: Freaks Of Fear!" a freak show provides the setting for this horrendous tale
that will hold you spellbound! And all reproduced here completely like the original comic magazine.
(STL258316) (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 68pgs, B&W SRP: $22.99

JAN231752
PS ARTBOOKS BLACK MAGIC SOFTEE VOL 03 (C: 0-1-1)
(W) Joe Simon (A) Mort Meskin & Various
The third in an ongoing series of amazing accounts of the strangest stories ever told by masters of
the genre Jack Kirby & Joe Simon, ably assisted by Mort Meskin. All in our popular Softee format,
four comics in each volume! Collects Black Magic issue #9-12. (STL258294) (C: 0-1-1)
SC, 220pgs, FC SRP: $32.99

JAN231753

PS ARTBOOKS CLASSIC SCI FI COMICS HC VOL 06 (C: 0-1-2)
(A) Wallace Wood & Various
PS Artbooks Presents Classic Sci-Fi Comics Volume 6 with yet another absolute vintage collection of
Sci-Fi comic gems! Featuring incredible science fiction in Strange Planets #1 (1964) with artwork by
Wally Wood, Bernie Krigstein, Joe Orlando and Jack Davis. And continue your journey into unknown
and strange worlds in Strange Planets #15 and #16 (both 1964) absolutely crammed with the cream
of 1950's comic book talent including Mike Esposito, Hy Rosen, Russ Heath, Gene Colan, Everett
Raymond Kinstler, Norman Nodel and Sid Check. And from Fago Magazines Atom-Age Combat (#2-3,
1959), starring the artistic talents of Dick Ayers! (STL258326) (C: 0-1-2)
HC, 7x10, 184pgs, FC

SRP: $52.99

JAN231754
PS ARTBOOKS CLASSIC SCI FI COMICS SLIPCASE VOL 06 (C: 0-1-2)
(A) Wallace Wood & Various
Synopsis:
I.W. Publishing - Strange Planets #1 (1958) #15 & #18 (1964)
Fago Magazines - Atom Age Combat #2 & #3 (1959)

PS Artbooks Presents CLASSIC SCIoFI COMICS Volume 6 with yet another absolute vintage collection
of Sci-Fi comic gems! Featuring incredible science fiction in Strange Planets #1 with artwork by Wally
Wood, Bernie Krigstein, Joe Orlando and Jack Davis. And continue your journey into unknown and
strange worlds in Strange Planets #15 and #16 absolutely crammed with the cream of 1950's comic
book talent including Mike Esposito, Hy Rosen, Russ Heath, Gene Colan, Everett Raymond Kinstler,
Norman Nodel and Sid Check. And from Fago Magazines Atom-Age Combat starring the artistic
talents of Dick Ayers!
All reproduced completely from cover to cover - just like the original comics! Don't hang around for
too long - like we've said before these beauties they won't be in orbit forever! (STL258327) (C: 0-1-2)
HC, 7x10, 184pgs, FC

SRP: $62.99

JAN231755
PS ARTBOOKS PHANTOM LADY FACSMILE ED #19 (C: 0-1-1)
(A) Matt Baker
Yes, just when you thought it was almost safe to leave your pocketbooks and purses out on the
bureau, along comes a new line in pre-code comicbooks from those funky far-out folks at PS.
Continuing the Phantom Lady facsimile comics comes the next three-issue line-up from the pen of
the legendary Matt Baker. (STL258298) (C: 0-1-1)
7x10, 36pgs, FC SRP: $14.99

JAN231756
PS ARTBOOKS PHANTOM LADY FACSMILE ED #20 (C: 0-1-1)
(A) Matt Baker
Phantom Lady #19

Yes, just when you thought it was almost safe to leave your pocketbooks and purses out on the
bureau, along comes a new line in pre-code comicbooks from those funky far-out folks at PS.
Continuing the Phantom Lady Facsimile comics comes the next three-issue line-up from the pen of
the legendary Matt Baker. (STL258300) (C: 0-1-1)
7x10, 36pgs, FC SRP: $14.99

JAN231757
PS ARTBOOKS PHANTOM LADY FACSMILE ED #21 (C: 0-1-1)
(A) Matt Baker
Phantom Lady #21

Yes, just when you thought it was almost safe to leave your pocketbooks and purses out on the
bureau, along comes a new line in pre-code comicbooks from those funky far-out folks at PS.
Continuing the Phantom Lady Facsimile comics comes the next three-issue line-up from the pen of
the legendary Matt Baker. (STL258301) (C: 0-1-1)
7x10, 36pgs, FC SRP: $14.99

JAN231758
SILVER AGE CLASSIC MIDNIGHT COMICS SOFTEE (C: 0-1-2)
(W) VARIOUS (A) Various
Just when you thought it was safe to venture out - we bring you the strangest tales ever told at
Midnight! I mean, c'mon! The original copies of these comics will have been swapped a hundred-fold
or sold for pennies when the recess bell sounded in the magical long-ago frightful freakin' fab'n'
fantastic fifties schoolyards. And now you can pick 'em up for peanuts. Go get, 'em folks. I'm coming
over all wistful so you'll have to excuse me... it starts good and just keeps right on gettin' gooder.
Previously released as a hard cover and now available for the first time in our popular SOFTEE
format. Collects Midnight #1-5 (April 1957-February 1958). (STL258314) (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 7x10, 184pgs, FC

SRP: $32.99

JAN231759
SILVER AGE CLASSICS GORGO SOFTEE VOL 02 (C: 0-1-1)
(W) Joe Gill (A) Dick Giordano & Various (CA) Steve Ditko
After a seaquake, a huge lizard-like creature walked out of the ocean and almost destroyed a fishing
village in Ireland. Fortunately for the village, the same quake that brought the 65 foot monster to
land has also grounded a salvage ship, the crew of which proved up to the task of capturing the
beast. Instead of killing it, or turning it over to the government, they decided to take it to London
and put it on display for profit. Looking to be a huge success, things became more complicated when
it was discovered the monster, dubbed Gorgo, was really just a youngster and it's 200 foot tall
mother was coming for him! Previously released as a hard cover and now available for the first time
in our popular SOFTEE format. Collects Gorgo #6-10 (April-December 1962). (STL258323) (C: 0-1-1)
SC, 7x10, 184pgs, FC

SRP: $32.99

JAN231760
SILVER AGE CLASSICS KONGA HC VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Joe Gill (A) Steve Ditko & Various
More colossal Konga action pencilled by the late, great comic book giant himself. Mr. Steve Ditko.
Including "Konga Meets the Creatures From Beyond Space": after escaping England, Konga ends up
on an island fighting flying saucers and aliens from another world! Only then, in "The Land of the
Frozen Giants," to battle pre-historic dinosaurs in a lost Antarctica world. Until finally facing his
mightiest challenge with "Konga and The Mole Men!" All reproduced completely from cover to
cover, just like the original comics! Collects Konga #6-10 (May 1962-January 1963). (STL258296) (C:
0-1-2)
HC, 7x10, 184pgs, FC

SRP: $52.99

JAN231761
SILVER AGE CLASSICS KONGA SLIPCASE ED HC VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Joe Gill (A) Steve Ditko & Various
More colossal Konga action pencilled by the late, great comic book giant himself. Mr. Steve Ditko.
Including "Konga Meets the Creatures From Beyond Space": after escaping England, Konga ends up
on an island fighting flying saucers and aliens from another world! Only then, in "The Land of the
Frozen Giants," to battle pre-historic dinosaurs in a lost Antarctica world. Until finally facing his
mightiest challenge with "Konga and The Mole Men!" All reproduced completely from cover to
cover, just like the original comics! Collects Konga #6-10 (May 1962-January 1963). (STL258311) (C:
0-1-2)
HC, 7x10, 184pgs, FC

SRP: $52.99

RABBIT HOLE STUDIOS INC.

JAN231762
LOST GARDENS #6 (MR)
(W) James Babineau (A/CA) Debora Lancianese
Previously, Shawn was tested by the Town of Charlotte. His lack of skills pushed to the very limits.
Now, Shawn has been sent on a mission with the scouting party looking to uncover the next clue
Michael is hunting for. (STL258292)
MATURE THEMES
22pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

RAMPART PRESS

JAN231763
WAR PARTY #3 (OF 7) (MR) (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A/CA) Justin Murphy
Captured by the British, James is returned to Fort Rolfe to be flogged and sentenced to death for
desertion. Determined to escape, and save his daughter, he enlists the help of Dyani once again.
Chaos ensues and the War Party is formed. (STL258907) (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
28pgs, FC (3 of 7)

SRP: $3.99

RANDOM HOUSE BOOKS YOUNG READE

JAN231764
PACEY PACKER GN VOL 01 UNICORN TRACKER (C: 0-1-1)
(W/A) J C Phillipps
Pacey's little sister, Mina, has always said her stuffed unicorn, Slasher, is real—but seriously? He's a
stuffed toy! Then again, he does seem to be leading Mina outside her room and to... some kind of
weird magical unicorn land? Pacey may not believe in unicorns, but she's not about to let her little
sister be kidnapped, so she does the only thing she can: follows them to unicorn land (that she
totally does NOT believe in). And for the record, it's NOTHING like the stories. First off, what's up
with Slasher's attitude? It's not Pacey's fault he's trapped in a ridiculous stuffed body. And that Alpha
Unicorn guy? NOT. Nice. Pacey will just be grabbing Mina and taking her home, thankyouverymuch...
that is, if she can work with the grumpiest unicorn stuffy ever to outsmart the Evil Alpha Unicorn and
find the way out—preferably without stepping on any poisonous killer flowers. (STL256235) (C: 0-11)

SC, 6x9, 240pgs, 2C

SRP: $7.99

JAN231765
PACEY PACKER UNICORN TRACKER GN VOL 04 DRAGON RIDER (C: 0-1(W/A) J C Phillipps
Calling all unicorn lovers! Pacey and Slasher (the world's grumpiest unicorn) are flying high with
dragons! The battle begins for Rundalyn, the land of unicorns! To protect everyone, Pacey and
Slasher must collect the pieces of the magic horn before the evil Alpha Unicorn does. Piece of cake,
right? And everything goes to plan... until Pacey's sister, Mina, gets taken by a dragon—hold on,
there are dragons in Rundalyn?! Pacey isn't afraid of some dragons... but she is afraid of some
heights. With flying dragons taking little sisters, how are Pacey and Slasher going to save Mina? And
with the Alpha Unicorn on their tail, can they still get the magic horn first? (STL256237) (C: 0-1-1)
SC, 6x9, 224pgs, 2C

SRP: $7.99

RANDOM HOUSE GRAPHIC

JAN231766
HIDDEN SYSTEMS GN (C: 0-1-1)
(W/A) Dan Nott
This nonfiction science graphic novel takes readers on a journey from how the most essential
systems were developed to how they are implemented in our world today and how they will be used
in the future. What was the first message sent over the internet? How much water does a single
person use every day? How was the electric light invented? For every utility we use each day, there's
a hidden history, a story of intrigue, drama, humor, and inequity. This graphic novel provides a
guided tour through the science of the pastr and eveals how the decisions people made while
inventing and constructing early technology still affect the way people use it today. (STL256234) (C:
0-1-1)
SC, 6x9, 272pgs, FC

SRP: $17.99

JAN231767
MOTH KEEPER GN (C: 0-1-1)
(W) K O'Neill (A) K. O'Neill
Anya is finally a Moth Keeper, the protector of the lunar moths that allow the Night-Lily flower to
bloom once a year. Her village needs the flower to continue thriving and Anya is excited to prove her
worth and show her thanks to her friends with her actions, but what happens when being a Moth
Keeper isn't exactly what Anya thought it would be? The nights are cold in the desert and the lunar
moths live far from the village. Anya finds herself isolated and lonely. Despite Anya's dedication, she

wonders what it would be like to live in the sun. Her thoughts turn into an obsession, and when Anya
takes a chance to stay up during the day to feel the sun's warmth, her village and the lunar moths
are left to deal with the consequences. A middle-grade fantasy graphic novel about passion, duty,
and found family. (STL256225) (C: 0-1-1)
SC, 6x9, 272pgs, FC

SRP: $13.99

JAN231768
MOTH KEEPER HC GN (C: 0-1-1)
(W) K O'Neill (A) K. O'Neill
Being a Moth Keeper is a huge responsibility and a great honor, but what
happens when the new Moth Keeper decides to take a break from the moon
and see the sun for the first time? A middle-grade fantasy graphic novel about
passion, duty, and found family.
Anya is finally a Moth Keeper, the protector of the lunar moths that allow the Night-Lily
flower to bloom once a year. Her village needs the flower to continue thriving and Anya
is excited to prove her worth and show her thanks to her friends with her actions, but
what happens when being a Moth Keeper isn’t exactly what Anya thought it would be?
The nights are cold in the desert and the lunar moths live far from the village. Anya
finds herself isolated and lonely. Despite Anya’s dedication, she wonders what it would
be like to live in the sun. Her thoughts turn into an obsession, and when Anya takes a
chance to stay up during the day to feel the sun's warmth, her village and the lunar
moths are left to deal with the consequences. (STL256232) (C: 0-1-1)
HC, 6x9, 272pgs, FC

SRP: $21.99

RANDOM HOUSE WORLDS

JAN231769
STAR WARS JEDI HC NOVEL BATTLE SCARS (C: 1-1-0)
(W) Sam Maggs
Cal Kestis leads the Mantis crew on an adventure set between Star Wars Jedi: Fallen
Order and the highly anticipated Star Wars Jedi: Survivor. (STL256205) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available
only in US, Canada, and US territories.

Novel, HC, 6x9, 304pgs SRP: $29.99

JAN231770
STAR WARS SHADOW OF THE SITH SC NOVEL (C: 1-1-0)
(W) Adam Christopher
The Empire is dead. Nearly two decades on from the Battle of Endor, the tattered remnants of
Palpatine's forces have fled to the farthest reaches of the galaxy. But Jedi Master Luke Skywalker is
haunted by visions of the dark side, foretelling an ominous secret growing somewhere in the depths
of space, on a dead world called Exegol. The disturbance in the Force is undeniable…and Luke's
worst fears are confirmed when his old friend, Lando Calrissian, comes to him with reports of a new
Sith menace. As Luke and Lando race into the mystery of the Sith's lingering shadow. they aid a
young family running for their lives. (STL256209) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and
US territories.
Novel, SC, 6x9, 512pgs SRP: $17.99

REBELLION / 2000AD

JAN231771
2000 AD NOVEMBER PROG PACK (FEB 2023 SHIPPING) (MR) (C: 0-1(W/A) VARIOUS (CA) Steve Roberts
Incredible SF action from the Eisner-nominated UK anthology! Judge Dredd has to deal with cutthroat business practices in "Succession"; wars are fought and lost in Proteus Vex: "Crawlspace"; Cyd
gains a companion in her flight across the galaxy in The Out Book 3; The Order battle for the final
time against the shadow-things in "Heart of Darkness"; and Joe Pineapples: "Tin Man" reaches its
explosive climax. Then in Prog 2325 it's the first all-ages Regened issue of 2023 as Cadet Dredd
enters his clone-brother's nightmare in "Dream Team", the Genetic Infantry clones are targeted by
mercs in Mayflies: "The Scarab"; and we return to magical comprehensive Lowborn High!
(STL258305) (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
Pack, 8x11, 176pgs, FC SRP: $28.00

JAN231772
JUDGE DREDD MEGAZINE #454 (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A) VARIOUS (CA) Nick Percival
More action and adventure in the future-shocked world of Judge Dredd! The investigation continues
across two different timelines in Judge Dredd: "One Eyed Jacks," the Death concert explodes in the
Dark Judges: "Death Metal Planet," plus Storm Warning, Devlin Waugh, and Surfer Book 2 all reach

their finales. Plus the next chapters of Judge Dredd: Year One and Mega-City Two, interviews,
features and much more! (STL258306) (C: 0-1-2)
Magazine, 8x11, 128pgs, FC

SRP: $10.99

JAN231773
JUDGE DREDD REGIDE TP (MR) (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Arthur Wyatt, Rob Williams (A) Jake Lynch, Ian Richardson (CA) Andy Clarke
Judge Dredd thought that Orlok the Assassin, one of his most nefarious enemies — responsible for
infecting Mega-City 1's citizens with Block Mania during the Apocalypse War, and the murder of
Judge Giant Snr — was dead. But Orlok appears to be back, and responsible for a shocking wave of
murders. Even more troubling, Orlok is not alone, and is working with La Reine Rouge, a brutal
Crimelord who is trying to take over Europe. Can Dredd stop the Red Queen's sinister plans before
it's too late? (STL258321) (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 8x11, 128pgs, FC

SRP: $24.00

JAN231774
DEVLIN WAUGH THE RECKONING TP (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Ales Kot (A) Patrick Goddard, Mike Dowling (CA) Alex Ronald
2000 AD's debonair vampire exorcist, Devlin Waugh, is back — and he's more outrageous and
dangerous than ever! From writer Aleš Kot and artists Patrick Goddard and Mike Dowling comes an
exciting, shocking, and darkly hilarious new collection of Devlin's latest adventures. The freelance
paranormal trouble-shooter and exorcist for the Vatican confronts sinister dark forces and plays the
Match of Hades, before defending his demonic dildonic partner, Titivillus, in the court of Hell itself!
(STL258317) (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 8x11, 160pgs, FC

SRP: $25.00

JAN231775
O/A DEVLIN WAUGH BLOOD DEBT TP (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Rory McConville, Ales Kot (A) Mike Dowling
Vatican exorcist, freelance paranormal investigator and altogether dashing rogue, Devlin Waugh is in
the business of getting up close and extremely personal with the occult! This time he'll have to
rescue his debtor brother Freddy from a casino suspended over an unending interdimensional void
save Brit-Cit from a plague of mutagenic nightmare spores, and befriend a possessed demonic dildo,
all while negotiating boyfriends ex- and current… (STL184192) (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 8x11, 176pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

JAN231776
HAWK THE SLAYER WARGHT FOR ME IN NIGHT TP (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Garth Ennis (A) Henry Flint (CA) Greg Staples
The graphic novel sequel to the classic fantasy movie, written by Garth Ennis and drawn by Henry
Flint! Years after the defeat of Voltan, Hawk is still wary of the return of the Black Wizards, and so
The Table of Five gathers once more; Hawk, Gort, Crow, and the Witch, are joined by Bella and a
young bard called Wain, who wishes to turn their adventure into a new saga. The story of the cult
classic film continues with this comic book sequel, prefaced by an adaptation of the film itself, so
that no reader is left behind. This is sword-and-sorcery epic will leave readers astonished with both
the revelations and the action contained within. (STL258369) (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 8x11, 128pgs, FC

SRP: $24.00

JAN231777
LEOPARD FROM LIME STREET BK 3 (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Tom Tully (A) Eric Bradbury, Mike Western (CA) Eric Bradbury
The third collection of Britain's best-loved homegrown superhero collects stories published in Buster
from 1978 through to 1979. Billy Farmer, AKA the Leopardman continues to juggle his tough home
life with his career as Selbridge's premier superhero! As the Leopardman, Billy has managed to
thwart countless dastardly villains, but now he faces an all new challenge as The Snow Beast is in
town, intent on causing chaos during a cold winter! (STL258309) (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 8x11, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $20.00

JAN231778
PANDORA PERFECT TP (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Roger Langridge (A/CA) Brett Parson
Not your regular babysitter! Pandora Perfect, the hilarious criminal mastermind, crash-lands into her
very own collection! For when criminal genius, sometimes babysitter and all round bad 'un Pandora
Perfect is broken out of prison by her faithful robot Gort, no one's valuables are safe! Pandora and
Gort set out on the heist of their lives, stealing fabulous jewels, pickpocketing guffwarblers, and
investigating the secrets of a moon made of sausage! The breakout star of 2000 AD's acclaimed
Regened specials, Pandora swindles, cheats and lies her way to infamy and riches in this hilarious
collection! (STL258368) (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 8x11, 80pgs, FC

RED COMET PRESS

SRP: $16.99

JAN231779
GUSTAV AND HENRI TP VOL 02 TINY AUNT ISLAND (C: 1-1-1)
(W) Andy Matthews (A) Peader Thomas
Meet Gustav and Henri; two best friends who are complete opposites. These latest adventure, Tiny
Aunt Island, is a bit about friendship and a whole lot about food (especially ice-cream and waffle
cones). Gustav and Henri love doing sensible things like paddling a boat into the heart of a
superstorm! or rescuing a lost puzzle piece — by shrinking! or visiting an aunt — who has
disappeared! You know, completely sensible things. Gustav and Henri are the world's most trusted
suppliers of premium-grade, high-octane "adventuretainment!" (STL258617) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE:
Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
HC, 6x9, 128pgs, 2C

SRP: $14.99

RED 5 COMICS

JAN231780
FALLEN #2 (C: 0-0-2)
(W) Matt Ringel (A) Henry Ponciano
A year after Zeus' murder Casper Clay finds himself drawn back into the criminal underworld of gods
that had once exiled him. Hired by an unlikely client, Casper is put on the trail to find Zeus' killer
before he can strike again. Casper will have to do all of this while trying not to draw the attention of
the gods that promised fatal consequences should he interfere again. (STL258065) (C: 0-0-2)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.95

JAN231781
LEAD CITY TP (C: 0-1-1)
(W) Eric Borden (A/CA) Kyle Brummond
It's 1873 when a blizzard strands Homesteader Colman Cooper and his family in a small town. He
soon learns the town plays host to an annual contest that attracts thieves and killers from far and
wide. With no way out Colman finds himself pitted against seven deadly fighters in the anything
goes, tooth-and-nail battle for survival known as Lead City. Before Deadwood. Before Tombstone.
Before Durango. There was Lead City. (STL255968) (C: 0-1-1)
SC, 7x10, 112pgs, FC

SRP: $14.95

ROCKETSHIP ENTERTAINMENT

JAN231782

SPIRITS SOUL COLLECTOR GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-0)
(W) Colin Lawler (A) Joseph Grabokski
Spirits is an all-ages fantasy/adventure comic. It follows 12-year-old Will Thompson as he learns to
see the spirits around us to find and rescue his younger brother's stolen soul. Spirits is the winner of
the Bleeding Cool Reader's Choice Award for Best Supernatural Comic. (STL247085) (C: 0-1-0)
RES. from Previews Vol. XXXII #10 (OCT221923)
SC, 6x9, 180pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

JAN231783
SPIRITS SOUL COLLECTOR HC GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-0)
(W) Colin Lawler (A) Joseph Grabokski
Spirits is an all-ages fantasy/adventure comic. It follows 12-year-old Will Thompson as he learns to
see the spirits around us to find and rescue his younger brother's stolen soul. Spirits is the winner of
the Bleeding Cool Reader's Choice Award for Best Supernatural Comic. (STL247086) (C: 0-1-0)
RES. from Previews Vol. XXXII #10 (OCT221924)
SC, 6x9, 180pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

JAN231784
STAN LEE BACKCHANNEL GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-0)
(W) Stan Lee, Tom Akel (A) Andie Tong
One of the final projects of the legendary Stan Lee and beautifully illustrated by Spider-Man veteran
Andie Tong, Backchannel centers on Tom Tanner and his father, Martin. On the surface, Tom Tanner
leads an average high school life—struggling to stay on the lacrosse team, hiding his affections for
his friend Sally, and trying to keep his head down and grades up. What his father, an LA police
detective, doen't know is that Tom is an engineering prodigy and is being recruited by
BACKCHANNEL, a decentralized hactivist group causing havoc at prisons across the U.S. While
developing a highly sophisticated AI algorithm, a power awakens within Tom that grants him the
ability to mentally hack into any device (technopathy). While initially using this newfound power for
personal gain and petty revenge, he learns of a dark secret from his father's past that will change
him forever. When he discovers that the hacktivist group BACKCHANNEL has been tracking him and
is aware of his new abilities and reaching out to him for help, Tom is set on a very dangerous path.
(STL240009) (C: 0-1-0)
RES. from Previews Vol. XXXII #8 (AUG221784)
SC, 7x10, 130pgs, FC

JAN231785

SRP: $19.99

STAN LEE BACKCHANNEL HC GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-0)
(W) Stan Lee, Tom Akel (A) Andie Tong
One of the final projects of the legendary Stan Lee and beautifully illustrated by Spider-man veteran
Andie Tong, BACKCHANNEL centers on Tom Tanner and his father, Martin. On the surface, Tom
Tanner is having an average high school life - struggling to stay on the lacrosse team, hiding his
affections for his friend Sally, and trying to keep his head down and grades up. What his father, an
LA police detective, and friends don’t know is that Tom is an engineering prodigy and is being
recruited by BACKCHANNEL, a decentralized hactivist group causing havoc at prisons across the U.S.
While developing a highly sophisticated AI algorithm, a power awakens within Tom that grants him
the ability to mentally hack into any device (technopathy). While initially using this newfound power
for personal gain and petty revenge, he learns of a dark secret from his father’s past that will change
him forever.
In need of a moment of escapism, Tom returns to his favorite digital comics. This time though, the
comic is disturbingly on point with what Tom has been experiencing. As he continues to read, Tom
realizes that there are encrypted messages in the comic from an unknown ally who clearly knows
everything Tom has been up to.
When he discovers that the hacktivist group BACKCHANNEL has been tracking him and is aware of
his new abilities and reaching out to him for help, Tom is set on a very dangerous path. (STL240010)
(C: 0-1-0)
RES. from Previews Vol. XXXII #8 (AUG221785)
HC, 7x10, 130pgs, FC

SRP: $24.99

ROCKY POND BOOKS

JAN231786
I AM ALBERT EINSTEIN YR SC (C: 0-1-0)
(W) Brad Meltzer (A/CA) Chris Eliopoulos
Now in paperback, here is the story of physics genius Albert Einstein, part of the New York Timesbestselling series of biographies of heroes for ages 5 to 9. Each picture book in this series is a
biography of a significant historical figure, told in a simple, conversational, vivacious way, and always
focusing on a character trait that made the person heroic. The heroes are depicted as children
throughout, telling their life stories in first-person present tense, which keeps the books playful and
accessible to young children. And each book ends with a line of encouragement, a direct quote, and
photos on the last page. (STL256199) (C: 0-1-0)
Illustrated Biography, SC, 8x8, 40pgs, FC SRP: $9.99

JAN231787
I AM HARRIET TUBMAN YR SC (C: 0-1-0)

(W) Brad Meltzer (A/CA) Chris Eliopoulos
Now in paperback, here is the story of Harriet Tubman's pivotal role in the fight against slavery, part
of the New York Times-bestselling biography series about heroes, for ages 5 to 9. After escaping
from slavery herself, Harriet Tubman risked her life and her freedom to help other enslaved people
reach safety via the Underground Railroad. She is one of America's most important humanitarian
and civil rights heroes. (STL256203) (C: 0-1-0)
Illustrated Biography, SC, 8x8, 40pgs, FC SRP: $9.99

JAN231788
I AM SACAGAWEA YR SC (C: 0-1-0)
(W) Brad Meltzer (A/CA) Chris Eliopoulos
Now in paperback, here is the inspiring story of Sacagawea, the only Native American included in
Lewis and Clark's historic expedition, part of the New York Times-bestselling biography series about
heroes for ages 5 to 9. This book spotlights Sacagawea, the only girl, and the only Native American,
to join Lewis and Clark's Corps of Discovery, which explored the U.S. in the early 1800s. As a
translator, she helped the team communicate with members of the Shoshone tribe across the
continent, carrying her child on her back the whole way. (STL256204) (C: 0-1-0)
Illustrated Biography, SC, 8x8, 40pgs, FC SRP: $9.99

JAN231789
I AM TEMPLE GRANDIN YR HC (C: 0-1-0)
(W) Brad Meltzer (A/CA) Chris Eliopoulos
Prominent autistic American scientist and animal behaviorist Temple Grandin is the 30th hero in the
New York Times-bestselling picture book biography series for ages 5 to 9. This book spotlights
female scientist Temple Grandin, whose experience being on the autism spectrum has informed her
advocacy and her work as an animal behaviorist. Temple Grandin's pride in being different and how
it shaped her world is celebrated in this biography. (STL256202) (C: 0-1-0)
Illustrated Biography, HC, 8x8, 40pgs, FC

SRP: $16.99

RUTGERS UNIVERSITY PRESS

JAN231790
LITCOMIX LITERARY THEORY & GRAPHIC NOVEL (C: 0-1-1)
(W/A) ADAM GECZY, Jonathan McBurnie
Critical studies of the graphic novel have often employed methodologies taken from film theory and
art criticism. Yet, as graphic novels from Maus to Watchmen entered the literary canon, perhaps the

time has come to develop theories for interpreting and evaluating graphic novels that are drawn
from classic models of literary theory and criticism. Using the methodology of Georg Lukács and his
detailed defense of literary realism as a socially embedded practice, Litcomix tackles difficult
questions about reading graphic novels as literature. Whether looking at graphic novel adaptations
of Proust or considering how Jack Kirby's use of intertextuality makes him the Balzac of comics, this
study offers fresh perspectives on how we might appreciate graphic novels as literature.
(STL258128) (C: 0-1-1)
Comic journalism, SC, 6x9, 270pgs, PC

SRP: $29.95

SCHIFFER PUBLISHING

JAN231791
ART OF METAL 5 DECADES HEAVY METAL ALBUM COVERS POSTERS (C:
(W) Martin Popoff & Various
Let’s face it, without the larger-than-life character and imagination of the art that complements it,
metal just wouldn’t have had the same impact. From the colorful, outlandish, yet sophisticated use
of visuals for album artwork and posters, to the immediately recognizable logos of such bands as
Black Sabbath, Iron Maiden, Judas Priest, Motörhead, Metallica, Slayer, and a host of others across
many subgenres, there’s a close-knit relationship between the riffs that thunder from the guitar and
the images that have come to represent the songs, anthems, and sheer nature of the beast. Every
classic album brings to mind a readily identifiable album cover. Each great band has an immediately
identifiable logo. This book explores the ways in which the art has helped define each of the crucial
subgenres that make up the multifaceted and colorful centipede that is metal. (STL256166) (C: 0-1-1)
Art Book, HC, 8x11, 240pgs, FC SRP: $45.00

JAN231792
STAR WARS SUPER COLLECTORS WISH BOOK VOL 03 COLL 2011-22 (C:
(W) Geoffrey T. Carlton
A new addition to expert collector Geoffrey T. Carlton's Star Wars Super Collector's Wish Book series
of merchandise guides, volume 3 covers 70,000 items produced around the globe that were released
from 2011 to 2022. Through 14,000 color images and directory-style categorization, this guide
provides identification and values for a vast array of Star Wars items, including art and cards, coins
and stickers, party decorations, clothing, action figures, games and toys, home decor items, and
much, much more. (STL256165) (C: 0-1-1)
Reference Book, HC, 8x11, 464pgs, FC

SRP: $39.99

JAN231793
STAR WARS SUPER COLLECTORS WISH BOOK VOL 02 TOYS 1977-2022 (

(W) Geoffrey T. Carlton
Boasting more than 15,000 color images—including 9,000 new images added for the second
edition—and directory-style categorization, this collectors' guide provides identification and values
for toys from around the world, covering an astounding 24,000-plus individual toy items produced
since 1977. Whether your goal is nostalgia or discovery, this resource will simplify and inform your
browsing, ensuring that the Force will be with you as you adventure into the world of Star Wars toys.
(STL256164) (C: 0-1-1)
Reference Book, HC, 8x11, 464pgs, FC

SRP: $39.99

JAN231794
O/A STAR WARS SUPER COLLECTORS WISH BOOK HC VOL 01
(W) Geoffrey T. Carlton
Over 24,000 items with checklist-style listings, over 12,000 color photos, and accurate estimated
values make this collector's guide a must-have for everybody who has ever owned merchandise
produced for the Star Wars saga or who is selling or buying it now. The latest version of the longest
running Star Wars identification guide covers the range from Advertising and Dart Boards to Squeaky
Toys and Window Clings, everything, that is, except toys, a category so large it will now comprise its
own book. (STK627592)
Reference Book, HC, 8x11, 464pgs, FC

SRP: $34.99

SCOUT COMICS

JAN231796
ALL THE DEVILS ARE HERE #1 CVR A FONTANILI
(W) Jarred Lujan (A) Matt Harding (CA) Marco Fontanili
Joe is an elderly dementia patient that becomes possessed by a powerful demon. In order to save
him, an unconventional and mysterious exorcist, JC Garcia, must venture into his mind. Once inside,
he finds far more than he bargained for: an ever-changing hellscape created by a fusion of Morris’s
and the demon’s memories that brings JC face-to-face with his own traumatic past. All the Devils are
Here reinvents the exorcism story with a unique, emotional tale about the power of love, loss, and
memory. (STL258461)
7x10, 48pgs, FC SRP: $5.99

JAN231798
BLADE IN THE DARK #2
(W) Morgan Quaid (A/CA) Wili Roberts

Hot on the heels of the dark god Masuku, Rook and his companion, Goblin, track the demon god and
his masked warriors to the lair of an ancient being, deep within the earth. Rook confronts his sister,
now partially controlled by Masuku and wielding the fabled god killer blade, Vengeance. The
confrontation is cut violently short and Rook is forced to continue the hunt. (STL258508)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN231799
BONES OF THE GODS #4 (OF 6)
(W) Brenden Deneen (A/CA) Mauricio Melo
One of the most important people from Esper's past has returned from the dead! And with this
resurrection comes only more questions, and more threats to her life. As she and her new group of
allies head to a city where answers may lie, they soon realize that they have left one difficult
situation and ended up in another that is far more dangerous. (STL258465)
32pgs, FC (4 of 6)

SRP: $4.99

JAN231800
BUSH LEAGUERS TP (C: 0-1-0)
(W) Sam Fletcher, Bob McKeon (A) Joe Flood (CA) Denny Minonne
It's the late nineteenth century in New York City, and the Brooklyn Bridegrooms baseball team are
down and out like never before. The cranks hate 'em, the team owner wants to 'em them down, and
the police want to 'em them up. It's up to sweatshop seamstress turned cross-dressing center
fielder, Skip Lapwhistle, to turn her motley crew around. Can she fend off the team owner, escape
the long arm of the law, and whip her team into shape or are they history? This collects chapters 1-3.
(STL255970) (C: 0-1-0)
SC, 7x10, 96pgs, FC

SRP: $14.99

JAN231801
BY THE HORNS DARK EARTH #7
(W) Markisan Naso (A/CA) Jason Muhr
Evelyn chronicles her adventures in a journal as she and her friends make their way across the
enchanted continent of Yalastra in search of the historian, Norriva,who may hold the key to finding
pure magic. (STL258466)
24pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN231802
CATEGORY ZERO CONFLICT #4 (OF 5)

(W) Adem Kiamil (A/CA) Ton Lima
Jakes father Phillip takes a huge risk involving STRIX in the past. Noah confronts Higgs about his
potential involvement with what happened at Eden with dire consequences. And Simon Banks shows
his daughter Megan what they have been working on at Omega and what Sanaxus has in store for
One Percenters going forward. (STL258467)
24pgs, FC (4 of 5)

SRP: $4.99

JAN231803
DARKLAND #4 (OF 4)
(W) Nicholas Black (A) Serg Acuna (CA) Victor Santos
Rose ventures to Black Rock City, in hopes of reuniting with a family friend. Zed and Dante
investigate Rose's childhood home for clues. A mysterious figure follows Zed in secret. (STL258468)
32pgs, FC (4 of 4)

SRP: $4.99

JAN231804
ETERNUS #4
(W) Don Handfield, Anastazja Davis (A) Andy Owens, Karl Moline (CA) Rob Prior
Heracles and Mina finally find the man they've been looking for and get closer to the truth of who
murdered Zeus. Persephone reveals to Julian the dark secret of her Mystery Cult, forcing the new
Emperor to the Pagan side. But is it too late for the old gods to regain their foothold against the
rapidly spreading religion of the One God? (STL243517)
RES. from Previews Vol. XXXII #9 (SEP221967)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $5.99

JAN231805
FOREVER MAPS REMASTERED TP (C: 0-1-0)
(W) Michael Lagace (A) Todor Hristov
In 1794, a man is given a map. When he follows it, he finds an identical map with a new destination.
This leads him to another map, and another, on and on for decades, never aging or getting hungry.
It's not until a century later that he realizes when he stops following the maps that time catches up.
Torn between family and immortality, he must continually choose between living forever and having
a life worth living. (STL258573) (C: 0-1-0)
SC, 7x10, 96pgs, FC

JAN231806

SRP: $14.99

GRANITE STATE PUNK #1 CVR A BUERMEYER
(W) Travis Gibb (A/CA) Patrick Buermeyer
Zeke has just gotten released from prison and is now living in the last place he ever wanted to be...
his dead parents' house. For years, he tried to drown every ounce of the memories of this place and
his messed-up childhood. Zeke is now forced to confront it and the revelation that his past is filled
with the occult, punk rock, dark magic, and its connection to New Hampshire's most historic
landmark, The Old Man of the Mountain. (STL258580)
7x10, 24pgs, FC SRP: $4.99

JAN231808
KILLCHELLA #4 (OF 4) CVR A ACUNA
(W) Mario Candelaria (A) Lautaro Havlovich (CA) Serg Acuna
Topanga's endgame is revealed as she and her fawns exit the Summerland massacre to begin the
next phase of her plan—The Immolation. Blaire makes a tough decision in the hope of saving her
friends from this new terror. (STL258469)
24pgs, FC (4 of 4)

SRP: $4.99

JAN231810
KNOCKTURN COUNTY TP (C: 0-1-1)
(W) James E Roche (A) Axur Eneas (CA) Adrian Ibarra Lugo
Nonstop Imprint! Knockturn County is a gritty, adult crime noir set in a classic children's book
universe — as if Dr. Seuss took a few swigs of whimsical whiskey and ran amok through Sin City!
Various tales converge and collide in this county built on crime, as a rhyming narrative leads readers
through a tangled web of death, booze, drugs, and betrayal. Good doesn't always win, bad doesn't
always pay, and, in true noir fashion, people always die! Collecting the complete three chapters.
(STL255966) (C: 0-1-1)
7x10, 84pgs, FC SRP: $14.99

JAN231811
LUNAR LADIES TP (C: 0-1-0)
(W) Omar Morales (A) Joel Cotejar (CA) Paula Goulart
A million years ago, in outer space, a highly-advanced society of women lives under the surface of
the moon. Their peaceful way of living is quietly fracturing from the inside, as political ideologies pit
the queen of the moon against a geneticist hell bent on usurping the queen's power. The Lunar
Ladies is an homage to the public domain character, Moon Girl, complete with Golden Age ray guns
and laser rays. Pew-pew! Fans of Buck Rogers and The Rocketeer are sure to enjoy an old-fashioned,
sci-fi adventure with the Lunar Ladies. Collecting issues 1-3. (STL254832) (C: 0-1-0)

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXII #12 (DEC221640)
SC, 7x10, 88pgs, FC

SRP: $14.99

JAN231812
MIRACLE KINGDOM #1 CVR A ALONSO MOLINA GONZALES
(W) Michael David McCarthy (A/CA) Alonso Molina Gonzales
A forensic accountant investigates a showboating televangelist with dubious healing powers, and
quickly realizes that he may be dealing with the "Michelangelo of scam artists" when his miracles
appear to be astonishingly convincing. Meanwhile, the accountant's true purpose is shrouded in a
mystery of its own. Slightly absurd and playfully self-aware, Miracle Kingdom is a tongue-in-cheek
look at the clandestine systems that impact our lives and considers how these systems can be
challenged. (STL258491)
7x10, 24pgs, FC SRP: $4.99

JAN231814
RECOUNT LEGENDARY ED #1
(W) Jonathan Hedrick (A) Gabriel Ibarra Nunez
After the assassination of a U.S. President, the conspirators turn their sights on all who helped him
get into power. By this, they mean to kill everyone who helped him ascend to the presidencyincluding the ordinary citizens who elected him, essentially plunging the entire country into civil war.
Meanwhile, the vice president, one of the few survivors of the executive branch, struggles to
prevent the nation from descending into chaos. This new "Legendary Edition" format measures 11" x
17". (STL258487)
11x17, 32pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

JAN231815
RED WINTER FALLOUT #4 (OF 4)
(W) Michael Gordon (A/CA) Alberto Massaggia
Everything reaches an explosive conclusion! Joseph and Darya desperately enact their plan to get
him the hell out of Kapotnya. Max Voronin puts the puzzle pieces together on the connection
between Aria Bellucci, Joseph Winter and the oil refinery massacre. In the end, it all comes down to
one question: Will Joseph get away, or will Voronin get his man? (STL258471)
24pgs, FC (4 of 4)

JAN231816
SARTORIAL GEEK #4

SRP: $4.99

(W/A) Various (CA) Steenz
The Sartorial Geek magazine is all about celebrating comics. Cartoonist, editor, and professor Steenz
shares their experience working in the industry and guiding future creators. This issue also explores
the fashion choices of a favorite comic character, celebrates the webcomics that made it to the big
screen, and pairs a favorite story with a tasty treat. Comics fans, this issue is for you! (STL258472)
Magazine, 32pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN231817
SHEPHERD THE TETHER #1 CVR A MERLI
(W) Roberto X. Molinari, Andrea L. Molinari (A/CA) Jaime Martinez Rodriguez
Nonstop Imprint! Two years ago, Val Miller, the son of Lawrence Miller (The Shepherd) died
tragically. Brutalized in the Afterlife, Val's soul morphed into a vengeful wolf-wraith named Legio. In
this terrible form, Val encountered his father, who had sensed Val's situation and followed him into
eternity. After great anguish and profound insights, father and son vowed to use their new
understanding to help other struggling souls. Now with time to reflect on his mistakes, Val struggles
with regret, mourning the life he can never have. In this state of restless wandering, Val encounters
monstrous souls that are hunting a solitary, young woman. (STL258482)
7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99

JAN231819
UNICORN VAMPIRE HUNTER #1
(W) Caleb Palmquist (A) Daryl Toh
A young woman named Jezebel moves to a magical marsh to live with her uncle, Seamus the Wizard
and his puppies that never grow old. One day, Jezebel wanders into the dark forest and almost falls
victim to a vampire. Luckily, her life is saved by a unicorn, who gores the vampire with his horn,
killing it. Jezebel and her uncle welcome the unicorn into their family, but things are about to get
dicey... An exciting new heartfelt story about friendship, love, and finding purpose in an
unpredictable world. (STL258478)
40pgs, FC

SRP: $5.99

JAN231820
WE WICKED ONES #1 CVR A DAVID MACK
(W) LJ Duey (A) Paulo Mel (CA) David Mack
After being orphaned in a mass witch burning orchestrated by the US government, Celia Jordan grew
up to be Washington DC's darkest secret—she's now wreaks havoc as the city's resident witch… and
its most sought-after contract killer. When a politician hires her to kill a beloved and powerful

superhero, Celia hesitates, but not for long. No one has been able to catch her yet—why would they
now? Featuring a breathtaking cover by world reknowned artist, David Mack. (STL258473)
7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99

JAN231822
BLACK COTTON COMIC TAG COLL CARD & DIGTAL COMIC (C: 0-1-0)
(W) Patrick Foreman, Brian Hawkins (A) Marco Perugini
Making digital comics collectible! Now indvidually numbered collectible card that contains a PDF of
the complete Black Cotton graphic novel (issues 1-6)! Set in an alternate reality where the social
order of "white" and "black" is reversed, when it comes to social standing and class, the Cottons are
at the top of the food chain, part of the One Percent, and are seemingly untouchable. However, that
all changes when Zion, their police officer son, who decided to not follow in the footsteps of his
father and matriculate towards running the family business, is involved in the shooting of a minority
white woman and ignites their city in a fury of protests and a call for action against racial injustice.
(STL258494) (C: 0-1-0)
Card & Digital Comic, 149pgs, B&W

SRP: $6.99

JAN231825
BY THE HORNS TP COMIC TAG CARD & COMIC
(W) Markisan Naso (A/CA) Jason Muhr
Making digital comics collectible! Now indvidually numbered collectible card that contains a PDF of
the entire By the Horns graphic novel (issues 1-8)! Elodie hates unicorns. For nearly a year, she's
dedicated her life to killing them all for trampling her husband. Exiled from her village home for
selfishly neglecting her duties, Elodie and her companion, Sajen, search the continent of Solothus to
exact bloody revenge. But to make unicorns extinct she'll need to fake an alliance with Zoso and
Rigby, two of the very beasts she hates most, and battle four wind sorcerers who are extracting
magic from all the mystical creatures on the continent. With the ability to rip off the unicorn horns
and combine them to form wizard-slaying weapons, Elodie has a fighting chance. But will she decide
to use those gifts to save magic in the world? Or destroy all the unicorns left alive? (STL258566)
Card & Digital Comic, 198pgs, FC

SRP: $6.99

JAN231828
CHERRY BLACKBIRD COMIC TAG CARD & COMIC (MR) (C: 0-1-0)
(W/A) Joseph Schmalke
Making digital comics collectible! Now indvidually numbered collectible card that contains a PDF of
the entire Cherry Blackbird graphic novel (Issues 1-5)! Rockstar Cherry Blackbird sold her soul for
fame. Now at the age of 26, time is running short. The day she turns 27, she'll be dragged to Hell. But
Cherry is not one to go quietly. The Devil tasks her with collecting seven demonic souls that have

escaped the Abyss. If she can do this before her next birthday, she'll be released from her infernal
pact and spared eternal damnation. Heaven help anyone who gets in her way! (STL258568) (C: 0-1-0)
MATURE THEMES
Card & Digital Comic, 7x10, 128pgs, FC SRP: $6.99

JAN231831
FOREVER MAPS TP COMIC TAG CARD & COMIC (C: 0-1-0)
(W) Michael Lagace (A) Todor Hristov
Making digital comics collectible! Now indvidually numbered collectible card that contains a PDF of
the entire Forever Maps graphic novel (Chapters 1-3)! In 1794, a man is given a map. When he
follows it, he finds an identical map with a new destination. This leads him to another map, and
another, on and on for decades, never aging or getting hungry. It's not until a century later that he
realizes when he stops following the maps that time catches up. Torn between family and
immortality, he must continually choose between living forever and having a life worth living.
(STL258578) (C: 0-1-0)
Card & Digital Comic, SC, 7x10, 96pgs, FC

SRP: $6.99

JAN231834
RECOUNT TP COMIC TAG CARD & COMIC (C: 0-1-0)
(W) Jonathan Hedrick (A) Joe Bocardo, Gabriel Ibarra Nunez
Making digital comics collectible! Now indvidually numbered collectible card that contains a PDF of
the entire Recount graphic novel! During his resignation speech, a corrupt U.S. president is
assassinated by an agent in his Secret Service detail. The transition of power was immediately
succeeded to his VP, Meredith McDearmon. Soon after, the ruthless cult-like conspirators, known
only as "The Masses," announce to the American public their vow to take out anyone who sided with
the dead president. The only person who can be trusted, Special Agent Barto, must get the newly
sworn in Commander-in-Chief to the safety of the White House before the nation collapses under
the violent weight of The Masses. (STL258488) (C: 0-1-0)
Card & Digital Comic, 124pgs, FC

SRP: $6.99

JAN231837
SAM & TALKING GUN TP COMIC TAG CARD & COMIC (C: 0-1-0)
(W) Drew Ferguson (A) Lee Ferguson
Making digital comics collectible! Now indvidually numbered collectible card that contains a PDF of
the entire Sam and His Talking Gun graphic novel (Issues 1-4)! Sam stands in a room full of bodies,
blood, and broken things. There is only one thing on his mind, there is only one thing that matters —
Colt. His brother, by choice, not blood. Colt, the one who put a bullet through the only other person

Sam cared about. The one who broke Sam's mind... and left the shattered pieces in a locked room.
But now, Sam is back. He has his talking Gun. And no matter the cost, no matter the consequence —
Colt has to pay. (STL258486) (C: 0-1-0)
Card & Digital Comic, 112pgs, FC

SRP: $6.99

JAN231840
WE DONT KILL SPIDERS COMIC TAG CARD & COMIC (C: 0-1-0)
(W/A) Joseph Schmalke
Making digital comics collectible! Now indvidually numbered collectible card that contains a PDF of
the entire We Don't Kill Spiders graphic novel (issues #1-4)! In the early Viking Age, a faithless
Norseman detective is summoned to a Scandinavian hamlet where a series of murders have
occurred. Discovering the dark and bloody history of the village he investigates the local outcast, a
necromantic witch who brings his atheistic values into question. Determined to prevent further
homicides the two band together to discover the identity of a serial killer. (STL258477) (C: 0-1-0)
Card & Digital Comic, 7x10, 128pgs, FC SRP: $6.99

SCOUT COMICS - SCOOT

JAN231843
LITTLE GUARDIANS TP VOL 01 TRAIL BY SPIRIT FIRE (C: 0-1-0)
(W) Ed Cho (A/CA) Lee Cherolis
Scoot Imprint! When a strange spirit panther starts following Subira around she realizes she may be
more than just the local shop girl. The village she lives in is under constant threat from monsters,
and the appointed guardian, Tane, can't save everyone alone. Little does Subira know she is actually
Tane's daughter and should be fighting alongside him. Can she discover the truth behind her
connection to the spirit world in time to help save her village? Combining humor with big adventure
Little Guardians is a fun-filled all-ages romp for everyone. Collecting Trail by Spirit Fire, the first six
issues, including the special preview 0 issue, of Little Guardians. (STL258583) (C: 0-1-0)
SC, 6x9, 160pgs, FC

SRP: $14.99

JAN231844
MECHATON #1
(W) Dalton Shannona, Wells Thompson (A/CA) Fernando Pinto
Scoot Imprint! Derek and Leah don't really have a plan. All they know is that video games are
awesome and that you should always look out for your neighbor. But when giant mutant insects
start terrorizing the neighborhood, they'll have to get off the couch and do something about it.
Luckily, everything they need just fell out of the sky: The MechaTon Glove, a machine that converts

anything it punches into a battle mech, whether it's a hotdog stand or a house. Here's hoping they
don't lose their heads trying to do the right thing! (STL258493)
7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99

JAN231845
QUICK CLOCKWORK KNIGHT TP HAUNTED TOWER (C: 0-1-1)
(W/A/CA) Thane Benson
The first Scoot-Launch Interactive book! In these all-ages, scholastic-sized trades, the reader makes
decisions throughout the book with many possible paths for the story to take. Quick's companion is
taken by a flying creature and the knight must make his way through the Haunted Tower to rescue
him. Many dangers await and Quick may find himself falling all the way back to the beginning of the
journey if he makes a wrong choice! Thane Benson's artistic talents shine in this fun adventure he
also authored. This is a book that can be enjoyed multiple times as different paths are taken!
(STL243571) (C: 0-1-1)
RES. from Previews Vol. XXXII #9 (SEP221979)
SC, 6x9, 144pgs, FC

SRP: $14.99

JAN231846
SOULSTREAM TP COMIC TAG CARD & COMIC (C: 0-1-0)
(W/A) Saida Woolf
Scoot Imprint! Making digital comics collectible! Now indvidually numbered collectible card that
contains a PDF of the entire Soulstream graphic novel! Soulstream is an all-ages fantasy superhero
comic book series about a team of magic-wielding teenagers fighting to save another dimension. It's
almost the end of Winter Break, and Marie is on a reluctant hike through the woods with her
brother when they discover a mysterious portal and find themselves in another dimension. Marie is
contacted by the Mage Goddess, who gives her the magical Ocean Bracelet, an item that allows her
to transform into the superhero Soulstream. With her newfound powers, and the help of her friends,
she embarks on a quest to save the Shattered World. (STL258479) (C: 0-1-0)
Card & Digital Comic, 7x10, 124pgs, FC SRP: $6.99

SCRATCH COMICS

JAN231849
DRACULA RETURN CULT OF WHITE WORM #1 (OF 4) (MR) (C: 0-0-2)
(W) Dacre Stoker & Various (A) Chris Geary

This first issue of four does exactly what the title suggests, diving right into the events that bring
Dracula back to unlife to threaten the world once more! Packed with horror, action and intrigue, this
authentic and faithful continuation of Dracula by Bram Stoker, Dracula The Return: Cult Of The
White Worm is the first miniseries brought to you by co-writers Dacre Stoker and Chris McAuley with
artist Chris Geary. It is based on unpublished manuscripts and notes from Bram Stoker himself,
introducing new characters and events into the Dracula mythos. For the first time in literary history,
a member of the Stoker family is writing a comic that continues the story from the classic novel with
readers also being treated to 2 satisfyingly macabre and violent bonus strips that delve further into
the Stokerverse. (STL258579) (C: 0-0-2)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (1 of 4)

SRP: $4.99

SCREAM HORROR MAGAZINE

JAN231850
SCREAM MAGAZINE #77 (MR) (C: 0-1-2)
Blood, guts, gore and more! Scream Magazine covers horror in all forms, whether film, TV, book,
game or comic. If you're after zombies, werewolves, ghosts, ghouls and vampires (the proper kind
mind you, no sparkly one's here, thank you!), this is the place to find them. Each issue takes a wellwritten, informative approach to covering its favourite subject, including insightful articles, reviews,
previews, interviews with horror's biggest names and several behind the scenes features and setreports of some of horror cinema past and present greats. (STL258841) (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
Magazine, SC, 100pgs, FC

SRP: $9.99

SCREEM

JAN231851
SCREEM #41 COUNT YORGA PX ED (C: 0-1-2)
Screem has a lot to sink your teeth into as we look at the new 4K restoration of Return of the Living
Dead, and speak with screenwriter John Russo about this creepy 1986 classic film. Stephen R.
Bissette unearths all we need to know about the new Arrow Video Count Yorga box set, Tom Mes
takes us into the freakish world of the cinematic works of Shinya Tsukamoto, plus interviews with
directors Brian Trenchard-Smith and Nicholas Meyer. Mark Clark chats with Laura Truffaut as she
discusses the work of her father, director Francois Truffaut. As usual, there's plenty of new 4K, Bluray and DVD reviews all packed in to one nice package. (STL258015) (C: 0-1-2)
Magazine, SC, 68pgs, PCSRP: $9.95

JAN231852
SCREEM #41 RETURN OF LIVING DEAD ED (C: 0-1-2)
Screem 41 has a lot to sink your teeth into as we look at the new 4K restoration of RETURN OF THE
LIVING DEAD, and speak with screenwriter John Russo about this creepy 1986 classic film. Stephen R.
Bissette unearths all we need to know about the new Arrow Video COUNT YORGA box set, Tom Mes
takes us into the freakish world of the cinematic works of Shinya Tsukamoto (TETSUO:THE IRON
MAN, TOKYO FIST), plus interviews with directors Brian Trenchard-Smith (DEMONS 2, BMX BANDITS)
and Nicholas Meyer (STAR TREK II: THE WRATH OF KHAN, TIME AFTER TIME). Mark Clark chats with
Laura Truffaut as she discusses the work of her father, director Francois Truffaut. John-Paul
Checkett's regular feature, DEEP FOCUS, is back, and the topic of discussion is the bizarre film
BETTER WATCH OUT (just in time for the holiday season!) As usual, there's plenty of new 4K, Blu-ray
and DVD reviews all packed in to one nice package that we like to call SCREEM MAGAZINE.
(STL258014) (C: 0-1-2)
Magazine, SC, 68pgs, PCSRP: $9.95

SELFMADEHERO

JAN231853
FRIDA KAHLO HER LIFE HER ART HER HOME GN (C: 1-1-0)
(W/A) Francisco De La Mora
Frida Kahlo, remembered as one of the most inspiring personalities of the 20th century, was a
woman of two intertwined parts: she was both a charismatic and empowered artist exploring
themes of resistance, authenticity, cruelty, and suffering, and a more private person whose
wounded body caused her a lifetime of pain that underpinned the many successes and
disappointments that marked her time in the world. Revealing and exploring these two Fridas,
Francisco de la Mora’s graphic biography—completed with the endorsement and support of the
Frida Kahlo Museum in Mexico City—allows the reader to see just how far ahead of her time this
complex artist was in her understanding of gender inequality and the culture of machismo, topics
that remain relevant to this day and continue to lend resonance to Kahlo’s painting. (STL257894) (C:
1-1-0) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
HC, 7x10, 72pgs, FC

SRP: $18.99

SILVER SPROCKET

JAN231855
COMICS FOR CHOICE ILLUS ABORTION STORIES 2ND ED (MR)
(W/A) Various (CA) Sophia Foster-Dimino

Comics for Choice is an anthology of comics about abortion. Over 60 artists and writers have created
comics that share their own experiences, and educate readers on the history of abortion, current
political struggles, activism, and more. This updated edition includes additional comics that address
the changing landscape of abortion rights. (STL258604)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 7x10, 308pgs, B&W SRP: $29.99

JAN231856
EVERYTHING SUCKS REAL GAMER HOURS ONESHOT (MR)
(W/A/CA) Michael Sweater
Do video games cause violence? No, but they do cause Noah to smell absolutely horrible from
playing an MMO for three days straight. Can Calla break the spell, or will she get trapped by the
sweaty paws of King Crushskull too? Includes a foil cardstock cover and a sticker sheet! (STL258609)
MATURE THEMES
7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $7.99

JAN231857
PEEPEE POOPOO #69 ONESHOT (MR)
(W/A/CA) Caroline Cash
2022 Ignatz Award Winner for Outstanding Minicomic! Cash's take on the classic '60s underground
comic collects several short stories, including the hilarious "Art School Confidential" and the queer
meet-cute "One Beer." Features a cardstock cover with foil! (STL258603)
MATURE THEMES
8x11, 24pgs, B&W

SRP: $9.99

JAN231858
FART SCHOOL HC (MR) (C: 0-1-0)
(W/A/CA) Mel Stringer
Mel is excited about moving to Brisbane and starting art school! She imagines collaborating with
other creatives, honing her craft, and becoming an accomplished artist. But it turns out that art
school isn't quite the same in real life. Can Mel finish college with her love of art still intact?
(STL258608) (C: 0-1-0)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 6x6, 200pgs, FC

SRP: $24.99

JAN231859
GOOD BOY MAGAZINE #1
(W) Benji Nate, Various (A) Benji Nate, VARIOUS (CA) Benji Nate
The finest, highest quality comics magazine on planet Earth! Over 100 brand-new full color pages
from indie comic heavyweights Benji Nate, Michael Sweater, Alex Krokus, Ashley Robin Franklin, Sam
Grinberg, Flower Alligator, Dave Mercier, Bastian Najdek, Steve Thueson, and plenty more. A pure
joy. Read comics or go to hell. (STL193113) (JUN211779)
SC, 7x10, 112pgs, FC

SRP: $9.99

JAN231860
O/A MR BOOP DLX HC (MR)
(W/A/CA) Alec Robbins
Author Alec Robbins is deeply in love with his wife, 1930s cartoon superstar Betty Boop. It's the
perfect marriage, and nothing will ever come between them — not other famous cartoon
characters, not intellectual property law, and certainly not Alec's own towering insecurities. Collects
the entire viral webcomic in a deluxe hardcover! (STL222439)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 8x8, 384pgs, B&W SRP: $39.99

JAN231861
O/A SPORTS IS HELL SC GN (MR)
(W/A) Ben Passmore
After her city wins the Super Bowl, Tea is separated from her friend during a riot and joins a small
clique fighting its way through armed groups of football fanatics to meet a star receiver that just
might end the civil war or become the city's new oppressive leader. (STL203764)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 8x11, 60pgs, 2C

SRP: $15.00

SIMON SPOTLIGHT

JAN231862
PEANUTS TP ADVENTURES WITH LINUS & FRIENDS (C: 1-1-0)
(W) Charles M. Schulz (A) Charles M. Schulz, VARIOUS (CA) Charles M. Schulz

Join Linus and the rest of the Peanuts gang in this graphic novel that features a comic adaptation of
the classic story Happiness is a Warm Blanket, Charlie Brown, classic Schulz strips, previously
published stories, and an all-new original story about Linus and his trusty blanket! From rainy days to
learning new things and working as a team, Linus and the rest of the Peanuts gang have plenty to
enjoy and discover together in this collection of classic and new graphic novel short stories!
(STL255930) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Not available in Australia and New Zealand.
SC, 6x9, 160pgs, FC

SRP: $11.99

SOLO PUBLISHING

JAN231863
CINEMA RETRO VOL 19 #55 (MR) (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A) VARIOUS
Our first issue of the year is packed with features, including a 10-page Film in Focus on Charlton
Heston's The Omega Man (1971), and Brian Davidson interviews actress Susan Penhaligan. Tim
Greaves revisits the Edward D. Wood Jr scripted nudie flick Orgy of the Dead (1965), and Roland
Schaefli returns to the Normandy D-Day locations featured in Daryl F. Zanuck's The Longest Day
(1962). Highlight of the issue is Ian Brown's tribute the director Terence Fisher's Hammer movies.
(STL258842) (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
Magazine, SC, 64pgs, FC SRP: $12.99

SOURCE POINT PRESS

JAN231864
NIGHTWALKERS #3 (OF 5) CVR A BOCARDO (MR)
(W) Cullen Bunn (A/CA) Joe Bocardo
Seren's ghost town safe haven quickly becomes a blood-soaked kill box, and as her dwindling group
learns more about the monsters, one thing becomes clear: The nightmare is only beginning.
(STL259755)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (3 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN231865
NIGHTWALKERS #3 (OF 5) CVR B BOCARDO (MR)

(W) Cullen Bunn (A/CA) Joe Bocardo
Seren’s ghost town safe haven quickly becomes a blood-soaked kill box, and as her
dwindling group learns more about the monsters, one thing becomes clear: The nightmare is only
beginning. (STL259756)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (3 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN231866
ETHERES
(W) Anas Abdulhak (A/CA) Dennis Menheere
Where do souls go when they don't belong anywhere else? Journey into Etheres searching for the
answer in this introspective character study about pain and self-loathing. For fans of tales of the
afterlife such as "The Lovely Bones" and "A.D. After Death."

Following Valerie's passing, she finds herself navigating an unknown and perilous world. She tells her
story through poetry and narration as she experiences her surroundings while also recalling her past
life, her trauma, and why she believes she deserves to be there.

Writer Anas Abdulhak brings you this harrowing tale of the afterlife with groundbreaking art by
Dennis Menheere, edits by "Color of Always" creator Michele Abounader and letters by RingoNominated DC Hopkins. (STL259867)
40pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN231867
DEEP DARK #1 (OF 4) (MR)
(W/A/CA) David Sundra
Erica is looking for the mythical Deep Dark, hoping it sheds answers on her past. Instead, she finds
herself in a world of gods and monsters, where all the horrors of myth and legend are very, very real.
(STL259865)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, B&W (1 of 4)

SRP: $4.99

JAN231868
ZOMBICIDE DAY ONE #3 (OF 4) CVR A BABICH & MOUTRAN (MR)

(W) Luca Enoch, Stefano Vietti (A) Alessio Moroni, Marco Itri (CA) Fabio Babich, Tarek Moutran
The group of survivors take a shortcut through the sewer on their way to save Ned's friend, Tobias,
but their numbers dwindle as they encounter unexpected underground horrors! In this issue, the
Zombicide truly begins! (STL259757)
MATURE THEMES
36pgs, FC (3 of 4)

SRP: $3.99

JAN231869
ZOMBICIDE DAY ONE #3 (OF 4) CVR B CROSA (MR)
(W) Luca Enoch, Stefano Vietti (A) Alessio Moroni, Marco Itri (CA) Riccardo Crosa
The group of survivors take a shortcut through the sewer on their way to save Ned's friend, Tobias,
but their numbers dwindle as they encounter unexpected underground horrors! In this issue, the
Zombicide truly begins! (STL259758)
MATURE THEMES
36pgs, FC (3 of 4)

SRP: $3.99

JAN231870
SPERO TP
(W) Garrett Gunn (A) Martha Webby (CA) Nic Touris
Taking up a defensive home base within the city of Vurgstraad, a council of ancient
sorcerers have spent the last hundred years fending themselves off from a barrage of attacks by The
House of Bayek. While three generations of Bayek have tried to destroy Vurgstraad, a counterweapon was born within the heart of the city. A weapon with the ability to recapture the hearts of
those once condemned to evil.
A weapon known as The Heartbreaker.
Hidden deep within a mysterious crystallized universe, a secret race of caretakers have waited for
this weapon to be claimed by The Chosen One. A hero said to be the sole champion capable of
wielding it.
The Breaker of Hearts. The Healer of Worlds. (STL259871)
SC, 6x9, 140pgs, B&W SRP: $14.99

JAN231871
BEN MORTARA AND THIEVES OF GOLDEN TABLE #1 (OF 4)
(W) Arnon Z Shorr (A) Kat Baumann (CA) Malia Ewart

Action and mystery abound as Professor Ben Mortara embarks on yet another globe-trotting
archaeological adventure! In this issue, Ben is presented with a career-defining opportunity to solve
the mystery of the Map of Solomon - a magical map that reveals the location of a powerful treasure.
Ben is accompanied by Salman, his mysterious benefactor's trusty and resourceful assistant.
Together, they explore ancient palaces and secret chambers in search of the map, staying one step
ahead of the many forces that seek the treasure (and its power) for themselves. (STL259761)
32pgs, FC (1 of 4)

SRP: $4.99

JAN231872
PARALLEL SPECIAL EDITION TP (MR)
(W) Jason Douglas (A) Adam Ferris, Josh Sobek (CA) Lyx Lyon
The SOLD OUT twice Ringo Award Nominated story is BACK!
Landon is experiencing a quarter-life crisis. The decision he made in his early 20's to abandon his
dreams of music have resulted in a life mired in stagnation, depression, self-doubt, and a loveless
marriage. When the voices start and the visions appear, Landon fears for his sanity but is
nevertheless tempted and awoken to a unique possibility. A PARALLEL version of himself is offering a
chance to change it all. His fate was sealed, and now his destiny awaits! What price would you be
willing to pay for a second chance at the dreams you thought you left behind?
PARALLEL: Special Edition expands upon the origins story with 50 bonus pages of exciting content,
galleries, annotations, and a brand new "between the panels" 10 page story, exclusive to this
edition! (STL259869)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 120pgs, FC SRP: $19.99

JAN231873
A GUARDIAN VOL 01 COLLECTED EDITION TP
(W) Eastin DeVerna (A/CA) Kay Baird
"High up in the Windy Mountains, there is a tomb. And there are rumors about this tomb."
Aylward is the ancient guardian of The Tomb of Livia. When the Northern, Middle, and Southern
kingdoms of the Great Sphere plunge into a three-pronged war once again, events are set in motion
that will trigger the beginning of the End Times, and Aylward will soon find that the fate of the realm
is a heavy weight to bear, indeed.
Collects A. Guardian Vol. 1 #1-3 plus a bonus story exclusive to this collection! (STL259760)
SC, 100pgs, FC SRP: $19.99

JAN231874

CURSE OF CLEAVER COUNTY #1 (MR)
(W) Garrett Gunn (A/CA) Kit Wallis
Set in the one of the deadliest fictional locations in the world, the Curse of Cleaver County is an
ongoing anthology series that follows some of the most grotesque, gruesome, and gore-fueled killers
as they haunt, horrify, and harrow the peaceful residents!
THIS ISSUE: The Hooked Horror of Harlow begins here!
Jennifer Harlow heads home to celebrate the sale of her fathers business. But dark secrets from Port
Harlow's past are about to RESURFACE that threaten everything her family's built over the last 150
years. (STL259862)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

SQP ART BOOKS

JAN231875
O/A CLAUDIO ABOY VOLUPTUOUS SC (MR)
(A) Claudio Aboy
When it comes to creating eye-popping, pants-pleasing images of warrior women and fatal females,
Claudio Aboy certainly knows how to hug those curves! In this newest (and most nubile) of
collections, Aboy once again stakes his claim as one of the best power pin-up artists of his
generation! (STK406658)
MATURE THEMES
Art Book, SC, 8x11, 64pgs, B&W SRP: $9.95

JAN231876
O/A NEW AMAZONS PAINTINGS OF CLAUDIO ABOY SC (MR)
(A) Claudio Aboy
When it comes to the subject of statuesque females that inspire equal portions of awe and lust,
Claudio Aboy is pretty much your go-to guy! His brand of bad-ass beauty has his fans coming back
time and again for his masterful blend of blade and babe. Here are dangerous curves you'll happily
embrace, as Aboy presents a full-color gallery of incredible amazons for your enjoyment!
(STK653903)
MATURE THEMES
Art Book, SC, 8x11, 48pgs, FC

SRP: $14.95

STORM KING PRODUCTIONS, INC

JAN231877
JOHN CARPENTERS TALES OF SCIFI INTERFERENCE PATTERN TP (MR)
(W/A) Dennis Calero (CA) Tim Bradstreet
In this sci-fi horror, an experiment in faster than light travel goes terribly wrong. Unintended side
effects will drop pilot David Peeler into a living nightmare when alternate versions of himself start
appearing, each one more deranged than the last. (STL248481)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 136pgs, FC SRP: $24.99

JAN231878
JOHN CARPENTERS TALES SCIENCE FICTION THE ENVOY #2 (OF 3) (M
(W) David Schow (A) Andres Esparza
Alien contact? Or ghost invasion? Or perhaps… both? Intruders or visitors? Invaders or benefactors?
Scientist Ben Raines seeks to contact the spirit of his dead wife, but finds an entirely new romantic
attraction. His old college buddy Steven Allard has spent millions to make contact with an alien
consciousness… but does it wish to help, or harm? (STL258571)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (2 of 3)

SRP: $4.99

SUMERIAN COMICS

JAN231879
KINGDOM COME DELIVERANCE TP VOL 01 (MR) (C: 0-0-1)
(W) Brett Murphy (A) Wilson Gandolpho (CA) Warhorse Studios
Since the capture of King Wenceslaus IV by his half brother, King Sigismund, the Kingdom of
Bohemia is in disarray. The once peaceful Kingdom is now filled with screams of terror as King
Sigismund and his army, full of Cuman mercenaries, slaughter those who oppose him. Sigismund is
aided by Istvan Toth and his bandit army, as they are able to raid the recently destroyed villages for
silver and weapons while also bringing fear to Wenceslaus loyalists. (STL258738) (C: 0-0-1)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 112pgs, FC SRP: $16.99

JAN231880
FIRSTBORNS #4 (OF 5) CVR A VASSALLO (MR)
(W) Plissken E & E (A/CA) Luca Vassallo
After being targeted as the main suspect by the police detectives, Connor Hardy, along with his gang,
return to the woods in search of David Pilgrim's body, whom they believe dead after a brutal fall into
the ravine. They don't know that once deep in the woods, danger will find them. (STL258732)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (4 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN231881
FIRSTBORNS #4 (OF 5) CVR B VASSALLO (MR)
(W) Plissken E & E (A/CA) Luca Vassallo
FROM THE WRITER AND ARTIST OF "HEAVY METAL DRUMMER":
After being targeted as the main suspect by the police detectives, Connor Hardy, along with his gang,
return to the woods in search of David Pilgrim's body, whom they believe dead after a brutal fall into
the ravine. They don't know that once deep in the woods, danger will find them. (STL258733)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (4 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN231882
HOW I BECAME A SHOPLIFTER #3 (OF 3) CVR A YILDIRIM (MR)
(W) Tom Breyfogle (A) Davide Puppo & Various (CA) Ozgur Yildirim
Crime through boredom: A year by year look at the final generation of juvenile delinquents before
technology took over. Watch the comical cast of characters grow up, as each chapter is set in a
different year of adolescence (1996-2003). This issue tells nostalgic tales of accidental drug use,
frantic food fights, and getting deported out of Canada! (STL258734)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (3 of 3)

SRP: $3.99

JAN231883
HOW I BECAME A SHOPLIFTER #3 (OF 3) CVR B DIAZ (MR)
(W) Tom Breyfogle (A) Davide Puppo & Various (CA) Lipe Diaz
Polaroid of Cops by Lipe Diaz (STL258735)

MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (3 of 3)

SRP: $3.99

JAN231884
HOW I BECAME A SHOPLIFTER #3 (OF 3) CVR C LLOGA (MR)
(W) Tom Breyfogle (A) Davide Puppo & Various (CA) Pierre Lloga
Pinball Machine by Pierre Lloga (STL258736)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (3 of 3)

SRP: $3.99

JAN231886
ILLUSION WITCH TP VOL 01 (MR) (C: 0-0-1)
(W) Ruben Romero (A/CA) Andrea Errico
The Illusion Witch tells the story of Aadya Locke a world-famous illusionist traumatized by the loss of
her father and son, she has become cold and disconnected from reality. Transported into Saari a
fantasy world filled with magic and danger, Aadya is paired with a talking Quoll, A warrior, his son,
and a powerful mage. Hunted by The Three a wraith with monstrous intentions, Aadya will face her
inner demons while battling real-life monsters in her attempt to save herself, and Saari. (STL258746)
(C: 0-0-1)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 198pgs, FC SRP: $19.99

JAN231887
NEVERENDER FINAL DUEL #1 (OF 9) CVR A (MR)
(W/A/CA) Devin Kraft
The year is 2X19 and due to breakthroughs in artificial accelerants, mankind has taken to the stars.
At the edge of civilization, the dominant sport is a civilized sword duel to the death. The top five
fighters are protected by Saguaro, a talented and tenacious duelist. Team Egalite is forced to choose
which direction to fight after Merrick openly criticizes the Colonial Republic after his previous duel.
Dice and Kino equip Neverender for the endgame. (STL258739)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (1 of 9)

JAN231888

SRP: $3.99

NEVERENDER FINAL DUEL #1 (OF 9) CVR B (MR)
(W/A/CA) Devin Kraft
The year is 2X19 and due to breakthroughs in artificial accelerants, mankind has taken to the stars.
At the edge of civilization, the dominant sport is a civilized sword duel to the death.
The top five fighters are protected by Saguaro, a talented and tenacious duelist. Team Egalite is
forced to choose which direction to fight after Merrick openly criticizes the Colonial Republic after
his previous duel. Dice and Kino equip Neverender for the endgame. (STL258740)
MATURE THEMES
32pgs, FC (1 of 9)

SRP: $3.99

JAN231889
POPSCARS #1 (OF 6) CVR A (MR)
(W) Pat O'Malley (A/CA) Santi Guillen
Popscars is a gritty Hollywood revenge story about a vigilante badass in a pink ski mask and the
famous Hollywood movie producer she is out to kill, who also happens to be her estranged father. In
Hollywood revenge is best served in front of an audience. As our pink ski masked killer pushes her
way through a Hollywood crowd, prepared to take her shot at her movie producer father, she's
quickly swept into a brand new revenge plot orchestrated by her own unsuspecting target.
(STL258741)
MATURE THEMES
24pgs, FC (1 of 6)

SRP: $3.99

JAN231890
POPSCARS #1 (OF 6) CVR B (MR)
(W) Pat O'Malley (A/CA) Santi Guillen
Popscars is a gritty Hollywood revenge story about a vigilante badass in a pink ski mask and the
famous Hollywood movie producer she is out to kill, who also happens to be her estranged father.
In Hollywood revenge is best served in front of an audience. As our pink ski masked killer pushes her
way through a Hollywood crowd, prepared to take her shot at her movie producer father, she's
quickly swept into a brand new revenge plot orchestrated by her own unsuspecting target.
(STL258742)
MATURE THEMES
24pgs, FC (1 of 6)

JAN231891

SRP: $3.99

POPSCARS #1 (OF 6) CVR C (MR)
(W) Pat O'Malley (A/CA) Santi Guillen
Popscars is a gritty Hollywood revenge story about a vigilante badass in a pink ski mask and the
famous Hollywood movie producer she is out to kill, who also happens to be her estranged father.
In Hollywood revenge is best served in front of an audience. As our pink ski masked killer pushes her
way through a Hollywood crowd, prepared to take her shot at her movie producer father, she's
quickly swept into a brand new revenge plot orchestrated by her own unsuspecting target.
(STL258743)
MATURE THEMES
24pgs, FC (1 of 6)

SRP: $3.99

JAN231893
POPSCARS #1 (OF 6) CVR E 2000 LTD ED (MR)
(W) Pat O'Malley (A/CA) Santi Guillen
Popscars is a gritty Hollywood revenge story about a vigilante badass in a pink ski mask and the
famous Hollywood movie producer she is out to kill, who also happens to be her estranged father.
In Hollywood revenge is best served in front of an audience. As our pink ski masked killer pushes her
way through a Hollywood crowd, prepared to take her shot at her movie producer father, she's
quickly swept into a brand new revenge plot orchestrated by her own unsuspecting target.
(STL258745)
MATURE THEMES
24pgs, FC (1 of 6)

SRP: $3.99

TEN SPEED PRESS

JAN231894
ART & MAKING D&D HONOR AMONG THIEVES HC (C: 0-1-0)
(W) Eleni Roussos
For fans of Dungeons & Dragons and the blockbuster fantasy adventure film Dungeons & Dragons:
Honor Among Thieves, this gorgeous tome showcases the storytelling, worldbuilding, and creativity
behind the movie. Join in the adventures across Faerûn with stars Chris Pine, Michelle Rodriguez,
Hugh Grant, Justice Smith, Regé-Jean Page, Sophia Lillis, and the rest of the dedicated cast and crew
on their journey to bring the world of Dungeons & Dragons to life. With sections that highlight fanfavorite characters, monsters, and settings, plus explorations of key scenes from the film, this book
is packed with production photos, concept art, storyboards, interviews, and more. (STL256206) (C: 01-0)

Art Book, HC, 9x11, 208pgs, FC SRP: $45.00

JAN231895
WITCHER OFFICIAL COOKBOOK HC (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Anita Sarna, Karolina Krupecka
Take a culinary journey through the fantastical world of The Witcher with thoughtfully imagined,
flavorful recipes inspired by The Witcher's expansive settings, characters, and lore. In this beautifully
photographed cookbook, Anita Sarna and Karolina Krupecka, the creators of fan-favorite food blogs
Nerds' Kitchen and Witcher Kitchen, share their meticulously-researched, immersive recipes that
give fans a taste of the distinct flavors a witcher might sample as he travels the countryside in search
of monsters to slay and coin to earn. These dishes celebrate local and seasonal ingredients while
adding unique twists that form a culinary map of the Continent and beyond. (STL256208) (C: 0-1-2)
Cookbook, HC, 9x10, 144pgs, FC SRP: $35.00

10 TON PRESS

JAN231896
BECOMING FRANKENSTEIN TP VOL 01 (C: 0-1-0)
(W) Mel Smith, Paul H. Birch (A/CA) Frank Cirocco
Saved too late from his nightmares and fueled by darkness, grave deeds would be committed on his
behalf, ones he chose not to escape, becoming and even more daring in his arrogance. Becoming
Frankenstein was not easy, and it's even worse for those who stood in his path. Herein lies the
stories of those who suffered and died, with their corpses dissected to help make Victor
Frankenstein's dream come true. Collecting all six issues of the hit comic book series Becoming
Frankenstein, including unseen artwork from the series. (STL257965) (C: 0-1-0)
SC, 7x10, 150pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

3D TOTAL PUBLISHING

JAN231897
PUSH YOUR CREATIVITY REIMAGINING FAIRY TALES HC (C: 1-1-1)
The magical powers of a storybook cannot be denied, but what if within those pages awaited not
traditionally-written fairy tales from all times and places, but those same tales re-told by some of the
world's most talented and respected artists! This lavish tome contains 288 pages populated by
characters who started life known to children and adults around the world. However, these
characters, their settings, and narratives, have taken on a different form, their stories unflinchingly

transformed. The infamous darkness that shrouds many fairy tales is left intact, while in others, the
weird, wondrous, and even unexpected workaday awaits. (STL257503) (C: 1-1-1)
Art Book, HC, 8x12, 288pgs, FC SRP: $50.00

TKO STUDIOS

JAN231898
WITCHES OF WORLD WAR II GN (C: 0-1-1)
(W) Paul Cornell (A) Valeria Burzo
Inspired by a true story! This magic kills fascists! In the darkest hours of World War II, Doreen
Valiente, a junior intelligence officer, twenty years old and already a war widow, is approached by a
British General who tells her he knows she's a witch… and that's how she can best serve her country.
Valiente, an expert on British folklore and the occult, is to use her connections in this peculiar
community to recruit a group of British "magicians" and use their "skills" to gain some advantage
over the Nazi high command, who believe fervently "in all this occult rubbish." Together with
Aleister Crowley, the self-proclaimed "Most Evil Man in the World" Valiente recruits a hard-nosed
white witch Dion Fortune, the grizzled and gray-bearded founder of Wicca Gerald Gardner, and
exorcist and con man in a turban Rollo Ahmed. Together this coven of witches will travel deep into
the heart of Nazi-occupied Europe and gamble their lives, their beliefs, and their powers on a
mission to help capture Rudolf Hess, fervent occultist, and second in command to Adolf Hitler
himself. (STL255958) (C: 0-1-1) NOTE: Not available in Germany.
SC, 7x11, 160pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

TOHAN CORPORATION

JAN231899
HOBBY JAPAN APRIL 2023 (C: 1-1-2)
Hobby Japan, the magazine that specializes in model kit building and customizing in Japan, is
generally recognized as the No.1 magazine of the hobby industry. A wide variety of articles features
each month, including the montly "How to Build..." feature, which shows readers how to build and
customize the latest and greatest Gundam kits from Bandai! As a leading magazine in the industry,
Hobby Japan listens to its readers and offers the the hottest information on the market! Japanese
Text. (STL257919) (C: 1-1-2)
Magazine, 8x11, 400pgs, FC

JAN231900
MEGAMI APRIL 2023 (C: 1-1-2)

SRP: $20.00

Megami is Japan's top anime magazine! Focusing on bishoujo characters from anime and video
games, Megami features tons of free giveaways, as well as full-color artwork and posters! Includes
telephone cards, punch-out "character stands," stickers, and much more! Japanese Text.
(STL257920) (C: 1-1-2)
Magazine, 8x11, FC

SRP: $20.00

JAN231901
NEWTYPE APRIL 2023 (C: 1-1-2)
Newtype is the top source for all your anime and manga needs! It features all of the latest news on
anime, manga, music, and games. Includes toy and model reviews, interviews with directors and
actors, and columns by industry experts. Japanese Text. (STL257921) (C: 1-1-2)
Magazine, 8x11, FC

SRP: $20.00

TOON BOOKS

JAN231902
GOOD NIGHT PLANET SC (C: 0-1-0)
(W/A/CA) Ricardo Liniers
What happens while you're sleeping? Your toys go out to play! After a long day of jumping in leaves
and reading her favorite books, this little girl is worn out, but her favorite stuffed animal, Planet, is
just getting started. Planet befriends a dog, gobbles a cookie, and takes a leap into the unknown.
This tender, gorgeous tale by the internationally renowned cartoonist Liniers will reveal to early
readers the wonders that exist at night, in secret, after they close their eyes. A TOON Level 2 reader.
(STL256193) (C: 0-1-0)
SC, 6x9, 32pgs, FC

SRP: $7.99

JAN231903
WILDFLOWERS SC GN (C: 0-1-0)
(W/A/CA) Ricardo Liniers
A celebration of the magical bonds that unite children! When her two big sisters embark on an
adventure to explore a mysterious island, the youngest one doesn't want to be left behind. What
shines through, from this funny story's gut-wrenchingly scary beginning ("There was a terrible plane
crash!") to its sweet and satisfying ending, is Liniers's admiration for the imaginative powers of
childhood. (STL256195) (C: 0-1-0)
SC, 6x9, 36pgs, FC

SRP: $7.99

JAN231904
WRITTEN AND DRAWN BY HENRIETTA SC (C: 0-1-0)
(W/A/CA) Ricardo Liniers
A book unlike anything young readers have seen before! Reading books is fun... but what about
making them? Armed with new colored pencils, Henrietta's ready to try. Peek over her shoulder as
she draws the story of a brave young girl, a three-headed monster, and an impossibly wide world of
adventure. Whether read aloud to a toddler or discovered by a young reader, Liniers's celebration of
the creative process is sure to make everyone want to bring out their pencils. (STL256196) (C: 0-1-0)
SC, 6x9, 60pgs, FC

SRP: $9.99

TOPIX MEDIA LAB

JAN231905
GAME MASTERS BOOK OF RANDOM ENCOUNTERS HC (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Jeff Ashworth
For many tabletop RPG players, the joy of an in-depth game is that anything can happen. As every
GM knows, no matter how many story hooks, maps or characters you painstakingly create in
advance, your best-laid plans are often foiled by the outcome of an unexpected dice role or your
players' refusal to stay on task. What are GMs supposed to do when their players choose those for
which they're not prepared? The Game Master's Book of Random Encounters provides an
unbeatable solution. This massive tome provides nearly 100 maps and 150 tables for all types of
encounters, from temples and taverns to ships, wizard's lairs and much more! Each entry includes
original handdrawn maps and multiple tables designed to help GMs fill in the sights, sounds and
possible encounters in each location. This allows GMs to start new adventures or enhance existing
ones on the fly. (STL259571) (C: 0-1-2)
Sourcebook, HC, 9X11, 256pgs, FC

SRP: $22.99

JAN231906
UNOFFICIAL ULTIMATE HARRY POTTER SPELLBOOK HC (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Various
The Unofficial Ultimate Harry Potter Spellbook is a beautiful, elegantly designed reference that
details all of the known spells cast in the Harry Potter films, books, video games and card games, as
well as official Harry Potter spinoffs, such as Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them. There are
more than 240 spells, charms, curses, hexes and jinxes in all, plus a catalog of enchanted objects.
Each spell receives its own entry including spell name, pronunciation and etymology, a description of
the spell effect, wand movements and vocalizations where applicable, explanatory notes, and fun
facts related to each spell, such as who it was used against, what the outcome was, or what a spell's
unusual history might be. (STL259573) (C: 0-1-2)

Reference Book, HC, 6.5x8.5, 160pgs, FCSRP: $14.99

TOYCOLLECTR

JAN231907
TOYCOLLECTR MAGAZINE #4 (MR) (C: 0-0-1)
TOYCOLLECTR is the return of the print-based, collector-focused toy magazine offering behind the
curtain deep dives into the world of collectible action figures past and present. Old stuff! New stuff!
All good stuff! (STL258560) (C: 0-0-1)
MATURE THEMES
Magazine, 8x11, 80pgs, FC

SRP: $14.99

TUTTLE PUBLISHING

JAN231908
CHILDREN OF BATHALA MYTHOLOGY CLASS REUNION GN (C: 0-1-1)
(W/A) Arnold Arre
It's been two decades since the former classmates first met, and the ensuing years have brought
their share of changes. Lane has lost her telepathic powers. Kubin is weakening, while Rey and Misha
have mysteriously disappeared. To add to the problems, doubts about Enkanta's true purpose are
mounting. Nicole, once the heart of the group, now senses a dark spell settling over them, her young
daughter included. What the former classmates don't realize is that a new band of visitors is about
to arrive from a magical realm. Will these visitors provide a portal to an enchanting new world or
usher in a new age of evil? And will the classmates still be up to the challenge? (STL258704) (C: 0-11)
SC, 7x10, 208pgs, B&W SRP: $16.99

JAN231909
MUROS WITHIN MAGICAL WALLS CASE OF CEMETERY GIRL GN (C: 0-1(W) Paolo Chikiamco (A) Borg Sinaban
Manila—the walled city recently freed from a dictator's iron-fisted rule—is a magical metropolis
where monsters flit and feed along neon-lit streets. In this noir-tinged dystopian graphic novel, the
capital exists in an alternate reality where myth and fantasy collide. A one-armed Taga-Sagot—a
gatherer of information, an answerer of questions, a fount of knowledge—is charged with finding
the missing "daughter" of a small-town mayor lost amidst the temptations of the open city, now a
den of pleasure districts and corruption. In a city now governed by the mysterious Societies, tensions

between the human and nonhuman inhabitants are about to hit a breaking point. (STL258682) (C: 01-1)
SC, 7x10, 112pgs, 2C

SRP: $13.99

JAN231910
WORLD OF ANDONG AGIMAT GN MYSTERY OF TALISMAN (C: 0-1-1)
(W/A) Arnold Arre
In a world yearning for stability, a renegade force arrives, spreading chaos amidst the populace in
the form of a gruesome plague. This is when the world needs Andong Agimat— and his mysterious
amulet, a talisman purposed to protect Ando and ward off evil. Get ready to meet an intriguing cast
of characters, including a cult leader and the group of followers that he has transformed into a
superhuman gang bent on destroying the city. And of course, you'll meet the main character Ando—
a silver-haired bounty hunter with a checkered past and supernatural abilities, taking to the streets
to deal with the criminal forces beyond the reach of local law enforcement. Can Andong Agimat and
his talisman's secret powers repel the forces of chaos? (STL258707) (C: 0-1-1)
SC, 7x10, 232pgs, B&W SRP: $17.99

TWOMORROWS PUBLISHING

JAN231911
DESTROYER DUCK HC GRAPHITE ED (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Steve Gerber (A) Jack Kirby
In the 1980s, writer Steve Gerber was embroiled in a lawsuit against Marvel Comics over ownership
of his creation Howard The Duck. To raise funds for legal fees, Gerber asked Jack Kirby to contribute
to a benefit comic titled Destroyer Duck. Without hesitation, Kirby, in his own dispute with Marvel at
the time, donated his services for the first issue, and the duo took aim at their former employer in an
outrageous five-issue run. With biting satire and guns blazing, Duke "Destroyer" Duck battled the
thinly veiled Godcorp (whose infamous credo was "Grab it all! Own it all! Drain it all!"), its evil leader
Ned Packer and the (literally) spineless Booster Cogburn, Medea (a parody of Daredevil's Elektra),
and more! Now, all five Gerber/Kirby issues are collected. relettered and reproduced from Jack's
unbridled, uninked pencil art! Also included are select examples of Alfredo Alcala's unique inking
style over Kirby on the original issues, Gerber's script pages, an historical Introduction by Mark
Evanier, and an Afterword by Buzz Dixon. (STL256071) (C: 0-1-2)
HC, 8x11, 128pgs, FC

SRP: $31.95

JAN231913
O/A COMIC BOOK CREATOR #28

(W) VARIOUS (A) Paul Gulacy, Various (CA) Paul Gulacy
From out of the swamp comes a look at the amazingly eclectic and diverse life of the multi-talented
Stephen R. Bissette, best known for his collaboration with Alan Moore on Swamp Thing. The careerspanning chat discusses his early love of dinosaurs and his development from graduate of the Joe
Kubert School to breakout as a pro (Heavy Metal, Scholastic, DC), independent efforts with his
Spiderbaby Grafix (Taboo, Tyrant, etc.), and his long-running stint as instructor at the Center for
Cartoon Studies. Then, experience a detailed—and highly entertaining—look at 1972’s infamous
Marvel-Ous Evening With Stan Lee at Carnegie Hall event! Plus part two of our conversation with
comics retail and mail order pioneer Bud Plant, plus CBC’s usual crew of contributors shares their
latest insights! (STL217025)
Magazine, 8x11, 84pgs, FC

SRP: $10.95

JAN231914
O/A AMERICAN TV COMIC BOOKS 40S - 80S SMALL SCREEN PRINTED PAGE
American TV Comic Books (1940s-1980s) takes you from the small screen to the printed page,
offering a fascinating and detailed year-by-year history of over 300 television shows and over 2000
comic book adaptations across five decades. Peter Bosch has documented this amazing area of
comics history, tracking down the well-known series (Star Trek, The Munsters) and the lesser-known
shows (Captain Gallant, Pinky Lee) to present the finest look ever taken at this unique genre of comic
books. Included are hundreds of full-color covers and images, plus profiles of the artists who drew
TV comics: Gene Colan, Alex Toth, Dan Spiegle, Russ Manning, John Buscema, Russ Heath, and many
more giants of the comic book world. (STL201631)
Reference Book, SC, 8x11, 192pgs, FC

SRP: $29.95

JAN231915
O/A CHARLTON COMPANION SC
An all-new definitive history of Connecticut's notorious all-in-one comic book company! Often
disparaged as a second-rate funny-book outfit, Charlton produced a vast array of titles that span
from the 1940s Golden Age to the Bronze Age of the '70s in many genres. The imprint experienced
explosive bursts of creativity, most memorably the "Action Hero Line" edited by Dick Giordano in the
1960s, which featured the renowned talents of Steve Ditko and a stellar team of creators, all helmed
by veteran masters and talented newcomers—and serving as a training ground for an entire
generation of comics creators. Though it gave up the ghost over three decades ago, Charlton's
influence continues today with its Action Heroes serving as inspiration for Alan Moore's cross-media
graphic novel hit, Watchmen. (STL227140) (JUL222035)
Reference Book, SC, 8x11, 272pgs, FC

SRP: $43.95

JAN231916
MODERN MASTERS SC VOL 22 MARK BUCKINGHAM

(W) Eric Nolen-Weathington (A/CA) Mark Buckingham
From his early days drawing Miracleman, to his work on Death and Fables, Mark Buckingham
entertained and amazed with a style that is both charming and sophisticated. Eric NolenWeathington explores the world of this master storyteller and designer. This book features a careerspanning interview with the artist, a discussion of his creative process, and reams of rare and unseen
art! (STK382024) (NOV090929)
Reference Book, SC, 8x11, 128pgs, PC

SRP: $14.95

JAN231917
MODERN MASTERS SC VOL 28 ERIC POWELL
(W) Eric Nolen-Weathington (A/CA) Eric Powell
Eric Powell is a sick, sick man. Sick, but brilliant. How else would he have been able to come up with
a concept like The Goon — a smarter-than-he-looks brute raised by carnies, who runs the city's
underworld while protecting it from being overrun by zombies? Through a career-spanning interview
and heaps of fantastic artwork, this book documents his amazing career and details his creative
process, it even includes a gallery of commissioned pieces in full-color. (STK465123) (APR121242)
Reference Book, SC, 8x11, 120pgs, PC

SRP: $15.95

JAN231918
REED CRANDALL ILLUSTRATOR OF COMICS SC
(A) Reed Crandall
From the 1940s to the ’70s, Reed Crandall brought a unique and masterful style to American comic
art. Using an illustrator's approach on everything he touched, Crandall gained a reputation as the
“artist’s artist” through his skillful interpretations of Golden Age super-heroes Doll Man, The Ray,
and Blackhawk (his signature character); horror and sci-fi for the legendary EC Comics line; Warren
Publishing’s Creepy, Eerie, and Blazing Combat; the THUNDER Agents and Edgar Rice Burroughs
characters; and even Flash Gordon for King Features. Comic art historian Roger Hill has compiled a
complete and extensive history of Crandall’s life and career, from his early years and major
successes, through his tragic decline and passing in 1982. (STL179141) (JAN211616)
Biography, SC, 8x11, 256pgs, FC SRP: $39.95

UNIVERSITY PRESS OF MISSISSIPP

JAN231919
ARTFUL BREAKDOWNS COMICS OF ART SPIEGELMAN (C: 0-1-2)
(A) Art Spiegelman

A carefully curated, wide-ranging edited volume tracing Art Spiegelman's exceptional trajectory from
underground rebellion to mainstream success, Artful Breakdowns: The Comics of Art Spiegelman
reveals his key role in the rise of comics as an art form and of the cartoonist as artist. The collection
grapples with Spiegelman's astonishing versatility, from his irreverent underground strips, influential
avant-garde magazine RAW, the expressionist style of the comics classic Maus, the illustrations to
the Jazz Age poem "The Wild Party," and his response to the September 11 terrorist attacks to his
iconic cover art for the New Yorker, his children's books, and various cross-media collaborations.
(STL257986) (C: 0-1-2)
Reference Book, SC, 6x9, 304pgs, B&W SRP: $30.00

JAN231920
BLOCKHEADS BEAGLES & SWEET BABBOOS ON PEANUTS (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Michelle Ann Abate (A) Charles M. Schulz (CA) Pete Halverson
Blockheads, Beagles, and Sweet Babboos: New Perspectives on Charles M. Schulz's Peanuts sheds
new light on the past importance, ongoing significance, and future relevance of a comics series that
millions adore: Charles M. Schulz's Peanuts. More specifically, it examines a fundamental feature of
the series: its core cast of characters. In chapters devoted to Charlie Brown, Snoopy, Lucy, Franklin,
Pigpen, Woodstock, and Linus, author Michelle Ann Abate explores the figures who made Schulz's
strip so successful, so influential, and-above all-so beloved. In so doing, the book gives these iconic
figures the in-depth critical attention that they deserve and are long overdue. (STL257987) (C: 0-1-2)
Reference Book, SC, 6x9, 224pgs, B&W SRP: $25.00

VAN RYDER GAMES, LLC

JAN231921
CALIE & KIKI GN ADV HC (C: 0-1-2)
In Calie and Kiki new readers will follow along and help in a fresh take on the traditional Princess
captured in a tower fable. Spirited Calie will meet the readers as she has decided herself to not wait
on rescue and will enlist the help of the readers and her beloved pet cat Kiki to effect her escape!
What follows are puzzles and encounters as Calie finds various power items to help traverse the
environment and solve puzzles to escape! With many paths to take, items to find, puzzles to clear
and foes to face, interactivity for the readers and older readers assisting them and the replay value is
high! (STL253351) (C: 0-1-2)
48pgs, FC (VRGGNAJR002)

SRP: $15.99

JAN231922
MR WINGLETTER GN ADV HC (C: 0-1-2)

In Mr. Wingletter new readers will become the title character, a young stork letter carrier who lives
with his family in a peaceful village in France called Le Cormier. He loves his job, which allows him to
chat with the villagers, walk along the beautiful countryside and help his friends. Mr. Wingletter is
cheerful, caring and goes out each day with an open heart to meet new people. The book has
numerous puzzles, places to go, packages to deliver and friends to meet. It presents this in colorful
illustrations and gives plenty of tools to keep notes and make many different choices each time
through the book. (STL253353) (C: 0-1-2)
48pgs, FC (VRGGNAJR003)

SRP: $15.99

VALIANT ENTERTAINMENT LLC

JAN231923
XO MANOWAR UNCONQUERED #1 CVR A SHARP (MR)
(W) Becky Cloonan, Michael Conrad (A/CA) Liam Sharp
Past, present, and future collide as X-O MANOWAR returns for its 30th anniversary in an
unforgettable new series by superstar creators Becky Cloonan, Michael W. Conrad, and Liam Sharp
that promises to put the king back on his throne and chart a new course for Valiant's flagship series.
(STL243556)
MATURE THEMES
RES. from Previews Vol. XXXII #9 (SEP222050)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN231924
XO MANOWAR UNCONQUERED #1 CVR B MALAVIA (MR)
(W) Becky Cloonan, Michael Conrad (A) Liam Sharp (CA) Nimit Malavia
Past, present, and future collide as X-O MANOWAR returns for its 30th anniversary in an
unforgettable new series by superstar creators Becky Cloonan, Michael W. Conrad, and Liam Sharp
that promises to put the king back on his throne and chart a new course for Valiant's flagship series.
(STL243557)
MATURE THEMES
RES. from Previews Vol. XXXII #9 (SEP222051)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN231925
XO MANOWAR UNCONQUERED #1 CVR C STAEHLE (MR)

(W) Becky Cloonan, Michael Conrad (A) Liam Sharp (CA) Will Staehle
Past, present, and future collide as X-O MANOWAR returns for its 30th anniversary in an
unforgettable new series by superstar creators Becky Cloonan, Michael W. Conrad, and Liam Sharp
that promises to put the king back on his throne and chart a new course for Valiant's flagship series.
(STL243558)
MATURE THEMES
RES. from Previews Vol. XXXII #9 (SEP222052)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN231927
XO MANOWAR UNCONQUERED #1 CVR E BLANK VAR (MR)
(W) Becky Cloonan, Michael Conrad (A) Liam Sharp (CA) Blank Cover
Past, present, and future collide as X-O MANOWAR returns for its 30th anniversary in an
unforgettable new series by superstar creators Becky Cloonan, Michael W. Conrad, and Liam Sharp
that promises to put the king back on his throne and chart a new course for Valiant's flagship series.
(STL243561)
MATURE THEMES
RES. from Previews Vol. XXXII #9 (SEP222054)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN231930
X-O MANOWAR TP VOL 01 BY THE SWORD (NEW PTG)
(W) Robert Venditti (A) Cary Nord (CA) David Aja
The beginning of the all-new Valiant Universe starts here! Aric of Dacia is a brash warrior and heir to
the throne of the Visigoth people. He has lived his life under the heel of the Roman Empire, but now
a far more terrible enemy has come to subjugate him. Taken from his home and family, Aric is
enslaved aboard a starship belonging to a brutal race of alien colonizers known as The Vine. If he is
to have any hope of escaping and returning to Earth, he will have to steal the Vine's most powerful
weapon — a sentient suit of indestructible armor — and become X-O Manowar!
New York Times best-selling writer Robert Venditti and Eisner Award-winning artist Cary Nord launch
the smash-hit series named Best Ongoing Series by Ain’t It Cool News, Best Revival by the
Onion/A.V. Club and nominated Comic Book of the Year by the Diamond Gem Awards. Collecting X-O
MANOWAR #1-4, along with rarely seen designs, sketches, and process art. (STK518366)
(OCT121241)
SC, 7x10, 112pgs, FC

SRP: $9.99

JAN231931
X-O MANOWAR (2017) TP VOL 01 SOLDIER
(W) Matt Kindt (A) Tomas Giorello & Various (CA) Lewis LaRosa
WAR IS COMING! Born under the oppressive thumb of the Roman Empire, Aric of Dacia learned
warfare at an early age. It was amid such violence that he was abducted by an alien race. Forced into
slavery, he survived where others perished. His escape would come from bonding with a weapon of
immeasurable power: the X-O Manowar armor. With it, he returned to Earth... only to find himself
stranded in the modern day. But that was a lifetime ago. Now, far from home on a strange and
primitive new world, Aric has begun a new life. Liberated from his past, he tends to his crops. Free
from war. Free from violence. Free from the armor. But the machinery of death marches his way
once again. Conscripted into an alien army and thrown into an unforgiving conflict, the fury inside
him finds voice as he is forced to embrace the armor once more. With it, he will decimate armies,
topple empires and incite interplanetary warfare as he rises from SOLDIER to GENERAL to EMPEROR
to VISIGOTH. They wanted a weapon. He will give them war! Join master storytellers Matt Kindt
(Divinity) and Tomás Giorello (Bloodshot Reborn) right here for a stunning new beginning for
Valiant’s most enduring icon. Collecting X-O MANOWAR (2017) #1–3 with more than 30 pages of
rarely seen artand extras! (STL041784) (APR172140)
SC, 7x10, 104pgs, FC

SRP: $9.99

JAN231932
RAI (2019) DLX HC (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Dan Abnett (A) Juan Jose Ryp, Adam Pollina (CA) Jae Lee
Retake your future... Join New York Times bestselling and award-winning writer Dan Abnett
(Guardians of the Galaxy) and breathtaking artists Juan José Ryp (X-O MANOWAR) and Adam Pollina
(X-Force) for a complete deluxe edition hardcover of the essential sci-fi series of the next two
thousand years!
In the year 4002 A.D., the cyborg samurai called Rai will face an impossible battle for the fate of
humanity. Joined by the very first of his kind, the robot boy named Raijin, the pair will journey the
wastelands of Earth to put right the wrongs of their onetime overlord and creator once and for all.
Collecting Rai (2019) #1-10, Fallen World #1-5, Rai: The History of the Valiant Universe #1, and
material from Bloodshot 2019 FCBD Special along with 20+ pages of rarely seen art and extras!
(STL208229) (NOV211768) (C: 0-1-2)
HC, 8x11, 384pgs, FC

SRP: $49.99

JAN231933
DIVINITY TP
(W) Matt Kindt (A) Trevor Hairsine, Ryan Winn (CA) Jelena Kevic-Djurdjevic

From New York Times best-selling writer Matt Kindt (The Valiant, Mind MGMT) and blockbuster
artist Trevor Hairsine (X-Men: Deadly Genesis) comes a shocking new vision of 21st century science
fiction! At the height of the Cold War, the Soviet Union - determined to win the Space Race at any
cost - green lit a dangerously advanced mission. They sent a man farther into the cosmos than
anyone has gone before or since. Lost in the stars, he encountered something unknown. Something
that ... changed him. Long thought lost and erased from the history books, he has suddenly returned,
crash-landing in the Australian Outback. The few that have been able to reach him believe him to be
a deity - one who turned the scorched desert into a lush oasis. They say he can bend matter, space,
and even time to his will. Now the rest of the world's powers must decide for themselves - will the
enigmatic Divinity offer his hand in friendship, or will Earth's heroes find themselves helpless against
the wrath of the divine? Collecting Divinity #1-#4. (STK675137) (MAY151625)
SC, 7x10, 112pgs, FC

SRP: $9.99

VAULT COMICS

JAN231934
NASTY #1 CVR A KAMBADAIS
(W) John Lees (A/CA) George Kambadais
"Calling all scary movie fans!

Scotland, 1994.

Eighteen-year-old Thumper Connell still has an imaginary friend: the masked killer from his favourite
slasher film. Thumper is obsessed with horror and always has been. He fills his time with scary VHS
rentals and hanging out with his fellow fans, The Murder Club. But everything changes when his local
video shop acquires one of the notorious films known as “video nasties” — films so scary, they’re the
target of the British Moral Decency League’s crusade to ban and burn. But it’s only a movie, right?
It’s all just imaginary, isn’t it?

A story about the perception of evil, the power of genre, the love of fandom, the need to create art,
oh, and crap-your-pants TERROR!" (STL237066)
RES. from Previews Vol. XXXII #7 (JUL222067)
SC, 7x10, 32pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN231935
NASTY #1 CVR B CANTIRINO
(W) John Lees (A) George Kambadais (CA) Sally Cantirino

"Calling all scary movie fans!

Scotland, 1994.

Eighteen-year-old Thumper Connell still has an imaginary friend: the masked killer from his favourite
slasher film. Thumper is obsessed with horror and always has been. He fills his time with scary VHS
rentals and hanging out with his fellow fans, The Murder Club. But everything changes when his local
video shop acquires one of the notorious films known as “video nasties” — films so scary, they’re the
target of the British Moral Decency League’s crusade to ban and burn. But it’s only a movie, right?
It’s all just imaginary, isn’t it?

A story about the perception of evil, the power of genre, the love of fandom, the need to create art,
oh, and crap-your-pants TERROR!" (STL237069)
RES. from Previews Vol. XXXII #7 (JUL222068)
SC, 7x10, 32pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN231942
SONGS FOR DEAD AFTERLIFE #1 CVR A ROBLES
(W) Michael Christopher Heron, Andrea Fort (A) MJ Erickson (CA) Nick Robles
Bethany is a necromancer and a hero. Along with her companions, Elissar and Jonas, she has finally
found the rumored Covenant. Her perilous journey has brought her to the last bastion of the
necromancers, but resurging prejudices have them in shambles. Can Bethany unite them in the face
of escalating tensions? Or will the coming war shatter all of her dreams for a peaceful future?
(STL259923)
64pgs, FC

SRP: $7.99

JAN231943
SONGS FOR DEAD AFTERLIFE #1 CVR B ERICKSON
(W) Michael Christopher Heron, Andrea Fort (A/CA) MJ Erickson
Bethany is a necromancer and a hero. Along with her companions, Elissar and Jonas, she has finally
found the rumored Covenant. Her perilous journey has brought her to the last bastion of the
necromancers, but resurging prejudices have them in shambles. Can Bethany unite them in the face
of escalating tensions? Or will the coming war shatter all of her dreams for a peaceful future?
(STL259928)
64pgs, FC

SRP: $7.99

JAN231946
SONGS FOR THE DEAD TP (MR) (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Michael Christopher Heron, Andrea Fort (A) Sam Beck (CA) Tess Fowler
Bethany is a minstrel with a heart full of adventure, a would-be hero determined to find a missing
boy from the town of Llyne, and a friend to all woodland critters. But mostly the dead ones, because
Bethany is also a necromancer. She's out to prove her magic isn't evil, and she'll need the help of a
hot-headed, sword-swinging mercenary named Elissar-that is, she'll need the help of a friend.
(STL088561) (JUN182102) (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 148pgs, FC SRP: $19.99

JAN231947
NECROMANCERS MAP TP COMPLETE (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Andrea Fort, Michael Christopher Heron (A/CA) Sam Beck
A new standalone Songs for the Dead story: Bethany, the necromancer with a heart of gold, and
Elissar, her prone-to-brawling companion, are off to find the Covenant—a sanctuary for Bethany’s
otherwise reviled magic. Unfortunately, their map makes no sense. Seeking the help of a young
wizard named Jonas, whose knowledge may unravel the map’s secrets, Bethany and Elissar discover
a mysterious illness plaguing The Foggard temple, home to the ancient order of mages. Doubleunfortunately, Bethany and Elissar are not on the best of terms following the recent and violent
encounter at Boulder’s Envy. (STL131729) (NOV191994) (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 7x10, 160pgs, FC

SRP: $15.99

JAN231948
GODFELL #2 CVR A HENNESSY
(W) Christopher Sebela (A/CA) Ben Hennessy
Having taken the first steps of their journey through the corpse of God, Zanzi and Neth are ready for
a fight. But nothing has prepared them for the Fellnacht. Living in flesh hotels carved up and down
the leg, this apocalypse cult will stop at nothing to turn the soldier and her tagalong into acolytes.
(STL259907)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN231949
GODFELL #2 CVR B GOODEN
(W) Christopher Sebela (A) Ben Hennessy (CA) Nathan Gooden

Having taken the first steps of their journey through the corpse of God, Zanzi and Neth are ready for
a fight. But nothing has prepared them for the Fellnacht. Living in flesh hotels carved up and down
the leg, this apocalypse cult will stop at nothing to turn the soldier and her tagalong into acolytes.
(STL259908)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN231950
DOOR TO DOOR NIGHT BY NIGHT #4 CVR A CANTIRINO & CUNNIFFE
(W) Cullen Bunn (A) Sally Cantirino (CA) Sally Cantirino, Dee Cunniffe
From trailer parks and honkytonks to golf courses and country clubs! The monster-hunting sales
crew finds themselves in unfamiliar territory at the center of a ghostly mystery. Skinless Tom haunts
the lonely roads, and he has set his deathless gaze on our heroes! But there's more to the ghostly
happenings than the team might expect. (STL259910)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN231951
DOOR TO DOOR NIGHT BY NIGHT #4 CVR B HURTT
(W) Cullen Bunn (A) Sally Cantirino (CA) Brian Hurtt
From trailer parks and honkytonks to golf courses and country clubs! The monster-hunting sales
crew finds themselves in unfamiliar territory at the center of a ghostly mystery. Skinless Tom haunts
the lonely roads, and he has set his deathless gaze on our heroes! But there's more to the ghostly
happenings than the team might expect. (STL259911)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN231952
WEST OF SUNDOWN #9 CVR A CAMPBELL
(W) Aaron Campbell, Tim Seeley (A) Jim Terry (CA) Aaron Campbell
Temptation abounds! Griffin discovers power untold in the hands of Dr. Moreau, while Rosa is
offered the blood of Miss Bouncing Betty. It's up to Dooley, Dirck, and Cumberland to come to the
rescue...but that might not be so easy, seeing as they're damn near out of their minds wandering the
desert on some of that special native tea. (STL259912)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN231953
WEST OF SUNDOWN #9 CVR B TERRY

(W) Aaron Campbell, Tim Seeley (A/CA) Jim Terry
Temptation abounds! Griffin discovers power untold in the hands of Dr. Moreau, while Rosa is
offered the blood of Miss Bouncing Betty. It's up to Dooley, Dirck, and Cumberland to come to the
rescue...but that might not be so easy, seeing as they're damn near out of their minds wandering the
desert on some of that special native tea. (STL259913)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN231954
WEST OF SUNDOWN #9 CVR C SEELEY
(W) Aaron Campbell, Tim Seeley (A) Jim Terry (CA) Tim Seeley
Temptation abounds! Griffin discovers power untold in the hands of Dr. Moreau, while Rosa is
offered the blood of Miss Bouncing Betty. It's up to Dooley, Dirck, and Cumberland to come to the
rescue...but that might not be so easy, seeing as they're damn near out of their minds wandering the
desert on some of that special native tea. (STL259914)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN231955
BARBARIC HELL TO PAY #3 CVR A GOODEN
(W) Michael Moreci (A/CA) Nathan Gooden
A new player has entered the field--SERRA, Soren's mentor! Is she good? Is she evil? What the hell is
the deal with those chains?! Meanwhile, Owen, Deadheart, and Frogly go on a heist quest, like
Oceans 11, but in hell! (STL259905)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN231956
BARBARIC HELL TO PAY #3 CVR B HOWELL
(W) Michael Moreci (A) Nathan Gooden (CA) Corin Howell
A new player has entered the field--SERRA, Soren's mentor! Is she good? Is she evil? What the hell is
the deal with those chains?! Meanwhile, Owen, Deadheart, and Frogly go on a heist quest, like
Oceans 11, but in hell! (STL259906)
32pgs, FC

JAN231957
MINDSET TP

SRP: $4.99

(W) Zack Kaplan (A/CA) John Pearson
When an introverted tech geek accidentally discovers mind control, he and his friends do something
unexpected – they put the science into a meditation app to help users break their technology
addiction. But as their Mindset app achieves a dangerous cult following, lies, conspiracies, and
murder come to light. Are they helping people or controlling them?
Free your mind.
Who’s in control

Collects the entire, smash and super-hot, best-selling 6-issue series! (STL259946)
SC, 7x10, 176pgs, FC

SRP: $17.99

JAN231958
BLUE FLAME COMPLETE SERIES TP
(W) Christopher Cantwell (A/CA) Adam Gorham
The Blue Flame is a cosmic hero. The Blue Flame is a DIY vigilante that fights crime on the streets of
Milwaukee. The Blue Flame is a blue collar HVAC repairman named Sam Brausam. In the wake of a
horrific tragedy, the boundaries of the Blue Flame’s identity blur even further. Now, before a
universal trial, the Blue Flame must prove that humanity is worth saving. But in order to do that,
Sam Brausam has to save himself. Can he? (STL233927)
RES. from Previews Vol. XXXII #6 (JUN222032)
SC, 7x10, 256pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

VERSIFY

JAN231959
TACOS TODAY EL TORO & FRIENDS (C: 0-1-0)
(W/A) Raul The Third
It's lunchtime for young El Toro and his friends—and each one is looking forward to a different kind
of taco, their favorite! The luchadores take a break from their training and head into town to eat.
When they count their lunch money and discover they don't have enough for tacos, they will have to
work together on a creative, fun solution to earn plenty of dinero for a delicious all-you-can-eat
spectacular! Flavored with Spanish phrases and topped with plenty of humor, this early reader
graphic novel is essential for those who want an action-packed story and lots of laughs. (STL257444)
(C: 0-1-0)
Picturebook, HC, 6x9, 56pgs, FC SRP: $9.99

VISI8 ENTERTAINMENT

JAN231960
CHANGELINGS #2 (OF 7)
(W) Kevin VanHook (A/CA) Rahmat Handoko, Sakti Yuwono
We learn more about Arga's childhood past and how he met his lifelong friend Setia. Having
defeated one giant Kaiju from the sea, Arga must retrieve a magical totem from a second monster.
Then he and the team are immediately pitted against Dragons from the sky who threaten to kill him
and his friends. (STL258506)
32pgs, FC (2 of 7)

SRP: $3.99

JAN231961
KARA GUARDIAN OF REALMS #2 (OF 11)
(W) Triandhika Anjani (A/CA) Triandhika Anjani, Fairuz Athoriq
Kara awakens with Luna by her side and wanting to be taken to a hidden place called the "Seen
Realm," known to be filled with humans. Kara's mentor, Elder Bird, warns her about the danger of
humans, but her curiosity gets the best of her. Meanwhile, the two time travelers are exploring the
Unseen Realm. (STL258507)
32pgs, FC (2 of 11)

SRP: $3.99

WAKE ENTERTAINMENT

JAN231962
ASCENCIA #18
(W) John Dolmayan (A) Tony Parker (CA) Lucio Parrillo
"You'll reflect fondly on these problems and remember them as your golden years." — Ascencia
Senator (STL259290)
24pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

WARRANT PUBLISHING COMPANY

JAN231963
SHUDDER #10 (MR) (C: 0-0-1)

(W/A) VARIOUS (CA) Frank Frazetta
Shudder revives the iconic Warren illustrated horror magazines of the 60's and 70's by replicating
Warren's early page layouts and publishing new, classic styled work by original Warren artists,
writers and editors. Each issue is a highly collectible instant classic! (STL258002) (C: 0-0-1)
MATURE THEMES
Magazine, SC, 52pgs, B&W

SRP: $6.99

WHATNOT PUBLISHING

JAN231964
ASTROBOTS #1 (OF 5) CVR A KNOTT
(W) Simon Furman, Aaron Thomas (A) Hector Trunnec (CA) Phillip Knott
Cover by Philip Knott, known for his work on IDW’s Transformers: Last Bot Standing.
Simon Furman, writer of the original Transformers comic series and creator of Marvel’s Death’s
Head,
has teamed up with Heavy Metal artist Hector Trunnec to create an all-new Mecha-Masterwork
based
on the toyline designed by Aaron Thomas.
Pathfinders, Pioneers…breaking new ground in the furthest reaches of the galaxy…they are –
ASTROBOTS.
The clock is ticking for planet Earth and the race is on to find a new world capable of sustaining
human
life. New, sophisticated machine lifeforms called Astrobots are dispatched to scout far-flung worlds
in
the hope of crafting a new home. With food and raw materials running out and climate disasters
escalating, the evacuation of the entire human population is the only slender hope remaining.
On Colony World 1, a catastrophic power struggle forges a new – all-Astrobot – society, and
presiding
over this nascent civilization is Atlas, an evolved mech with a futureproof plan. A plan that does not
include humankind. (STL259381)
24pgs, FC (1 of 5)

JAN231965

SRP: $3.99

ASTROBOTS #1 (OF 5) CVR B TRUNNEC
(W) Simon Furman, Aaron Thomas (A/CA) Hector Trunnec
ASTROBOTS series artist, Hector Trunnec (Heavy Metal), debuts his first cover with Whatnot
Publishing.

Simon Furman, writer of the original Transformers comic series and creator of Marvel's Death's
Head, has teamed up with Heavy Metal artist Hector Trunnec to create an all-new MechaMasterwork based on the toyline designed by Aaron Thomas.

Pathfinders, Pioneers…breaking new ground in the furthest reaches of the galaxy…they are ASTROBOTS.

The clock is ticking for planet Earth and the race is on to find a new world capable of sustaining
human life. New, sophisticated machine lifeforms called Astrobots are dispatched to scout far-flung
worlds in the hope of crafting a new home. With food and raw materials running out and climate
disasters escalating, the evacuation of the entire human population is the only slender hope
remaining.

On Colony World 1, a catastrophic power struggle forges a new - all-Astrobot - society, and presiding
over this nascent civilization is Atlas, an evolved mech with a futureproof plan. A plan that does not
include humankind. (STL259383)
24pgs, FC (1 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN231966
ASTROBOTS #1 (OF 5) CVR C BURCHAM
(W) Simon Furman, Aaron Thomas (A) Hector Trunnec (CA) Josh Burcham
Series artist on the ongoing series Transformers: Beast Wars, and the cover artist on many other
Transformers series, Josh Burcham, brings his experience to the next epic mechanical adventure.

Simon Furman, writer of the original Transformers comic series and creator of Marvel's Death's
Head, has teamed up with Heavy Metal artist Hector Trunnec to create an all-new MechaMasterwork based on the toyline designed by Aaron Thomas.

Pathfinders, Pioneers…breaking new ground in the furthest reaches of the galaxy…they are ASTROBOTS.

The clock is ticking for planet Earth and the race is on to find a new world capable of sustaining
human life. New, sophisticated machine lifeforms called Astrobots are dispatched to scout far-flung
worlds in the hope of crafting a new home. With food and raw materials running out and climate
disasters escalating, the evacuation of the entire human population is the only slender hope
remaining.

On Colony World 1, a catastrophic power struggle forges a new - all-Astrobot - society, and presiding
over this nascent civilization is Atlas, an evolved mech with a futureproof plan. A plan that does not
include humankind. (STL259385)
24pgs, FC (1 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN231967
ASTROBOTS #1 (OF 5) CVR D PEREZ
(W) Simon Furman, Aaron Thomas (A) Hector Trunnec (CA) Josh Perez
Josh Perez, cover artist on Transformers, IDW’s Godzilla, Megaman: Master Mix, UDON’s Street
Fighter, and
more, brings his experience with giant robots and anime to the world of Astrobots.
Simon Furman, writer of the original Transformers comic series and creator of Marvel’s Death’s
Head, has teamed
up with Heavy Metal artist Hector Trunnec to create an all-new Mecha-Masterwork based on the
toyline designed
by Aaron Thomas.
Pathfinders, Pioneers…breaking new ground in the furthest reaches of the galaxy…they are –
ASTROBOTS.
The clock is ticking for planet Earth and the race is on to find a new world capable of sustaining
human life. New,
sophisticated machine lifeforms called Astrobots are dispatched to scout far-flung worlds in the
hope of crafting a
new home. With food and raw materials running out and climate disasters escalating, the evacuation
of the entire
human population is the only slender hope remaining.
On Colony World 1, a catastrophic power struggle forges a new – all-Astrobot – society, and
presiding over this
nascent civilization is Atlas, an evolved mech with a futureproof plan. A plan that does not include
humankind. (STL259388)
24pgs, FC (1 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN231968
ASTROBOTS #1 (OF 5) CVR E KRAFT
(W) Simon Furman, Aaron Thomas (A) Hector Trunnec (CA) Devin Kraft
Art by Devin Kraft, Sonic the Hedgehog (IDW) cover artist and the creator of Neverender (Sumerian
Comics).
Simon Furman, writer of the original Transformers comic series and creator of Marvel’s Death’s
Head, has teamed
up with Heavy Metal artist Hector Trunnec to create an all-new Mecha-Masterwork based on the
toyline designed
by Aaron Thomas.
Pathfinders, Pioneers…breaking new ground in the furthest reaches of the galaxy…they are –
ASTROBOTS.
The clock is ticking for planet Earth and the race is on to find a new world capable of sustaining
human life. New,
sophisticated machine lifeforms called Astrobots are dispatched to scout far-flung worlds in the
hope of crafting a
new home. With food and raw materials running out and climate disasters escalating, the evacuation
of the entire
human population is the only slender hope remaining.
On Colony World 1, a catastrophic power struggle forges a new – all-Astrobot – society, and
presiding over this
nascent civilization is Atlas, an evolved mech with a futureproof plan. A plan that does not include
humankind. (STL259389)
24pgs, FC (1 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN231972
LIQUID KILL #2 (OF 5) CVR A YUNE (MR)
(W) Max Hoven, Aaron Crow (A) Gabriel Iumazark (CA) Sunghan Yune
Art by South Korean artist, Sunghan Yune AKA Crystal Cowboy, cover artist for Marvel’s Tiger
Division,
Thanos, Black Cat and more.
LIQUID KILL follows sadist-slaughtering vigilantes as they encounter pure evil in a blood-soaked
cyberpunk future (à la GHOST IN THE SHELL meets JOHN WICK) written by the creators of the

critically-acclaimed series IT EATS WHAT FEEDS IT and artist Gabriel Iumazark (Boom! Studios).
The rich elites sure like to party, and the staff at a luxurious island hotel ensure their every twisted
urge is
satisfied. But something depraved is happening on this island - something vile, and the fun-loving
staff are
too afraid to ask questions.
Luckily, a ruthless team of vigilantes, known as Liquid Kill, are coming in hot, and they have their
own ways
of getting to the truth. (STL259360)
MATURE THEMES
24pgs, FC (2 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN231973
LIQUID KILL #2 (OF 5) CVR B IUMAZARK (MR)
(W) Max Hoven, Aaron Crow (A/CA) Gabriel Iumazark
Cover by series artist Gabriel Iumazark, the celebrated Brazilian illustrator who gained
a following for his early work on It Eats What Feeds It and The Last Broadcast.
LIQUID KILL follows sadist-slaughtering vigilantes as they encounter pure evil in a
blood-soaked cyberpunk future (à la GHOST IN THE SHELL meets JOHN WICK)
written by the creators of the critically-acclaimed series IT EATS WHAT FEEDS IT and
artist Gabriel Iumazark (Boom! Studios).
The rich elites sure like to party, and the staff at a luxurious island hotel ensure their
every twisted urge is satisfied. But something depraved is happening on this island something vile, and the fun-loving staff are too afraid to ask questions.
Luckily, a ruthless team of vigilantes, known as Liquid Kill, are coming in hot, and they
have their own ways of getting to the truth. (STL259361)
MATURE THEMES
24pgs, FC (2 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN231974
LIQUID KILL #2 (OF 5) CVR C BRAO (MR)
(W) Max Hoven, Aaron Crow (A) Gabriel Iumazark (CA) Brao

Brazilian pinup artist BRAO (Behemoth/Sumerian) joins the Whatnot Publishing team with this
dynamic pose.

LIQUID KILL follows sadist-slaughtering vigilantes as they encounter pure evil in a blood-soaked
cyberpunk future (à la GHOST IN THE SHELL meets JOHN WICK) written by the creators of the
critically-acclaimed series IT EATS WHAT FEEDS IT and artist Gabriel Iumazark (Boom! Studios).

The rich elites sure like to party, and the staff at a luxurious island hotel ensure their every twisted
urge is satisfied. But something depraved is happening on this island - something vile, and the funloving staff are too afraid to ask questions.

Luckily, a ruthless team of vigilantes, known as Liquid Kill, are coming in hot, and they have their
own ways of getting to the truth. (STL259362)
MATURE THEMES
24pgs, FC (2 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN231975
LIQUID KILL #2 (OF 5) CVR D MOSS (MR)
(W) Max Hoven, Aaron Crow (A) Gabriel Iumazark (CA) Drew Moss
Cover by Drew Moss, whose work has been featured at Dark Horse, IDW, Oni Press, Dynamite and
more.

LIQUID KILL follows sadist-slaughtering vigilantes as they encounter pure evil in a blood-soaked
cyberpunk future (à la GHOST IN THE SHELL meets JOHN WICK) written by the creators of the
critically-acclaimed series IT EATS WHAT FEEDS IT and artist Gabriel Iumazark (Boom! Studios).

The rich elites sure like to party, and the staff at a luxurious island hotel ensure their every twisted
urge is satisfied. But something depraved is happening on this island - something vile, and the funloving staff are too afraid to ask questions.

Luckily, a ruthless team of vigilantes, known as Liquid Kill, are coming in hot, and they have their
own ways of getting to the truth. (STL259363)
MATURE THEMES
24pgs, FC (2 of 5)

SRP: $3.99

JAN231977
THE EXILED #3 (OF 6) CVR A CANAAN WHITE (MR)
(W) Wesley Snipes & Various (A) Eskivo (CA) Canaan White
Canaan White, fan-favorite artist who has worked with Marvel, Image, Avatar Press,
Zenescope and much more, joins the Whatnot team with this debut cover.
WESLEY SNIPES (The producer and star of the Blade franchise) presents his original
series, THE EXILED, a genre-bending Sci-Fi Noir described as “Seven meets Blade
Runner.”
Roach becomes an agent for the C.O.R.E. and discovers a secret about his father’s
mission he never imagined possible. As he gets closer to the serial killer he’s been
tracking, he learns the aliens among us have been here for thousands of years, infiltrating
into the highest positions of power. (STL259368)
MATURE THEMES
24pgs, FC (3 of 6)

SRP: $3.99

JAN231978
THE EXILED #3 (OF 6) CVR B ESKIVO (MR)
(W) Wesley Snipes & Various (A/CA) Eskivo
Cover by Eskivo, the series artist himself.
WESLEY SNIPES (The producer and star of the Blade franchise) presents his original
series, THE EXILED, a genre-bending Sci-Fi Noir described as “Seven meets Blade
Runner.”
Roach becomes an agent for the C.O.R.E. and discovers a secret about his father’s
mission he never imagined possible. As he gets closer to the serial killer he’s been
tracking, he learns the aliens among us have been here for thousands of years, infiltrating
into the highest positions of power. (STL259369)
MATURE THEMES
24pgs, FC (3 of 6)

SRP: $3.99

JAN231979
THE EXILED #3 (OF 6) CVR C ASEVEDO (MR)

(W) Wesley Snipes & Various (A) Eskivo (CA) Preston Asevedo
Heavy Metal artist Preston Asevedo brings his epic style the world of The Exiled..
WESLEY SNIPES (The producer and star of the Blade franchise) presents his original
series, THE EXILED, a genre-bending Sci-Fi Noir described as “Seven meets Blade
Runner.”
Roach becomes an agent for the C.O.R.E. and discovers a secret about his father’s
mission he never imagined possible. As he gets closer to the serial killer he’s been
tracking, he learns the aliens among us have been here for thousands of years, infiltrating
into the highest positions of power. (STL259370)
MATURE THEMES
24pgs, FC (3 of 6)

SRP: $3.99

JAN231982
QUESTED #4 CVR A MICELLI
(W) Michael Calero, Thomas Parson (A) Kit Wallis (CA) Alessandro Micelli
Italian artist Alessandro Micelli known for his work at Image, Valiant, and Dark Horse,
brings his unique style to the world of Quested.
Quested fuses the attitude of Hellboy and the fantasy-adventure spirit of Legend of Zelda
as it follows the questing misadventures of pawn shop owner and morally ambiguous
hero-for-hire, Jinx, through a world filled with lizard henchmen, dungeon-bosses, and
unicorn burgers!
“Episode 4: Hamowulf”
While journeying home from a quest, Jinx and crew stop to service Hamo’s pea-sized
bladder in the Great Hall of Midbraun. Despite being on a schedule, Jinx and Hamo
decide to stay for just one drink. One drink turns into a night of chaos when the party is
crashed by a mysterious monster. The Quested crew are conscripted by the King of
Midbraun to protect a valuable item with strange origins, but Jinx has his own schemes
in mind for the King’s prized possession. (STL259364)
24pgs, FC

JAN231983

SRP: $3.99

QUESTED #4 CVR B WALLIS
(W) Michael Calero, Thomas Parson (A/CA) Kit Wallis
Series artist Kit Wallis gets up close and personal with the big bad of this adventure.
Quested fuses the attitude of Hellboy and the fantasy-adventure spirit of Legend of Zelda
as it follows the questing misadventures of pawn shop owner and morally ambiguous
hero-for-hire, Jinx, through a world filled with lizard henchmen, dungeon-bosses, and
unicorn burgers!
“Episode 4: Hamowulf”
While journeying home from a quest, Jinx and crew stop to service Hamo’s pea-sized
bladder in the Great Hall of Midbraun. Despite being on a schedule, Jinx and Hamo
decide to stay for just one drink. One drink turns into a night of chaos when the party is
crashed by a mysterious monster. The Quested crew are conscripted by the King of
Midbraun to protect a valuable item with strange origins, but Jinx has his own schemes
in mind for the King’s prized possession. (STL259365)
24pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN231984
QUESTED #4 CVR C HAND OVER THE HERO VAR
(W) Michael Calero, Thomas Parson (A) Kit Wallis (CA) Tony Poulson
Artist Tony Poulson gives Jinx his Hand Over the Hero treatment.
Quested fuses the attitude of Hellboy and the fantasy-adventure spirit of Legend of Zelda as it
follows
the questing misadventures of pawn shop owner and morally ambiguous hero-for-hire, Jinx, through
a
world filled with lizard henchmen, dungeon-bosses, and unicorn burgers!
“Episode 4: Hamowulf”
While journeying home from a quest, Jinx and crew stop to service Hamo’s pea-sized bladder in the
Great Hall of Midbraun. Despite being on a schedule, Jinx and Hamo decide to stay for just one drink.
One drink turns into a night of chaos when the party is crashed by a mysterious monster. The
Quested
crew are conscripted by the King of Midbraun to protect a valuable item with strange origins, but
Jinx

has his own schemes in mind for the King’s prized possession. (STL259366)
24pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

WHATNOT - HEAVY METAL

JAN231986
HEAVY METAL VOL 2 #2 CVR A HIGHTECH LOWLIFE (MR)
(W/A) VARIOUS (CA) Hightech Lowlife
Cover Art by John Horton (Hightech Lowlife) known for his unique blend of art & technology, his
work ranges from large scale glitch art murals to sci-fi illustrations.

HEAVY METAL continues a new era of horror, sci-fi, and fantasy!

WIREMONKEYS, the future, cyberpunk, body horror mystery of two female mercenaries going back
and forth between the worlds of the living and the dead, is the brainchild of writer/artist DAN
SCHAFFER!

A DARKER GOD is the bloody teen horror series going to the depth of fear and into a
netherworld of dark truths and bloody carnage! Get ready to be possessed in this grisly
tale from HOMERO RIOS, ANDRES ESPARZA, OSCAR CARRENO, and JAME!
Plus more stories from some of the most daring voices in comics worldwide!

Author(s): Gloria Ciapponi, Daniele Afferni, Homero Rios, Dan Schaffer, Joshua Sky, Chris Anderson,
Diego Guerra, K.I. Zachopoulos
Artist(s): Luca Conca, Daniele Afferni, Andres Esparza, Oscar Carreno, Dan Schaffer, Gideon Kendall,
Chris Anderson, Diego Guerra, Vassilis Gogtzilas
Letterer: Thomas Mauer, JAME (STL259736)
MATURE THEMES
144pgs, FC

SRP: $9.99

JAN231987
HEAVY METAL VOL 2 #2 CVR B MAHFOOD VAR (MR)
(W/A) VARIOUS (CA) Jim Mahfood

Cover by acclaimed illustrator Jim Mahfood, creator of Grrl Scouts with publishing credits from
Marvel, DC, Image, IDW, Oni Press, Valiant, and more.

HEAVY METAL continues a new era of horror, sci-fi, and fantasy!

WIREMONKEYS, the future, cyberpunk, body horror mystery of two female mercenaries going back
and forth between the worlds of the living and the dead, is the brainchild of writer/artist DAN
SCHAFFER!

A DARKER GOD is the bloody teen horror series going to the depth of fear and into a
netherworld of dark truths and bloody carnage! Get ready to be possessed in this grisly
tale from HOMERO RIOS, ANDRES ESPARZA, OSCAR CARRENO, and JAME! Plus more stories from
some of the most daring voices in comics worldwide!

Author(s): Gloria Ciapponi, Daniele Afferni, Homero Rios, Dan Schaffer, Joshua Sky, Chris Anderson,
Diego Guerra, K.I. Zachopoulos
Artist(s): Luca Conca, Daniele Afferni, Andres Esparza, Oscar Carreno, Dan Schaffer, Gideon Kendall,
Chris Anderson, Diego Guerra, Vassilis Gogtzilas
Letterer: Thomas Mauer, JAME (STL259737)
MATURE THEMES
144pgs, FC

SRP: $9.99

JAN231988
HEAVY METAL VOL 2 #2 CVR C NYCHOS (MR)
(W/A) VARIOUS (CA) NYCHOS
NYCHOS, the legendary street artist with a massive online following, delivers an homage to a classic
Judas Priest album.

HEAVY METAL continues a new era of horror, sci-fi, and fantasy!

WIREMONKEYS, the future, cyberpunk, body horror mystery of two female mercenaries going back
and forth between the worlds of the living and the dead, is the brainchild of writer/artist DAN
SCHAFFER!

A DARKER GOD is the bloody teen horror series going to the depth of fear and into a netherworld of
dark truths and bloody carnage! Get ready to be possessed in this grisly tale from HOMERO RIOS,
ANDRES ESPARZA, OSCAR CARRENO, and JAME! Plus more stories from some of the most daring
voices in comics worldwide!

Author(s): Gloria Ciapponi, Daniele Afferni, Homero Rios, Dan Schaffer, Joshua Sky, Chris Anderson,
Diego Guerra, K.I. Zachopoulos
Artist(s): Luca Conca, Daniele Afferni, Andres Esparza, Oscar Carreno, Dan Schaffer, Gideon Kendall,
Chris Anderson, Diego Guerra, Vassilis Gogtzilas
Letterer: Thomas Mauer, JAME (STL259738)
MATURE THEMES
144pgs, FC

SRP: $9.99

JAN231989
HEAVY METAL VOL 2 #2 CVR D GARBAGE PAIL KIDS HOMAGE (MR)
(W/A) VARIOUS (CA) Bob Fingerman
Iconic MAD Magazine artist Bob Fingerman returns to his 80s roots with this Garbage Pail Kids
homage cover.

HEAVY METAL continues a new era of horror, sci-fi, and fantasy!

WIREMONKEYS, the future, cyberpunk, body horror mystery of two female mercenaries going back
and forth between the worlds of the living and the dead, is the brainchild of writer/artist DAN
SCHAFFER!

A DARKER GOD is the bloody teen horror series going to the depth of fear and into a netherworld of
dark truths and bloody carnage! Get ready to be possessed in this grisly tale from HOMERO RIOS,
ANDRES ESPARZA, OSCAR CARRENO, and JAME! Plus more stories from some of the most daring
voices in comics worldwide!

Author(s): Gloria Ciapponi, Daniele Afferni, Homero Rios, Dan Schaffer, Joshua Sky, Chris Anderson,
Diego Guerra, K.I. Zachopoulos

Artist(s): Luca Conca, Daniele Afferni, Andres Esparza, Oscar Carreno, Dan Schaffer, Gideon Kendall,
Chris Anderson, Diego Guerra, Vassilis Gogtzilas
Letterer: Thomas Mauer, JAME (STL259739)
MATURE THEMES
144pgs, FC

SRP: $9.99

YOSEMITE CONSERVANCY

JAN231990
WILDHEART DARING ADVENTURES OF JOHN MUIR GN (C: 0-1-0)
(W) Julie Bertagna (A) William Goldsmith
The exciting life story of John Muir—who sailed to America as a boy and ended up changing the
world; told for the first time in a graphic novel. John Muir led an adventurous life, starting with his
wild and playful boyhood in Scotland to his legendary exploits in America, where he became an
inventor, a global explorer, and the first modern environmentalist; and even became friends with a
president! His heart was always in the outdoors and he aimed to experience all he could. Most
importantly, though, John Muir told the world about the wonders of nature. His words made a
difference and inspired people in many countries to start protecting planet Earth—and they still do.
(STL258703) (C: 0-1-0)
SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC

SRP: $12.99

Z2 COMICS

JAN231991
DIO HOLY DIVER TP
(W) Steve Niles (A) Scott Hampton (CA) Bill Sienkiewicz
Behold: the Holy Diver graphic novel, an original storyline inspired by one of heavy metal's most
iconic album covers. Penned by acclaimed horror comics writer Steve Niles (30 Days of Night), the
book will tell the tale behind the events leading to the powerful moment captured on the cover of
Dio's debut album, definitively addressing 30 years of fan speculation. Why is the priest being
thrown into the ocean? Who is truly the villain in this scenario? (STL186693) (APR212059)
SC, 120pgs, FC SRP: $19.99

JAN231992
ICE NINE KILLS INKED IN BLOOD TP (MR)

(W) Steve Foxe (A) Andres Esparza (CA) Mike Cortada
Tying in with the events of INK's next cinematic album, Inked In Blood follows a bullied teen superfan who's convinced that her favorite frontman could never have committed the grotesque crimes
for which he's now standing trial. But when a well-intentioned show of support backfires, this superfan finds herself locked in a life-or-death battle against a copycat killer whose depravity makes your
favorite slasher films seem tame by comparison. Get your icepicks handy, INK fans — it's going to be
a bloodbath! (STL183878) (MAR211684)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 120pgs, FC SRP: $19.99

JAN231993
MACHINE GUN KELLY HOTEL DIABLO TP (MR)
(W) Eliot Rahal & Various (A) Various (CA) Martin Morazzo
Between Heaven and Hell lies a waystation for the soul — a place where your deeds in life are the
keys to your eternity in the afterlife — at the Hotel Diablo. And it's Lydia Lopez's first night behind
the front desk. Every guest's got a story to tell and a lesson to learn... Co-written by film and music
superstar Machine Gun Kelly with Eliot Rahal (Archie Comics) and Ryan Cady (DC Comics).
(STL190425) (MAY211818)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 124pgs, FC SRP: $19.99

ZENESCOPE ENTERTAINMENT INC

JAN231994
GRIMM SPOTLIGHT MASUMI CVR A SPOKES
(W) David Wohl, Dave Franchini (CA) Jeff Spokes
Masumi is back! The last remaining descendent from a long line of assassins, Masumi was raised as a
weapon with deep knowledge of witchcraft and demonic lore, who has seen everyone that she has
loved perish in their war against demons. Now, a long thought vanquished enemy of her family has
returned and is seeking vengeance! (STL260301)
40pgs, FC

SRP: $5.99

JAN231995
GRIMM SPOTLIGHT MASUMI CVR B REYES
(W) David Wohl, Dave Franchini (CA) Alfredo Reyes

Masumi is back! The last remaining descendent from a long line of assassins, Masumi was raised as a
weapon with deep knowledge of witchcraft and demonic lore, who has seen everyone that she has
loved perish in their war against demons. Now, a long thought vanquished enemy of her family has
returned and is seeking vengeance! (STL260316)
40pgs, FC

SRP: $5.99

JAN231996
GRIMM SPOTLIGHT MASUMI CVR C ABBONDANZA
(W) David Wohl, Dave Franchini (CA) Pierluigi Abbondanza
Masumi is back! The last remaining descendent from a long line of assassins, Masumi was raised as a
weapon with deep knowledge of witchcraft and demonic lore, who has seen everyone that she has
loved perish in their war against demons. Now, a long thought vanquished enemy of her family has
returned and is seeking vengeance! (STL260317)
40pgs, FC

SRP: $5.99

JAN231997
ROBYN HOOD CRAWLING CHAOS ONESHOT CVR A PETERSON
(W) Joe Brusha (CA) Brandon Peterson
Madness has descended on Manhattan and no one knows why... no one except for the mysterious
Goddess Nyra. As the city devolves into chaos, Robyn and Ghosthawk's search for the cause brings
them face to face with the cult that serves her. Their confrontation reveals that death may be a
welcome escape from the hell that's about to be released on earth. (STL260295)
40pgs, FC

SRP: $5.99

JAN231998
ROBYN HOOD CRAWLING CHAOS ONESHOT CVR B RIVEIRO
(W) Joe Brusha (CA) Riveiro
Madness has descended on Manhattan and no one knows why... no one except for the mysterious
Goddess Nyra. As the city devolves into chaos, Robyn and Ghosthawk's search for the cause brings
them face to face with the cult that serves her. Their confrontation reveals that death may be a
welcome escape from the hell that's about to be released on earth. (STL260297)
40pgs, FC

SRP: $5.99

JAN231999
ROBYN HOOD CRAWLING CHAOS ONESHOT CVR C NOE

(W) Joe Brusha (CA) Ignacio Noe
Madness has descended on Manhattan and no one knows why... no one except for the mysterious
Goddess Nyra. As the city devolves into chaos, Robyn and Ghosthawk's search for the cause brings
them face to face with the cult that serves her. Their confrontation reveals that death may be a
welcome escape from the hell that's about to be released on earth. (STL260298)
40pgs, FC

SRP: $5.99

JAN232000
ROBYN HOOD CRAWLING CHAOS ONESHOT CVR D DIPASCALE
(W) Joe Brusha (CA) Michael DiPascale
Madness has descended on Manhattan and no one knows why... no one except for the mysterious
Goddess Nyra. As the city devolves into chaos, Robyn and Ghosthawk's search for the cause brings
them face to face with the cult that serves her. Their confrontation reveals that death may be a
welcome escape from the hell that's about to be released on earth. (STL260299)
40pgs, FC

SRP: $5.99

JAN232001
MYTHS & LEGENDS BLK KNIGHT FATE OF LEGENDS CVR A FAJARDO
(W) Dave Franchini, David Wohl (CA) Guillermo Fajardo
There are many mysteries hidden within the powers of the Black Knight, and Peyton Parks must
return to Camelot to keep those secrets out of the hands of the malevolent Morgan Le Faye.
Unbeknownst to her not only is Camelot imperiled but the fate of Wonderland hangs in the balance
as well. Don't miss this next harrowing chapter in the legend of the Black Knight! (STL260318)
80pgs, FC

SRP: $8.99

JAN232002
MYTHS & LEGENDS BLK KNIGHT FATE OF LEGENDS CVR B GARVEY
(W) Dave Franchini, David Wohl (CA) Keith Garvey
There are many mysteries hidden within the powers of the Black Knight, and Peyton Parks must
return to Camelot to keep those secrets out of the hands of the malevolent Morgan Le Faye.
Unbeknownst to her not only is Camelot imperiled but the fate of Wonderland hangs in the balance
as well. Don't miss this next harrowing chapter in the legend of the Black Knight! (STL260320)
80pgs, FC

JAN232003

SRP: $8.99

MYTHS & LEGENDS BLK KNIGHT FATE OF LEGENDS CVR C ORTIZ
(W) Dave Franchini, David Wohl (CA) Richard Ortiz
There are many mysteries hidden within the powers of the Black Knight, and Peyton Parks must
return to Camelot to keep those secrets out of the hands of the malevolent Morgan Le Faye.
Unbeknownst to her not only is Camelot imperiled but the fate of Wonderland hangs in the balance
as well. Don't miss this next harrowing chapter in the legend of the Black Knight! (STL260321)
80pgs, FC

SRP: $8.99

JAN232004
BELLE FROM BEYOND CVR A BRANDON PETERSON
(W) Dave Franchini (CA) Brandon Peterson
A wickedness has been spreading throughout the world and the greater Grimm Universe, and no
one will be left untouched. As Belle's life is pulled into this cosmic conflict, she must investigate a
distress beacon sent to her from C.H.I.P. that reveals a whole new level of beasts much more
insidious and deadly than anything she has faced before! (STL260268)
40pgs, FC

SRP: $5.99

JAN232005
BELLE FROM BEYOND CVR B IGOR VITORINO
(W) Dave Franchini (CA) Igor Vitorino
A wickedness has been spreading throughout the world and the greater Grimm Universe, and no
one will be left untouched. As Belle's life is pulled into this cosmic conflict, she must investigate a
distress beacon sent to her from C.H.I.P. that reveals a whole new level of beasts much more
insidious and deadly than anything she has faced before! (STL260265)
40pgs, FC

SRP: $5.99

JAN232006
BELLE FROM BEYOND CVR C JOHN ROYLE
(W) Dave Franchini (CA) John Royle
A wickedness has been spreading throughout the world and the greater Grimm Universe, and no
one will be left untouched. As Belle's life is pulled into this cosmic conflict, she must investigate a
distress beacon sent to her from C.H.I.P. that reveals a whole new level of beasts much more
insidious and deadly than anything she has faced before! (STL260270)
40pgs, FC

SRP: $5.99

JAN232007
BELLE FROM BEYOND CVR D IGNACIO NOE
(W) Dave Franchini (CA) Ignacio Noe
A wickedness has been spreading throughout the world and the greater Grimm Universe, and no
one will be left untouched. As Belle's life is pulled into this cosmic conflict, she must investigate a
distress beacon sent to her from C.H.I.P. that reveals a whole new level of beasts much more
insidious and deadly than anything she has faced before! (STL260271)
40pgs, FC

SRP: $5.99

JAN232008
VAN HELSING FINDING NEVERLAND CVR A VIGONTE
(W) Pat Shand (CA) Greebo Vigonte
Liesel Van Helsing journeys to Neverland in search of an object that could destroy all that she holds
dear. Alone and in a world unknown to her, even the shadows present great hazards to the famed
vampire hunter-when she must take on the most dangerous tyrant of Neverland — Pan!
(STL260279)
40pgs, FC

SRP: $5.99

JAN232009
VAN HELSING FINDING NEVERLAND CVR B VITORINO
(W) Pat Shand (CA) Igor Vitorino
Liesel Van Helsing journeys to Neverland in search of an object that could destroy all that she holds
dear. Alone and in a world unknown to her, even the shadows present great hazards to the famed
vampire hunter-when she must take on the most dangerous tyrant of Neverland — Pan!
(STL260278)
40pgs, FC

SRP: $5.99

JAN232010
VAN HELSING FINDING NEVERLAND CVR C SANTACRUZ
(W) Pat Shand (CA) Derlis Santacruz
Liesel Van Helsing journeys to Neverland in search of an object that could destroy all that she holds
dear. Alone and in a world unknown to her, even the shadows present great hazards to the famed
vampire hunter-when she must take on the most dangerous tyrant of Neverland — Pan!
(STL260285)
40pgs, FC

SRP: $5.99

JAN232011
VAN HELSING FINDING NEVERLAND CVR D EL TABANAS
(W) Pat Shand (CA) Vinz El Tabanas
Liesel Van Helsing journeys to Neverland in search of an object that could destroy all that she holds
dear. Alone and in a world unknown to her, even the shadows present great hazards to the famed
vampire hunter-when she must take on the most dangerous tyrant of Neverland — Pan!
(STL260286)
40pgs, FC

SRP: $5.99

JAN232012
GRIMM FAIRY TALES #70 CVR A KROME
(W) Dave Franchini & Various (CA) Mike Krome
As numerous enemies emerge, the denizens of Arcane Acre must split up to combat the darkness
that is leaking into their world from beyond the walls of reality. Among these evils stirs an object so
haunting that the creature within is what nightmares are made of. (STL260322)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN232013
GRIMM FAIRY TALES #70 CVR B VITORINO
(W) Dave Franchini & Various (CA) Igor Vitorino
As numerous enemies emerge, the denizens of Arcane Acre must split up to combat the darkness
that is leaking into their world from beyond the walls of reality. Among these evils stirs an object so
haunting that the creature within is what nightmares are made of. (STL260323)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN232014
GRIMM FAIRY TALES #70 CVR C NOE
(W) Dave Franchini & Various (CA) Ignacio Noe
As numerous enemies emerge, the denizens of Arcane Acre must split up to combat the darkness
that is leaking into their world from beyond the walls of reality. Among these evils stirs an object so
haunting that the creature within is what nightmares are made of. (STL260324)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN232015
GRIMM FAIRY TALES #70 CVR D LEO MATOS
(W) Dave Franchini & Various (CA) Leo Matos
As numerous enemies emerge, the denizens of Arcane Acre must split up to combat the darkness
that is leaking into their world from beyond the walls of reality. Among these evils stirs an object so
haunting that the creature within is what nightmares are made of. (STL260325)
32pgs, FC

SRP: $3.99

JAN232016
PHOENIX FILES #3 (OF 3) CVR A AL BARRIONUEVO
(W) Chas! Pangburn (CA) Al Barrionuevo
Phoenix has been compromised, a new evil called Tempest has emerged from the murky depths, and
Avril Williams is all alone in her fight to save the world. Can she pull her friend back from the brink
before he is consumed by the darkness? Don't miss this climactic conclusion! (STL260330)
40pgs, FC (3 of 3)

SRP: $5.99

JAN232017
PHOENIX FILES #3 (OF 3) CVR B IGOR VITORINO
(W) Chas! Pangburn (CA) Igor Vitorino
Phoenix has been compromised, a new evil called Tempest has emerged from the murky depths, and
Avril Williams is all alone in her fight to save the world. Can she pull her friend back from the brink
before he is consumed by the darkness? Don't miss this climactic conclusion! (STL260331)
40pgs, FC (3 of 3)

SRP: $5.99

JAN232018
PHOENIX FILES #3 (OF 3) CVR C KEITH GARVEY
(W) Chas! Pangburn (CA) Keith Garvey
Phoenix has been compromised, a new evil called Tempest has emerged from the murky depths, and
Avril Williams is all alone in her fight to save the world. Can she pull her friend back from the brink
before he is consumed by the darkness? Don't miss this climactic conclusion! (STL260333)
40pgs, FC (3 of 3)

SRP: $5.99

JAN232019
PHOENIX FILES #3 (OF 3) CVR D ABBONDANZA

(W) Chas! Pangburn (CA) Pierluigi Abbondanza
Phoenix has been compromised, a new evil called Tempest has emerged from the murky depths, and
Avril Williams is all alone in her fight to save the world. Can she pull her friend back from the brink
before he is consumed by the darkness? Don't miss this climactic conclusion! (STL260332)
40pgs, FC (3 of 3)

SRP: $5.99

JAN232024
MAN GOAT AND BUNNYMAN GREEN EGGS & BLAM TP (MR) (C: 0-1-0)
(W) Joe Brusha (A) Jordi Tarragona (CA) Al Barrionuevo
The world's greatest monster fighting team is back! Man Goat and the Bunnyman are ready to save
the world again…if they don't kill each other first. Don't miss the sequel to the smash-hit series filled
with dimensional monsters, clones and Bunnyman madness!
Collects Man Goat & The Bunnyman: Green Eggs and BLAM #1 + Bunnyman Birthday Bash Short
story. (STL259512) (C: 0-1-0)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 7x10, 112pgs, FC

SRP: $9.99

JAN232025
GFT GODSTORM TP
(W) Pat Shand (A) Jason Johnson (CA) Anthony Spay
Gods and gangsters clash in this action-packed, critically acclaimed series from Zenescope, collected
here for the first time! The lines have been drawn in the battle between the Greek gods, and all of
humanity is at stake. From Pat Shand (writer of Robyn Hood) and superstar artist Jason Johnson, this
series sets the stage for the events that will change the face of the Grimm Universe forever. Collects
GODSTORM 0-4.
* Leads directly into the UNLEASHED crossover! (STK523950) (FEB131225)
SC, 156pgs, FC SRP: $12.99

JAN232026
GFT REALM KNIGHTS TP
(W) Pat Shand (A) Butch K. Mapa (CA) Anthony Spay
Sela, Robyn Hood, Red Riding Hood, Cross, Helsing and Shang are some of the most powerful beings
in the Grimm Universe… and together, they will become the REALM KNIGHTS. Brought together to
stop an ancient evil from regaining his all-powerful weapons, these conflicted warriors must learn to
work together in time to save the world. (STK622367) (OCT131437)

SC, 7x10, 156pgs, FC

SRP: $15.99

JAN232027
GFT HUNTERS SHADOWLANDS TP
(W) Raven Gregory, Pat Shand (A) TBD (CA) Paolo Siqueira
The prelude to the biggest Grimm Universe event is here! Roman, Helsing, Masumi, Elijah, and Sela
are the greatest monster hunters the world has ever known. An Unleashed tie-in! From the writer of
FLY, the Wonderland trilogy, and Irresistible comes this exciting, new series where the hunters have
officially become the hunted. Roman, Helsing, Masumi, Elijah, and Sela are the greatest monster
hunters the world has ever known. That is until they all find themselves trapped in another
dimension...a place of horror known only as the Shadow Realm! (STK622368) (SEP131454)
SC, 7x10, 156pgs, FC

SRP: $15.99

JAN232028
GFT DARK SHAMAN TP VOL 01
(W) Erica J Heflin (A) Various
Sela Mathers visits a campus as a guest speaker but little does she know that the campus is built
upon a desecrated burial ground. Meanwhile a young Native American woman might be the only
thing standing in the why of an ancient evil and its thirst for vengeance!
A brand new horror series from Zenescope Entertainment has arrived! (STK665950) (JAN151790)
SC, 7x10, 148pgs, FC

SRP: $15.99

SUPPLIES

IRONGUARD

JAN232029
IRONGUARD 9 POCKET PAGE 25 COUNT PACK (C: 1-1-2)
You're gonna need a bigger binder! For the ultimate collector or the well-prepared retailer, it's a box
of 100 or 250 9-pocket pages, sized for standard collector cards. Need a quick refill? Top off your
card binder with a package of 25 9-pocket pages, with clear or black backs. Fill your binder to
overflowing with pages to put your whole card collection on display! 25-counts are packaged in a
hanging bag; 100- and 250-counts are packaged in a full-color counter display, because we roll like
that. (STL230307) (C: 1-1-2)
Card Supply

SRP: $8.99

JAN232030
IRONGUARD 9 POCKET PAGE 25 COUNT BLACK PACK (C: 1-1-2)
You're gonna need a bigger binder! For the ultimate collector or the well-prepared retailer, it's a box
of 100 or 250 9-pocket pages, sized for standard collector cards. Need a quick refill? Top off your
card binder with a package of 25 9-pocket pages, with clear or black backs. Fill your binder to
overflowing with pages to put your whole card collection on display! 25-counts are packaged in a
hanging bag; 100- and 250-counts are packaged in a full-color counter display, because we roll like
that. (STL230313) (C: 1-1-2)
Card Supply

SRP: $9.99

JAN232031
IRONGUARD 9 POCKET PAGE 100 COUNT DISPLAY (C: 1-1-2)
You're gonna need a bigger binder! For the ultimate collector or the well-prepared retailer, it's a box
of 100 or 250 9-pocket pages, sized for standard collector cards. Need a quick refill? Top off your
card binder with a package of 25 9-pocket pages, with clear or black backs. Fill your binder to
overflowing with pages to put your whole card collection on display! 25-counts are packaged in a
hanging bag; 100- and 250-counts are packaged in a full-color counter display, because we roll like
that. (STL230304) (C: 1-1-2)
Card Supply

SRP: $24.99

JAN232032
IRONGUARD 9 POCKET PAGE 250 COUNT DISPLAY (C: 1-1-2)
You're gonna need a bigger binder! For the ultimate collector or the well-prepared retailer, it's a box
of 100 or 250 9-pocket pages, sized for standard collector cards. Need a quick refill? Top off your
card binder with a package of 25 9-pocket pages, with clear or black backs. Fill your binder to
overflowing with pages to put your whole card collection on display! 25-counts are packaged in a
hanging bag; 100- and 250-counts are packaged in a full-color counter display, because we roll like
that. (STL230315) (C: 1-1-2)
Card Supply

SRP: $60.00

JAN232033
IRONGUARD 9 POCKET DELUXE PORTFOLIO BLACK (C: 1-1-2)
No binder? No problem! Put your most collectible of cards in this "cardfolio," a bound set of 20 nonremovable 9-pocket pages. Designed for standard collector cards, it is sleak and portable, and is sure
to class up any card collection. Feel like a high-powered executive, but instead of a killer
presentation you have a killer deck on tap! (STL230316) (C: 1-1-2)

Card Supply

SRP: $13.00

JAN232034
IRONGUARD 9 POCKET DELUXE PORTFOLIO BLUE (C: 1-1-2)
No binder? No problem! Put your most collectible of cards in this "cardfolio," a bound set of 20 nonremovable 9-pocket pages. Designed for standard collector cards, it is sleak and portable, and is sure
to class up any card collection. Feel like a high-powered executive, but instead of a killer
presentation you have a killer deck on tap! (STL230319) (C: 1-1-2)
Card Supply

SRP: $13.00

JAN232035
IRONGUARD BOARD GAME SLEEVES 100 PACK (C: 1-1-2)
Have a board game you're looking to protect? Whether you're playing it, selling it, or saving it for
future generations, those board game cards need to be protected from dings and creases. Choose
from standard American, mini American, standard European, and mini European. We even protect
Tarot cards! Who could have predicted that? Acid free and PVC free. (STL230327) (C: 1-1-2)
Card Supply

SRP: $2.50

JAN232036
IRONGUARD BOARD GAME SLEEVES MINI 100 PACK (C: 1-1-2)
Have a board game you're looking to protect? Whether you're playing it, selling it, or saving it for
future generations, those board game cards need to be protected from dings and creases. Choose
from standard American, mini American, standard European, and mini European. We even protect
Tarot cards! Who could have predicted that? Acid free and PVC free. (STL230328) (C: 1-1-2)
Card Supply

SRP: $2.00

JAN232037
IRONGUARD BOARD GAME SLEEVES EU 100 PACK (C: 1-1-2)
Have a board game you're looking to protect? Whether you're playing it, selling it, or saving it for
future generations, those board game cards need to be protected from dings and creases. Choose
from standard American, mini American, standard European, and mini European. We even protect
Tarot cards! Who could have predicted that? Acid free and PVC free. (STL230329) (C: 1-1-2)
Card Supply

JAN232038

SRP: $2.50

IRONGUARD BOARD GAME SLEEVES EU MINI 100 PACK (C: 1-1Have a board game you're looking to protect? Whether you're playing it, selling it, or saving it for
future generations, those board game cards need to be protected from dings and creases. Choose
from standard American, mini American, standard European, and mini European. We even protect
Tarot cards! Who could have predicted that? Acid free and PVC free. (STL230330) (C: 1-1-2)
Card Supply

SRP: $2.00

JAN232039
IRONGUARD TAROT CARD SLEEVES 100 PACK (C: 1-1-2)
Have a board game you're looking to protect? Whether you're playing it, selling it, or saving it for
future generations, those board game cards need to be protected from dings and creases. Choose
from standard American, mini American, standard European, and mini European. We even protect
Tarot cards! Who could have predicted that? Acid free and PVC free. (STL230331) (C: 1-1-2)
Card Supply

SRP: $3.99

JAN232040
IRONGUARD DECK PROTECTOR SLEEVES BLACK 50 PACK (C: 1-1
Wnat to protect your cards and do it in style? These matte card sleeves feature various colors of
opaque backs, so you can easily sort different card types. Designed for standard-sized cards. Package
of 50. (STL230344) (C: 1-1-2)
Card Supply

SRP: $3.99

JAN232041
IRONGUARD DECK PROTECTOR SLEEVES GREEN 50 PACK (C: 1-1
Wnat to protect your cards and do it in style? These matte card sleeves feature various colors of
opaque backs, so you can easily sort different card types. Designed for standard-sized cards. Package
of 50. (STL230334) (C: 1-1-2)
Card Supply

SRP: $3.99

JAN232042
IRONGUARD DECK PROTECTOR SLEEVES GREY 50 PACK (C: 1-1Wnat to protect your cards and do it in style? These matte card sleeves feature various colors of
opaque backs, so you can easily sort different card types. Designed for standard-sized cards. Package
of 50. (STL230332) (C: 1-1-2)
Card Supply

SRP: $3.99

JAN232043
IRONGUARD DECK PROTECTOR SLEEVES PURPLE 50 PACK (C: 1Wnat to protect your cards and do it in style? These matte card sleeves feature various colors of
opaque backs, so you can easily sort different card types. Designed for standard-sized cards. Package
of 50. (STL230336) (C: 1-1-2)
Card Supply

SRP: $3.99

JAN232044
IRONGUARD DECK PROTECTOR SLEEVES RED 50 PACK (C: 1-1-2
Wnat to protect your cards and do it in style? These matte card sleeves feature various colors of
opaque backs, so you can easily sort different card types. Designed for standard-sized cards. Package
of 50. (STL230335) (C: 1-1-2)
Card Supply

SRP: $3.99

JAN232045
IRONGUARD DECK PROTECTOR SLEEVES YELLOW 50 PACK (C: 1Wnat to protect your cards and do it in style? These matte card sleeves feature various colors of
opaque backs, so you can easily sort different card types. Designed for standard-sized cards. Package
of 50. (STL230333) (C: 1-1-2)
Card Supply

SRP: $3.99

JAN232046
IRONGUARD ONE-TOUCH 35PT MAGNETIC CARD HOLDER RETAIL PACK (O
Magnets are the future, and the future is now! Embrace the wonder of magnets and protect the
jewels of your card collection with these high-quality one-touch cardholders! Designed for regularthickness 2 1/2" by 3 1/2" cards, these 35 pt card holders feature UV protection and simple magnetic
closures. No screwdriver required! Perfect for high-value cards! Labeled for individual sale, there are
25 card holders in every display, and four displays in every case. An Ironguard Supplies product!
(STL215480) (C: 1-1-2)
Card Supply

SRP: $62.50

JAN232047
IRONGUARD ONE-TOUCH 55PT MAGNETIC CARD HOLDER RETAIL PACK (O

Magnets are the future, and the future is now! Embrace the wonder of magnets and protect the
jewels of your card collection with these high-quality one-touch cardholders! Designed for thicker
2.5" by 3.5" cards, these 55 pt card holders feature UV protection and simple magnetic closures. No
screwdriver required! Perfect for high-value cards! Labeled for individual sale, there are 25 card
holders in every display, and four displays in every case. An Ironguard Supplies product! (STL215481)
(C: 1-1-2)
Card Supply

SRP: $62.50

JAN232048
IRONGUARD PENNY SLEEVES STANDARD 100 PACK (C: 1-1-2)
A penny for your thoughts? Because we think your cards need to be protected at all times. Our
penny sleeves do the job and are an incredibly affordable way to maintain the value of your
collection. Choose from standard size or graded card size. Sold in packs of 100, which is one of our
favorite numbers. (STL230325) (C: 1-1-2)
Card Supply

SRP: $1.99

JAN232049
IRONGUARD PENNY SLEEVES GRADED 100 PACK (C: 1-1-2)
A penny for your thoughts? Because we think your cards need to be protected at all times. Our
penny sleeves do the job and are an incredibly affordable way to maintain the value of your
collection. Choose from standard size or graded card size. Sold in packs of 100, which is one of our
favorite numbers. (STL230326) (C: 1-1-2)
Card Supply

SRP: $3.99

JAN232050
IRONGUARD PENNY SLEEVES SMALL LIP 100 PACK (C: 1-1-2)
Toploaders and semi-rigid card sleeves are a great way to protect your cards, but getting the cards in
and out? THAT's tough. That's why we've developed new "Easy Slide" penny sleeves that are
designed to go INSIDE an outer layer of protection. They have a longer lip, so getting them in and out
is easy, like the name! Choose from slal lip for getting out of toploaders and large lip for getting out
of semi-rigid cardholders. Sold in bags of 100, because 101 seemed like overkill. (STL230351) (C: 1-12)
Card Supply

SRP: $1.99

JAN232051
IRONGUARD PENNY SLEEVES LARGE LIP 100 PACK (C: 1-1-2)

Toploaders and semi-rigid card sleeves are a great way to protect your cards, but getting the cards in
and out? THAT's tough. That's why we've developed new "Easy Slide" penny sleeves that are
designed to go INSIDE an outer layer of protection. They have a longer lip, so getting them in and out
is easy, like the name! Choose from slal lip for getting out of toploaders and large lip for getting out
of semi-rigid cardholders. Sold in bags of 100, because 101 seemed like overkill. (STL230353) (C: 1-12)
Card Supply

SRP: $1.99

JAN232052
IRONGUARD TEAM SET BAGS 100 PACK (C: 1-1-2)
Trying to get the team back together? Keep 'em cozy in our Team Set bags which can hold up to 30
standard-sized cards comfortably. (Don't ask us how we know they're comfortable.) With these bags,
keeping track of teams, players, and subsets is easy-peasy. Sold in bags of 100, so you can be the
General Manager of your own league! (STL253645) (C: 1-1-2)
Card Supply

SRP: $2.99

JAN232053
O/A IRONGUARD TOP LOADER 35PT RETAIL PACK (C: 1-1-2)
They may be made of cardboard, but to you they're as good as gold. Whether your thing is
collecting, trading or gaming, you want your cards to be safe so you can continue to enjoy them for
years to come. Protect your cardboard gold with these collector-quality toploaders, perfect for
trading, storage, and sending cards in to be graded. Designed for regular-thickness 2 1/2" by 3 1/2"
cards, these 35pt card holders are made of rigid PVC, and measure 3" by 4". Bundled in packs of 25,
each with a UPC Sticker. An Ironguard Supplies product! (STL215472) (C: 1-1-2)
Card Supply

SRP: $3.99

JAN232054
IRONGUARD TOP LOADER 35PT FULL CASE (BOX OF 40 PACKS)
They may be made of cardboard, but to you they're as good as gold. Whether your thing is
collecting, trading or gaming, you want your cards to be safe so you can continue to enjoy them for
years to come. Protect your cardboard gold with these collector-quality toploaders, perfect for
trading, storage, and sending cards in to be graded. Designed for regular-thickness 2 1/2" by 3 1/2"
cards, these 35pt card holders are made of rigid PVC, and measure 3" by 4". Bundled in packs of 25,
each with a UPC Sticker. An Ironguard Supplies product! (STL215456) (C: 1-1-2)
Card Supply

JAN232055

SRP: PI

IRONGUARD TOP LOADER 55PT RETAIL PACK (C: 1-1-2)
They may be made of cardboard, but to you they're as good as gold. Whether your thing is
collecting, trading or gaming, you want your cards to be safe so you can continue to enjoy them for
years to come. Protect your cardboard gold with these collector-quality toploaders, perfect for
trading, storage, and sending cards in to be graded. Designed for thicker 2 1/2" by 3 1/2" cards,
these 55pt card holders are made of rigid PVC, and measure 3" by 4". Bundled in packs of 25, each
with a full-color insert. An Ironguard Supplies product! (STL215477) (C: 1-1-2)
Card Supply

SRP: $5.99

JAN232056
IRONGUARD TOP LOADER 75PT RETAIL PACK (C: 1-1-2)
Magnets are the future, and the future is now! Embrace the wonder of magnets and protect the
jewels of your card collection with these high-quality one-touch cardholders! Designed for thicker 2
1/2" by 3 1/2" cards, these 55pt card holders feature UV protection and simple magnetic closures.
No screwdriver required! Perfect for high-value cards! Labeled for individual sale, there are 25 card
holders in every display, and four displays in every case. An Ironguard Supplies product! (STL215478)
(C: 1-1-2)
Card Supply

SRP: $8.99

JAN232057
IRONGUARD SEMI-RIGID CARD SLEEVES RETAIL PACK (C: 1-1Not every card can get graded, but every card can be protected! Whether your hobby is sports cards,
entertainment cards or CCGs, protect your favorite cards with these semi-rigid card holders!
Designed for 2 1/2" by 3 1/2" cards, these card holders are made of clear vinyl, and feature a 1/2
inch lip. Perfect for long-term storage! 200 card holders per display, bundled in packs of 50. Four
displays per case. An Ironguard Supplies product! (STL215479) (C: 1-1-2)
Card Supply

SRP: $29.99

JAN232058
IRONGUARD TOP LOADER 35PT RETAIL BLACK PACK (C: 1-1-2)
When you're facing down a goblin horde and all that stands between you and total annihilation are
60 cards and a six-pack of energy drinks, you're gonna need some protection. For your cards, we
mean. Protect your deck with these collector-quality toploaders, perfect for light skirmishes,
protracted battles and long-term crypt storage. Now featuring a black border, to signify your
allegiance to the Dark Lord! Designed for regular-thickness 2 1/2" by 3 1/2" cards, these 35pt card
holders are made of rigid, dragon-scale-quality PVC, and measure 3" by 4". Bundled in packs of 25,
each with a UPC sticker. An Ironguard Supplies product! (STL215473) (C: 1-1-2)
Card Supply

SRP: $4.99

JAN232059
IRONGUARD TOP LOADER 35PT RETAIL YELLOW PACK (C: 1-1-2
Cuddly is great for a creature, but not so good for cards. When your deck is made up of super-cute
monsters with super-powers, you may have to resist the urge to give them a squeeze. Luckily,
there's Ironguard. Protect your cards with these collector-quality toploaders, perfect for dueling,
storage and catching them all. Now featuring a yellow border, to show that you are ready to throw
down against the very best! Designed for regular-thickness 2 1/2" by 3 1/2" cards, these 35pt card
holders are made of rigid PVC, and measure 3" by 4". Bundled in packs of 25, each with a full-color
insert. An Ironguard Supplies product! (STL215474) (C: 1-1-2)
Card Supply

SRP: $4.99

JAN232060
IRONGUARD TOP LOADER 35PT RETAIL NUMBERED PACK (C: 1-1
You're at first and ten, the bases are loaded, and there's ten seconds left on the clock. Do you steal,
blitz, or go for a three-pointer? Whatever you decide, you need to know all your bases are covered,
and for that you need Ironguard. Protect your most valuable players with these collector-quality
toploaders, perfect for trading, storage, and sending cards in to be graded. Now featuring a
"Numbered Card" label, to identify the rarest of the rare! Designed for regular-thickness 2 1/2" by 3
1/2" cards, these 35pt card holders are made of rigid PVC, and measure 3" by 4". Bundled in packs of
25, each with a full-color insert. An Ironguard Supplies product! (STL215476) (C: 1-1-2)
Card Supply

SRP: $4.99

JAN232061
IRONGUARD TOP LOADER 35PT RETAIL ROOKIE PACK (C: 1-1-2
You're at first and ten, the bases are loaded, and there's ten seconds left on the clock. Do you steal,
blitz, or go for a three-pointer? Whatever you decide, you need to know all your bases are covered,
and for that you need Ironguard. Protect your most valuable players with these collector-quality
toploaders, perfect for trading, storage, and sending cards in to be graded. Now featuring a "Rookie
Card" label, to identify your top prospects! Designed for regular-thickness 2 1/2" by 3 1/2" cards,
these 35 pt card holders are made of rigid PVC, and measure 3" by 4". Bundled in packs of 25, each
with a UPC sticker. An Ironguard Supplies product! (STL215475) (C: 1-1-2)
Card Supply

SRP: $4.99

JAN232062
IRONGUARD DECK PROTECTOR BOX (C: 1-1-2)
All hands off deck! Keep your card deck out of your sweaty mitts by putting it in one of these opaque
deck cases! Holds 100 cards. (STL230348) (C: 1-1-2)

Card Supply

SRP: PI

COMICARE

JAN232063
COMICCARE GOLDEN PE BAGS (PACK OF 100)
The perfect (and economical!) way to protect your valuable comics!
* 100% virgin material
* 3 mil. thick
* 1 ½" fold-over flap can be tucked in or taped closed
* Sold in packs of 100
* 8" x 10 3/4" (STL251926) (SUP000107
Item

SRP: $9.00

JAN232064
COMICARE SILVER PE BAGS (PACK OF 100)
The perfect (and economical!) way to protect your valuable comics!
* 100% virgin material
* 3 mil. thick
* 1 ½" fold-over flap can be tucked in or taped closed
* Sold in packs of 100
* 7 1/8" X 10 1/2" (STL251925) (SUP000106
Item

SRP: $8.00

JAN232065
COMICARE CURRENT PE BAGS (PACK OF 100)
The perfect (and economical!) way to protect your valuable comics!
* 100% virgin material
* 3 mil. thick
* 1 ½" fold-over flap can be tucked in or taped closed
* Sold in packs of 100

* 6 7/8" X 10 1/2" (STL251923) (SUP000105
Item

SRP: $8.00

JAN232066
COMICARE MAGAZINE PE BAGS (PACK OF 100)
The perfect (and economical!) way to protect your valuable comics!
* 100% virgin material
* 3 mil. thick
* 1 ½" fold-over flap can be tucked in or taped closed
* Sold in packs of 100
* 8 3/4" x 10 3/4" (STL251927) (SUP000108
Item

SRP: $11.00

JAN232067
COMICARE TREASURY SIZE PE BAGS (PACK OF 100)
The perfect (and economical!) way to protect your valuable comics!
• 100% virgin material
• 3 mil. thick
• Resealable pre-counted bags of 100
• Sold in packs of 100 (STL251946) (SUP000199
Item

SRP: $19.99

JAN232068
COMICARE GOLDEN BOARDS (PACK OF 50)
These all-white boards are designed specifically to fit snugly inside ComicCare bags!
* 24 mil thick
* Sold in packs of 50
* 7 1/2" x 10 1/2" (STL252191) (SUP000119
Item

SRP: $14.50

JAN232069

COMICARE SILVER BOARDS (PACK OF 100)
These all-white boards are designed specifically to fit snugly inside ComicCare bags!
* 24 mil thick
* Sold in packs of 100
* 7" x 10 1/2" (STL252189) (SUP000116
Item

SRP: $14.50

JAN232070
COMICARE CURRENT BOARDS (PACK OF 100)
These all-white boards are designed specifically to fit snugly inside ComicCare bags!
* 24 mil thick
* Sold in packs of 100
* 6 3/4" x 10 1/2" (STL252188) (SUP000115
Item

SRP: $13.50

JAN232071
COMICARE MAGAZINE BOARDS (PACK OF 50)
These all-white boards are designed specifically to fit snugly inside ComicCare bags!
* 24 mil thick
* Sold in packs of 50
* 8 1/2" x 11" (STL252190) (SUP000117
Item

SRP: $15.50

JAN232072
CURRENT AGE BULK BOARDS (1000 COUNT CASE)
These all-white boards are designed specifically to fit snugly inside ComicCare bags!
24 mil thick
6 3/4" x 10 1/2" (STL255980) (SUP001000)PI

JAN232073
COMICARE GOLDEN PP BAGS (PACK OF 100)

Lighter than their Polyethylene counterparts, these bags are ideal for keeping your comics safe!
* 100% virgin material
* 2 mil. thick
* 1 ½" fold-over flap can be tucked in or taped closed
* Sold in packs of 100
* 8 x 10 3/4" (STL251949) (SUP000111
Item

SRP: $7.99

JAN232074
COMICARE SILVER PP BAGS (PACK OF 100)
Lighter and less expensive than their Polyethylene counterparts, these bags are ideal for keeping
your comics safe!
* 100% virgin material
* 2 mil. thick
* 1 ½" fold-over flap can be tucked in or taped closed
* Sold in packs of 100
* 7 1/8" x 10 1/2" (STL251948) (SUP000110
Item

SRP: $7.50

JAN232075
COMICARE CURRENT PP BAGS (PACK OF 100)
Lighter and less expensive than their Polyethylene counterparts, these bags are ideal for keeping
your comics safe!
* 100% virgin material
* 2 mil. thick
* 1 ½" fold-over flap can be tucked in or taped closed
* Sold in packs of 100
* 6 7/8" x 10 1/2" (STL251947) (SUP000109
Item

SRP: $7.50

JAN232076
COMICARE MAGAZINE PP BAGS (PACK OF 100)

Lighter and less expensive than their Polyethylene counterparts, these bags are ideal for keeping
your comics safe!
* 100% virgin material
* 2 mil. thick
* 1 ½" fold-over flap can be tucked in or taped closed
* Sold in packs of 100
* 8 3/4" x 11" (STL251950) (SUP000112
Item

SRP: $9.99

JAN232077
COMICARE GOLDEN PP RESEALABLE BAGS (PACK OF 100)
Lighter than their Polyethylene counterparts, these bags are ideal for keeping your comics safe!
* 100% virgin material
* 2 mil. thick
* 1 ½" fold-over flap is resealable
* Sold in packs of 100
* 8 x 10 3/4" (STL251958) (SUP000953
Item

SRP: $9.49

JAN232078
COMICARE SILVER PP RESEALABLE BAGS (PACK OF 100)
Lighter and less expensive than their Polyethylene counterparts, these bags are ideal for keeping
your comics safe!
* 100% virgin material
* 2 mil. thick
* 1 ½" fold-over flap is resealable
* Sold in packs of 100
* 7 1/8" x 10 1/2" (STL251956) (SUP000952
Item

SRP: $8.99

JAN232079
COMICARE CURRENT PP RESEALABLE BAGS (PACK OF 100)

Lighter and less expensive than their Polyethylene counterparts, these bags are ideal for keeping
your comics safe!
* 100% virgin material
* 2 mil. thick
* 1 ½" fold-over flap is resealable
* Sold in packs of 100
* 6 7/8" x 10 1/2" (STL251955) (SUP000951
Item

SRP: $8.99

JAN232080
COMICARE MAGAZINE PP RESEALABLE BAGS (PACK OF 100)
Lighter and less expensive than their Polyethylene counterparts, these bags are ideal for keeping
your comics safe!
* 100% virgin material
* 2 mil. thick
* 1 ½" fold-over flap is resealable
* Sold in packs of 100
* 8 3/4" x 11" (STL251959) (SUP000954
Item

SRP: $12.00

JAN232081
COMICARE SHORT COMIC BOX (PACK OF 10)
These durable, double-walled "oyster white" boxes come in three sizes - perfect for any collector's
needs.
* Boxes feature double-walled bottoms with single-walled box lids
* Holds 150 comics
* Sold in quantities of 10
* 13 1/8" x 7 3/8" x 10 5/8" (STL252193) (SUP000124
Item

SRP: $6.00

JAN232082
COMICARE LONG COMIC BOX (PACK OF 10)

These durable, double-walled "oyster white" boxes come in three sizes - perfect for any collector's
needs.
* Boxes feature double-walled bottoms with single-walled box lids
* Holds 300 comics
* Sold in quantities of 10
* 26 1/16" x 7 1/2" x 10 7/16" (STL252192) (SUP000123
Item

SRP: $7.50

JAN232083
COMICARE MAGAZINE STORAGE BOX (PACK OF 10)
These durable, double-walled "oyster white" boxes come in three sizes - perfect for any collector's
needs.
* Boxes feature double-walled bottoms with single-walled box lids
* Holds 150 magazines
* Sold in quantities of 10
* 15" x 8 15/16" x 11 1/2" (STL252194) (SUP000125
Item

SRP: $6.50

WIZKIDS/NECA

JAN232084
O/A DC COMICS DARK KNIGHTS METAL 5PK SHORT COMIC STORAGE BOX (Ne
From Wizkids/NECA. Store your comic books in style with NECA's line of printed short boxes,
featuring licensed artwork from DC Comics' Dark Nights: Metal! They're stackable, simple to
assemble and made from sturdy double-walled corrugated material with two-layer handles and
bottom. Each comic book storage box holds approximately 150-175 bagged and boarded comics.
Includes lid. Exterior dimensions: 8 3/4"W x 11 1/2"H x 15 3/8"D Interior dimensions: 7 1/2"W x
11"H x 14"D. Image not final. Subject to change. (STL234225) (C: 1-1-2)
FC (WZK 67015)

SRP: PI

JAN232085
O/A DC COMICS HARLEY QUINN & IVY 5PK SHORT COMIC STORAGE BOX (Ne
From Wizkids/NECA. Store your comic books in style with NECA's line of printed short boxes,
featuring licensed artwork of Harley Quinn and Poison Ivy from DC Comics! They're stackable, simple

to assemble and made from sturdy double-walled corrugated material with two-layer handles and
bottom. Each comic book storage box holds approximately 150-175 bagged and boarded comics.
Includes lid. Image not final. Exterior dimensions: 8 3/4"W x 11 1/2"H x 14 3/8"D. Interior
dimensions: 7 1/2"W x 11"H x 14"D. (STL202074) (C: 1-1-2)
FC (WZK 67007)

SRP: PI

JAN232086
O/A MARVEL DR STRANGE 5PK SHORT COMIC STORAGE BOX (C: 1-1From Wizkids/NECA. Store your comic books in style with NECA's line of printed short boxes,
featuring licensed artwork of the Sorcerer Supreme from Marvel Comics! They're stackable, simple
to assemble and made from sturdy double-walled corrugated material with two-layer handles and
bottom. Each comic book storage box holds approximately 150-175 bagged and boarded comics.
Includes lid. Exterior dimensions: 8 3/4"W x 11 1/2"H x 15 3/8"D Interior dimensions: 7 1/2"W x
11"H x 14"D. Image not final. Subject to change. (STL234222) (C: 1-1-2)
FC (WZK 67012)

SRP: PI

JAN232087
O/A MARVEL INVINCIBLE IRON MAN 5PK SHORT COMIC STORAGE BOX
From Wizkids/NECA. Store your comic books in style with NECA's line of printed short boxes,
featuring licensed artwork of Iron Man from Marvel Comics! They're stackable, simple to assemble
and made from sturdy double-walled corrugated material with two-layer handles and bottom. Each
comic book storage box holds approximately 150-175 bagged and boarded comics. Includes lid.
Image not final. Exterior dimensions: 8 3/4"W x 11 1/2"H x 14 3/8"D. Interior dimensions: 7 1/2"W x
11"H x 14"D. (STL202075) (C: 1-1-2)
FC (WZK 67001)

SRP: PI

JAN232088
O/A MARVEL PANTHER NATION 5PK SHORT COMIC STORAGE BOX (C:
From Wizkids/NECA. Store your comic books in style with NECA's line of printed short boxes,
featuring licensed artwork of the Black Panther by Brian Stelfreeze from Marvel Comics! They're
stackable, simple to assemble, and made from sturdy double-walled corrugated material with twolayer handles and bottom. Each comic book storage box holds approximately 150-175 bagged and
boarded comics. Includes lid. (STL126060) (C: 1-1-2)
FC (WZK 74007)

SRP: PI

JAN232089
O/A MARVEL RETRO X-MEN 5PK SHORT COMIC STORAGE BOX (C: 1-1

Store your comic books in style with NECA's line of printed short boxes, featuring licensed artwork
from Marvel Comics! They're stackable, simple to assemble and made from sturdy double-walled
corrugated material with two-layer handles and bottom. Each comic book storage box holds
approximately 150-175 bagged and boarded comics. Includes lid. Exterior dimensions: 8 3/4"W x 11
1/2"H x 15 3/8"D Interior dimensions: 7 1/2"W x 11"H x 14"D. (STL190356) (C: 1-1-2)
FC (WZK 67004)

SRP: PI

WIZKIDS/JAN232090
MARVEL SECRET WARS 5PK SHORT COMIC STORAGE BOX (C: 1-1
Store your comic books in style with NECA's line of printed short boxes, featuring licensed artwork
from Marvel Comics' Secret Wars! They're stackable, simple to assemble and made from sturdy
double-walled corrugated material with two layer handles and bottom. Each comic book storage
box holds approximately 150-175 bagged and boarded comics. Includes lid. Exterior dimensions: 8
3/4"W x 11 1/2"H x 15 3/8"D Interior dimensions: 7 1/2"W x 11"H x 14"D. (STL257893) (C: 1-1-2)
Comic Box, FC (WZK 02045)

SRP: PI

JAN232091
O/A FCBD 2022 MARVEL SPIDER-MAN 5PK SHORT COMIC STORAGE BOX (Net
From NECA. Store your comic books in style with NECA's line of printed short boxes, featuring
licensed artwork of Spider-Man from Marvel! They're stackable, simple to assemble and made from
sturdy double-walled corrugated material with two-layer handles and bottom. Sold in packs of five,
each comic book storage box holds approximately 150-175 bagged and boarded comics. Includes lid.
(STL224641) (C: 1-1-2)
FC (WZK 67010)

SRP: PI

JAN232092
O/A MARVEL SPIDER-MAN & MJ 5PK SHORT COMIC STORAGE BOX (C:
From Wizkids/NECA. Store your comic books in style with NECA's line of printed short boxes,
featuring licensed artwork of Spider-Man and Mary Jane by J. Scott Campbell from Marvel Comics!
They're stackable, simple to assemble and made from sturdy double-walled corrugated material
with two-layer handles and bottom. Each comic book storage box holds approximately 150-175
bagged and boarded comics. Includes lid. Exterior dimensions: 8 3/4"W x 11 1/2"H x 15 3/8"D
Interior dimensions: 7 1/2"W x 11"H x 14"D. Image not final. Subject to change. (STL234223) (C: 1-12)
FC (WZK 02047)

JAN232093

SRP: PI

O/A MARVEL THOR 5PK SHORT COMIC STORAGE BOX (C: 1-1-2)
From Wizkids/NECA. Store your comic books in style with NECA's line of printed short boxes,
featuring licensed Thos artwork from Marvel Comics! They're stackable, simple to assemble and
made from sturdy double-walled corrugated material with two-layer handles and bottom. Each
comic book storage box holds approximately 150-175 bagged and boarded comics. Includes lid.
Exterior dimensions: 8 3/4"W x 11 1/2"H x 15 3/8"D Interior dimensions: 7 1/2"W x 11"H x 14"D.
Image not final. Subject to change. (STL234224) (C: 1-1-2)
FC (WZK 67013)

SRP: PI

SUPPLIES

WIZKIDS/JAN232094
MARVEL WOLVERINE & DEADPOOL 5PK SHORT COMIC STORAGE BOX (Net
Store your comic books in style with NECA's line of printed short boxes, featuring licensed artwork
from Marvel Comics of Wolverine and Deadpool! They're stackable, simple to assemble and made
from sturdy double-walled corrugated material with two layer handles and bozom. Each comic
book storage box holds approximately 150-175 bagged and boarded comics. Includes lid. Exterior
dimensions: 8 3/4"W x 11 1/2"H x 15 3/8"D Interior dimensions: 7 1/2"W x 11"H x 14"D.
(STL257890) (C: 1-1-2)
Comic Box, FC (WZK 67016)

SRP: PI

JAN232095
O/A FCBD 2022 MARVEL X-MEN 5PK SHORT COMIC STORAGE BOX (C:
From NECA. Store your comic books in style with NECA's line of printed short boxes, featuring
licensed artwork of the X-Men from Marvel Comics! They're stackable, simple to assemble and made
from sturdy double-walled corrugated material with two-layer handles and bottom. Sold in packs of
five, each comic book storage box holds approximately 150-175 bagged and boarded comics.
Includes lid. (STL224645) (C: 1-1-2)
FC (WZK 67011)

SRP: PI

MANGA

DIGITAL MANGA DISTRIBUTION

JAN232096
PURE LOVES SEXY TIME VOL 02 (OF 2) (MR) (C: 0-1-2)

(W/A/CA) Psyche Delico
The long-awaited sequel to the fan favorite series Pure Love’s Sexy Time is
here! Kou gets frustrated with Kishi for being too gentle with him, Satoshi and
Eishou have trouble finding a way to walk the same path to their futures and
there isn’t enough verbal communication between Tarou and Mitsuru while they
become more and more physically compatible… Where will these boys’ paths
lead them?! Find out in the final conclusion to Pure Love’s Sexy Time. (STL259797) Scheduled to ship
in March 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 202pgs, B&W (2 of 2)

SRP: $16.95

JAN232097
O/A ONLY THE FLOWER KNOWS GN VOL 02
(W/A/CA) Rihito Takarai
Why can’t I stop thinking about him?
Misaki and Arikawa are two men, who are undeniably attracted to each other.
And, when Misaki finds himself unable to control his pent-up feelings any
longer, he abruptly heads over to Arikawa’s apartment; where he’s faced with
an equally restless Arikawa.
Just what will become of these two’s wavering feelings...? (STL240168) Available Now!
SC, 5x7, 178pgs, B&W SRP: $14.95

MANGA CLASSICS, INC.

JAN232098
O/A (USE OCT228167) MANGA CLASSICS JANE EYRE GN NEW PTG
(W) Charlotte Bronte (A/CA) TBD
As an orphaned child, Jane Eyre is first cruelly abused by her aunt, then cast out and sent to a charity
school. Though she meets with further abuse, she receives an education, and eventually takes a job
as a governess at the estate of Edward Rochester. Jane and Rochester begin to bond, but his dark
moods trouble her. When Jane uncovers the terrible secret Rochester has been hiding, she flees and
finds temporary refuge at the home of St. John Rivers. (STL147489) Available Now!
SC, 6x9, 324pgs, B&W SRP: $17.99

JAN232099
MANGA CLASSICS PRIDE & PREJUDICE SC NEW ED
(W) Jane Austen, Stacy King (CA) Po Tse
Beloved by millions the world over, Pride and Prejudice is delightfully transformed in this bold new
Manga Classics® adaptation! All the joy, humor, and romance of Jane Austen's original story,
perfectly illuminated by rich and sumptuous art, and faithfully adapted for a new generation of
readers! (STL170258) Available Now! (OCT201754)
SC, 6x9, 372pgs, B&W SRP: $19.99

JAN232100
MANGA CLASSICS STORIES OF EDGAR ALLAN POE NEW PTG TP
(W) Edgar Allan Poe, Stacy King (A) Virginia Nitouhei & Various (CA) Uka Nagao
The Stories of Edgar Allan Poe is a brilliant collection of some of his best-known stories including The
Tell-Tale Heart, The Cask of Amontillado, and The Fall of the House of Usher. Also included in this
collection are The Masque of the Red Death, and the most famous of all his poems: The Raven. Best
read in a dimly-lit room with the curtains drawn, Poe's brilliant works come to life in darkly thrilling
ways in this Manga Classics adaptation. (STL180419) Available Now! (JAN211721)
310pgs, B&W

SRP: $19.99

JAN232101
O/A MANGA CLASSICS MACBETH TP MODERN ENGLISH ED
(W) William Shakespeare, Crystal S. Chan (A/CA) Julien Choy
Macbeth, the Thane of Cawdor, is a loyal subject of Duncan, the King of Scotland. At least, he used to
be. With tempting words and treacherous images, three witches and his own wife inspire Macbeth
to a terrible act of treason and murder. As one murder follows another, Macbeth begins to lose his
grip upon both his sanity and his hard-won kingdom - but what could possibly unseat him from his
bloody throne? Manga Classics presents a NEW EDITION of Shakespeare's brutal Scottish tragedy,
featuring lush visuals and the FULL, ADAPTED MODERN ENGLISH text of the classic play! (STL191689)
Available Now!
SC, 324pgs, B&W

SRP: $19.99

JAN232102
MANGA CLASSICS PRIDE & PREJUDICE HC
(W) Jane Austen (A/CA) Po Tse

Beloved by millions the world over, Pride & Prejudice is delightfully transformed in this bold new
manga adaptation. All of the joy, heartache, and romance of Jane Austen's original, perfectly
illuminated by the sumptuous art of manga-ka Po Tse, and faithfully adapted by Stacy E. King.
(STL147032) Available Now! (OCT198273)
HC, 6x9, 376pgs, B&W SRP: $24.99

JAN232103
O/A MANGA CLASSICS JANE EYRE HC
(W) Charlotte Bronte (A/CA) TBD
As an orphaned child, Jane Eyre is first cruelly abused by her aunt, then cast out and sent to a charity
school. Though she meets with further abuse, she receives an education, and eventually takes a job
as a governess at the estate of Edward Rochester. Jane and Rochester begin to bond, but his dark
moods trouble her. When Jane uncovers the terrible secret Rochester has been hiding, she flees and
finds temporary refuge at the home of St. John Rivers. (STL147488) Available Now!
HC, 6x9, 324pgs, B&W SRP: $24.99

JAN232104
MANGA CLASSICS STORIES OF EDGAR ALLAN POE HC
(W) Edgar Allan Poe (A) Various (CA) Virginia Nitohei
The Stories of Edgar Allan Poe is a brilliant collection of some of his best-known stories: The Tell Tale
Heart (a murder's haunting guilt), The Cask of Amontillado (a story of brilliant revenge), and The Fall
of the House of Usher (an ancient house full of very dark secretes). Also included in this collection
are The Mask of the Red Death (horrors of 'the Plague'), and the most famous of all his poems: The
Raven (a lover's decline into madness). Best read in a dimly-lit room with the curtains drawn, Poe's
brilliant works come to life in darkly thrilling ways in this Manga Classic adaptation. (STL147497)
Available Now! (OCT198289)
HC, 6x9, 308pgs, B&W SRP: $24.99

JAN232105
O/A MANGA CLASSICS MACBETH HC ORIG TEXT ED
(W) William Shakespeare (A) Julien Choy
In this classic tale by William Shakespeare, a brave Scottish general named Macbeth receives a
prophecy from a trio of witches that one day he will become King of Scotland. Consumed by
ambition and spurred to action by his wife, Macbeth murders King Duncan and takes the Scottish
throne for himself. He is then wracked with guilt and paranoia. (STL147505) Available Now!
HC, 324pgs, B&W

SRP: $24.99

SUBLIME

JAN232106
GOLDEN SPARKLE GN (MR) (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A/CA) Minta Suzumaru
A coming-of-age story about two high school guys figuring out love in each other’s arms.

Himaru Uehara’s first year of high school is off to a good start, minus one problem—he keeps having
wet dreams. With only his mom and sister at home—and having skipped health class in middle
school—he thinks it means there’s something wrong with him. Thankfully, a new friend has just the
remedy and teaches Himaru exactly how to deal with those pesky dreams! But his solution only
leads to more confusion, and the two find themselves navigating feelings they’ve never felt before.
(STL259515) Scheduled to ship in March 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
5x8, 200pgs, FC SRP: $12.99

JAN232107
DRAGONS BETROTHED GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A/CA) Meguru Hinohara
A country sojourn turns into a forced marriage to a dragon god for troubled writer Chiharu!

Troubled writer Chiharu Izunome reluctantly returns to his rural hometown, hoping some R & R will
refresh his creative juices. Instead of finding respite, he’s quickly entangled by an old promise to wed
a local god!

Rin, the water dragon god to whom Chiharu has been betrothed, can be disarmingly friendly and
charming, but inside lurks an animalistic ferocity. Can Chiharu escape Rin’s protective embrace, or is
his fate already written? (STL259514) Scheduled to ship in March 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
5x8, 194pgs, B&W

SRP: $12.99

UDON ENTERTAINMENT INC

JAN232108
STREET FIGHTER MASTERS CAMMY #1 CVR A GENZOMAN

(W) David Lumsdon (A) Alberto Alburquerque (CA) Genzoman
The mad cyborg known as Seth has been unleashed on an unsuspecting London, and it's up to MI6
operative Cammy to take the mechanical menace down! The queen of the Cannon Spike dives into
her own 1-shot adventure! (STL259397) Scheduled to ship in March 2023.
32pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN232109
STREET FIGHTER MASTERS CAMMY #1 CVR B ALBURQUERQUE
(W) David Lumsdon (A/CA) Alberto Alburquerque
The mad cyborg known as Seth has been unleashed on an unsuspecting London, and it's up to MI6
operative Cammy to take the mechanical menace down! The queen of the Cannon Spike dives into
her own 1-shot adventure! (STL259398) Scheduled to ship in March 2023.
32pgs, FC

SRP: $4.99

JAN232110
STREET FIGHTER MASTERS CAMMY #1 CVR C BLANK SKETCH
(W) David Lumsdon (A) Alberto Alburquerque (CA) Blank Sketch Cover
The mad cyborg known as Seth has been unleashed on an unsuspecting London, and it's up to MI6
operative Cammy to take the mechanical menace down! The queen of the Cannon Spike dives into
her own 1-shot adventure! (STL259399) Scheduled to ship in March 2023.
32pgs, FC

SRP: $5.99

JAN232112
PERSONA 4 ARENA GN VOL 01 (C: 0-0-2)
(W) Atlus (A/CA) Aiya Kyu
The casts of PERSONA 3 and PERSONA 4 collide! A dormant anti-shadow suppression weapon named
Labrys has been stolen! Mitsuru Kirijo and Aigis begin investigating its whereabouts. Meanwhile Yu
Narukami returns to Inaba to reunite with his friends, the Investigation Team. What he finds waiting
for him there is a strange fighting tournament held inside the TV World! (STL256031) Scheduled to
ship in March 2023. (C: 0-0-2)
SC, 160pgs, B&W

JAN232113
PERSONA 3 GN VOL 01

SRP: $13.99

(W) Shuji Sogabe, Atlus (A/CA) Shuji Sogabe
Between one day and the next, inserting itself into reality at midnight, sits the Dark Hour. Few know
about this special time that separates humans from the dangerous creatures known as Shadows. It is
here that a group of students finds the ability to summon their inner selves — their "Personas" — to
do battle with the Shadows before they can consume the minds of humanity. (STL011931) Available
Now! (JUL162023)
SC, 6x9, 162pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99

JAN232114
PERSONA 4 GN VOL 01
(W) Shuji Sogabe, Atlus (A/CA) Shuji Sogabe
Following a string of mysterious murders, transfer student Soji Seta and his new friends have
followed the legend of the Midnight Channel and found themselves pulled into another dimension!
In this twisted TV world, a person’s innermost secrets materialize as a Shadow, an entity that may
become a powerful ally — or something much worse! Based on the popular Persona 4 video game!
(STK681224) Available Now! (JUL151648)
SC, 6x9, 162pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99

JAN232115
PERSONA 3 GN VOL 02
(W) Atlus, Shuji Sogabe (A/CA) Shuji Sogabe
Life isn't easy when you're a transfer student - just ask Minato Arisato, Gekkoukan High School's
newest transfer student. Strangers and unfamiliar scenery aside, Minato also has to contend with
the fact that his school transforms into a Shadow-filled tower called Tartarus every night during the
Dark Hour! Minato and two of his new friends - Yukari and Junpei - set out to investigate Tartarus to
see what they can learn about this phenomenon, but can three high school students with little to no
combat experience possibly survive the tower's horrors? (STL021937) Available Now! (SEP162030)
SC, 6x9, 162pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99

JAN232116
PERSONA 3 GN VOL 03
(W) Shuji Sogabe, Atlus (A/CA) Shuji Sogabe
With the formation of the Specialized Extracurricular Execution Squad (S.E.E.S.), Minato, Mitsuru,
Akihiko, and the rest have taken it upon themselves to combat the threat that Tartarus and the
Shadows therein represent. When they learn that the soft-spoken Fuuka may have become trapped
in Tartarus during the Dark Hour, they mount a desperate rescue attempt — but will they reach
Fuuka in time to save her? (STL021938) Available Now! (NOV161915)

SC, 6x9, 162pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99

JAN232117
PERSONA 3 GN VOL 04
(W) Atlus, Shuji Sogabe (A/CA) Shuji Sogabe
This next thrilling volume of the Persona 3 manga series is all about revelations as the intrepid
members of S.E.E.S. visit the Kirijou family cottage and learn some surprising truths from Mitsuru's
father about the events surrounding Tartarus, the Dark Hour, and their own continuing battle
against the encroaching Shadows. The weight of these truths proves especially heavy for Yukari and
Mitsuru, but if they can bear this burden, their shared struggle may give rise to new power…
(STL028566) Available Now! (JAN172107)
SC, 6x9, 162pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99

JAN232118
PERSONA 3 GN VOL 05
(W) Shuji Sogabe, Atlus (A/CA) Shuji Sogabe
If you thought Shadows were the only enemies S.E.E.S. would ever have to fight, think again! It's an
all-out battle between Persona users as S.E.E.S. comes into direct conflict with Strega, an extremist
group using the Dark Hour for their own personal gain. Even with Akihiko's old friend Shinjiro and
the surprisingly mature elementary school student Ken Amada as S.E.E.S.' newest recruits, Minato
and friends are in for their toughest battle yet! (STL035018) Available Now! (MAR172149)
SC, 6x9, 162pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99

JAN232119
PERSONA 3 GN VOL 06
(W) Shuji Sogabe, Atlus (A/CA) Shuji Sogabe
This next thrilling volume of the Persona 3 manga series is all about revelations as the intrepid
members of S.E.E.S. visit the Kirijou family cottage and learn some surprising truths from Mitsuru's
father about the events surrounding Tartarus, the Dark Hour, and their own continuing battle
against the encroaching Shadows. The weight of these truths proves especially heavy for Yukari and
Mitsuru, but if they can bear this burden, their shared struggle may give rise to new power…
(STL048040) Available Now! (MAY171943)
SC, 6x9, 162pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99

JAN232120
PERSONA 3 GN VOL 07

(W) Shuji Sogabe, Atlus (A/CA) Shuji Sogabe
"Who am I?" "Why must I fight?" "What is Minato to me?" These are the questions that race
through Aigis' mind as the android anti-Shadow weapon looks back and ponders what it is that she
cherishes most. (STL085154) Available Now! (JUL182337)
SC, 160pgs, B&W

SRP: $13.99

JAN232121
PERSONA 3 GN VOL 08
(W) Shuji Sogabe, Atlus (A/CA) Shuji Sogabe
As the promised end draws near, the members of S.E.E.S. must decide how they want to spend their
final days. Is there a point to continuing the good fight? Whether they are prepared or not, time
waits for no one. Based on the Persona 3 video game! (STL088731) Available Now! (SEP182157)
NOTE: This item may be available through other retail outlets before shipping to comic book
specialty shops.
SC, 160pgs, B&W

SRP: $13.99

JAN232122
PERSONA 3 GN VOL 09
(W) Shuji Sogabe, Atlus (A) Shuji Sogabe
In the wake of a miraculous happening, it becomes apparent that hope lives on. There is a reason to
go on fighting. The destruction of the Dark Hour may erase all memories of their days fighting
together... but they will not forget. (STL104089) Available Now! (JAN192269)
SC, 146pgs, B&W

SRP: $13.99

JAN232123
PERSONA 3 GN VOL 10
(W) Shuji Sogabe, Atlus (A/CA) Shuji Sogabe
The avatar of Nyx has arrived, and it heralds the death of the world. The answer to life can only be
found by facing oneself and facing death… (STL120078) Available Now! (MAY192130)
SC, 146pgs, B&W

JAN232124
PERSONA 3 GN VOL 11
(W/A/CA) Shuji Sogabe

SRP: $13.99

The final chapter of Persona 3! Nyx's influence is breaking down the barrier between the Dark Hour
and reality. Only the Specialized Extracurricular Execution Squad stand in the way of the end of
everything. (STL122007) Available Now! (FEB198340)
SC, 168pgs, B&W

SRP: $13.99

JAN232125
PERSONA 4 GN VOL 02
(W) Shuji Sogabe, Atlus (A/CA) Shuji Sogabe
Soji, Yosuke, and Chie are hot on the trail of the Inabi kidnapping victims... which now include Chie's
best friend Yukiko! Now, with the help of their strange new ally Teddie, our heroes venture into the
TV World again to get Yukiko back. Based on the popular Persona 4 video game! (STK684051)
Available Now! (SEP151651)
SC, 6x9, 154pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99

JAN232126
PERSONA 4 GN VOL 03
(W) Shuji Sogabe, Atlus (A/CA) Shuji Sogabe
Teen brawler Kanji Tatsumi barrels onto the scene! Will this rough & tumble juvenile delinquent help
or hinder the search for the truth about the Midnight Channel? Based on the popular Persona 4
video game! (STL005796) Available Now! (APR162016)
SC, 6x9, 170pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99

JAN232127
PERSONA 4 GN VOL 04
(W) Shuji Sogabe, Atlus (A/CA) Shuji Sogabe
Superstar teen idol Rise Kujikawa escapes to Inaba for a much-needed break from the limelight, and
the usually sleepy town is caught in the grip of celebrity fever! But when Rise suddenly appears on
the Midnight Channel and goes missing soon thereafter, it's up to Soji, Chie, and the rest of the crew
to rescue her from the TV World and figure out what - if anything - Rise shares in common with the
previous kidnapping victims. Based on the popular Persona 4 video game! (STL011932) Available
Now! (JUN161859)
SC, 6x9, 170pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99

JAN232128
PERSONA 4 GN VOL 05

(W) Shuji Sogabe, Atlus (A/CA) Shuji Sogabe
With Rise rescued and now in possession of her own Persona, Soji and friends welcome a powerful
new ally into the fold. But just as things are looking up, the body of Inaba's latest murder victim is
discovered - and the victim's identity turns our heroes' investigation upside-down. Meanwhile,
Teddie does some much-needed soul searching… and what he finds is much more than anyone beargained for! (STL018776) Available Now! (AUG162032)
SC, 6x9, 162pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99

JAN232129
PERSONA 4 GN VOL 06
(W) Shuji Sogabe, Atlus (A/CA) Shuji Sogabe
With the murderer Mitsuo Kubo apprehended and the case seemingly closed, life in Inaba returns to
normal just in time for Soji and his friends to enjoy a well-earned summer vacation. But moving on is
proving especially difficult for Naoki Konishi, for whom time has stood still ever since his sister Saki
became the second murder victim. Can he and Yosuke find the peace they're seeking, and is Soji and
friends' investigation truly over? Based on the popular Persona 4 video game! (STL021939) Available
Now! (OCT161942)
SC, 6x9, 162pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99

JAN232130
PERSONA 4 GN VOL 07
(W) Shuji Sogabe, Atlus (A/CA) Shuji Sogabe
The Midnight Channel returns! Does this mean the authorities haven't caught the TRUE killer? Plus,
famed detective Naoto Shirogane becomes the latest teen forced to come face to face with his own
Shadow. (STL079899) Available Now! (JUN182176)
SC, 160pgs, B&W

SRP: $13.99

JAN232131
PERSONA 4 GN VOL 08
(W) Atlus (A/CA) Shuji Sogabe
Rise turns the Investigation Team into a music band! …no, really! It's Yosuke on guitar! Yukiko on
saxophone! Teddie on bongos! It's a symphonic scheme to help save Junes from financial disaster!
Based on the popular Persona 4 video game! (STL085155) Available Now! (AUG182418)
SC, 160pgs, B&W

JAN232132

SRP: $13.99

PERSONA 4 GN VOL 09
(W) Shuji Sogabe, Atlus (A) Shuji Sogabe
The school festivities continue as the gang participates in the Miss Yasogami Contest, a beauty
pageant for the girls, and a drag queen competition for the boys. It's a golden opportunity for fun in
the latest volume of the Persona 4 manga! (STL092067) Available Now! (OCT182060)
SC, 178pgs, B&W

SRP: $13.99

JAN232133
PERSONA 4 GN VOL 10
(W) Shuji Sogabe, Atlus (A/CA) Shuji Sogabe
Detective Dojima has been hospitalized, while young Nanako has been kidnapped to the TV World.
Soji leads the investigation team on an urgent mission to save his smallest family member. Based the
Persona 4 video game! (STL107423) Available Now! (MAR192162)
SC, 162pgs, B&W

SRP: $13.99

JAN232134
PERSONA 4 GN VOL 11
(W) Shuji Sogabe, Atlus (A/CA) Shuji Sogabe
The investigation team seeks to avenge their fallen ally. But is it justice they seek, or revenge? And
what will they do when they learn that the killer they've been seeking, may be closer than they ever
imagined… Based on the Persona 4 video game! (STL151266) Available Now! (APR202324)
SC, 162pgs, B&W

SRP: $13.99

JAN232135
PERSONA 4 GN VOL 12
(W) Shuji Sogabe, Atlus (A/CA) Shuji Sogabe
The true murderer has been revealed, and the Investigation Team must return to the Midnight
Channel to finally bring the case to an end. Based the Persona 4 video game! (STL159341) Available
Now! (JUL201652)
SC, 162pgs, B&W

SRP: $13.99

JAN232136
PERSONA 4 GN VOL 13
(W) Shuji Sogabe, Atlus (A/CA) Shuji Sogabe

With the murder case closed and the true killer apprehended, Soji Seta prepares to leave Inaba. But
as the full truth about the Midnight Channel is revealed, the Investigation Team discovers they have
one final challenge to face. It's the grand finale of the Persona 4 manga! (STL159342) Available Now!
(FEB208382)
SC, 6x9, 194pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99

VIZ LLC

JAN232137
AYASHIMON GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A) Yuji Kaku
When the chairman of the Enma Syndicate-the largest criminal organization in the Kanto region-dies,
his death sends shock waves throughout the entirety of the Ayashimon underworld in Japan. These
otherworldly criminal organizations are now on the brink of war, and the chairman's daughter Urara
plans to come out on top. She's about to find an unlikely ally in the human world…a manga fanatic
who wants nothing more than to be a manga hero!

For older teen audiences. (STL245647) Scheduled to ship in March 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 5x7, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $9.99

JAN232138
JUJUTSU KAISEN GN VOL 19 (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A) Gege Akutami
In order to add a rule that will serve as a loophole in the culling game, Itadori and Fushiguro set their
sights on a player named Hiromi Higuruma, who has 100 points. But when they enter Tokyo Colony
No. 1, the two get separated. They both find others willing to help them, however…

For older teen audiences. (STL245676) Scheduled to ship in March 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 5x7, 208pgs, B&W SRP: $9.99

JAN232139
BLUE BOX GN VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A) Kouji Miura

At long last, the prefectural qualifiers for nationals begin! After his intense training with Haryu, Taiki
will finally be put to the test in a grueling doubles match. Can Taiki take down opponents from the
formidable Sajikawa High School? Or will his dreams of reaching nationals come crashing down
around him?

For teen audiences. (STL245652) Scheduled to ship in March 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 5x7, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $9.99

JAN232140
SPY X FAMILY GN VOL 09 (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A) Tatsuya Endo
Yor's on assignment and finds herself up against a gang of assassins on board a luxury cruiser.
Meanwhile, Loid and Anya each discover that bombs have been planted throughout the ship! Will
their best efforts be enough to save the vessel?

For older teen audiences. (STL245722) Scheduled to ship in March 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 5x7, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $9.99

JAN232141
GHOST REAPER GIRL GN VOL 04 (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A) Akissa Saike
Thanks to all of her heroics, Chloé's become a big deal. Maybe too big of a deal! In order to protect
her, Nyarla has put Chloé up in a luxurious mansion. But dark trouble lurking beneath the surface is
about to imperil her new life.

For older teen audiences. (STL245668) Scheduled to ship in March 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 5x7, 200pgs, B&W SRP: $9.99

JAN232142
INSOMNIACS AFTER SCHOOL GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A) Makoto Ojiro
Unable to sleep at night, Ganta Nakami is cranky in class and unpopular with his classmates. Nakami
discovers that the observatory, once used by the defunct astronomy club, may be the perfect place

for a nap-but he's not alone. Nakami and his new friend Isaki Magari find comfort in each other
while coping with insomnia.

For teen audiences. (STL245674) Scheduled to ship in March 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 6x9, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99

JAN232143
TOMBS JUNJI ITO STORY COLLECTION HC (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Junji Ito
Countless tombstones stand in rows, forming a bizarre town. What fate awaits a brother and sister
after a traffic accident in this town of the dead? In another tale, a girl falls silent, her tongue
transformed into a slug. Can a friend save her? Then, when a young man moves to a new town, he
finds the house next door has only a single window. What does his grotesque neighbor want, calling
out to him every evening from that lone window?

Fresh nightmares brought to you by horror master Junji Ito.

For older teen audiences. (STL245735) Scheduled to ship in March 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
HC, 6x9, 344pgs, B&W SRP: $22.99

JAN232144
ALICE IN BORDERLAND GN VOL 05 (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A) Haro Aso
Arisu and his companions have managed to defeat the Dealers, but the battle isn't over yet. Now
they must take on the Face Cards-a dozen players who have the dubious honor of being Borderland
"royalty." Arisu hopes they are close to going home, but the games the Face Cards play might be
worse than any the Dealers ever came up with.
For mature audiences. (STL245645) Scheduled to ship in March 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 6x9, 344pgs, B&W SRP: $19.99

JAN232145
BEAST COMPLEX GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A) Paru Itagaki

Six more tales from the world of BEASTARS, featuring gray wolf Legoshi's neighbors from Beast
Apartments!

Yorkshire pig Eugene meets a peacock who'd rather kill himself than be killed. Shiba Inu calendar
model Mugi grapples with the inevitability of aging out of his cuteness. Sea eagle Leica fears losing
his sugar mama and having to strike out on his own. Plus, our favorite beasts, Legoshi and dwarf
rabbit Haru, attend a restorative justice ceremony. And more!

For older teen audiences. (STL245648) Scheduled to ship in March 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 6x9, 168pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99

JAN232146
MOBILE SUIT GUNDAM THUNDERBOLT GN VOL 19 (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Yasuo Ohtagaki & Various
When the Beehive II arrives at Anaheim Electronics' headquarters on the moon, the crew is shocked
to see that the city's numerous domes are all part of an ambitious project developed by Io Fleming's
father before his death-a project that could be humanity's last hope of restoring Earth's
environment. But to defend his father's legacy, Io must use the only effective weapon against Daryl
Lorenz and the Psycho Zaku, the Psycommu-equipped Perfect Zeong, a weapon as likely to destroy
its own crew as it is the enemy…

For older teen audiences. (STL245691) Scheduled to ship in March 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 6x9, 208pgs, B&W SRP: $14.99

JAN232147
CRAZY FOOD TRUCK GN VOL 03 (MR) (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A) Rokurou Ogaki
Arisa's been kidnapped, and it's up to her sister Myna, Gordon, and his one-time subordinates Kyle
and Dylan to rescue her. But when certain physical changes begin to take place within Arisa, the
journey takes a sudden turn. It's the final volume in this crazy food truck road trip full of
postapocalyptic cooking, violent mayhem, and the search for freedom!

For mature audiences. (STL245659) Scheduled to ship in March 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 6x9, 200pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99

JAN232148
FIST OF THE NORTH STAR HC VOL 08 (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Buronson (A) Tetsuo Hara
Kenshiro takes on the Holy Emperor Souther, the most powerful of the Six Holy Fists of the South
Star. Once Kenshiro defeats him, it will set up a fateful battle between Raoh and Toki, a
confrontation between motion and stillness, ferocity and serenity-a battle in which neither master
will yield an inch. And overhead, Shichosei, the star that presages death to all who have seen it, Toki
included, shines in the darkening sky.

For older teen audiences. (STL245665) Scheduled to ship in March 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
HC, 6x9, 312pgs, B&W SRP: $19.99

JAN232149
OROCHI PERFECT ED GN VOL 04 (MR) (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A) Kauzo Umezz
The fourth and final volume of Umezz's classic horror manga begins with "Eyes," in which Orochi
encounters a girl who can see more than anyone expects, despite being blind. And "Blood" brings
Orochi into the strange twisting lives of two sisters, neither of whom is what she seems to be.

For older teen audiences. (STL245701) Scheduled to ship in March 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 6x9, 328pgs, B&W SRP: $26.99

JAN232150
ART OF HAIKYU ENDINGS & BEGINNINGS HC (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A) Haruichi Furudate
The Art of Haikyu!! collects the dynamic and lush color art from the hit manga series, including
chapter title pages, illustrations, bonus sketches, and more from creator Haruichi Furudate!
(STL245726) Scheduled to ship in March 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
HC, 9x12, 400pgs, FC

SRP: $50.00

JAN232151
NARUTO UZUMAKI NARUTO & THE SPIRAL DESTINY NOVEL SC (C: 0-1-

(W) Jun Esaka
When Naruto is no longer able to use chakra, the shinobi of Konoha come together to help him.
Even Orochimaru offers to assist with scientific ninja tools. While directing the people around him
with all the dynamic ferocity of a mighty whirlpool, Naruto stands tall, facing this trial with an
unbreakable spirit! (STL245699) Scheduled to ship in March 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 5x7.5, 224pgs, B&W SRP: $10.99

JAN232152
ANIMAL CROSSING NEW HORIZONS GN VOL 04 (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A) Kokonasu Rumba
Too much living it up on Bloop Island has left the residents low on food. It's time for Coroyuki and
friends to journey to other islands to find resources and meet more fun characters along the way!

For all ages. (STL245646) Scheduled to ship in March 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 5x7.5, 128pgs, B&W SRP: $9.99

JAN232153
CHILDREN OF WHALES GN VOL 21 (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A) Abi Umeda
Neither fully human nor fully Nous, the emperor has had centuries to observe people and the
sadness they cannot seem to escape. Determined to bring happiness to humanity, he will do
anything to see his grand plan to fruition-even if it means unleashing the end of the world.

For older teen audiences. (STL245657) Scheduled to ship in March 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 6x9, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99

JAN232154
MY HERO ACADEMIA TEAM-UP MISSIONS GN VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Yoko Akiyama, Kouhei Horikoshi (A) Yoko Akiyama
"My Hero Academia goes to the dogs when Mineta's attempt to impersonate a cute pooch attracts
dastardly dognappers! Will the series' dog have his day? Then, Midoriya and Bakugo give tree
hugging a try, class A goes shopping for a new classmate, and our aspiring heroes visit a zoo to pick
up some wild tips from the animal world's heroes.

Includes an epilogue story to the My Hero Academia: World Heroes' Mission film!"

For teen audiences. (STL245696) Scheduled to ship in March 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 5x7.5, 208pgs, B&W SRP: $9.99

JAN232155
ELUSIVE SAMURAI GN VOL 05 (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A) Yusei Matsui
In order to seize the Suwa domain, the conniving governor of Shinano, Ogasawara Sadamune, seeks
to prove that Tokiyuki, in his guise as Chojumaru, is a Hojo clan survivor. Tokiyuki must face the allseeing gaze of his adversary, as well as Sadamune's equally perceptive henchman. And even if
Tokiyuki can escape Sadamune's machinations, his trials are far from over. When Suwa's hardpressed allies come under attack from superior enemy forces, Tokiyuki and the Elusive Warriors
must ride to their aid. Can they snatch victory from the jaws of defeat?

For teen audiences. (STL245727) Scheduled to ship in March 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 5x7.5, 200pgs, B&W SRP: $9.99

JAN232156
MASHLE MAGIC & MUSCLES GN VOL 11
(W/A) Hajime Komoto
With Lévis defeated, Mash must face his toughest opponent yet-his brother Domina, wielder of
water magic. Desperate for the approval of his father, Domina aims to claim the Wand of Beginnings,
which Innocent Zero could use to bring the world to ruin. To put a quick end to their bout, Domina
summons a power as devastating as a Divine Visionary's. But Mash has a trick up his own sleeve. Will
Mash come out on top in this sibling rivalry?!

For teen audiences. (STL245688) Scheduled to ship in March 2023.
SC, 5x7.5, 200pgs, B&W SRP: $9.99

JAN232157
KUBO WONT LET ME BE INVISIBLE GN VOL 06 (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A) Nene Yukimori

Sports day has arrived! Shiraishi, Kubo, Tama, Hazuki, and Sudo team up to compete in the sixlegged race. Can Kubo help Shiraishi earn his first group-event victory? As challenging as sports day
is for Shiraishi, it might not be as intimidating as having a girl in his room…

For older teen audiences. (STL245683) Scheduled to ship in March 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 5x7.5, 168pgs, B&W SRP: $9.99

JAN232158
BLACK CLOVER GN VOL 32 (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A) Yuki Tabata
To save Yami, the Black Bulls storm their way into enemy territory. And with a powered-up Asta
joining the fight, the battle may be going their way. But when the most powerful devil in the
underworld finally makes his appeareance, the entire world may be on the verge of destruction!

For teen audiences. (STL245650) Scheduled to ship in March 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 5x7.5, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $9.99

JAN232159
YONA OF THE DAWN GN VOL 38 (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A) Mizuho Kusanagi
General Rahn of the Kai Empire engineers a devastating flood that sweeps Hak and the precious
senju herbs away! With the Thunder Beast nowhere to be found, an anxious Yona nevertheless
intends to join the Four Dragons on the battlefield as the Kohka army summons all the tribes for
war!

For teen audiences. (STL245743) Scheduled to ship in March 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 5x7.5, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $9.99

JAN232160
IMA KOI NOW IM IN LOVE GN VOL 05 (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A) Ayuko Hatta
Even after they start their second year in high school together, Satomi and Yagyu's feelings for each
other only grow. But in their new class, Miria-the girl every boy supposedly falls in love with-asks
Satomi to introduce her to Yagyu?!

For teen audiences. (STL245673) Scheduled to ship in March 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 5x7.5, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $9.99

JAN232161
CALL OF THE NIGHT GN VOL 11 (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A) Kotoyama
Now that Ko and Nazuna know the identity of the vampire responsible for the deaths of Kyoko's
parents, they are on high alert. Is it possible to seek justice- or to at least prevent her from wreaking
another path of destruction? The answers will test Ko's human friendships as well as his own
humanity…

For older teen audiences. (STL245655) Scheduled to ship in March 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 5x7.5, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $9.99

JAN232162
HELCK GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A) Nanaki Nanao
Helck sets out with a group of demonkin led by the disguised Vermilio to defeat a mysterious group
of winged soldiers and reclaim Castle Urum. However, before they can finish the fight, Helck and
Vermilio are transported to a strange place. Now, the two must figure out how to survive in this new
environment-all while learning to coexist!

For teen audiences. (STL245671) Scheduled to ship in March 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 5x7.5, 200pgs, B&W SRP: $9.99

JAN232163
YAKUZA LOVER GN VOL 08 (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Nozomi Mino
Yuri and Oya are about to spend her birthday on a luxurious private island when he suddenly gets a
disturbing phone call from his father. Yuri can tell by Oya's tone of voice that it's something serious.
Although danger is imminent, Oya vows to spend his remaining time with Yuri. Later, a new enemy
appears-Mao, the boss of the largest Chinese mafia group. He and Oya have a history, but what
could he want now?

For mature audiences. (STL245741) Scheduled to ship in March 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 5x7.5, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $9.99

JAN232164
KAKURIYO BED & BREAKFAST FOR SPIRITS GN VOL 08 (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Waco Ioka, Midori Yuma (A) Waco Ioka
Aoi is excited about her chance to finally try the famous Tejin-ya kaiseki meal and stay the night in
one of the inn's lavish rooms. But unexpected guests throw the staff into an uproar and send Aoi and
the hot springs manager fleeing into the night. What mystery has arrived at the Demon's Gate while
the ?danna is away?!

For teen audiences. (STL245680) Scheduled to ship in March 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 5x7.5, 144pgs, B&W SRP: $9.99

JAN232165
FLY ME TO THE MOON GN VOL 16 (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A) Kenjiro Hata
At last the truth about Tsukasa's past is revealed. Follow her long journey as she escapes death,
fights for her freedom, dreams of the distant moon, and finally, after centuries of searching, finds
love. After all that, maybe it's time to go out for dinner and karaoke. A girl deserves a break once in a
while.

For older teen audiences. (STL245666) Scheduled to ship in March 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 5x7.5, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $9.99

JAN232166
MAO GN VOL 10 (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A) Rumiko Takahashi
When Yurako reveals the history of her relationship with Mao, Nanoka starts to question her own
feelings for him. But she doesn't have much time to dwell on her romantic life before the gang is off
to investigate mysterious cases of spontaneous combustion! Who is behind the immolation of
wealthy town bureaucrats…and who is behind that person? Plus, the tragic story of Hyaka's arrival at
the Goko family dojo. And finally, Shiranui and Hakubi's master plan is revealed!

For older teen audiences. (STL245685) Scheduled to ship in March 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 5x7.5, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $9.99

YEN PRESS

JAN232167
K ON SHUFFLE GN VOL 01 (MR) (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A) Kakifly
There was once a high school band whose pop songs warmed and thrilled the hearts of all who
listened. Now, three girls have been inspired to start a pop music club of their own, but will things
turn out like they hope? It’s a new generation of slice-of-life hijinks from kakifly, the original author
of K-ON! (STL259379) Scheduled to ship in April 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 5x7.5, 128pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00

JAN232168
REBORN AS A VENDING MACHINE WANDER DUNGEON GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1
(W) Hirukuma (A) Kunieda
Cause of death: vending machine.

Is there any end more suitable for a vending-machine enthusiast than giving his life to cushion the
fall of one of his favorite machines? So perhaps it was only fate that he was reborn as a vending
machine in another world! (STL259380) Scheduled to ship in April 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 5x7.5, 128pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00

JAN232169
WITCH & KNIGHT WILL SURVIVE GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Dai Chikamoto (A) Gonbe Shinkawa
When the lord’s son, Agredios, returns to his village after a long hunt, he is shocked to discover that
all the laughter and clamor that he knew so well has disappeared. When he finds out that the cause
of the tragedy is a “witch” living in the “Forbidden Forest,” he turns his despair into rage and sets off
on a journey seeking revenge for those he loved… (STL259387) Scheduled to ship in April 2023. (C: 01-2)

SC, 6x9, 208pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00

JAN232170
SUGAR APPLE FAIRY TALE GN (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Miri Mikawa (A) YozoranoUdon
In a world where fairies are bought and sold to the highest bidder, humans aren’t exactly on friendly
terms with the fae folk. But friendship is exactly what Anne Halford seeks with Challe, her new fairy
bodyguard, though he’s not so keen on the idea. As his new master, Anne tasks him with escorting
her through a particularly dangerous area, but with a reluctant bodyguard eager to escape a life of
servitude, she’ll have to deal with a lot more than she bargained for… (STL259386) Scheduled to ship
in April 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 5x7.5, 146pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00

JAN232171
IS WRONG PICK UP GIRLS DUNGEON FAMILIA FREYA GN (MR) (C: 0-1
(W) Fujino Omori (A) Hinase Momoyama
The second entry in the Familia Chronicle series has arrived, and this time, Freya's stealing the
spotlight! In search of her soulmate, fate guides her to the Kaios Desert, where she comes upon a
young king. Could he be the one she seeks…? (STL259378) Scheduled to ship in April 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 5x7.5, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00

JAN232172
IS WRONG PICK UP GIRLS DUNGEON SWORD ORATORIA GN VOL 19 (MR)
(W) Fujino Omori (A) Takashi Yagi & Various
Monsters. Fundamentally different from humans and beasts, these loathsome creatures make their
homes underground. To Aiz, such beings exist only to be destroyed, so when they suddenly appear
in Orario, she doesn’t hesitate to leap into action. As chaos erupts in the streets, Loki Familia rises to
quell the onslaught, only to find Bell Cranell standing in their way. Bell seeks to protect the
rampaging monster behind him, but in order to do so, he’ll have to go up against Aiz herself...
(STL259374) Scheduled to ship in April 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 5x7.5, 208pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00

JAN232173

WHATS WRONG WITH SECRETARY KIM GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2)
(W) GyeongYun Jeong (A) MyeongMi Kim
Vice Chairman Youngjun Lee and Secretary Miso Kim have been the star duo of their company for
nine years...until Miso suddenly decides to quit! But Youngjun is smart, rich, and used to getting
what he wants—and he wants Miso to stay. So when he discovers she’s leaving in order to find a
husband, the only logical way to keep her at his side is...offering to marry her?! Too bad she’s just
not that into him! (STL259390) Scheduled to ship in April 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 6x9, 240pgs, B&W SRP: $20.00

JAN232174
DOOMSDAY WITH MY DOG GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A) Yu Isihara
Philosophy, science fiction, and ruins, oh my! Join Haru the Shiba Inu and his somewhat odd master
as they continue their journey through Japan in the wake of an apocalypse! (STL259324) Scheduled
to ship in April 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 160pgs, B&W

SRP: $15.00

JAN232175
CATCH THESE HANDS GN VOL 04 (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A) Murata
There’s something different about what Soramori means by “like” and what Takabe means by “like”
— but can the two come closer nonetheless? See how their unique love story will unfold in the final
volume of this heartwarming ex-delinquent yuri comedy! (STL259318) Scheduled to ship in April
2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 5x7.5, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00

JAN232176
RETURNERS MAGIC SHOULD BE SPECIAL GN VOL 02 (MR) (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Usonan (A) Wookjakga
With Pram and Romantica joining his party, Desir is ready to put his plan of advancing to Alpha class
in motion. But not everyone is thrilled about the prospect of Beta students moving up—painting
clear targets on their backs. Still, Desir’s armed with power and thirteen years’ worth of knowledge,
and he’s ready to take on anyone, even Azest. Promotion battle...START! (STL259373) Scheduled to
ship in April 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 6x9, 288pgs, FC

SRP: $20.00

JAN232177
WHY RAELIANA ENDED AT DUKES MANSION GN VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Whale (A) Milcha
Raeliana is off to the temple for the torch ceremony. But what should be an uneventful encounter is
turned on its head when she meets legendary high priest Heika Demint! Meanwhile, Vivian Shamal is
determined to take Noah for herself—and desperate times call for desperate (and dangerous)
measures. And despite everything against them, Noah and Raeliana continue to grow closer...
(STL259353) Scheduled to ship in April 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 6x9, 304pgs, B&W SRP: $20.00

JAN232178
TSUBAKI-CHOU LONLEY PLANET GN VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A) Mika Yamamori
Fumi finally figured out how to interact with Akatsuki somewhat normally after realizing her growing
feelings for him—only to be met with a rival! How is she to compete with an adept working woman
determined to snag a handsome, popular author? (STL259350) Scheduled to ship in April 2023. (C: 01-2)
SC, 5x7.5, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00

JAN232179
CHEEKY BRAT GN VOL 06 (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A) Mitsubachi Miyuki
Although the training camp ended on a somewhat hopeful note for Naruse, when Yuki starts giving
him the cold shoulder, Naruse is puzzled by her change of heart. Meanwhile, just when Yuki was
seriously considering relenting and agreeing to date Naruse, she happens across a scene that leaves
her too shocked for words! Can Naruse clear up the misunderstandings—or is it Shizuka’s chance to
swoop in and steal her away?! (STL259319) Scheduled to ship in April 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 5x7.5, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00

JAN232180
TALES OF KINGDOM HC VOL 03 (MR) (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A) Asumiko Nakamura
Having left his tribe and taken his brother’s name, Dao serves as the king’s aide, burdened all the
while by orders to deceive him. However, the king has secrets of his own. In his childhood days as
the crown prince, he led a lonely life as his father suffered from illness. Then, with the arrival of his

half-brother, Magrev, a tale of love, hate, and the whims of fate began to unfold… (STL259348)
Scheduled to ship in April 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
HC, 6x9, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $18.00

JAN232181
RUN ON YOUR NEW LEGS GN VOL 04 (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A) Wataru Midori
Kikuzato, a high-schooler with a prosthetic leg, continues his dreams of being a para-athlete. Even in
the face of the COVID-19 pandemic and arguments with his father, Kikuzato stands proud at the
start line for his first competition. (STL259343) Scheduled to ship in April 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 6x9, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00

JAN232182
LOVE & HEART GN VOL 07 (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A) Chitose Kaido
Touya tries to take Yoh back with a sudden kiss, but it only results in her and Haruma becoming
closer, and Sawako is left trying to console a guilt-ridden Touya. With everything happening all at
once, Yoh can’t help but feel like everything important to her is slipping through her hands. When all
is said and done, can she really trust what she’s left with? (STL259338) Scheduled to ship in April
2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 5x7.5, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00

JAN232183
LAID BACK CAMP GN VOL 13 (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A) Afro
The warmth of spring. Rin is away solo camping. Nadeshiko and her older sister take a drive to enjoy
the beauty of the blooming cherry blossoms. Ena, Chiaki, and the others idly spend their spring to
their hearts’ content. The days up until now bring forth new meetings and challenges, and in turn,
become the season of renewal. (STL259336) Scheduled to ship in April 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 5x7.5, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00

JAN232184
KOWLOON GENERIC ROMANCE GN VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2)

(W/A) Jun Mayuzuki
The slow realization that her own identity is a mystery leaves Kujirai reeling, but fellow Kowloon
resident Yaomay offers her another perspective: Everyone without a past has a first day of their new
life. Supported by this new friendship forged by secrets, Kujirai confronts her feelings for Kudou.
(STL259335) Scheduled to ship in April 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 6x9, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00

JAN232185
FROM THE RED FOG GN VOL 04 (MR) (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A) Mosae Nohara
After stumbling upon the secret of the research facility, Ivan’s narrow escape leaves him in a
quandary. Doubting Midwinter and the other members of the Organization, Ivan turns to Ruwanda
for help. But Ruwanda does nothing for free...and so Ivan is enlisted in Ruwanda’s quest to find his
mother. Can they survive the Organization and discover the truth behind what happened to her?!
(STL259326) Scheduled to ship in April 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 5x7.5, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00

JAN232186
MIERUKO-CHAN GN VOL 07 (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A) Tomoki Izumi
They went to the shrine. They confronted the creepy shrine maidens...but then everything that could
go wrong did. Turns out, Mitsue’s teacher is one of the shrine maidens! And so, in a desperate
struggle, master and apprentice face off—with the fates of Miko and Rom hanging in the balance!
(STL259340) Scheduled to ship in April 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 5x7.5, 152pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00

JAN232187
TEASING MASTER TAKAGI SAN GN VOL 17 (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A) Soichiro Yamamoto
Their shared secret…is teasing! Nishikata and Takagi-san revisit the best parts of childhood as they
set up a secret base and face off against each other in back-to-back challenges! And it’s not just
them—even the mature Houjou has a surprisingly childish encounter with Hamaguchi! Still, if one
thing has grown, it’s Nishikata’s confidence; he’s definitely going to win one of these days!
(STL259349) Scheduled to ship in April 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 5x7.5, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00

JAN232188
IM QUITTING HEROING GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Quantum (A) Nori Kazato, Hana Amano
Leo, the strongest hero, is reemployed in the Demon Queen’s tattered army! Just as he is about to
begin the reconstruction, two of the Four Generals go AWOL! It’s time for Leo to put his
accumulated knowledge and martial prowess to work and bring about some real innovation, which
amounts to...millennias’ worth of experience?! What is the secret of the mightiest champion?
(STL259329) Scheduled to ship in April 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 5x7.5, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00

JAN232189
SO IM A SPIDER SO WHAT KUMOKO SISTERS GN VOL 05 (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Okina Baba (A) Gratinbird
Folks from near and far, now trending in the Great Elroe Labyrinth—are shoe hats! Why wear shoes
on your feet when you can wear them on your head? Don’t miss other splendiferous updates
including, but not limited to eggs, gacha figures, cosplay, weddings...and more! Stay chill and keep
vibin’! (STL259346) Scheduled to ship in April 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 5x7.5, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00

JAN232190
LET THIS GRIEVING SOUL RETIRE GN VOL 05 (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Tsukikage (A) Rai Hebino
A search party of hunters heads off to the White Wolf’s Den on Krai Andrey’s orders. What they find
there is a terrifyingly ominous monster—the likes of which they’ve never seen before! Meanwhile, a
restless Krai gets a visit from an old friend (and fellow member of the Grieving Souls): Sitri Smart.
The master alchemist returns home at last... (STL259337) Scheduled to ship in April 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 5x7.5, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00

JAN232191
DEMON SWORD MASTER OF EXCALIBUR ACADEMY GN VOL 02 (MR) (C: 0
(W) Yuu Shimizu (A) Asuka Keigen
The day after his welcome party, Leonis goes with Riselia to visit an orphanage, but they’re met with
an unexpected crisis! This time, will the former Dark Lord and his minion be able to protect the
Seventh Assault Garden together…? (STL259323) Scheduled to ship in April 2023. (C: 0-1-2)

MATURE THEMES
SC, 5x7.5, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00

JAN232192
GOT CHEAT SKILL BECAME UNRIVALED REAL WORLD GN VOL 03 (C: 0(W) Miku (A) Kazoumi Minatogawa
Yuuya Tenjou was proposed to by a princess and invited to a castle in another world, but back in the
real world, his new life at Ousei Academy is only just beginning. Watching him dominate in studies,
sports, and everything else as if he has cheats turned on, his classmates' eyes start to fill with blazing
envy! (STL259327) Scheduled to ship in April 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 5x7.5, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00

JAN232193
BEHEMOTH S RANKED MONSTER CAT ELF GIRL PET GN VOL 06 (MR) (C
(W) Nozomi Ginyoku, Taro Shinonome (A) Mitsuki Yano
Stella and Aria, still butting heads over who gets Tama’s affection, have met two adorable fairies, Lily
and Feri, during their exploration of the forest labyrinth. Now that they’ve gotten to know and trust
one another, they’re ready to go defeat the boss! But the real danger may lie back in civilization, as
they have no idea about the unsavory rumors surrounding the local lord of the town where they stay
the night on their return trip... (STL259317) Scheduled to ship in April 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 5x7.5, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00

JAN232194
SLASHER MAIDENS GN VOL 07 (MR) (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A) Tetsuya Tashiro
The Maidens split up to prevent the terrorist attacks of the Ultra Reincarnation Party, and Sumeragi
leads the Occult class against the fearsome Paraiso! However, even should they prevail against the
twisted livestreamer, more formidable opponents are lying in wait. Does this overwhelming
challenge spell doom for the Occult Class…? (STL259345) Scheduled to ship in April 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 5x7.5, 224pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00

JAN232195

EMINENCE IN SHADOW GN VOL 06 (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Daisuke Aizawa (A) Anri Sakano
Having successfully entered the Bushin Festival in disguise, the stage is set for Cid to enact his
master plan and fulfill his long-cherished dream—to be a mysterious weakling who shows up at a
tournament and everyone goes “Hold up, that idiot’s gonna get himself killed!”, but then he’s
actually super-strong and the crowd’s like “Wow, who is that guy!?” (STL259325) Scheduled to ship
in April 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 5x7.5, 144pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00

JAN232196
KONOSUBA GOD BLESSING WONDERFUL WORLD GN VOL 15 (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Natsume Akatsuki (A) Masahito Watari
The Eris and Aqua Appreciation Festival has begun, and with Aqua’s support, the Axis Church is going
all out to liven things up! With all the hubbub around the Axis booths, they're sure to leave Eris and
her followers in the dust, so what could possibly go wrong...? (STL259334) Scheduled to ship in April
2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 5x7.5, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00

JAN232197
SAGA OF TANYA EVIL GN VOL 19 (MR) (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Carlo Zen (A) Shinobu Shinotsuki, Chika Tojo
After surviving the Commonwealth’s assault, the 203rd Battalion advances toward Parisii, the capital
of the François Republic. Mocking the Republican Army’s feeble attempts at resistance, Tanya
assures herself that there’s no way the Empire could get Dunkirk’ed like its equivalent from her
previous life… (STL259344) Scheduled to ship in April 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 5x7.5, 200pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00

JAN232198
COMBATANTS WILL BE DISPATCHED GN VOL 08 (MR) (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Natsume Akatsuki (A) Masaaki Kiasa
After their base blows up yet again, Six gets fed up with their complete lack of headway on the
invasion and bends the truth just a teeeensy bit in his report by saying it’s fully complete, tricking
Kisaragi into sending Lilith, the smartest of the Supreme Leaders, to assist them in person. Now that
she’s on the job, they’re sure to start making major progress...right?! (STL259320) Scheduled to ship
in April 2023. (C: 0-1-2)

MATURE THEMES
SC, 5x7.5, 208pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00

JAN232199
IN ANOTHER WORLD WITH MY SMARTPHONE GN VOL 08 (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Patora Fuyuhara (A) Soto (CA) Eiji Usatsuka
Eager to find the lost pieces of Babylon, Touya and friends head to the Rabbi Desert. Along the way,
they rescue a group of distressed travelers with nowhere to go… Touya’s solution? Give them a
brand-new place to work—a library café called Tsukuyomi! But Touya’s got little time for business,
as the Phrase are approaching, and if he wants the power to defeat them, he’ll have to claim
Babylon’s power for himself… (STL259330) Scheduled to ship in April 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 5x7.5, 144pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00

JAN232200
YOUTH ROMANTIC COMEDY WRONG EXPECTED GN (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Wataru Watari (A) Naomichi Io
Haruno orders Hachiman to leak the plans. Falling right in Haruno’s trap, Yukino’s Mother goes to
the school to put a stop to the prom! And as Yukino and Hachiman discuss what happened with their
little “competition,” something between them begins to shift… (STL259375) Scheduled to ship in
April 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 5x7.5, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00

JAN232201
TRINITY SEVEN 7 MAGICIANS GN (MR) (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Akinari Nao (A) Kenji Saito
The world has been turned upside down as the Adjudicators transform into gods of evil, taking over
the Heavenly Realm and bringing about an age of darkness. With Anna’s power, Arata decides to
reincarnate into the modern world, but…why has he taken the form of a child!? It seems the path to
revenge will be a long one indeed! (STL259376) Scheduled to ship in April 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 5x7.5, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00

YEN ON

JAN232202
SASAKI & MIYANO FIRST YEARS SC NOVEL VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Shou Harusono (A) Kotoko Hachijo
Welcome one and all—to the fabulous life and times of Sasaki, Miyano, and their closest
companions! Ever wondered how Kuresawa met his girlfriend? Want to find out if Miyano and
Kuresawa were always friends? Or contemplated just why Miyano and Hirano are so close? The
answers to these questions—and many more—will be revealed in Sasaki and Miyano: First Years!
(STL259382) Scheduled to ship in April 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 5x7.5, 188pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00

JAN232203
PRINCESS CONVENIENT PLOT DEVICES SC NOVEL VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Mamecyoro (A) Kazusa Yoneda
It’s time for the junior ball and Princess Octavia is on the hunt for her potential lover! Nothing’s ever
simple for her, of course. Along the way, she has a run-in with her older brother's partner, Sil and
she's still working out the kinks in her relationship with her bodyguard and escort for the ball,
Klifford. All Octavia wants to do is find a piece of happiness in this life, not confront memories from
the one she left behind! (STL259342) Scheduled to ship in April 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 6x9, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00

JAN232204
KINGS PROPOSAL NOVEL SC VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Koushi Tachibana (A) Tsunako
Mushiki Kuga has slowly gotten used to life as the powerful mage, Saika Kuozaki. However, Saika is
chosen to represent Void’s Garden in the upcoming interschool exhibition match with Shadow
Tower. Not only that, the popular broadcaster of Magitube and representative for Shadow Tower—
Clara Tokushima—challenges Saika for the position of Mushiki’s girlfriend! (STL259333) Scheduled to
ship in April 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 6x9, 224pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00

JAN232205
SPY CLASSROOM SHORT STORY COLL SC NOVEL VOL 01 (MR) (C: 0-1(W) Takemachi (A) Tomari
Klaus reveals he is married to a member of Lamplight, but the identity of the bride remains
unknown. And so a battle ensues among the girls to determine who it is. Gain a peek into the girls’
daily lives in this collection of short stories! (STL259384) Scheduled to ship in April 2023. (C: 0-1-2)

MATURE THEMES
SC, 5x7.5, 184pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00

JAN232206
WORDS BUBBLE UP LIKE SODA POP SC NOVEL (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Kyohei Ishiguro
“Smile” is a popular online influencer who’s self-conscious about her teeth. “Cherry” is a shy boy
who writes haiku to express the feelings he usually struggles to communicate. Initially strangers,
these two teenagers become acquainted after an accident at the local mall, and slowly, a
relationship forms through their modern and classical modes of communication. Based on the
animated film, this novelization includes scenes not included in the movie! (STL259392) Scheduled to
ship in April 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 5x7.5, 216pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00

JAN232207
CHEAT SKILL WORLD BECAME UNRIVALED REAL NOVEL VOL 02 (C: 0-1
(W) Miku (A) Rein Kuwashima
After leveling up, Yuuya has obtained unbelievable physical abilities and the changes don’t stop
there! In the other world, Yuuya stumbles upon a fabled item of immense power and inherits its
magic. And back home, Ousei Academy's off-campus learning starts with a band as Yuuya's success
draws attention from all the girls in his class... But is everything going as well as it
seems? (STL237435) Scheduled to ship in April 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
RES. from Previews Vol. XXXII #8 (AUG222144)
SC, 6x9, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00

JAN232208
SUGAR APPLE FAIRY TALE LIGHT NOVEL SC VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Miri Mikawa (A) Aki
The Royal Candy Fair approaches, and Anne Halford is ready to tackle the competition again to win
the title of Silver Sugar Master! But Anne is in a bind when she cannot use the year’s poor harvest of
sugar apples to make the most important ingredient—silver sugar. While on the hunt for better
sugar apples, Anne searches for a motif to use for her candy sculpture. (STL259347) Scheduled to
ship in April 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 6x9, 188pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00

JAN232209

CROSS DRESSING VILLAINESS CECILIA SYLVIE SC NOVEL VOL 04 (C:
(W) Hiroro Akizakura (A) Shino Akiyama
Cecilia Sylvie, survivalist crossdresser extraordinaire, is ready for a break. That’s what summer
vacation is all about, right? But when Prince Oscar comes to visit the family mansion, she’s got to put
her best foot forward as Cecilia—and ensure he never finds out that Cecil and Cecilia are the same
person! (STL259321) Scheduled to ship in April 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 6x9, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00

JAN232210
VEXATIONS SHUT IN VAMPIRE PRINCESS LIGHT NOVEL SC VOL 04 (MR
(W) Kotei Kobayashi (A) riichu
With the conclusion of the Six Nations War, Komari’s life finally starts to settle down...or so she
thinks! At the behest of Karla Amatsu, a commander from Heavenly Paradise, Komari is sent as an
envoy to a far eastern nation where a major crisis lies in wait! Will this vampire princess ever catch a
break? (STL259351) Scheduled to ship in April 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 6x9, 232pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00

JAN232211
HERO LAUGHS WHILE WALKING THE PATH OF VENGENCE NOVEL SC VOL
(W) Kizuka Nero
Sights set on their next target, Kaito, Minnalis, and Shuria travel to the city of Kabanheim, where
they find Minnalis’s traitorous childhood friends leading carefree lives. But soon the partners in
crime come across someone not even Kaito could have predicted—a woman named Leone who was
also summoned from Earth. Still possessed of her morals, Leone attempts to interfere with their
rampage of revenge…but there's no stopping Minnalis from exacting vengeance on the people who
doomed her to slavery and caused the death of her mother. (STL259328) Scheduled to ship in April
2023. (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 6x9, 264pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00

JAN232212
DEMON SWORD MASTER EXCALIBUR ACADEMY NOVEL SC VOL 08 (MR) (C
(W) Yu Shimizu (A) Asagi Tosaka
A dead man has returned, bringing the full force of the Azure Fort to bear against Leonis and Veira.
And although the two Dark Lords fight bravely, even gaining the upper hand for a moment, they are

ultimately bested. The power of the ancient structure sends them to another world. Riselia and the
other girls, left behind in Camelot, have no choice but to enter the Holy Sword Blade Dance Festival
without their youngest member. The event is far more than it seems, however. A gathering of
humanity’s greatest Holy Swordsmen is sure to attract nefarious attention... (STL259322) Scheduled
to ship in April 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 6x9, 208pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00

JAN232213
MAGICAL REVOLUTION PRINCESS GENIUS NOVEL SC VOL 04 (C: 0-1-2
(W) Piero Karasu (A) Yuri Kisaragi
After receiving the right to succession, Euphyllia is facing a future where she becomes ruler, while
Anisphia is released from her obligations and continues her research. How will this affect the future
of Palettia—and Anis and Euphie’s blossoming relationship? (STL259339) Scheduled to ship in April
2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 6x9, 208pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00

JAN232214
VILLAINESS TAMING THE FINAL BOSS NOVEL SC VOL 05 (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Sarasa Nagase (A) Mai Murasaki
Could Aileen and Claude's marriage be a mistake? A man claiming to be Claude's demonic father
certainly thinks so, and he's determined to have his son divorce his wife and return to the realm of
demons. But as Aileen resolves to win her father-in-law's approval by any means necessary, a
candidate for the next queen of Hausel declares herself the demon king’s true soul mate. Is the love
between Claude and Aileen strong enough to defy destiny itself? (STL259352) Scheduled to ship in
April 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 6x9, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00

JAN232215
IN THE LAND OF LEADALE LIGHT NOVEL SC VOL 08 (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Ceez (A) Tenmaso
Cayna finally interrogates Opus, who's been busy with various clandestine activities. He tells her that
during the Game Era, Event Monsters in the Brown Kingdom broke out of the system and took
corporeal forms, resulting in a mass monster propagation. Those monsters have since been sealed
away in an Isolation Barrier, but Opus can tell it’s coming apart at the seams...hence why he’s been
searching for other former players reincarnated in this world. In order to protect the world of

Leadale, the players must gather in the Abandoned Capital for one big decisive battle! (STL259331)
Scheduled to ship in April 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 6x9, 224pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00

JAN232216
KID FROM DUNGEON BOONIES MOVED STARTER TOWN NOVEL SC VOL 12
(W) Toshio Satou (A) Nao Watanuki
As signs for a potential war increase, the Azami military decides to conduct military exercises near
the border with Jiou empire. However, instead of finding himself training with the rest of his friends,
Lloyd is assigned lunch duty. And somehow, those lunches are served to enemy soldiers?! Could
food potentially help establish peace between the two nations? But Eug seems determined to exact
her revenge… (STL259332) Scheduled to ship in April 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 6x9, 232pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00

IZE PRESS

JAN232217
WORLD AFTER THE FALL GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Singnsong (A) S-Cynan, Undead Gamja
After his harrowing ordeal in the Nightmare Tower, what awaits Jaehwan is Chaos, a vast realm
populated with strange people and even stranger beasts. Adding to the confusion is the fact that, to
his Awakened eyes, the world appears radically different from how everyone else sees it.... But one
thing remains the same—Jaehwan will never walk any path other than the one he cut with his own
hands. (STL259354) Scheduled to ship in April 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 6x9, 288pgs, FC

SRP: $20.00

JAN232218
MY GENTLY RAISED BEAST GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Early Flower (A) Yeoseulki
Time flies when you’re having fun with your talking cat, and Blondina is now a beautiful young lady!
In fact, she’s right at the age to start hearing talks of marriage-a topic that makes a certain Divine
Leopard very flustered... But speaking of Amon, when will he grow up? And is Blondina ready to see
her dear little kitty mature into something beyond her wildest imagination? (STL259341) Scheduled
to ship in April 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 6x9, 256pgs, B&W SRP: $20.00

JAN232219
THE BOXER GN VOL 02 (MR) (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A) JH
After landing Baeksan in the hospital, Yu finds himself taking up Coach K’s offer to join his gym. The
legendary coach sweeps Yu away and gives him a new hairstyle, a new place to live, and a new goal:
become king of the boxing world! But K’s other prodigies aren’t too keen on a clueless, scrawny
newbie receiving all of their trainer’s attention... (STL259377) Scheduled to ship in April 2023. (C: 01-2)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 6x9, 304pgs, FC

SRP: $20.00

BLIZZARD ENTERTAINMENT

JAN232220
WARCRAFT SHAMAN GN (C: 0-1-0)
(W) Paul Benjamin (A/CA) Rocio Zucchi
A classic Blizzard manga, reprinted for the first time in years! As Muln Earthfury
and the other shamans of the Earthen Ring attempt to deal with a series of natural
disasters, they must decide whether the mysterious tauren Shotoa is right about
commanding the earth spirits rather than pleading with them. (STL258614) Scheduled to ship in
March 2023. (C: 0-1-0)
SC, 5x7, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $12.95

DENPA BOOKS

JAN232221
BABY BEARS BAKERY GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-1)
(W/A) Kamen Totsu
Big changes are coming to Baby Bear's Bakery! First, Bear has been isekai'd and has become the
Demon Lord! Now as an evil villain Bear's current obsession is bad customer service! Mwa ha ha!
Then, Bear decides to go to school! There's still plenty for him to learn, but in this case, Bear's got his
share of topics to teach the next generation of dessert lovers. (STL247454) Scheduled to ship in
March 2023. (C: 0-1-1)
RES. from Previews Vol. XXXII #10 (OCT222163)

SC, 6x9, 160pgs, FC

SRP: $15.95

JAN232222
THEY WERE 11 GN NEW ED (C: 0-1-1)
(W/A) Moto Hagio
Ten elite space cadets, from different races spread across the galaxy, are assigned to board a
decommissioned spaceship as their final test. Their orders are to survive as long as they can with
what they have. Once in the ship, they find that their crew has gained an eleventh member. Given
the circumstances of the cadet selection process and how rushed the exams were, no one can
remember the original members well enough to recognize which is the new face nor how they got
there. As the days pass, the eleven must deal with their suspicions of each other as well as the
sudden news that the spaceship is in dire straits. Winner of the 1976 Shogakukan Manga Award,
They Were Eleven is heralded as one of the turning points in shojo manga history. (STL243290)
Scheduled to ship in March 2023. (C: 0-1-1)
RES. from Previews Vol. XXXII #9 (SEP222214)
SC, 8x11, 288pgs, PC

SRP: $19.95

JAN232223
UNDER NINJA GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-1)
(W/A/CA) Kengo Hanazawa
The Russian FSB has sent a ninja to Japan to target the former UN Ninja assigned to Tokyo. Now
armed with modern ninja gear, Kudo begins to test out his new tool set throughout the mean streets
of Tokyo. Unbeknownst to him, there is a Russian agent in town set on disrupting Japan's ninja
corps. While still fresh and not yet fully trained, Kudo is put on alert to take care of a terrorist in the
city. It just so happens that this agent also happens to possess ninja skills! (STL229289) Scheduled to
ship in March 2023. (C: 0-1-1)
RES. from Previews Vol. XXXII #5 (MAY222012)
SC, 6x8, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $12.95

DENPA BOOKS - KUMA

JAN232224
HAPPY OF THE END GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-1)
(W/A) Ogeretsu Tanaka
After constant moving, Chihiro and Haoran may have settled down, which means a house-warming
party. This sudden sense of "normalcy" is a little strange for the two of them as their lives are far

from it. Whether it's the scars all over Haoran's body or the violent people in their past, finding
moments of peace is their only solace in life today. (STL258269) Scheduled to ship in March 2023. (C:
0-1-1)
SC, 6x8, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $14.95

801 MEDIA INC

JAN232225
O/A BOYFRIEND IN HEAT GN (NEW PTG) (A) (C: 1-0-0)
Available Now!For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement,
ask your local comic shop. (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia,
& UK.
ADULT MATERIAL
SC, 5x7, 200pgs, B&W SRP: $16.95

PROJECT H

JAN232226
ABSOLUTE MONARCH SYNDROME GN (A) (C: 1-0-0)
Available Now!For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement,
ask your local comic shop. (MAY131126) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong,
Malaysia, Indonesia, & UK.
ADULT MATERIAL
SC, 5x7, 200pgs, B&W SRP: $17.95

JAN232227
HOW TO GET DUMPED IN STYLE GN (A) (C: 1-0-0)
Available Now!For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement,
ask your local comic shop. (MAY141419) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong,
Malaysia, Indonesia, & UK.
ADULT MATERIAL
SC, 6x8, 200pgs, B&W SRP: $17.95

FAKKU

JAN232228
OTHERWORLDLY MAIDENS MONSTER GIRLS FROM ANOTHER WORLD GN (A)
Scheduled to ship in March 2023.For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS
Adult supplement, ask your local comic shop. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong,
Malaysia, Indonesia, & UK.
ADULT MATERIAL
SC, 6x9, 220pgs, B&W SRP: $19.95

JAN232229
WORKING OVERTIME GN (A) (C: 1-1-2)
Scheduled to ship in March 2023.For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS
Adult supplement, ask your local comic shop. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong,
Malaysia, Indonesia, & UK.
ADULT MATERIAL
SC, 6x9, 172pgs, B&W SRP: $19.95

GHOST SHIP

JAN232230
AYAKASHI TRIANGLE GN VOL 04 (MR) (C: 0-1-1)
(W/A) Kentaro Yabuki
Matsuri Kazamaki’s job as an exorcist ninja means that his livelihood depends on driving away the
ayakashi spirits who endanger humans. He’s been protecting his childhood friend, Suzu Kanade,
from the shadows for years, as she effortlessly attracts ayakashi. What will happen when Suzu
encounters a creature who looks like a simple cat, but who is really Shirogane, the king of ayakashi?
(STL258879) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-1)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 194pgs, B&W

SRP: $13.99

JAN232231
DESIRE PANDORA GN VOL 04 (MR) (C: 0-1-1)
(W) Akira Hizuki

Takai Tsukasa is obsessed with the female body, but what he longs for more than anything is to find
the perfect armpits. One day, an elegant, blonde demon appears before him, and she has exactly
what he craves. A bold, uncensored fetish fantasy unfurls between Tsukasa, his neighbor Chika, the
demon Roselia, and a cast of demon girls who are hungry for more than just souls and power!
(STL258961) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-1)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 180pgs, B&W

SRP: $13.99

JAN232232
I AM NOT A SUCCUBUS GN VOL 04 (MR) (C: 0-1-0)
(W/A/CA) Horitomo
Adjusting to a new school is always rough, and that goes double for Sakura, a shy human who is
transferred to an academy that’s monster girls only! Sakura’s new classmates include a kiss-curious
harpy, a sarcastic lamia, a cyclops who has her eye on Sakura, and a plain-spoken centaur who
treads cautiously down hallways full of lusty demons. Eager to blend in, and with a body that
convinces, Sakura lies and declares herself a succubus. But can she keep up the ruse, and keep her
new friends’ hands, claws, and scaled coils off her? It’s going to be one long, hot school year!
(STL258965) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-0)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 6x9, 152pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99

JAN232233
PARALLEL PARADISE GN VOL 14 (MR) (C: 0-1-1)
(W/A) Lynn Okamoto
A normal day at school takes a strange turn for Tada Yota when a bizarre apparition shoves him out
a third floor window. He awakens in a fantasy realm unlike any other. Not only do dragons and
knights exist, but every single inhabitant of this world is a voluptuous babe! No men have been seen
in the kingdom for thousands of years, so Yota is about to get very, very lucky. Whether Yota has
actually died or been transported to this place for mysterious, unknown reasons… either way, it’s his
version of Paradise! (STL258657) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-1)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 192pgs, B&W

SRP: $13.99

JAN232234
PETER GRILL & PHILOSOPHERS TIME GN VOL 10 (MR) (C: 0-1-1)
(W/A/CA) Daisuke Hiyama

Upon winning a fighting tournament and being crowned the world’s strongest warrior, Peter Grill
discovers a downside to his newfound fame. Women of all species, from ogres to elves, are
scrambling over each other for his seed to ensure they have the strongest babies possible. Poor
Peter just wants to settle down with his lovey dovey fiancée, but he’ll have to outmatch, outwit, and
outrun a harem of very determined monster girls to do so! (STL258659) Scheduled to ship in July
2023. (C: 0-1-1)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 180pgs, B&W

SRP: $13.99

JAN232235
PLEASE GO HOME MISS AKUTSU GN VOL 01 (MR) (C: 1-1-1)
(W/A) Taichi Nagaoka
Timid Ooyama keeps to himself at school, and he certainly never gets involved with Akutsu Riko, a
delinquent as buxom as she is notorious. But when she turns up at his apartment out of the blue,
what's he supposed to do, kick her out? She's gorgeous! And scary! But things get complicated when
Akutsu asks to stay the night, then starts turning up over and over again after school—reading
Ooyama's manga, sprawling out on his bed, and digging up his smut stash. Why exactly is she
claiming his life as her hangout?! She makes it clear there's no way she could possibly like him, but
the teasing threatens to boil over into something more! (STL258901) Scheduled to ship in April 2023.
(C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
MATURE THEMES
SC, 5x7, 146pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99

JAN232236
PLEASE GO HOME MISS AKUTSU GN VOL 02 (MR) (C: 1-1-1)
(W/A) Taichi Nagaoka
A raunchy rom-com about a quiet guy and his voluptuous houseguest who just won't stop making
herself at home!
Timid Ooyama keeps to himself at school, and he certainly never gets involved with Akutsu Riko, a
delinquent as buxom as she is notorious. But when she turns up at his apartment out of the blue,
what's he supposed to do, kick her out? She's gorgeous! And scary! But things get complicated when
Akutsu asks to stay the night, then starts turning up over and over again after school--reading
Ooyama's manga, sprawling out on his bed, and digging up his smut stash. Why exactly is she
claiming his life as her hangout?! She makes it clear there's no way she could possibly like him, but
the teasing threatens to boil over into something more in this sexy yet adorable slice-of-life romcom! (STL258902) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and
US territories.
MATURE THEMES

SC, 5x7, 146pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99

JAN232237
SUPER HXEROS GN VOL 11 (MR) (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A) Ryoma Kitada
When the mantis-like aliens known as Kiseichuu descend on Earth, they have one goal: eradicate the
human race. They do so by absorbing humans' H-energy—the sexual passion that fuels so many
people and keeps the species reproducing! The government has assembled an elite team of
superheroes to fight the bugs, aided by technology that allows them to transfer their erotic energy
into super powers. Retto Enjo is recruited onto the team, partnering with four beautiful girls, one of
whom is his childhood friend Kirara Hoshino. Can Retto save the world, keep his team together, and
maybe even melt his childhood friend's newly cold exterior? (STL258671) Scheduled to ship in July
2023. (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 180pgs, B&W

SRP: $13.99

J-NOVEL CLUB

JAN232238
MARGINAL OPERATION GN VOL 13 (C: 0-1-1)
(W) Yuri Shibamura (A) Daisuke Kimura
The battle in Myanmar rages on fiercer than ever before. China has deployed their helicopters and
drones, while Arata's allies, the Burmese Army, turn out to be far less reliable than he'd hoped. It will
take the full extent of his considerable wit to continue winning his battles and keeping his kids alive.
Fortunately, by rescuing the nearby villagers from their own government's tyranny, he may have
inadvertently created the perfect strategic opportunity for himself. (STL256755) Scheduled to ship in
March 2023. (C: 0-1-1)
SC, 5x7, 200pgs, B&W SRP: $14.99

JAN232239
SEIREI GENSOUKI SPIRIT CHRONICLES GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-1)
(W) Yuri Shibamura, Futago Minaduki (A) Futago Minaduki
As a reward for saving Princess Flora, Rio gets to leave behind his life in the slums and enroll in the
Royal Institute! Rio has to contend with Charles Arbor, who has fallen out of favor for failing to catch
the culprit behind Princess Flora's kidnapping, as well as Alphonse, a student with sway who refuses
to accept a commoner among their ranks. It's up to Rio to demonstrate his worth in a practice match
against Charles and in an outdoor drill with Alphonse. Will Rio be able to graduate safely, or will the

pride and prejudice of nobles be too difficult to overcome? (STL256750) Scheduled to ship in March
2023. (C: 0-1-1)
SC, 5x7, 168pgs, PC

SRP: $15.99

JAN232240
ASCENDANCE OF A BOOKWORM L NOVEL PART 4 VOL 5 (C: 0-1-1)
(W) Miya Kazuki (A) Suzuka Quof, You Shiina
The lower city is now a true sight to behold, and Rozemyne aims to continue her development plan
and secure a greater influence over the country’s other duchies. Doing this will require the
commoners’ assistance, so she gets to work breaking down the wall that separates them and the
nobles. She tours the printing workshops in the Central District, searches for new craftspeople by
holding a dyeing competition, and designs her very own library in her daydreams. (STL256753)
Scheduled to ship in March 2023. (C: 0-1-1)
Light Novel, SC, 5x7, 400pgs, PC SRP: $14.99

JAN232241
TEARMOON EMPIRE LIGHT NOVEL VOL 08 (C: 0-1-1)
(W) Nozomu Mochitsuki (A) Gilse
Mia reclines and flips open the Princess Chronicles, wondering what new developments it has in
store, when her eyes leap to a certain line: "Sion Sol Sunkland perished in his youth." Needless to
say, she does not remain recumbent for long. How could this possibly be?! Though he may be
infuriating at times, Sion is an ally, a classmate, and most importantly... a friend. She needs to warn
him; if she can't save him personally—which, let's face it, is unlikely given her limited faculties—then
he can at least save himself. (STL256754) Scheduled to ship in March 2023. (C: 0-1-1)
Light Novel, SC, 5x7, 400pgs, PC SRP: $14.99

KODANSHA COMICS

JAN232242
BLUE LOCK GN VOL 07 (C: 1-1-2)
(W) Muneyuki Kaneshiro (A) Yusuke Nomura
In the second selection’s “rival battles,” where the winners are able to take one of the losers from
their team, Isagi and Nagi have just lost Bachira to Rin Itoshi and the other top strikers. Now they
have to prove the strength of their individual abilities in a fight against Shouei Barou, the top scoring
player in Wing 5. If they lose, they’ll be at risk of disqualification… As Isagi takes the fight to King
Barou, he’s aiming to end up on the side of the prodigies! (STL258623) Scheduled to ship in June
2023. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Australia, Singapore or the Philippines.

SC, 208pgs, B&W

SRP: $12.99

JAN232243
DRIFTING DRAGONS GN VOL 14 (C: 0-1-1)
(W/A/CA) Taku Kuwabara
The daily routine aboard an airborne draking vessel springs to vivid life in this exquisitely crafted tale
in the tradition of the lush, transporting fantasy of Hayao Miyazaki. Part travelogue, part imaginary
cookbook, and part otherworldly slice of life, Drifting Dragons tells the stories of the Quin Zaza and
the colorful band of misfits that makes up her crew. (STL258627) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C:
0-1-1)
SC, 192pgs, B&W

SRP: $12.99

JAN232244
EDENS ZERO GN VOL 23 (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A/CA) Hiro Mashima
A young boy gazes up at the sky and sees a streaming bolt of light. The friendly, armor-clad being at
his side tells him gently, “That’s a dragon.” The fact that he’s joking isn’t important. What’s
important is the look of wonder on the boy’s face… and the galaxy-spanning adventure that’s about
to take place! Join Hiro Mashima (Fairy Tail, Rave Master) once more as he takes to the stars for
another thrilling saga! (STL258629) Scheduled to ship in June 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 192pgs, B&W

SRP: $10.99

JAN232245
FIRE FORCE GN VOL 33 (C: 1-1-2)
(W/A/CA) Atsushi Ohkubo
The city of Tokyo is in the grip of a reign of terror! Possessed by demons, people have begun to burst
into flame, leading to the establishment of a special firefighting team: the Fire Force, ready to roll on
a moment’s notice to fight spontaneous combustion anywhere it might break out. But the team is
about to get a very unique addition: Shinra, a boy who possesses the unique power to run at the
speed of a rocket, leaving behind the famous “devil’s footprints” (and destroying his shoes in the
process). Can the Fire Force discover the source of this strange phenomenon and put a stop to it? Or
will the city burn to ashes first? (STL258631) Scheduled to ship in June 2023. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: No
countries actually denied.
SC, 192pgs, B&W

JAN232246

SRP: $10.99

GO GO LOSER RANGER GN VOL 05 (MR) (C: 1-1-2)
(W/A/CA) Negi Haruba
Thirteen years ago, an evil army of mysterious alien monsters invaded the Earth, but the great
protectors of mankind—the Divine Dragon Rangers—rose up to stop them! To this day, the fate of
the Earth hangs in the balance as the fierce struggle continues to unfold! In truth, the evil aliens
were subjugated within the first year, and they've now become nothing more than clowns forced to
act out their continuous defeat every week for the entertainment of the masses. But one of the
aliens has had enough. Something has to change! He'll rebel against the strongest might of the
Dragon Rangers and destroy them all from the inside! (STL258633) Scheduled to ship in June 2023.
(C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Australia, Singapore or the Philippines.
MATURE THEMES
SC, 192pgs, B&W

SRP: $10.99

JAN232247
HERO LIFE OF SELF PROCLAIMED MEDIOCRE DEMON GN VOL 09 (C: 0(W) Shiroichi Amaui (A) Konekoneko
He may look like nothing but a country boy, but Chrono Alcon is actually one of the most powerful
demons the world has ever seen! All he's interested in is attending school like any other kid, but
when the Demon King finds out about Chrono's power, he'll have to spend his days studying, and his
nights in the dungeons, fighting monsters...?! The hit fantasy adventure manga comes to print,
perfect for fans of Goblin Slayer, The Rising of the Shield Hero, and That Time I Got Reincarnated as a
Slime!

Chrono Alcon, a young demon, traveled from his sleepy village to study at a prestigious magic school
connected to the Demon King's Castle itself. In this world, ""demons"" take many shapes: wolfmen,
hellhounds, vampires, even dragons! Chrono himself is a ""jinn,"" but he looks like an unassuming
young boy, and his classmates dismiss him as a pushover... until his groundbreaking performance in
his first test attracts the attention of not only his (gorgeous) classmates, but the Demon King herself!

The online sensation finally gets a physical release! (STL247832) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 01-1)
RES. from Previews Vol. XXXII #10 (OCT222184)
SC, 6x9, 180pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99

JAN232248
I WAS REINCARNATED AS 7TH PRINCE GN VOL 06 (C: 1-1-2)
(W) Kenkyo (A/CA) Yosuke Kokuzawa

In his previous life, Lloyd only wished to study magic, but his status as a commoner lead him to an
unfortunate end. After being ruthlessly done in by the very magic he so desperately desired to
master, Lloyd opens his eyes to an amazing new existence as the 7th prince of the Kingdom of
Saloum. This time, he’s been born with unmatched magical potential! With a new lease on life, and
the resources to grasp his greatest dream in the palm of his hand, Lloyd sets out to finally achieve
what he’s always yearned for: study magic to his heart’s content! There’s only one small problem…
he’s barely 10 years old! How is anyone going to take him seriously like this? (STL258639) Scheduled
to ship in June 2023. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: No countries actually denied.
SC, 192pgs, B&W

SRP: $12.99

JAN232249
ICEBLADE SORCERER SHALL RULE WORLD GN VOL 06 (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Nana Mikoshiba (A/CA) Norihito Sasaki
A commoner from the countryside, Ray White finds himself surrounded by the children of aristocrats
at Arnold Academy of Magic. Fortunately, he quickly befriends the talented daughter of a noble
house, a half-elf short on self-confidence, and a friendly musclehead. Together, the four take on
their first practical test in the Kafka Forest. But hey, wait! How did a seemingly talentless commoner
like Ray get into Arnold Academy in the first place…? (STL258640) Scheduled to ship in June 2023. (C:
0-1-2)
SC, 200pgs, B&W

SRP: $10.99

JAN232250
LDK GN VOL 19 (MR) (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A/CA) Ayu Watanabe
Aoi Nishimori is a high school girl who lives alone in her own apartment, but to her surprise, she
discovers that the prince of her school, Shusei Kugayama, has moved in next door! To add to this, a
series of crazy happenings result in the two living together under a single roof! Shusei is known to be
a heartless guy and Aoi particularly hates him after he coldly rejected her best friend, so a life of
cohabitation seems like a recipe for disaster. And yet, Aoi somehow can't stop her heart from
pounding when she's with Shusei. Collects volumes 21 & 22. (STL258643) Scheduled to ship in July
2023. (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: No countries actually denied.
MATURE THEMES
SC, 200pgs, B&W

SRP: $19.99

JAN232251
NORAGAMI OMNIBUS GN VOL 06 (C: 1-1-2)
(W/A/CA) Adachitoka

Yato is a homeless god. He doesn’t even have a shrine, not to mention worshippers! So to achieve
his ambitious goals, he’s set up a service to help those in need (for a small fee), hoping he’ll
eventually raise enough money to build himself the lavish shrine of his dreams. Of course, he can’t
afford to be picky, so Yato accepts all kinds of jobs, from finding lost kittens to helping a student
overcome bullies at school. (STL258655) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: No
countries actually denied.
SC, 192pgs, B&W

SRP: $19.99

JAN232252
PARASYTE COLOR COLL HC VOL 05 (MR) (C: 1-1-2)
(W/A/CA) Hitoshi Iwaaki
Shinichi was just an ordinary high school student, until his body was invaded by a parasite, a
horrifying alien being. Now Shinichi is a monster with a human face... and a human conscience. He is
unlike anything else in the world—part man, part alien, and caught in a desperate struggle to save
his own soul. (STL258658) Scheduled to ship in January 2024. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in
Australia, Singapore or the Philippines.
MATURE THEMES
HC, 362pgs, FC SRP: $19.99

JAN232253
RENT A GIRLFRIEND GN VOL 19 (MR) (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A/CA) Reiji Miyajima
In today's Japan, "rental" services can deliver an afternoon with a "friend," a "parent," even a fake
girlfriend! After a staggering betrayal by his girlfriend, hapless freshman Kazuya gets just desperate
enough to give it a try. But he quickly discovers how complicated it can be to "rent" an emotional
connection, and his new "girlfriend," who's trying to keep her side hustle secret, will panic when she
finds out her real life and Kazuya's are intertwined in surprising ways! Family, school, and life all start
to go wrong, too! (STL258661) Scheduled to ship in June 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 208pgs, B&W

SRP: $12.99

JAN232254
SAVING 80K GOLD IN ANOTHER WORLD GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2)
(W) FUNA (A) Keisuke Motoe
After growing up an orphan, Mitsuha has a healthy respect for money and a desire to live well—at
least, until she dies after being pushed off a cliff. Waking up in a strange fantasy world, Mitsuha
narrowly survives an encounter with a pack of wolves, then realizes she has the power to move

between this world and the real one. A lesser person might embark on heroic adventures-Mitsuha
instead immediately recognizes the lucrative possibilities of her new situation, and heads out to buy
an arsenal of modern weapons. Her goal: to acquire 80,000 gold, and the life of leisure she's always
dreamed of! (STL258663) Scheduled to ship in June 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 178pgs, B&W

SRP: $12.99

JAN232255
SEVEN DEADLY SINS OMNIBUS GN VOL 10 (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A) Nakaba Suzuki
The Grizzly Sin, King, is alive! Unfortunately, King not only refuses to help Meliodas, he declares Ban
as his mortal enemy for having attained eternal life at the cost of the life of his sister Elaine. During a
gripping confrontation between King and Ban, the fearsomely skilled Holy Knight Gila comes bearing
startling disaster and devastation! This book includes volumes 28-30 of The Seven Deadly Sins
manga, in a special, large size. (STL258896) Scheduled to ship in June 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 576pgs, FC SRP: $19.99

JAN232256
SHAMAN KING FLOWERS GN VOL 03 (C: 0-1-1)
(W/A) Hiroyuki Takei
Hana Asakura finds that being the son of Yoh & Anna Asakura isn’t all it’s cracked up to be, and his
boredom has him itching for any kind of excitement. But when a fight comes straight to his doorstep,
it’s from a place he least expects—his own family? The battle for Asakura supremacy begins!
(STL258664) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-1)
SC, B&W

SRP: $10.99

JAN232257
SHANGRI LA FRONTIER GN VOL 06 (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Katarina (A/CA) Ryosuke Fuji
Having survived a fierce attack by one of the Shangri-La Frontier PK clans, Sunraku goes into the
fighting ring against ten powerful monsters as part of a unique scenario. He barely escapes with his
life, only to then receive an invitation from his gamer friend Pencilgon to help her take down a
unique monster known as Wethermon the Tombguard. With Wethermon still undefeated by any of
the game's 30 million players, Sunraku may have bitten off more than he can chew! (STL258665)
Scheduled to ship in June 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 200pgs, B&W

SRP: $12.99

JAN232258
SOMETHINGS WRONG WITH US GN VOL 15 (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A/CA) Natsumi Ando
Following in her mother's footsteps, Nao became a traditional Japanese sweets maker, and at 21,
she's about to work at a world-class confectionary company. But when she meets the young,
handsome owner, she recognizes his cold stare… It's none other than Tsubaki, her childhood friend
and first crush, the same boy who stood over his father's bloodied body 15 years ago, and framed
Nao's mother for the murder. As the only witness of that fateful night, Nao is eager to chase down
the truth and confirm her suspicions. Since Tsubaki has no clue who she is, she seizes her chance to
get close to him, but instead of finding any answers, she begins falling deeper for Tsubaki's allure!
(STL258669) Scheduled to ship in June 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 200pgs, B&W

SRP: $12.99

JAN232259
TSUGUMI PROJECT GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2)
(W) ippatu
In the western Pacific Ocean floats an island archipelago, cut off from the world and full of
mysteries: scientific secrets that some believe are best forgotten, decaying monuments to an era of
human decadence two centuries gone, and strange, radioactive monsters that tear apart any human
beings foolish enough to set foot there. Its name, spoken only in whispers: Japan. An experienced
soldier of fortune, Leon is tasked with retrieving a powerful weapon called Tsugumi. Can they stay
alive long enough to find this Tsugumi? And does it have anything to do with the quiet, brutal girl
with taloned feet who swoops in to save Leon's life? (STL258675) Scheduled to ship in August 2023.
(C: 0-1-2)
SC, 162pgs, B&W

SRP: $12.99

JAN232260
WAVE LISTEN TO ME GN VOL 10 (MR) (C: 0-1-1)
(W/A/CA) Hiroaki Samura
Minare thought she was just venting to a stranger when she told a guy at a bar about her man
troubles. It turns out that man works at a radio station, and the next day she's shocked to hear her
grumbling broadcast on the air! She storms the station in a rage, only to be duped into joining a talk
show, and her acid tongue makes her into an instant star! (STL258676) Scheduled to ship in
November 2023. (C: 0-1-1)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 208pgs, B&W

SRP: $12.99

JAN232261
YURI IS MY JOB GN VOL 11 (MR) (C: 0-1-0)
(W/A/CA) Miman
Hime is a picture-perfect high school princess; she's admired by all and never trips up! So when she
accidentally injures a café manager named Mai, she's willing to cover some shifts to keep her facade
intact. To Hime's surprise, the café is themed after a private school where the all-female staff always
puts on their best act for their loyal customers. However, under the guidance of the most graceful
girl there, Hime can't help but blush and blunder! Beneath all the frills and laughter, Hime feels
tension brewing as she finds out more about her new job and her budding feelings! (STL258680)
Scheduled to ship in June 2023. (C: 0-1-0)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 200pgs, B&W

SRP: $12.99

MANGO

JAN232262
CEMAS Z GN STARTING LINE (C: 0-1-1)
(W/A) Augustus Sanchez
In a world similar to earth, a large majority of humanity has been given otherworldly powers called
"Uniques" that they use in order to combat the rise of massive grotesque creatures called
"Corrupteds", we follow a young man named "Zorox" who studies in the D.A.S.O institute to hone his
unique "Super Human Growth" and become someone he can be proud of. Unfortunately, there are
groups of people who choose to abuse their gifts. Can Zorox figure out what he must do and find out
the connections between Uniques and Corrupteds? Can he achieve his goal of becoming a D.A.S.O
Operative? Can he survive the grueling tasks that he'll encounter? (STL222373) Scheduled to ship in
March 2023. (C: 0-1-1)
RES. from Previews Vol. XXXII #3 (MAR222192)
SC, 6x9, 208pgs, FC

SRP: $22.99

ONE PEACE BOOKS

JAN232263
CAPTAIN CORINTH GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-0)
(W) Atsuhiko Itoh (A) Tomomasa Takuma
Alan Corinth, the only survivor of an attack on his galactic navy vessel, crashes down onto an
unknown planet. There he meets a girl named Cleria with an unclear past, and learns that a

mysterious power that everyone calls "magic" exists in this world. To understand the everyday
workings of his new home planet, Alan sets out with Cleria to meet more people in the towns and
villages along their path. Will he be able to survive and forge a new life in this world of swords and
magic with the power of science and technology on his side? (STL256171) Scheduled to ship in
March 2023. (C: 0-1-0)
SC, 200pgs, B&W

SRP: $12.95

JAN232264
FARMING LIFE IN ANOTHER WORLD GN VOL 08 (C: 0-1-1)
(W) Kinosuke Naito (A) Yasuyuki Tsurugi
Cries of joy ring throughout Tall Tree Village as they celebrate the birth of a bouncing baby boy. The
villagers carry on with their busy lives to ensure that the autumn harvest goes smoothly, but then
the Village Chief suddenly has an idea! He wants to reform the hot spring recon team… and this
time, he wants to take charge of their mission! (STL256172) Scheduled to ship in March 2023. (C: 01-1)
SC, 168pgs, B&W

SRP: $11.95

JAN232265
DEATH MAGE SC NOVEL VOL 02 (C: 0-1-1)
(W) Densuke (A/CA) Ban !
Vandal has become the hero of the Ghoul Grotto after using his vast magical power and death magic
to defeat the Kobolt King. He remains with the ghouls, learning non-attribute magic from Zadilis, and
spending some peaceful time with his allies while helping with such issues as the mage’s old age and
declining birth rates in the community. However, there is a growing threat from an orc army led by
the noble Orc Bugogan, who is intent on wiping out the ghouls—or worse! (STL256168) Scheduled to
ship in March 2023. (C: 0-1-1)
Novel, SC, 6x9, 400pgs SRP: $14.95

SATURDAY AM

JAN232266
HAMMER GN (SATUDAY AM TANK) VOL 03 JUNGLE KINGDOM (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A/CA) Jey Odin
Soon after Stud arrived in the Jungle Kingdom, he was discovered and reported to the king as an
intruder with Kingdom Maps, the most important treasure King Elephante had been looking for.
Now with a target on his back, Stud continues searching for a way back home with an ally, Brymm,
who has a strange request: she needs help saving her kingdom in the future. She continuously asks

Stud, who can’t help because he’s trying to get back home. (STL256173) Scheduled to ship in March
2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 5x8, 224pgs, PC

SRP: $13.99

JAN232267
O/A SATURDAY AM PRESENTS HOW TO DRAW DIVERSE MANGA SC
Saturday AM Presents How to Draw Diverse Manga features Saturday AM's most popular artists,
who themselves represent racial identities, ethnicities, and cultures from all over the world as well
as diverse gender identities. The reader-friendly, step-by-step presentation, which is accessible even
to beginning artists, shares drawing guidance for Faces, features, and expressions; Bodies,
proportions, and body positivity; Hair, including afros, braids, and waves; Developing character
design through the language of shape, silhouette, and color schemes; and Avoiding stereotypes and
caricatures. (STL225979) Available Now!
How-To, SC, 8x11, 144pgs, PC

SRP: $24.99

SEARCH PRESS

JAN232268
HOW TO DRAW MANGA FACES SC (C: 0-1-0)
(A) Yishan Li
Learn to draw 38 expressive, characterful manga faces using this simple step-by-step book. Manga
artist Yishan Li teaches you to transform simple shapes into eyes, mouths, hairstyles and fully
formed manga faces. There are 38 exercises to choose from including 18 complete manga faces, or
you can use the facial features as building blocks to create your own unique characters. Each project
starts with a few basic outlines and progresses into a finished drawing in 8 easy steps. (STL256207)
Scheduled to ship in March 2023. (C: 0-1-0)
How-to-Draw, SC, 8x11, 32pgs, FC

SRP: $9.95

SEVEN SEAS ENTERTAINMENT

JAN232269
AMONGST US GN GN 01 SOULMATES (C: 0-1-1)
(W/A/CA) Shilin Huang
From the Seven Seas + Hiveworks Comics team-up: This fun, full-color LGBT+ tale borne from the
popular and long-running fantasy webcomic Carciphona can be read and enjoyed independently.
Veloce loves Blackbird. Blackbird loves Veloce. These two young women may have strange chemistry

and seemingly nothing in common, but somehow, their offbeat relationship works. Join them for a
dance through the city they call home as they satisfy Blackbird's sweet tooth and indulge Veloce in
her attempts to understand fashion. In an alternate universe, this sorceress and assassin share a
very different reality... but in this one, they're a modern couple who have built a life together— and
they intend to enjoy it. (STL258970) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-1)
SC, 112pgs, B&W

SRP: $17.99

JAN232270
ASUMI CHAN IS INTERESTED IN LESBIAN BROTHELS GN VOL 03 (MR)
(W/A) Kuro Itsuki
Sweet but awkward college student Asumi never got over her childhood crush on her old friend Mai.
She’s mortified by the memory of their first kiss, which couldn’t have gone worse. When she
discovers that Mai may be working at a nearby brothel, she sees her chance for redemption. There’s
only one catch: none of the girls on the brothel’s website use their real names. Goaded along by a
more experienced friend, Asumi begins a journey of exploring her sexuality, trying new fetishes, and
getting comfortable in her own skin as she sleeps with the brothel’s women one at a time in her
search for Mai. Is it possible Mai is searching for her out there, too? (STL258619) Scheduled to ship
in July 2023. (C: 0-1-1) NOTE: No countries actually denied.
MATURE THEMES
SC, 164pgs, PC SRP: $14.99

JAN232271
BARBARITIES GN VOL 03 (C: 0-1-0)
(W/A/CA) Tsuta Suzuki
Lord Montague is a powerful figure in the nation, in need of a bodyguard following a threat to his
life. Enter Viscount Adam Canning: a dashing blond-haired nobleman who swears to use his combat
skills to protect Lord Montague… and woo anyone who catches his fancy while staying at Lord
Montague's estate. When Adam sees Lord Montague's nephew, Joel, Adam is immediately smitten.
But Joel is a serious young man, too busy rooting out crime and corruption to fall for Adam's charms.
Of course, that just makes Adam want him more! Can Joel stay focused on his lofty ideals, or will he
fall for the devilishly handsome viscount? (STL258620) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-0)
SC, 242pgs, B&W

SRP: $14.99

JAN232272
BITE MAKER KINGS OMEGA GN VOL 08 (MR) (C: 0-1-1)
(W/A/CA) Miwako Sugiyama

Nobunaga won the genetic lottery and was born an alpha: his beauty, intelligence, and talent drive
everyone wild with lust. Despite his seemingly perfect life, Nobunaga is unsatisfied—until he meets
the woman of his dreams, who can sate his every desire. Enjoy a taste of the supernatural in this
alpha/beta/omega tale about love, lust, and the power of attraction. (STL258622) Scheduled to ship
in July 2023. (C: 0-1-1)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 180pgs, B&W

SRP: $12.99

JAN232273
CINDERELLA CLOSET GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-1)
(W/A/CA) Fushiashikumo
Haruka is a "plain jane" who left the countryside to start her college life in Tokyo. She's secretly in
love with Kurotaki, a coworker at her part-time job, but she lacks the self-confidence to confess her
feelings to him. Then she meets Hikaru, a glamorous but sharp-tongued fashionista who
begrudgingly agrees to play "fairy godmother" for Haruka and help her learn to love and value
herself in the process. However, there's more to Hikaru than meets the eye! (STL258980) Scheduled
to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-1)
SC, 176pgs, B&W

SRP: $13.99

JAN232274
DRAGON KINGS IMPERIAL WRATH GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Akira Shikimi (A) Akiko Kawano
In a fantasy world inspired by ancient China, thirteen clans rule the land, and the Rat Clan is the
weakest. Rueiin, the princess of the Rat Clan, is summoned to the land of the dominating Dragon
Clan along with the princesses of the other tribes. The Dragon King seeks a bride, and they are all
candidates! Instead of vying for the Dragon King's favor, though, Rueiin takes the chance to lose
herself in the palace's enormous library—a place she can read to her heart's content, since she's
driven by an insatiable curiosity. It's there that she's "found" by the Dragon King himself, who
immediately kisses her and claims she's the one for him?! A fantastical love story begins!
(STL257972) Scheduled to ship in May 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 6x9, 194pgs, B&W SRP: $14.99

JAN232275
DRUGSTORE IN ANOTHER WORLD CHEAT PHARMACIST GN VOL 07 (C: 0(W/A) Kennoji, Eri Haruno
When corporate drone Reiji wakes up in another world, he comes face-to-face with a fatally
wounded werewolf. Thankfully, Reiji’s new Medicine Maker skill enables him to brew uniquely

effective potions. Alongside his new wolf-girl friend, Reiji and his amazing cures are ready to
revolutionize this fantasy world. Be they an old man seeking the secret of youth or an elven archer
with blurry vision, all comers are welcome to his countryside pharmacy. (STL258628) Scheduled to
ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-1)
SC, 180pgs, B&W

SRP: $12.99

JAN232276
DUKE OF DEATH & HIS MAID GN VOL 07 (C: 0-1-1)
(W) Koharu Inoue, Koharu Inoue (A) Koharu Inoue
When the duke was a young boy, a witch made it so that any living thing he touched died. Unable to
cope with such a cursed child, his family sent him away to live in an old mansion. Now a young man,
his only companions are an elderly butler and his childhood friend, a buxom, blonde maid named
Alice. Despite the fact that touching the duke means instant death, Alice is constantly teasing him,
getting close and flirting mercilessly. But even though Alice loves to make the duke blush, her
affection for him is the real deal. Can the two figure out a way to break the witch’s spell?
(STL258890) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-1)
SC, 171pgs, B&W

SRP: $12.99

JAN232277
EVEN DOGS GO TO OTHER WORLDS GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Ryuuou (A) Hana Ichika
Ordinary salaryman Takumi works a grueling job, but he can get through it because he has Leo, his
beloved puppy-sized Maltese, waiting for him at home. One day, Takumi wakes up in a fantasy
world… and right in front of him is an enormous wolf! Wait, could this gigantic creature actually be
the once-little Leo?! With the help of a mysterious new magic skill, Takumi will do his best in this
world to make a better (and more relaxed) life for himself and his furry best friend! (STL257977)
Scheduled to ship in May 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 6x9, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99

JAN232278
EVIL SECRET SOCIETY OF CATS GN VOL 03 (C: 0-1-1)
(W/A) PANDANIA
“Let us teach the humans about the horror of cats!” They may seem cute and cuddly (okay, they
definitely are), but this secret society of cats is up to no good! Under the direction of the purplecaped General, The Evil Secret Society of Cats schemes against humanity in a series of hilarious plots
as adorable as they are diabolical. Can these cats effectively terrorize the humans, or are they
doomed to be petted rather than feared? Don’t miss this full-color manga tale of sweet but sinister
shenanigans! (STL258893) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-1)

SC, 112pgs, FC SRP: $14.99

JAN232279
EX YAKUZA & STRAY KITTEN GN VOL 03 (C: 0-1-1)
(W/A) Riddle Kamimura
One cold and rainy winter's day, a tiny kitten named Sabu is abandoned on the side of the road.
When Sabu is rescued by Jin, a retired yakuza boss, the poor kitten fears things have gone from bad
to worse—and that this would-be savior has murder on his mind! Yet beneath Jin's scarred hands
and scary face lies a sweet man who loves pampering kitties with baths, bottle-feedings, and
whatever else his tiny companion needs. Be sure to get your paws on this hilariously adorable tale
about an unlikely pet pair! (STL258630) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-1)
SC, 154pgs, B&W

SRP: $13.99

JAN232280
FAILURE FRAME GN VOL 06 (C: 0-1-1)
(W) Kaoru Shinozaki (A) Uchiuchi Keyaki
Mimori Touka and his classmates are abruptly catapulted into a fantasy world, summoned by the
world's resident goddess to serve as heroes. The good news? Most of the students display amazing
skills upon arrival! The bad? Mimori is the worst of the lot, bottoming out at a measly E-rank.
Incensed, the goddess tosses him in a dungeon to die—but, it turns out, Mimori's skills aren't so
much worthless as they are abnormal. Abnormally powerful, perhaps! (STL258881) Scheduled to
ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-1)
SC, 5x7, 180pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99

JAN232281
GREAT SNAKES BRIDE GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-1)
(W/A/CA) Fushiashikumo
For 500 years, a giant snake god has lived in the ancient mountain. Miyo, an unlucky young woman
from the nearby village, has been offered as a tribute: she is to be the snake’s bride. Miyo always
feared that the enormous talking snake would devour her whole, but once she’s taken in by the god,
he treats her like a wife rather than a meal. His flicking tongue vibrates through gentle words, his
powerful slithering body wraps around hers in an embrace. This god is kinder than his monstrous
form implies, and Miyo thinks she could learn to appreciate the non-human form his love takes.
What does it truly mean to be the bride of a beast? (STL258976) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C:
0-1-1)
SC, 200pgs, B&W

SRP: $13.99

JAN232282
HITOMI CHAN IS SHY WITH STRANGERS GN VOL 07 (C: 0-1-1)
(W/A) Chorisuke Natsumi
Tall, busty high schooler Takano Hitomi has shark teeth, a looming presence, and a truly terrifying
face. As an upperclassman named Usami Yuu finds out, however, looks can be deceiving. Beneath
her massive frame and intense glare, Hitomi-chan is a sweet girl who just wants to overcome her
social anxiety and make some friends. As Yuu gets to know her, they grow close—so close that
maybe friendship won’t be enough! Don’t miss this charming romcom between a scary-but-sweet
girl and her smaller, loving senpai. (STL258636) Scheduled to ship in December 2023. (C: 0-1-1)
SC, 161pgs, B&W

SRP: $12.99

JAN232283
HOMUNCULUS OMNIBUS GN VOL 01 (VOL 1-2) (C: 0-1-1)
(W/A) Hideo Yamamoto
homeless and his nights in his vehicle, he has little to his name—but not so little that he'll agree to
be the subject of a scientific experiment. An unnerving medical student is stalking him and offering
to pay Nakoshi a significant sum to test trepanation: the ability to draw out a sixth sense by drilling
into the skull. Nakoshi refuses. When Nakoshi's beloved car is towed, though, he finally agrees to
cash and the operating table. At first, the experiment seems to bear no fruit, and Nakoshi's life is
unchanged. That is, until Nakoshi realizes his vision has warped in his left eye... showing him the
twisted homunculus inside every human. (STL258917) Scheduled to ship in June 2023. (C: 0-1-1)
SC, 5x7, 464pgs, B&W SRP: $27.99

JAN232284
I GET FEELING THAT NOBUKUNI LIKES ME GN VOL 03 (MR) (C: 0-1(W/A) Kousuke Yasuda
Nobukuni is in love with Sasaki, a boy who sits next to her in class. But how can she get him to notice
her? A deep dive into teen magazines and heeding the advice of a cool girl in class gives Nobukuni all
kinds of ideas: try to sleep cutely at her desk, flash a little skin, and kindly waft some of her
pheromones in Sasaki’s direction. She’s not getting much of a reaction, so she fears it isn’t working–
little does she know he’s hiding some secret feelings of his own! A delightful romantic comedy about
young passion and the (awkward) act of seduction! (STL258638) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 01-1) NOTE: No countries actually denied.
MATURE THEMES
SC, 160pgs, PC SRP: $13.99

JAN232285

I GOT FIRED AS A COURT WIZARD GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-1)
(W) Rui Sekai (A) Kyou Kitazawa
Jade was one of the strongest mages in his entire country, boasting the coveted post of Court
Wizard. Unfortunately, a twist of fate saw him fired from that gig, and now he’s wound up teaching
at a magic school way out in the boonies. Worse yet, he’s in charge of a class of losers and misfits
who have earned the scorn of the academy’s elite. Channeling both his skill as a royal magician and
his earnest desire to help his students achieve their dreams, can Jade turn this class of rejects into a
force to be reckoned with? (STL251121) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 0-1-1)
RES. from Previews Vol. XXXII #11 (NOV222171)
SC, 160pgs, FC SRP: $13.99

JAN232286
IM A WOLF BUT MY BOSS IS A SHEEP GN VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A) Shino Shimizu
Wolf-man Ogami is a salaryman at a mattress and bedding company whose coworkers are all sheep.
Normally, this lone wolf keeps to himself, but his job in this new department is both a blessing and a
curse. Ogami has a crush on an adorable sheep-lady supervisor and it appears to be more than just a
case of mere puppy-love... (STL258641) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 180pgs, B&W

SRP: $12.99

JAN232287
KUMA KUMA KUMA BEAR GN VOL 07 (C: 0-1-1)
(W) Kumanano (A/CA) Sergei
Fifteen-year-old video game addict Yuna is set for life: she funds her shut-in lifestyle by playing the
stock market and then spends every other free moment playing her favourite virtual reality MMO.
After a game update, Yuna receives a way-too-cute bear outfit that’s super overpowered! There’s no
way Yuna would ever wear something that embarrassing, but after being sucked into a fantasy
world, she might not have a choice! (STL237556) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-1)
RES. from Previews Vol. XXXII #7 (JUL222325)
SC, 180pgs, B&W

SRP: $12.99

JAN232288
LAST GAME GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Shinobu Amano
In elementary school, the rich and spoiled Yanagi Naoto was known for excelling in both studies and
sports. But then he suffered the first setback of his life when Kujou Mikoto, a girl from a poor family,

transferred to his school and performed better than Naoto at every turn. Reeling from this
unforgivable blow to his pride, Naoto decided that he had to make Mikoto lose at something… by
making her lose her heart to him, which he could then break! Now that they're both in college, will
Naoto finally be able to win Mikoto's affections—or will he lose this final game with her?
(STL257976) Scheduled to ship in May 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 6x9, 200pgs, B&W SRP: $14.99

JAN232289
LES MISERABLES OMNIBUS GN VOL 03 (C: 0-1-1)
(W) Takahiro Arai, Victor Hugo (A/CA) Takahiro Arai
Jean Valjean, a starving man who commits an act that will haunt him for the rest of his life; Cosette,
a young orphan girl; Javert, an obsessed policeman; Marius, a revolutionary who inspires the
working classes. These unforgettable characters and more make up the cast of Victor Hugo’s classic
novel, Les Misérables, renowned as one of the greatest works of Western literature. Its countless
adaptations have appeared in film, TV, and on stage alike. Now, experience the epic tale of love,
tragedy, and redemption in this gorgeously illustrated and faithfully adapted manga series!
(STL258644) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-1)
SC, 456pgs, B&W

SRP: $19.99

JAN232290
LUPIN III THICK AS THIEVES CLASSIC COLL HC VOL 01 (C: 0-1-1)
(W/A/CA) Monkey Punch
Monkey Punch’s immortal creations are among the most beloved characters of all time, from master
thief Lupin III to his trusted sidekicks and tenacious rivals. Seven Seas is proud to present the followup to last year’s hit Greatest Heists with this second “best of” release. Thick as Thieves is another
curated collection of some of Monkey Punch’s best stories and chapters of Lupin III from throughout
the classic manga’s history, featuring all-new translations in a beautiful oversized hardcover. Let this
iconic manga steal your heart all over again! (STL258973) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-1)
HC, 288pgs, B&W

SRP: $24.99

JAN232291
MALEVOLENT SPIRITS MONONOGATARI GN VOL 03 (MR) (C: 0-1-1)
(W/A) Onigunsou
When spirits cross over into the human world, they can possess old objects and gain a physical form:
a tsukumogami. Tsukumogami can be gentle, violent, or somewhere in-between, so the Saenome
clan peacefully helps send them back to the spirit world to avoid destruction. Kunato Hyouma is a
member of the clan, but is…less than peaceful, since he holds a grudge from when a tsukumogami
robbed him of something important. Afraid that Hyouma's brash anger in dealing with these spirits

will lead to supernatural catastrophes, Hyouma's grandfather sends him to live in Kyoto with an
unusual young woman: Nagatsuki Botan, a girl who actually lives with tsukumogami like family! Can
Hyouma learn to control his emotions when dealing with tsukumogami, or is his own spirit doomed
to be possessed with rage forever? (STL258646) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-1) NOTE: No
countries actually denied.
MATURE THEMES
SC, 194pgs, PC SRP: $13.99

JAN232292
MOMO BLOOD TAKER GN VOL 05 (C: 0-1-1)
(W/A/CA) Akira Sugito
Tokyo is plagued by a string of murders where the victims are drained of blood. While the city
whispers about vampires, detective Mikogami Keigo seeks to avenge his murdered lover. As he
stalks “The Man With Two Faces,” Mikogami catches the attention of a mysterious silver-haired girl.
(STL258647) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-1)
SC, 224pgs, B&W

SRP: $13.99

JAN232293
MY GIRLFRIENDS CHILD GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-1)
(W/A) Mamoru Aoi
Sachi and her boyfriend Takara are a young couple in high school. They go to school together, hang
out, and even engage in the more intimate side of dating. However, after a recent evening of sex,
Sachi gets the feeling that something isn’t right and buys a pregnancy test. Later, in the bathroom of
a family restaurant far from her home, she sees the two red lines that will change her life forever. A
tender and honest look at the realities of teen pregnancy, My Girlfriend’s Child is sure to spark
conversation. (STL258650) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-1)
SC, 192pgs, B&W

SRP: $13.99

JAN232294
MY NEW LIFE AS A CAT GN VOL 02 (C: 1-1-1)
(W/A) Konomi Wagata
Nao Kazushiro is a normal high school student—until he gets in a traffic accident and winds up in the
body of a cat! At first, it's all fun and games as he gets used to his new form, but then the novelty
wears off and the hunger sets in. Luckily, he's picked up by Chika, a girl his age, who gives him food
and a home off the streets. She's paw-fully sweet and pretty, but meanwhile he's still in a furry feline
body! Will Nao (now Nyao) ever get his human form back, or will fur end up flying instead of sparks?

(STL258651) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only within US; no US
territories.
SC, 192pgs, B&W

SRP: $13.99

JAN232295
MY SENPAI IS ANNOYING GN VOL 10 (C: 0-1-1)
(W/A/CA) Shiro Manta
Igarashi is a hardworking young office lady. Takeda, the senpai above her at work, annoys her
constantly-and yet she finds herself growing closer to him. Every day is filled with comic mishaps and
romantic moments as Igarashi tries to balance work, life, and love. This full-color manga, which
started its life as a webcomic, is sure to charm audiences of workplace comedies like Aggretsuko and
The Office! (STL258652) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-1)
SC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $14.99

JAN232296
MY SISTER CAT GN VOL 03 (C: 0-1-1)
(W/A) senko
After losing his mother at a young age, Nekota is taken in by family friends… who happen to be a
couple of human-sized walking, talking cats. Not only do his new parents have paws, tails, and furry
pointed ears, but now he also has an adorable little sister, Neneko-chan! As a high schooler, he's
integrated well into their household, and his precocious adoptive sister has fully accepted him as her
big brother. Whether she's showing him things she brought home from elementary school,
purrsistently asking him to play with her mouse toy, or waking him up at the same early hour every
morning for breakfast, life with this charming feline family is never dull! (STL258653) Scheduled to
ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-1) NOTE: No countries actually denied.
SC, 178pgs, PC SRP: $13.99

JAN232297
NAMEKAWA SAN WONT TAKE A LICKING GN VOL 04 (MR) (C: 0-1-1)
(W/A) Rie Ato
After putting up with years of bullying in junior high, Namekawa-san decides to make a preemptive
strike when she starts high school. Her plan? Become a delinquent! At first, everything seems to be
going great—her classmates are terrified. However, the head of the disciplinary committee is
unfazed. She's got her eye on Namekawa-san, and she refuses to look away in this explosive yuri
comedy! (STL258654) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-1)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 162pgs, B&W

SRP: $13.99

JAN232298
NO LONGER ALLOWED IN ANOTHER WORLD GN VOL 03 (C: 0-1-1)
(W) Hiroshi Noda (A) Takahiro Wakamatsu
A second life in another world with cute girls by your side and video gamey powers—sounds like a
dream, right? Not so for a certain melancholy author, who would quite literally rather drop dead.
Honestly, all the fantastical adventure is just getting in the way of his poetic dream of finding the
perfect place to die. But no matter how much he risks his hide, everything seems to keep turning out
okay. Will our terminally depressed hero find a new lease on life in this cheerfully bleak isekai
comedy? (STL258885) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-1) NOTE: No countries actually denied.
SC, 6x9, 162pgs, PC

SRP: $13.99

JAN232299
PRECARIOUS WOMAN MISS BLACK GENERAL GN VOL 09 (MR) (C: 0-1-1
(W/A/CA) Jin
It's not easy being a supervillain when you're crushing hard on your superhero nemesis. Miss Black
General is the evil executive of the secret organization RX and dreams of world domination. Problem
is, Brave Man—the hero that gives her warm fuzzies—is set on thwarting all of her dastardly plots.
To make matters even more complicated, Miss Black General has a habit of misinterpreting Brave
Man's counterattacks-as flirtation. This slapstick comedy puts a romantic twist on the age-old battle
of good vs. evil! (STL258660) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-1)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 180pgs, B&W

SRP: $12.99

JAN232300
SHE PROFESSED HERSELF PUPIL OF WISE MAN GN VOL 09 (MR) (C: 0
(W) Hirotsugu Ryuusen (A) Fuzichoco
Sakimori Kagami has woken up in the world of Arch Earth Online, a VRMMORPG he's been playing
intensely for a long time. The catch? He made some adjustments to his character when he last
logged on, which he thought he hadn't saved. Instead of his normal avatar of an old, bearded
sorcerer, he's in the body of a young woman! Now he must convince the people of this world that
he—she—is a pupil of the wiseman who vanished without a trace thirty years ago. (STL258666)
Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-1)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 172pgs, B&W

SRP: $14.99

JAN232301
SKULL DRAGONS PRECIOUS DAUGHTER GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-1)
(W/A/CA) Ichi Yukishiro
In a faraway land lies a forest where all manner of beings dispose of their trash. One day, a young
girl named Eve is abandoned along with the usual debris, but she is soon found by an aging dragon
who decides to take her in and raise her. Under the dragon’s watchful eye, Eve grows up happy and
healthy, but her peaceful life is interrupted by impending tragedy. Yet in the face of this
heartbreaking farewell, Eve makes a surprising next move. A perfect “found family” story for fantasy
lovers! (STL258982) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-1)
SC, 200pgs, B&W

SRP: $13.99

JAN232302
SOLOIST IN A CAGE GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Shiro Moriya
Chloe and her baby brother Locke were born in a prison the size of a city: a walled-off collection of
ramshackle buildings full of dangerous criminals who live bleak and isolated lives. Their parents are
gone, leaving Chloe to care for her brother. When a trio of soldiers manage to break out of the
prison, Chloe goes with them but loses Locke during the escape. After years of training, Chloe
returns to the prison city with one goal: to find her now 11-year-old brother and get him out of that
hellhole, no matter what it takes. (STL257975) Scheduled to ship in May 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 6x9, 248pgs, B&W SRP: $14.99

JAN232303
STRANGE ADVENTURE OF BROKE MERCENARY GN VOL 04 (C: 0-1-1)
(W) Mine (A) Area Ikemiya
Loren spent years fighting for the highest bidder, drifting from one battlefield to the next as part of a
mercenary band. All that changes when a battle goes horribly wrong, and Loren barely escapes alive.
Alone and without so much as a coin to his name, Loren resolves to start a new life as an adventurer.
The adventuring trade is a world unto itself, and Loren's cynical common sense clashes with the
foolhardy courage of his new comrades. Meeting the enigmatic and beautiful priestess Lapis just
might be the key to his survival—and the beginning of a strange new chapter in his life. (STL258967)
Scheduled to ship in October 2023. (C: 0-1-1)
SC, 180pgs, B&W

SRP: $12.99

JAN232304
SWORD OF DEMON HUNTER KIJIN GENTOSHO GN VOL 03 (MR) (C: 0-1(W) Motoo Nakanishi (A/CA) Yu Satomi

For generations, a shrine has stood in the mountain village of Kadono, and for each generation the
shrine has had an Itsukihime—its shrine maiden—and the maiden has had her guardian. During the
Edo period, a young man named Jinta protects the town and the Itsukihime. When he confronts a
strange demon in the nearby forest, it tells him that in the distant future a Demon God will threaten
all people, everywhere, and it claims that the the Demon God’s rise to power springs from this very
time and place, in the village of Kadono. So begins the centuries-spanning journey of a man tainted
by demons, hunting through time to seek justice for what he’s lost, and to find a reason to keep on
fighting. (STL258673) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-1)
MATURE THEMES
Light Novel, SC, 178pgs, B&W

SRP: $13.99

JAN232305
WHAT HE WHO DOESNT BELIEVE IN FATE SAYS GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-1)
(W/A) Omu the Rice
In this romance with a supernatural edge, a guy who can see the fated ties between soulmates falls
for a woman who's destined to be with someone else... or is she? The "red string of fate" that
appears throughout this black-and-white manga will be spot-printed in vivid color! Kosuke can see
the "red string of fate" that connects soulmates. Unfortunately, he's fallen in love with Yuka and her
string clearly doesn't lead to him. He hides his feelings for her, until one day a fortune teller lets Yuka
know her destined lover is nearby—and she thinks it's Kosuke! Could this finally be the windfall for
Kosuke's unrequited love? Can he stop destiny? (STL258909) Scheduled to ship in June 2023. (C: 0-11)
SC, 5x7, 146pgs, B&W SRP: $14.99

JAN232306
WHO MADE ME A PRINCESS GN VOL 01 (C: 1-1-1)
(W) Plutus (A) Spoon
In this full-color fantasy comic/webtoon, a modern woman is reincarnated as the doomed princess
in a romance novel—and reaches out to grab a new future with both baby fists! The story of
Athanasia, forsaken princess of the Obelian Empire, ends with her execution at the hands of her own
father—or does it? Her tragic tale is the plot of the novel The Lovely Princess. But now, a modern
woman who read the book has just woken up as baby Athanasia herself, filled with her own
memories and knowledge of the story she's stuck in! Determined to survive her doomed fate, infant
Athanasia embarks on this new life with a plan: avoid attention and hoard valuables to fund her
escape. When her plan goes awry, she suddenly needs to charm her way into the good graces of her
father, the beautiful tyrant emperor, so he doesn't kill her again! (STL258898) Scheduled to ship in
March 2023. (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
SC, 6x9, 272pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

JAN232307
WHO MADE ME A PRINCESS GN VOL 02 (C: 1-1-1)
(W) Plutus (A) Spoon
In this full-color fantasy comic/webtoon, a modern woman is reincarnated as the doomed princess
in a romance novel-and reaches out to grab a new future with both baby fists!
The story of Athanasia, forsaken princess of the Obelian Empire, ends with her execution at the
hands of her own father-or does it? Her tragic tale is the plot of the novel The Lovely Princess. But
now, a modern woman who read the book has just woken up as baby Athanasia herself, filled with
her own memories and knowledge of the story she's stuck in! Determined to survive her doomed
fate, infant Athanasia embarks on this new life with a plan: avoid attention and hoard valuables to
fund her escape. When her plan goes awry, she suddenly needs to charm her way into the good
graces of her father, the beautiful tyrant emperor, so he doesn't kill her again! (STL258900)
Scheduled to ship in June 2023. (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
SC, 6x9, 272pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

JAN232308
WONDERCAT KYUU-CHAN GN VOL 08 (C: 0-1-1)
(W/A) Sasami Nitori
An adorable, full-color manga about a young man who rescues a cat… and the friendship that
blossoms between them. There's more to this kitty than meets the eye! Kyuu-chan loves snacks,
cuddles, and bow ties, but most of all loves Hinata, the young professional who adopted this
mischievous wonder cat into his home. As the two adjust to life together, they discover that they
have a lot to learn from each other. The ordinary and the extraordinary live side by side in this
delightful slice-of-life manga! (STL258679) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 0-1-1)
SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $14.99

JAN232309
STARS OF CHAOS SHA PO LANG L NOVEL VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A) Priest
The steampunk danmei/Boys' Love novels from China that inspired multimedia adaptations! The
discovery of violet gold, a vital fuel for steam-powered machines, propelled Great Liang into an age
of prosperity. But for Chang Geng, a young man raised on the impoverished northern frontier, the
concerns of the empire are as distant as the stars above. When raiders from the north attack Chang
Geng's small village, he discovers that the life he knows is a lie. His mother, his teacher…even his
beloved godfather, the man he trusted most in the world, are not who they seem. As enemies of the
empire circle ever closer, Chang Geng must travel to the heart of the capital—with his godfather at
his side—to meet his destiny. (STL257971) Scheduled to ship in May 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
Novel, SC, 6x9, 444pgs, B&W

SRP: $19.99

JAN232310
THOUSAND AUTUMNS QIAN QIU L NOVEL VOL 02 (C: 1-1-1)
(W) Meng Xi Shi
The beloved danmei/Boys' Love wuxia novel series from China that inspired the donghua streaming
in English! Shen Qiao is a devout Daoist priest who has spent his life honing his skills and spirit,
leading his sect with martial talent, beauty beyond measure, and an earnest heart. His polar
opposite, Yan Wushi, leads one of the most powerful demonic sects and is said to be unrivaled in his
strength and cunning. Yan Wushi believes in the inherently selfish nature of all people—himself
included—and that nobody is above committing dark deeds for their own benefit. When a fight
leaves Shen Qiao injured, blind, and with hazy memories, Yan Wushi takes in the defeated sect
leader with a dark plan: test the limits of the man's patience and faith in others to lure him onto the
demonic path. Little does he know that he is about to meet the first immovable force of his life, and
that two hearts can connect in unexpected ways. (STL258892) Scheduled to ship in June 2023. (C: 11-1) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Novel, SC, 6x9, 400pgs SRP: $19.99

SEVEN SEAS ENT - AIRSHIP

JAN232311
CLASSROOM OF ELITE YEAR 2 L NOVEL VOL 05 (C: 0-1-1)
(W) Syougo Kinugasa (A) Tomoseshunsaku
Students of the prestigious Tokyo Metropolitan Advanced Nurturing High School are given
remarkable freedom–if they can win, barter, or save enough points to work their way up the ranks!
Ayanokouji Kiyotaka started at the bottom in the scorned Class D, where he met Horikita Suzune,
who was determined to rise up the ladder to Class A. Who can beat the system in a school where
cutthroat competition is the name of the game? The second year of this intense school drama begins
now! (STL258880) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-1)
Light Novel, SC, 342pgs, B&W

SRP: $14.99

JAN232312
DIDN`T I SAY MAKE ABILITIES AVERAGE NOVEL SC VOL 16 (C: 0-1(W) FUNA (A/CA) Itsuki Akata
When she turns ten years old, Adele von Ascham is hit with a horrible headache-and memories of
her previous life as an eighteen-year-old Japanese girl named Kurihara Misato. That life changed
abruptly, however, when Misato died trying to aid a little girl and met god. During that meeting, she
made an odd request and asked for average abilities in her next life. But few things—especially
wishes—ever go quite as planned. (STL258625) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-1)

Light Novel, SC, 278pgs, B&W

SRP: $13.99

JAN232313
HAUNTED BOOKSTORE GATEWAY PARALLEL UNIVERSE L NOVEL VOL 06 (
(W) Shinobumaru (A) Munashichi
Kaori lives in an otherworldly bookstore with her adoptive father. Together, they provide books to
the strange denizens of the spirit realm. But Kaori's peaceful days come to an end when she rescues
an injured boy from the streets—a human, like her, from the mortal realm. The boy's name is
Suimei, and he's an exorcist, the natural enemy of all spirits. Can Kaori convince Suimei that the line
between human and spirit is far hazier than he thinks? A touching supernatural tale where humanity
and Japanese folklore intertwine! (STL258635) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-1)
Light Novel, SC, 320pgs, B&W

SRP: $14.99

JAN232314
HIDDEN DUNGEON ONLY I CAN ENTER SC NOVEL VOL 07 (C: 0-1-1)
(W) Meguru Seto (CA) Takehana Note
Hidden dungeons—legendary places that no one knows how to enter—are full of extremely rare
items, incredibly dangerous beasts, and strange beings that can grant power beyond measure. Noir,
the third son of a penniless baronet, just lost his job. He was contemplating becoming an adventurer
when fortune struck only a mile from home, and he opened the entrance to just such a dungeon!
(STL258040) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (C: 0-1-1)
light novel, SC, 292pgs, B&W

SRP: $13.99

JAN232315
SAINTS MAGIC POWER IS OMNIPOTENT LIGHT NOVEL SC VOL 08 (C: 0
(W) Yuka Tachibana (A/CA) Fujiazuki
Sei, a 20-year-old office worker, is whisked away to a whole new world. Unfortunately for Sei, the
ritual that summoned her—meant to produce a "Saint" who would banish the dark magic—brought
two people over instead of one. And everyone prefers the second girl over Sei?! But this is just fine
by Sei, who leaves the royal palace to set up shop making potions and cosmetics with her newfound
magic. Business is booming, and this might not be such a bad life, after all… as long as her supposed
Sainthood doesn't come back to haunt her. (STL258662) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-1)
Light Novel, SC, 240pgs, B&W

SRP: $14.99

JAN232316
SHE PROFESSED HERSELF PUPIL OF WISE MAN LIGHT NOVEL VOL 08 (

(W) Hirotsugu Ryuusen (A) Fuzichoco
Sakamori Kagami was one of the top players in the VRMMO Ark Earth Online as Danblf, a veteran
summoner with the gravitas to match his elite status. When he falls asleep playing one day, he’s
transported to a world where the game is reality–but instead of his all-powerful avatar, he’s stuck in
the body of a cute young girl! He can’t let anyone know that this little cutie is really Danblf, so he
takes the name “Mira” and claims to be Danblf’s disciple. If this gets out, he’ll never live it down!
(STL258667) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-1)
MATURE THEMES
Light Novel, SC, 364pgs, B&W

SRP: $14.99

JAN232317
SURVIVAL IN ANOTHER WORLD WITH MY MISTRESS SC NOVEL VOL 06 (
(W) Ryuto (A/CA) Yappen
Kousuke suddenly wakes up alone in a vast forest that clearly isn't anywhere on Earth. Now he has
to find some way to eat, drink, and survive! Luckily, Kousuke also has the power to craft using a
special video game menu that allows him to harvest resources and build whatever he can imagine.
However, every time he goes to sleep, he's attacked by one of the many non-human races of this
world, all of whom despise humankind. Enter Sylphy, the beautiful dark elf who lays claim to
Kousuke and vows to protect him—after all, she's taken him as her property! (STL258672) Scheduled
to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-1)
Light Novel, SC, 500pgs, B&W

SRP: $14.99

JAN232318
A TALE OF SECRET SAINT LIGHT NOVEL SC VOL 05 (C: 0-1-1)
(W) Touya (A) Chibi
Kousuke suddenly wakes up alone in a vast forest that clearly isn't anywhere on Earth. Now he has
to find some way to eat, drink, and survive! Luckily, Kousuke also has the power to craft using a
special video game menu that allows him to harvest resources and build whatever he can imagine.
However, every time he goes to sleep, he's attacked by one of the many non-human races of this
world, all of whom despise humankind. Enter Sylphy, the beautiful dark elf who lays claim to
Kousuke and vows to protect him—after all, she's taken him as her property! (STL258954) Scheduled
to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-1)
Light Novel, SC, 320pgs, B&W

SRP: $14.99

JAN232319
THOUGH I AM AN INEPT VILLAINESS L NOVEL VOL 04 (C: 0-1-1)
(W) Satsuki Nakamura (A/CA) Yukikana

In a kingdom inspired by historical China, five clans put forth their maidens as imperial consorts—but
only one will be crowned empress. The frail and beautiful Kou Reirin, the so-called "butterfly" of the
imperial court, is a shoo-in to marry the crown prince. But when "court rat" Shu Keigetsu lashes out
at her during the glittering Lantern Festival, it's Reirin who wakes up in the dungeons! Bodyswapped by her assailant to steal her position at court, Reirin's plight seems dire… to everyone else!
Now that she's got a robust new body, not even the looming threat of execution can stop her!
(STL258674) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-1)
Light Novel, SC, 326pgs, B&W

SRP: $14.99

SQUARE ENIX MANGA

JAN232320
BEAUTY AND FEAST GN VOL 09 (C: 0-1-1)
(W/A) Satomi U
December means lots of hardcore training in the basics for the baseball team! Amidst all that,
Yamato’s gotten Shuko a birthday cake at the local bakery. But when he has to make a mad dash
home with it after practice runs late, will the cake survive intact? (STL258621) Scheduled to ship in
July 2023. (C: 0-1-1)
SC, 176pgs, FC SRP: $14.99

JAN232321
DAEMONS OF SHADOW REALM GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-1)
(W) Hiromu Arakawa
Hiromu Arakawa, award-winning manga creator of the best-selling smash hit Fullmetal Alchemist,
draws readers into an intricate new web of magic, intrigue, and life-or-death stakes! Deep in the
mountains, under the watchful eyes of two stone guardians, lies isolated Higashi Village. Unlike
some of its residents, young Yuru is content to live out his days foraging and hunting in the nearby
woods. But Yuru's idyllic life changes forever when Higashi Village comes under attack. Amid the
chaos, the young man is whisked away and forbidden to return to the only home and family he's
ever known. And to ensure his safety, the two statues who once stood guard over the village have
joined the fight—the Divine Left and Right! After losing everything dear to him, will he be up to the
task of unraveling a conspiracy tying him and his twin, Asa, to a prophecy that threatens the entire
world? (STL257982) Scheduled to ship in April 2023. (C: 0-1-1)
SC, 5x7, 208pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99

JAN232322
GIRL I LIKE FORGOT HER GLASSES GN VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2)

(W/A/CA) Koume Fujichika
It's been a whole year since the unforgettable day Komura first met Mie, his bespectacled classmate
in the next seat over who's always forgetting her glasses. Over shared textbooks, curry lunches, gym
classes, and even colds, Komura and Mie just keep growing closer—to the dismay of Komura's
overworked heart! As the new school year gets underway, can Komura's racing heart hold out as his
daily interactions with Mie steadily increase? (STL257980) Scheduled to ship in April 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 128pgs, B&W

SRP: $12.99

JAN232323
GIRL I LIKE FORGOT HER GLASSES GN VOL 04 (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A/CA) Koume Fujichika
To prepare for the cultural festival on the horizon, Komura, Mie, and their classmates are hard at
work putting together their project for the big event. But with so much to do, long days turn into
late nights at school. This means more Mie time for Komura, but Mie has a curfew! Will Komura be
able to help Mie out when she gets into hot water with her mom for breaking it?! (STL258632)
Scheduled to ship in June 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 128pgs, B&W

SRP: $12.99

JAN232324
GREAT JAHY WILL NOT BE DEFEATED GN VOL 07 (C: 0-1-1)
(W/A) Wakame Konbu
As the Great Jahy's collection of recovered mana crystals continues to grow and her schedule runs
her off her feet, the Dark Realm's second-in-command decides it's finally time… to treat herself to a
new bed. However, while Jahy's standard of living increases, mysterious machinations brew in the
background. Her self-proclaimed rival Saurva has returned to attack Jahy with a new power—that of
light?! Even when her apartment has no running water for days, even when a ghost story keeps her
shivering at night, the Great Jahy will not be defeated! (STL258634) Scheduled to ship in June 2023.
(C: 0-1-1)
SC, 176pgs, B&W

SRP: $14.99

JAN232325
MY CLUELESS FIRST FRIEND GN VOL 02 (C: 1-1-1)
(W/A) Taku Kawamura
With the end of summer vacation for friendly Takada and gloomy Nishimura, school is back in
session. The new semester brings new changes for all the kids in their elementary class, including
Nishimura. Her unusual friendship with Takada is helping her to open up little by little! But will she
revert back to a wallflower when the school sports festival rolls around in autumn and Takada gets

hurt? Feeling responsible, Nishimura must steel herself to be more than a spectator at the festival
for the very first time! Will Takada’s enthusiasm carry her through? (STL258648) Scheduled to ship in
June 2023. (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Not available in Australia, Singapore or the Philippines.
SC, 288pgs, B&W

SRP: $16.99

JAN232326
MY DRESS UP DARLING GN VOL 09 (C: 0-1-0)
(W/A) Shinichi Fukuda
To get the swanky DSLR camera of her dreams, Marin picks up more part-time work! And once she's
scraped up the cash to buy her shiny new gadget, she attends a cosplay event… this time, as a
photographer! Meanwhile, at the same event, Wakana expands his horizons by meeting up with an
online acquaintance he idolizes! Will Wakana get more than he bargained for when he gets a closer
look into the complex world of "afters" and sewing culture?! (STL258649) Scheduled to ship in June
2023. (C: 0-1-0)
SC, 208pgs, B&W

SRP: $14.99

JAN232327
MY ISEKAI LIFE GN VOL 07 (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Shinkoshoto (A) Huuka Kazabana, Ponjea
Yuji travels to a town known for its monster-enhancing armor, Boginia. A gigantic Fire Dragon has
shown up from the volcano next to the town. Although it usually withdraws into the volcano after a
bit of time, it unfortunately shows up just as it starts to rain, which angers it enough to make it
charge toward the town. Employing the powers of his monster armor-enhanced slimes and Pride
Wolf, Yuji challenges the powerful and gigantic dragon! (STL258883) Scheduled to ship in June 2023.
(C: 0-1-2)
SC, 5x7, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99

JAN232328
OTHERSIDE PICNIC GN VOL 04 (MR) (C: 0-1-1)
(W) lori Miyazawa (A) Mizuno Eita
In search of Toriko, Sorawo and Kozakura make their way to the Otherside…at night! In the dark, the
place overflows with danger and ill will. Every little rustle seems sinister, every shadow worth
jumping at. Things become even more complicated when, upon approaching a ruined building, the
women come face-to-face with a doppelganger…and none other than Satsuki herself! Her dear
friend may have been located at last, but Toriko herself is still nowhere to be found… (STL257978)
Scheduled to ship in April 2023. (C: 0-1-1)
MATURE THEMES

SC, 5x7, 256pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99

JAN232329
OTHERSIDE PICNIC GN VOL 05 (MR) (C: 0-1-1)
(W) lori Miyazawa (A) Mizuno Eita
Sorawo and Toriko head deep into the Otherside to save some old friends—none other than the
American marines who wandered into Kisaragi Station and got stuck in what they call the Beyond!
The pair, dubbed “the girls” by the Okinawa base troops, hatch a plan to rescue the trapped soldiers.
Will everyone make it out alive and unscathed? Or will the Otherside claim new victims along the
way? (STL258656) Scheduled to ship in June 2023. (C: 0-1-1)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 256pgs, B&W

SRP: $12.99

JAN232330
SINOALICE GN VOL 04 (MR) (C: 0-1-1)
(W) Yoko Taro, Takuto Aoki (A) Himiko
The ultimate battle royale advances to the next stage as the stakes grow ever higher! In these pages,
the battle rages on between playing fair and playing dirty, between blood and dreams, and between
power and ambition. The game has even begun to suck in innocent citizens against this backdrop of
lives taken and lost. Snow, who seeks to destroy the game itself, faces off at last against Cinderella,
who only craves victory. But could the emergence of yet another character shake up their roles? As
friends and hopes are torn asunder, the deadly game marches ever onward! (STL258668) Scheduled
to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-1)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 192pgs, B&W

SRP: $14.99

JAN232331
STRONGEST SAGE WITH THE WEAKEST CREST GN VOL 13 (C: 0-1-1)
(W) Shinkoshoto (A) Kansho & Hyoko, Huuka Kazabana
Once the world's most powerful sage, reborn Matthias has gained the optimal crest for magical
combat many thousands of years in the future. But with magical knowledge at an all-time low in this
new era, no one recognizes Matthias's crest for what it is. It turns out that the demon tribe is
responsible for spreading misinformation about crests and causing an overall decline in humanity's
magic capabilities, leading to Matthias's battle against the demons who seek to destroy humanity!
(STL258670) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-1)
SC, 192pgs, B&W

SRP: $12.99

JAN232332
SUPPOSE A KID FROM LAST DUNGEON MOVED GN VOL 08 (C: 0-1-1)
(W) Toshio Satou (A/CA) Hajime Fusemachi
That Micona just won't leave Lloyd alone! When Lloyd and his gang set out to explore a dungeon, it
all looks a little…nastier inside than they remember! And there's another treat waiting for them
deeper in—none other than a fully transformed Micona! Has Lloyd finally met his match in this
strongest foe yet? (STL257979) Scheduled to ship in April 2023. (C: 0-1-1)
SC, 176pgs, B&W

SRP: $12.99

JAN232333
SUPPOSE A KID FROM LAST DUNGEON MOVED GN VOL 09 (C: 0-1-1)
(W) Toshio Satou (A/CA) Hajime Fusemachi
When the village you call home exists alongside the most dangerous dungeon in the land, the word
“weak” is completely relative in this manga adaptation of the popular light novel series!
When Vritra loses its powers, Lloyd and the gang are off to his hometown of Kunlun Village to revive
it!
While Lloyd is overjoyed to be returning home after so long, the rest of the group is about to
experience one of the biggest culture shocks of their lives. A visit to the village that snubbed Lloyd
for being too weak proves to be almost too overwhelming on so many levels! (STL258887) Scheduled
to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-1)
SC, 176pgs, B&W

SRP: $12.99

JAN232334
WANDERING WITCH GN VOL 04 (C: 0-1-0)
(W) Jougi Shiraishi (A) Itsuki Nanao (CA) Azuru
A gentle and beguiling tale of a young witch's travels, based on a best-selling light novel series. As
Elaina continues her travels, she crosses paths with Amnesia, a girl with a mysterious curse that
causes her to lose her memories every time she falls asleep. A travel diary contains a clue that leads
Amnesia to a renowned city of faith and Elaina decides to come along for the journey. (STL258968)
Scheduled to ship in June 2023. (C: 0-1-0)
SC, 5x7, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99

TOKYOPOP

JAN232335
CONFESSIONS OF SHY BAKER GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Masamoi Ito
After advertising his real estate company as LGBT-friendly, shy Toshimitsu Yamamura comes to
terms with his fear of being "outed" as gay. He encounters friends and family who are navigating
their own sexuality and relationships, including his boyfriend Gonta's niece, Non, and their friend,
Pororin. Gonta and Toshi realize how oblivious Toshi is to his own self and how his pre-assumptions
have been effecting his own life and others'. All while making amazing treats, Toshi starts thinking
about the future and what it might hold for him. (STL258016) Scheduled to ship in May 2023. (C: 0-12)
SC, 5x7, 194pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99

JAN232336
OGIS SUMMER BREAK GN VOL 01 (MR) (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Koikawa
On the first day of summer vacation, Haruto Ogi fell in love with legally blind Shinya Tago. All though
they connected immediately, Tago was at first utterly unaware that Ogi had fallen for him. For once,
Ogi felt comfortable fully being himself; if his crush can't see him, then he's safe from being judged.
A sweet love story about overcoming differences and accepting yourself for who you truly are.
(STL258029) Scheduled to ship in May 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 5x7, 162pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99

JAN232337
DEKOBOKO BITTERSWEET DAYS (MR)
(W) Atsuko Yusen
Tiny and adorable when they first met, Rui — still just as adorable — now looms over his boyfriend,
Yuujirou. Though they were little more than best friends at first, the confusion over their true
feelings for one another smoldered until they confessed. Now every day passes with such
overwhelming sweetness it's all they can do not to ask themselves, "am I allowed to be this happy?"
The final high school judo contest, the last summer of their high school careers, and beyond — the
thought of his future with Rui makes Yuujirou's heart flutter. (STL210709) Available Now!
(NOV212014)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 5x7, 274pgs, B&W SRP: $15.99

JAN232338

DEKOBOKO SUGAR DAYS MANGA GN
(W/A/CA) Yusen Atsuko
Yuujirou Matsukaze has been close friends with Rui Hanamine since the two of them were children.
Back then, Yuujirou was the one who stood up for and took care of his adorable, soft-hearted friend.
But as it turns out, Yuujirou's childhood dreams end up growing a little too big to handle — or,
rather, too tall! At over six feet in height, the cheerful and happy-go-lucky Rui towers over his wouldbe protector... and still has no idea Yuujirou's had a crush on him since they were kids! (STL141221)
Available Now! (NOV192049)
SC, 5x7, 256pgs, B&W SRP: $14.99

JAN232339
FANGS GN VOL 01 (MR)
(W/A/CA) Billy Balibally
Bitten by a vampire at a club, nineteen-year-old En barely survived. Taken under the wing of Ichii —
a member of the health and welfare division of the vampire rights organization known as FANGS —
En learns he's to be taught about this new "world" he must survive in. In order to control the urge to
suck blood and attack innocents, FANGS established a "pairing system," where two vampires support
one another with regular meals. As a young, virginal vampire, En is highly sought after by many
senior vamps. That is, until he declares his intention to pair with his guardian, Ichii. (STL184275)
Available Now! (MAR211784)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 240pgs, B&W

SRP: $14.99

JAN232340
FANGS GN VOL 02 (MR)
(W) Billy Balibally
As the sole survivor of a vampire attack, En wakes up to find that his hair has gone white as snow...
and, worse, that he's developed a craving of his own for blood. Fortunately, the vampire health and
welfare organization FANGS is there to help with the transition, and the handsome Ichii steps up as
his guardian and mentor. En must navigate the FANGS pairing system, an arrangement that sets up
compatible vampires as mutual feeding partners... and partners in all other ways as well. But what
happens when En panics and declares that he'll be paired with Ichii? And what does brooding,
rough-around-the-edges Ichii make of his spunky, outgoing new charge? (STL229626) Available Now!
(MAY222147)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 5x8, B&W

SRP: $14.99

JAN232341
O/A PUPPY LOVE
(W) Tsuchida Haru
Inukai works at a company where he's exploited and unappreciated, but one day he stops at a pet
shop and meets a gentle clerk named Hoshi. Playing with cute dogs and the soothing conversation
with Hoshi makes Inukai decide to quit his job and change his life situation so he can have a dog of
his own. A memory comes to Hoshi suddenly, and he blurts out, "I'm the reincarnation of a dog you
helped when you were a boy!" A fluffy love story between a mysterious pet shop clerk and a
mistreated corporate drone! (STL219466) Available Now!
SC, 240pgs, B&W

SRP: $14.99

JAN232342
O/A ASSASSINS CREED DYNASTY GN VOL 01
(W) Xuxian Zhe (A) Tokyopop
In the 14th year of the Tianbao Era (755 CE) An Lushan, a military governor with ties to the Knights
Templar, leads his elite corps to rebel against the Tang Dynasty, and the ill-prepared Tang empire
falters under the threat. The two capitals Luoyang and Chang'an fall and China falls under the
oppression of the cruel An Lushan. As the Tang dynasty starts to crumble, Li E, a shady Assassin
trained by the Hidden Ones in the far West, teams up with Tang loyalists to turn the tide and save
both the dynasty and the country from this crisis. (STL203690) Available Now!
SC, 6x8, 272pgs, B&W SRP: $14.99

JAN232343
O/A DISNEY MANGA DONALD DUCK VISITS JAPAN (C: 1-0-0)
(W) Meru Okano
Donald Duck works for the American furniture business Duck Furnishings. It's been two months since
he and his employees, José Carioca and Panchito Pistoles, were reassigned to the Asian Culture and
Distribution Department, and the phone hasn't rung even once. Just as they're starting to wonder
why they were transferred in the first place, the CEO suddenly orders them to travel to Japan! The
three caballeros must learn all they can about Japanese customs, entertainment, culture, food, and
clothing before they return to New York city. Assuming they don't get into too much trouble first!
(STL217254) Available Now! (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia,
Indonesia, & UK.
SC, 5x7, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99

JAN232344
O/A YAGI THE BOOKSHOP GOAT (MR)

(W/A) Fumi Furukawa
In this tranquil world where all animals live in peace, carnivores and herbivores have an agreement
to live amicably. Yagi is a goat who loves reading (and eating!) books; his dream is to become a
bookstore clerk, but goats who eat paper aren't exactly welcomed at places that sell books! But
maybe he can charm Ookami, the scary wolf store manager into giving him a job. (STL213721)
Available Now!
MATURE THEMES
SC, 5x7, 194pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99

JAN232345
A COMPLICATED OMEGAS SECOND LOVE GN (A) (C: 1-1-2)
Scheduled to ship in May 2023.For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult
supplement, ask your local comic shop. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong,
Malaysia, Indonesia, & UK.
ADULT MATERIAL
5x7, 208pgs, B&W

SRP: $13.99

JAN232346
MY DEAR AGENT GN VOL 01 (A) (C: 1-1-2)
Scheduled to ship in May 2023.For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult
supplement, ask your local comic shop. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong,
Malaysia, Indonesia, & UK.
ADULT MATERIAL
SC, 5x7, 224pgs, B&W SRP: $15.99

JAN232347
WE CANT DO JUST PLAIN LOVE VOL 01 (A) (C: 1-1-2)
Scheduled to ship in May 2023.For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult
supplement, ask your local comic shop. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong,
Malaysia, Indonesia, & UK.
ADULT MATERIAL
5x7, 208pgs, B&W

JAN232348

SRP: $13.99

O/A HYPERVENTILATION GN VOL 00 (A) (C: 1-0-0)
Available Now!For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement,
ask your local comic shop. (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia,
& UK.
ADULT MATERIAL
SC, 5x7, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $15.99

JAN232349
ON OR OFF GN VOL 01 (A) (C: 1-0-0)
Available Now!For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement,
ask your local comic shop. (MAY222150) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong,
Malaysia, Indonesia, & UK.
ADULT MATERIAL
SC, 6x9, 288pgs, B&W SRP: $19.99

TUTTLE PUBLISHING

JAN232350
HISTORY OF JAPAN IN MANGA GN (C: 0-1-1)
(W) Kanaya Shunichiro, Zack Davisson
A History of Japan in Manga tells the action-packed saga of Japan from its misty origins up to the
present day. Epic battles, noble Samurai and duplicitous leaders are all portrayed in modern manga
fashion! The lively stories in this book include: The Dawn of Japan: The Birth of Buddhism and the
transition from huntersto agricultural societies of ancient times; The Genpei Wars: Davage battles
between the Taira and Minamoto clans that led to the powerful warlord Minamoto no Yoritomo
naming himself Japan's first Shogun; The Onin Wars: A decade-long struggle for domination of Japan
in which thousands of Samurai fought and tragically lost their lives; The 47 Ronin: Loyal Samurai who
vowed to avenge the death of their master, choosing honor over surrender and being forced to
commit mass ritual suicide as a result; The Satsuma Rebellion: A dramatic last stand by Samurai loyal
to the Shogun who revolted against the new Meiji government and its plans to finally modernize
Japan; and many more! (STL258681) Scheduled to ship in March 2023. (C: 0-1-1)
SC, 6x9, 320pgs, B&W SRP: $18.99

JAN232351
ANIME & MANGA DIGITAL COLORING GUIDE SC (C: 0-1-0)

Author Teruko Sakurai, Japan's leading colorist, applies her expert knowledge of color to drawing
effective anime and manga. Starting with the basics, Sakurai shares her secrets on how to provide
your characters and scenes with the right colors to accurately express their moods and actions. This
book shows you how to become a skilled digital colorist just by following a few simple guidelines—
and how to refine your illustrations further using professional-level digital shading and coloration
techniques. (STL258618) Scheduled to ship in March 2023. (C: 0-1-0)
How-To, SC, 8x9, 192pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

JAN232352
DRAWING MANGA SC (C: 0-1-0)
(A) Naoto Date, Kiyoshi Nitou
Learn the essentials of manga drawing from professional Japanese illustrators, and let them show
you how to tell better stories with your manga art. Start with anatomy and body structure to create
compelling characters in a few simple head-to-toe steps. Then it's time to build your world and tell
your story. With this all-in-one guide, your characters, drawing, and storytelling abilities will quickly
soar! In this book you'll learn not only the basics, but the insider tips and secrets only the
professionals know. You'll also learn to avoid common pitfalls and overcome obstacles that might
otherwise lessen the impact of your work and prevent you from becoming a successful artist!
(STL258705) Scheduled to ship in March 2023. (C: 0-1-0)
How-To, SC, 7x10, 176pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

JAN232353
GUIDE TO DRAWING MANGA FANTASY FURRIES SC (C: 0-1-0)
(W/A) Ryo Sumiyoshi
Veteran illustrator Ryo Sumiyoshi stretches the boundaries of fantasy human-animal hybrids in his
new book—presenting not just the usual jungle beasties but a fascinating array of strange and
unusual creatures found nowhere else! Sumiyoshi's extensive sketchbook ideas, drawing tips and
full-color examples combine insights on body structures and movement with conceptual sketches
and notes linking physical attributes to personality and behavior. (STL258706) Scheduled to ship in
March 2023. (C: 0-1-0)
How-to, SC, 8x11, 144pgs, PC

SRP: $19.99

VERTICAL COMICS

JAN232354
DONT TOY WITH ME MISS NAGATORO GN VOL 15 (C: 0-1-1)
(W/A/CA) Nanashi

Nagatoro is a cute freshman in high school who loves to toy with her senior classmate (Senpai). Even
though Nagatoro tricks Senpai, makes him cry, and teases him, the two of them are hardly ever
apart. Do the two of them really like each other as friends? Or are they toying with the idea that
they can be something more...? (STL258626) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-1)
SC, 176pgs, B&W

SRP: $12.95

JAN232355
LAST GENDER GN VOL 03 (MR) (C: 1-1-1)
(W/A/CA) Rei Taki
Welcome to "BAR California", a place where people with different genders, propensities, and sexual
orientations gather to find a certain "something." A transgender bisexual who has been hurt by the
voices of others, a pansexual looking for true love, and a person who identities as both male and
female. There are as many sexualities as there are people. Final volume. (STL258642) Scheduled to
ship in June 2023. (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: No countries actually denied.
MATURE THEMES
SC, 192pgs, B&W

SRP: $12.95

JAN232356
LOVELY MUCO GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Takayuki Mizushina
Lovely Muco! is a story that depicts the lovely everyday life of Komatsu-san, a glassmith, and his pet
dog Muco. Shiba breed Muco’s wish is that Komatsu-san could become a dog! (STL258645)
Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 222pgs, B&W

SRP: $16.95

JAN232357
MEDAKA KUROIWA IS IMPERVIOUS TO MY CHARMS GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1(W/A) Ran Kuze
Mona is the cutest girl in school, and she knows it. In fact, she’s worked hard to make her high
school debut succcessful. Buf no matter what she does, she can’t seem to catch the eye of stonecold stoic Medaka Kuroiwa—but she’s not about to give up that easy. Medaka, on the other hand,
has been raised at a temple and was told to never become close to women. Who will win in this
heated battle of wills? (STL258983) Scheduled to ship in June 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
SC, 178pgs, B&W

JAN232358

SRP: $12.95

PROPHECY COMPLETE OMNIBUS ED GN (MR) (C: 0-1-2)
(W/A) Ran Kuze
The mind twisting thriller series that was adapted into a life action film, is now in a new complete
omnibus format! A newspaper-masked vigilante who broadcasts his acts of vengeance before
committing them. A newly-formed police division tackling the new frontier of internet-based crime.
As the sun rises on the Era of Information, can a group of people who found themselves at the
bottom of the food chain rattle society through the web and avenge a fallen friend? (STL258985)
Scheduled to ship in June 2023. (C: 0-1-2)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 600pgs, B&W

SRP: $29.95

JAN232359
WELCOME BACK ALICE GN VOL 05 (MR) (C: 0-1-1)
(W/A/CA) Shuzo Oshimi
From the creator of Blood on the Tracks, comes his latest work tackling adolensence with a gender
bender twist... Yohei, Kei, and Yui are childhood friends and things get complicated when Yohei
witnesses Kei and Yui in an intimate moment. But when unexpectedly Kei moves away and returns a
few years later to reunite in high school, he seems to be a bit different. (STL258677) Scheduled to
ship in September 2023. (C: 0-1-1)
MATURE THEMES
SC, 180pgs, B&W

SRP: $12.95

JAN232360
WELCOME TO DEMON SCHOOL IRUMA KUN GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Osamu Nishi
Iruma Suzuki has always been eager to please, even at the cost of his well-being. Worst yet, he's the
son of two selfish parents who end up selling him to a demon. Thanks to their totally irresponsible
actions, Iruma has found himself living in the Netherworld, where he must live and attend school as
the grandson of an older demon. Luckily, his new, doting grandfather is there to help, but Iruma will
have to figure out how to blend in with his demonic classmates or risk getting eaten. All he needs to
do is subjugate rival classmates, summon familiars, and do other typical demon things while never
revealing that he's human… Piece of cake, right? (STL258678) Scheduled to ship in June 2023. (C: 01-2)
SC, 178pgs, B&W

VERTICAL INC

SRP: $12.95

JAN232361
AS A REINCARNATED ARISTOCRAT APPRAISAL SKILL SC NOVEL (C: 0(W) MiraijinA (A/CA) jimmy
After thirty-five years of perfectly ordinary life, a run-of-the-mill businessman suddenly drops dead…
only to be reborn in another world! Now he must live as Ars Louvent, scion of a minor noble family
and wielder of a fabulous skill: Appraisal, the power to perceive the strengths and abilities of others
at a glance. He'll need it, too, because there are plenty of problems to solve in the Louvent family's
territory! Ars only has one choice: recruit the most talented individuals his skill can find, and rise up
to new heights in his brand new world! (STL258956) Scheduled to ship in June 2023. (C: 0-1-1)
Light Novel, SC, 192pgs, B&W

SRP: $10.99

JAN232362
DAWN OF WITCH SC NOVEL VOL 03 (C: 1-1-1)
(W) Kakeru Kobashiri (A/CA) Takashi Iwasaki
Saybil is a magic student with no memories of his life before he met a mysterious silver-haired
woman in an alley. Now he travels with his teacher, Loux, another student named Holt, and the
beastfallen Kudo for “special training”… but this field trip may not be as routine as it seems!
(STL258624) Scheduled to ship in June 2023. (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: No countries actually denied.
Light Novel, SC, 208pgs, B&W

SRP: $14.95

APPAREL

JAN232363
ATTACK ON TITAN EREN MIKASA ARMIN T/S SM (C: 1-1-2)
Attack on Titan t-shirt (STL258948) (4632/4131071-SM) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US and
Canada.
T-Shirt SRP: $29.99

JAN232364
ATTACK ON TITAN EREN MIKASA ARMIN T/S MED (C: 1-1-2)
Attack on Titan t-shirt (STL258951) (4632/4131072-MED) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US and
Canada.
T-Shirt SRP: $29.99

JAN232365
ATTACK ON TITAN EREN MIKASA ARMIN T/S LG (C: 1-1-2)
Attack on Titan t-shirt (STL258953) (4632/4131073-LG) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US and
Canada.
T-Shirt SRP: $29.99

JAN232366
ATTACK ON TITAN EREN MIKASA ARMIN T/S XL (C: 1-1-2)
Attack on Titan t-shirt (STL258955) (4632/4131074-XL) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US and
Canada.
T-Shirt SRP: $29.99

JAN232367
ATTACK ON TITAN EREN MIKASA ARMIN T/S XXL (C: 1-1-2)
Attack on Titan t-shirt (STL259304) (4632) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US and Canada.
T-Shirt SRP: $29.99

JAN232368
O/A DRAGON BALL COLLECT ALL SEVEN BLK T/S SM (C: 1-1-2)
Dragon Ball t-shirt. (STL193632) (4632/21041SM) (C: 1-1-2)
T-Shirt SRP: $29.99

JAN232369
O/A DRAGON BALL COLLECT ALL SEVEN BLK T/S MED (C: 1-1-2)
Dragon Ball t-shirt. (STL193634) (4632/21041MED) (C: 1-1-2)
T-Shirt SRP: $29.99

JAN232370
O/A DRAGON BALL COLLECT ALL SEVEN BLK T/S LG (C: 1-1-2)
Dragon Ball t-shirt. (STL193635) (4632/21041LG) (C: 1-1-2)
T-Shirt SRP: $29.99

JAN232371
O/A DRAGON BALL COLLECT ALL SEVEN BLK T/S XL (C: 1-1-2)
Dragon Ball t-shirt. (STL193637) (4632/21041XL) (C: 1-1-2)
T-Shirt SRP: $29.99

JAN232372
O/A DRAGON BALL COLLECT ALL SEVEN BLK T/S XXL (C: 1-1-2)
Dragon Ball t-shirt. (STL193638) (4632/21041XXL) (C: 1-1-2)
T-Shirt SRP: $29.99

JAN232373
DRAGON BALL SUPERSUPER SAIYAN GOD SON GOKU T/S SM (C: 1-1-2)
Dragon Ball t-shirt. (STL258958) (4632/210411-SM) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US and
Canada.
T-Shirt SRP: $29.99

JAN232374
DRAGON BALL SUPERSUPER SAIYAN GOD SON GOKU T/S MED (C: 1-1-2
Dragon Ball t-shirt. (STL258978) (4632/210432-MED) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US and
Canada.
T-Shirt SRP: $29.99

JAN232375
DRAGON BALL SUPERSUPER SAIYAN GOD SON GOKU T/S LG (C: 1-1-2)
Dragon Ball t-shirt. (STL258979) (4632/210433-LG) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US and Canada.
T-Shirt SRP: $29.99

JAN232376
DRAGON BALL SUPERSUPER SAIYAN GOD SON GOKU T/S XL (C: 1-1-2)
Dragon Ball t-shirt. (STL258997) (4632/210434-XL) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US and Canada.
T-Shirt SRP: $29.99

JAN232377
DRAGON BALL SUPERSUPER SAIYAN GOD SON GOKU T/S XXL (C: 1-1-2
Dragon Ball t-shirt. (STL258998) (4632/210435-XXL) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US and
Canada.
T-Shirt SRP: $29.99

JAN232378
O/A DRAGONBALL SUPER CAST T/S SM (C: 1-1-2)
Dragon Ball t-shirt. (STL117611) (4632/258411-SM) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and
territories.
T-Shirt SRP: $29.99

JAN232379
O/A DRAGONBALL SUPER CAST T/S MED (C: 1-1-2)
Dragonball Super t-shirt. (STL117612) (4632/258412-MED) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US
and territories.
T-Shirt SRP: $29.99

JAN232380
O/A DRAGONBALL SUPER CAST T/S LG (C: 1-1-2)
Dragonball Super t-shirt. (STL117613) (4632/258413-LG) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US
and territories.
T-Shirt SRP: $29.99

JAN232381
O/A DRAGONBALL SUPER CAST T/S XL (C: 1-1-2)
Dragonball Super t-shirt. (STL117614) (4632/258414-XL) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US
and territories.
T-Shirt SRP: $29.99

JAN232382
O/A DRAGONBALL SUPER CAST T/S XXL (C: 1-1-2)

Dragonball Super t-shirt. (STL117615) (4632/258415-XXL) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US
and territories.
T-Shirt SRP: $29.99

JAN232383
O/A DEMON SLAYER TANJIRO BLK T/S SM (C: 1-1-2)
Demon Slayer's Tanjiro stars on this black t-shirt! (STL203914) (4632/GE34914SM) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE:
Available only within US and territories.
T-Shirt SRP: $29.99

JAN232384
O/A DEMON SLAYER TANJIRO BLK T/S MED (C: 1-1-2)
Demon Slayer's Tanjiro stars on this black t-shirt! (STL203916) (4632/GE34914MED) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE:
Available only within US and territories.
T-Shirt SRP: $29.99

JAN232385
O/A DEMON SLAYER TANJIRO BLK T/S LG (C: 1-1-2)
Demon Slayer's Tanjiro stars on this black t-shirt! (STL203917) (4632/GE34914LG) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE:
Available only within US and territories.
T-Shirt SRP: $29.99

JAN232386
O/A DEMON SLAYER TANJIRO BLK T/S XL (C: 1-1-2)
Demon Slayer's Tanjiro stars on this black t-shirt! (STL203918) (4632/GE34914XL) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE:
Available only within US and territories.
T-Shirt SRP: $29.99

JAN232387
O/A DEMON SLAYER TANJIRO BLK T/S XXL (C: 1-1-2)
Demon Slayer's Tanjiro stars on this black t-shirt! (STL203920) (4632/GE34914XXL) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE:
Available only within US and territories.
T-Shirt SRP: $29.99

JAN232388
DEMON SLAYER TANJIRO AND NEZUKO T/S SM (C: 1-1-2)
Two fan-favorite characters from Demon Slayer feature on this black t-shirt! (STL259001)
(4632/349301-SM) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US and Canada.
T-Shirt SRP: $29.99

JAN232389
DEMON SLAYER TANJIRO AND NEZUKO T/S MED (C: 1-1-2)
Two fan-favorite characters from Demon Slayer feature on this black t-shirt! (STL259032)
(4632/349302-MED) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US and Canada.
T-Shirt SRP: $29.99

JAN232390
DEMON SLAYER TANJIRO AND NEZUKO T/S LG (C: 1-1-2)
Two fan-favorite characters from Demon Slayer feature on this black t-shirt! (STL259035)
(4632/349303-LG) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US and Canada.
T-Shirt SRP: $29.99

JAN232391
DEMON SLAYER TANJIRO AND NEZUKO T/S XL (C: 1-1-2)
Two fan-favorite characters from Demon Slayer feature on this black t-shirt! (STL259216)
(4632/349304-XL) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US and Canada.
T-Shirt SRP: $29.99

JAN232392
DEMON SLAYER TANJIRO AND NEZUKO T/S XXL (C: 1-1-2)
Two fan-favorite characters from Demon Slayer feature on this black t-shirt! (STL259217)
(4632/349305-XXL) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US and Canada.
T-Shirt SRP: $29.99

JAN232393
HUNTER X HUNTER SD GROUP T/S SM (C: 1-1-2)

Hunter x Hunter t-shirt (STL259219) (4632/256281-SM) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US and
Canada.
T-Shirt SRP: $29.99

JAN232394
HUNTER X HUNTER SD GROUP T/S MED (C: 1-1-2)
Hunter x Hunter t-shirt (STL259270) (4632/256282-MED) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US and
Canada.
T-Shirt SRP: $29.99

JAN232395
HUNTER X HUNTER SD GROUP T/S LG (C: 1-1-2)
Hunter x Hunter t-shirt (STL259271) (4632/256283-LG) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US and
Canada.
T-Shirt SRP: $29.99

JAN232396
HUNTER X HUNTER SD GROUP T/S XL (C: 1-1-2)
Hunter x Hunter t-shirt (STL259272) (4632/256284-XL) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US and
Canada.
T-Shirt SRP: $29.99

JAN232397
HUNTER X HUNTER SD GROUP T/S XXL (C: 1-1-2)
Hunter x Hunter t-shirt (STL259273) (4632/256285-XXL) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US and
Canada.
T-Shirt SRP: $29.99

JAN232398
MY HERO ACADEMINA ICON T/S SM (C: 1-1-2)
My Hero Academia t-shirt (STL259274) (4632/403561-SM) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US and
Canada.
T-Shirt SRP: $29.99

JAN232399
MY HERO ACADEMINA ICON T/S MED (C: 1-1-2)
My Hero Academia t-shirt (STL259275) (4632/403562-MED) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US
and Canada.
T-Shirt SRP: $29.99

JAN232400
MY HERO ACADEMINA ICON T/S LG (C: 1-1-2)
My Hero Academia t-shirt (STL259276) (4632/403563-LG) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US and
Canada.
T-Shirt SRP: $29.99

JAN232401
MY HERO ACADEMINA ICON T/S XL (C: 1-1-2)
My Hero Academia t-shirt (STL259277) (4632/403564-XL) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US and
Canada.
T-Shirt SRP: $29.99

JAN232402
MY HERO ACADEMINA ICON T/S XXL (C: 1-1-2)
My Hero Academia t-shirt (STL259278) (4632/403565-XXL) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US and
Canada.
T-Shirt SRP: $29.99

JAN232403
SPY X FAMILY GROUP #3 T/S SM (C: 1-1-2)
Spy x Family t-shirt (STL259279) (4632/458011-SM) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US and
Canada.
T-Shirt SRP: $29.99

JAN232404
SPY X FAMILY GROUP #3 T/S MED (C: 1-1-2)

Spy x Family t-shirt (STL259280) (4632/458012-MED) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US and
Canada.
T-Shirt SRP: $29.99

JAN232405
SPY X FAMILY GROUP #3 T/S LG (C: 1-1-2)
Spy x Family t-shirt (STL259281) (4632/458013-LG) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US and Canada.
T-Shirt SRP: $29.99

JAN232406
SPY X FAMILY GROUP #3 T/S XL (C: 1-1-2)
Spy x Family t-shirt (STL259282) (4632/458014-XL) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US and Canada.
T-Shirt SRP: $29.99

JAN232407
SPY X FAMILY GROUP #3 T/S XXL (C: 1-1-2)
Spy x Family t-shirt (STL259283) (4632/458015-XXL) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US and
Canada.
T-Shirt SRP: $29.99

JAN232408
SPY X FAMILY SNAPSHOTS T/S SM (C: 1-1-2)
Spy x Family t-shirt (STL259284) (4632/458041-SM) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US and
Canada.
T-Shirt SRP: $29.99

JAN232409
SPY X FAMILY SNAPSHOTS T/S MED (C: 1-1-2)
Spy x Family t-shirt (STL259285) (4632/458042-MED) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US and
Canada.
T-Shirt SRP: $29.99

JAN232410
SPY X FAMILY SNAPSHOTS T/S LG (C: 1-1-2)
Spy x Family t-shirt (STL259286) (4632/458043-LG) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US and Canada.
T-Shirt SRP: $29.99

JAN232411
SPY X FAMILY SNAPSHOTS T/S XL (C: 1-1-2)
Spy x Family t-shirt (STL259287) (4632/458044-XL) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US and Canada.
T-Shirt SRP: $29.99

JAN232412
SPY X FAMILY SNAPSHOTS T/S XXL (C: 1-1-2)
Spy x Family t-shirt (STL259288) (4632/458045-XXL) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US and
Canada.
T-Shirt SRP: $29.99

TOYS & STATUES

DIAMOND SELECT TOYS

JAN232413
COBRA KAI ALL VALLEY ACTION FIGURE BOX SET (C: 1-1-2)
A Diamond Select Toys release! Revisit the fight that started it all, with this exclusive two-pack
featuring Johnny Lawrence and Daniel LaRusso! The two karate students-turned-teachers are
wearing their classic karate gi's, and each 7-inch figure features over 16 points of articulation. The
pair come packaged in a folding, full-color window box. Sculpted by Rocco Tartamella and Chris
Dahlberg, packaging design by Jack Tsai!
Limited to 4000 pieces
(STL216382) Scheduled to ship in May 2023. (4667) (C: 1-1-2
Item

SRP: $40.00

JAN232414
O/A GI JOE GALLERY SNAKE EYES PVC STATUE (C: 1-1-2)

A Diamond Select Toys release! G.I. Joe's silent ninja, Snake Eyes, leaps from a snowy ledge in this
all-new PVC diorama from DST! Flanked by his wolf companion Timber, Snake Eyes wields his
trademark sword as he launches his sneak attack. Measuring approximately 11 inches tall, this
diorama features detailed sculpting and pain tapplications, and comes packaged in a full-color
window box. Designed by Mark Wong and Tony Simione, sculpted by Jorge Santos Souza!
(STL198993) Available Now! (4667) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, U.S.
Territories, Canada and EMEA (Europe, Middle East, Africa)
Item

SRP: $49.99

JAN232415
JEM AND THE HOLOGRAMS PREMIER COLLECTION JEM STATUE (C: 1-1A Diamond Select Toys release! This statue is truly outrageous! Jem and the Holograms was one of
the 1980s' greatest creations, an animated series about an all-girl rock band that became a hit
among the shows of the decade. Now, iconic lead singer Jem is the newest Premier Collection
Statue! This approximately 11-inch statue depicts Jem singing one of her hits in front of the Synergy
computer, and is limited to only 1000 pieces. It comes packaged with a numbered certificate of
authenticity in a full-color box. Designed by Uriel Caton, sculpted by Alejandro Pereira Ezcurra!
(STL260997) Scheduled to ship in May 2023. (4667/84354) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the
United States, U.S. Territories, Canada and EMEA (Europe, Middle East, Africa)
Item

SRP: $200.00

JAN232416
TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLE GALLERY LEONARDO PVC STATUE (C:
A Diamond Select Toys release! You've never seen the TMNT like this before! DST's new line of
dynamic Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Gallery Dioramas kicks off with katana-wielding leader
Leonardo! Collect all four atop their rooftop bases to form one big diorama! This 9-inch diorama is
made of high-quality PVC, and comes packaged in a full-color window box. Designed by Kinetic
Underground, sculpted by Sandro Luis Sampaio! (STL260998) Scheduled to ship in May 2023.
(4667/84724) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, EMEA & Greater
China (China, HK & Taiwan)
Item

SRP: $59.99

JAN232417
SW THE MANDALORIAN JAWA MUDHORN EGG 1/6 SCALE BUST (C: 1-1-2
A Gentle Giant LTD release! He has defeated the Mudhorn! One of Din Djarin's business partners on
the planet of Arvala-7, this Jawa is celebrating the capture of a Mudhorn egg, considered a delicacy
by its people. Measuring approximately 6 inches tall, this 1/6 scale resin mini-bust features detailed
sculpting and paint applications, and is based on his appearance in The Mandalorian Season 1. Plus,
it features light-up eyes! Limited to only 3000 pieces, it includes a numbered certificate of

authenticity and comes in a full-color box. (STL261116) Scheduled to ship in May 2023.
(4667/84964) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: DST - Avail in US, Canada, EMEA, Japan, S. Korea, Brazil, Mexico,
Russia, Australia, & New Zealand
Item

SRP: $150.00

JAN232418
STAR WARS REBELS ZEB 1/6 SCALE BUST (C: 1-1-2)
A Gentle Giant LTD release! The Rebels crew just got some muscle! Joining his teammates in the GG
LTD line of mini-busts, Garazeb "Zeb" Orrelios™ gets ready for a fight in this all-new 1/6 scale
portrait. Cracking his knuckles with his blaster on his back, the burly Lasat™ stands approximately 6
inches tall atop a pedestal base. Limited to only 3000 pieces, he comes packaged in a full-color box
with a numbered certificate of authenticity. (STL261126) Scheduled to ship in May 2023.
(4667/84761) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: DST - Avail in US, Canada, EMEA, Japan, S. Korea, Brazil, Mexico,
Russia, Australia, & New Zealand
Item

SRP: $130.00

JAN232419
SW ATTACK OF THE CLONES PREMIER COLLECTION KIT FISTO STATUE
A Gentle Giant LTD release! Straight outta Glee Anselm™! Few alien Jedi were as distinctive as Kit
Fisto™, the green Nautolan™ with a head full of tentacles. This 9-inch statue of the Jedi Master™
shows him crouched with his green-bladed lightsaber at the ready. Based on his appearance in Star
Wars: Attack of the Clones, this sculpture is limited to 3000 pieces and comes packaged with a
certificate of authenticity in a full-color box. (STL261102) Scheduled to ship in May 2023.
(4667/84953) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: DST - Avail in US, Canada, EMEA, Japan, S. Korea, Brazil, Mexico,
Russia, Australia, & New Zealand
Item

SRP: $200.00

JAN232420
TRANSFORMERS GALLERY GRIMLOCK PVC STATUE (C: 1-1-2)
A Diamond Select Toys release! The leader of the Dinobots has risen! Stomping through a flaming,
lava-filled landscape, the monosyllabic Dinobot known as Grimlock wields his sword in the hunt for
more Decepticons to pulverize. This approximately 12-inch PVC sculpture features detailed sculpting
and paint applications, and comes packaged in a full-color window box. Designed by Mark Wong,
sculpted by Victor Hugo Sousa. (STL260994) Scheduled to ship in May 2023. (4667/84271) (C: 1-1-2)
NOTE: Available only in the United States, U.S. Territories, Canada and EMEA (Europe, Middle East,
Africa)
Item

SRP: $125.00

JAN232421
AEW YOUNG BUCKS MINIMATE 2PK (C: 1-1-2)
A Diamond Select Toys release! These AEW Minimates are All-Elite! In this Previews-exclusive twopack, the Young Bucks, Nick and Matt Jackson, don their distinctive ring gear and enter the world of
Minimates! Each Minimate stands 2 inches tall, features 14 points of articulation, and includes a
display base. Both come packaged on a full-color blister card. Limited to 2000 pieces! Designed by
Barry Bradfield! Also available: the AEW Minimates Series 1 Box Set, featuring the third member of
the Elite, Kenny Omega! (STL261002) Scheduled to ship in May 2023. (4667/84912) (C: 1-1-2
Item

SRP: $11.99

JAN232422
MARVEL GALLERY COMIC SANDMAN PVC STATUE (C: 1-1-2)
A Diamond Select Toys release! The Sinister Six is ready to attack! Shape-shifting Spider-Man foe
Sandman joins his colleagues in the Sinister Six in this, the newest Gallery Diorama from DST!
Showing Flint Marko with his sand-enhanced fists, this approximately 10-inch sculpture features
detailed sculpting and paint applications, and comes packaged in a full-color window box. Designed
by Caesar, sculpted by Alterton. Also available: Mysterio, Kraven the Hunter, Vulture, Electro, and
Doctor Octopus! (STL261016) Scheduled to ship in May 2023. (4667/84974) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE:
Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan)
Item

SRP: $59.99

JAN232423
MARVEL ANIMATED HUMAN TORCH BUST (C: 1-1-2)
A Gentle Giant LTD release! Flame on! The Human Torch winds up a flaming fireball in this new 1/6
scale mini-bust from Gentle Giant LTD! Measuring approximately 7 inches tall, this detailed bust of
the hot-headed Fantastic Four member is cast in translucent resin, allowing the light to shine
through. Limited to only 2000 pieces, it comes packaged with a numbered certificate of authenticity
in a full-color box. Designed by Chris Sears, sculpted by Anissa Tchoub! (STL261012) Scheduled to
ship in May 2023. (4667/84961) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil,
EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan)
Item

SRP: $130.00

JAN232424
MARVEL ANIMATED STYLE DRAX STATUE (C: 1-1-2)
A Gentle Giant LTD release! The Guardians of the Galaxy's strongest member is getting animated!
The Titan Drax has been captured in a contemplative moment by Marvel artist Skottie Young, in an
animated-style sculpture based on his variant-cover artwork. Measuring approximately 5 inches tall,
this statue comes packaged in a full-color box. It is limited to only 3000 pieces and comes packaged

with a numbered certificate of authenticity. Sculpted by Casen Barnard! (STL261004) Scheduled to
ship in May 2023. (4667/84815) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil,
EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan)
Item

SRP: $59.99

JAN232425
MARVEL SELECT MR FANTASTIC AF (C: 1-1-2)
A Diamond Select Toys release! This is a fantastic figure! The Fantastic Four finally get their leader
with the release of Reed Richards, a.k.a. Mr. Fantastic, in the Marvel Select line! This 7-inch action
figure features 16 points of articulation, as well as interchangeable hands and stretched parts,
including a lower body section that can wrap around an opponent! It comes in display-ready Select
action figure packaging, with side-panel artwork for shelf display. Designed by Yuri Timg, sculpted by
May Thamtarana! Coming soon: the Invisible Woman! (STL261005) Scheduled to ship in May 2023.
(4667/84930) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, EMEA & Greater
China (China, HK & Taiwan)
Item

SRP: $29.99

JAN232426
O/A INVINCIBLE SERIES 2 DLX AF ASST (C: 1-1-2)
A Diamond Select Toys release! The cast of the Invincible action figure line just got bigger! Based on
the hit Amazon Prime animated series, Series 2 of Invincible features fan favorite Atom Eve, as well
as the enigmatic Teen Team leader, Robot. Sculpted in a 7-inch scale, each action figure features
over 16 points of articulation, and comes packaged with additional parts and accessories in a fullcolor window box. Sculpted by Chris Dahlberg! (STL219386) Available Now! (4667) (C: 1-1-2
Item

SRP: $24.99

JAN232427
O/A STAR WARS PREMIER COLLECTION CLONE WARS REX STATUE (C: 1-1-2
A Gentle Giant Ltd. release! Captain Rex takes command in this all-new sculpture of him in his Clone
Wars armor! This 1/7 scale, approximately 10-inch resin statue shows him ready for action, with his
blaster raised, and it comes with alternate helmeted and unhelmeted heads. It features detailed
sculpting and paint applications, and is limited to only 3000 pieces. It comes packaged with a
numbered certificate of authenticity in a full-color box. Designed by Barry Bradfield, sculpted by
Alejandro Pereira Ezcurra! (STL207184) Available Now! (4667) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: DST - Avail in US,
Canada, EMEA, Japan, S. Korea, Brazil, Mexico, Russia, Australia, & New Zealand
Item

SRP: $175.00

JAN232428

GI JOE GALLERY SNAKE EYES PVC STATUE (C: 1-1-2)
A Diamond Select Toys release! G.I. Joe's silent ninja, Snake Eyes, leaps from a snowy ledge in this
all-new PVC diorama from DST! Flanked by his wolf companion Timber, Snake Eyes wields his
trademark sword as he launches his sneak attack. Measuring approximately 11 inches tall, this
diorama features detailed sculpting and pain tapplications, and comes packaged in a full-color
window box. Designed by Mark Wong and Tony Simione, sculpted by Jorge Santos Souza!
(STL260993) Scheduled to ship in May 2023. (4667/85028) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the
United States, U.S. Territories, Canada and EMEA (Europe, Middle East, Africa)
Item

SRP: $200.00

JAN232429
O/A MARVEL SELECT COMIC VISION AF (C: 1-1-2)
A Diamond Select Toys release! Behold... The Vision! Debuting in 1968, the synthezoid Avenger
known as the Vision has since become one of the team’s most stalwart members, despite being the
creation of the evil Ultron. Now, the Vision joins his teammates in the Marvel Select line, with an allnew 7-inch action figure! Featuring interchangeable parts and effects, this figure features
approximately 16 points of articulation and comes packaged in the famous Select blister card
packaging with side-panel artwork. Designed by Eamon O’Donoghue, sculpted by May Thamtarana!
(STL225356) Available Now! (4667) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil,
EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan)
Item

SRP: $29.99

JAN232430
O/A MARVEL GALLERY COMIC PSYLOCKE PVC STATUE (C: 1-1-2)
A Diamond Select Toys release! The X-Men's sultry ninja member joins the team as the newest
Marvel Gallery Diorama! Made out of high-quality PVC, this approximately 10-inch sculpture
features detailed sculpting and paint applications, and comes packaged in a full-color window box.
Designed by Caesar, sculpted by Alejandro Pereira Ezcurra! (STL222267) Available Now! (4667) (C: 11-2) NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK &
Taiwan)
Item

SRP: $49.99

JAN232431
O/A MARVEL GALLERY DR STRANGE 2 MOVIE PVC STATUE (C: 1-1-2)
A Diamond Select Toys release! Prepare to enter the Multiverse! Doctor Stephen Strange steps
through a mystical portal in this all-new Gallery Diorama, inspired by the next entry in the Marvel
Cinematic Universe! With orange energy whirling around him, cape flapping in the wind, the
Sorcerer Supreme stands approximately 10 inches tall and features detailed sculpting and paint
applications. It comes packaged in a full-color window box. Sculpted by Gentle Giant Studios!

(STL225353) Available Now! (4667) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil,
EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan)
Item

SRP: $49.99

JAN232432
O/A STAR WARS MILESTONES A NEW HOPE BEN KENOBI 1/6 SCALE STATUE
A Gentle Giant Ltd. release! Relive the magic of A New Hope with this all-new statue of Obi-Wan
Kenobi in his Episode 4 look! Captured during his battle with Darth Vader aboard the Death Star,
with his lightsaber energized, this approximately 12-inch statue features detailed sculpting and paint
applications, and is limited to only 2000 pieces. It comes packaged in a full-color box with a
numbered certificate of authenticity. Designed by Elliot Fernandez, sculpted by Gentle Giant Studios!
(STL203098) Available Now! (4667) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: DST - Avail in US, Canada, EMEA, Japan, S.
Korea, Brazil, Mexico, Russia, Australia, & New Zealand
Item

SRP: $250.00

JAN232433
O/A FCBD 2022 SW THE MANDALORIAN MOFF GIDEON 1/6 SCALE BUST (C:
A Gentle Giant Ltd. release! A Free Comic Book Day 2022 Exclusive! One of the best things to come
out of The Mandalorian TV series on Disney+ is a great new villain to hate - Moff Gideon! Wielding
the fabled Darksaber, this 1/6-scale mini-bust of the Imperial Remnant commander, measuring
approximately 6-inches tall, features detailed sculpting and paint applications to recreate actor
Giancarlo Esposito. Limited to only 3,000 pieces, it comes packaged in a full-color box with a handnumbered certificate of authenticity. Sculpted by Joe Menna! (STL216391) Available Now! (4667) (C:
1-1-2) NOTE: DST - Avail in US, Canada, EMEA, Japan, S. Korea, Brazil, Mexico, Russia, Australia, &
New Zealand
Item

SRP: $120.00

ANIMATION

JAN232434
THUNDERCATS MUMM-RA HELMET LTD ED PROP REPLICA (C: 1-1
From Factory Entertainment. Factory Entertainment announces the latest addition to the everexpanding line of fantasy artifacts turned into high-end tangible collectibles; the Mumm-Ra Helmet
Limited Edition Prop Replica from the classic animated series, ThunderCats! This 23-inch high replica
helmet is crafted from durable fiberglass, with metal and resin accents. Synthetic leather was
selected for the neck protector and inner cap lining. Fabric ribbons accentuate the exterior of the
helmet and have been aged to imitate ancient tomb wrappings. Each one is individually wired,
allowing it to be independently posed, and when fully extended, this replica stretches an impressive

35-inches wide. Each replica also includes a metal display stand, an individually numbered cast metal
plaque and a certificate of authenticity. Limited To 750 Pieces (STL259316) Scheduled to ship in June
2023. (1570/408795) (C: 1-1-2)
Replica SRP: $499.99

ANIME

JAN232435
ASSASSINATION CLASSROOM KORO SENSEI SFC FIGURE (C: 1-1-2)
From Abysse America. It's assassination time, and Koro Sensei has taken on the perfect shape to
singlehandedly eliminate all of his competition in the figure world. This Koro Sensei SFC Figure by
ABYstyle features the unkillable extraterrestrial and makes a perfect addition to any Assassination
Classroom fan's collection. (STL257831) Scheduled to ship in December 2022. (3442/ABYFIG035) (C:
1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories.
Figure SRP: $32.99

JAN232436
DEATH NOTE LIGHT FIGURE (C: 1-1-2)
From Abysse America. Insomniac, world-renowned detective, and now SFC figure. The brilliant,
shadowy, crime-solving recluse is front-and-center in this figure by ABYstyle, whether he likes it or
not. Featuring L in his iconic crouching pose pondering his next move, this is the perfect gift for fans
of Death Note and it matches well with the Misa SFC Figure by ABYstyle, featuring the girl with the
Shinigami Eyes dressed to kill. (STL257835) Scheduled to ship in February 2023. (3442/ABYFIG022)
(C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories.
Figure SRP: $32.99

JAN232437
DEATH NOTE MISA FIGURE (C: 1-1-2)
From Abysse America. Don't feel too flattered if she asks you for your name, ending up in her little
black book is bad for your health. This Misa SFC Figure by ABYstyle features the girl with the
Shinigami Eyes dressed to kill and makes the perfect addition to any Death Note fan's figure
collection. (STL257834) Scheduled to ship in February 2023. (3442/ABYFIG016) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE:
Available only within US and territories.
Figure SRP: $39.99

JAN232438

YU YU KAHUSHO HIEI SFC FIGURE (C: 1-1-2)
From Abysse America. He was cast out of his home before he could even crawl, but after a lifetime
of brutal battles, he's clawed his way back to glory and found a new home in our SFC collection. This
Hiei SFC Figure by ABYstyle features the cursed child ready to bring some pain his opponents' way.
Match him with the Yusuke figure, sold separately. (STL257832) Scheduled to ship in December
2022. (3442/ABYFIG033) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories.
Figure SRP: $32.99

JAN232439
YU YU KAHUSHO YUSUKE URAMESHI SFC FIGURE (C: 1-1-2)
From Abysse America. You can go ahead and put that Psychic Spyglass back in your pocket, because
even to the naked eye it's obvious that this Yusuke Urameshi SFC Figure by ABYstyle is a must-have.
Featuring Yusuke getting ready to pull the trigger on a Spirit Gun attack, it's the perfect addition to
any Yu Yu Hakusho fan's figure collection. (STL257833) Scheduled to ship in February 2023.
(3442/ABYFIG034) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories.
Figure SRP: $32.99

DC HEROES

JAN232440
DC BATMAN CHAMPION OF GOTHAM CITY STATUE (C: 0-1-2)
From Cryptozoic Enyertainment. The Batman: Champion of Gotham City Statue takes the Super Hero
to a different era, reimagining him as a classical Greek sculpture standing triumphantly after his
latest battle. The powerful polyresin statue measures over 12" tall from the base to the tip of the
helmet and features a removable shield shaped like the iconic Bat symbol. Part of Cryptozoic's
Pantheon of Justice series, it has been crafted to be a work of art, equally at home in a museum or in
your collection! Individually numbered on the base. Limited to 2500 pieces. (STL258884) Scheduled
to ship in November 2023. (1490) (C: 0-1-2)
Statue SRP: $164.99

JAN232441
DC PANTHEON OF JUSTICE SUPERMAN PRINCE OF KRYPTON STATUE (Ne
From Cryptozoic Enyertainment. The Superman: Prince of Krypton Statue reimagines the Super Hero
as a classical Greek sculpture dramatically posed to lead the battle. The regal polyresin statue
measures nearly 15 inches tall from the base to the tip of the removable sword and features armor
and a helmet. As with all entries in Cryptozoic's Pantheon of Justice series, it is meticulously crafted
to be a true work of art! Individually numbered on the base. Limited to 2500 pieces. (STL258889)
Scheduled to ship in November 2023. (1490) (C: 0-1-2)

Statue SRP: $164.99

JAN232442
DC COMICS BATMAN UNLEASHED DLX ART SCALE 1/10 STATUE (
From Iron Studios. Imposing and filled with thorough details, with his back covered by his
outstanding black cape made in fabric, created with extreme attention, with strict and accurate care
to achieve maximum prominence in your collection, Iron Studios proudly present their statue
Batman Unleashed Deluxe - DC Comics - Art Scale 1/10, that takes the 1/10 scale to a new excellency
standard for a figure in this proportion. (STL254978) Scheduled to ship in July 2023.
(3551/DCCDCG73922-10) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories.
Statue SRP: $199.99

JAN232443
DC COMICS BLACK ADAM ART SCALE 1/10 STATUE (C: 1-1-2)
From Iron Studios. Set free in the modern age, with clenched fists and a frown focused on his
objective of bringing his brutal form of justice to the new world. Iron Studios proudly present the
statue Black Adam - Black Adam - Art Scale 1/10, with the antihero and classic antagonist of Shazam
inspired by his solo movie. (STL254970) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (3551/DCADM76222-10) (C:
1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories.
Statue SRP: $159.99

JAN232444
MEGO DC HEROES FLASHPOINT BATMAN PX 8IN AF (C: 1-1-2)
From Mego. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! "I thought that world ... that timeline would replace ours …" DC
Comics - Flashpoint Batman is making his Megoverse debut! Officially licensed and super-poseable,
he features 26 points of articulation for reenacting all your favorite action scenes along with comic
book accurate cloth costume and head sculpt! This limited-edition Flashpoint Batman action figure
comes equipped with a variety of accessories on a fully illustrated retro-style blister card! The
PREVIEWS Exclusive Mego DC Heroes Flashpoint Batman is limited to only 5000 pieces! (STL232891)
(3547/63126) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $19.99

JAN232445
MEGO DC HEROES RED HOOD PX 8IN AF (C: 1-1-2)
From Mego. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! "Call me the Red Hood." DC Comics' the Red Hood is making his
Megoverse debut! Officially licensed and super-poseable, he features 26 points of articulation for
reenacting all your favorite action scenes, and comes with comic book accurate cloth costume and

head sculpt! This limited-edition Red Hood action figure comes equipped with a variety of
accessories on a fully illustrated retro-style blister card! The PREVIEWS Exclusive Mego DC Heroes
Red Hood is limited to only 5000 pieces! (STL232894) (3547/63128) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only
in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $19.99

JAN232446
MEGO DC HEROES RED SON SUPERMAN PX 8IN AF (C: 1-1-2)
From Mego. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! "Now? Now I save the world." DC Comics' Red Son Superman is
making his Megoverse debut! Officially licensed and super-poseable, he features 26 points of
articulation for reenacting all your favorite action scenes. Red Son Superman comes with comic book
accurate cloth costume and head sculpt! This limited-edition Red Son Superman action figure comes
on a fully illustrated retro-style blister card! The PREVIEWS Exclusive Mego DC Heroes Red Son
Superman is limited to only 5000 pieces! (STL232895) (3547/63125) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only
in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $19.99

JAN232447
BLACK ADAM HAWKMAN MACE LTD ED PROP REPLICA (C: 1-1-2)
From Factory Entertainment. Coinciding with the theatrical release of Black Adam, Factory
Entertainment is excited to announce the latest entry in our ever-expanding line of DC movie prop
replicas. The first from Black Adam is a stunning recreation of the mace wielded by Justice Society
member, Hawkman! This full-scale polyresin and metal replica is 20" long and features an antique
gold finish with a leather-wrapped handle. Each Hawkman Mace Prop Replica also includes a display
stand, allowing collectors to proudly display this reproduction of Hawkman's iconic weapon. Each
replica is individually numbered and includes a certificate of authenticity. Limited to 1,000 pieces.
Prototype images show. (STL257839) Scheduled to ship in May 2023. (1570/408286) (C: 1-1-2)
Replica SRP: $399.99

DISNEY

JAN232448
BRAVE MERIDA POP VINYL FIG (C: 1-1-2)
From Entertainment Earth. From the 2012 Disney-Pixar animated film Brave, comes an exclusive
Merida Pop! Vinyl figure. Fearless Scottish Princess Merida of DunBroch looks fierce and ready for
adventure, complete with her bow and arrow! The Brave Merida Pop! Vinyl Figure - 2022
Convention Exclusive measures approximately 3 3/4-inches tall and comes packaged in a window
display box. First available at the Funko booth at New York Comic Con 2022, she's a limited edition

that will sell out quickly. (STL256266) Scheduled to ship in December 2022. (6833/FU41EQ65245W)
(C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US and Canada.
Figure SRP: $15.00

JAN232449
THE LITTLE MERMAID SEBASTIAN POP VINYL FIG (C: 1-1-2)
From Entertainment Earth. Life under the sea is the bubbles! Bring home the fun with Disney's
leading crustacean - Sebastian! Straight from the 1989 animated film classic, The Little Mermaid, this
exclusive Pop! Vinyl figure of Ariel's grumpy but loveable crab friend is just the thingamabob your
collection is missing. With his score and baton ready, Sebastian is poised to conduct a masterpiece
concert - hopefully, Ariel shows up for this one! This The Little Mermaid Sebastian Pop! Vinyl Figure
will have you humming the songs from the iconic Disney musical. Measuring about 3 3/4-inches tall,
he comes packaged in a window display box. (STL256265) Scheduled to ship in March 2023.
(6833/FU13LM66828EE) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US and Canada.
Figure SRP: $13.99

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS

JAN232450
D&D HONOR AMONG THIEVES DICELINGS COLL ASST (C: 1-1-2)
From Hasbro Toy Group. Roll for transformation! With Dicelings, now you can collect a whole new
type D&D action figure: one that you can change from a giant d20 to a monster and back again!
Change each Dungeons & Dragons Dicelings die from Monster form in just a few steps to giant d20
form and back again. Play or display these Dicelings in either form: just don't use this d20 for your
tabletop game! (STL256918) Scheduled to ship in March 2023. (309/F51185L00) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE:
Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $13.99

FANTASY

JAN232455
EPIC HACKS 10TH ANNIVERSARY KNIGHT OF ACCORD 1/12 SCALE AF (
From Boss Fight Studio. March 2023 marks 10 years of Boss Fight Studio! In honor of that
celebration, Boss Fight is releasing new and updated versions of some of your favorite characters
from the H.A.C.K.S. universe! Two fan-favorites making a comeback are the Knight of Accord and the
Knight of Asperity! This updated army builder includes new articulation, a new head and some
accessories to help him win the battle. Includes one blister-carded, 1:18-scale action figure with

accessories and figure stand. All figures and parts use the amazing H.A.C.K.S. system to mix, match
and make your own! (STL257818) Scheduled to ship in September 2023. (3419/10AN04) (C: 0-1-2)
NOTE: No countries actually denied.
Figure SRP: $27.99

JAN232456
EPIC HACKS 10TH ANNIVERSARY KNIGHT OF ASPERITY 1/12 SCALE AF
From Boss Fight Studio. March 2023 marks 10 years of Boss Fight Studio! In honor of that
celebration, Boss Fight is releasing new and updated versions of some of your favorite characters
from the H.A.C.K.S. universe! One of our fan-favorites that is making a comeback is the Knight of
Asperity. This updated army builder includes new articulation, a new head and some accessories to
help him win the battle. Includes one blister-carded, 1:18 scale action figure with accessories and
figure stand. All figures and parts use the amazing H.A.C.K.S. system to mix, match and make your
own! (STL257821) Scheduled to ship in September 2023. (3419/10AN05) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: No
countries actually denied.
Figure SRP: $27.99

GAMES

JAN232457
HWR MONOPOLY 39 CHEVY MASTER DLX W/FIG 1/24 DIE-CAST VEH (Ne
From Jada Toys. Join Uncle Pennybags himself as he cruises around in his vintage 1:24 Die-Cast 1939
Chevy with functioning doors, hood and trunk. The instantly recognizable figure also known as Mr.
Monopoly is perfectly matched with this classic ride. Take a nostalgic trip into the past and start
making new memories. (STL254929) Scheduled to ship in December 2022. (2085/33230) (C: 1-1-2)
NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Vehicle SRP: $29.99

GI JOE

JAN232458
GI JOE CLASSIFIED SERIES 6IN AF ASST 202301 (C: 1-1-2)
From Hasbro Toy Group. The G.I. Joe Classified Series evolves the characters fans know and love into
a highly articulated 6-inch scale with premium deco and detailing! These figures feature a classic
design updated to bring the characters into the modern era, plus accessories inspired by the
character's rich history. These G.I. Joe Classified Series figures features premium detailing and
articulation for poseability (some poses may require additional support). Look for other 6-inch-scale

G.I. Joe Classified Series figures and build your roster of heroes and villains! (STL253891) Scheduled
to ship in April 2023. (309/E83465L0F) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US
territories.
Figure SRP: $24.99

GODZILLA

JAN232464
GODZILLA PX ZIPPERMOUTH PLUSH 4PC ASST (C: 1-1-2)
From Quantum Mechanix. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Charming, edgy and packed with personality,
Zippermouth are soft, cute, and full of details that will appeal to even the most discerning adult
collector. The Godzilla Zippermouth features individually stuffed claws, embroidered details of his
eyes, nose and spine (Zippermouth never use print detailing), and custom-dyed fabric that's super
soft to the touch. These are is the most expressive and detailed plush Godzillas ever produced. And,
of course, all Zippermouth feature their trademark zippered smile: Just unzip to reveal Godzilla's
destructive grin. Choose from four different PREVIEWS Exclusive Godzilla styles — standard, Atomic
Breath, Black and White, and Burning. (STL256593) (7814) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the
United States, U.S. Territories, Canada and EMEA (Europe, Middle East, Africa).
Plush

SRP: $139.80

HORROR

JAN232469
CREATURE OF THE BLACK LAGOON 1/8 SCALE MODEL KIT (C: 1
From Atlantis Toy and Hobby. This Aurora Monster Model Kit is back in a new production run from
Atlantis Toy and Hobby! This 1/8-scale model kit will make a frightfully good addition to your
Universal Monsters collection! Requires glue for assembly. (STL259427) Scheduled to ship in March
2023. (1514/A426) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Model Kit

SRP: $29.99

JAN232470
NIGHTMARE ON ELM STREET 1984 FREDDY GLOVE REPLICA (C: 1-1-2)
From NECA. At long last, a handmade replica of the original Nightmare on Elm Street Freddy Glove
from the 1984 series debut! Hand-crafted and made of real metal, the glove has every detail as seen
on screen, including distressed leather-like material and metal attachments riveted to the glove.
(STK449279) Scheduled to ship in June 2023. (6338/39818) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US,
Canada, and US territories.

Replica SRP: $79.99

JAN232471
MUMMY GLOW 1/18 SCALE MODEL KIT (C: 1-1-2)
From Atlantis Toy and Hobby. Reissue of the classic Aurora Mummy! Includes both regular and glow
parts. (STL255393) Scheduled to ship in December 2022. (1514/A452) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available
only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Model Kit

SRP: $34.99

JAN232472
PHANTOM OF THE OPERA GLOW 1/8 SCALE MODEL KIT (C: 1-1From Atlantis Toy and Hobby. 1/8 Scale, this Phantom of the Opera model comes molded in gray
with a complete set of special spooky glow parts. Includes Phantom figure with Mask, detailed
subterranean base, dungeon prisoner, rat and lizard. Skilll level 2. (STL255389) Scheduled to ship in
December 2022. (1514/A451) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Model Kit

SRP: $29.99

JAN232473
WOLFMAN GLOW 1/18 SCALE MODEL KIT (C: 1-1-2)
From Atlantis Toy and Hobby. This 1/8-scale model of Universal Monster's The Wolfman comes
molded in brownwith a complete set of special spooky glow parts. Includes wolfman figure on a
detailed base. From the Aurora Tooling. Skilll level 2. (STL255392) Scheduled to ship in December
2022. (1514/A450) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Model Kit

SRP: $34.99

INDIANA JONES

JAN232474
INDIANA JONES ADV SER STAFF OF RA HEADPIECE CS (C: 1-1
From Hasbro Toy Group. If adventure has a name, it must be Indiana Jones! This Adventure Series
Staff of Ra Headpiece electronic collectible roleplay talisman is designed to look like the fabled
medallion featured in Indiana Jones and the Raiders of the Lost Ark. The removable headpiece,
featuring a premium metallic look and feel, is great for on-the-go Indiana Jones cosplay and makes a
great addition to any Indiana Jones costume. Makes a great Indiana Jones gift. (STL253902)
Scheduled to ship in April 2023. (309/F80335L00) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and
US territories.

Roleplay

SRP: $50.99

JAN232475
INDIANA JONES ADV SER 6IN INDIANA JONES AF CS (C: 1-1From Hasbro Toy Group. Imagine exciting action with this premium Indiana Jones toy, inspired by
Indiana Jones and the Raiders of the Lost Ark! This collectible Indiana Jones action figure includes
detachable extended whip, coiled whip, pistol, satchel, and idol accessories, as well as 2 pairs of
additional hands. This collectible 6-inch-scale Adventure Series action figure features premium detail
and multiple points of articulation. Figures include Build An Artifact pieces so fans can build the lost
Ark of the Covenant! Match him against his rival, Major Arnold Toht! (STL253897) Scheduled to ship
in April 2023. (309/F60605L00) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $24.99

JAN232476
INDIANA JONES ADV SER 6IN MAJOR ARNOLD TOHT AF CS (C:
From Hasbro Toy Group. A nefarious agent of evil, Major Arnold Toht races against Indiana Jones to
locate the lost Ark of the Covenant! With exquisite features and decoration, this series unearths the
quality and realism that Indiana Jones devotees love. This collectible 6-inch-scale Adventure Series
figure of Major Arnold Toht character from Indiana Jones and the Raiders of the Lost Ark, features
premium detail and multiple points of articulation. Figures include Build An Artifact pieces so fans
can build the lost Ark of the Covenant! (STL253899) Scheduled to ship in April 2023.
(309/F60615L00) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $24.99

JAN232477
INDIANA JONES RETRO 3-3/4IN INDIANA JONES AF CS (C: 1From Hasbro Toy Group. Kids and collectors alike can imagine the heart-stopping action and
adventure of Indiana Jones with figures from the Indiana Jones Retro Collection! The Retro
Collection includes 3 3/4" scale figures from the 40-plus-year legacy of the adventures of Indiana
Jones, featuring action, design and detailing inspired by the 1980s Kenner toys. If adventure has a
name, it must be Indiana Jones! (STL253900) Scheduled to ship in April 2023. (309/F60765X0) (C: 11-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $14.99

KING KONG

JAN232478

KING KONG GLOW 1/30 SCALE MODEL KIT (C: 1-1-2)
From Atlantis Toy and Hobby. This 1/30-scale Kong stands nearly 10 inches tall when complete! This
kit will come with King Kongs body parts molded in dark brown.Kit includes the specal square glow
parts tree and the accessory parts tree, not seen since the last glow in the dark issue in 1972.
(STL255390) Scheduled to ship in December 2022. (1514/A465) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in
US, Canada, and US territories.
Model Kit

SRP: $32.99

MARVEL HEROES

JAN232479
MARVEL DR STRANGE MOM DEAD DEFENDER STRANGE ART SCALE 1/10 S
From Iron Studios. Possessing the cadaveric body starting to show signs of decomposition of his
counterpart from another universe, Dr. Stephen Strange uses the knowledge of the Darkhold, the
Book of the Damned, conceived in Hell's dimension, to control evil spirits drawn by a forbidden spell,
and use them to face the maddened Scarlet Witch. Thus, Iron Studios present their statue Dead
Defender Strange - Doctor Strange in the Multiverse of Madness - Art Scale 1/10, inspired by the
iconic scene derivative from the second movie of Marvel's sorcerer supreme. (STL254979) Scheduled
to ship in July 2023. (3551/MARCAS75822-10) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and
territories.
Statue SRP: $199.99

JAN232480
MARVEL DR STRANGE MOM DEAD DEFENDER STRANGE DLX ART S 1/10 S
From Iron Studios. Possessing the cadaveric body starting to show signs of decomposition of his
counterpart from another universe, Dr. Stephen Strange uses the knowledge of the Darkhold, the
Book of the Damned, conceived in Hell's dimension, to control evil spirits drawn by a forbidden spell,
and use them to face the maddened Scarlet Witch. Thus, Iron Studios present their statue Dead
Defender Strange DLX - Doctor Strange in the Multiverse of Madness - Art Scale 1/10, inspired by the
iconic scene derivative from the second movie of Marvel's sorcerer supreme. (STL254981) Scheduled
to ship in July 2023. (3551/MARCAS75722-10) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and
territories.
Statue SRP: $299.99

JAN232481
MARVEL LEGENDS 6IN AF ASST 202301 PUFF ADDER (C: 1-1-2
From Hasbro Toy Group. Kids can position these Marvel Legends in their super-hero and super-villain
figure collection to imagine a super battle for the ages! Each figure features classic design and

styling, so heroes-in-training can imagine scenes from the Marvel Universe happening right before
their eyes! Choose from Baron von Strucker, Black Widow (Yelena Belova), Extremis Iron Man,
Molecule Man, Orb, and Ultimate Captain America. (STL258081) Scheduled to ship in June 2023.
(309/F64815L00) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $24.99

JAN232489
MARVEL RETRO LEGENDS 3-3/4IN GHOST RIDER W/CYCLE AF CS
From Hasbro Toy Group. Johnny Blaze transforms into Ghost Rider at the cost of his soul, joined to a
fiery demon with vengeance as his goal Fans, collectors, and kids alike can enjoy this 3 3/4" scale
classic Retro 375 Collection Ghost Rider figure and vehicle —complete with retro-style, Kennerinspired packaging! (STL256924) Scheduled to ship in June 2023. (309/F65445L00) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE:
Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure Set

SRP: $24.99

MASTERS OF THE UNIVERSE

JAN232490
MASTERS OF THE UNIVERSE BEAST MAN BDS ART SCALE 1/10 STATUE
From Iron Studios. No less threatening than the beasts he commands, over a base of a natural rock
elevation covered by mosses and roots, the wild mercenary with orange skin and fur, wearing a red
breastplate with an armguard, growls exposing his fangs like a predator ready for attack. Thus,
adding forces to Eternia's evil warriors in their MOTU line, Iron Studios present the statue Beast Man
BDS - Masters of the Universe -Art Scale 1/10, with Skeletor's savage right hand. (STL254974)
Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (3551/HEMAN76022-10) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US
and territories.
Statue SRP: $189.99

JAN232491
MASTERS OF THE UNIVERSE MAN-E-FACE BDS ART SCALE 1/10 STATUE
From Iron Studios. Iron Studios presents another statue from their successful line based on the
classic MOTU franchise with Man-E-Faces - Masters of the Universe - Art Scale 1/10, the three-in-one
hero, part man, part monster, and part robot, remarkable by his distinctive powers and look. The
statue presents the same mechanism as the original figure, changing its faces when turning the gear
on top of his head. (STL254982) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (3551/HEMAN75922-10) (C: 1-1-2)
NOTE: Available only within US and territories.
Statue SRP: $189.99

JAN232492
MOTU HE-MAN VERSION 2 1/6 SCALE COLLECTIBLE FIGURE (C:
From Mondo Tees. By the Power of Grayskull... you too can have the power! Mondo is proud to
present the return of He-Man to this line of Masters of the Universe 12" tall 1/6 Scale Figures.
Featuring over 30 points of articulation, fabric costume elements, and multiple accessories including
three swappable portraits and an array of weapons. Product Includes: Neutral Portrait, Angry
Portrait, Classic Chest Armor, Power Sword, Classic Shield, Battle Axe, Ankle Knife, Ankle Knife
Sheath, and 5 interchangeable hands. (STL259301) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (3294/TOY-011A)
(C: 0-1-2)
Figure SRP: $235.00

JAN232493
MOTU MASTERVERSE CORE AF WAVE 7 ASST (C: 1-1-2)
From Mattel Toys. The new Masterverse collection consists of four action figures with highly detailed
designs. Figures feature at least 30 points of articulation for extreme pose-ability and come with
each character's unique accessories. Choose from Skelesorc Evil-Lyn, Roboto, Ne Stratos, and Pop
Frosta. (STL252152) Scheduled to ship in February 2023. (744/GPK95-999J) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE:
Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $22.99

JAN232494
MOTU ORIGINS CORE AF WAVE 11 ASST (C: 1-1-2)
From Mattel Toys. It's a thrilling time to be a Masters of the Universe fan! The figures in this
collection stand 5 1/2" tall and have 16 moveable joints so they're highly poseable for imaginative
and action-oriented fun, Masters of the Universe style! Longtime fans will appreciate both the
vintage design details that honor the heritage of this beloved adventure franchise and the design
updates that add an exciting look to the future. Each figure comes with a mini comic book that
explores new story lines and introduces heroes, villains and allies in the timeless battle between
good and evil! Aficionados will love the classically stylized retro-packaging. Choose from Snake
Armor He-Man, Kobra Khan, Bolt Man, and Rattlor. (STL252130) Scheduled to ship in February 2023.
(744/GNN84-998A) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $18.99

JAN232495
MOTU ORIGINS DLX AF WAVE 6 ASST (C: 1-1-2)
From Mattel Toys. It's an exciting time to be a Masters of the Universe fan! For longtime fans and a
new generation of kids who love adventure, now is the time to discover the thrilling action of He-

Man, Skeletor, the secrets of Castle Grayskull and so much more! These 5 1/2" battle figures have
several movable joints with up to 16 points of articulation for action scenes and power posing. Each
figure features an attack capability for even more intense play and comes with extra accessories and
swappable parts-including a special extra head! MOTU fans and collectors will appreciate the
authentic styling that mirrors the 1980s originals. Each figure also comes with a mini comic book
from a series that explores new story lines and introduces heroes, villains and allies in the timeless
battle between good and evil! Choose from Thunder Punch He-Man and King Hiss! (STL252150)
Scheduled to ship in February 2023. (744/GVL75-999H) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US,
Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $22.99

JAN232496
MOTU ORIGINS MAN-E-FACES AF CS (C: 1-1-2)
From Mattel. It's an exciting time to be a Masters of the Universe fan! For longtime fans and for a
new generation of kids who love action and adventure, it's time to experience the thrilling action
and adventures of He-Man, Skeletor, the secrets of Castle Grayskull and much more! The figures in
this collection stand 5 1/2" tall and have 16 moveable joints so they're highly poseable for
imaginative and action-oriented fun, Masters of the Universe style! (STL245537) Scheduled to ship in
March 2023. (744/GNN95) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $17.99

JAN232497
MOTU ORIGINS ORKO AF CS (C: 1-1-2)
From Mattel. It's an exciting time to be a Masters of the Universe fan! For longtime fans and for a
new generation of kids who love action and adventure, it's time to experience the thrilling action
and adventures of He-Man, Skeletor, the secrets of Castle Grayskull and much more! The figures in
this collection stand 5 1/2" tall and have 16 moveable joints so they're highly poseable for
imaginative and action-oriented fun, Masters of the Universe style! (STL245528) Scheduled to ship in
March 2023. (744/GNN93) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $17.99

JAN232498
MOTU ORIGINS SCARE GLOW AF CS (C: 1-1-2)
From Mattel. It's an exciting time to be a Masters of the Universe fan! For longtime fans and for a
new generation of kids who love action and adventure, it's time to experience the thrilling action
and adventures of He-Man, Skeletor, the secrets of Castle Grayskull and much more! The figures in
this collection stand 5 1/2" tall and have 16 moveable joints so they're highly poseable for
imaginative and action-oriented fun, Masters of the Universe style! (STL245536) Scheduled to ship in
March 2023. (744/GNN94) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.

Figure SRP: $17.99

JAN232499
MOTU ORIGINS TRAP JAW AF CS (C: 1-1-2)
From Mattel. It's an exciting time to be a Masters of the Universe fan! For longtime fans and for a
new generation of kids who love action and adventure, it's time to experience the thrilling action
and adventures of He-Man, Skeletor, the secrets of Castle Grayskull and much more! The figures in
this collection stand 5 1/2" tall and have 16 moveable joints so they're highly poseable for
imaginative and action-oriented fun, Masters of the Universe style! (STL245538) Scheduled to ship in
March 2023. (744/GNN97) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $17.99

MCFARLANE TOYS

JAN232500
DC BATMAN BLACK & WHITE BATMAN BY DENYS COWAN STAT (C:
From McFarlane Toys. From McFarlane's Toys and DC Direct comes an impressive Batman 1/10-scale
statue. Batman Black & White: Batman by Denys Cowan is a stunningly designed piece that captures
an iconic Batman look and design. Make sure to add this statue to your Batman collection! Polyresin
statue stands approximately 9 1/4" tall. (STL257819) Scheduled to ship in March 2023. (8348) (C: 11-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories.
Statue SRP: $199.99

JAN232501
DC DESIGNER SER BATGIRL BY JOSH MIDDLETON STATUE (C: 1
From McFarlane Toys. Known for his beautiful designs of female character and his popular comics
covers, Joshua Middleton's take on this 1/6-scale Batgirl statue shows Barbara Gordon in her latest
costume design. Her youthful features and dynamic action pose perfectly capture the personality of
this beloved character. Measures approximately 12" tall. (STL257844) Scheduled to ship in January
2023. (8348) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories.
Statue SRP: $249.99

JAN232502
DC DESIGNER SER JOKER & BATMAN GREG CAPULLO STATUE (C:
From McFarlane Toys. Standing approximately 9 1/2" tall, this statue depicts the beautifully drawn
cover of "Death of the Family" from Batman #17 by Greg Capullo where Joker is dancing in the rain

with a bloody Bat cowl. This highly-detailed polyresin statue comes packaged in 4-color closed box.
(STL257842) Scheduled to ship in January 2023. (8348) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and
territories.
Statue SRP: $169.99

JAN232503
DC JOKER PURPLE CRAZE BY BRUCE TIMM STATUE (C: 1-1-2)
From McFarlane Toys. Some things just hold that place of nostalgia and one of of those things is
Bruce Timm's rendition of The Joker in Batman: The Animated Series. With his iconic voice and
nefarious deeds this The Joker introduced a whole generation to the Clown Prince of Crime. Standing
7 1/2" tall, this statue depicts The Joker with his frightfully charming smile holding a special joker
themed gift. A must have for fans of this cult classic cartoon. (STL257843) Scheduled to ship in
January 2023. (8348) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories.
Statue SRP: $124.99

MOVIE/TV

JAN232504
CORALINE BEST OF MINI PVC FIG 3PC SET (C: 1-1-2)
From NECA. From LAIKA and visionary director Henry Selick, Coraline is the spectacularly original
stop-motion animated adventure film, based on Neil Gaiman's international best selling book, that
speaks to audiences of all ages with its fantastically fun, magnificently spooky, and ultimately
triumphant story. This set of 4 PVC figurines includes Coraline, The Cat, Wybie, and Other Mother.
Each stands between 1 1/4" and 5 1/2" tall. (STL256735) Scheduled to ship in March 2023.
(6338/49567) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure Set

SRP: $33.99

JAN232505
MEZCO STATIC ELVIRA MISTRESS OF THE DARK 1/6 SCALE STATUE (N
From Mezco Toyz. The Queen of Halloween, Elvira Mistress of the Dark, gives a whole a new
meaning to statuesque! Mezco's Static Six is a premium 1/6 scale statue line featuring hyper-realistic
detailing, light-up features, interchangeable parts, and accessories to create multiple display options
—a truly interactive high-end statue line. Standing approximately 11" tall, Elvira wears her iconic
baring black dress with a leather-like belt, and sits atop a TV with interchangeable screen images and
a light-up function. The hand-painted, limited edition proprietress of horror comes complete with
two interchangeable right arms and two interchangeable head portraits for a multitude of devilishly
delightful looks. (STL255053) Scheduled to ship in October 2023. (4830) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: This item is
sold to retailers in case lots. Please check with your retailer for availability.

Figure SRP: $250.00

JAN232506
HWR TOM & JERRY 2015 HELLCAT W/ JERRY FIG 1/24 DIE-CAST VEH
From Jada Toys. What better ride for the ultimate hellion cat, Tom, than a Hellcat? This 1:24 2015
Dodge Challenger Hellcat was made for Tom. Think Jerry can outrun him? Watch the rivalry unfold as
he races to around the city in a never ending battle of cat-and-mouse! (STL254923) Scheduled to
ship in December 2022. (2085/33722) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US
territories.
Vehicle SRP: $29.99

JAN232507
MDS MEGA SCALE TALKING IT SINISTER PENNYWISE FIGURE (C: 1-1From Mezco Toys. Emerging from the depths of the sewers, Pennywise is back to terrorize and this
time, he's all smiles! The MDS Mega Scale IT: Talking Sinister Pennywise features an all-new head
sculpt of the shape-shifting clown sporting a grimacing smile from ear-to-ear. If that's not enough to
fuel your nightmares, he also says 6 of his most famous phrases from the film including "tasty, tasty,
beautiful fear!" Presented in a clown costume with ruffle detailing, Pennywise stands at a foreboding
15" tall and features 11 points of articulation. MDS Mega Scale IT: Talking Sinister Pennywise is
packaged in a window box, perfect for display. (STL257650) Scheduled to ship in September 2023.
(4830/43067) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only in US, US territories, Canada, Australia, and the UK.
Figure SRP: $100.00

JAN232508
JURASSIC PARK DILOPHOSAURUS ICONS STATUE (C: 1-1-2)
From Iron Studios. With more gaps than usual in their DNA sequence, they were recreated by InGen
with the Golden dart frog DNA to fill the gaps in its genetic sequence, resulting in an even deadlier
creature, with traits that the original never had. Another release by Iron Studios is the statue
Dilophosaurus - Jurassic Park Icons, adding another carnivore predator to the collection. (STL254950)
Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (3551/UNIVP75522-IC) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and
territories.
Statue SRP: $49.99

JAN232509
JURASSIC PARK VELOCIRAPTOR A ICONS STATUE (C: 1-1-2)
From Iron Studios. Hidden in the kitchen of the Visitor Center from Jurassic Park, John Hammond's
grandchildren see the claw of a predator knocking on the floor next to the table where they are

hiding. One of the most popular dinosaurs in Jurassic Park's cinematographic media, they have a
huge role in every movie. Frequently seen hunting in packs, which is believed they've done in real
life, Velociraptors are portrayed as being highly intelligent and capable of setting traps and
communicating with other members of the pack. Iron Studios bring this iconic predator, presenting
the statue Velociraptor Jurassic Park Icons, ready to jump and attack, available in two different
versions so you can create your own hunting pack! (STL254965) Scheduled to ship in July 2023.
(3551/UNIVP75022-IC) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories.
Statue SRP: $49.99

JAN232510
JURASSIC PARK VELOCIRAPTOR B ICONS STATUE (C: 1-1-2)
From Iron Studios. Hidden in the kitchen of the Visitor Center from Jurassic Park, John Hammond's
grandchildren see the claw of a predator knocking on the floor next to the table where they are
hiding. One of the most popular dinosaurs in Jurassic Park's cinematographic media, they have a
huge role in every movie. Frequently seen hunting in packs, which is believed they've done in real
life, Velociraptors are portrayed as being highly intelligent and capable of setting traps and
communicating with other members of the pack. Iron Studios bring this iconic predator, presenting
the statue Velociraptor B - Jurassic Park Icons, scenting their prey. (STL254966) Scheduled to ship in
July 2023. (3551/UNIVP75122-IC) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories.
Statue SRP: $49.99

JAN232511
KARATE KID MIYAGI-DO 6IN AF 2PC SET (C: 1-1-2)
From Icon Heroes. Icon Heroes presents the 6-inch scale Mr. Miyagi and Daniel Larusso Miyagi-Do
action figure box set from the classic film The Karate Kid. Each fully poseable action figure features
29 points of articulation and includes a dojo-ful of interchangeable accessories including: Twelve
hand, Two floor sanders, Two sponges, Two rags, Wax can, Paint brush, Paint bucket, Water bucket,
and Chopsticks. Relive the iconic moments from Daniel's training with Mr. Miyagi! Wax on, wax off.
Breathe in, breathe out. (STL258012) Scheduled to ship in December 2022. (1624) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE:
Available only in US, US territories, Canada, UK and Ireland.
Figure Set

SRP: PI

JAN232512
LORD OF THE RINGS GANDALF BDS ART SCALE 1/10 STATUE (C
From Iron Studios. Wielding his staff in his left hand and his elven sword Glamdring in his right hand,
Iron Studios present the statue Gandalf BDS - The Lord of the Rings - Art Scale 1/10, produced
meticulously faithful to the face features of the English actor Ian McKellen, and having the textures
and details from his costume and accessories just like they were presented in the emblematic battle
scene from the movie The Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring. Over a pedestal of the

petrified soil of the Mines of Moria, this statue is part of a diorama set that replicates one of the
most memorable moments from the first movie based on the literary work of J. R. R. Tolkien by
director Peter Jackson. (STL254967) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (3551/WBLOR70222-10) (C: 1-12) NOTE: Available only within US and territories.
Statue SRP: $139.99

JAN232513
LORD OF THE RINGS WITCH-KING OF ANGMAR 1:1 SCALE ART MASK (N
From Pure Arts Limited. "You fool. No man can kill me." The Witch-king. Lord of the Nazgûl and
second in command to Sauron himself, The Witch-king is a mighty foe who brings ruin, despair, and
death across Middle-earth. We may never know his true name, but to us he is known as The Witchking of Angmar and his center of power, Minas Morgul. The second installment to our The Lord of
the Rings series, the extremely limited The Witch-king of Angmar 1:1 Art Mask Exclusive Edition is a
must-have bust style collectible for all LOTR fans. Standing at just under 3 feet tall, this massive
helmet is perched upon an eerily lit Tower of Sorcery at Minas Morgul. (STL255055) Scheduled to
ship in September 2023. (3617) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, US territories, Canada, UK and
Ireland.
Statue SRP: $899.00

JAN232514
METALUNA MUTANT 1/12 SCALE MODEL KIT (C: 1-1-2)
From Atlantis Toy and Hobby. All new tooling! This classic Monster stands over 6 inches tall in 1/12scale with a detailed base. Detailed instructions with orignal Dave Cockrum Box art. Skill level 2 ages
14 and up. (STL255387) Scheduled to ship in December 2022. (1514/3005) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE:
Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Model Kit

SRP: $39.99

JAN232515
NIGHTMARE ON ELM ST II ULTIMATE FREDDY 7IN AF (C: 1-1-2)
From NECA. From the classic Nightmare on Elm Street horror films, we present the definitive
collector's version of Freddy from Freddy's Revenge! Ultimate Part 2 Freddy features plenty of
gruesome detail and tons of accessories, including three interchangeable heads, 2 dogs, gloved
hand, monster hand, and removable hat. There's even an attachable fire effect from the pool scene!
The 7" scale figure is highly articulated and comes in collector-friendly deluxe window box packaging
with opening flap. (STL064122) Scheduled to ship in March 2023. (6338/39899) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE:
Available only in US, US territories, Canada, UK and Ireland.
Action Figure

SRP: $37.99

JAN232516
NIGHTMARE ON ELM STREET DREAM WARRIORS GLOVE REPLICA (C: 1-1
From NECA. Own a perfect replica of Freddy's glove from Nightmare on Elm Street 3: Dream
Warriors! Each hand-crafted piece is formed of a distressed leather-like glove with riveted metal
attachments. Includes a mannequin hand form for display when you're not wearing it. Sized to fit
most adults. (STK642851) Scheduled to ship in June 2023. (6338/39763) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available
only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Replica SRP: $79.99

JAN232517
NOSFERATU 100TH ANNIVERSARY 1/6 ACTION FIGURE (C: 1-1From Kaustic Plastik. Nosferatu made his first appearance on cinema screens in March 1922. A
hundred years have gone by, but still today, his contorted shadow and skeletal hand gripping Ellen's
heart instils terror into us all. From the scenes of Murnau's famous film, the immortal Nosferatu is
brought back to life by Kaustic Plastik's team of artists who, with their skilful work, have recreated
his lugubrious and emaciated figure in incredible detail! Figure includes two head sculpts, 8
interchangeable forearms with hands, real cloth costume with magnetic shoes, one set of keys, one
medallion with ellen image, one letter, and a magnetic standard stand. (STL257837) Scheduled to
ship in July 2023. (6856/KAPL0010) (C: 1-1-2)
Figure SRP: $299.50

JAN232518
POW STAN LEE LEGENDARY YEARS ART SCALE 1/10 STATUE (C:
From Iron Studios. Iron Studios pay tribute once more to the late master of comics and an architect
of a universe of superheroes, proudly presenting the statue Stan Lee Legendary Years - Pow! Studios
- Art Scale 1/10, kindly celebrating his legacy, with respect and admiration to the genius creator of
dreams, in the year that his legend completes 100 years. (STL254968) Scheduled to ship in July 2023.
(3551/STNLEE74422-10) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories.
Statue SRP: $139.99

JAN232519
THE TWILIGHT ZONE MYSTIC SEER GITD 1:1 SCALE PROP (C:
From Entertainment Earth. Back by popular demand, dedicated fans of The Twilight Zone have
waited 10 years for another chance to bring home their own mysterious Mystic Seer but the wait is
finally over! This updated limited edition of 350-pieces features a redesigned series-accurate head
sculpt and Glow-in-the-Dark design elements. This fully functioning 1/1-scale prop replica measures
about 11 1/2-inches tall x 7 1/2-inches wide x 5-inches long and features the words "Ask Me a Yes or
No Question. Does He/She Love Me? Will I Become Rich? Is My Future Bright?" and "1 Cent Mystic

Seer" on the front, that all Glow-in-the-Dark! The Mystic Seer has a real napkin holder (napkins not
included) and a coin slot with a working lever on the front that magically dispenses your "fortune"!
The Mystic Seer is a limited edition and comes with 24 fortune cards, a certificate of authenticity,
and premium packaging. (STL256263) Scheduled to ship in June 2023. (6833/BBP05008ALTR) (C: 11-2)
Prop Replica

SRP: $299.99

JAN232520
TWIN PEAKS AGENT COOPER 1/6 ACTION FIGURE (C: 1-1-2)
From Kaustic Plastik. From Twin Peaks, the FBI Special Agent Dale Bartholomew Cooper is one of the
most popular and best-loved detectives in television! Kaustic Plastik's team of artists has succeeded
in capturing the expression and details of the actor and his character, transforming them into a
unique and remarkable action figure, accurate and hyperrealistic! Includes interchangeable parts
and accessories including: 8 Posable hands, Real cloth costume, Torchlight, FBI Badge, screen
accurate gun, Mini Tape Recorder, Magnifying Glass, Coffee Cup, Magnetic shoues, and a magnetic
stand for display. (STL257836) Scheduled to ship in June 2023. (6856/KAPL0008) (C: 1-1-2)
Figure SRP: $299.50

JAN232521
WIZARD OF OZ TIN MAN ART SCALE 1/10 STATUE (C: 1-1-2)
From Iron Studios. Iron Studios brings the statue of the classic Tin Man - The Wizard of Oz - Art Scale
1/10! Featuring the likeness of Jack Haley, with his clock ticking on the left side of his chest he wields
his axe and strolls over the yellow brick road, with the landscape of the towers from the Emerald
City in the background. (STL254969) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (3551/WZRDOZ73022-10) (C: 11-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories.
Statue SRP: $149.99

JAN232522
WIZARD OF OZ TIN MAN DLX ART SCALE 1/10 STATUE (C: 1-1
From Iron Studios. Iron Studios brings the statue of the classic Tin Man Deluxe - The Wizard of Oz Art Scale 1/10! Featuring the likeness of Jack Haley, with his clock ticking on the left side of his chest
he wields his axe and strolls over the yellow brick road, with the landscape of the towers from the
Emerald City in the background. (STL254976) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (3551/WZRDOZ7262210) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories.
Statue SRP: $189.99

MUSIC

JAN232523
IRON MAIDEN PIECE OF MIND 8IN RETRO AF (C: 1-1-2)
From NECA. Retro style meets classic metal in one amazing action figure! Straight from the cover of
Iron Maiden's 1983 album Piece of Mind, Eddie is dressed in tailored fabric clothing, similar to the
toy lines that helped define the licensed action figure market in the 1970s. The band's legendary
mascot stands 8" tall and features real metal chains. Comes in blister card packaging with resealable
protective clamshell. (STK675413) Scheduled to ship in March 2023. (6338/14921) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE:
Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Action Figure

SRP: $40.99

JAN232524
IRON MAIDEN TROOPER 8IN RETRO AF (C: 1-1-2)
From NECA. Get your retro fix with this poseable 8" figure of Eddie, straight from the cover of Iron
Maiden's single The Trooper! The legendary metal mascot is dressed in tailored fabric clothing
similar to the retro toy lines that helped define the licensed action figure market in the 1970s. The
Trooper Eddie comes with tattered Union Jack and saber accessories. Blister card packaging with
removable protective clamshell. (STK643278) Scheduled to ship in March 2023. (6338/14903) (C: 11-2) NOTE: Available only in US, US territories, Canada, UK and Ireland.
Action Figure (DIA MAY142418) SRP: $40.99

NINTENDO

JAN232525
NINTENDO 2-1/2IN DLX TOAD PLAYSET CS (C: 1-1-2)
From Jakks Pacific. Let's go to the Deluxe Toad House Playset! This mushroom-shaped playset lets
you enjoy this fun and classic setting inspired by the Super Mario video games. Create your own
adventures with the included 2 1/2" tall Toad figure. Spin the playset around to enter; Toad then
presents you with three treasure boxes with hidden accessories! With the ability to mix-and-match
power-ups, you will always be in for a surprise. (STL256554) Scheduled to ship in December 2022.
(4301/413674) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Playset SRP: $32.99

JAN232526
NINTENDO 2-1/2IN FIGURE WV37 ASST (C: 1-1-2)

From Jakks Pacific. Add more of your favorite characters from Nintendo's Super Mario games with
this new wave of figures in the 2 1/2" scale! Collect Chain Chomp, Toadette, Raccoon Mario, Cat
Toad and Goomba.
(STL254602) Scheduled to ship in December 2022. (4301/411464) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in
US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $6.99

JAN232527
NINTENDO 2-1/2IN FIGURE WV38 ASST (C: 1-1-2)
From Jakks Pacific. Add more of your favorite characters from Nintendo's Super Mario games with
this new wave of figures in the 2 1/2" scale! Collect Yellow Sky Guy, Baby Mario, Princess Peac,
Mario and Bullet Bill. (STL254606) Scheduled to ship in December 2022. (4301/415764) (C: 1-1-2)
NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $6.99

JAN232528
NINTENDO 2-1/2IN FIGURE WV39 ASST (C: 1-1-2)
From Jakks Pacific. Add more of your favorite characters from Nintendo's Super Mario games with
this new wave of figures in the 2 1/2" scale! Collect Birdo, Lemmy Koopa. Yoshi, Fire Mario and Chain
Chomp. (STL254610) Scheduled to ship in January 2023. (4301/415774) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available
only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $6.99

JAN232529
NINTENDO LETS GO YOSHI FIG CS (C: 1-1-2)
From Jakks Pacific. Start your adventures today with the Let's Go, Yoshi figure. Kids of all ages will
have endless fun interacting with Yoshi to activate his 20-plus iconic sounds and music. Pet Yoshi's
nose to hear some adorable sounds. Other activation trigger points include Yoshi's shell and feet,
while his top spike activates his instantly recognizable music. Try lifting or laying down Yoshi to
experience even more sounds!
(STL256555) Scheduled to ship in December 2022. (4301/413994) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in
US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $54.99

JAN232530
NINTENDO MARIO 2-1/2IN SPARKLING WATERS DIORAMA SET CS

From Jakks Pacific. This set brings you the excitement from Super Mario! It's sure to be a hit with
kids and collectors alike, as it features a multi-jointed poseable figure complete with exclusive
gadgets that you can use to recreate various in-game moves, come and collect the full character.
Includes 2 1/2" tall Mario figure, Huckit Crab figure, and other obstacles! (STL256579) Scheduled to
ship in December 2022. (4301/413654) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US
territories.
Figure Set

SRP: $21.99

JAN232531
NINTENDO MARIO 2-1/2IN SPARKLING WATERS PLAYSET CS (C:
From Jakks Pacific. This playset brings you the excitement from Super Mario! It's sure to be a hit with
kids and collectors alike, as it features a multi-jointed poseable figure complete with exclusive
gadgets that you can use to recreate various in-game moves, come and collect the full character.
Includes Sparkling Waters playset, 2 1/2" tall Luigi figure, Huckit Crab figure, and interchangable
water platforms. (STL256581) Scheduled to ship in December 2022. (4301/413664) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE:
Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Playset SRP: $21.99

JAN232532
WORLD OF NINTENDO 4IN AF ASST WV30 (C: 1-1-2)
From Jakks Pacific. Add more of your favorite characters from the worlds of Nintendo with this new
wave of figures in the 4" scale! Collect Wendy Koopa, Ice Mario, Shy Guy, Goomba, and Toad.
(STL256552) Scheduled to ship in December 2022. (4301/413754) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in
US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $11.99

JAN232533
WORLD OF NINTENDO 4IN AF ASST WV31 (C: 1-1-2)
From Jakks Pacific. Add more of your favorite characters from the worlds of Nintendo with this new
wave of figures in the 4" scale! Collect Penguin Mario, Lakitu, Ice Luigi, Cat Toad, and Iggy Koopa.
(STL256553) Scheduled to ship in December 2022. (4301/413764) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in
US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $11.99

POWER RANGERS

JAN232534

ONE-12 COLLECTIVE MIGHTY MORPHIN POWER RANGERS DLX AF SET (N
From Mezco Toys. It's morphin' time! Jason, Trini, Zack, Kimberly, and Billy join the One:12 Collective
in this massive Mighty Morphin Power Rangers deluxe boxed set - complete with character-specific
accessories including all 5 Power weapons and the Power Blaster! The heroes of Angel Grove are
outfitted in their respective suit colors with Morphers attached to their belt and come complete
with two head portraits each—a Mighty Morphin' helmet and an unmasked head portrait. Each
Power Ranger comes with their own unique Power weapon as well as a Blade Blaster which fits in
the holster on their belt. Rita Repulsa's monsters are no match for the Power Rangers, equipped
with the Power Blaster, a power assemblage of all 5 of the Rangers' Power weapons, the Anti-Sonic
Foam Gun with blast FX, and more! (STL258102) Scheduled to ship in November 2023. (4830/75470)
(C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure Set

SRP: $400.00

JAN232535
POWER RANGERS LIGHTNING DLX 6IN AF ASST 202301 (C: 1-1
From Hasbro Toy Group. These Power Rangers Lightning Collection Action Figures are sculpted at a
6-inch scale and feature premium deco, articulation, and paint hits, along with a bunch of showinspired accessories, for awesome poseability whether displayed on your shelf or set up for play
time! Collect Turbo Blue Centurion and In Space Silver Ranger.
(STL257025) Scheduled to ship in April 2023. (309/F53935L25) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US,
Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $33.99

ROBOTECH

JAN232538
HWR ROBOTECH MAX STERLING 2020 SUPRA W/FIG 1/24 DIE-CAST VEH
From Jada Toys. Every spy needs their gadgets, and that includes a sweet ride. Help defend Planet
Earth alongside the well-dressed Max Sterling, decked out in his sleek racing suit, with a stellar
vehicle to match. This 1:24 Die-Cast 2020 Toyota Supra is a staple from the popular Japanese
animation Robotech. Check out the other Robotech Hollywood Rides including vehicles designed for
Miriya Sterling, Roy Fokker, and Rick Hunter. (STL254920) Scheduled to ship in December 2022.
(2085/33676) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Die-Cast

SRP: $29.99

JAN232539
HWR ROBOTECH MIRIYA STERLING SUPRA W/FIG 1/24 DIE-CAST VEH (

From Jada Toys. The coolest girl with the sleekest ride. Buckle up as you join Miriya Sterling on her
adventures while defending mankind in her 1:24 Die-Cast 2020 Toyota Supra. (STL254922)
Scheduled to ship in December 2022. (2085/33679) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada,
and US territories.
Die-Cast

SRP: $29.99

SCI FI

JAN232540
INVADERS UFO 1/72 SCALE MODEL KIT (C: 1-1-2)
From Atlantis Toy and Hobby. 1/72 Scale. This kit is molded in silver and includes a Clear dome top
and 5 clear parts underneath. This kit has not had the clear dome included in many years. The dome
and other parts are also included molded in silver as well. The kit features new box art and for the
first time is issued in the classic Aurora Square box. 8 1/4 X 8 1/4 X 3 1/4. Features detailed interior
with crew figures. Skill level 2. Saucer has a 7 inch diameter. (STL255388) Scheduled to ship in
December 2022. (1514/A256) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Model Kit

SRP: $29.99

JAN232541
TR-3E UFO W/ BASE MODEL KIT (C: 1-1-2)
From Atlantis Toy and Hobby. This kit measures 5 inches in diameter. Features finely engraved hull
with detailed landing gear. Comes molded in silver with a display base molded in white. The Display
base was last used by Aurora for the Dick Tracy Space Coupe kit and some versions of the Invaders
UFO. This kit also features new packaging and instructions. This was one of the first kits we released
back in 2010 and has been in the line ever since. (STL255385) Scheduled to ship in December 2022.
(1514/1011) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Model Kit

SRP: $19.99

STAR TREK

JAN232542
STAR TREK ENTERPRISE THYLEK SHRAN 1/6 AF (C: 1-1-2)
From Newson International. This 1/6 scale figure of Shran re-creates this iconic character in exquisite
detail. Standing approximately 11 1/2" tall, he wears the Andorian Imperial Guard three-tone
uniform with a belt, armband and shoulder straps. He comes with an assortment of Adorian
weapons including the ice blades used in his duel with Archer. The original portrait sculpt of Jeffrey
Combs in full Andorian make-up was officially approved and has an authentic, hand-painted likeness.

This fine collectible figure is a fan-favorite actor playing one of the most memorable aliens in all of
Star Trek! (STL256766) Scheduled to ship in March 2023. (3595/EXO-01-025) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE:
Available only within US and territories.
Figure SRP: $215.00

STAR WARS

JAN232543
STAR WARS ROGUE ONE DARTH VADER DLX ART SCALE 1/10 STATUE (N
From Iron Studios. One of the most memorable scenes in the entire Star Wars saga, presented at the
end of the movie Rogue One: A Star Wars Story that moved and impacted fans in the movie theaters
worldwide, now is portrayed by Iron Studios, now with their global license, in the statue Darth Vader
BDS - Rogue One: A Star Wars Story - Art Scale 1/10, where the fearsome Sith is seen in action like
never before! (STL254980) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (3551/LUCSWR69522-10) (C: 1-1-2)
NOTE: Available only within US and territories.
Statue SRP: $249.99

JAN232544
SW BLACK 6IN AF ASST 202301 (C: 1-1-2)
From Hasbro Toy Group. Find movie- and entertainment-inspired Star Wars The Black Series figures
to build a Star Wars galaxy! Star Wars fans and collectors can display this fully articulated 6-Inch
figure featuring poseable head, arms, and legs, as well as premium deco. These Star Wars The Black
Series action figures of Cassian Andor, Bix Caleen, and Luthen Rael from Star Wars: Andor and Axe
Woves from Star Wars: The Mandalorian come with entertainment-inspired accessories and make a
great addition to any Star Wars collection! (STL253909) Scheduled to ship in August 2023.
(309/E89085L0C) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $24.99

JAN232549
SW ANDOR BLACK 6IN MON MOTHMA AF CS (C: 1-1-2)
From Hasbro Toy Group. Find movie- and entertainment-inspired Star Wars The Black Series figures
to build a Star Wars galaxy! Star Wars fans and collectors can display this fully articulated 6-inch
figure of Mon Mothma from Star Wars: Andor featuring poseable head, arms, and legs, as well as
premium deco. This action figure comes with entertainment-inspired accessories and makes a great
addition to any Star Wars collection! (STL253918) Scheduled to ship in August 2023.
(309/F55305L00) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $24.99

JAN232550
SW ANDOR VINTAGE 3-3/4IN CASSIAN ANDOR AF CS (C: 1-1-2
From Hasbro Toy Group. Celebrate the legacy of Star Wars, the action and adventure packed space
saga from a galaxy far, far away, with premium 3 3/4" figures of Cassian Andor and Vel Sartha from
Star Wars: Andor in the Star Wars: The Vintage Collection. Figures feature premium detail and
design across product and packaging inspired by the original line, as well as the entertainment
inspired collector grade deco that fans have come to know and love. (STL253905) Scheduled to ship
in May 2023. (309/F55225L00) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $14.99

JAN232551
SW ANDOR VINTAGE 3-3/4IN VEL SARTHA AF CS (C: 1-1-2)
From Hasbro Toy Group. Celebrate the legacy of Star Wars, the action and adventure packed space
saga from a galaxy far, far away, with premium 3 3/4" figures and vehicles from Star Wars: The
Vintage Collection. Figures feature premium detail and design across product and packaging inspired
by the original line, as well as the entertainment inspired collector grade deco that fans have come
to know and love. (STL253906) Scheduled to ship in May 2023. (309/F56245L00) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE:
Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $14.99

JAN232552
SW BLACK 6IN DOCTOR APHRA AF CS (C: 1-1-2)
From Hasbro Toy Group. Imagine the biggest battles and missions in the Star Wars saga with 6-inch
action figures from Star Wars The Black Series! With exquisite features and decoration, this series
embodies the quality and realism that Star Wars devotees love. Star Wars The Black Series includes
Star Wars action figures, vehicles, and roleplay items from the 40-plus-year legacy of the Star Wars
Galaxy, such as Doctor Aphra and the SCAR Trooper from Marvel Comics and Mara Jade from the
novels. (STL257506) Scheduled to ship in April 2023. (309/F70025L00) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available
only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $27.99

JAN232553
SW BLACK 6IN MARA JADE AF CS (C: 1-1-2)
From Hasbro Toy Group. Imagine the biggest battles and missions in the Star Wars saga with 6-inch
action figures from Star Wars The Black Series! With exquisite features and decoration, this series
embodies the quality and realism that Star Wars devotees love. Star Wars The Black Series includes
Star Wars action figures, vehicles, and roleplay items from the 40-plus-year legacy of the Star Wars

Galaxy, including comics, movies, and animated series. (STL257505) Scheduled to ship in April 2023.
(309/F70015L00) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $27.99

JAN232554
SW BLACK 6IN SCAR TROOPER MIC AF CS (C: 1-1-2)
From Hasbro Toy Group. Imagine the biggest battles and missions in the Star Wars saga with 6-inch
action figures from Star Wars The Black Series! With exquisite features and decoration, this series
embodies the quality and realism that Star Wars devotees love. Star Wars The Black Series includes
Star Wars action figures, vehicles, and roleplay items from the 40-plus-year legacy of the Star Wars
Galaxy, including comics, movies, and animated series. (STL257489) Scheduled to ship in April 2023.
(309/F69995L00) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $27.99

JAN232555
SW BLACK E6 40TH ANN 6IN AF ASST 202301 (C: 1-1-2)
From Hasbro Toy Group. Commemorate the 40th Anniversary of Star Wars: Return of the Jedi with
figures from The Black Series, featuring classic design and packaging! Collect Wicket, Endor Leia,
Endor Han Solo, Biker Scout, & Skiff Guard Lando. (STL253920) Scheduled to ship in April 2023.
(309/F68535L23) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $24.99

JAN232561
SW BLACK E6 40TH ANN 6IN BOBA FETT DLX AF CS (C: 1-1-2
From Hasbro Toy Group. Commemorate the 40th Anniversary of Star Wars: Return of the Jedi with
figures from The Black Series, featuring classic design and packaging! This deluxe Boba Fett action
figure is inspired by the character in Star Wars: Return of the Jedi and comes with 5 accessories,
including blaster FX. Star Wars fans and collectors can display this fully articulated 6-inch action
figure featuring poseable head, arms, and legs, as well as premium deco, in their collection!
(STL257031) Scheduled to ship in February 2023. (309/F68555L21) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in
US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $33.99

JAN232562
SW BLACK FORCE FX ELITE LUKE SKYWALKER LIGHTSABER CS (
From Hasbro Toy Group. Celebrate the 40th anniversary of Star Wars: Return of the Jedi with the
Lightsaber of the original trilogy's heroic protagonist! The Star Wars The Black Series Luke Skywalker

Force FX Elite Lightsaber is inspired by the special effects as seen in The Mandalorian live-action
series on Disney+! Re-create and reimagine scenes from the latest Star Wars Galaxy with a variety of
light and sound effects powered by advanced LEDs and amplified sound technology. Use the button
and switch on the real metal hilt activate the different effects, including battle sequence mode and
wall-cutting effect. (STL256677) Scheduled to ship in May 2023. (309/F72795L20) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE:
Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Replica SRP: $278.99

JAN232563
SW BLACK SERIES PHASE II CLONE TROOPER HELMET CS (C: 1
From Hasbro. Far superior to battle droids, clone troopers formed the backbone of the Republic's
new military that waged war against the forces of the Confederacy of Independent Systems. So
symbolic were they of the times, the galaxy-wide conflict that saw their debut took its name from
their ranks: the Clone Wars. Based on the animated Clone Wars series, the Phase II CloneTrooper
Premium Electronic Helmet with premium deco, realistic detail, and series-inspired design is a great
addition to any Star Wars fan's collection. With the press of a button, fans and collectors can distort
their voice to sound like that of a Phase II Clone Trooper and imagine what it was like for the
members of the Republic's clone trooper army to suit up for galactic action! (STL255994) Scheduled
to ship in May 2023. (309/F70335L00) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US
territories.
Replica SRP: $131.99

JAN232564
SW RETRO 3-3/4IN AF ASST 202301 (C: 1-1-2)
From Hasbro. Kids and collectors can imagine the biggest battles and missions in the Star Wars saga
with figures from Star Wars Retro Collection! With exquisite features and decoration inspired by
1970s Star Wars figures, this series of 3.75-inch-scale embodies the quality and realism that Star
Wars devotees love. Star Wars Retro Collection includes Star Wars action figures from the 40-plusyear legacy of the Star Wars Galaxy, including movies and live-action series. (Additional products
each sold separately. Subject to availability.) Choose from Return of the Jedi figures Luke Skywalker
(Jedi Knight), Princess Leia (Boussh), Han Solo (Endor), Lando Calrissian (Skiff Guard), Emperor
Palpatine and Imperial Biker Scout. (STL256073) Scheduled to ship in May 2023. (309/F39115L00)
(C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $11.99

JAN232571
SW GG BLACK 6IN CAL KESTIS AF CS (C: 1-1-2)
From Hasbro Toy Group. One of the last surviving members of the Jedi Order, Cal Kestis and his
valiant droid companion BD-1 openly resist the growing power and domination of the evil Galactic

Empire! Fans and collectors can imagine scenes from the Star Wars Galaxy with this premium Cal
Kestis toy, inspired by the Star Wars Jedi: Survivor video game. This Star Wars The Black Series action
figure comes with 2 entertainment-inspired accessories that make a great addition to any Star Wars
collection. (STL257030) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (309/F55315L00) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE:
Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $24.99

JAN232572
SW KOTOR BLACK 6IN BASTILA SHAN AF CS (C: 1-1-2)
From Hasbro Toy Group. Imagine the biggest battles and missions in the Star Wars saga with 6-inch
action figures from Star Wars The Black Series! With exquisite features and decoration, this series
embodies the quality and realism that Star Wars devotees love. Star Wars The Black Series includes
Star Wars action figuresfrom the 40-plus-year legacy of the Star Wars Galaxy, including Bioware's
acclaimed role-playing game, Knights of the Old Republic. (STL257467) Scheduled to ship in August
2023. (309/F70935L20) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $24.99

JAN232573
SW KOTOR BLACK 6IN DARTH MALAK AF CS (C: 1-1-2)
From Hasbro Toy Group. Imagine the biggest battles and missions in the Star Wars saga with 6-inch
action figures from Star Wars The Black Series! With exquisite features and decoration, this series
embodies the quality and realism that Star Wars devotees love. Star Wars The Black Series includes
Star Wars action figures, vehicles, and roleplay items from the 40-plus-year legacy of the Star Wars
Galaxy, including comics, movies, and animated series. (STL257470) Scheduled to ship in August
2023. (309/F70945L20) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $24.99

JAN232574
SW MAND BLACK 6IN DIN DJARIN MORAK AF CS (C: 1-1-2)
From Hasbro Toy Group. Fans and collectors can imagine scenes from the Star Wars Galaxy with this
premium Din Djarin (Morak) toy, inspired by the Star Wars: The Mandalorian live-action series on
Disney+! This Star Wars The Black Series action figure comes with 2 entertainment-inspired
accessories that make a great addition to any Star Wars collection. (STL257028) Scheduled to ship in
August 2023. (309/F55255L00) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $24.99

JAN232575

SW MAND VINTAGE 3-3/4IN ARTILLERY STORMTROOPER AF CS (
From Hasbro Toy Group. This Artillery Stormtrooper action figure is inspired by The Mandalorian
live-action series on Disney+, and comes with 3 entertainment-inspired accessories that make a
great addition to any Star Wars collection! Highly articulated with fully poseable head, arms, and
legs, this The Vintage Collection 3.75-inch-scale figure features original Kenner branding.
(STL257026) Scheduled to ship in May 2023. (309/F56255L00) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US,
Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $16.99

JAN232576
SW VINTAGE 3-3/4IN AF ASST 202301 (C: 1-1-2)
From Hasbro Toy Group. Celebrate the legacy of Star Wars, the action-packed space saga from a
galaxy far, far away, with premium 3.75-inch scale action figures and vehicles from Star Wars The
Vintage Collection. Action figures feature premium detail and design across product and packaging,
as well as the entertainment-inspired, collector-grade deco that fans have come to know and love!
Collect characters from Jabba the Hutt's crime palace in Return of the Jedi with these figures of
Kithaba, Nikto, Saelt-Marae, and Wooof. (STL257446) Scheduled to ship in June 2023.
(309/E77635L0K) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $16.99

JAN232581
SW VINTAGE 3-3/4IN E6 SPEEDER BIKE & SCOUT DLX AF CS (
From Hasbro Toy Group. This Star Wars The Vintage Collection 3.75-inch vehicle is inspired by the
speeder bikes seen in Star Wars: Return of the Jedi! With realistic detail including 2 speed flaps and a
blaster, this Star Wars vehicle comes with a Scout Trooper collector figure that is highly articulated
with a fully poseable head, arms, and legs. Calling back to the original 1970s Star Wars collectibles,
The Vintage Collection features Kenner branding and package design! (STL257477) Scheduled to ship
in April 2023. (309/F68825L00) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure Set

SRP: $44.99

JAN232582
SW VINTAGE 3-3/4IN MAND PAZ VIZSLA DLX AF CS (C: 1-1-2
From Hasbro Toy Group. Celebrate the legacy of Star Wars, the action-packed space saga from a
galaxy far, far away, with premium 3 3/4" scale action figures and vehicles from Star Wars The
Vintage Collection. This deluxe Paz Vizsla figure, based on Star Wars: The Mandalorian, features
premium detail and design across product and packaging, as well as the entertainment-inspired,
collector-grade deco that fans have come to know and love! (STL257475) Scheduled to ship in June
2023. (309/F68795L00) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.

Figure SRP: $27.99

SUPER7

JAN232583
TOHO ULTIMATES W3 1200 C GODZILLA AF (C: 1-1-2)
From Super7. The King of Monsters has faced dire circumstances before, but its clash with
Destoroyah may be Godzilla’s final undoing! Measuring a whopping 8.25” tall and 14” long, and
including an interchangeable head, the Toho ULTIMATES! 1200°C Godzilla figure depicts the mighty
Kaiju with melted flesh and an exposed skeleton as seen in the final, heartbreaking moment of the
1995 film Godzilla vs Destoroyah. Reenact this scene with the made-to-order Toho ULTIMATES!
1200°C Godzilla figure! (STL254539) (5577/UL-TOHOW03-MDG-) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: No countries
actually denied
Item

SRP: $85.00

JAN232584
TOHO ULTIMATES W3 DESTOROYAH AF (C: 1-1-2)
From Super7. It's the living embodiment of the Oxygen Destroyer, the only weapon to have ever
(spoiler alert!) killed a Godzilla! As seen in the 1995 film Godzilla vs Destoroyah, this titanic Toho
ULTIMATES! Destoroyah figure depicts the monster in its final form, measuring over 9" tall, 14"
wide, and 14" long. Including interchangeable heads, claws, and three juvenile forms, Destoroyah
looks ready to unleash an attack with its laser horn or Oxygen Destroyer beam at any moment! Add
an opponent worthy of your Kaiju collection with this made-to-order Destoroyah ULTIMATES! figure!
(STL254542) (5577/UL-TOHOW03-DES-) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: No countries actually denied
Item

SRP: $110.00

JAN232585
NOSFERATU ULTIMATES W1 COUNT ORLOK AF (C: 0-1-2)
From Super7. It's been 100 years since the classic horror film Nosferatu was released and Count
Orlok looks none the worse for wear, which is to say, still super creepy! Super7 is proud to introduce
the Nosferatu ULTIMATES! figure of the ageless vampire Count Orlok, icon of early cinema horror!
With intricate sculpting and premium paint detail, the haunting nature of the character is brought to
life in this highly articulated, made-to-order figure! Slake your unquenchable thirst for classic horror
nostalgia with the Nosferatu ULTIMATES! figure of the character that brought vampires out of the
literary realm and onto the silver screen! (STL255044) (5577/UL-NSFRW01-NSF-) (C: 0-1-2
Item

SRP: $55.00

JAN232586
METALUNA MUTANT ULTIMATES W1 AF (C: 0-1-2)
From Super7. The Zagons have destroyed Metaluna and only one of their Mutant worker drones has
managed to escape fiery death! This 7" scale highly articulated Metaluna Mutant ULTIMATES! figure
is inspired by its appearance in the movie This Island Earth and includes an interchangeable head
and extra pair of hands. Don't let the opportunity to get the made-to-order Metaluna Mutant
ULTIMATES! figure escape your grasp! (STL255051) (5577/UL-METAW01-MTM-) (C: 0-1-2
Item

SRP: $55.00

JAN232587
BRUCE LEE ULTIMATES W2 THE CONTENDER AF (C: 1-1-2)
From Super7. Getting down to business isn’t always about furious fists and flying kicks, and Bruce
Lee is just as capable of getting things done outside of the fighting arena as he is in it! This 7” highly
articulated Bruce Lee ULTIMATES! figure of Brown Outfit Bruce Lee features intricate sculpting and
premium paint detail that have the martial arts master looking like he means business no matter the
venue. Included are multiple interchangeable heads and hands, as well as a variety of accessories,
including a soft goods jacket and a set of nunchuks with real metal chain. Thanks to his seemingly
limitless versatility and excellence, Bruce Lee continues to be an icon to this day and the Brown
Outfit ULTIMATES! figure would be an outstanding way to add one of his many guises to your
collection! (STL250692) (5577/UL-BLEEW02-EDB-) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: No countries actually denied
Item

SRP: $55.00

JAN232588
BRUCE LEE ULTIMATES W2 THE FIGHTER AF (C: 1-1-2)
From Super7. When fighting a formidable opponent, injuries are inevitable, but for Bruce Lee they
just serve as motivation to see the battle through and finish off his enemies! This 7" highly
articulated Bruce Lee ULTIMATES! figure of Battle Damaged Bruce Lee features intricate sculpting
and premium paint detail that highlight multiple battle wounds on his torso and face. Included are
multiple interchangeable heads and hands, as well as a variety of weapons, including a set of
nunchuks with real metal chain. Thanks to his seemingly limitless versatility and excellence, Bruce
Lee continues to be an icon to this day and the Battle Damaged ULTIMATES! figure would be an
outstanding way to add one of his many guises to your collection! (STL250691) (5577/UL-BLEEW02BBD-) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: No countries actually denied
Item

SRP: $55.00

JAN232589
MMPR W4 BLACK RANGER DRAGON SHIELD REACTION FIG (C: 0-

From Super7. Pilot of the Mastodon Dinozord, it's the Black Ranger! This 3.75" articulated ReAction
figure comes complete with Dragon Shield accessory, all packaged in a fully illustrated retro style
backing card. Complete your Mighty Morphin Power Rangers ReAction team with the Black Ranger!
(STL253563) (5577/RE-POWRW04-BSH-) (C: 0-1-2
Item

SRP: $20.00

JAN232590
MMPR W4 WHITE TIGERZORD WARRIOR MODE REACTION FIG (C:
From Super7. This Mighty Morphin Power Ranger ReAction figure of White Tigerzord Battle Mode
features intricate detail that highlights the awesome power of this mighty Zord. Collect the White
Tigerzord ReAction figure to keep your collection safe from the evil plans of Rita Repulsa and her
minions! (STL253564) (5577/RE-POWRW04-WTZ-) (C: 0-1-2
Item

SRP: $24.00

JAN232591
TOHO MASK W1 GODZILLA GRAY (C: 1-1-2)
From Super7. Be the King of the Monsters for Halloween or every day of the year with the officially
licensed Super7 x Toho retro masks! Made of high quality plastic with an elastic headband and with
retro packaging that will remind you of being a child before the Internet. (STL255236) (5577/ACTOHOW01-GZS-) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Japan
Item

SRP: $20.00

JAN232592
TOHO MASK W1 MECHAGODZILLA METALLIC (C: 1-1-2)
From Super7. Be the alien mechanical wonder Mechagodzilla for Halloween or every day of the year
with the officially licensed Super7 x Toho retro masks! Made of high quality plastic with an elastic
headband and with retro packaging that will remind you of being a child before the Internet.
(STL255235) (5577/AC-TOHOW01-MGZ-) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Japan
Item

SRP: $20.00

JAN232593
TOHO MASK W1 HEDORAH GRAY (C: 1-1-2)
From Super7. Be the Smog Monster Hedorah for Halloween or every day of the year with the
officially licensed Super7 x Toho retro masks! Made of high quality plastic with an elastic headband
and with retro packaging that will remind you of being a child before the Internet. (STL255237)
(5577/AC-TOHOW01-HED-) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Japan

Item

SRP: $20.00

TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES

JAN232594
TMNT APRIL ONEIL ART SCALE 1/10 STATUE (C: 1-1-2)
From Iron Studios. Fearless and stubborn, the beautiful young news reporter adventures in the most
dangerous territories of New York City, willing to face any challenges in search of exclusive news.
Iron Studios bring their statue April O`Neil BDS - TMNT - Art Scale 1/10 with the intrepid journalist
ally of the Ninja Turtles! (STL254973) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (3551/NICKEL76122-10) (C: 1-12) NOTE: Available only within US and territories.
Statue SRP: $169.99

JAN232595
O/A TMNT LAST RONIN PX 4.5IN AF W/ B&W CHASE (C: 1-1-2)
From Playmates. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Taken right from the hit comic book, this Last Ronin action
figure has it all! This meticulously detailed, authentically decorated, and highly poseable figure
stands 4 1/2" tall and features 14 points of articulation to recreate your favorite scenes. Don's bo
staff, Mikey's nunchaku, Raph's twin sai, and both of Leo's katanas, one with a broken blade, are
included as accessories, along with a grappling hook and rope that fasten to his accessory belt. With
a limited black-and-white chase to hunt, this is a figure that collectors won't want to miss! The
PREVIEWS Exclusive Last Ronin figure comes packed in a highly collectible Last Ronin branded
window box package that includes an overview of his mission. Note: Chase figures are packed
randomly and cannot be guaranteed with purchase. (STL222328) Available Now! (222/81197) (C: 11-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $29.99

TRANSFORMERS

JAN232596
TRANSFORMERS GEN SEL HOLIDAY OPTIMUS PRIME AF CS (C: 1
From Hasbro Toy Group. Optimus Prime is rolling through a winter wonderland! Naughty or nice,
Optimus Prime is delivering holiday cheer to all sentient beings. This 7" Holiday Optimus Prime
action figure features holiday-inspired deco and details, including a Santa Claus Autobot faction logo
on the trailer, green-tinted windows, and snow deco details! Comes with candy cane Ion blaster,
Matrix of the Holiday Spirit, and truck trailer accessories. Trailer attaches to truck mode and opens
to become a battle station. Figure converts from robot to licensed Volvo truck mode in 37 steps.

(STL257514) Scheduled to ship in December 2022. (309/F80555S00) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only
in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $55.99

JAN232597
TRANSFORMERS GEN SEL LEGACY MAGNIFICUS DLX AF CS (C: 1
From Hasbro Toy Group. Fans can take their Transformers figure collections to the next level with
the Transformers Generations Selects Magnificus figure! Generations Selects adult collectibles are a
fan-dedicated line of figures featuring fan-favorite, special edition characters you can't find in the
main line. Convert the Transformers G1 figure from robot to microscope and attach the blaster
accessory in both modes! Inspired by the original e-HOBBY exclusive Magnificus figure released in
2005. (STL257510) Scheduled to ship in January 2023. (309/F69395L00) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available
only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $24.99

VIDEO GAMES

JAN232598
APEX LEGENDS 6IN AF WV7 ASST (C: 1-1-2)
From Jakks Pacific. Bring Apex Legends home with these collectible six inch scale action figures. Pick
your character. Round up your squad. Show everyone what Legends are made of! Choose from
Wattson, Mirage, and Pathfinder. (STL256550) Scheduled to ship in December 2022. (4301/410814)
(C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $22.99

JAN232599
ASSASSINS CREED DESMOND MILES 1/6 PREMIUM ARTICULATED FIG (N
From Pure Arts Limited. Born into the ancient Assassins Brotherhood, Desmond tried to leave that
world behind. But Pure Arts have other plans for him! Please welcome the Assassin's Creed
Desmond Deluxe 1/6 Scale Articulated Figure. With multiple weapons in his arsenal such as a
handgun, knife and hidden blade, Desmond is ready to take on the Templars and accept his Assassin
heritage. Dressed in his final outfit from Assassin's Creed III, premium details such as his backpack,
watch and a light-powered Apple of Eden are included. Also included is a replica of the Animus 2.0
chair from Assassin's Creed II and Assassin's Creed Brotherhood with LED light detail on the arm
scanner and outerline. Use the included UV lamp to reveal the Eagle Vision secret message on the
base! (STL258882) Scheduled to ship in December 2023. (3617) (C: 0-1-2)
Figure SRP: $369.99

JAN232600
MORTAL COMBAT BARAKA BDS ART SCALE 1/10 STATUE (C: 1-1
From Iron Studios. Emperor Shao Kahn's monstrous minion stands over a deadly trap in the
dungeons of his master, a striking set of his violent fights represented on his base, decorated with
the franchise's logo. Iron Studios present another iconic character from the universe created by Dan
Forden and John Vogel with the statue Baraka BDS - Mortal Kombat - Art Scale 1/10, originally
introduced in the Mortal Kombat II game. (STL254972) Scheduled to ship in July 2023.
(3551/MORTAL74322-10) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories.
Statue SRP: $169.99

JAN232601
SONIC THE HEDGEHOG 2-1/2IN AF WV9 ASST (C: 1-1-2)
From Jakks Pacific. Add more of your favorite characters from SEGA's Sonic the Hedgehog games
with this new wave of figures in the 2 1/2" scale! Collect Sonic, Tails, Metal Sonic, Ray, and Classic
Mighty. (STL256584) Scheduled to ship in December 2022. (4301/414374) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available
only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $6.99

JAN232602
SONIC THE HEDGEHOG 2-1/2IN AF WV10 ASST (C: 1-1-2)
From Jakks Pacific. Add more of your favorite characters from SEGA's Sonic the Hedgehog games
with this new wave of figures in the 2 1/2" scale! Collect Sonic, Knuckles, Rouge, Dark Chao, and
Shadow. (STL256591) Scheduled to ship in February 2023. (4301/415684) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available
only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $6.99

JAN232603
SONIC THE HEDGEHOG 4IN ARTICULATED AF WV10 ASST (C: 1From Jakks Pacific. Collect your favorite Sonic the Hedgehog heroes and villains with this series of 4"
scale figures from Jakks Pacific! Each figure comes with its own unique accessory. Collect Sonic, Ray,
Amy, and Vector. (STL256592) Scheduled to ship in December 2022. (4301/414414) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE:
Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $12.99

WRESTLING

JAN232604
WWE WRESTLEMANIA ELITE WV 1 ASST (C: 1-1-2)
From Mattel Toys. Take the Road to WrestleMania with these WWE Elite action figures! The WWE
WrestleMania Elite 2023 Wave 1 includes fan-favorites like "Macho Man" Randy Savage,
"Hollywood" Hulk Hogan, and more! Randy Savage wears his vibrant and multi-colored outift from
WrestleMania 6. From WrestleMania X8 comes Hulk Hogan wearing black and white and Dwayne
"The Rock" Johnson wearing black and gold. Also included is "The American Dream," Dusty Rhodes,
wearing his black outfit with yellow polka-dots from WrestleMania 6. Each WWE Superstar comes
with iconic accessories to play out WrestleMania moments and detailed TrueFX technology for a lifelike look. The WWE Universe can collect all four figures (each sold separately) to build a figure Mean Gene from WrestleMania 1! Make your collection elite!? Figures measure approximately 6inches tall. (STL255201) Scheduled to ship in February 2023. (744/HKP09-999A) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE:
Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $22.99

FUNKO

JAN232605
POP JUMBO X-MEN SENTINEL & WOLVERINE W/CHASE PX VIN FIG (C:
From Funko. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Wolverine tests his prowess against the Sentinels in this 10-Inch
Jumbo PREVIEWS Exclusive Pop! figure! Featuring a small figure of fan favorite mutant Wolverine
locked in battle against the 10" mutant-fighting Sentinel robot, this impressive jumbo Pop! set is
sure to be a standout in any X-Men collection. Plus, look out for the chase variant that glows under
blacklight! This incredible PREVIEWS Exclusive comic collectible comes packaged in a collectorfriendly window box, perfect for display. (STL227724) Scheduled to ship in February 2023.
(4552/66636) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $45.99

JAN232606
POP MARVEL SPIDER-MAN NWH SPIDER-MAN 3 UNMASKED PX VIN FIG (
From Funko. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! When Ned Leeds opens the wrong portal to the wrong Peter
Parker, universes collide! From Spider-Man: No Way Home, Funko presents this PREVIEWS Exclusive
POP! Vinyl Figure of The Amazing Spider-Man as portrayed by actor Andrew Garfield. Recreating the
scene where an alternate Peter proves his Spidey powers, this multi-dimensional POP! Figure is sure
to be a great addition to your own Marvel Multiverse! This PREVIEWS Exclusive Pop! Vinyl figure
stands just under 4" tall and comes packaged in a collector-friendly window box. (STL247873)
(4552/68369) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $14.99

JAN232607
POP MARVEL SPIDER-MAN NWH SPIDER-MAN FINALE SUIT VIN FIG (C:
From Funko. Universes collide in your collection with an all new collection of Pop! Vinyl figures from
Marvel's Spider-Man: No Way Home! Featuring a triple threat of Spideys, they're joined by fearsome
villians from multiple universes, plus a little bit of magic for a spectacular, universe-shattering
adventure. Each POP! figure stands just under 4" tall and comes packaged in a collector-friendly
window box, perfect for display in any Spider-Man collection! (STL245820) (4552/67610) (C: 1-1-2)
NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $11.99

JAN232608
POP MARVEL SPIDER-MAN NO WAY HOME SPIDER-MAN 1 VIN FIG (C: 1
From Funko. Universes collide in your collection with an all new collection of Pop! Vinyl figures from
Marvel's Spider-Man: No Way Home! Featuring a triple threat of Spideys, they're joined by fearsome
villians from multiple universes, plus a little bit of magic for a spectacular, universe-shattering
adventure. Each Pop! figure stands just under 4" tall and comes packaged in a collector-friendly
window box, perfect for display in any Spider-Man collection! (STL245817) (4552/67606) (C: 1-1-2)
NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $11.99

JAN232609
POP MARVEL SPIDER-MAN NO WAY HOME SPIDER-MAN 2 VIN FIG (C: 1
From Funko. Universes collide in your collection with an all new collection of Pop! Vinyl figures from
Marvel's Spider-Man: No Way Home! Featuring a triple threat of Spideys, they're joined by fearsome
villians from multiple universes, plus a little bit of magic for a spectacular, universe-shattering
adventure. Each Pop! figure stands just under 4" tall and comes packaged in a collector-friendly
window box, perfect for display in any Spider-Man collection! (STL245818) (4552/67607) (C: 1-1-2)
NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $11.99

JAN232610
POP MARVEL SPIDER-MAN NO WAY HOME SPIDER-MAN 3 VIN FIG (C: 1
From Funko. Universes collide in your collection with an all new collection of Pop! Vinyl figures from
Marvel's Spider-Man: No Way Home! Featuring a triple threat of Spideys, they're joined by fearsome
villians from multiple universes, plus a little bit of magic for a spectacular, universe-shattering
adventure. Each Pop! figure stands just under 4" tall and comes packaged in a collector-friendly

window box, perfect for display in any Spider-Man collection! (STL245819) (4552/67608) (C: 1-1-2)
NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $11.99

JAN232611
POP MARVEL SPIDER-MAN NO WAY HOME MJ W/ BOX VIN FIG (C: 1-1From Funko. Universes collide in your collection with an all new collection of Pop! Vinyl figures from
Marvel's Spider-Man: No Way Home! Featuring a triple threat of Spideys, they're joined by fearsome
villians from multiple universes, plus a little bit of magic for a spectacular, universe-shattering
adventure. Each Pop! figure stands just under 4" tall and comes packaged in a collector-friendly
window box, perfect for display in any Spider-Man collection! (STL245816) (4552/67609) (C: 1-1-2)
NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $11.99

JAN232612
POP MARVEL SPIDER-MAN NO WAY HOME DOC OC VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. Universes collide in your collection with an all new collection of Pop! Vinyl figures from
Marvel's Spider-Man: No Way Home! Featuring a triple threat of Spideys, they're joined by fearsome
villians from multiple universes, plus a little bit of magic for a spectacular, universe-shattering
adventure. Each Pop! figure stands just under 4" tall and comes packaged in a collector-friendly
window box, perfect for display in any Spider-Man collection! (STL245812) (4552/67602) (C: 1-1-2)
NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $11.99

JAN232613
POP MARVEL SPIDER-MAN NO WAY HOME DR STRANGE SPL VIN FIG (C:
From Funko. Universes collide in your collection with an all new collection of Pop! Vinyl figures from
Marvel's Spider-Man: No Way Home! Featuring a triple threat of Spideys, they're joined by fearsome
villians from multiple universes, plus a little bit of magic for a spectacular, universe-shattering
adventure. Each Pop! figure stands just under 4" tall and comes packaged in a collector-friendly
window box, perfect for display in any Spider-Man collection! (STL245813) (4552/67603) (C: 1-1-2)
NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $11.99

JAN232614
POP MARVEL SPIDER-MAN NO WAY HOME ELECTRO FINALE VIN FIG (C:

From Funko. Universes collide in your collection with an all new collection of Pop! Vinyl figures from
Marvel's Spider-Man: No Way Home! Featuring a triple threat of Spideys, they're joined by fearsome
villians from multiple universes, plus a little bit of magic for a spectacular, universe-shattering
adventure. Each Pop! figure stands just under 4" tall and comes packaged in a collector-friendly
window box, perfect for display in any Spider-Man collection! (STL245814) (4552/67604) (C: 1-1-2)
NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $11.99

JAN232615
POP MARVEL SPIDER-MAN NO WAY HOME GREEN GOBLIN VIN FIG (C: 1
From Funko. Universes collide in your collection with an all new collection of Pop! Vinyl figures from
Marvel's Spider-Man: No Way Home! Featuring a triple threat of Spideys, they're joined by fearsome
villians from multiple universes, plus a little bit of magic for a spectacular, universe-shattering
adventure. Each Pop! figure stands just under 4" tall and comes packaged in a collector-friendly
window box, perfect for display in any Spider-Man collection! (STL245815) (4552/67605) (C: 1-1-2)
NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $11.99

JAN232616
POCKET POP SPIDER-MAN NWH LEAPING SPIDER-MAN 1 KEYCHAIN (C:
From Funko. Universes collide on your zipper pulls with an all new collection of Pocket POP! Figural
Keychains from Marvel's Spider-Man: No Way Home! Featuring a triple threat of Spideys, they're
confronted by fearsome villians from multiple universes, plus a little bit of magic for a spectacular,
universe-shattering adventure. The dangler of each Pocket POP! keychain stands about 2" tall and
comes packaged in a miniature collector-friendly window box. (STL245942) (4552/67599) (C: 1-1-2)
NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Keychain

SRP: $4.99

JAN232617
POCKET POP SPIDER-MAN NWH LEAPING SPIDER-MAN 2 KEYCHAIN (C:
From Funko. Universes collide on your zipper pulls with an all new collection of Pocket Pop! Vinyl
Keychains from Marvel's Spider-Man: No Way Home! Featuring a triple threat of Spideys, they're
joined by fearsome villians from multiple universes, plus a little bit of magic for a spectacular,
universe-shattering adventure. Each Pocket Pop! keychain stands about 2" tall and comes packaged
in a miniature collector-friendly window box, perfect for display in any Spider-Man collection!
(STL245943) (4552/67600) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Keychain

SRP: $4.99

JAN232618
POCKET POP SPIDER-MAN NWH LEAPING SPIDER-MAN 3 KEYCHAIN (C:
From Funko. Universes collide on your zipper pulls with an all new collection of Pocket Pop! Vinyl
Keychains from Marvel's Spider-Man: No Way Home! Featuring a triple threat of Spideys, they're
joined by fearsome villians from multiple universes, plus a little bit of magic for a spectacular,
universe-shattering adventure. Each Pocket Pop! keychain stands about 2" tall and comes packaged
in a miniature collector-friendly window box, perfect for display in any Spider-Man collection!
(STL245944) (4552/67601) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Keychain

SRP: $4.99

JAN232619
POP MARVEL BLACK PANTHER WF S2 POP ANEKA VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. Return to the Kingdom of Wakanda with some of your favorite warriors! Shuri, King
Namor, and Aneka and Okoye as Midnight Angels are ready to take on the action as part of your
Marvel collection. Collect these heroes to complete your set from the Marvel Studios' blockbuster
Black Panther: Wakanda Forever. Each vinyl figure stands approximately 3 3/4" tall. Window box
packaging. (STL233770) (4552/66720) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US
territories.
Figure SRP: $11.99

JAN232620
POP MARVEL BLACK PANTHER WF S2 POP KING NAMOR VIN FIG (C: 1From Funko. New adventures and faces await as you return to the Kingdom of Wakanda. Pop! King
Namor is ready to take on the action as part of your Marvel collection. Collect this hero to complete
your set from Marvel Studios' Black Panther: Wakanda Forever. Vinyl bobblehead is approximately
5.7-inches tall. (STL233766) (4552/66715) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US
territories.
Figure SRP: $11.99

JAN232621
POP MARVEL BLACK PANTHER WF S2 POP OKOYE VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. Return to the Kingdom of Wakanda with some of your favorite warriors. Pop! Okoye
(Midnight Angel) is ready to take on the action as part of your Marvel collection. Collect this hero to
complete your set from Marvel Studios' Black Panther: Wakanda Forever. Vinyl bobblehead is
approximately 3.55-inches tall. (STL233769) (4552/66719) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US,
Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $11.99

JAN232622
POP MARVEL BLACK PANTHER WF S2 POP SHURI VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. Return to the Kingdom of Wakanda with some of your favorite warriors. Pop! Shuri is
ready to take on the action as part of your Marvel collection. Collect this hero to complete your set
from Marvel Studios' Black Panther: Wakanda Forever. Vinyl bobblehead is approximately 4.3-inches
tall. (STL233771) (4552/63944) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $11.99

JAN232623
POP MARVEL BLACK PANTHER WF POP SHURI VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. The cast of characters from Marvel Studios' much-anticipated sequel Black Panther:
Wakanda Forever join your POP! collection with the fan-favorite Funko style! This figure of Shuri
standa about 4" tall and comes packaged in a collector-friendly window box. (STL233777)
(4552/63943) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $11.99

JAN232624
POCKET POP MARVEL BLACK PANTHER WF KEYCHAIN MBAKU (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. The cast of characters from the much-anticipated sequel Black Panther: Wakanda
Forever can carry your keys in the fan-favorite Funko style! Each Pocket POP! keychain features a
plastic dangler that measures 1 1/2" tall and comes packaged in a miniature window box.
(STL233321) (4552/63936) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Keychain

SRP: $5.99

JAN232625
POCKET POP MARVEL BLACK PANTHER WF KEYCHAIN SHURI (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. The cast of characters from the much-anticipated sequel Black Panther: Wakanda
Forever join your Pop! collection with fan-favorite funko style! Each Pocket Pop! keychain measures
about 4" long including chain and comes packaged in a miniature window box. (STL233322)
(4552/63937) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Keychain

SRP: $5.99

JAN232626
POP RIDE SUPDLX MARVEL BLACK PANTHER WF NAMOR W/ORCA VIN FIG

From Funko. New adventures and faces await as you return to the Kingdom of Wakanda. POP!
Namor with Orca is ready to conquer Wakanda as part of your Marvel collection. Collect this POP!
Rides figure to complete your set from Marvel Studios' Black Panther: Wakanda Forever. Vinyl
bobblehead is approximately 6 1/2" tall. (STL233390) (4552/66721) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only
in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $29.99

JAN232627
POP COMIC COVER MARVEL STAN LEE VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. Add a stunning centerpiece to your Marvel collection with the POP! Comic Cover Stan
Lee Vinyl figure! This awesome display piece includes a 3 3/4" tall POP! Figure of the iconic face of
Marvel Comics, Stan Lee, presented in a special hard display case that measures approximately 11"
tall, 7" wide, and 3 1/2" deep that can be hung directly on your wall! Don't miss out on adding this
incredible display piece to your Marvel collection. Note: Display case does not open; figure is not
removable. (STL243302) (4552/67639) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US
territories.
Figure Display SRP: $19.99

JAN232628
POP AD ICONS MCDONALDS DRINK CUP VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. POP! Ad Icons is happy to welcome McDonalds to your Funko collection! Featuring the
iconic McDonald's branding that have served billions and billions of customers since the 1960's.
Collect the McDonald's Drink Cup, Hamburger, and Fries to make your own Funko Happy Meal! Each
POP! figure stands about 4" tall and comes packaged in a window box. (STL230047) (4552/59402)
(C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $11.99

JAN232629
POP AD ICONS MCDONALDS FRIES VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. POP! Ad Icons is happy to welcome McDonalds to your Funko collection! Featuring the
iconic McDonald's branding that have served billions and billions of customers since the 1960's.
Collect the McDonald's Drink Cup, Hamburger, and Fries to make your own Funko Happy Meal! Each
POP! figure stands about 4" tall and comes packaged in a window box. (STL230050) (4552/59403)
(C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $11.99

JAN232630

POP AD ICONS MCDONALDS HAMBURGER VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. POP! Ad Icons is happy to welcome McDonalds to your Funko collection! Featuring the
iconic McDonald's branding that have served billions and billions of customers since the 1960's.
Collect the McDonald's Drink Cup, Hamburger, and Fries to make your own Funko Happy Meal! Each
POP! figure stands about 4" tall and comes packaged in a window box. (STL230052) (4552/59404)
(C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $11.99

JAN232631
POP ANIMATION CARE BEARS 40TH CARE-A-LOT BEAR W/ CH VIN FIG
From Funko. From greeting cards to to beloved cartoons, the lovable Care Bears now join your Funko
collection! Celebrate 40 years of Care Bears with new POP! Vinyl figures from Funko. Collect figures
of Champ Bear, Hopeful Heart Bear, Care-A-Lot bear, True Heart Bear, and Wish Bear. Each figure
has a chase to hunt and collect! Figures stand about 4" tall and come packaged in a collector-friendly
window box. (STL233737) (4552/61557) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US
territories.
Figure SRP: $11.99

JAN232632
POP ANIMATION CARE BEARS 40TH CHAMP BEAR FL W/ CH VIN FIG (C
From Funko. From greeting cards to to beloved cartoons, the lovable Care Bears now join your Funko
collection! Celebrate 40 years of Care Bears with new Pop! Vinyl figures from Funko. Collect figures
of Champ Bear, Hopeful Heart Bear, Care-A-Lot bear, True Heart Bear, and Wish Bear. Each Pop!
figure has a chase to hunt and collect! Figures stand about 4" tall and come packaged in a collectorfriendly window box. (STL233740) (4552/61555) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and
US territories.
Figure SRP: $11.99

JAN232633
POP ANIMATION CARE BEARS 40 HOPEFUL HEART BEAR W/ CH VIN FIG
From Funko. From greeting cards to to beloved cartoons, the lovable Care Bears now join your Funko
collection! Celebrate 40 years of Care Bears with new Pop! Vinyl figures from Funko. Collect figures
of Champ Bear, Hopeful Heart Bear, Care-A-Lot bear, True Heart Bear, and Wish Bear. Each Pop!
figure has a chase to hunt and collect! Figures stand about 4" tall and come packaged in a collectorfriendly window box. (STL233741) (4552/61556) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and
US territories.
Figure SRP: $11.99

JAN232634
POP ANIMATION CARE BEARS 40TH TRUE HEART BEAR W/ CH VIN FIG
From Funko. From greeting cards to to beloved cartoons, the lovable Care Bears now join your Funko
collection! Celebrate 40 years of Care Bears with new Pop! Vinyl figures from Funko. Collect figures
of Champ Bear, Hopeful Heart Bear, Care-A-Lot bear, True Heart Bear, and Wish Bear. Each Pop!
figure has a chase to hunt and collect! Figures stand about 4" tall and come packaged in a collectorfriendly window box. (STL233742) (4552/61558) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and
US territories.
Figure SRP: $11.99

JAN232635
POP ANIMATION CARE BEARS 40TH WISH BEAR FL W/ CH VIN FIG (C:
From Funko. From greeting cards to to beloved cartoons, the lovable Care Bears now join your Funko
collection! Celebrate 40 years of Care Bears with new Pop! Vinyl figures from Funko. Collect figures
of Champ Bear, Hopeful Heart Bear, Care-A-Lot bear, True Heart Bear, and Wish Bear. Each Pop!
figure has a chase to hunt and collect! Figures stand about 4" tall and come packaged in a collectorfriendly window box. (STL233743) (4552/61559) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and
US territories.
Figure SRP: $11.99

JAN232636
POP DISNEY CLASSICS DAISY DUCK VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. Collect your favorite Disney classic characters as Pop! Figures! Featuring familiar Funko
flair, these figures stand about 4 " tall and come packaged in a collector-friendly window box,
perfect for display in any Disney collection! (STL207487) (4552/59619) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available
only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $11.99

JAN232637
POP DISNEY CLASSICS GOOFY VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. Collect your favorite Disney classic characters as Pop! Figures! Featuring familiar Funko
flair, these figures stand about 4 " tall and come packaged in a collector-friendly window box,
perfect for display in any Disney collection! (STL207491) (4552/59622) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available
only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $11.99

JAN232638

POP DISNEY CLASSICS MINNIE MOUSE VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. Collect your favorite Disney classic characters as Pop! Figures! Featuring familiar Funko
flair, these figures stand about 4 " tall and come packaged in a collector-friendly window box,
perfect for display in any Disney collection! (STL207493) (4552/59624) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available
only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $11.99

JAN232639
POCKET POP DISNEY CLASSICS MICKEY KEYCHAIN (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. Take some of the most beloved Disney characters with you wherever you with Funko's
Pocket POP! Disney Classics Keychains! These keychains of Mickey and Minnie Mouse have plastic
figural danglers 1 1/2" tall in the beloved Funko style! Window box packaging. (STL243203)
(4552/59629) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Keychain

SRP: $4.99

JAN232640
POCKET POP DISNEY CLASSICS MINNIE KEYCHAIN (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. Take some of the most beloved Disney characters with you wherever you with Funko's
Pocket POP! Disney Classics Keychains! These keychains of Mickey and Minnie Mouse have plastic
figural danglers 1 1/2" tall in the beloved Funko style! Window box packaging. (STL243205)
(4552/59630) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Keychain

SRP: $4.99

JAN232641
POP MOVIES AVATAR JAKE SULLY VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. Revisit the world of Pandora and James Cameron's Avatar with this all new wave of
POP! figures from Funko! Each vinyl figure stands about 4" tall and comes packaged in a collectorfriendly window box. (STL233782) (4552/65641) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and
US territories.
Figure SRP: $11.99

JAN232642
POP MOVIES AVATAR MILES QUARITCH VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. Revisit the world of Pandora with this all new wave of Pop! figures from Funko! Each
Pop! vinyl figure stands about 4" tall and comes packaged in a collector-friendly window box.
(STL233783) (4552/65644) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.

Figure SRP: $11.99

JAN232643
POP MOVIES AVATAR NEYTIRI VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. Revisit the world of Pandora with this all new wave of Pop! figures from Funko! Each
Pop! vinyl figure stands about 4" tall and comes packaged in a collector-friendly window box.
(STL233784) (4552/65642) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $11.99

JAN232644
POP MOVIES AVATAR NEYTIRI BATTLE VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. Revisit the world of Pandora with this all new wave of Pop! figures from Funko! Each
Pop! vinyl figure stands about 4" tall and comes packaged in a collector-friendly window box.
(STL233785) (4552/65643) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $11.99

JAN232645
POP RIDE SUPDLX AVATAR TORUK MAKTO W/ JAKE VIN FIG (C: 1-1-1
From Funko. Revisit the world of Pandora and James Cameron's Avatar with an all new wave of POP!
figures from Funko! This Super Deluxe POP! Rides figure features Jake's avatar riding on a mighty
Banshee. Window box packaging. (STL233388) (4552/65645) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in US,
Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $29.99

JAN232646
POP MOVIE LUCK BOB VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. Follow the story of Sam Greenfield, the unluckiest person in the world in the animated
feature film Luck from from Skydance Animation! The cast of characters gets a little bit of Funko flair
— and maybe a little luck, too — with these POP! Vinyl figures that stands about 4" tall. Window box
packaging. (STL237814) (4552/67861) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US
territories.
Figure SRP: $11.99

JAN232647
POP MOVIE LUCK THE CAPTAIN VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2)

From Funko. Follow the story of Sam Greenfield, the unluckiest person in the world in the animated
feature film Luck from from Skydance Animation! The cast of characters get a little bit of Funko flair
— and maybe a little bit of luck — with these POP! Vinyl figures that stands about 4" tall. Window
box packaging. (STL237820) (4552/67865) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US
territories.
Figure SRP: $11.99

JAN232648
POP MOVIE LUCK JEFF VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. Follow the story of Sam Greenfield, the unluckiest person in the world in the animated
feature film Luck from from Skydance Animation! The cast of characters get a little bit of Funko flair
in these POP! Vinyl figures that stands about 4" tall. Window box packaging. (STL237817)
(4552/67863) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $11.99

JAN232649
POP MOVIE LUCK SAM VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. Follow the story of Sam Greenfield, the unluckiest person in the world in the animated
feature film Luck from from Skydance Animation! The cast of characters get a little bit of Funko flair
in these POP! Vinyl figures that stands about 4" tall. Window box packaging. (STL237818)
(4552/67862) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $11.99

JAN232650
POP MOVIE LUCK SAM W/ CHASE VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. Follow the story of Sam Greenfield, the unluckiest person in the world in the animated
feature film Luck from from Skydance Animation! The cast of characters get a little bit of Funko flair
in these POP! Vinyl figures that stands about 4" tall. Window box packaging. (STL237819)
(4552/67864) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $11.99

JAN232651
POP STAR WARS BOOK OF BOBA FETT CAD BANE VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. Get ready for an all-new installment in the exciting Star Wars: Book of Boba Fett series
on Disney+ with a new wave of POP! vinyl figures! Each figure stands about 4" tall and comes
packaged in a window box, perfect for display in any Star Wars collection. Collect Cad Bane, Grogu

with Armor, Krrsantan, Luke, Majordomo, and Mando with his pouch. (STL243140) (4552/68649) (C:
1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $11.99

JAN232652
POP STAR WARS BOOK OF BOBA FETT GROGU W/ ARMOR VIN FIG (C: 1
From Funko. Get ready for an all-new installment in the exciting Star Wars: Book of Boba Fett series
on Disney+ with a new wave of Pop! Vinyl bobbleheads! Each Pop! figure stands about 4" tall and
comes packaged in a window box, perfect for display in any Star Wars collection. Collect Cad Bane,
Grogu with Armor, Krrsantan, Luke, Majordomo, and Mando with his pouch. (STL243141)
(4552/68650) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $11.99

JAN232653
POP STAR WARS BOOK OF BOBA FETT KRRSANTAN W/ BG VIN FIG (C:
From Funko. Get ready for an all-new installment in the exciting Star Wars: Book of Boba Fett series
on Disney+ with a new wave of Pop! Vinyl bobbleheads! Each Pop! figure stands about 4" tall and
comes packaged in a window box, perfect for display in any Star Wars collection. Collect Cad Bane,
Grogu with Armor, Krrsantan, Luke, Majordomo, and Mando with his pouch. (STL243142)
(4552/68651) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $11.99

JAN232654
POP STAR WARS BOOK OF BOBA FETT LUKE TRNG VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. Get ready for an all-new installment in the exciting Star Wars: Book of Boba Fett series
on Disney+ with a new wave of Pop! Vinyl bobbleheads! Each Pop! figure stands about 4" tall and
comes packaged in a window box, perfect for display in any Star Wars collection. Collect Cad Bane,
Grogu with Armor, Krrsantan, Luke, Majordomo, and Mando with his pouch. (STL243144)
(4552/68652) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $11.99

JAN232655
POP STAR WARS BOOK OF BOBA FETT MAJORDOMO VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. Get ready for an all-new installment in the exciting Star Wars: Book of Boba Fett series
on Disney+ with a new wave of Pop! Vinyl bobbleheads! Each Pop! figure stands about 4" tall and
comes packaged in a window box, perfect for display in any Star Wars collection. Collect Cad Bane,

Grogu with Armor, Krrsantan, Luke, Majordomo, and Mando with his pouch. (STL243146)
(4552/68653) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $11.99

JAN232656
POP STAR WARS BOOK OF BOBA FETT MANDO W/ POUCH VIN FIG (C: 1
From Funko. Get ready for an all-new installment in the exciting Star Wars: Book of Boba Fett series
on Disney+ with a new wave of Pop! Vinyl bobbleheads! Each Pop! figure stands about 4" tall and
comes packaged in a window box, perfect for display in any Star Wars collection. Collect Cad Bane,
Grogu with Armor, Krrsantan, Luke, Majordomo, and Mando with his pouch. (STL243148)
(4552/68654) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $11.99

JAN232657
POP MOVIE POSTER STAR WARS A NEW HOPE (C: 1-1-1)
From Funko. One of the most iconic movie posters of all time now joins your Funko collection as a
POP! Movie Poster! This special collectible features the Star Wars: A New Hope movie poster art
with Luke and R2-D2 POP! figures posed in front, all prepackaged in a protective case that can be
hung on your wall! Vinyl figures are fixed in the case, and stand about 4" tall. Approximate
dimensions of protective case: 11"W x 17"H x 3.25"D. (STL210951) (4552/61502) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE:
Deny 154 plus UK.
Figure Display SRP: $14.99

JAN232658
POP GAME COVER ASSASSINS CREED VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. Relive the life that started it all by helping POP! Altaïr eliminate the threats in his path.
Add strength to your Assassin's Creed collection with this Assassin's Creed Pop! Game Cover,
featuring POP! Altaïr in his signature white hood as he stands ready for action. Vinyl figure is
approximately 4" tall. Approximate dimensions of protective case: 8.75"W x 9.25"H x 3.25"D.
(STL243305) (4552/67372) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $19.99

JAN232659
POP GAMES OVERWATCH 2 CASSIDY VINYL FIG (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. Collect your favorite heroes from the highly anticipated Overwatch 2 with fan-favorite
Funko flair in an all new wave of POP! figures. Each POP! Vinyl figure measures about 4" tall and

comes packaged in a collector-friendly window box. (STL196924) (4552/59189) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE:
Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $11.99

JAN232660
POP GAMES OVERWATCH 2 ECHO VINYL FIG (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. Collect your favorite heroes from the highly anticipated Overwatch 2 with fan-favorite
Funko flair in an all new wave of POP! figures. Each POP! Vinyl figure measures about 4" tall and
comes packaged in a collector-friendly window box. (STL196923) (4552/59188) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE:
Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $11.99

JAN232661
POP GAMES OVERWATCH 2 REAPER VINYL FIG (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. Collect your favorite heroes from the highly anticipated Overwatch 2 with fan-favorite
Funko flair in an all new wave of POP! figures. Each POP! Vinyl figure measures about 4" tall and
comes packaged in a collector-friendly window box. (STL196922) (4552/59187) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE:
Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $11.99

JAN232662
POP TV WEDNESDAY WEDNESDAY VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. Inspired by the Netflix smash hit series Wednesday, Wednesday Addams is rocking her
iconic braided pigtails and severe expression in this all new POP! figure from Funko! This stylized
vinyl figure stands about 4" tall and comes packaged in a collector-friendly window box. (STL243156)
(4552/67457) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $11.99

JAN232663
POP NBA BULLS DEMAR DEROZAN VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. More stars from the basketball court joins Funko's POP! NBA figure line! Each figure
stands 3 3/4" tall and features Funko's fan-favorite design. Window box packaging. (STL245925)
(4552/70538) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $11.99

JAN232664
POP NBA HORNETS LAMELO BALL VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. Build your ultimate Fantasy Funko team with these NBA Pop! Vinyl figures! Your
favorite basketball stars sport stylized funko flair as Pop! figures that measure about 4" tall. Window
box packaging. (STL237829) (4552/65791) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US
territories.
Figure SRP: $11.99

JAN232665
POP NBA LAKERS LEBRON JAMES 6 VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. Build your ultimate Fantasy Funko team with these NBA Pop! Vinyl figures! Your
favorite basketball stars sport stylized funko flair as Pop! figures that measure about 4" tall. Window
box packaging. (STL237830) (4552/65792) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US
territories.
Figure SRP: $11.99

JAN232666
POP NBA SUNS DEVIN BOOKER VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. Build your ultimate Fantasy Funko team with these NBA Pop! Vinyl figures! Your
favorite basketball stars sport stylized funko flair as Pop! figures that measure about 4" tall. Window
box packaging. (STL237831) (4552/65793) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US
territories.
Figure SRP: $11.99

JAN232667
POP NBA TIMBERWOLVES A EDWARDS VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. Build your ultimate Fantasy Funko team with these NBA Pop! Vinyl figures! Your
favorite basketball stars sport stylized funko flair as Pop! figures that measure about 4" tall. Window
box packaging. (STL237832) (4552/65794) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US
territories.
Figure SRP: $11.99

JAN232668
POP NBA TRAILBLAZERS DAMIAN LILLARD VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. Build your ultimate Fantasy Funko team with these NBA Pop! Vinyl figures! Your
favorite basketball stars sport stylized funko flair as Pop! figures that measure about 4" tall. Window

box packaging. (STL237833) (4552/65795) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US
territories.
Figure SRP: $11.99

JAN232669
MYSTERY MINIS DISNEY CLASSICS 12PC BMB DISP (C: 1-1-1)
From Funko. Your favorite Disney Classics are now collecible minifigures from Funko! Collect your
favorite Disney classic characters as Mystery Minis! Featuring familiar Funko flair, these figures come
packaged in blind bags so collecting is always a fun surprise. (STL207614) (4552/59617) (C: 1-1-1)
NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Mini-Figure

SRP: $7.99

JAN232670
LF POP SIZED PIN DC HOLIDAY BATMAN PIN (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. Complete your Holiday styles with DC Holiday POP! Pins! These collectible pins come in
all sorts of metal finishes, with unique techniques to help push the boundaries of what a pin typically
is. Each pin features Funko's signature Pop! style and a removable display stand to showcase your
pin when you're not wearing it! Each pin stands about 3 3/4" tall and comes packaged in a window
box. (STL238202) (4552/DCCPP0028) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Deny 154 plus UK.
Pin

SRP: $14.99

JAN232671
LF POP SIZED PIN DC HOLIDAY FLASH PIN (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. Complete your Holiday styles with DC Holiday Pop! Pins! These collectible pins come in
all sorts of metal finishes, with unique techniques to help push the boundaries of what a pin typically
is. Each pin features Funko's signature Pop! style and a removable display stand to showcase your
pin when you're not wearing it! Each pin stands about 3.75" tall and comes packaged in a window
box. (STL238203) (4552/DCCPP0029) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Deny 154 plus UK.
Pin

SRP: $14.99

JAN232672
LF POP SIZED PIN DC HOLIDAY HARLEY QUINN PIN (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. Complete your Holiday styles with DC Holiday Pop! Pins! These collectible pins come in
all sorts of metal finishes, with unique techniques to help push the boundaries of what a pin typically
is. Each pin features Funko's signature Pop! style and a removable display stand to showcase your
pin when you're not wearing it! Each pin stands about 3.75" tall and comes packaged in a window
box. (STL238204) (4552/DCCPP0030) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Deny 154 plus UK.

Pin

SRP: $14.99

JAN232673
LF POP SIZED PIN DC HOLIDAY JOKER GROUP SKU PIN (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. Complete your Holiday styles with DC Holiday Pop! Pins! These collectible pins come in
all sorts of metal finishes, with unique techniques to help push the boundaries of what a pin typically
is. Each pin features Funko's signature Pop! style and a removable display stand to showcase your
pin when you're not wearing it! Each pin stands about 3.75" tall and comes packaged in a window
box. (STL238205) (4552/DCCPP0033) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Deny 154 plus UK.
Pin

SRP: $14.99

JAN232674
LF POP SIZED PIN GI JOE COBRA COMMANDER PIN (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. Yo Joe! These collectible G.I. Joe pins come in all sorts of metal finishes, with unique
techniques to help push the boundaries of what a pin typically is. Each pin features Funko's signature
POP! style and a removable display stand to showcase your pin when you're not wearing it! Each pin
stands about 3 3/4" tall and comes packaged in a window box. (STL238206) (4552/GIJPP0002) (C: 11-2) NOTE: Deny 154 plus UK.
Pin

SRP: $14.99

JAN232675
LF POP SIZED PIN GI JOE DESTRO PIN (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. Yo Joe! These collectible pins come in all sorts of metal finishes, with unique techniques
to help push the boundaries of what a pin typically is. Each pin features Funko's signature Pop! style
and a removable display stand to showcase your pin when you're not wearing it! Each pin stands
about 3.75" tall and comes packaged in a window box. (STL238207) (4552/GIJPP0003) (C: 1-1-2)
NOTE: Deny 154 plus UK.
Pin

SRP: $14.99

JAN232676
LF POP SIZED PIN GI JOE SNAKE EYES PIN (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. Yo Joe! These collectible pins come in all sorts of metal finishes, with unique techniques
to help push the boundaries of what a pin typically is. Each pin features Funko's signature Pop! style
and a removable display stand to showcase your pin when you're not wearing it! Each pin stands
about 3.75" tall and comes packaged in a window box. (STL238208) (4552/GIJPP0001) (C: 1-1-2)
NOTE: Deny 154 plus UK.
Pin

SRP: $14.99

JAN232677
LF POP SIZED PIN GI JOE SHADOW GROUP PIN (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. Yo Joe! These collectible pins come in all sorts of metal finishes, with unique techniques
to help push the boundaries of what a pin typically is. Each pin features Funko's signature Pop! style
and a removable display stand to showcase your pin when you're not wearing it! Each pin stands
about 3.75" tall and comes packaged in a window box. (STL238209) (4552/GIJPP0006) (C: 1-1-2)
NOTE: Deny 154 plus UK.
Pin

SRP: $14.99

JAN232678
LF POP SIZED PIN HUNTERXHUNTER HISOKA PIN (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. These collectible Hunter x Hunter pins come in all sorts of metal finishes, with unique
techniques to help push the boundaries of what a pin typically is. Each pin features Funko's signature
Pop! style and a removable display stand to showcase your pin when you're not wearing it! Each pin
stands about 3 3/4" tall and comes packaged in a window box. (STL238210) (4552/HHPP0002) (C: 11-2) NOTE: Deny 154 plus UK.
Pin

SRP: $14.99

JAN232679
LF POP SIZED PIN HUNTERXHUNTER GON FREECSS PIN (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. These collectible pins come in all sorts of metal finishes, with unique techniques to help
push the boundaries of what a pin typically is. Each pin features Funko's signature Pop! style and a
removable display stand to showcase your pin when you're not wearing it! Each pin stands about
3.75" tall and comes packaged in a window box. (STL238211) (4552/HHPP0001) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE:
Deny 154 plus UK.
Pin

SRP: $14.99

JAN232680
LF POP SIZED PIN HUNTERXHUNTER KILLUA CHASE GROUP PIN (C: 1From Funko. These collectible pins come in all sorts of metal finishes, with unique techniques to help
push the boundaries of what a pin typically is. Each pin features Funko's signature Pop! style and a
removable display stand to showcase your pin when you're not wearing it! Each pin stands about
3.75" tall and comes packaged in a window box. (STL238212) (4552/HHPP0007) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE:
Deny 154 plus UK.
Pin

SRP: $14.99

JAN232681
LF POP SIZED PIN HUNTERXHUNTER KURAPIKA PIN (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. These collectible pins come in all sorts of metal finishes, with unique techniques to help
push the boundaries of what a pin typically is. Each pin features Funko's signature Pop! style and a
removable display stand to showcase your pin when you're not wearing it! Each pin stands about
3.75" tall and comes packaged in a window box. (STL238213) (4552/HHPP0003) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE:
Deny 154 plus UK.
Pin

SRP: $14.99

JAN232682
LF POP SIZED PIN HUNTERXHUNTER LEORIO PIN (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. These collectible pins come in all sorts of metal finishes, with unique techniques to help
push the boundaries of what a pin typically is. Each pin features Funko's signature Pop! style and a
removable display stand to showcase your pin when you're not wearing it! Each pin stands about
3.75" tall and comes packaged in a window box. (STL238214) (4552/HHPP0004) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE:
Deny 154 plus UK.
Pin

SRP: $14.99

JAN232683
LF POP SIZED PIN MARVEL WHAT IF ZOMBIE 2 PIN (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. The Marvel Cinematic Universe descends into a nightmare of zombies in the popular
episode of Disney+'s What If...?, and collectible pins of the zombiefied Avengers come in all sorts of
metal finishes, with unique techniques to help push the boundaries of what a pin typically is. Each
pin features Funko's signature Pop! style and a removable display stand to showcase your pin when
you're not wearing it! Each pin stands about 3 3/4" tall and comes packaged in a window box.
(STL238216) (4552/MVPP0059) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Deny 154 plus UK.
Pin

SRP: $14.99

JAN232684
LF POP SIZED PIN MARVEL WHAT IF ZOMBIE FALCON PIN (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. These collectible pins come in all sorts of metal finishes, with unique techniques to help
push the boundaries of what a pin typically is. Each pin features Funko's signature Pop! style and a
removable display stand to showcase your pin when you're not wearing it! Each pin stands about
3.75" tall and comes packaged in a window box. (STL238218) (4552/MVPP0057) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE:
Deny 154 plus UK.
Pin

SRP: $14.99

JAN232685
LF POP SIZED PIN MARVEL WHAT IF ZOMBIE 1 PIN (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. These collectible pins come in all sorts of metal finishes, with unique techniques to help
push the boundaries of what a pin typically is. Each pin features Funko's signature Pop! style and a
removable display stand to showcase your pin when you're not wearing it! Each pin stands about
3.75" tall and comes packaged in a window box. (STL238215) (4552/MVPP0058) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE:
Deny 154 plus UK.
Pin

SRP: $14.99

JAN232686
LF POP SIZED PIN MARVEL WHAT IF ZOMBIE 3 PIN (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. These collectible pins come in all sorts of metal finishes, with unique techniques to help
push the boundaries of what a pin typically is. Each pin features Funko's signature Pop! style and a
removable display stand to showcase your pin when you're not wearing it! Each pin stands about
3.75" tall and comes packaged in a window box. (STL238217) (4552/MVPP0062) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE:
Deny 154 plus UK.
Pin

SRP: $14.99

JAN232687
BOXED TEE MARVEL HOLIDAY GB IRON MAN T/S L (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. Bring some Funko flair to your wardrobe with Funko boxed tees! Featuring Funko-fied
versions of your favorite pop culture characters, this soft and stylish tee of a gingerbread Iron Man is
sure to elevate any Christmas ensemble! (STL243361) (4552/66965) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only
in US, Canada, and US territories.
T-Shirt SRP: $19.99

JAN232688
BOXED TEE MARVEL HOLIDAY GB IRON MAN T/S 2XL (C: 1-1-2
From Funko. Bring some Funko flair to your wardrobe with Funko boxed tees! Featuring Funko-fied
versions of your favorite pop culture characters, this soft and stylish tee of a gingerbread Iron Man is
sure to elevate any Christmas ensemble! (STL243363) (4552/66967) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only
in US, Canada, and US territories.
T-Shirt SRP: $19.99

JAN232689
BOXED TEE MARVEL HOLIDAY GB IRON MAN T/S 3XL (C: 1-1-2

From Funko. Bring some Funko flair to your wardrobe with Funko boxed tees! Featuring Funko-fied
versions of your favorite pop culture characters, this soft and stylish tee of a gingerbread Iron Man is
sure to elevate any Christmas ensemble! (STL243364) (4552/66968) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only
in US, Canada, and US territories.
T-Shirt SRP: $19.99

JAN232690
BOXED TEE STAR WARS HOLIDAY R2D2 SNOWMAN T/S XS (C: 1From Funko. Bring some Funko flair to your wardrobe with Funko boxed tees! Featuring Funko-fied
versions of your favorite pop culture characters, Star Wars' R2-D2 invites you to a winter
wonderland of snowmen and holiday cheer! ( (STL243366) (4552/66971) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available
only in US, Canada, and US territories.
T-Shirt SRP: $19.99

JAN232691
BOXED TEE STAR WARS HOLIDAY R2D2 SNOWMAN T/S S (C: 1-1
From Funko. Bring some Funko flair to your wardrobe with Funko boxed tees! Featuring Funko-fied
versions of your favorite pop culture characters, Star Wars' R2-D2 invites you to a winter
wonderland of snowmen and holiday cheer! ( (STL243367) (4552/66972) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available
only in US, Canada, and US territories.
T-Shirt SRP: $19.99

JAN232692
BOXED TEE STAR WARS HOLIDAY R2D2 SNOWMAN T/S M (C: 1-1
From Funko. Bring some Funko flair to your wardrobe with Funko boxed tees! Featuring Funko-fied
versions of your favorite pop culture characters, Star Wars' R2-D2 invites you to a winter
wonderland of snowmen and holiday cheer! ( (STL243369) (4552/66973) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available
only in US, Canada, and US territories.
T-Shirt SRP: $19.99

JAN232693
BOXED TEE STAR WARS HOLIDAY R2D2 SNOWMAN T/S L (C: 1-1
From Funko. Bring some Funko flair to your wardrobe with Funko boxed tees! Featuring Funko-fied
versions of your favorite pop culture characters, Star Wars' R2-D2 invites you to a winter
wonderland of snowmen and holiday cheer! ( (STL243370) (4552/66974) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available
only in US, Canada, and US territories.

T-Shirt SRP: $19.99

JAN232694
BOXED TEE STAR WARS HOLIDAY R2D2 SNOWMAN T/S XL (C: 1From Funko. Bring some Funko flair to your wardrobe with Funko boxed tees! Featuring Funko-fied
versions of your favorite pop culture characters, Star Wars' R2-D2 invites you to a winter
wonderland of snowmen and holiday cheer! ( (STL243371) (4552/66975) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available
only in US, Canada, and US territories.
T-Shirt SRP: $19.99

JAN232695
BOXED TEE STAR WARS HOLIDAY R2D2 SNOWMAN T/S 2XL (C: 1
From Funko. Bring some Funko flair to your wardrobe with Funko boxed tees! Featuring Funko-fied
versions of your favorite pop culture characters, Star Wars' R2-D2 invites you to a winter
wonderland of snowmen and holiday cheer! ( (STL243372) (4552/66976) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available
only in US, Canada, and US territories.
T-Shirt SRP: $19.99

JAN232696
BOXED TEE STAR WARS HOLIDAY R2D2 SNOWMAN T/S 3XL (C: 1
From Funko. Bring some Funko flair to your wardrobe with Funko boxed tees! Featuring Funko-fied
versions of your favorite pop culture characters, Star Wars' R2-D2 invites you to a winter
wonderland of snowmen and holiday cheer! ( (STL243373) (4552/66977) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available
only in US, Canada, and US territories.
T-Shirt SRP: $19.99

JAN232697
BOXED TEE HARRY POTTER HOLIDAY HARRY RON HERMIONE T/S XS (Ne
From Funko. Bring some Funko flair to your wardrobe with Funko boxed tees! Featuring Funko-fied
versions of your favorite pop culture characters, Harry Potter and his friends are having themselves a
proper Hogwarts Christmas on this black t-shirt! (STL243374) (4552/66980) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE:
Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
T-Shirt SRP: $19.99

JAN232698

BOXED TEE HARRY POTTER HOLIDAY HARRY RON HERMIONE T/S S (Net
From Funko. Bring some Funko flair to your wardrobe with Funko boxed tees! Featuring Funko-fied
versions of your favorite pop culture characters, Harry Potter and his friends are having themselves a
proper Hogwarts Christmas on this black t-shirt! (STL243375) (4552/66981) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE:
Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
T-Shirt SRP: $19.99

JAN232699
BOXED TEE HARRY POTTER HOLIDAY HARRY RON HERMIONE T/S M (Net
From Funko. Bring some Funko flair to your wardrobe with Funko boxed tees! Featuring Funko-fied
versions of your favorite pop culture characters, Harry Potter and his friends are having themselves a
proper Hogwarts Christmas on this black t-shirt! (STL243376) (4552/66982) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE:
Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
T-Shirt SRP: $19.99

JAN232700
BOXED TEE HARRY POTTER HOLIDAY HARRY RON HERMIONE T/S L (Net
From Funko. Bring some Funko flair to your wardrobe with Funko boxed tees! Featuring Funko-fied
versions of your favorite pop culture characters, Harry Potter and his friends are having themselves a
proper Hogwarts Christmas on this black t-shirt! (STL243377) (4552/66983) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE:
Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
T-Shirt SRP: $19.99

JAN232701
BOXED TEE HARRY POTTER HOLIDAY HARRY RON HERMIONE T/S XL (Ne
From Funko. Bring some Funko flair to your wardrobe with Funko boxed tees! Featuring Funko-fied
versions of your favorite pop culture characters, Harry Potter and his friends are having themselves a
proper Hogwarts Christmas on this black t-shirt! (STL243378) (4552/66984) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE:
Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
T-Shirt SRP: $19.99

JAN232702
BOXED TEE HARRY POTTER HOLIDAY HARRY RON HERMIONE T/S 2XL (N
From Funko. Bring some Funko flair to your wardrobe with Funko boxed tees! Featuring Funko-fied
versions of your favorite pop culture characters, Harry Potter and his friends are having themselves a

proper Hogwarts Christmas on this black t-shirt! (STL243379) (4552/66985) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE:
Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
T-Shirt SRP: $19.99

JAN232703
BOXED TEE HARRY POTTER HOLIDAY HARRY RON HERMIONE T/S 3XL (N
From Funko. Bring some Funko flair to your wardrobe with Funko boxed tees! Featuring Funko-fied
versions of your favorite pop culture characters, Harry Potter and his friends are having themselves a
proper Hogwarts Christmas on this black t-shirt! (STL243380) (4552/66986) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE:
Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
T-Shirt SRP: $19.99

JAN232704
BOXED TEE DISNEY HOLIDAY SANTA MICKEY T/S XS (C: 1-1-2
From Funko. Bring some Funko flair to your wardrobe with Funko boxed tees! Featuring Funko-fied
versions of your favorite pop culture characters, this soft and stylish Gingerbread Mickey Mouse tee
is sure to put you on Santa's nice list this holiday! (STL243381) (4552/66989) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE:
Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
T-Shirt SRP: $19.99

JAN232705
BOXED TEE DISNEY HOLIDAY SANTA MICKEY T/S S (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. Bring some Funko flair to your wardrobe with Funko boxed tees! Featuring Funko-fied
versions of your favorite pop culture characters, this soft and stylish Gingerbread Mickey Mouse tee
is sure to put you on Santa's nice list this holiday! (STL243382) (4552/66990) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE:
Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
T-Shirt SRP: $19.99

JAN232706
BOXED TEE DISNEY HOLIDAY SANTA MICKEY T/S M (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. Bring some Funko flair to your wardrobe with Funko boxed tees! Featuring Funko-fied
versions of your favorite pop culture characters, this soft and stylish Gingerbread Mickey Mouse tee
is sure to put you on Santa's nice list this holiday! (STL243383) (4552/66991) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE:
Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
T-Shirt SRP: $19.99

JAN232707
BOXED TEE DISNEY HOLIDAY SANTA MICKEY T/S L (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. Bring some Funko flair to your wardrobe with Funko boxed tees! Featuring Funko-fied
versions of your favorite pop culture characters, this soft and stylish Gingerbread Mickey Mouse tee
is sure to put you on Santa's nice list this holiday! (STL243384) (4552/66992) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE:
Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
T-Shirt SRP: $19.99

JAN232708
BOXED TEE DISNEY HOLIDAY SANTA MICKEY T/S XL (C: 1-1-2
From Funko. Bring some Funko flair to your wardrobe with Funko boxed tees! Featuring Funko-fied
versions of your favorite pop culture characters, this soft and stylish Gingerbread Mickey Mouse tee
is sure to put you on Santa's nice list this holiday! (STL243385) (4552/66993) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE:
Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
T-Shirt SRP: $19.99

JAN232709
BOXED TEE DISNEY HOLIDAY SANTA MICKEY T/S 2XL (C: 1-1From Funko. Bring some Funko flair to your wardrobe with Funko boxed tees! Featuring Funko-fied
versions of your favorite pop culture characters, this soft and stylish Gingerbread Mickey Mouse tee
is sure to put you on Santa's nice list this holiday! (STL243386) (4552/66994) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE:
Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
T-Shirt SRP: $19.99

JAN232710
BOXED TEE DISNEY HOLIDAY SANTA MICKEY T/S 3XL (C: 1-1From Funko. Bring some Funko flair to your wardrobe with Funko boxed tees! Featuring Funko-fied
versions of your favorite pop culture characters, this soft and stylish Gingerbread Mickey Mouse tee
is sure to put you on Santa's nice list this holiday! (STL243387) (4552/66995) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE:
Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
T-Shirt SRP: $19.99

JAN232711
BOXED TEE ASSASSINS CREED T/S XS (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. Bring some Funko flair to your wardrobe with Funko boxed tees! Featuring Funko-fied
versions of your favorite pop culture characters, this Assassin's Creed tee is sure to elevate any

wardrobe. (STL243388) (4552/67684) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US
territories.
T-Shirt SRP: $19.99

JAN232712
BOXED TEE ASSASSINS CREED T/S S (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. Bring some Funko flair to your wardrobe with Funko boxed tees! Featuring Funko-fied
versions of your favorite pop culture characters, this Assassin's Creed tee is sure to elevate any
wardrobe. (STL243389) (4552/67685) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US
territories.
T-Shirt SRP: $19.99

JAN232713
BOXED TEE ASSASSINS CREED T/S M (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. Bring some Funko flair to your wardrobe with Funko boxed tees! Featuring Funko-fied
versions of your favorite pop culture characters, this Assassin's Creed tee is sure to elevate any
wardrobe. (STL243390) (4552/67686) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US
territories.
T-Shirt SRP: $19.99

JAN232714
BOXED TEE ASSASSINS CREED T/S L (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. Bring some Funko flair to your wardrobe with Funko boxed tees! Featuring Funko-fied
versions of your favorite pop culture characters, this Assassin's Creed tee is sure to elevate any
wardrobe. (STL243391) (4552/67687) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US
territories.
T-Shirt SRP: $19.99

JAN232715
BOXED TEE ASSASSINS CREED T/S XL (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. Bring some Funko flair to your wardrobe with Funko boxed tees! Featuring Funko-fied
versions of your favorite pop culture characters, this Assassin's Creed tee is sure to elevate any
wardrobe. (STL243392) (4552/67688) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US
territories.
T-Shirt SRP: $19.99

JAN232716
BOXED TEE ASSASSINS CREED T/S 2XL (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. Bring some Funko flair to your wardrobe with Funko boxed tees! Featuring Funko-fied
versions of your favorite pop culture characters, this Assassin's Creed tee is sure to elevate any
wardrobe. (STL243393) (4552/67689) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US
territories.
T-Shirt SRP: $19.99

JAN232717
BOXED TEE ASSASSINS CREED T/S 3XL (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. Bring some Funko flair to your wardrobe with Funko boxed tees! Featuring Funko-fied
versions of your favorite pop culture characters, this Assassin's Creed tee is sure to elevate any
wardrobe. (STL243394) (4552/67690) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US
territories.
T-Shirt SRP: $19.99

JAN232718
BOXED TEE MARVEL STAN LEE TS XS (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. Bring some Funko flair to your wardrobe with Funko boxed tees! Featuring Funko-fied
versions of your favorite pop culture characters, the legend of Stan "The Man" Lee lives on with this
soft and stylish tee! (STL245995) (4552/69708) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US
territories.
T-Shirt SRP: $19.99

JAN232719
BOXED TEE MARVEL STAN LEE TS S (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. Bring some Funko flair to your wardrobe with Funko boxed tees! Featuring Funko-fied
versions of your favorite pop culture characters, the legend of Stan "The Man" Lee lives on with this
soft and stylish tee! (STL245996) (4552/69709) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US
territories.
T-Shirt SRP: $19.99

JAN232720
BOXED TEE MARVEL STAN LEE TS M (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. Bring some Funko flair to your wardrobe with Funko boxed tees! Featuring Funko-fied
versions of your favorite pop culture characters, the legend of Stan "The Man" Lee lives on with this

soft and stylish tee! (STL245997) (4552/69710) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US
territories.
T-Shirt SRP: $19.99

JAN232721
BOXED TEE MARVEL STAN LEE TS L (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. Bring some Funko flair to your wardrobe with Funko boxed tees! Featuring Funko-fied
versions of your favorite pop culture characters, the legend of Stan "The Man" Lee lives on with this
soft and stylish tee! (STL245998) (4552/69711) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US
territories.
T-Shirt SRP: $19.99

JAN232722
BOXED TEE MARVEL STAN LEE TS XL (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. Bring some Funko flair to your wardrobe with Funko boxed tees! Featuring Funko-fied
versions of your favorite pop culture characters, the legend of Stan "The Man" Lee lives on with this
soft and stylish tee! (STL245999) (4552/69712) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US
territories.
T-Shirt SRP: $19.99

JAN232723
BOXED TEE MARVEL STAN LEE TS 2XL (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. Bring some Funko flair to your wardrobe with Funko boxed tees! Featuring Funko-fied
versions of your favorite pop culture characters, the legend of Stan "The Man" Lee lives on with this
soft and stylish tee! (STL246000) (4552/69713) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US
territories.
T-Shirt SRP: $19.99

JAN232724
BOXED TEE MARVEL STAN LEE TS 3XL (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. Bring some Funko flair to your wardrobe with Funko boxed tees! Featuring Funko-fied
versions of your favorite pop culture characters, the legend of Stan "The Man" Lee lives on with this
soft and stylish tee! (STL246001) (4552/69714) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US
territories.
T-Shirt SRP: $19.99

JAN232725
BOXED TEE MY HERO ACADEMIA DABI AD FS TS M (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. Bring some Funko flair to your wardrobe with Funko boxed tees! Featuring Funko-fied
versions of your favorite pop culture characters, My Hero Academia's Dabi unleashes his power on
this stylish tee! (STL246002) (4552/69219) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US
territories.
T-Shirt SRP: $19.99

JAN232726
BOXED TEE MY HERO ACADEMIA DABI AD FS TS L (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. Bring some Funko flair to your wardrobe with Funko boxed tees! Featuring Funko-fied
versions of your favorite pop culture characters, My Hero Academia's Dabi unleashes his power on
this stylish tee! (STL246003) (4552/69220) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US
territories.
T-Shirt SRP: $19.99

JAN232727
BOXED TEE MY HERO ACADEMIA DABI AD FS TS XL (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. Bring some Funko flair to your wardrobe with Funko boxed tees! Featuring Funko-fied
versions of your favorite pop culture characters, My Hero Academia's Dabi unleashes his power on
this stylish tee! (STL246004) (4552/69221) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US
territories.
T-Shirt SRP: $19.99

JAN232728
BOXED TEE MY HERO ACADEMIA DABI AD FS TS 2XL (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. Bring some Funko flair to your wardrobe with Funko boxed tees! Featuring Funko-fied
versions of your favorite pop culture characters, My Hero Academia's Dabi unleashes his power on
this stylish tee! (STL246005) (4552/69222) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US
territories.
T-Shirt SRP: $19.99

JAN232729
FUNKO BOXED TEE ONE PIECE T/S XS (C: 1-1-1)

From Funko. Bring some Funko flair to your wardrobe with Funko boxed tees! Featuring Funko-fied
versions of your favorite pop culture characters, this soft One Piece tee will take you on an epic
journey with the Straw Hat Pirates! (STL238185) (4552/63856) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Deny 154 plus UK.
T-Shirt SRP: $19.99

JAN232730
FUNKO BOXED TEE ONE PIECE T/S S (C: 1-1-1)
From Funko. Bring some Funko flair to your wardrobe with Funko boxed tees! Featuring Funko-fied
versions of your favorite pop culture characters, this soft One Piece tee will take you on an epic
journey with the Straw Hat Pirates! (STL238186) (4552/63857) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Deny 154 plus UK.
T-Shirt SRP: $19.99

JAN232731
FUNKO BOXED TEE ONE PIECE T/S M (C: 1-1-1)
From Funko. Bring some Funko flair to your wardrobe with Funko boxed tees! Featuring Funko-fied
versions of your favorite pop culture characters, this soft One Piece tee will take you on an epic
journey with the Straw Hat Pirates! (STL238187) (4552/63858) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Deny 154 plus UK.
T-Shirt SRP: $19.99

JAN232732
FUNKO BOXED TEE ONE PIECE T/S L (C: 1-1-1)
From Funko. Bring some Funko flair to your wardrobe with Funko boxed tees! Featuring Funko-fied
versions of your favorite pop culture characters, this soft One Piece tee will take you on an epic
journey with the Straw Hat Pirates! (STL238188) (4552/63859) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Deny 154 plus UK.
T-Shirt SRP: $19.99

JAN232733
FUNKO BOXED TEE ONE PIECE T/S XL (C: 1-1-1)
From Funko. Bring some Funko flair to your wardrobe with Funko boxed tees! Featuring Funko-fied
versions of your favorite pop culture characters, this soft One Piece tee will take you on an epic
journey with the Straw Hat Pirates! (STL238189) (4552/63860) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Deny 154 plus UK.
T-Shirt SRP: $19.99

JAN232734

FUNKO BOXED TEE ONE PIECE T/S 2XL (C: 1-1-1)
From Funko. Bring some Funko flair to your wardrobe with Funko boxed tees! Featuring Funko-fied
versions of your favorite pop culture characters, this soft One Piece tee will take you on an epic
journey with the Straw Hat Pirates! (STL238190) (4552/63861) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Deny 154 plus UK.
T-Shirt SRP: $19.99

JAN232735
FUNKO BOXED TEE ONE PIECE T/S 3XL (C: 1-1-1)
From Funko. Bring some Funko flair to your wardrobe with Funko boxed tees! Featuring Funko-fied
versions of your favorite pop culture characters, this soft One Piece tee will take you on an epic
journey with the Straw Hat Pirates! (STL238191) (4552/63864) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Deny 154 plus UK.
T-Shirt SRP: $19.99

JAN232736
POP & TEE MARVEL DEADPOOL HLD TS S (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. The merc with the mouth is ready to put you on the naughty list this holiday season
with this Pop! and Tee set! This limited edition full sized Pop! figure of Deadpool, armed with candy
canes instead of katanas, comes packaged together with an awesome comfy tee, perfect for any
Marvel fan that wants a little more attitude in their wardrobe, their holiday, and their collection!
(STL234094) (4552/63656) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure Set

SRP: $29.99

JAN232737
POP & TEE MARVEL DEADPOOL HLD TS M (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. The merc with the mouth is ready to put you on the naughty list this holiday season
with this Pop! and Tee set! This limited edition full sized Pop! figure of Deadpool, armed with candy
canes instead of katanas, comes packaged together with an awesome comfy tee, perfect for any
Marvel fan that wants a little more attitude in their wardrobe, their holiday, and their collection!
(STL234096) (4552/63657) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure Set

SRP: $29.99

JAN232738
POP & TEE MARVEL DEADPOOL HLD TS L (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. The merc with the mouth is ready to put you on the naughty list this holiday season
with this Pop! and Tee set! This limited edition full sized Pop! figure of Deadpool, armed with candy
canes instead of katanas, comes packaged together with an awesome comfy tee, perfect for any

Marvel fan that wants a little more attitude in their wardrobe, their holiday, and their collection!
(STL234097) (4552/63658) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure Set

SRP: $29.99

JAN232739
POP & TEE MARVEL DEADPOOL HLD TS XL (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. The merc with the mouth is ready to put you on the naughty list this holiday season
with this Pop! and Tee set! This limited edition full sized Pop! figure of Deadpool, armed with candy
canes instead of katanas, comes packaged together with an awesome comfy tee, perfect for any
Marvel fan that wants a little more attitude in their wardrobe, their holiday, and their collection!
(STL234098) (4552/63659) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure Set

SRP: $29.99

JAN232740
POP & TEE DRAGONBALL Z FRIEZA FINAL FORM TS S (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. Charge up your wardrobe to reach your final form with this Dragonball Z Pop! and Tee
set! The standard sized, limited edition Pop! figure comes packaged together with a stylish tee shirt,
so everyone can know your true power. (STL234086) (4552/63649) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only
in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure Set

SRP: $29.99

JAN232741
POP & TEE DRAGONBALL Z FRIEZA FINAL FORM TS M (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. Charge up your wardrobe to reach your final form with this Dragonball Z Pop! and Tee
set! The standard sized, limited edition Pop! figure comes packaged together with a stylish tee shirt,
so everyone can know your true power. (STL234087) (4552/63650) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only
in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure Set

SRP: $29.99

JAN232742
POP & TEE DRAGONBALL Z FRIEZA FINAL FORM TS L (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. Charge up your wardrobe to reach your final form with this Dragonball Z Pop! and Tee
set! The standard sized, limited edition Pop! figure comes packaged together with a stylish tee shirt,
so everyone can know your true power. (STL234088) (4552/63651) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only
in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure Set

SRP: $29.99

JAN232743
POP & TEE DRAGONBALL Z FRIEZA FINAL FORM TS XL (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. Charge up your wardrobe to reach your final form with this Dragonball Z Pop! and Tee
set! The standard sized, limited edition Pop! figure comes packaged together with a stylish tee shirt,
so everyone can know your true power. (STL234089) (4552/63652) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only
in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure Set

SRP: $29.99

JAN232744
POCKET POP & TEE STAR WARS STORMTROOPER T/S YOUTH XS
From Funko. Heed the call! Join the ranks of the Imperial Stormtroopers with this Funko Tee,
featuring a recruiting poster-style image in Funko's fan-favorite style, that comes with a keychain
with a POP! styled 1 1/2" tall Stormtrooper as its plastic dangler. Heed the call to arms — and your
wardrobe! (STL234081) (4552/63520) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure Set

SRP: $14.99

JAN232745
POCKET POP & TEE STAR WARS STORMTROOPER T/S YOUTH S
From Funko. Heed the call! Join the ranks of the Imperial Stormtroopers with this Funko Tee,
featuring a recruiting poster-style image in Funko's fan-favorite style, that comes with a keychain
with a POP! styled 1 1/2" tall Stormtrooper as its plastic dangler. Heed the call to arms — and your
wardrobe! (STL234082) (4552/63521) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure Set

SRP: $14.99

JAN232746
POCKET POP & TEE STAR WARS STORMTROOPER T/S YOUTH M
From Funko. Heed the call! Join the ranks of the Imperial Stormtroopers with this Funko Tee,
featuring a recruiting poster-style image in Funko's fan-favorite style, that comes with a keychain
with a POP! styled 1 1/2" tall Stormtrooper as its plastic dangler. Heed the call to arms — and your
wardrobe! (STL234083) (4552/63522) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure Set

SRP: $14.99

JAN232747
POCKET POP & TEE STAR WARS STORMTROOPER T/S YOUTH L

From Funko. Heed the call! Join the ranks of the Imperial Stormtroopers with this Funko Tee,
featuring a recruiting poster-style image in Funko's fan-favorite style, that comes with a keychain
with a POP! styled 1 1/2" tall Stormtrooper as its plastic dangler. Heed the call to arms — and your
wardrobe! (STL234084) (4552/63523) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure Set

SRP: $14.99

JAN232748
POCKET POP & TEE STAR WARS STORMTROOPER T/S YOUTH XL
From Funko. Heed the call! Join the ranks of the Imperial Stormtroopers with this Funko Tee,
featuring a recruiting poster-style image in Funko's fan-favorite style, that comes with a keychain
with a POP! styled 1 1/2" tall Stormtrooper as its plastic dangler. Heed the call to arms — and your
wardrobe! (STL234085) (4552/63524) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure Set

SRP: $14.99

JAN232749
POCKET POP & TEE HARRY POTTER HOLIDAY HARRY T/S YOUTH XS (Ne
From Funko. Celebrate the holidays with Funko flair and the magical Wizarding World with this Harry
Potter Pocket Pop! and Tee set. In addition to the navy t-shirt featuring everyone's favorite boy
wizard, it comes with a keychain with a 1 1/2" tall plastic dangler of a POP!-styled Harry Potter!
(STL234076) (4552/63539) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure Set

SRP: $14.99

JAN232750
POCKET POP & TEE HARRY POTTER HOLIDAY HARRY T/S YOUTH S (Net
From Funko. Celebrate the holidays with Funko flair and the magical Wizarding World with this Harry
Potter Pocket Pop! and Tee set. In addition to the navy t-shirt featuring everyone's favorite boy
wizard, it comes with a keychain with a 1 1/2" tall plastic dangler of a POP!-styled Harry Potter!
(STL234077) (4552/63540) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure Set

SRP: $14.99

JAN232751
POCKET POP & TEE HARRY POTTER HOLIDAY HARRY T/S YOUTH M (Net
From Funko. Celebrate the holidays with Funko flair and the magical Wizarding World with this Harry
Potter Pocket Pop! and Tee set. In addition to the navy t-shirt featuring everyone's favorite boy
wizard, it comes with a keychain with a 1 1/2" tall plastic dangler of a POP!-styled Harry Potter!
(STL234078) (4552/63541) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.

Figure Set

SRP: $14.99

JAN232752
POCKET POP & TEE HARRY POTTER HOLIDAY HARRY T/S YOUTH L (Net
From Funko. Celebrate the holidays with Funko flair and the magical Wizarding World with this Harry
Potter Pocket Pop! and Tee set. In addition to the navy t-shirt featuring everyone's favorite boy
wizard, it comes with a keychain with a 1 1/2" tall plastic dangler of a POP!-styled Harry Potter!
(STL234079) (4552/63542) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure Set

SRP: $14.99

JAN232753
POCKET POP & TEE HARRY POTTER HOLIDAY HARRY T/S YOUTH XL (Ne
From Funko. Celebrate the holidays with Funko flair and the magical Wizarding World with this Harry
Potter Pocket Pop! and Tee set. In addition to the navy t-shirt featuring everyone's favorite boy
wizard, it comes with a keychain with a 1 1/2" tall plastic dangler of a POP!-styled Harry Potter!
(STL234080) (4552/63543) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure Set

SRP: $14.99

JAN232754
POP & TEE DC THE FLASH TS S (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. Flaunt your fandom for the fastest man alive with this Pop! and Tee set! The limited
edition, full sized POP! figure of The Flash, inspired by the CW series, comes packaged together with
a stylish and comfy tee shirt, perfect for jazzing up any DC collection and wardrobe! (STL259160)
(4552/63642) (C: 1-1-2)
Figure Set

SRP: $29.99

JAN232755
POP & TEE DC THE FLASH TS M (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. Flaunt your fandom for the fastest man alive with this Pop! and Tee set! The limited
edition, full sized POP! figure of The Flash, inspired by the CW series, comes packaged together with
a stylish and comfy tee shirt, perfect for jazzing up any DC collection and wardrobe! (STL259161)
(4552/63643) (C: 1-1-2)
Figure Set

JAN232756

SRP: $29.99

POP & TEE DC THE FLASH TS L (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. Flaunt your fandom for the fastest man alive with this Pop! and Tee set! The limited
edition, full sized POP! figure of The Flash, inspired by the CW series, comes packaged together with
a stylish and comfy tee shirt, perfect for jazzing up any DC collection and wardrobe! (STL259162)
(4552/63644) (C: 1-1-2)
Figure Set

SRP: $29.99

JAN232757
POP & TEE DC THE FLASH TS XL (C: 1-1-2)
From Funko. Flaunt your fandom for the fastest man alive with this Pop! and Tee set! The limited
edition, full sized POP! figure of The Flash, inspired by the CW series, comes packaged together with
a stylish and comfy tee shirt, perfect for jazzing up any DC collection and wardrobe! (STL259163)
(4552/63645) (C: 1-1-2)
Figure Set

SRP: $29.99

IMPORT TOYS & STATUES

KOTOBUKIYA

JAN232758
CERTAIN SCIENTIFIC MISAKA MIKOTO 15TH ANNIV PVC STATUE
From Kotobukiya. To celebrate the 15th anniversary of the original work behind A Certain Scientific
Railgun, the lead character, Misaka Mikoto, is coming out as a figure! Enjoy Misaka Mikoto, standing
tall and proud as she uses electricity to manipulate a coin, by adding her to your collection today.
The base lines up with that of the upcoming Shokuhou Misaki, and the two can be displayed
together to recreate the atmosphere of the illustration. (STL254596) Scheduled to ship in June 2023.
(4898/PV014) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Same as Deny 233, but with Mexico allowed.
Model Kit

SRP: $179.99

JAN232759
CERTAIN SCIENTIFIC MISAKA MIKOTO 15TH ANNIV PVC STATUE LUX (
From Kotobukiya. To celebrate the 15th anniversary of the original work behind A Certain Scientific
Railgun, the lead character, Misaka Mikoto, is coming out as a figure! To create these figures,
J.C.STAFF has drawn new illustrations with the two in the library of the prestigious Tokiwadai Middle
School! Enjoy Misaka Mikoto, standing tall and proud as she uses electricity to manipulate a coin, by
adding her to your collection today. The base lines up with that of the upcoming Shokuhou Misaki,
and the two can be displayed together to recreate the atmosphere of the illustration. The

Kotobukiya Luxury Version includes an acrylic stand based on the illustration. (STL254597) Scheduled
to ship in June 2023. (4898/PV072) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Same as Deny 233, but with Mexico allowed.
Model Kit

SRP: $219.99

JAN232760
DC COMICS BATGIRL BARBARA GORDON BISHOUJO STATUE (C: 1
From Kotobukiya. Batgirl returns after 12 years to the DC Bishoujo series featuring statues of DC
Comics superheroines based on illustrations by Shunya Yamashita! The statue shows Batgirl in a fanfavorite costume crafted by Batgirl herself after moving to Gotham City's trendiest neighborhood,
Burnside, symbolizing her independence as a character. Sculpted by ke(comakkow), the statue
recreates the iconic costume in a more modern style, from the leather suit and stitching on her
boots, the shape of the new Batgirl cowl, down to the cape spread open and attached with snap
buttons. Designed to be displayed together with Supergirl, Batgirl adds to the expanding world of DC
Bishoujo. (STL256187) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (4898/DC057) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Same as Deny
233, but with Mexico allowed.
Statue SRP: $144.99

JAN232761
HINO HEAVY IND OCEAN EXPLOR ROBOT DENSHITAKO NO 3 CORAL FIG
From Kotobukiya. The latest Denshitako No.3 is coming out in cute pastel colors!
From the world of Creators Sofvi, Ocean Exploration Robot Denshitako No.3 is joining Kotobukiya's
lineup as a PVC figure in an original pastel-based coloring! These Hinomoto Heavy Industries
exploration robots were brought to life by illustrator and sculptor HAKURO. The kit includes an
interchangeable set of folded arms that can be used to recreate cute poses, and the back is
equipped with a 3mm connection point that is compatible with stands that utilize 3mm joints. A
stand is not included in this product. (STL257245) Scheduled to ship in June 2023. (4898/AF003) (C:
1-1-2) NOTE: Same as Deny 233, but with Mexico allowed.
Figure SRP: $48.99

JAN232762
HOLOLIVE PRODUCTION OOZORA SUBARU PVC STATUE (C: 1-1-2
From Kotobukiya. Oozora Subaru, a VTuber from the second generation of talents from hololive
production, is coming out as a scale figure! She comes to life in her signature outfit with a pose that
shows off her light movement. The figure has been carefully sculpted down to the finest detail to
match this dynamic pose as she softly lands from a jump. Accessories like the towel and megaphone
that hang from her hip have also been recreated to match her movement and bring energy to the
figure. The hem of her oversized shirt gently flutters, giving a peek at her stomach, which makes a
great highlight for this piece. (STL256186) Scheduled to ship in June 2023. (4898/PV054) (C: 1-1-2)
NOTE: Same as Deny 233, but with Mexico allowed.

Statue SRP: $159.99

JAN232763
MARVEL LOKI LAUFEYSON BISHOUJO STATUE (C: 1-1-2)
From Kotobukiya. New Production Run! After Ragnarok, the "end" in Norse mythology, Loki returns
as a young woman. For the first time in six years, Shunya Yamashita's astounding BISHOUJO statue
of Loki will be reproduced. Taking possession of Sif and gaining a female body, Loki has been
sculpted into a gorgeous, fashionable, and voluptuous figure. The base can be connected to that of
Marvel Thor (Jane Foster) Bishoujo Statue. The color of the base and packaging have been revised,
and parts added for this reproduction. (STL245540) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (4898/MK352)
(C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available most of North America except Mexico, plus Iceland, Israel, New Zealand,
Russia, South Africa.
Bishoujo Statue SRP: $129.99

JAN232764
MGS 4 METAL GEAR RAY PLASTIC MDL KIT (C: 1-1-2)
From Kotobukiya. Kotobukiya's 1/100-scale model kit of Metal Gear RAY from Metal Gear Solid 4:
Guns of the Patriots is back! It can be built as a manned or unmanned version; the head sensor is
made with both clear and prepainted parts. The hydraulic cutter in its mouth can be reproduced
with a partial replacement part; a base is included that can be attached to the soles of its feet. A
total of five in-scale figures are included too: Solid Snake (Old Snake), Liquid Ocelot, and three Haven
soldiers. Decals are included to reproduce its characteristic swastika camouflage pattern. This model
kit is compatible with the M.S.G series Flying Base Neo and Mechanical Base (Flying 3) (sold
separately). (STL251999) Scheduled to ship in June 2023. (4898/KP266X) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Same as
Deny 233, but with Mexico allowed.
Model Kit

SRP: $99.99

JAN232765
PRIMA DOLL GEKKA FIGURE (C: 1-1-2)
From Kotobukiya. From Prima Doll, the collaborative series between Key and Kotobukiya, Gekka, the
former reconnaissance automata who is blunt with her words, is coming out as a figure! The unique
style of the character designer, Yui Hara, has been perfectly captured with this piece featuring
details like camellia flowers, her taiyaki pouch, and the large ribbon in her hair. Her frilly apron and
randoseru, or Japanese school backpack, along with her flowing skirt have all been sculpted and
painted with great care. The base features the same vignette style design as Haizakura and
Karasuba's, recreating the series' atmosphere around the character. The desk and chair have also
been sculpted to blend well with the overall feel of the figure. (STL249138) Scheduled to ship in June
2023. (4898/PV101) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Same as Deny 233, but with Mexico allowed.
Figure SRP: $199.99

JAN232766
PRIMA DOLL HAIZAKURA FIGURE (C: 1-1-2)
From Kotobukiya. From Prima Doll, the collaborative series between Key and Kotobukiya, Haizakura,
the slightly clumsy waitress who tries her best at the Kuroneko-tei cafe is coming out as a figure! The
unique style of character designer, Na-Ga, has been perfectly captured in this piece. Special
attention was paid to crafting even the finest details, like the pattern on her beautiful furisode
sleeves. Clear parts are used in her hair for a beautiful finish with a touch of transparency. The
gramophone and Kuroneko-tei sign have been sculpted with attention to quality and feel. Add her to
your collection today and delve into the world of Prima Doll! NOTE: Only the figure is included.
(STL253499) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (4898/PV094) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Same as Deny 233, but
with Mexico allowed.
Figure SRP: $179.99

JAN232767
ZOIDS CUSTOMIZE PARTS BOOSTER CANNON SET (C: 1-1-2)
From Kotobukiya. The customization parts set for HMM Zoids, the Booster Cannon Set, has arrived!
This Booster Cannon Set of customization parts is compatible with the EZ-005 Redler model. With
the wide variety of included attachment parts such as the connection units to recreate the "Double
Cannon", users can attach the Booster Cannons to a range of HMM Zoids. Mount these cannons that
span around 180 mm long and add powerful firepower or acceleration to your HMM Zoid.
(STL251996) Scheduled to ship in May 2023. (4898/ZD149) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Same as Deny 233, but
with Mexico allowed.
Model Kit Accessory

SRP: $24.99

JAN232768
ZOIDS EHI-7 REDDRA ZENEBUS EMPIRE PLASTIC MDL KIT (C:
From Kotobukiya. The Empire's state-of-the-art supersonic biomechanical fighter jet! The dragontype Zoid Reddra joins the HMM series as the first flying Imperial Zoid. Hidden within the Zoid's
beautiful red silhouette is a wealth of articulated features. In addition to its classic stance, Reddra's
articulated head, tail, and legs allow users to give it a swath of dragon-like poses. Add Reddra, the
dragon Zoid of supersonic attacks from ultra-high altitudes, to your collection now! (STL251992)
Scheduled to ship in April 2023. (4898/ZD152) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Same as Deny 233, but with Mexico
allowed.
Model Kit

SRP: $59.99

JAN232769
ZOIDS EZ-005 REDLER GUYROS EMPIRE PLASTIC MDL KIT (C:

From Kotobukiya. The purple demon, ruler of the skies! The fastest ultra-high altitude combat jet
from the war of the western continent, dragon-type Zoid Redler joins the HMM series! Hidden
within the Zoid's beautiful purple silhouette is a wealth of articulated features. In addition to its
classic stance, Redler's articulated head, tail, and legs allow users to give it a swath of dragon-like
poses. Add the ruler of the skies, a dedicated battle aircraft type to your collection now! (STL251997)
Scheduled to ship in May 2023. (4898/ZD153) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Same as Deny 233, but with Mexico
allowed.
Model Kit

SRP: $59.99

JAN232770
ZOIDS IRON KONG PK PLASTIC MODEL KIT (C: 1-1-2)
From Kotobukiya. The enhanced Iron Kong, Iron Kong PK, used by the Prozen Knights joins the Zoids
lineup! Iron Kong PK comes to life in this voluminous plastic model kit with a large vernier "High
Maneuver Booster Pack" for greater maneuverability and a Beam Launcher and 2-Pulse Laser Gun
for greater firepower. The energy cable was updated with a higher density in an HMM-original
design. The internal wires in this model allow for more flexibility and greater action for users to
enjoy. (STL254599) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (4898/ZD098X) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Same as Deny
233, but with Mexico allowed.
Model Kit

SRP: $189.99

JAN232771
ZOIDS RZ-046 SHADOW FOX MARKING PLUS PLASTIC MDL KIT (
From Kotobukiya. The high-speed medium-sized Zoid that provides support for Liger Zero, "Shadow
Fox" joins the Zoids lineup with a wide variety of new decal included! The structural layout of this
model's joints with a wide range of flexibility allows this model to create a wide variety of action
poses. In addition to the original clear orange head cockpit and other parts, the kit also includes
additional colorless clear parts that can be customized with model paint. (STL252001) Scheduled to
ship in June 2023. (4898/ZD145X) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Same as Deny 233, but with Mexico allowed.
Model Kit

SRP: $54.99

NENDOROIDS

JAN232772
BLACK ROCK SHOOTER STRENGTH DAWN FALL NENDOROID AF (C: 1-1-2
From Good Smile Company. From the anime series Black Rock Shooter: Dawn Fall comes a
Nendoroid of Strength! She comes with two face plates including a standard face and a serious
combat face. Her Gigantic Arms are included as an optional part and feature fully articulated fingers.
a firing effect can be attached to the gun barrel in the thumb, allowing you to create all kinds of

action poses! Be sure to add the Hemiteos Unit that signifies strength to your collection! Note: A
separately sold LED can be installed into the Gigantic Arm to display it lit up. (STL251180) Scheduled
to ship in June 2023. (6817/G17092) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Only available in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico,
Guatemala, Argentina, Chile and Peru.
Nendoroid

SRP: $84.99

JAN232773
BUNGO STRAY DOGS ATSUSHI NAKAJIMA NENDOROID AF (C: 1-1-2)
From Orange Rouge. From the anime series Bungo Stray Dogs comes a rerelease of the Nendoroid of
one of the Armed Detective Company members, Atsushi Nakajima! He comes with three face plates
including a standard expression, an excited expression for when he has his favorite food chazuke in
front of him, as well as the dumbfounded expression he would sometimes have with Dazai. Optional
parts include tiger arms to display him making use of his ability as well as a bowl with chazuke and
chopsticks to display him enjoying his favorite food! (STL249542) Scheduled to ship in September
2023. (6817/G17075) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Only available in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico, Guatemala,
Argentina, Chile and Peru.
Nendoroid

SRP: $59.99

JAN232774
CLASSROOM OF THE ELITE KEI KARUIZAWA NENDOROID AF (C: 1-1-2)
From Kadokawa. From Classroom of the Elite comes a Nendoroid of one of the heroines of the
series, Kei Karuizawa! She comes with three face plates including a standard face, a glaring face and
a shocked face. Optional parts include her school bag, an arrow-pierced heart and a bucket, allowing
you to capture various scenes from the series in Nendoroid form! (STL251561) Scheduled to ship in
November 2023. (6817/KK49801) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Only available in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico,
Guatemala, Argentina, Chile and Peru.
Nendoroid

SRP: $69.99

JAN232775
DISNEY PLUTO NENDOROID AF (C: 1-1-2)
From Good Smile Company. Mickey Mouse's loyal pup Pluto is joining the Nendoroid series! The
Nendoroid comes with three types of interchangeable eye parts and two different muzzle parts. In
addition, interchangeable ear and tongue parts are included for creating a variety of facial
expressions. The Nendoroid comes with a bone with a ribbon tied on it as an optional part.
(STL250941) Scheduled to ship in May 2023. (6817/G17064) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US
and Canada.
Nendoroid

SRP: $64.99

JAN232776
GANBARE DOUKICHAN DOUKI-CHAN NENDOROID AF (C: 1-1-2)
From Union Creative. From Yom's popular manga series Ganbare Doukichan comes a Nendoroid of
Douki-chan! The stories and tights that Yom illustrate every week never cease to excite. Douki-chan's
poses and comical expressions have been carefully captured in Nendoroid form. The prototype and
paintwork samples were viewed and approved by Yom himself! (STL246513) Scheduled to ship in
August 2023. (6817/U71431) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Only available in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico,
Guatemala, Argentina, Chile and Peru.
Figure SRP: $69.99

JAN232777
HOLOLIVE PRODUCTION NAKIRI AYAME NENDOROID AF (C: 1-1-2)
From Good Smile Company. From the popular VTuber group hololive production comes a Nendoroid
of hololive 2nd Generation VTuber Nakiri Ayame! She comes with three interchangeable face plates
including a standard face, a smug face and an excited face. Optional parts include a miniature figure
of Poyoyo, her cursed blade Rakshasa and her demon blade Asura. Enjoy displaying her wielding
both her swords! (STL252090) Scheduled to ship in May 2023. (6817/G17102) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Only
available in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico, Guatemala, Argentina, Chile and Peru.
Nendoroid

SRP: $69.99

JAN232778
INUYASHA MIROKU NENDOROID AF (C: 1-1-2)
From Good Smile Company. From the popular manga series Inuyasha comes a Nendoroid of Miroku,
the monk who travels with Inuyasha and his allies! He comes with three face plates including a
standard expression, a serious combat expression and a smiling expression with closed eyes.
Optional parts include Miroku's shakujo staff, prayer beads and a hand part to display him using the
Wind Tunnel curse! Hand parts to display him holding the hand of Nendoroid Sango (sold separately)
with both his hands are included as well. (STL215192) (6817/G12683) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only
in US, Canada, and US territories
Item

SRP: $69.99

JAN232779
INUYASHA SANGO NENDOROID AF (C: 1-1-2)
From Good Smile Company. From the popular manga series Inuyasha comes a Nendoroid of the
demon slayer Sango! She comes with three face plates including a gentle smiling expression, an
intense combat expression and a cute blushing expression. Optional parts include a miniature figure
of Sango's cat Kirara, her gigantic weapon Hiraikotsu and her gas mask. Nendoroid Miroku (sold

separately) also comes with hand parts to display him holding Nendoroid Sango's hand! (STL215193)
(6817/G12684) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories
Item

SRP: $69.99

JAN232780
KIRBY KING DEDEDE NENDOROID AF (C: 1-1-2)
From Good Smile Company. From the Kirby series of games comes a long-awaited Nendoroid of the
self-proclaimed king of Dream Land, King Dedede! Interchangeable eye and mouth parts are
included for creating a smiling face, a cool-looking determined face and a shocked, jaw-dropped
face. King Dedede's hammer is also included as an optional part! Enjoy creating all kinds of scenes
and situations in Nendoroid form! (STL252088) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (6817/G17116) (C: 11-2) NOTE: Only available in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico, Guatemala, Argentina, Chile and Peru.
Nendoroid

SRP: $74.99

JAN232781
BUZZ LIGHTYEAR ALPHA SUIT NENDOROID AF (C: 1-1-2)
From Good Smile Company. From the movie Lightyear comes a Nendoroid of Buzz Lightyear! The
Nendoroid comes with two face plates: a smiling face and a face with gritted teeth. Optional parts
include his wings, Rascal Blaster and Laser Blade. Be sure to add this adorable Nendoroid of Buzz to
your collection! (STL251177) Scheduled to ship in April 2023. (6817/G17052) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE:
Available only in US and Canada.
Nendoroid

SRP: $89.99

JAN232782
BUZZ LIGHTYEAR SOX NENDOROID AF (C: 1-1-2)
From Good Smile Company. From the movie Lightyear comes a Nendoroid of Buzz's personal
companion robot, Sox! The Nendoroid features articulated eyes and a mouth that can be opened
and closed, making it easy to create Sox's various expressions in Nendoroid form. A mouse and a
computer are included as optional parts. (STL251178) Scheduled to ship in April 2023.
(6817/G17072) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US and Canada.
Nendoroid

SRP: $74.99

JAN232783
LYCORIS RECOIL CHISATO NISHIKIGI NENDOROID AF (C: 1-1-2)
From Good Smile Company. From the anime series Lyoris Recoil comes a Nendoroid of Chisato
Nishikigi! She comes with three face plates including a standard face, an energetic smiling face and a
more serious face for when she is lining up her aim. Optional parts include her Lycoris bag, her

smartphone, her handgun and special arm parts to recreate her shooting pose from the series. A
hand part to display her holding hands with the upcoming Nendoroid Takina Inoue (sold separately)
is included as well, so be sure to display them together! (STL252089) Scheduled to ship in May 2023.
(6817/G17119) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Only available in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico, Guatemala,
Argentina, Chile and Peru.
Nendoroid

SRP: $59.99

JAN232784
NENDOROID MORE SIMPLE STAND HEX TYPE 3PC SET (C: 1-1-2)
From Good Smile Company. Presenting a set of 3 simple and affordable display stands! With a spacesaving hexagonal base, these stands feature a plain design perfect for articulated figures, chibi
figures, plastic models and more. The support arm is equipped with a 3mm pin for connecting to
holes of corresponding size. Attachable clamp-style parts and extender parts for tights spaces are
also included. The stands are made with transparent ABS resin. The base area is approximately 3.2" x
3.7". (STL250939) Scheduled to ship in May 2023. (6817/G16528) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Only available in:
US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico, Guatemala, Argentina, Chile and Peru.
Nendoroid Accessory

SRP: $11.99

JAN232785
NENDOROID MORE SIMPLE STAND MINI 4PC SET (C: 1-1-2)
From Good Smile Company. Presenting a set of 4 simple and affordable display stands! These stands,
perfect for small figures around 4" in height, feature a plain, transparent design. The support arm is
equipped with a 3mm pin for connecting to holes of corresponding size. Attachable clamp-style parts
and hexagonal pin parts for Nendoroid figures are also included. The stands are made with
transparent ABS resin. The diameter of each base is around 2.3". Two types of support arms—a
curved type and straight type—are included. Note: May not be compatible with some products.
(STL250940) Scheduled to ship in May 2023. (6817/G16529) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Only available in: US,
Canada, US Terr, Mexico, Guatemala, Argentina, Chile and Peru.
Nendoroid Accessory

SRP: $11.99

JAN232786
SHAMAN KING ANNA KYOYAMA NENDOROID AF (C: 1-1-2)
From Good Smile Company. From the anime series Shaman King comes a Nendoroid of the Itako
Annya Kyoyama! She comes with a standard face plate and a scolding face plate. Optional parts
include a head part without her bandana, the Tome of the Shaman, her rosary beads and a slapped
face plate for use with Nendoroid Yoh Asakura (sold separately), allowing you to capture scenes of
Anna's "Legendary Left" in Nendoroid form! (STL251181) Scheduled to ship in June 2023.
(6817/G17091) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Only available in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico, Guatemala,
Argentina, Chile and Peru.

Nendoroid

SRP: $79.99

JAN232787
SKULLGIRLS VALENTINE NENDOROID AF (C: 1-1-2)
From Good Smile Company. From Skullgirls comes a Nendoroid of Valentine! She comes with three
interchangeable face plates including a standard face, a smirking face and an eating face. She also
comes with her bonesaw, a syringe and a bar of chocolate as optional parts. Additionally, the inner
cardboard packaging of the Nendoroid's box features a Skull design background. Enjoy creating all
kinds of poses and situations! (STL252087) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (6817/G17117) (C: 1-1-2)
NOTE: Only available in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico, Guatemala, Argentina, Chile and Peru.
Nendoroid

SRP: $69.99

JAN232788
VSHOJO IRONMOUSE NENDOROID AF (C: 1-1-2)
From Good Smile Company. From the popular VTuber group VShojo comes a Nendoroid of VTuber
Ironmouse! She comes with three interchangeable face plates including a standard face, a smirking
face and a blushing face. She also comes with her buddy Bubi, a slice of pizza and a microphone as
optional parts. Enjoy creating all kinds of poses and situations! (STL251179) Scheduled to ship in July
2023. (6817/G17112) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Only available in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico, Guatemala,
Argentina, Chile and Peru.
Nendoroid

SRP: $74.99

JAN232789
WATATEN AN ANGEL FLEW DOWN MIYAKO HOSHINO NENDOROID AF (C: 1
From Good Smile Company. From Wataten!: An Angel Flew Down to Me: Precious Friends comes a
Nendoroid of Miyako Hoshino, the shy college student who makes cosplay costumes as a hobby! She
comes with three face plates including a smiling face, a troubled face and an excited face. Optional
parts include her cell phone, essential for taking photos, as well as replaceable bangs with an
anemone hairpin. The Nendoroid also comes with plenty of hand and leg parts for creating different
poses. (STL250942) Scheduled to ship in May 2023. (6817/G17098) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Only available
in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico, Guatemala, Argentina, Chile and Peru.
Nendoroid

SRP: $59.99

ANIME

JAN232790
ATELIER RYZA 2 SPIRITALE RYZA BLACK SWIMWEAR 1/6 PVC FIG (Ne

From Taito. Presenting an all new variant figure in the TAITO SPIRITALE line: Reisalin "Ryza" Stout,
from the Atelier series, ready for a hot day on the beach in her swimsuit! Each detail is delicately
brought to life, from Ryza's soft curves and cute outfit to her realistic Fi tube and Puni beach ball.
This color variation of Ryza features her deeply tanned and wearing a gold and black swimsuit. She
comes with bonus water droplet stickers so you can display her just coming out of the water!
(STL250950) Scheduled to ship in June 2023. (1089/STL250950) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in
US, Canada, and US territories.
PVC Figure

SRP: $299.99

JAN232791
BLEACH B-STYLE RANGIKU MATSUMOTO SWIM SUIT PVC FIG (MR) (C:
From MegaHouse. Former Lieutenant of the Tenth Division Rangiku Matsumoto from Bleach joins
your collection as a summery B-Style figure from MegaHouse! Dressed in a barely-there white
patterned bikini, fans can enjoy incredible detail from all angles. This 1/4-scale figure stands an
imposing 15" tall and is sure to stand out in any collection! (STL251195) Scheduled to ship in August
2023. (1903/834745) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
MATURE THEMES
Figure SRP: $584.99

JAN232792
CHAINSAW MAN 1/7 PVC FIG (MR) (C: 1-1-2)
From Estream. From the smash hit manga Chainsaw Man comes a new Shibuya Scramble Figure of
the protagonist, Denji! Standing victorious over an enemy, Denji poses menacingly waiting for his
next opponent. This 1/7-scale figure stands 11 1/2" tall. (STL248667) Scheduled to ship in September
2023. (3145/STL248667) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
MATURE THEMES
Figure SRP: $769.99

JAN232793
CHAINSAW MAN POCHITA 1/1 POSING SOFT VINYL FIGURE (C: 1-1-2)
From Furyu. Now you can have a chainsaw devil of your very own with this 1/1-scale soft vinyl
Pochita! Measuring 13 3/8" tall, Pochita features posable limbs so you can display him walking, or
even sitting! (STL243248) Scheduled to ship in September 2023. (6817/FR95852) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE:
Only available in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico, Guatemala, Argentina, Chile and Peru.
Figure SRP: $319.99

JAN232794

CHAINSAW MAN POWER 1/7 PVC FIG (C: 1-1-2)
From Furyu. Blood Fiend and Public Safety Devil Hunter, Power, from hit anime Chainsaw Man,
strikes a menacing pose in this 1/7 scale figure from Furyu! Weilding her scythe and sporting a
devilish smile, this 10" tall figure includes a base littered with blood-red weapons. (STL243249)
Scheduled to ship in September 2023. (6817/FR95857) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Only available in: US,
Canada, US Terr, Mexico, Guatemala, Argentina, Chile and Peru.
Figure SRP: $444.99

JAN232795
CHOU-DAN-KADOU RONIN WARRIORS KENTO OF HARDROCK PX AF
From Sentinel. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Born from Sentinel's own virtue of Justice, Chou-Dan-Kadou
Kento Of Hardrock is an action figure you can't miss out on! This PREVIEWS Exclusive figure is the
sixth entry in the Chou-Dan-Kadou action figure series which features attachable armor that can be
equipped to a fully posable character action figure! The armor can be displayed on its own with the
use of the included frame base, recreating the form it appears as when summoned. The three
sectioned staff can be shown in all its forms through the use of exchangeable parts. A total of four
face parts with different expressions that stay true to Noriyasu Shioyama's original character design
for Shin are included. Also, magnets are implemented in certain weapons. (STL258837) Scheduled to
ship in October 2023. (3403) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, US territories, Canada, UK and
Ireland.
Figure SRP: $145.00

JAN232796
CODE GEASS LELOUCH REBELLION CC BARE LEGS BUNNY PVC FIG (C:
From MegaHouse. From the anime series Code Geass: Lelouch of the Rebellion comes a C.C. Bunny
Version with bare legs! Showing off her long slender legs, C.C.'s bright green hair contrasts
beautifully against her shiny bunny suit. Be sure to add this special 1/4-scale B-style figure to your
collection. (STL251194) Scheduled to ship in June 2023. (1903/511110) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available
only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $389.99

JAN232797
A COUPLE OF CUCKOOS HIRO SEGAWA BUNNY 1/7 PVC FIG (C: 1-1-2)
From Kadokawa. From A Couple of Cuckoos, the rom-com anime series about two people switched
at birth, comes a scale figure of Hiro Segawa in a bunny girl outfit! Even in a bunny outfit, the
talented and beautiful Hiro Segawa looks stunning. Her pose is relaxed as she reaches up to touch
the tip of one of her bunny ears. Enjoy Hiro's coquettish charm! The base of the figure features a fun
chocolate-inspired color and design. (STL251549) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (6817/KK49981) (C:
1-1-2) NOTE: Only available in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico, Guatemala, Argentina, Chile and Peru.

Figure SRP: $209.99

JAN232798
GOBLIN SLAYER SWORD MAIDEN 1/7 PVC FIG (C: 1-1-2)
From Anigift. From the TV anime Goblin Slayer comes a 1/7-scale figure of the popular character
Sword Maiden! Details such as the jewels and metal decorations on the sacred balance sword have
been replicated. Retaining the noble aesthetic of the Sword Maiden, this figure stand just over 9" tall
features blonde hair with pearl paint that looks like it has been bathed in holy light. A face part
without a blindfold, removable hood and stand are included. (STL250457) Scheduled to ship in
October 2023. (3145/STL250457) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
PVC Figure

SRP: $429.99

JAN232799
KONO SUBARASHII MEGUMIN HOODIE LOOK CHOMUSUKE 1/7 PVC FIG (C
From Kadokawa. A figure with an attachable/removable hoodie! Megumin is the first installment in
the Hoodie?Look series! A cute figure of Megumin wearing a hoodie inspired by Chomusuke from
the extremely popular Kono Subarashii Sekai Ni Syukufuku Wo! anime series is here! This figure has
a design exclusive to CAworks and is clad in a Chomusuke hoodie while also wearing fluffy
loungewear! Her hoodie has wings and a tail just like Chomusuke, and her shy pose has been
carefully recreated, turning it into a figure with a lively presence! Parts can be exchanged to remove
the hoodie to display a cheerful, smiling Megumin striking a V sign pose! (STL250356) Scheduled to
ship in May 2023. (6817/KK52903) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Only available in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico,
Guatemala, Argentina, Chile and Peru.
Figure SRP: $234.99

JAN232800
KONO SUBARASHII SEKAI DARKNESS BARE LEG BUNNY 1/4 PVC FIG (M
From FREEing. From Kono Subarashii Sekai Ni Syukufuku Wo! comes a bare leg bunny figure of the
crusader of Kazuma's party, Darkness! This special version features Darkness' popular bunny suit
minus the net tights, showing off her bare legs instead. Be sure to add her to your collection, and
enjoy her gorgeous bare-legged appearance! (STL250974) Scheduled to ship in July 2023.
(6817/F51127) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Only available in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico, Guatemala,
Argentina, Chile and Peru.
MATURE THEMES
Figure SRP: $349.99

JAN232801

KONO SUBARASHII SEKAI YUNYUN BARE LEG BUNNY 1/4 PVC FIG (MR)
From FREEing. From Kono Subarashii Sekai Ni Syukufuku Wo! comes a bare leg bunny figure of
Megumin's rival, the arch-wizard Yunyun! This special version features Yunyun's popular bunny suit
minus the net tights, showing off Yunyun's bare legs instead. The figure stands at an astounding 14
1/2" in height. Be sure to add this special figure featuring the genius arch-wizard of the Crimson
Magic Clan with bare legs to your collection! (STL250943) Scheduled to ship in June 2023.
(6817/F51126) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Only available in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico, Guatemala,
Argentina, Chile and Peru.
MATURE THEMES
Figure SRP: $349.99

JAN232802
LYCORIS RECOIL CHISATO NISHIKIGI PLUSHIE (C: 1-1-2)
From Good Smile Company. From Japanese mixed-media project Lycoris Recoil comes new plushies
from Good Smile! These super huggable plushes of Chisato Nishikigi and Takina Inoue measure
about 6 5/8" tall. (STL251540) Scheduled to ship in March 2023. (6817/G16523) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE:
Only available in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico, Guatemala, Argentina, Chile and Peru.
Plush

SRP: $39.99

JAN232803
LYCORIS RECOIL TAKINA INOUE PLUSHIE (C: 1-1-2)
From Good Smile Company. From Japanese mixed-media project Lycoris Recoil comes new plushies
from Good Smile! Each super huggable plush measures about 6.6" tall. (STL251541) Scheduled to
ship in March 2023. (6817/G16524) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Only available in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico,
Guatemala, Argentina, Chile and Peru.
Plush

SRP: $39.99

JAN232804
MADE IN ABYSS DAWN DEEP SOUL LIGHT BONDREWD 1/7 PVC FIG (C:
From QuesQ. Bondrewd from Made in Abyss the Movie: Dawn of the Deep Soul is now an awesome
display figure from Quest Q! He's in his iconic pose with his hands outstretched; the contrast
between his gigantic scaly tail and the flow of his clothing is a highlight. The slit part of his mask can
light up with an LED, and the tank he carries on his back can be opened to reveal the cartridge
inside. Careful paintwork leads to the impression of color in what might be thought of as a solid
black figure. (STL246007) Scheduled to ship in December 2023. (3145/STL246007) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE:
Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
PVC Figure

SRP: $449.99

JAN232805
MASTER OF DIABOLISM LAN WANGJI CHILDHOOD 1/8 PVC FIG (C: 1-1
From Good Smile Arts Shanghai. From the popular Chinese animated series The Master of Diabolism
comes a scale figure of Lan Wangji from his childhood! The vignette-style figure features Lan Wangji
holding a guqin beneath a magnolia tree. The stone lantern can be lit up by installing a miniature LED
(sold separately), further emphasizing the figure's refreshing colors and warm atmosphere. Be sure
to add this adorable figure of Lan Wangji in his childhood to your collection! Please Note: No LED is
included. A commercially available LED light bulb less than 15mm in diameter can be used in the
lantern part to use the light-up effect. (STL232558) Scheduled to ship in March 2023.
(6817/GAS94522) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
PVC Figure

SRP: $244.99

JAN232806
METAMOR-FORCE MADO KING GRANZORT WINZERT AF (C: 1-1-2)
From Sentinel. Sentinel's Metamor-Force series is proud to present Granzort! The figure is a gem
that incorporates movability and deformation gimmicks into a life-size balance that emphasizes the
image of the play. Also, die-cast parts are used to create a sense of weight, and the size is designed
to be easy to collect for series development. The size of the figure makes it easy to collect, and the
stand is based on the image of a magic circle. The "Sentinel-like" explosion of Granzort is proudly
completed! (STL257838) Scheduled to ship in October 2023. (3403) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only
in US, US territories, Canada, UK and Ireland.
Figure SRP: $145.00

JAN232807
OVERLORD ALBEDO YUKATA 1/8 PVC FIG (C: 1-1-2)
From Furyu. From the popular anime Overlord III comes a must-have figure re-release of Albedo
looking adorably shy in a beautiful yukata. Standing 9 1/8" in 1/8-scale, she looks ready for a
summer festival date with Ainz as she stands bashfully in a lovely yukata that features her trademark
spiderweb design and holds a fan to her chest featuring Ainz on it. Her shy look is completed through
her bashful smile and blushing cheeks as she shyly looks down and her jet black wings which are
stunningly detailed down to each individual feather and encircle her close to her body. (STL250944)
Scheduled to ship in May 2023. (6817/FR95885) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Only available in: US, Canada, US
Terr, Mexico, Guatemala, Argentina, Chile and Peru.
Figure SRP: $219.99

JAN232808
PLAIOBOT TENGEN TOPPA GURREN LAGANN LAZENGANN MODEL KIT (Net

From Sentinel. From the Tengen Toppa Gurren Lagann anime series comes Lazengann the second
release from the Plaiobot model kit series! Parts come in 4 colors, with the head and chest parts prepainted to allow for easy building of this awesome Gunman! Mask part of the chest can be removed
to reveal the sharp fangs underneath. As a original feature seen only with this product the Gurren
Wing included on the Plaiobot Gurren Lagann kit can be attached to the back of Lazengann! Will
include 2 long drills and unpainted Lordgenome statue that can be used with the kit. (STL170174)
Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (3403) (C: 0-1-0) NOTE: Not available in Japan
Item

SRP: $55.00

JAN232809
PLAIOBOT TENGEN TOPPA GURREN LAGANN MODEL KIT (C: 0-1From 1000 Toys. Sentinel is proud to announce Gurren Lagann from the Anime masterpiece Tengen
Toppa Gurren Lagann as the first release in the PLAIOBOT model kit series! Based on the RIOBOT
Gurren Lagann released in 2011, the model kit parts are cast in 5 different colors of plastic, and the
head and chest come painted to allow for simple construction! Included is the Gurren Wing, 3 types
of drills, and the Gurren Boomerang! (STL160116) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (3403) (C: 0-10) NOTE: Not available in Japan.
Model SRP: $55.00

JAN232810
QUINTESSENTIAL QUINT MIKU NAKANO DATE STYLE 1/6 PVC FIG (C:
From Good Smile Company. From the anime series The Quintessential Quintuplets comes a large
1/6-scale figure of Miku Nakano! The figure features Miku in a casual, fashionable outfit for a date at
an amusement park. Enjoy spending a precious moment together with Miku! (STL242468) Scheduled
to ship in September 2023. (6817/G94578) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Only available in: US, Canada, US Terr,
Mexico, Guatemala, Argentina, Chile and Peru.
Figure SRP: $239.99

JAN232811
RE ZERO STARTING LIFE REM AQUA ORB 1/7 PVC FIG (C: 1-1-2)
From Furyu. Painted 1/7-scale ABS & PVC figure with stand included. Approximately 255mm
(10.03in) in height. (STL250945) Scheduled to ship in February 2024. (6817/FR95867) (C: 1-1-2)
NOTE: Only available in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico, Guatemala, Argentina, Chile and Peru.
Figure SRP: $394.99

JAN232812
RENT A GF CHIZURU MIZUHARA 1/7 PVC FIG (C: 1-1-2)

From Good Smile Company. From the anime series Rent-a-Girlfriend comes a 1/7-scale figure of
Chizuru Mizuhara! Chizuru's surprised expression as she turns around, long flowing hair and onepiece dress provide the figure with an impressive, dynamic appearance. All of the charm of the headturning Chizuru Mizuhara has been incorporated into this figure. (STL232555) Scheduled to ship in
June 2023. (6817/G94521) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Only available in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico,
Guatemala, Argentina, Chile and Peru.
PVC Figure

SRP: $279.99

JAN232813
SAEKANO BORING GF UTAHA KASUMIGAOKA 1/7 PVC FIG (C: 1-1-2)
From Phat. From the anime series Saekano: How to Raise a Boring Girlfriend comes a 1/7-scale figure
of Utaha Kasumigaoka, popular novelist and senpai of the main character. Utaha's lovely white dress
and gentle smile that hides her sadistic side have been faithfully created in figure form. Her flowing
hair and dress have been carefully sculpted, while the paintwork of the figure is designed to
preserve illustrator Kurehito Misaki's unique coloring style. (STL232559) Scheduled to ship in
November 2023. (6817/P57591) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
PVC Figure

SRP: $199.99

JAN232814
SHAMAN KING ANNA KYOYAMA 1/7 PVC FIG (C: 1-1-2)
From Bellfine. From the TV anime Shaman King, Itako who performs descent and exorcism as the
wife of Yoh Asakura , the heroine Anna Kyoyama is three-dimensionalized in 1/7-scale with a total
height of about 8 3/4"! Please enjoy every angle of the beautiful and domineering Anna. You can
place Anna on the pedestal of Yoh Asakura (sold separately). By exhibiting two figures side by side,
you can further produce the world view of the work. (STL244097) Scheduled to ship in January 2023.
(6817/BF24323) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Only available in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico, Guatemala,
Argentina, Chile and Peru.
Figure SRP: $194.99

JAN232815
SPICE & WOLF HOLO WOLF AND THE SCENT OF FRUIT 1/7 PVC FIG (C
From Good Smile Company. "Apples are the devil's fruit, full of tempting sweetness as they are."
From Spice and Wolf, the masterpiece light novel series that recently celebrated its 15th
anniversary, comes a 1/7-scale figure of "Holo"! Her long, flaxen hair and characteristic ears and tail
have been carefully sculpted as though fluttering in the wind of a meadow as Holo dances on light
feet, delighting in the sweet fragrance of fruit. (STL232211) Scheduled to ship in November 2023.
(6817/G94515) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Only available in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico, Guatemala,
Argentina, Chile and Peru.
PVC Figure

SRP: $304.99

JAN232816
TOKYO REVENGERS CHOKORIN MASCOT 6PC MINI FIG BMB DS (C
From MegaHouse. The characters of Tokyo Revengers now in small Chokorin Mascot! Features
Characters Takemichi Hanagaki, Manjiro Sano, Ken Ryuguji, Keisuke Baji, Chifuyu Matsuno, and
Takashi Mitsuya. (STL251875) Scheduled to ship in April 2023. (3647/MGH83419) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE:
Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Mini Figure

SRP: $8.00

JAN232817
TOKYO REVENGERS CHOKORIN MASCOT 6PC MINI FIG SET (C: 1
From MegaHouse. The Characters of Tokyo Revengers now in small Chokorin Mascot! Features
Characters Takemichi Hanagaki, Manjiro Sano, Ken Ryuguji, Keisuke Baji, Chifuyu Matsuno, and
Takashi Mitsuya (STL251876) Scheduled to ship in April 2023. (3647/MGH83420) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE:
Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Mini Figure

SRP: $50.00

JAN232818
TOKYO REVENGERS HARMONIA HUMMING MIKEY MANJIRO SANO DOLL (C:
From Orange Rouge. Presenting a Mikey Ver. Harmonia humming doll! From Tokyo Revengers comes
a new doll in Good Smile Company's Harmonia humming doll series based on the likeness of Mikey.
The doll features a wig with Mikey's characteristic hair color, his outfit from the series and original
eyes. The eyes and body are articulated, allowing you to change the direction he is looking along
with his pose. (STL248851) Scheduled to ship in November 2023. (6817/G16530) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE:
Only available in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico, Guatemala, Argentina, Chile and Peru.
Doll

SRP: $279.99

JAN232819
YU-GI-OH DUEL MONS BLUE EYES WHITE DRAGON HOLO ED FIGURE (C:
From MegaHouse. The fearsome Blue Eyes White Dragon from Yu-Gi-Oh! Duel Monsters returns to
the Art Works line from MegaHouse in an all new color scheme! Perched ona blue crystal base, this
non-scale figure stands 10 7/8" tall. (STL247265) Scheduled to ship in June 2023. (1903/834691) (C:
1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $324.99

COMICS

JAN232820
JUDGE DREDD JUDGE FIRE BLACK & WHITE PX 1/18 SCALE MINI AF (
From Hiya Toys. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! The latest white hot variant action figure is the black and
white Judge Fire! Hiya Toys and Rebellion are proud to announce another of the 1/18-scale PVC
action figures in the eagerly anticipated range based on the world of Judge Dredd. Final member of
the Dark Judges, Judge Fire is Clothed in eerie, lethal flames and carries his lethal trident, Fire brings
death and destruction everywhere he goes! This PREVIEWS Exclusive black and white variant of the
Judge Fire figure will come with 16 points of articulation, shoulder and joint pads, chain and badge of
office, utility belt, and his mighty flaming trident. (STL258059) Scheduled to ship in May 2023.
(3425/EMJ0206) (C: 1-1-2)
Figure SRP: $19.99

DEMON SLAYER KIMETSU

JAN232821
GEM SER DEMON SLAYER SHINAZUGAWA-SAN PALM SIZE FIG (C: 1-1-2
From MegaHouse. From Demon Slayer: Kimetsu no Yaiba, MegaHouse presents a new palm-sized
addition of the Wind Hashira Sanemi Shinazugawa to the G.E.M. Series! (STL251192) Scheduled to
ship in June 2023. (1903/834127) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $99.99

JAN232822
GEM SER DEMON SLAYER SHINAZUGAWA-SAN PALM SIZE FIG W/GIFT (C
From MegaHouse. From Demon Slayer: Kimetsu no Yaiba, MegaHouse presents a new palm-sized
addition of the Wind Hashira Sanemi Shinazugawa to the G.E.M. Series! This version includes a
bonus gift. (STL251193) Scheduled to ship in June 2023. (1903/834110) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available
only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $119.99

DESIGNER TOYS

JAN232823
NATIONAL TREASURE PEARL PILLAR BUDDHIST SHRINE 1/7 PVC FIG (
From Myethos. From the Chinese TV show that introduces Chinese national artworks, National
Treasure, comes the third in a series of figures based on artifacts introduced on the show. Based on

illustrator Rella's personification of the Pearl Pillar of the Buddhist Shrine created during the
Northern Song Dynasty, the crystal ball adorning the top of the figure has been transformed into a
beautiful smiling girl. Each and every detail, from the gourd bottle in her hand to the various
decorations adorning the tower, has been elegantly sculpted. The delicacy and beauty of the Pearl
Pillar of the Buddhist Shrine has been carefully preserved, including the carved appearance of the
base. (STL242482) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (6817/MY92365) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Only available
in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico, Guatemala, Argentina, Chile and Peru.
Figure SRP: $274.99

JAN232824
YI REN GUAN HOUSE OF UNHUMANS SU JIU 1/7 SSR FIG (MR) (C: 1From Infinity Studios. From Infinity Studio's SSR FIGURE brand comes the original figure series Yi Ren
Guan - House of Unhumans! The next figure in the series is the 1/7 scale Su Jiu, an original character
designed by popular manga author Asanagi! Asanagi's original illustration has been faithfully
captured in figure form, with careful sculpting of her voluptuous body, a charming expression that
conveys both her gorgeous looks and cunning and dynamically modeled hair. Don't miss the
exceptional textural detail of her tail, either. The accessories adorning her body have also been
carefully captured in figure form, and her realistic-looking shawl provides the figure a luxurious look.
(STL251557) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (6817/IS92542) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Only available in:
US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico, Guatemala, Argentina, Chile and Peru.
MATURE THEMES
Figure SRP: $259.99

DISNEY

JAN232825
LILO & STITCH MEA-045 STITCH ART GALLERY SER MINI FIG 6PC SE
From Beast Kingdom. Artists of the world rejoice, Stitch himself has prepared a collection of
Museum grade art that is of the highest sophistication. Join Beast Kingdom as we prepare a
collection of 3-inch Mini Egg Attack figurines bursting with style from the new 'Stitch Art Gallery'
series. Fans can collect 6 artistic designs for a truly unique collection. Designs include: Stitch with
Scrump, Stitch's Scream, Stitch's Smile, Thinker Stitch, Stitch Stone Statue, Stitch Sport's Stone
Statue, and a bonus Stitch and his Lil Friend! (STL252215) Scheduled to ship in August 2023.
(3389/MEA-045) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure Set

SRP: $83.94

JAN232826
TOY STORY DAH-027DX DYNAMIC 8-CTION HEROES ANDY DAVIS AF DLX

From Beast Kingdom. The DAH-027DX Andy Davis, and DAH-033DX Sid Phillips (sold separately) are
upgraded, deluxe sets, which are back by popular demand! The DAH-033DX Toy Story Sid Phillips
Deluxe Edition Action Figure features 16 points of articulation across the body. Just like the original
version, the set comes with three replaceable head sculpts, four pairs of replaceable hands and the
classic outfit, including his iconic skull top t-shirt made of real fabric! In addition, the deluxe version
also comes with a collection five classic Mutant Toys including Baby Face, Ducky, Legs, Janie and
Pterodactyl. The destroyer of toys, Sid was a specialist in mixing up toys to create new concoctions.
The perfect companion to Andy Davis, this deluxe set is ready to shake up your story of toys today!
(STL254861) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (3389/DAH-027DX) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only
within US and territories.
Action Figure

SRP: $75.90

JAN232827
TOY STORY DAH-033DX DYNAMIC 8-CTION HEROES SID AF DLX (C: 1From Beast Kingdom. The DAH-027DX Andy Davis, and DAH-033DX Sid Phillips (sold separately) are
upgraded, deluxe sets, which are back by popular demand! The DAH-027DX Toy Story Andy Davis
Deluxe Edition Action Figure features 16 points of articulation across the body, and the set comes
with three replaceable head sculpts, four pairs of replaceable hands and a cloth version of Andy's
classic outfit worn in the second movie! the deluxe version also comes with a collection of little
green soldiers and a soldier bucket for storage. A Pixar inspired beach ball as well as Andy's iconic
bed set with frame, pillows and quilt are all also included. A perfect set for fans to replicate the fun
Andy enjoyed in his bedroom for many years! (STL254863) Scheduled to ship in August 2023.
(3389/DAH-033DX) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories.
Action Figure

SRP: $68.99

EVANGELION

JAN232828
EVANGELION REI AYANAMI RADIO EVA V2 1/7 PVC FIG (C: 1-1-2)
From Hobby Max. From Neon Genesis Evangelion, Rei Ayanami, based on an illustration by Mai
Yoneyama for the lifestyle brand Radio EVA, stands about 10" tall in her loose-fitting pants and
jacket with sneakers with a cute and bookish expression. (STL232888) Scheduled to ship in August
2023. (3145/STL232888) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
PVC Figure

SRP: $344.99

JAN232829
EVANGELION REI AYANAMI RADIO EVA V2 1/7 PVC FIG ORG COLOR (C

From Hobby Max. From Neon Genesis Evangelion, Rei Ayanami, based on an illustration by Mai
Yoneyama for the lifestyle brand Radio EVA, stands about 10" tall in her loose-fitting pants and
jacket with sneakers with a cute and bookish expression. (STL232887) Scheduled to ship in August
2023. (3145/STL232887) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
PVC Figure

SRP: $344.99

FATE/GRAND ORDER

JAN232830
FATE GRAND ORDER ASSASSIN KAMA 1/7 PVC FIG (C: 1-1-2)
From Kadokawa. From the popular smartphone game Fate/Grand Order, KDcolle presents a 1/7scale figure of Assassin/Kama! The 5 star servant from the in-game event Tokugawa Restoration
Labyrinth Ooku is featured here as she appears in her stage two illustration. Her huge weapon is
reproduced with careful modeling, even including pattern engraved on the surface. The gold thread
that wraps around is expressed by using a copper wire. This stunning figure of Kama includes an
alternate faceplate and measures about 10 1/2" tall to the top of her spear. (STL226116) Scheduled
to ship in November 2023. (6817/KK13924) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Only available in: US, Canada, US Terr,
Mexico, Guatemala, Argentina, Chile and Peru.
PVC Figure

SRP: $594.99

FINAL FANTASY

JAN232831
FFVII ANNIVERSARY ART MUSEUM DIGITAL CARD PLUS 20PC BMB DS (
From Square Enix. This card collection commemorating 25th anniversary of Final Fantasy VII,
features over 200 artworks which can be collected both physically and digitally, allowing fans to
enjoy their cards anywhere, anytime. The display box contains 20 card packs. Each card pack
contains 6 physical trading cards randomly selected from all 207 design variations, along with 1
exchange ticket that can be redeemed for any one digital card of choice! (STL252144) Scheduled to
ship in August 2023. (1089/STL252144) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US
territories.
Card Pack

SRP: $3.99

JAN232832
FFVII REMAKE ADORABLE ARTS CLOUD STRIFE FIG (C: 1-1-2)
From Square Enix. Square Enix is happy to introduce an adorable, but cool, stylized figure of Cloud
based on his appearance in Final Fantasy VII Remake. Additional parts allow you to change his pose

to a look that you can practically hear saying "Not interested." (STL252129) Scheduled to ship in
September 2023. (1089/STL252129) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US
territories.
Figure SRP: $74.99

JAN232833
FFVII REMAKE PLAY ARTS KAI TIFA LOCKHART EXOTIC DRESS AF (C:
From Square Enix. Tifa, from Final Fantasy VII Remake, returns to the Play Arts Kai line, this time in a
dress a little more exotic than she's used to! The owner of the Seventh Heaven bar goes through a
total image makeover that includes a flower ornament in her hair and a luxurious obi wrapped
around her. She comes with an interchangeable face, interchangeable sleeves that allow her to be
posed with her sleeves open, various interchangeable hands, and hair that flutters behind her back,
allowing you to recreate a wide range of scenes from the game. (STL252126) Scheduled to ship in
October 2023. (1089/STL252126) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $194.99

JAN232834
FFVII REMAKE STATIC ARTS TIFA LOCKHART EXOTIC DRESS FIG (C:
From Square Enix. Tifa, from Final Fantasy VII Remake, returns to the Static Arts statuette line, this
time in a dress a little more exotic than she's used to! The owner of the Seventh Heaven bar goes
through a total image makeover that includes a flower ornament in her hair and a luxurious obi
wrapped around her. Tifa sits on a stool with her hands placed on her lap, awaiting her mission at
Corneo's mansion. The meticulous details, from the flowing texture of the dress sleeves to Tifa's
dignified expression and silhouette, make this Static Arts figure truly a sight to behold. (STL252127)
Scheduled to ship in October 2023. (1089/STL252127) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada,
and US territories.
Figure SRP: $199.99

JAN232835
FINAL FANTASY CHOCOBO KINITTED PLUSH (C: 1-1-2)
From Square Enix. The Final Fantasy Series Knit Plush is here! Featuring Final Fantasy Knitted Plush
Chocobo, a soft plush toy made of fluffy yarn! The cuteness is overwhelming and just makes you
want to hug it! This plush is not only perfect for decorations, but also makes a great gift and will
make the perfect addition to any fans collection! (STL252136) Scheduled to ship in May 2023.
(1089/STL252136) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Plush

SRP: $42.99

JAN232836

FINAL FANTASY CHOCOBO PLUSH MAGNET (C: 1-1-2)
From Square Enix. Plush magnets featuring the Chocobo and Moogle from the Final Fantasy
franchise are now available! (STL252137) Scheduled to ship in May 2023. (1089/STL252137) (C: 1-12) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Plush

SRP: $17.99

JAN232837
FINAL FANTASY MOOGLE PLUSH MAGNET (C: 1-1-2)
From Square Enix. A plush magnet featuring the face of Chocobo from the FINAL FANTASY franchise
is now available! It looks great displayed together with the Plush Moogle magnet, which is also
available! (STL252143) Scheduled to ship in May 2023. (1089/STL252143) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available
only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Plush

SRP: $17.99

JAN232838
FINAL FANTASY VII REMAKE BUSTER SWORD METAL RULER SET
From Square Enix. The sleek and powerful form of the Buster Sword from Final Fantasy VII Remake
has now been made into an aluminum ruler! This set includes two types of rulers: a 10cm ruler for
easy portability, and a 15cm ruler for longer lines. (STL252185) Scheduled to ship in May 2023.
(1089/STL252185) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Ruler Set

SRP: $37.99

GODZILLA

JAN232839
HISTORY OF GODZILLA PT1 HYPER MODEL TRADING FIG 6PC BMB DS (
From Art Spirits. Art Spirit's Gekizo's Series returns to the iconic world of Godzilla with a collection
spanning the early years of his legacy. With 6 characters in total to collect and standing nearly 4" tall
each. This series is the perfect start for any fan of the Godzilla universe. (STL252184) Scheduled to
ship in July 2023. (6600/AT-066) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Trading Figure SRP: PI

HATSUNE MIKU

JAN232840

CHAR VOCAL SER 01 HATSUNE MIKU 15TH ANNIVERSARY 1/7 PVC FIG
From Good Smile Company. A cute 15th anniversary scale figure of Hatsune Miku with a strawberry
motif! Hatsune Miku appears in a brand new strawberry motif outfit for her 15th anniversary on the
31st of August, 2022! The 15th Anniversary Figure Project illustration by En Morikura has been
transformed into a scale figure. Her gorgeous outfit adorned with strawberry decorations and
ruffles, realistic tableware, and spiraling twintails have all been faithfully captured in figure form.
(STL250637) Scheduled to ship in February 2024. (6817/G94612) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Only available in:
US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico, Guatemala, Argentina, Chile and Peru.
Figure SRP: $434.99

JAN232841
CHAR VOCAL SER 01 HATSUNE MIKU GAO SHAN LIU SHU 1/7 PVC FIG
From Good Smile Company. From Character Vocal Series 01: Hatsune Miku comes a scale figure of
Hatsune Miku in a traditional Chinese outfit! The figure is faithfully based on a shan shui style
illustration by YYB that captures and combines elements of both the Chinese legend Gao Shan Liu
Shui and the guzheng song Liu Shui. Special care has been taken to capture the colors of the original
illustration with finely detailed paintwork. (STL225012) Scheduled to ship in December 2023.
(6817/G94481) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Only available in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico, Guatemala,
Argentina, Chile and Peru.
PVC Figure

SRP: $399.99

JAN232842
CHAR VOCAL SER 01 HATSUNE MIKU SOLWA 1/7 PVC FIG (C: 1-1-2)
From Good Smile Company. From Character Vocal Series 01: Hatsune Miku comes a scale figure of
Hatsune Miku based on a collaboration with the premium brand COCOLLABO and their apparel
brand SOLWA! The 1/7-scale figure is based on a special illustration of Miku by Mai Yoneyama.
Miku's twintails feature a liquid-like texture, and her outfit has been made with the use of
translucent parts, making for a figure with plenty to look at from head to toe. (STL229307)
Scheduled to ship in June 2023. (6817/G94494) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Only available in: US, Canada, US
Terr, Mexico, Guatemala, Argentina, Chile and Peru.
Figure SRP: $304.99

JAN232843
CHAR VOCAL SER 01 HATSUNE MIKU VIRTUAL POP STAR 1/7 PVC FIG
From Good Smile Company. From Character Vocal Series 01: Miku Hatsune comes a scale figure
based on the album art of popular vocaloid producer Mitchie M's long-awaited second full album
Virtual Pop Star! Based on Haruhiko Mikimoto's illustration, the figure was sculpted by Chieri, a
longtime fan of Mikimoto's work. The figure's overwhelmingly detailed sculpting is complemented
by ultra-precise paintwork. Additionally, the base of the figure can be displayed lit up. This rainbow

glow effect makes it possible to capture the fantastic atmosphere of the original album art in figure
form. (STL241107) Scheduled to ship in March 2024. (6817/M04330) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Only available
in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico, Guatemala, Argentina, Chile and Peru.
Figure SRP: $704.99

JAN232844
HATSUNE MIKU AMG 2022 SUPER GT RD 5 1/43 SCALE CAR (C: 1-1-2
From Good Smile Racing. A 1/43 scale version of the 2022 model that took first place in Round 5!
The Good Smile Hatsune Miku AMG that took first place at Round 5 in the SUPER GT GT300 class in
2022 has been made into a miniature car! Neco's Racing Miku 2022 Ver. illustration and the
innovative color scheme have been faithfully included on the design. The body of the car is made of
resin. (STL251542) Scheduled to ship in April 2023. (6817/GR84296) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Only available
in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico, Guatemala, Argentina, Chile and Peru.
Mini Car

SRP: $124.99

JAN232845
HATSUNE MIKU COLORFUL STAGE ROSE CAGE 1/7 PVC FIG (C: 1-1-2)
From Good Smile Company. From the smartphone game Hatsune Miku: Colorful Stage! comes a
scale figure of Hatsune Miku wearing her "Rose Cage" outfit as designed by illustrator En Morikura!
The charm of En Morikura's original illustration has been captured in incredible detail. From her
elaborately sculpted twintail hairstyle to the delicate lace accents and sparkling skirt of her outfit,
the figure is packed with gorgeous detail from top to bottom. (STL241765) Scheduled to ship in
March 2024. (6817/G94572) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Only available in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico,
Guatemala, Argentina, Chile and Peru.
PVC Figure

SRP: $419.99

JAN232846
HATSUNE MIKU MAGICAL MIRAI 10TH ANNIVERSARY 1/7 PVC FIG (C:
From Di Molto Bene. Reproducing the 1/1-scale statue of the virtual idol from the Hatsune Miku
Magical Mirai 10th anniversary event, now fans can celebrate Miku's 10th anniversary in their own
collection with this 1/7-scale version! Standing over 12" tall, this magical Miku features a cute spacey
theme with incredible details from her starry wand to her long flowing twintails. (STL248437)
Scheduled to ship in September 2023. (6817/CO11202) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Only available in: US,
Canada, US Terr, Mexico, Guatemala, Argentina, Chile and Peru.
Figure SRP: $454.99

JAN232847

HATSUNE MIKU SUMMER FIREWORKS 1/7 PVC FIG (C: 1-1-2)
From Furyu. Celebrate the end of summer with this stunning figure of Hatsune Miku! Dressed in a
short yukata and perched on a sculpted base featuring a stony path, Miku's signature twintails are
sculpted fluttering in the wind. Full of incredible tiny details, this 9 3/4" tall statue is sure to add
some festivity to any Vocaloid collection! (STL250715) Scheduled to ship in October 2023.
(6817/FR95868) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Only available in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico, Guatemala,
Argentina, Chile and Peru.
Plastic Model Kit

SRP: $389.99

JOJO'S BIZARRE ADVENTURE

JAN232848
JOJOS BIZARRE ADV PT 3 STATUE LEGEND HIEROPHANT GREEN FIG (C
From Medicos. Hierophant Green from Jojo's Bizarre Adventure makes his Statue Legend debut! This
detailed sculpt of Noriaki Kakyoin's Stand is approximately 9 1/4" tall and posed in position, ready to
fire off his signature Emerald Splash attack! (STL247355) Scheduled to ship in May 2023.
(6817/ME22650) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Only available in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico, Guatemala,
Argentina, Chile and Peru.
Figure SRP: $94.99

JAN232849
JOJOS BIZARRE ADV PT 3 STATUE LEGEND NORIAKI KAKYOIN FIG (C:
From Medicos. Striking a fabulous pose, this beautifully crafted 9" statue of Noriaki Kakyoin is a
must-have for fans of the JoJo's Bizarre Adventure: Stardust Crusaders series! (STL247349)
Scheduled to ship in May 2023. (6817/ME22651) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Only available in: US, Canada, US
Terr, Mexico, Guatemala, Argentina, Chile and Peru.
Figure SRP: $94.99

MANGA

JAN232850
FALSLANDER HEMET NETHEL 1/7 PVC FIG (C: 1-1-2)
From Wing. Presenting a 1/7-scale figure of Hemet Nethel from the original illustration series
Falslander by illustrator neco. Her combat suit, detailed armor, belt and other small decorations
have been brought into figure form in incredible detail. Her mask and front hair parts can be
swapped out with alternate parts to display her without her mask on. (STL251550) Scheduled to ship

in August 2023. (6817/WG700580) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Only available in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico,
Guatemala, Argentina, Chile and Peru.
Figure SRP: $274.99

JAN232851
HANFU GIRLS LOTUS REFLECTION 1/7 PVC FIGURE (MR) (C: 1-1-2)
From Apex. Planned and produced by APEX, here comes an 1/7-scale PVC figurine with the title of
Lotus Reflection, based upon the original illustration series Hanfu Girls drawn by illustrator Anmi.
This 1/7-scale figurine features a beautiful girl wearing a set of pink Hanfu (Chinese traditional
costume) while holding a round fan in her hand. (STL241806) Scheduled to ship in January 2024.
(3145/STL241806) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
MATURE THEMES
PVC Figure

SRP: $344.99

JAN232852
MEIDO-BUSOU JAVELIN 1/7 PVC FIG (A) (C: 1-1-2)
Scheduled to ship in September 2023. (3145/STL245100)For more information on this item and a
copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, ask your local comic shop. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only
within US and territories.
ADULT MATERIAL
PVC Figure

SRP: $599.99

JAN232853
MIMI USADA GOLD ILLUSTRATION BY SAITOM 1/6 PVC FIG (A) (C: 1
Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (3145/STL252162)For more information on this item and a copy of
the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, ask your local comic shop. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within
US and territories.
ADULT MATERIAL
PVC Figure

SRP: $364.99

JAN232854
RENT A GF CHIZURU MIZUHARA CAT COSTUME NON-SCALE PVC FIG (MR
From Union Creative. Chizuru Mizuhara from Rent-A-Girlfriend lounges around in an adorable cat
costume in this non-scale figure from Union Creative! She measures about 10 1/2" tall from head to

toe. (STL242805) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (3145/STL242805) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only
in US, Canada, and US territories.
MATURE THEMES
PVC Figure

SRP: $224.99

JAN232855
TANA CHINA DRESS 1/6 PVC FIG (MR) (C: 1-1-2)
From Neomax Creative. Popular illustrator Aiko's original character Tana-chan is now a charming
1/6-scale figure from Neonmax! The exquisite atmosphere of the original illustration has been
faithfully reproduced, down to the bows that decorate her dress, and the skull-themed steamed
buns she's enjoying. (STL252219) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (3145/STL252219) (C: 1-1-2)
NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
MATURE THEMES
PVC Figure

SRP: $349.99

JAN232856
TO LOVE RU DARKNESS LALA SATALIN DEVILUKE 1/7 PVC FIG (MR) (
From Amakuni. Lala Satalin Deviluke from To Love-Ru Darkness wears an arabian inspired outfit in
this 1/7-scale figure! Based on the cover illustration of the To Love-ru Darkness Art Book: Harem
Gold by Kentaro Yabuki, she stands just under 9" tall. (STL241865) Scheduled to ship in September
2023. (3145/STL241865) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
MATURE THEMES
PVC Figure

SRP: $294.99

MODELS

JAN232857
BIG O MODEROID BIG O NON-SCALE PLASTIC MDL KIT (C: 1-1-2)
From Good Smile Company. From the anime series The Big O comes a plastic model of the
Megadeus Big O controlled by the main character, Roger Smith! The mecha stands at an impressive
9" in height and has been made with several special features incorporated throughout. The Griffon,
included with the plastic model, can be stored in Big O's feet, just like in the series. The cockpit can
also be displayed both closed and open, and its eyes can even be displayed lit up—a first for the
MODEROID series! Display Big O's eyes lit-up using the LED unit included with the kit! (Separately
sold LR41 batteries x3 required for use.) Big O's Sudden Impact attack can be created using the
articulated Strike Piles, and it can be displayed with its Missile Party and Cannon Party weapons

deployed. (STL250714) Scheduled to ship in June 2023. (6817/G16531) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Only
available in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico, Guatemala, Argentina, Chile and Peru.
Model Kit

SRP: $89.99

MOVIE/TV

JAN232858
BITTEN SERIES JACKSON AF (C: 1-1-2)
From Asmus Toys. In the year 2031, a deadly virus sweeps through the world and turning the living
souls into what is known as Zombies! In just the matter of months, 90% of the human populations
are infected, annihilate the lifestyle that we know, and crush the world into ruins of horror. From the
series Bitten comes the Jackson and Johsnon 1/6-scale collectible action figures! Standing over 11"
tall, the figures featuresover 22 points of articulation, a super realistic head sculpt, plus
exchangeable mouth pieces and removable brain accessory! Each comes dressed in a weathered
cloth suit with interchangable hand and leg parts for a variety of display options! (STL250436)
Scheduled to ship in February 2023. (3396/STL250436) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US,
Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $150.00

JAN232859
BITTEN SERIES JOHNSON AF (C: 1-1-2)
From Asmus Toys. In the year 2031, a deadly virus sweeps through the world and turning the living
souls into what is known as Zombies! In just the matter of months, 90% of the human populations
are infected, annihilate the lifestyle that we know, and crush the world into ruins of horror. From the
series Bitten comes the Johnson 1/6 scaled collectible action figure! Standing over 11" tall, the figure
features over 22 points of articulation, a super realistic head sculpt of zombie codename - Johnson,
plus exchangeable mouth pieces and removable brain accessory! He comes dressed in a weathered
cloth suit with interchangable hand and leg parts for a variety of display options! Asmus Toys stand
is included. (STL250441) Scheduled to ship in February 2023. (3396/STL250441) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE:
Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $150.00

JAN232860
BOYS SERIES STARLIGHT 1/6 AF (C: 1-1-2)
From Star Ace Toys. From the hit 2019 Amazon Prime TV show The Boys, the newest member of the
Seven, Starlight, bursts onto the scene as a 1/6-scale collectible figure from Star Ace! Measuring
around 11 3/4" tall in 1/6-scale, she features a fully realized authentic likeness of Erin Moriarty as
Starlight featuring specially hand painted detailed skin texture and accurate facial expression. She

wears a full fabric costume and comes with alternate hands, a hairband, and a flash effect.
(STL252121) Scheduled to ship in March 2023. (3220/SA0119) (C: 1-1-2)
Figure SRP: $288.99

JAN232861
BOYS SERIES STARLIGHT 1/6 AF DLX VER (C: 1-1-2)
From Star Ace Toys. From the hit 2019 Amazon Prime TV show The Boys, the newest member of the
Seven, Starlight, bursts onto the scene as a 1/6 scale collectible figure from Star Ace! Measuring
around 11.8 inches tall in 1/6 scale, she features a fully realized authentic likeness of Erin Moriarty as
Starlight featuring specially hand painted detailed skin texture and accurate facial expression. She
wears a full fabric costume and comes with alternate hands, a hairband, and a flash effect. The
Deluxe Version comes with a diorama base, light-effect attachments for her hands and a gloved set
of light-up hands to show off her powers. (STL252125) Scheduled to ship in March 2023.
(3220/SA0120) (C: 1-1-2)
Figure SRP: $378.99

JAN232862
RAMBO FIRST BLOOD EXQUISITE SUPER SERIES PX 1/12 AF (C: 0-1From Hiya Toys. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! A soldier haunted by memories of Vietnam, he was once the
perfect killing machine. Now he's finding a place to eat around, but finds instead an over-zealous,
small-town sheriff. Hiya Toys is proud to announce the Rambo 1/12-scale action figure from First
Blood! This Hiya Toys EXQUISITE SUPER Rambo is a 1/12-scale high-end action figure that measures
just over 6" tall and features a custom designed, fully articulated body. With built-in joints at the
neck, chest and waist, this figure also includes 6 interchangeable hands, 2 interchangeable heads,
and various weapon accessories to help Rambo in his quest for survival! (STL258867) Scheduled to
ship in August 2023. (3425/ESR0097) (C: 0-1-2)
Action Figure

SRP: $79.99

ONE PIECE

JAN232863
ONE PIECE PLAYBACK MEMORIES RED-HAIRED SHANKS FIG (C: 1-1-2)
From MegaHouse. Red-haired Shanks as he appears in the latest movie One Piece: Film Red, joins
your P.O.P collection the first time in 10 years! In addition to his powerful expression and pose, this
figure fully captures Shanks' charm and stands approximately 8 1/4" tall. (STL247247) Scheduled to
ship in June 2023. (1903/716324) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $324.99

RE ZERO

JAN232864
RE ZERO STARTING LIFE ECHIDNA WEDDING 1/7 PVC FIG (C: 1-1-2)
From Phat. From the popular anime series Re:ZERO -Starting Life in Another World- comes a 1/7scale figure of Echidna! Echidna has been brought into figure form in a wedding version to match the
previously released wedding dress figures of Rem, Ram, and Emilia. Opposite of the previous figures
in the series, Echidina's outfit features a black dress and veil. The figure also features translucent,
long white hair and an expressive smile, perfectly capturing Echidna's charm. (STL251547) Scheduled
to ship in April 2024. (6817/P96984) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Only available in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico,
Guatemala, Argentina, Chile and Peru.
Figure SRP: $204.99

JAN232865
RE ZERO STARTING LIFE IN ANOTHER WORLD REM 1/7 PVC FIG (C: 1
From Bellfine. From Re:ZERO -Starting Life in Another World-, the popular character Rem is brought
to life in a battle posture! This figure reproduces the cute and lovely REM fighting with a powerful
morning star. Her translucent effect base creates a powerful display! (STL244112) Scheduled to ship
in February 2023. (6817/BF24293) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Only available in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico,
Guatemala, Argentina, Chile and Peru.
Figure SRP: $259.99

SAILOR MOON

JAN232866
PRETTY SAILOR MOON COSMIC HEART COMPACT PROPLICA BRILLIANT (
From Tamashii Nations. The PROPLICA Cosmic Heart Compact, released in 2016, returns with new
sculpting and a luxurious color-chromed finish! This Brilliant Color Edition amplifies all of the
romance and drama of the original, for fans everywhere! Includes a Stand and 3 LR44 Batteries (For
test purposes only). (STL250716) Scheduled to ship in June 2023. (3647/BAS63914) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE:
Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Replica SRP: $90.00

SCI FI

JAN232867
JOYTOY 9TH ARMY WHITE IRON CALVARY FIREPOWER MAN 1/18 FIG (N
From Bloomage Joytoy Tech. From Joy Toy, the White Iron Cavalry Heavy Firepower figure is now
available! This 1/18-scale figure is highly detailed and features exclusive weapon accessories.
(STL258026) Scheduled to ship in March 2023. (3584/JT3952) (C: 0-1-2)
Figure SRP: $55.00

JAN232868
JOYTOY CANGWU TEMPLE MONK WUNIAN 1/18 AF (C: 0-1-2)
From Bloomage Joytoy Tech. Joining your collection from JoyToy is the Cangwu Temple Monk
Wunian! Featuring incredible detail in 1/18-scale, he comes with interchangable hand, wrist, and
cape accessories and stands about 4.5" tall. (STL255155) Scheduled to ship in March 2023.
(3584/JT2863) (C: 0-1-2)
Figure SRP: $40.00

JAN232869
JOYTOY OBSIDIAN ORON KNIGHT ASSAULTER 1/18 FIG (C: 0-1
From Bloomage Joytoy Tech. From Joy Toy, this Obsidian Oron Knight figure is incredibly detailed in
1/18-scale. Each 4" figure is highly articulated and includes interchangable heads and hands, plus
weapon accessories and several pieces of removable gear! (STL258025) Scheduled to ship in March
2023. (3584/JT3969) (C: 0-1-2)
Figure SRP: $55.00

JAN232870
JOYTOY WUZUN SECT TENGTAIN YUE 1/18 AF (C: 0-1-2)
From Bloomage Joytoy Tech. Joining your collection from JoyToy is the Wuzun Sect Tengtain Yue!
Featuring incredible detail in 1/18-scale, he comes with interchangable hand, shin, and collar
accessories and stands about 4 1/2" tall. (STL255157) Scheduled to ship in March 2023.
(3584/JT3235) (C: 0-1-2)
Figure SRP: $40.00

TRANSFORMERS

JAN232871
TRANSFORMERS REVENGE OF THE FALLEN MEGATRON DLX SCALE FIG (N

From Threezero. Hasbro and threezero are thrilled to present you Megatron from the Transformers:
Revenge of the Fallen film as the next figure in the Transformers DLX collectible articulated figure
series! At 11 1/4" tall, this collectible figure features approximately 53 points of articulation, with a
die-cast metal frame and LED illuminated eyes. The tank treads at the knee joints replicate the
rotating mechanisms as seen in the movie with an inter-linking shin function that runs through the
ankle for exceptional articulation. Accessories include one fusion cannon that is interchangeable
with right forearm, two pairs of interchangeable hands, and a DLX Action Stand for more dynamic
poses. Requires AG13 batteries x 2 (Batteries Not Included). (STL258061) Scheduled to ship in
September 2023. (2026/3Z02820W0) (C: 1-1-2)
Figure SRP: $239.00

VIDEO GAMES

JAN232872
ARKNIGHTS BAGPIPE ELITE 2 1/7 PVC FIG (C: 1-1-2)
From Furyu. From the popular smartphone game Ark Knights, a 1/7-scale figure of Bagpipe
(Promotion Stage 2) is here! In addition to her smiling expression, the contrast with her Burning
Spear boosts the charm of the entire figure. The "Promotion Stage 2" costume pursues realism by
modeling and painting the differences in the materials of each part! The pedestal base features
smoke effects that put you right in the action. (STL241800) Scheduled to ship in January 2024.
(6817/FR95751) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Only available in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico, Guatemala,
Argentina, Chile and Peru.
PVC Figure

SRP: $479.99

JAN232873
ARKNIGHTS EYJAFJALLA SUMMER FLOWER 1/7 PVC FIG (C: 1-1-2)
From Apex. From the popular smartphone game Arknights, the natural disaster researcher
Eiyafiyatra has been made into a figure in her Summer petals outfit! Her flowing translucent skirt
and flower covered staff perfectly accest her cute features. The lamb Chibime-chan is featured
bounding through the waves beside her on a dreamy sunset beachfront base. (STL250951)
Scheduled to ship in October 2023. (3145/STL250951) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada,
and US territories.
Figure SRP: $284.99

JAN232874
ARKNIGHTS SHINING FOR THE VOYAGERS PVC FIG (C: 1-1-2)
From Apex. The medical operator Shining from the popular social game Arknights is now a beautiful
figure from Apex! She wears the special costume Zenko Enka from the music festival, holding a flute

in her hands with a gentle smile on her face. Her subdued outfit has been carefully reproduced for a
feeling of elegance, and the flute is made with different materials and outstanding painting
technology to look as realistic as possible. A base is included, as is an acrylic keychain. (STL248721)
Scheduled to ship in November 2023. (3145/STL248721) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US,
Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $284.99

JAN232875
AZUR LANE CENTAUR NON-SCALE PVC FIGURE (MR) (C: 1-1-2)
From Flare. From Azur Lane, the light aircraft carrier Centaur, designed by illustrator Tony, is attired
in a dress-up costume (clean spring breeze)! The cute expression, the excellent modeling details that
are in close contact with the body, the beautiful Chinese dress with delicate texture expression, and
the fan and stole made of transparent material all make this a beautiful figure. Figure stands 10 1/4"
tall. (STL241807) Scheduled to ship in August 2023. (3145/STL241807) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available
only in US, Canada, and US territories.
MATURE THEMES
PVC Figure

SRP: $374.99

JAN232876
AZUR LANE CHAO HO 1/7 PVC FIG (MR) (C: 1-1-2)
From Neomax Creative. The light cruiser Chao Ho from Azur Lane is the subject of this spectacular
figure from Neomax! Her scarlet brocade sleeves swirl dramatically as she dances, poised on tiptop
while a missile soars toward its target below her feet! Her huge fan frames her dynamic pose and
measures an impressive 11" tall. (STL242514) Scheduled to ship in October 2023. (3145/STL242514)
(C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
MATURE THEMES
PVC Figure

SRP: $404.99

JAN232877
AZUR LANE SHIMAKAZE WORLDS SPEEDIEST BUNNY WAITRESS PVC FIG
From FREEing. Would you like a refill, Commander? From the mobile game Azur Lane comes a 1/4scale figure of the destroyer from the Shigesakura camp, Shimakaze! Her adorable bunny outfit is
based on her World's Speediest Bunny Waitress skin from the game. The figure faithfully reproduces
the illustration of Shimakaze sitting on a high stool, glass in hand, talking to her commanding officer.
Unlike Black Prince and New Jersey, she wears knee-socks type mesh tights on both legs.
(STL248723) Scheduled to ship in July 2023. (3145/STL248723) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US,
Canada, and US territories.
MATURE THEMES

Figure SRP: $769.99

JAN232878
AZUR LANE ZUIKAKU THE WINDS TRUE NAME 1/4 PVC FIG (C: 1-1-2)
From Mimeyoi. The next figure in the Azur Lane Race Queen series is here: Sakura Empire's aircraft
carrier Zuikaku! Based on her Wind's True Name skin from the game, at 1/4-scale you can easily
enjoy every curve of her body in her sultry Race Queen outfit! This reclining figure measures about
13 3/4" long and 7 3/8" tall to the top of her head. (STL251607) Scheduled to ship in October 2023.
(3145/STL251607) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $639.99

JAN232879
BANG DREAM GIRLS BAND PARTY KASUMI TOYAMA 1/7 PVC FIG (C: 1From Craft Egg. This new Toyama Kasumi PVC figure from BanG Dream! Girls Band Party! stands
approximately 9" tall and will add whimsy to any fan's collection. (STL232889) Scheduled to ship in
June 2023. (3145/STL232889) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
PVC Figure

SRP: $699.99

JAN232880
DEAD BY DAYLIGHT THE SPIRIT 1/6 PVC PREMIUM STATUE (C:
From Gecco Corp. From the asymmetrical multiplayer horror game Dead by Daylight, the phasewalking Killer, The Spirit, known for her surprise attacks on Survivors, is the fourth release in this
statue series! The arms and right leg amputated by her father are well crafted to appear as if they
are floating in air and the graphic cut surfaces are visible. The 49 pieces of shattered glass are made
of transparent ABS and are buried into the body one by one creating a shocking haunting scene. She
includes two interchangable heads: Anger and Torture, and the eyes feature light-up LED glowing
white in the darkness. And just like in the game the areas she stares at are lighted in red, the LED on
this statue can be switched to red to create the same atmosphere. (STL252011) Scheduled to ship in
June 2023. (3293/STL252011) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
PVC Statue

SRP: $359.99

JAN232881
DOLLS FRONTLINE PURPLE RAIN HEART SEVERE INJ 1/8 PVC FIGURE
From Reverse Studio. Planned and manufactured by Reverse Studio, Here comes the 1/8-scale PVC
figurine of OTs-14, a popular female character from social game Dolls' Frontline. The figure design is
based upon the severe injury version of OTs-14's special game skill Purple Rain Heart, Her weapon
can be dissambled and stored into a weapon case. The displaying base is also a music box.

(STL241805) Scheduled to ship in September 2023. (3145/STL241805) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available
only in US, Canada, and US territories.
MATURE THEMES
PVC Figure

SRP: $364.99

JAN232882
GIRLS FRONTLINE VSK-94 HEAVY DAMAGE 1/6 PVC FIG (MR) (C: 1-1
From Phat. From the popular smartphone game Girls' Frontline comes a 1/6-scale figure of the rifle
T-Doll VSK-94! The figure captures VSK-94's indomitable fighting spirit as she continues to fight
despite sustaining grave injuries. Her gun has been sculpted and painted in stunning detail as well.
The figure's base is made to evoke an image of an urban battleground on a city street, and bullet
casings scattered on the base further emphasize the combat atmosphere. (STL241640) Scheduled to
ship in February 2024. (6817/P96985) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Only available in: US, Canada, US Terr,
Mexico, Guatemala, Argentina, Chile and Peru.
MATURE THEMES
PVC Figure

SRP: $394.99

JAN232883
O/A RE:EDIT HALO INF MASTER CHIEF MJOLNIR MKVI GEN 3 PX 1/12 AF
From 1000 Toys. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! From HALO Infinite, the latest entry to Microsoft's bestselling HALO video game series, comes the hero of the series, Master Chief John-117 in a 1/12 scale
fully-articulated action figure! The latest design for Chief's Mjolnir MK VI [GEN 3] Armor is faithfully
recreated based on the game's modeling data. The exterior armor pieces are made from ABS plastic
to depict the intricate details while the die cast used in the inner frame helps to provide an overall
durability and wide range of articulation. Included with the Master Chief figure are the iconic MA40
Assault Rifle, CQS48 Bulldog, and the Elite Bloodblade Energy Sword, along with a Brute Shock Rifle
which are exclusive for this PREVIEWS Excusive version only! (STL203790) Available Now! (3403) (C:
1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, US territories, Canada, UK and Ireland.
Figure SRP: $165.00

JAN232884
JOJOS BIZARRE ADV PT 6 CHOZOKADO FOO F AF (C: 1-1-2)
From Medicos. From JoJo's Bizarre Adventure Part 6: Stone Ocean, the elusive Foo Fighters joins the
Super Action Statue line from Medicos! This super-posable figure of F.F. includes their signature
overalls and of course, their essential drink. At about 6" tall, Foo Fighters comes with several
interchangeable hands, including ones that show off their unique stand power! (STL250899)
Scheduled to ship in June 2023. (6817/ME22779) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Only available in: US, Canada, US
Terr, Mexico, Guatemala, Argentina, Chile and Peru.

PVC Figure

SRP: $99.99

JAN232885
LEAGUE OF LEGENDS STAR GUARDIAN JINX 1/7 PVC FIG (C: 1-1-2)
From Good Smile Arts Shanghai. From the globally popular esports game League of Legends comes a
scale figure of Star Guardian Jinx! Jinx's dynamic twintails and crazy expression from the in-game
illustration have been faithfully brought into figure form. Kuro & Shiro, her magical mediums that
transform into physical weapons, have also been sculpted to perfectly capture their adorable looks.
The figure's base made to look like a shooting star is another highlight fans won't want to miss!
(STL244089) Scheduled to ship in October 2023. (6817/GAS94573) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Only available
in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico, Guatemala, Argentina, Chile and Peru.
Figure SRP: $369.99

JAN232886
LEAGUE OF LEGENDS STAR GUARDIAN ZOE 1/7 PVC FIG (C: 1-1-2)
From Good Smile Arts Shanghai. From the globally popular esports game League of Legends comes a
scale figure of Star Guardian Zoe! The impressively sized figure features detailed sculpting of Zoe's
long flowing hair, her Portal Jump ability and more! Her hair and the magic effect parts have been
created with the use of translucent parts. (STL228158) Scheduled to ship in September 2023.
(6817/GAS94489) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
PVC Figure

SRP: $454.99

JAN232887
NARAKA BLADEPOINT TSUCHIMIKADO KURUMI ONMYOKI 1/7 PVC FIG (C
From Myethos. From the popular survival action game Naraka: Bladepoint comes a 1/7-scale figure
of the Onmyoji Tsuchimikado Kurumi! She has been captured in figure form captivated by a new
discovery. Her elaborately designed umbrella, glistening kimono and flowing long hair bring a sense
of dynamic motion to the figure. Her base features jagged mountains, folded paper cranes, and a
folding screen made with clear parts. (STL250897) Scheduled to ship in September 2023.
(6817/MY92466) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Only available in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico, Guatemala,
Argentina, Chile and Peru.
PVC Figure

SRP: $254.99

JAN232888
OSHIRABU WAIFUS OVER HUSBANDOS AKURU HAYAHOSHI 1/7 PVC FIG (
From Apex. Planned and produced by APEX, right from the popular yuri comedy AVG
OshiRabu:Waifus Over Husbandos, here comes the 1/7-scale PVC figurines of the two heroines,

Akuru Hayahoshi and Ren Furutachi. With the superior sculpting technique of APEX, these two
figrines are perfect replicas of the original character designs of popular illustrator DSmile! These two
figurines can be purchased either separately or in a set. (STL230464) Scheduled to ship in August
2023. (3145/STL230464) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories.
MATURE THEMES
PVC Figure

SRP: $244.99

JAN232889
OSHIRABU WAIFUS OVER HUSBANDOS REN FURUTACHI 1/7 PVC FIG (MR
From Apex. Planned and produced by APEX, right from the popular yuri comedy AVG
OshiRabu:Waifus Over Husbandos, here comes the 1/7 scale PVC figurines of the two heroines,
Akuru Hayahoshi and Ren Furutachi. With the superior sculpting technique of APEX, these two
figrines are perfect replicas of the original character designs of popular illustrator DSmile! These two
figurines can be purchased either separately or in a set. (STL230469) Scheduled to ship in August
2023. (3145/STL230469) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories.
MATURE THEMES
PVC Figure

SRP: $244.99

JAN232890
OSHIRABU WAIFUS OVER HUSBANDOS REN & AKURU 1/7 PVC FIG SET (
From Apex. Planned and produced by APEX, right from the popular yuri comedy AVG
OshiRabu:Waifus Over Husbandos, here comes the 1/7 scale PVC figurines of the two heroines,
Akuru Hayahoshi and Ren Furutachi. With the superior sculpting technique of APEX, these two
figrines are perfect replicas of the original character designs of popular illustrator DSmile! These two
figurines can be purchased either separately or in a set. (STL230472) Scheduled to ship in August
2023. (3145/STL230472) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories.
MATURE THEMES
PVC Figure

SRP: $464.99

JAN232891
SILENT HILL 2 POP UP PARADE BUBBLE HEAD NURSE (C: 1-1-2)
From Good Smile Company. The mad nurse dressed in white uniform is joining the POP UP PARADE
series! From Silent Hill 2 comes the Bubble Head Nurse - the sinister monster with an oddly sensual
charm. (STL252086) Scheduled to ship in May 2023. (6817/G94609) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Only available
in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico, Guatemala, Argentina, Chile and Peru.
Figure SRP: $44.99

JAN232892
TOUHOU PROJECT REIMU HAKUREI KOUMAJOU DENSETSU 1/8 PVC FIG (
From QuesQ. Reimu Hakurei as she appears in Koumajou Densetsu: Scarlet Symphony is ready to
fight in this 1/8-scale figure from QuesQ! Featuring an ornate costume and a stern expression, this
PVC and ABS figure stands 8 1/4" tall. (STL247788) Scheduled to ship in November 2023.
(3145/STL247788) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Figure SRP: $419.99

WARHAMMER

JAN232893
JOYTOY WH 40K BLACK TEMPLARS REDEMPTOR DREADNOUGHT 1/18 FIG
From Bloomage Joytoy Tech. Redemptor Dreadnoughts are giant war machines that crush bone and
splinter skulls as they bludgeon through enemy ranks. Taller, broader and more cunningly wrought
than the Dreadnoughts of traditional design, these goliaths of battle are powered by hyper-dense
reactors and sophisticated fibre bundles. Joy Toy brings the Black Templars Redemptor Dreadnought
from Warhammer 40k to life with this new 1/18-scale, fully articulated figure that stands an
imposing 11 3/4" tall. (STL258027) Scheduled to ship in March 2023. (3584/JT3778) (C: 0-1-2)
Figure SRP: $139.00

JAN232894
JOYTOY WH 40K ULTRAMARINES CHP MSTR MARNEUS CALGAR 1/18 AF (
From Bloomage Joytoy Tech. Marneus Calgar, Chapter Master of the Ultramarines, is not only a
consummate warrior, but also a highly talented strategist. He is master of Ultramar, a vast swathe of
space on the embattled Eastern Fringe. Marneus Calgar was the first to undergo the extremely risky
surgery required to transform a traditional Space Marine into a Primaris Marine, and that is
represented with this 1/18 scale figure from Joytoy! Recreate the most important battles with this
highly detailed and articulated figure! Each figure includes interchangable hands and weapon
accessories and stands about 5" tall. (STL256757) Scheduled to ship in March 2023. (3584/JT3754)
(C: 0-1-2)
Figure SRP: $70.00

JAN232895
JOYTOY WH 40K ULTRAMARINES PRIMARIS TECH BRO TYBESTI 1/18 AF
From Bloomage Joytoy Tech. Primaris Techmarines stride selflessly through oncoming fire to soothe
the machine spirits of wounded war engines, deftly peeling back damaged armour plates to repair
burnt-out cabling and bending warped panels back into shape with their servo-arms and

mechadendrites. Joy Toy brings the Primaris Techmarine from Warhammer 40k to life with this new
1/18 scale figure! Each figure includes interchangable hands and weapon accessories and stands
about 5" tall. (STL256758) Scheduled to ship in March 2023. (3584/JT3761) (C: 0-1-2)
Figure SRP: $70.00

COLLECTIBLES & NOVELTIES

ANIME

JAN232896
COWBOY BEBOP NOIR FAYE PATCH (C: 1-1-2)
From Zen Monkey Studios. These woven noir-styled iron-on patches feature the beloved characters
from Cowboy Bebop, including Spike and Faye. Each measures 3 1/2" in height. (STL260385)
Scheduled to ship in March 2023. (3423/BEBOP-PTCH-FAYE) (C: 1-1-2)
Patch SRP: $9.99

JAN232897
COWBOY BEBOP NOIR SPIKE PATCH (C: 1-1-2)
From Zen Monkey Studios. This woven Iron-on patch featuring Spike from Cowboy Bebop measures
3.5" in height. (STL260386) Scheduled to ship in March 2023. (3423/BEBOP-PTCH-SPIK) (C: 1-1-2)
Patch SRP: $9.99

JAN232898
SPY X FAMILY BIG GROUP WALL SCROLL (C: 1-1-2)
From Great Eastern Entertainment. Decorate your home, dorm room, or office with these wall
scrolls featuring the characters of the anime sensation Spy x Family! (STL259748) Scheduled to ship
in April 2023. (4632/27453) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories.
Wall Scroll

SRP: $29.99

JAN232899
SPY X FAMILY COOL STYLE WALL SCROLL (C: 1-1-2)
From Great Eastern Entertainment. Decorate your home, dorm room, or office with these wall
scrolls featuring the characters of the anime sensation Spy x Family! (STL259749) Scheduled to ship
in April 2023. (4632/27454) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories.

Wall Scroll

SRP: $29.99

JAN232900
SPY X FAMILY DAY AND NIGHT GROUP WALL SCROLL (C: 1-1-2)
From Great Eastern Entertainment. Decorate your home, dorm room, or office with these wall
scrolls featuring the characters of the anime sensation Spy x Family! (STL259741) Scheduled to ship
in April 2023. (4632/27437) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories.
Wall Scroll

SRP: $29.99

JAN232901
SPY X FAMILY FORGER FAMILY FIGHT GROUP WALL SCROLL (C: 1-1-2
From Great Eastern Entertainment. Decorate your home, dorm room, or office with these wall
scrolls featuring the characters of the anime sensation Spy x Family! (STL259747) Scheduled to ship
in April 2023. (4632/27442) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories.
Wall Scroll

SRP: $29.99

JAN232902
SPY X FAMILY PHOTO GROUP WALL SCROLL (C: 1-1-2)
From Great Eastern Entertainment. Decorate your home, dorm room, or office with these wall
scrolls featuring the characters of the anime sensation Spy x Family! (STL259746) Scheduled to ship
in April 2023. (4632/27438) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories.
Wall Scroll

SRP: $29.99

COMICS

JAN232903
FEARLESS DAWN BRAK BRAK BRAK 1.5IN PIN (C: 1-1-2)
From Asylum Press. Created by Steve Mannion. Wear these amazingly fun soft enamel pin on your
lapel and tell the world you are a fan of Fearless Dawn! These collectible 1 1/2" soft enamel pins are
all the rage! This item comes with a themed backing board and protective clear hanging bag.
(STL260387) Scheduled to ship in March 2023. (4598) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and
territories.
Pin

SRP: $9.99

JAN232904
FEARLESS DAWN HELA YOU SHOULDNT SMOKE 1.5IN PIN (C: 1-1-2)
Created by Steve Mannion. Wear this amazingly fun soft enamel pin on your lapel and tell the world
you are a fan of Fearless Dawn! These collectible 1.5" soft enamel pins are all the rage! This item
comes with a themed backing board and protective clear hanging bag. (STL260388) Scheduled to
ship in March 2023. (4598) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories.
Pin

SRP: $9.99

JAN232905
FEARLESS DAWN TANK GAL 1.5IN PIN (C: 1-1-2)
Created by Steve Mannion. Wear this amazingly fun soft enamel pin on your lapel and tell the world
you are a fan of Fearless Dawn! These collectible 1.5" soft enamel pins are all the rage! This item
comes with a themed backing board and protective clear hanging bag. (STL260389) Scheduled to
ship in March 2023. (4598) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories.
Pin

SRP: $9.99

DC HEROES

JAN232906
DC THE BATMAN DESIGNER SERIES BATMOBILE STATUE (C: 1-1
From Cryptozoic Entertainment. The Caped Crusader always rides in style! The Batmobile featured in
the 2022 movie The Batman is a radically bold new interpretation of the character's iconic vehicle.
This Designer Series statue reimagines that Batmobile through the lens of the hot rod-influenced
style of Kustom Kulture art from the 1960s. Meticulously crafted, hand painted, and highly detailed,
this polystone statue will be a dynamic addition to any fan's collection! This stunning collectible
measures 11 1/2" wide and 7" tall and comes packaged in full-color closed box with a Certificate of
Authenticity. (STL258891) Scheduled to ship in January 2023. (1490/CZE27831) (C: 1-1-2)
Statue SRP: $200.00

JAN232907
DC THE BATMAN DESIGNER SERIES BATMOBILE STATUE BLUE FLAME ED
From Cryptozooic. This limited edition of Cryptozoic's The Batman Designer Series Batmobile Statue
features eye-catching translucent blue flames! Based on the Batmobile from 2022's The Batman and
designed by Dennis Jones and sculpted by Stephan Ehl, this statue is individually numbered, making
at an amazing addition to any Batmobile collection. (STL258894) Scheduled to ship in January 2023.
(1490/CZE29811) (C: 1-1-2)
Statue SRP: $200.00

DISNEY

JAN232908
DISNEY SERIES42 3D FOAM BAG CLIP 24PC BMB DS (C: 1-1-2)
From Monogram Products. Your favorites from classic animated Disney movies join your keychain
collection with these bag clips! These 3D foam clips come packaged in blind bags so collecting them
is always a fun surprise. (STL257876) Scheduled to ship in February 2023. (6257/85465) (C: 1-1-2)
NOTE: Available only within US and territories.
Bag ClipSRP: $5.99

GI JOE

JAN232909
GI JOE 1982 COMIC COVER #1 MOUSE PAD (C: 1-1-2)
From Icon Heroes. Icon Heroes presents the G.I. Joe 1982 Comic Book #1 Cover Mouse Pad! Based
on the G.I. Joe Marvel Comics 1982 comic book cover issue #1, this mouse pad measures
approximately 8 1/2" square, combining a superb tracking surface with vibrant color and the soft
touch of fabric. (STL257811) Scheduled to ship in December 2022. (1624) (C: 1-1-2)
Mousepad

SRP: $15.00

MARVEL HEROES

JAN232910
MARVEL AMAZING FANTASY 15 16X12IN METAL SIGN (C: 1-1-2)
From Popfun Merchandising. Decorate your space with some of the most iconic Marvel comic covers
with these stylish metal signs from Popfun! Each sign measures 12" wide by 16" tall. (STL258340)
Scheduled to ship in December 2022. (6966/PFTS017) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada,
and US territories.
Sign

SRP: $29.99

JAN232911
MARVEL SPIDER-MAN 300 16X12IN METAL SIGN (C: 1-1-2)

From Popfun Merchandising. Decorate your space with some of the most iconic Marvel comic covers
with these stylish metal signs from Popfun! (STL258342) Scheduled to ship in December 2022.
(6966/PFTS019) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Sign

SRP: $29.99

JAN232912
MARVEL CAPTAIN AMERICA 111 16X12IN METAL SIGN (C: 1-1-2)
From Popfun Merchandising. Decorate your space with some of the most iconic Marvel comic covers
with these stylish metal signs from Popfun! (STL258343) Scheduled to ship in December 2022.
(6966/PFTS020) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Sign

SRP: $29.99

JAN232913
MARVEL GIANT SIZE X-MEN 1 16X12IN METAL SIGN (C: 1-1-2)
From Popfun Merchandising. Decorate your space with some of the most iconic Marvel comic covers
with these stylish metal signs from Popfun! (STL258347) Scheduled to ship in December 2022.
(6966/PFTS024) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Sign

SRP: $29.99

JAN232914
MARVEL HULK 340 16X12IN METAL SIGN (C: 1-1-2)
From Popfun Merchandising. Decorate your space with some of the most iconic Marvel comic covers
with these stylish metal signs from Popfun! (STL258344) Scheduled to ship in December 2022.
(6966/PFTS021) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Sign

SRP: $29.99

JAN232915
MARVEL NEW NUTANTS 98 16X12IN METAL SIGN (C: 1-1-2)
From Popfun Merchandising. Decorate your space with some of the most iconic Marvel comic covers
with these stylish metal signs from Popfun! (STL258341) Scheduled to ship in December 2022.
(6966/PFTS018) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Sign

SRP: $29.99

JAN232916

MARVEL SILVER SURFER 4 16X12IN METAL SIGN (C: 1-1-2)
From Popfun Merchandising. Decorate your space with some of the most iconic Marvel comic covers
with these stylish metal signs from Popfun! (STL258345) Scheduled to ship in December 2022.
(6966/PFTS022) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Sign

SRP: $29.99

JAN232917
MARVEL SPOTLIGHT MOON KNIGHT 16X12IN METAL SIGN (C: 1-1-2)
From Popfun Merchandising. Decorate your space with some of the most iconic Marvel comic covers
with these stylish metal signs from Popfun! (STL258346) Scheduled to ship in December 2022.
(6966/PFTS023) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Sign

SRP: $29.99

MOVIE/TV

JAN232918
SCHOOLHOUSE ROCK 3D FOAM BAG CLIP 24PC BMB DS (C: 1-1-2)
From Monogram Products. The classic edu-tainment cartoon Schoolhouse Rock joins your keychain
collection with these bag clips from Monogram! These 3D foam clips come packaged in blind bags so
collecting them is always a fun surprise. (STL257878) Scheduled to ship in February 2023.
(6257/85870) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories.
Bag ClipSRP: $5.99

JAN232919
SEINFIELD SERIES3 3D FOAM BAG CLIP 24PC BMB DS (C: 1-1-2)
From Monogram Products. Carry your favorite Sienfield moments with you wherever you go with
these bag clips from Monogram! These 3D foam clips come packaged in blind bags so collecting
them is always a fun surprise. (STL257875) Scheduled to ship in February 2023. (6257/47275) (C: 11-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories.
Bag ClipSRP: $5.99

JAN232920
UNIVERSAL RETRO MOVIES 3D FOAM BAG CLIP 24PC BMB DS (C: 1-1From Monogram Products. Carry your favorite Universal classic movie moments with you wherever
you go with these bag clips from Monogram! These 3D foam clips come packaged in blind bags so

collecting them is always a fun surprise. (STL257874) Scheduled to ship in February 2023.
(6257/76095) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories.
Bag ClipSRP: $5.99

NARUTO

JAN232921
FRIENDS OF NARUTO TEMPORARY TATTOO 5 PK (C: 1-1-2)
From Momentary Ink. These hyper-realistic Naruto temporary tattoos are skin safe with super
sumple application. (STL256260) Scheduled to ship in January 2023. (3646/NARUTOPACK_0003) (C:
1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories.
Accessory

SRP: $35.00

JAN232922
NARUTO SHIPPUDEN KAKASHI TSUKUYOMI FIGPIN (C: 1-1-2)
From Entertainment Earth. The Naruto Shippuden Kakashi Tsukuyomi FiGPiN Classic Enamel Pin
features a fantastic black-and-white deco from the time Itachi performed his Tsukuyomi genjutsu on
Kakashi. The surprisingly well detailed pin can be worn, but you can also stand it up for display using
FiGPiN's signature rubber backer stand! This 3-inch tall pin comes on the front of a collectible
Naruto: Shippuden art backer card and is fully encapsulated in a FiGPiN clear protector case. #943 in
the collection, it's a limited edition of 2,000 pieces. (STL256264) Scheduled to ship in December
2022. (6833/FG0387W) (C: 1-1-2)
Pin

SRP: $20.00

MOMENTARY INK LLC

JAN232923
NARUTO SHIPPUDEN TEMPORARY TATTOO 3 PK (C: 1-1-2)
From Momentary Ink. These hyper-realistic Naruto temporary tattoos are skin safe with super
sumple application. (STL256259) Scheduled to ship in January 2023. (3646/NARUTOPACK_0001) (C:
1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories.
Accessory

POP CULTURE

SRP: $25.00

JAN232924
GARBAGE PAIL KIDS SERIES2 3D FOAM BAG CLIP 24PC BMB DS (C: 1
From Monogram Products. The Garbage Pail Kids join your keychain collection with these bag clips
from Monogram! These 3D foam clips come packaged in blind bags so collecting them is always a
fun surprise. (STL257877) Scheduled to ship in February 2023. (6257/77510) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE:
Available only within US and territories.
Bag ClipSRP: $5.99

JAN232925
LIL GHOSTY NIGHT LIGHT FIGURE (C: 1-1-2)
From 100% Soft. This hauntingly cute Lil Ghosty Night Light will be sure to light up your garbage life
this spoopy season! Featuring an LED light, the night light has an on/off switch and is then touch
activated! Includes a 1 hour auto-shut off to preserve battery life. 3 AAA Batteries required (not
included). (STL257830) Scheduled to ship in December 2022. (6856/SOF70009) (C: 1-1-2)
Night Light

SRP: $28.00

JAN232926
SARAHS SCRIBBLES BIG SPENDER PIN (C: 1-1-2)
From Zen Monkey Studios. Everyone's got cash to burn when going to the book store. These hard
enamel pins based on artist Sarah Anderson's beloved webcomic Sarah's Scribbles measures an
estimated 1 7/8" inches in height. (STL260381) Scheduled to ship in March 2023. (3423/SARAH-PINSPEND) (C: 1-1-2)
Pin

SRP: $10.99

JAN232927
SARAHS SCRIBBLES CATS ARE JERKS HEART PIN (C: 1-1-2)
From Zen Monkey Studios. This hard enamel Sarah's Scribbles pin with red glitter background
measures an estimated 1.90" inches in height. (STL260376) Scheduled to ship in March 2023.
(3423/SARAH-PIN-CATJE) (C: 1-1-2)
Pin

SRP: $10.99

JAN232928
SARAHS SCRIBBLES CATS MEETS CUP PIN (C: 1-1-2)
From Zen Monkey Studios. This soft enamel Sarah's Scribbles pin with an epoxy finish measures an
estimated 1.60" inches in width. (STL260378) Scheduled to ship in March 2023. (3423/SARAH-PINCATCU) (C: 1-1-2)

Pin

SRP: $9.99

JAN232929
SARAHS SCRIBBLES HAPPY UTERUS PIN (C: 1-1-2)
From Zen Monkey Studios. It's your buddy letting you know what time it is! This soft enamel pin
measures an estimated 1.65" inches in width. (STL260379) Scheduled to ship in March 2023.
(3423/SARAH-PIN-UTERU) (C: 1-1-2)
Pin

SRP: $10.99

JAN232930
SARAHS SCRIBBLES NEW OBSESSION PIN (C: 1-1-2)
From Zen Monkey Studios. When you find a new fandom. This soft enamel pin with epoxy finish
measures an estimated 1.65" inches in height. (STL260380) Scheduled to ship in March 2023.
(3423/SARAH-PIN-NEWOB) (C: 1-1-2)
Pin

SRP: $10.99

JAN232931
STRANGE PLANET I FOUND THIS ITS VIBRATING PIN (C: 1-1-2)
From Zen Monkey Studios. Inspired by the Strange Planet cartoons by Nathan Pyle, these soft
enamel pins with epoxy finish measure an estimated 1 5/8" inches in height. (STL260382) Scheduled
to ship in March 2023. (3423/STRANGE-PIN-VIB) (C: 1-1-2)
Pin

SRP: $10.99

JAN232932
STRANGE PLANET MELODY MANIPULATOR PIN (C: 1-1-2)
From Zen Monkey Studios. Inspired by the Strange Planet cartoons by Nathan Pyle, this decorative
accessory expresses how much wearer appreciates listening. The Soft enamel pin with epoxy finish
measures an estimated 1.4" inches in width. (STL260383) Scheduled to ship in March 2023.
(3423/STRANGE-PIN-MEL) (C: 1-1-2)
Pin

SRP: $10.99

JAN232933
STRANGE PLANET PLEASE CEASE INGESTING ALL OBJECTS PIN (C: 1-

From Zen Monkey Studios. Inspired by the Strange Planet cartoons by Nathan Pyle, this hard enamel
pin measures an estimated 2" inches in width. (STL260384) Scheduled to ship in March 2023.
(3423/STRANGE-PIN-ING) (C: 1-1-2)
Pin

SRP: $10.99

POWER RANGERS

JAN232934
MMPR GLITTER PINS BOX SET (C: 1-1-2)
From Icon Heroes. Icon Heroes presents the Power Rangers Glitter Pins Box Set! This set of eight
collectible pins includes Green Ranger, Red Ranger, Black Ranger, Blue Ranger, Yellow Ranger, Pink
Ranger, White Ranger, and Megazord, each with added glitter effect! Each limited edition hard
enamel pin is individually numbered and packaged together in a keepsake window box. (STL256192)
Scheduled to ship in December 2022. (1624) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Japan.
Pin Set SRP: PI

JAN232935
MMPR TYRANNOSAURUS DINOZORD MOUSE PAD (C: 1-1-2)
From Icon Heroes. Icon Heroes presents the Tyrannosaurus Dinozord Mouse Pad, measuring
approximately 8 1/2" square, combining a superb tracking surface with vibrant color and the soft
touch of fabric. (STL256194) Scheduled to ship in December 2022. (1624) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not
available in Japan.
Mousepad

SRP: PI

JAN232936
POWER RANGERS DEATH RANGER MOUSE PAD (C: 1-1-2)
From Icon Heroes. Icon Heroes presents the Power Rangers Death Ranger Mouse Pad! Based on the
Power Rangers Unlimited: The Death Ranger variant cover, this mouse pad measures approximately
8 1/2" square, combining a superb tracking surface with vibrant color and the soft touch of fabric.
(STL257812) Scheduled to ship in December 2022. (1624) (C: 1-1-2)
Mousepad

SRP: $15.00

RICK AND MORTY

JAN232937

RICK AND MORTY MORTY TEMPORARY TATTOO 3 PK (C: 1-1-2)
From Momentary Ink. These hyper-realistic Rick and Morty temporary tattoos are skin safe with
super sumple application. (STL256262) Scheduled to ship in January 2023. (3646/RAMP_0002) (C: 11-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories.
Accessory

SRP: $25.00

JAN232938
RICK AND MORTY PORTAL GUN BOTTLE OPENER (C: 1-1-2)
From Factory Entertainment. Factory Entertainment's Rick & Morty Portal Gun Bottle Opener may
not be able to actually transport you between different universes and dimensions, but with enough
use, you'll certainly feel out of this world! This bottle opener features a bottle cap firing function! A
party trick your friends will want to see! To operate; simply pull back the dome, open your favorite
frosty beverage and press the button to fire! Be careful! Frequent use may accidentally lead to a
distorted alternate reality! Hand Wash Only. (STL258581) Scheduled to ship in December 2022.
(1570/408054) (C: 1-1-2)
Bottle Opener SRP: $24.99

JAN232939
RICK AND MORTY RICK TEMPORARY TATTOO 3 PK (C: 1-1-2)
From Momentary Ink. These hyper-realistic Rick and Morty temporary tattoos featuring Rick
Sanchez are skin safe with super sumple application. (STL256261) Scheduled to ship in January 2023.
(3646/RAMP_0001) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories.
Accessory

SRP: $25.00

STAR TREK

JAN232940
STAR TREK ORIGINAL SERIES DR BONES MCCOYS DELTA PIN (C: 1-1From Zen Monkey Studios. Each department aboard the USS Enterprise in the 23rd-century had a
unique symbol on the familiar delta shield logo, and these official pins from Star Trek: The Original
Series measures an estimated 2 1/8" in height and feature a screenprinted portrait with glitter
framing. Each pin comes packaged with two rubber backers on a themed backing card. (STL260374)
Scheduled to ship in March 2023. (3423/STARO-PIN-MCCOY) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US
and Canada.
Pin

SRP: $10.99

JAN232941
STAR TREK ORIGINAL SERIES KIRKS DELTA PIN (C: 1-1-2)
From Zen Monkey Studios. This Official Pin from Star Trek: The Original Series measures an
estimated 2.1"inches in height and features a screenprinted portrait with glitter framing. Each pin
comes packaged with two rubber backers on a themed backing card. (STL260369) Scheduled to ship
in March 2023. (3423/STARO-PIN-KIRK) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US and Canada.
Pin

SRP: $10.99

JAN232942
STAR TREK ORIGINAL SERIES SPOCKS DELTA PIN (C: 1-1-2)
From Zen Monkey Studios. This Official Pin from Star Trek: The Original Series measures an
estimated 2.1"inches in height and features a screenprinted portrait with glitter framing. Each pin
comes packaged with two rubber backers on a themed backing card. (STL260372) Scheduled to ship
in March 2023. (3423/STARO-PIN-SPOCK) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US and Canada.
Pin

SRP: $10.99

JAN232943
STAR TREK ORIGINAL SERIES SULUS DELTA PIN (C: 1-1-2)
From Zen Monkey Studios. This Official Pin from Star Trek: The Original Series measures an
estimated 2.1"inches in height and features a screenprinted portrait with glitter framing. Each pin
comes packaged with two rubber backers on a themed backing card. (STL260375) Scheduled to ship
in March 2023. (3423/STARO-PIN-SULU) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US and Canada.
Pin

SRP: $10.99

JAN232944
STAR TREK ORIGINAL SERIES UHURAS DELTA PIN (C: 1-1-2)
From Zen Monkey Studios. This Official Pin from Star Trek: The Original Series measures an
estimated 2.1"inches in height and features a screenprinted portrait with glitter framing. Each pin
comes packaged with two rubber backers on a themed backing card. (STL260373) Scheduled to ship
in March 2023. (3423/STARO-PIN-UHURA) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US and Canada.
Pin

SRP: $10.99

STAR WARS

JAN232945

SW MANDALORIAN CLAN OF 2 WINDOW DECAL (C: 1-1-0)
From Fanwraps. Are you ready to become a clan of two? Bring The Mandalorian along for all of your
adventures with this window graphic. Whether you're heading to Mos Pelgo or the supermarket, this
window decal is sure to catch attention. The vinyl decal is made from automotive grade materials
that are UV and water resistant. Decal is easy to peel from backing material and will not damage
your vehicle when applied to the window glass. This is the way! (STL258768) Scheduled to ship in
January 2023. (3150/FW1303) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.
Decal

SRP: $8.99

TRANSFORMERS

JAN232946
TRANSFORMERS ALL HAIL MEGATRON MOUSE PAD (C: 1-1-2)
From Icon Heroes. Icon Heroes presents the Transformers All Hail Megatron Mouse Pad! Based on
IDW Publishing's Transformers: All Hail Megatron issue #1 retailer exclusive cover, this mouse pad
measures approximately 8 1/2" square, combining a superb tracking surface with vibrant color and
the soft touch of fabric. (STL257813) Scheduled to ship in December 2022. (1624) (C: 1-1-2)
Mousepad

SRP: $15.00

JAN232947
TRANSFORMERS GOLDEN LAGOON SOUNDWAVE CARD HOLDER (C: 1
From Icon Heroes. Icon Heroes presents the Transformers Golden Lagoon Soundwave Bust Card
Holder! What better way to display your business cards than with Megatron's loyal lieutenant?
Based on the Transformers episode "The Golden Lagoon" where Autobots and Decepticons are
protected in electrum coating after dipping into a golden lagoon, the Soundwave card holder can
hold approximately 100 business cards (not included) with the tape deck flipped down. (STL256191)
Scheduled to ship in December 2022. (1624) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Japan.
Office Accessory

SRP: PI

JAN232948
TRANSFORMERS NEMESIS PRIME GIANT-SIZE BOBBLEHEAD (C: 1
From Icon Heroes. Icon Heroes presents the Transformers Nemesis Prime Giant-Size Bobblehead!
The evil mirror version of Optimus Prime, the Nemesis Prime polystone bobblehead stands over 12"
tall featuring a bobble head action atop a Decepticon faction base. Each action statue is individually
numbered, hand painted, and includes a Certificate of Authenticity. (STL257815) Scheduled to ship in
December 2022. (1624) (C: 1-1-2)
Bobblehead

SRP: $125.00

VIDEO GAMES

JAN232949
HIGH ON LIFE ANGRY KENNY AR ENAMEL PIN (C: 1-1-2)
From Pinfinity. Based on the video game High on Life, these enamel augmented reality pins animate
with voices from the game and feature wallpaper downloads! (STL258302) Scheduled to ship in
January 2023. (3621/PSGHOL001) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories.
Pin

SRP: $14.99

JAN232950
HIGH ON LIFE CREATURE AR ENAMEL PIN (C: 1-1-2)
These all animate with voices from the game and wallpaper downloads (STL258354) Scheduled to
ship in January 2023. (3621/PSGHOL004) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories.
Pin

SRP: $14.99

JAN232951
HIGH ON LIFE GUS AR ENAMEL PIN (C: 1-1-2)
These all animate with voices from the game and wallpaper downloads (STL258352) Scheduled to
ship in January 2023. (3621/PSGHOL002) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories.
Pin

SRP: $14.99

JAN232952
HIGH ON LIFE KNIFEY AR ENAMEL PIN (C: 1-1-2)
These all animate with voices from the game and wallpaper downloads (STL258355) Scheduled to
ship in January 2023. (3621/PSGHOL005) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories.
Pin

SRP: $14.99

JAN232953
HIGH ON LIFE SWEEZY AR ENAMEL PIN (C: 1-1-2)
These all animate with voices from the game and wallpaper downloads (STL258353) Scheduled to
ship in January 2023. (3621/PSGHOL003) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories.
Pin

SRP: $14.99

JAN232954
PERSONA 5 ROYAL GOLDEN SERIES MORGANA PIN (C: 1-1-2)
From Zen Monkey Studios. Show off your fandom with this Persona 5 Royal Golden Series Morgana
Pin! This Golden enamel pin inspired by Personal 5 Royal features epoxy finish and glitter ink and
measures 1 1/2" in width. Each pin is comes displayed on a card back with pin backings. (STL256437)
Scheduled to ship in December 2022. (3423/P5R-PIN-GOLDMON) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only
within US and territories.
Pin

SRP: $10.99

TRADING CARDS

JAN232955
PLAYBOY BOOK OF LINGERIE V1 T/C SET (A) (C: 1-1-2)
Scheduled to ship in December 2022. (4836)For more information on this item and a copy of the
PREVIEWS Adult supplement, ask your local comic shop. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US
and territories.
ADULT MATERIALPI

GAMES & PUZZLES

GREEN RONIN PUBLISHING

JAN232956
O/A EXPANSE RPG HC
(W) Various
The Expanse Roleplaying Game brings James S.A. Corey's award-winning series of science fiction
novels to the tabletop. Using the Adventure Game Engine (AGE) rules that power Green Ronin's
Fantasy AGE, Blue Rose, and Modern AGE RPGs, The Expanse takes players to a far-future solar
system where humanity is divided: Martians, Belters, and the people of old Earth struggle for
political power and resources, but older, alien, forces are stirring in the universe, and human history
is about to take an unexpected new turn. The Expanse RPG applies the fast-playing, stunt-powered
AGE system to spaceships, solar colonies, adventure, and intrigue in the far-future, where the
actions of the characters may change the course of history! (STL080418)
Sourcebook, HC, 8x11, 224pgs SRP: $49.95

JAN232957
O/A SHIPS OF THE EXPANSE RPG HC
(W) Keith Garrett & Various
The Expanse is vast, and traversing the space between worlds in the solar system requires a ship. For
a crew, a ship is freedom, home, safety, and a source of income, but also a source of responsibility
and often debt. Out in space, other ships are potential targets, allies, or threats. The Ships of the
Expanse offers details on many of the kinds of space ships characters in an Expanse game might
encounter, or perhaps even own. From shuttles and racing pinnaces to lumbering ice-haulers and
massive warships, the sourcebook describes them all. Ships of the Expanse also features information
on space stations and new rules for maintenance and repair, buying and selling cargo, new stunts
and hazards, and much more. (STL172621)
Sourcebook, HC, 144pgs, B&W SRP: $39.95

JAN232958
EPIC SEVEN ARISE BOARD GAME (C: 0-1-2)
Farside Games took the baseline concept for the mobile game and ran with it in Epic Seven Arise:
The Board Game, building upon the mobile game’s memorable character and epic action to build a
tense, thrilling board game experience for 1-4 players. (STL259846) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Available only
within US and territories.
Board Game, FC (E7A-C01)

SRP: $99.99

JAN232959
EPIC SEVEN ARISE BOARD GAME HOPE EXP (C: 0-1-2)
The For Hope expansion for the Epic Seven Arise board game includes 3 new chapters boxes
(including 6 new miniatures) with new artifacts & encounter tokens to further increase replay value,
it also brings the epic finale of Episode 1 and the side story "Two Keys to Freedom." (STL259847) (C:
0-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories.
Board Game, FC (E7A-EP02)

SRP: $39.99

JAN232960
EPIC SEVEN ARISE ACOLYTES SET (C: 0-1-2)
The Acolytes Set adds 2 new boss characters from Episode 1 to enhance the Core Box gameplay
experience. (STL259848) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories.
Game Expansion, FC (E7A-EP03)

JAN232961

SRP: $29.99

D&D HONOR AMONG THIEVES DISPLACER BEAST PHUNNY PLUSH (
This plush is the result of a superpowered team-up between WizKids, experts in D&D collectibles,
and Kidrobot, premier creators of huggable plush. This ferocious beast is taking a rest after its time
in the arena. Though it may be haggard and scarred from being battle-tested, it is also incredibly
cute with its soft, cuddly body and adorable little toe beans! If you are lucky enough to befriend this
beast, you can be sure that it will be a loyal and trusty companion so long as you take care of it as
well (try some treats!). Sitting over 7 inches tall, this precious plush is made from the softest
premium materials and lots of love. (STL259816) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: NECA Category 5 items - Available
in US, UST, Canada, Australia, New Zealand & select countries.
Plush, FC (68335)

SRP: PI

JAN232962
D&D HONOR AMONG THIEVES GELATINOUS CUBE PHUNNY PLUSH (
Upon first glance, this soft friend may look like an inert cube of jelly, but its face has a hungry
determination. That being said, it will make a great friend as long as you keep it fed—maybe throw it
an adventurer or two as a snack every once in a while! If you look closely, some bits and bobs are
already floating around inside this adorable cube of jelly; don't mind the glow-in-the-dark bones and
various belongings of adventurers long gone! This interactive plush stands at 8" and has an opening
on the back panel to allow you to remove or add items as you see fit. Included inside this plush are a
few equally adorable plush accessories: a skull, 3 bones, a sword, and a shield! (STL259817) (C: 0-12) NOTE: NECA Category 5 items - Available in US, UST, Canada, Australia, New Zealand & select
countries.
Plush, FC (68337)

SRP: PI

JAN232963
D&D HONOR AMONG THIEVES MIMIC 11 IN PHUNNY PLUSH (C: 0
You may recognize this iconic Dungeons & Dragons creature, but you have never seen it like this
before! Its gaping mouth is brought to life in new, vibrant colors, but that is not all; its smile shines
brightly, even in the dark! This plush of the iconic Mimic has glow-in-the-dark teeth and eyes so that
even in darkness you will always know it's there… watching you… But who can resist that toothy
grin? At 11", this cuddly plush is made from the softest premium materials and lots of love.
(STL259830) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: NECA Category 5 items - Available in US, UST, Canada, Australia, New
Zealand & select countries.
Plush, FC (68336)

SRP: PI

JAN232964
D&D HONOR AMONG THIEVES OWLBEAR PHUNNY PLUSH (C: 0-1-2
As seen on the big screen in Dungeons & Dragons: Honor Among Thieves, this large, ferocious
owlbear can now become your cuddly beast friend forever (your BFF)! Whether you imagine this

creature to be simply your animal companion, or perhaps a human friend in their alternate beast
form, this soft and fluffy plush is sure to put a smile on your face. Sitting over 7" tall, this adorable
plush is made from the softest premium materials and lots of love. (STL259818) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE:
NECA Category 5 items - Available in US, UST, Canada, Australia, New Zealand & select countries.
Plush, FC (68339)

SRP: PI

JAN232965
D&D HONOR AMONG THIEVES THEMBERCHAUD PHUNNY PLUSH (C:
Dragons come in all shapes and sizes and this cuddly friend is large, round, and perfect for hugging!
Like any red dragon, this creature is incredibly protective of their hoard and will stop at nothing to
keep it safe. This dragon can make a great protector for your valuable belongings should you allow
them to guard them as their own (you just might have some trouble getting them back…). This fierce
and friendly plush sits at 13" tall and is made from the softest premium materials and lots of love.
(STL259831) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: NECA Category 5 items - Available in US, UST, Canada, Australia, New
Zealand & select countries.
Plush, FC (68338)

SRP: PI

KONAMI DIGITAL ENTERTAINMENT

JAN232966
YU GI OH MAZE OF MEMORIES BOOSTER DIS (24CT) (C: 0-1-2)
Surprises await you around every corner in Maze of Memories! Maze of Memories is packed with
cards that open the gates to Yu-Gi-Oh!'s history! You can relive the advent of Yugi's first Ritual
Monster with Black Luster Soldier - Legendary Swordsman! Get back to class with the Duel Academy
Field Spell, or rev it up with Accel Synchro Stardust Dragon! Every good labyrinth needs a guardian,
and Maze of Memories is defended by new World Premiere cards that revitalize the Paradox
Brother's iconic Gate Guardian! Combine Kazejin, Suijin, and Sanga of the Thunder in any way you
like to Special Summon brand-new Fusion Monsters! The complete Maze of Memories set contains
67-cards. (STL259833) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories.
Trading Card Game (KON 86002)

SRP: $107.76

LOONEY LABS

JAN232967
ACROSS AMERICA FLUXX DIS (6CT) (C: 0-1-2)
Road trip! Yes, the ever-changing card game is hitting the road and seeing the sites on a drive across
the United States of America. From famous landmarks to national parks, it's got everything from the

Golden Gate Bridge to the Statue of Liberty, including the Grand Canyon, Hollywood, Cape
Canaveral, Devil's Tower, the monuments of DC, and, of course, Amusement Parks. Perfect for
vacations or armchair travelers, Across America Fluxx includes a few special twists, including the
New Rule "Play All Day" and an Action called "Route 66." Who calls shotgun? (STL259834) (C: 0-1-2)
NOTE: Available only within US and territories.
Card Game (LOO-126) SRP: $20.00

PAIZO INC

JAN232968
PATHFINDER ADV PATH ABOMINATION VAULTS 5E HC
(W) James Jacobs & Various
This complete compilation of the original Abomination Vaults Adventure Path campaign has been
adapted to the newest version of the world's oldest RPG. You've heard about the quality and depth
of Pathfinder campaigns for years. Now explore the Abomination Vaults yourself without having to
learn a new game system! (STL234677)
Sourcebook, HC, 256pgs, FC (PZO2034) SRP: $59.99

JAN232969
PATHFINDER ADV PATH ABOMINATION VAULTS 5E SP ED HC (C: 0-1-2
(W) James Jacobs & Various
This complete compilation of the original Abomination Vaults Adventure Path campaign has been
adapted to the newest version of the world’s oldest RPG. You’ve heard about the quality and depth
of Pathfinder campaigns for years—now explore the Abomination Vaults yourself without having to
learn a new game system! This deluxe special edition is bound in faux leather with metallic deboss
cover elements and a bound-in ribbon bookmark. (STL234678) (C: 0-1-2)
Sourcebook, HC, 256pgs, FC (PZO2034-SE)

SRP: $79.99

JAN232970
PATHFINDER LOST OMENS FIREBRANDS HC (P2) (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Various
Lost Omens Firebrands takes a detailed look at the characters that choose to take on oppressors or
simply head out on adventures for fame and fortune. This book presents information on the
Firebrands organization, from membership, to spreading the word of rebellion, to the missions to
defeat tyranny, and the types of daredevil antics they perform for fun. The book also features new
rules content including new equipment, magic items, spells, and support for archetypes for players
who want to play a Firebrand in their campaigns! (STL248468) (C: 0-1-2)

Sourcebook, HC, 128pgs, FC (PZO9315) SRP: $39.99

JAN232971
PATHFINDER LOST OMENS FIREBRANDS SP ED HC (P2) (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Various
This book presents information on the Firebrands organization, from membership, to spreading the
word of rebellion, to the missions to defeat tyranny, and the types of daredevil antics they perform
for fun. The book also features new rules content including new equipment, magic items, spells, and
support for archetypes for players who want to play a Firebrand in their campaigns! This deluxe
special edition is bound in faux leather with metallic deboss cover elements and a bound-in ribbon
bookmark. (STL248469) (C: 0-1-2)
Sourcebook, HC, 128pgs, FC (PZO9315-SE)

SRP: $59.99

JAN232972
PATHFINDER ADV PATH GATEWALKERS (P2) VOL 03 (OF 3) (C: 0-1-2
(W) James Jacobs
Dreamers of the Nameless Spires is a Pathfinder adventure for four 8th-level characters. This
adventure concludes the Gatewalkers Adventure Path, a three-part monthly campaign in which a
team of paranormal investigators unravel the mystery behind a mass amnesic episode which left
them with lost memories and strange powers. This adventure also includes an article about the
mysterious elven goddess of twilight, Findeladlara; new rules options perfect for paranormalist
adventurers; and strange new creatures to befriend or bedevil your players. (STL248466) (C: 0-1-2)
Adventure Book, SC, 96pgs, FC (3 of 3) (PZO90189)

SRP: $26.99

JAN232973
PATHFINDER FLIP-MAT CLASSICS NOBLE ESTATE (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Stephen Radney-MacFarland, Jason Engle
Elegant treasures and political secrets lie hidden within noble estates, making them excellent targets
to rob or defend, but regardless of a group's inclination, no Game Master wants to spend time
drawing every opulent courtyard or banquet hall. Depicting the ground floor and roof of a grand
noble estate, this beautifully detailed, 24" x 30" double-sided map sets the perfect scene for
escapades among the elite! (STL248467) (C: 0-1-2)
Game Accessory, 18pgs, FC

SRP: $16.99

JAN232974
PATHFINDER CORE RULEBOOK POCKET ED (P2)

(W) Various
This comprehensive 640-page guide to the Pathfinder roleplaying game provides everything you
need to set out on a world of limitless fantasy adventure! Choose from ancestries like elf, human,
and goblin and classes like alchemist, fighter, and sorcerer to create a hero of your own design
destined to become a legend! Based on more than 20 years of active development and playtest
feedback from more than 125,000 gamers, the new Pathfinder rules are easy to learn and exciting to
master! This indispensable volume contains all rules for players and Game Masters, and is your first
step on a heroic new journey! (STL171760)
Sourcebook, SC, 640pgs, FC

SRP: $29.99

JAN232975
STARFINDER RPG ADV DRIFT CRISIS CASE FILES SC (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Dave Nelson & Various
In the aftermath of the Drift Crisis, investigators working for the Eyeswide Agency scramble to take
on an influx of cases to track down missing people, bring back lost property, and unravel the tangled
threads of interrupted lives. The strange stories born from those strange times would later come to
be known as the Drift Crisis Case Files. This all-new Starfinder adventure anthology includes:
Charmed Life (Level 3-4), Family Heirloom (Level 7-8), and Twisted Business (Level 10-11). To solve
each case, investigators must navigate Absalom Station's seedy underworld of criminals, corrupt
Station Security forces, and wealthy puppet masters—luckily, they have their own allies to rely on, as
detailed in a Contact Codex of prominent NPC allies and new rules options perfect for psychic
investigators. (STL248470) (C: 0-1-2)
Adventure Book, SC, 64pgs, FC (PZO7606)

SRP: $24.99

JAN232976
STARFINDER RPG DECK OF ENDLESS NPCS (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Various
These cards combine to form a unique NPC, each with their own role, motivation, personality trait,
and secret agenda! With over 100 million different combinations, you are sure to get an interesting
new character to add to your story every time! (STL248471) (C: 0-1-2)
Game Accessory, 110pgs, FC (PZO7430) SRP: $24.99

JAN232977
STARFINDER RPG FLIP-MAT AMUSEMENT PARK (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Damien Mammoliti
This double-sided 24" x 30" map features a small carnival midway on one side, and a small section of
a much larger (and much cleaner) theme park on the other side. Starfinder Flip-Mats present ready-

to-use science-fantasy set pieces for the busy Game Master. With Starfinder Flip-Mat: Amusement
Park, you’ll be ready for the next time your players want to unwind! (STL248472) (C: 0-1-2)
Game Accessory, 18pgs, FC (PZO7336) SRP: $16.99

JAN232978
O/A STARFINDER RPG CORE RULEBOOK POCKED ED
(W) James L. Sutter & Various
This massive 528-page softcover rulebook is the essential centerpiece of the Starfinder Roleplaying
Game, with rules for character creation, magic, gear, and more-everything you need to play
Starfinder as either a player or Game Master! The next great adventure in science-fantasy
roleplaying takes off here, and the Starfinder Core Rulebook is your ticket to a lifetime of adventure
amid the stars! (STL150487)
Sourcebook, SC, 528pgs, FC

SRP: $19.99

DYNAMITE

JAN232979
O/A PATHFINDER SEONI BATTLE READY STATUE (C: 0-1-2)
The world of Pathfinder comes to life in this stunning, hand-painted, collectible statue of the renown
sorcerer, Seoni. Highly-detailed from head-to-toe, and standing just over 12' tall, this quality, resin
figure features intricate tattoo and clothing reproduction, dual-wielded weapons, and simulated
"scars and dirt" earned in battle. Fans have never been offered a Seoni like this before, and this
extremely limited run means it may never be offered again! (STL112388) (C: 0-1-2)
Statue, 12.5x3.8

SRP: $249.99

JAN232980
O/A PATHFINDER SEONI SPELLCASTING AP STATUE (C: 0-1-2)
The world of Pathfinder comes to life in this stunning, hand-painted, collectible statue of the renown
sorcerer, Seoni. Highly-detailed from head-to-toe, and standing just over 12" tall, this quality, resin
figure features removable spell effect, and intricate tattoo and clothing reproduction. Fans have
never been offered a Seoni like this before, and this extremely limited run means it may never be
offered again! Limited to 49 units. (STL124360) (C: 0-1-2)
Statue, 12.5x3.8

SRP: $225.00

RENEGADE GAME STUDIO

JAN232981
AXIS & ALLIES 1940 EUROPE 2ND ED BOARD GAME (C: 0-1-2)
Decide the Fate of a Nation and the Destiny of the World. As an Axis power, you will plan, build, and
maneuver your mighty fleets of ships and aircraft in your effort to dominate the world. When the
time is right, you will enter into direct military confrontations with the mightiest economic powers
on earth, attempting to cripple them before they can thwart your plans. As one of the Allied powers,
you will come together with your allies in the recognized need for a common defense. To succeed,
you will need to take charge of your economic, political, and military might, because you'll be
challenged by the greatest land, sea, and air powers the world has ever seen. Rewrite the story and
leave your mark on history. (STL259839) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories.
Board Game (RGS 02556)

SRP: $100.00

JAN232982
AXIS & ALLIES 1940 PACIFIC 2ND ED BOARD GAME (C: 0-1-2)
Decide the Fate of a Nation and the Destiny of the World! The year is 1940. Japan continues to flex
its military might in China as political tension grips the world. In Europe, France is about to fall, and
Asia braces for the impact. Holland, now occupied by Germany, is forced to leave its resource rich
colonies in the Dutch East Indies vulnerable to the oil-starved Imperial Japanese Empire. French
Indo-China will soon be occupied by Japanese land, sea, and air forces. Britain has received an
ultimatum to close the Burma Road or risk war with Japan. The United States reacts with an
embargo of strategic materials. The stage is set. (STL259840) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Available only within
US and territories.
Board Game (RGS 02555)

SRP: $100.00

JAN232983
AXIS & ALLIES 1941 BOARD GAME (C: 0-1-2)
The world is at war! Five major powers struggle for supremacy. Germany and Japan are aligned
against the great alliance of the United Kingdom, the Soviet Union, and the United States. Designed
for 2-5 players, the game is set in 1941: The Axis has great momentum and is expanding its
conquests in both Europe and Asia. (STL259841) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and
territories.
Board Game (RGS 02553)

SRP: $40.00

JAN232984
AXIS & ALLIES 1942 2ND ED BOARD GAME (C: 0-1-2)
Spring 1942, The world is at war! Five major powers struggle for supremacy: Germany and Japan are
aligned against the great alliance of the United Kingdom, the Soviet Union, and the United States.
Designed for 2-5 players, the game is set in 1942, the historical high-water mark of Axis expansion.

Show that you are a brilliant military strategist by planning your attacks, marshaling your forces into
embattled territories, and resolving the conflicts. Victory goes to the side that conquers its
opponents on the field of battle and liberates or occupies the greatest cities of the world. Change
the course of history in a few short hours! (STL259842) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and
territories.
Board Game (RGS 02554)

SRP: $75.00

JAN232985
GI JOE DECK BUILDING GAME COLD SNAP EXP (C: 0-1-2)
Bundle up and prepare to face the Coldsnap! Battle Destro and the Weather dominator device
before the world freezes. Then, face off against Zartan and his Dreadnok gang before the world goes
crazy. Hook up the new Towable Assets against chilling new threats like Snowblind cards and Snow
Serpents. This is an expansion; the G.I Joe Deck-Building Game is required to play. Features: New
"Towable" cards feature artillery and armaments from the G.I. Joe arsenal! Snow Terrain and
Vehicles present new challenges for the Joes to overcome! Two new story missions, featuring the
Weather Dominator and the Dreadnoks! (STL259836) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and
territories.
Game Expansion, FC (RGS 02419)

SRP: $30.00

JAN232986
MY LITTLE PONY ADV IN EQUESTRIA DBG TRUE TALENTS EXP (C: 0-1
Come together and find your calling with the True Talents expansion for My Little Pony: Adventures
in Equestria! Play as the Cutie Mark Crusaders and use the Discover ability to rally Classmates and
Crusaders to your cause! With new characters, cards, hurdles, and challenges, True Talents adds lots
of variety and deck-building strategies to your game! This expansion requires the My Little Pony:
Adventures in Equestria Deck-Building Game. Features: New Discover mechanic encourages themed
deck-building! Play as Apple Bloom, Scootaloo, Sweetie Belle, and Zecora! New player cards, hurdles,
and challenges to enhance your game! (STL259838) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and
territories.
Game Expansion, FC (RGS 02453)

SRP: $30.00

JAN232987
POWER RANGERS DBG FLYING HIGHER EXP (C: 0-1-2)
Zordon has been captured! Led by Astronema, the Princess of Evil, the forces of Dark Spector are
spreading out to conquer the galaxy. Only Andros and his Space Rangers can save the universe from
being plunged into darkness. Hop on your Galaxy Glider and rocket into action! This expansion
requires the Power Rangers Deck-Building Game Core Set or Zeo -Stronger Than Before to play.
Features: Play as Andros and his team of Space Rangers as they join the roster of heroes. Astronema
and the lieutenants of Darkonda make their appearance as playable villains! New ways to play and

win the game using the Dark Specter and Zordon objective cards! (STL259837) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE:
Available only within US and territories.
Game Expansion, FC (RGS 02455)

SRP: $30.00

ROWAN, ROOK AND DECARD LTD

JAN232988
DIE RPG HC (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Kieron Gillen (A) Stephanie Hans
In DIE: The Roleplaying Game, players take on the roles of authentically flawed people from the real
world who gather together to play a game and are dragged into a magical realm. What are they
prepared to sacrifice to escape? What are they prepared to sacrifice to stay? Built by Kieron Gillen
and Stephanie Hans, the creative duo behind the Image comic of the same name, this 408 page book
gives players all the tools they need to build a bespoke world out of the obsessions and dreams of
their friends. (STL260442) (C: 0-1-2)
Sourcebook, HC, 8.5x11, 408pgs, FC

SRP: $60.00

JAN232989
DIE RPG DLX ED HC (C: 0-1-2)
(W) Kieron Gillen (A) Stephanie Hans (CA) Rian Hughes
In DIE: The Roleplaying Game, players take on the roles of authentically flawed people from the real
world who gather together to play a game and are dragged into a magical realm. What are they
prepared to sacrifice to escape? What are they prepared to sacrifice to stay?
Built by Kieron Gillen and Stephanie Hans, the creative duo behind the Image comic of the same
name, this 408 page book gives players all the tools they need to build a bespoke world out of the
obsessions and dreams of their friends.
This deluxe edition of the book has an alternate cover designed by comics legend Rian Hughes. It
features luxurious bookcloth, silver foiled and debossed designs, and a custom slipcase also designed
by Hughes. (STL260443) (C: 0-1-2)
Sourcebook, HC, 8.5x11, 408pgs, FC

SRP: $95.00

SIRIUS DICE

JAN232990
D6 DICE SET 12MM CLUBS (18CT) (C: 0-1-2)

These 12mm 18-piece dice set features twinkling and clear resin that feature exciting themes.
(STL259929) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories.
Dice Set, FC (SDZ0008-11)

SRP: $25.00

JAN232991
D6 DICE SET 12MM DIAMONDS (18CT) (C: 0-1-2)
From Sirius Dice. This 12mm 18-piece dice set features diamonds that float in layers of glistening
clear and red resin. (STL259926) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories.
Dice Set, FC (SDZ0008-09)

SRP: $25.00

JAN232992
D6 DICE SET 12MM HEARTS (18CT) (C: 0-1-2)
From Sirius Dice. This 12mm 18-piece dice set features red hearts that float amid glitter in clear and
red layers of resin. (STL259934) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories.
Dice Set, FC (SDZ0008-15)

SRP: $25.00

JAN232993
D6 DICE SET 12MM NORTHERN LIGHTS (18CT) (C: 0-1-2)
From Sirius Dice. This 12mm 18-piece dice set features golden pips that contrast glittering layers of
pastel green, blue, and magenta. (STL259922) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and
territories.
Dice Set, FC (SDZ0008-19)

SRP: $25.00

JAN232994
D6 DICE SET 12MM RAINBOW (18CT) (C: 0-1-2)
From Sirius Dice. This 12mm 18-piece dice set features multi-hued layered resin with semi-sharp
corners and brightly contrasting pips. (STL259918) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and
territories.
Dice Set, FC (SDZ0008-07)

SRP: $35.00

JAN232995
D6 DICE SET 12MM SPADES (18CT) (C: 0-1-2)
From Sirius Dice. This 12mm 18-piece dice set features stylized spades floating in layers of glittering
clear and black resin. (STL259932) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories.

Dice Set, FC (SDZ0008-13)

SRP: $25.00

JAN232996
D6 DICE SET 12MM TAHITIAN SUNSET (18CT) (C: 0-1-2)
From Sirius Dice. This 12mm 18-piece dice set features pastel hues of yellow, orange, pink, and
purple infused with light-catching glittter. (STL259924) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and
territories.
Dice Set, FC (SDZ0008-17)

SRP: $25.00

JAN232997
D6 DICE SET 16MM CLUBS (12CT) (C: 0-1-2)
These 16mm 12-piece dice sets feature themed twinkling and clear resin die. (STL259942) (C: 0-1-2)
NOTE: Available only within US and territories.
Dice Set, FC (SDZ0008-10)

SRP: $20.00

JAN232998
D6 DICE SET 16MM DIAMONDS (12CT) (C: 0-1-2)
From Sirius Dice. This 16mm 12-piece dice set features diamonds floating in layers of glistening clear
and red resin. (STL259940) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories.
Dice Set, FC (SDZ0008-08)

SRP: $20.00

JAN232999
D6 DICE SET 16MM HEARTS (12CT) (C: 0-1-2)
From Sirius Dice. This 16mm 12-piece dice set features red hearts floating amid glitter in clear and
red layers of resin. (STL259945) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories.
Dice Set, FC (SDZ0008-14)

SRP: $20.00

JAN233000
D6 DICE SET 16MM NORTHERN LIGHTS (12CT) (C: 0-1-2)
From Sirius Dice. This 16mm 12-piece dice set features golden pips that contrast glittering layers of
pastel green, blue, and magenta. (STL259938) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and
territories.
Dice Set, FC (SDZ0008-18)

SRP: $20.00

JAN233001
D6 DICE SET 16MM SPADES (12CT) (C: 0-1-2)
From Sirius Dice. This 16mm 12-piece dice set features stylized spades that float in layers of
glittering clear and black resin. (STL259944) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories.
Dice Set, FC (SDZ0008-12)

SRP: $20.00

JAN233002
D6 DICE SET 16MM TAHITIAN SUNSET (12CT) (C: 0-1-2)
From Sirius Dice. This 16mm 12-piece dice set features pastel hues of yellow, orange, pink, and
purple infused with light-catching glitter. (STL259936) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and
territories.
Dice Set, FC (SDZ0008-16)

SRP: $20.00

ULTRA PRO INTERNATIONAL

JAN233003
EASY GRIP SLEEVES 2 1/2IN X 3IN (100CT) (C: 0-1-2)
Archival-grade, acid-free and non-PVC card sleeves designed to hold standard 2-1/2" X 3-1/2" cards.
The sleeve has an oval tab on the back material to assist with insertion of cards and prevent card
corner damage. Tab is also designed to be able to easily grip it and remove a card and sleeve from a
Toploader. 100 count per pack. (STL259835) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories.
Accessory

SRP: $1.08

USAOPOLY

JAN233004
DRAGON PRINCE MONOPOLY BOARD GAME (C: 0-1-2)
Explore the magical realm of Xadia from the tabletop with this fantastical twist on the classic family
game! MONOPOLY: The Dragon Prince lets players and fans of the beloved original Netflix animated
series go on an adventure of their own as they encounter and interact with Ezran, Callum, Zym and
other favorites. Collectible custom tokens including an Adoraburr, Rayla's Blades, and Dragon Egg
take you around the board on a path determined by Destiny and Legacy. Set examples of success
with Bonds and Alliances along the way to leave the most inspiring journey behind you and win!
(STL259948) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories.

Board Game, FC (MN150-731) SRP: $44.99

JAN233005
CRITICAL ROLE MIGHTY VIBES SERIES CADUCEUS 1000 PC PUZZLE (C
Mellow out in between adventures with Caduceus in this 1,000-piece jigsaw puzzle based on "The
Mighty Vibes Series," featuring artwork by Kamille Areopagita and Kevin Areopagita of the
empathetic cleric embracing meditation, tea drinking, and mushroom growing. (STL259950) (C: 0-12) NOTE: Available only within US and territories.
Puzzle, FC (PZ139-793) SRP: $17.99

JAN233006
DR SEUSS COLLECTION 1000 PC PUZZLE (C: 0-1-2)
Instantly relive memories of childhood stories as you assemble this nostalgic 1,000-piece "Dr. Seuss
Collection" jigsaw puzzle, featuring nine iconic covers of titles by the prolific author, including
"Green Eggs and Ham," "The Lorax," "The Cat in the Hat," and more in a 19x27" grid. (STL259951) (C:
0-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories.
Puzzle, FC (PZ154-802) SRP: $17.99

JAN233007
GUDETAMA AMAZING EGG-VENTURES 1000 PC PUZZLE (C: 0-1-2)
Sanrio's lazy egg can't catch a break in this 1,000-piece Gudetama "amazing egg-ventures" jigsaw
puzzle, featuring the distressed egg reacting to various predicaments! Find Gudetama falling into
fried rice, being flipped with fruit, and other chaotic cooking situations in this 19" x 27" collage of
hilarious comic strips. (STL259955) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories.
Puzzle, FC (PZ075-799) SRP: $17.99

JAN233008
HELLO KITTY & FRIENDS MY FAVORITE FLAVOR 1000 PC PUZZLE (C:
Gathering with friends is extra fun when there's a special treat for each one! Discover different
sweets and smiles as you put together this 1,000-piece Hello Kitty and Friends My Favorite Flavor
jigsaw puzzle, featuring your favorite Sanrio characters! Join Cinnamoroll, Little Twin Stars,
Pompompurin, Pochacco, Keroppi, My Melody, and Hello Kitty with their matching snacks in a 19" x
27" image bordered by supercute pastel plaid. (STL259956) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US
and territories.
Puzzle, FC (PZ075-798) SRP: $17.99

JAN233009
MERRY GRINCHMAS 1000 PC PUZZLE (C: 0-1-2)
atch a culprit in the act of a timeless holiday theft with this 1,000-piece The Grinch Merry Grinchmas
jigsaw puzzle, based on the iconic Dr. Seuss title How the Grinch Stole Christmas! Frame this festive
19" x 27" illustration of the infamous "mean one" being sneaky in a room of gifts for every Who but
him for a different seasonal decoration. (STL259953) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and
territories.
Puzzle, FC (PZ154-779) SRP: $17.99

JAN233010
SHARK WEEK SHIVER OF SHARKS 1000 PC PUZZLE (C: 0-1-2)
Submerge yourself safely among the largest predatory animals in the ocean and piece together the
Shiver of Sharks 1,000-piece jigsaw puzzle! Created in partnership with Discovery, this 19" x 27"
collage features deep-sea dwellers such as Hammerheads and Great White sharks swimming with
schools, surfacing for food, and being fascinating. (STL259958) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Available only within
US and territories.
Puzzle, FC (PZ042-677) SRP: $17.99

WIZARDS OF THE COAST

JAN233011
MTG TCG PHYREXIA ALL ONE JUMPSTART BOOSTER DIS (18CT)
Phyrexia: All Will Be One explores the plane of New Phyrexia, showing us what the home of the
Phyrexians is like—and what the dominance of the Praetor Elesh Norn means. Here, all will be one,
and there is no power great enough to stop her from seeing that vision through. (STL258322) (C: 0-12) NOTE: Available only within US and territories.
Pack (WOC D11330000)

SRP: PI

JAN233012
MTG TCG PHYREXIA ALL WILL BE ONE COLL BOOSTER DIS (12CT) (Ne
From Wizards of the Coast. "Compleat" your collection with the finest cards the Phyrexians have at
their command. Each booster contains borderless cards, showcase cards, gorgeous foils, and a card
with a special treatment that celebrates the glory of Phyrexia.The Phyrexia: All Will Be One Collector
Booster Box contains 12 Phyrexia: All Will Be One Collector Boosters. Each Collector Booster contains
15 Magic: The Gathering cards and 1 Traditional Foil double-sided token, with a combination of 5–6
cards of rarity Rare or higher and 2–5 Uncommon, 4–7 Common, and 1 Land cards. Every pack
contains a total of 10 Traditional Foil cards. Traditional Foil Borderless Mythic Planeswalker in 3% of

boosters.Contents:12 Phyrexia: All Will Be One MTG Collector Boosters15 Magic cards + 1 foil token
in each boosterBorderless cards, showcase cards, and a special treatment that celebrates the glory
of Phyrexia in every pack5–6 cards of rarity Rare or higher in every pack10 Traditional Foil cards in
every packGlory to Phyrexia—resist the Phyrexian invasion or forfeit your flesh to join them in
perfection (STL258319) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories.
Pack (WOC D11310000)

SRP: PI

JAN233013
MTG TCG PHYREXIA ALL WILL BE ONE SET BOOSTER DIS (30CT) (Net
From Wizards of the Coast. (STL258318) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories.
Pack (WOC D11300000)

SRP: PI

JAN233014
MTG TCG PHYREXIA ALL WILL BE WON DRAFT BOOSTER DIS (36CT) (N
From Wizards of the Coast. The Phyrexia: All Will Be One Draft Booster Box contains 36 Phyrexia: All
Will Be One Draft Boosters. Each Draft Booster contains 15 cards and 1 token/ad card, including 1
card of rarity Rare or higher and 3 Uncommons, 10 Commons, and 1 Land cards. Traditional Foil
Borderless Mythic Planeswalker in <1% of boosters. Traditional Foil of any rarity replaces a Common
in 33% of boosters.Contents:36 Phyrexia: All Will Be One MTG Draft Boosters—the best boosters for
drafting Phyrexia: All Will Be One15 Magic cards per booster1 card of rarity Rare or higher in every
pack1 Traditional Foil card in 33% of packsGlory to Phyrexia—resist the Phyrexian invasion or forfeit
your flesh to join them in perfection (STL258315) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and
territories.
Pack (WOC D11280000)

SRP: PI

JAN233015
MTG TCG PHYREXIA ALL WILL BE ONE BUNDLE (C: 0-1-2)
From Wizards of the Coast. The Phyrexia: All Will Be One Bundle contains 8 Phyrexia: All Will Be One
Set Boosters—the best boosters to open just for fun—plus accessories, with 1 traditional foil
alternate-art promo card, 40 basic lands (20 traditional foils and 20 nonfoils), 1 oversized Spindown
life counter, 1 card storage box, and 2 reference cards.Contents:8 Phyrexia: All Will Be One Set
Boosters1 traditional foil alt-art promo card40 basic land cards (20 foil + 20 nonfoil)Spindown life
counter + card storage boxGlory to Phyrexia—resist the Phyrexian invasion or forfeit your flesh to
join them in perfection (STL258324) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories.
Bundle (WOC D11340000)

JAN233016

SRP: PI

MTG TCG PHYREXIA ALL WILL BE ONE BUNDLE COMP ED (C: 0From Wizards of the Coast. Prove your devotion to perfection with the Bundle: Compleat Edition.
With a legion of Phyrexian goodies you won’t find anywhere else, it’s the ultimate gift for any Magic
fan—including you.The Phyrexia: All Will Be One Bundle: Compleat Edition comes with a 12-card
Compleat Edition booster with exclusive special treatments—2 special foil Mythic Rare cards and 10
special foil Land cards. It also contains 12 Phyrexia: All Will Be One Set Boosters, 1 Traditional Foil
Rare promo card, 40 Traditional Foil land cards that celebrate the glory of Phyrexia, and 1 Compleat
Edition-exclusive foil card storage box.Contents:Bundle: Compleat Edition—get the ultimate
Phyrexian bundle with exclusive special treatments1 Compleat Edition booster—contains 2 special
foil Mythic Rare cards + 10 special foil Land cards12 Phyrexia: All Will Be One MTG Set Boosters—the
best boosters to open just for fun40 Traditional Foil land cards that celebrate the glory of Phyrexia1
Traditional Foil Rare promo cardCompleat Bundle-exclusive foil card box (STL258325) (C: 0-1-2)
NOTE: Available only within US and territories.
Bundle (WOC D20100000)

SRP: PI

JAN233017
MTG TCG PHYREXIA ALL WILL BE ONE COMMANDER DECK CARTON
From Wizards of the Coast. This Phyrexia: All Will Be One Commander Deck set includes 1 ready-toplay deck of 100 Magic cards (2 traditional foil legendary cards, 98 nonfoil cards), a 2-card Collector
Booster Sample Pack, 1 foil-etched Display Commander (a thick cardstock copy of the commander
card with foil etched into the card’s border and art), 10 double-sided tokens, 1 deck box (can hold
100 sleeved cards), 1 Life Wheel, 1 strategy insert, and 1 reference card.Contents:100-card ready-toplay Phyrexia: All Will Be One Commander Deck2-card Collector Booster Sample PackDeck includes 2
traditional foils + 98 nonfoil cards1 foil-etched Display CommanderAccessories—10 double-sided
tokens + life tracker and deck boxIntroduces 10 MTG cards not found in the main set (STL258320) (C:
0-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories.
Deck (WOC D11320000)

SRP: PI

WIZKIDS/JAN233018
MARVEL HEROCLIX SPIDER-MAN BEYOND AMAZING BOOSTER BRICK (C:
Your favorite friendly neighborhood superhero is back in the new Marvel HeroClix: Spider-Man
Beyond Amazing set bringing more web-slinging, wall-crawling and crime-fighting action to HeroClix
than ever before! Celebrating six decades of Spider-Man adventures, this 5-figure booster release
features characters from across the Spider-Verse including Peter Parker, Miles Morales, SpiderGwen, Spiderling, Spider-Man Noir and more! Battle it out against a sinister crew of villains including
Doctor Octopus, Green Goblin, Electro, Vulture, Mysterio and more! Bring some of your favorite
HeroClix back to the fight with all-new Legacy Cards, this time featuring many iconic Spider-Man
figures! With twelve incredible Chase figures featuring many characters brand new to HeroClix this is
one of the most exciting sets ever to collect! (STL252759) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: NECA Category 5 items Available in US, UST, Canada, Australia, New Zealand & select countries.
Booster Brick, FC (WZK 84864) SRP: $169.99

JAN233019
MARVEL HEROCLIX SPIDER-MAN BEYOND AMAZING MINIS GAME (C: 0-1
From Wizkids/NECA. Swing straight into the action with the brand new Marvel HeroClix: Spider-Man
Beyond Amazing smash hit Miniatures Game standalone experience! Spider-Man teams up with
Miles Morales, Spider-Gwen, Spider-Woman and Spiderling to defend New York City from Venom,
Bullseye, Shocker, Hydro-Man and Mysterio in exciting scenario-driven gameplay! Play up to 8
campaign scenarios unique to this Miniatures Game for 2 players where results matter from session
to session, or sit down for a head-to-head single match of raw power! Each of the 10 beautiful
ready-to-play figures comes with two different ways to play for both first-time and advanced players
making this an excellent entry point for first-time miniatures players. Map components are thick and
double-sided tiles and the box includes everything that you need to get started exploring HeroClix!
This game contains everything 2 people need to play HeroClix: A meaty multi-session campaign for 2
players that pivots and turns based on the results of the last session, 10 Premium Quality PrePainted Miniatures each with TWO ways to play for beginner or advanced play, 20 Character Cards
(one each for beginner and advanced versions), Object, Terrain, and Bystander tokens, 8 Campaign
Scenario Cards, Double-Sided Thick Map Tiles. No folds! 2 Custom six-sided dice with an icon of
Spider-Man, 2 All-new Powers and Abilities Cards with Spider-Man Beyond Amazing imagery, 1 FullColor HeroClix Core Rulebook (2023 edition). (STL252760) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: NECA Category 5 items Available in US, UST, Canada, Australia, New Zealand & select countries.
Game, FC (WZK 84866) SRP: $69.99

JAN233020
MARVEL HEROCLIX SPIDER-MAN BEYOND DICE & TOKEN PACK (C: 0-1From Wizkids/NECA. Equip yourself with everything you need to bring more Spider-Man Beyond
Amazing action right to your table! Each new Dice and Token Pack has two custom dice featuring a
special logo to match the set, and six action tokens featuring fan-favorite characters! On the reverse
side of these action tokens, players can find Bystander tokens to use with figures in the set to help
complete their Marvel HeroClix: Spider-Man Beyond Amazing collection. Dice and Token Packs are a
great way to enhance your HeroClix experience! (STL252766) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: NECA Category 5
items - Available in US, UST, Canada, Australia, New Zealand & select countries.
Dice Pack, FC (WZK 84869)

SRP: $14.99

JAN233021
MARVEL HEROCLIX SPIDER-MAN BEYOND PLAY AT HOME MORALES (C: 0
From Wizkids/NECA. (STL252763) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: NECA Category 5 items - Available in US, UST,
Canada, Australia, New Zealand & select countries.
Game Kit, FC (WZK 84912)

SRP: $14.99

JAN233022
MARVEL HEROCLIX SPIDER-MAN BEYOND PLAY AT HOME PARKER (C: 0From Wizkids/NECA. Play at Home Kits return with more packed into them than ever before! Play at
Home Kits are a great way of getting exciting figures and HeroClix maps to players who may or may
not be able to visit their local game store. With a clear window to show off the character inside,
players know exactly what hero they are getting when they pick up the Peter Parker kit! For the first
time, this Play at Home Kit comes with the reutrn of a fan-favorite object with all-new gameplay as
well as one of the most exciting maps yet! This kit contains: 1 Limited Edition Spider-Man HeroClix
Figure with Character Card, 1 Limited Edition Symbiote HeroClix Object with Object Card, 1 BrandNew Double-Sided Map. Contents subject to change.
(STL252762) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: NECA Category 5 items - Available in US, UST, Canada, Australia, New
Zealand & select countries.
Game Kit, FC (WZK 84867)

SRP: $19.99

JAN233023
SILICONVANIA BOARD GAME (C: 0-1-2)
The Vampire Council is looking to hire a new City Planner to turn Transylvania, into the world's
newest tech haven! You and your rivals are competing to land the job. Create a diverse cityscape for
vampire and animal life, provide plenty of bloodbanks for your citizens, secure contracts and bring
aboard the best specialists in the industry. The race is on to present to the Vampire Council the best
plan to turn Transylvania into SiliconVania! (STL248080) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: NECA Category 5 items Available in US, UST, Canada, Australia, New Zealand & select countries.
Board Game, FCSRP: $39.99

JAN233024
CRITICAL ROLE MONSTERS OF EXANDRIA SET 03 (C: 0-1-2)
Critical Role has partnered with WizKids to create high quality figures that are compatible with the
most popular tabletop RPGs. This new entry into the Critical Role inspired line, Critical Role:
Monsters of Exandria 3 Boxed Set, offers gorgeous painted figures of monsters hailing from the
world of Exandria. Welcome these fearsome creatures into your own games and worlds with this
set! This set includes: Symphior, Abyssal Abomination, Naga Abomination, Ghurrix, Servant of
Ghurrix. Are you ready to face these monstrous foes of Exandria? (STL252778) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: NECA
Category 5 items - Available in US, UST, Canada, Australia, New Zealand & select countries.
Miniatures Set, FC (WZK 74271)

SRP: $69.99

JAN233025
CRITICAL ROLE VOX MACHINA MINIS BOXED SET (C: 0-1-2)

As the newest entry into the Critical Role inspired line, Critical Role: Vox Machina Boxed Set offers
high quality painted versions of the band of lovable misfits decked out with some of their most
iconic gear. Grog Strongjaw wields his cursed blade, Pike and Scanlan display their divine blessings,
and twins Vex'ahlia and Vax'ildan sport their Vestiges of Divergence: the longbow Fenthras and the
dagger Whisper. (STL252792) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: NECA Category 5 items - Available in US, UST, Canada,
Australia, New Zealand & select countries.
Miniatures Set, FC (WZK 74276)

SRP: $69.99

JAN233026
D&D CLASSIC MONSTERS COLLECTION D-F (C: 0-1-2)
D&D Classic Collection: Monsters D-F is a highly collectable set of pre-painted miniatures that is
inspired by iconic monsters from the original Dungeons & Dragons Monster Manual. This set
contains: Displacer Beast, Doppleganger, Efreeti, Air Elemental, Earth Elemental, Fire Elemental,
Water Elemental, Ettin. Contents subject to change. Images not final. (STL252773) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE:
NECA Category 5 items - Available in US, UST, Canada, Australia, New Zealand & select countries.
Miniatures Set, FC (WZK 96243)

SRP: $89.99

JAN233027
CRITICAL ROLE MIGHTY NEIN BOXED SET (C: 0-1-2)
From Wizkids/NECA. As the newest entry into the Critical Role inspired line, Critical Role: The Mighty
Nein Boxed Set offers high quality painted versions of the group of unsung heroes decked out with
some of their most iconic gear. Relive the Mighty Nein's journey through Eiselcross! From their sea
voyage across the Frozen Depths, to traversing Foren's icy landscape, to battling various frosty foes,
to delving into the ancient ruins of the magical city of Aeor and a showdown with an old friend. This
set has everything you need to bring the world of Critical Role to your table. This set includes: Yasha
Nydoorin, Fjord Stone, Jester Lavorre, Veth Brenatto, Beauregard Lionett, Caleb Widogast, Caduceus
Clay, Mollymauk Tealeaf, and Nott the Brave. (STL259820) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: NECA Category 5 items Available in US, UST, Canada, Australia, New Zealand & select countries.
Miniatures Set, FC (WZK 74277)

SRP: $69.99

JAN233028
D&D ICONS REALMS DRACONIAN WARBAND (C: 0-1-2)
WizKids, the industry leader in quality pre-painted plastic miniatures, is pleased to bring our latest
fantasy miniatures series to life, Monster Warbands. The D&D Icons of the Realms: Draconian
Warband contains seven Draconic foes for your adventurers to battle! Building a Draconian army or
encounter is now quick and simple. These monsters tie-into the D&D Dragonlance setting. The most
influential fantasy roleplaying game in the world has never been easier to bring to the tabletop, with
the all-new Warbands. This set contains:1 Draconian Aurak, 2 Draconian Baaz, 2 Draconian Bozak, 1

Draconian Kapak & 1 Draconian Sivak. (STL256074) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: NECA Category 5 items Available in US, UST, Canada, Australia, New Zealand & select countries.
Miniatures Set, FC (WZK 96160)

SRP: $49.99

JAN233029
D&D ICONS REALMS DRAGONLANCE BOOSTER BRICK 7CT (C: 0-1-2)
The 25th set in our Icons of the Realms line of pre-painted Dungeons & Dragons miniatures. Collect
all 49 figures from Dragonlance, the newest set of randomly sorted monsters and characters in our
exciting line of D&D miniatures. Booster Bricks contain 6 Boosters and 1 Super Booster. (STL256075)
(C: 0-1-2) NOTE: NECA Category 5 items - Available in US, UST, Canada, Australia, New Zealand &
select countries.
Miniatures, FC (WZK 96223)

SRP: $169.93

JAN233030
D&D ICONS REALMS HONOR THIEVES MONSTERS BOXED SET (C: 0-1-2)
D&D Icons of the Realms: Honor Among Thieves - Monsters Boxed Set is a new set of miniatures
based on the upcoming theatrical release of Dungeons & Dragons: Honor Among Thieves! Collect
some of the most iconic monsters from the Dungeons & Dragons universe in this exciting set. This
set contains: Owlbear, Mimic, Gelatinous Cube, Displacer Beast, and a surprise mystery monster!
Contents subject to change. (STL259828) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: NECA Category 5 items - Available in US,
UST, Canada, Australia, New Zealand & select countries.
Miniatures Set, FC (WZK 96245)

SRP: $39.99

JAN233031
D&D ICONS REALMS VOICES REALMS BAND OF HEROES (C: 0-1-2)
WizKids, the industry leader in quality pre-painted plastic miniatures, is pleased to bring our latest
fantasy miniatures series to life, Voices of the Realms! The D&D Voices of the Realms: Band of
Heroes is a new line of miniatures based on existing D&D art geared towards diversity and inclusion.
In this set, players can choose from a variety of class options for their next adventurer, while
Dungeon Masters can quickly build engageing scenes for their players with this exciting mix of
characters! This set contains: Fighter, Druid, Ranger, Paladin, Wizard, Warlock. Contents subject to
change. Images not final. (STL252753) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: NECA Category 5 items - Available in US, UST,
Canada, Australia, New Zealand & select countries.
Miniatures Set, FC (WZK 96221)

SRP: $49.99

JAN233032
D&D IDOLS REALMS BEHOLDER HIVE 2D ACRYLIC MINI SET (C: 0-1-2

Introducing all new sets of 2D miniatures by WizKids! These 2D minis are an inexpensive way to gain
a huge assortment of miniatures and are designed to support a variety of adventures! The 2D sets
are made of acrylic and lay flat for ease of storage and portablilty. Each 2D mini comes with it own
stand. One set is heavily inspired by many of the greatest beholder lairs know to the D&D
multiverse, while the other focuses on the lich lairs. (STL259825) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: NECA Category 5
items - Available in US, UST, Canada, Australia, New Zealand & select countries.
Miniature Set, FC (WZK 94526) SRP: $14.99

JAN233033
D&D IDOLS REALMS LICH TOMB 2D ACRYLIC MINI SET (C: 0-1-2)
Introducing an all new set of 2D miniatures by WizKids! These 2D minis are an inexpensive way to
gain a huge assortment of miniatures and are designed to support a variety of adventures! The 2D
sets are made of acrylic and lay flat for ease of storage and portablilty. Each 2D mini comes with it
own stand. This set is heavily inspired by many of the greatest Lich Tombs of the D&D multiverse
such as the notorious Tomb of Horrors and the Tomb of Annihilation. In this exciting pack you will
find some of these adventures most common foes and more! (STL259832) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: NECA
Category 5 items - Available in US, UST, Canada, Australia, New Zealand & select countries.
Miniatures Set, FC (WZK 94525)

SRP: $14.99

JAN233034
D&D NOLZURS MARVELOUS MINIS ADULT BLUE DRAGON (C: 0-1-2)
Dungeons & Dragons Nolzur's Marvelous Miniatures come with highly-detailed figures, primed and
ready to paint out of the box. These fantastic miniatures include deep cuts for easier painting. The
packaging displays a highly detailed render on each side in addition to a window box, so customers
know exactly what they are getting. This is a 1-count monster pack. (STL259821) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE:
NECA Category 5 items - Available in US, UST, Canada, Australia, New Zealand & select countries.
Miniature, FC (WZK 90603)

SRP: $89.99

JAN233035
D&D REPLICAS REALMS PSEUDODRAGON LIFE SIZED FIG (C: 0You never forget your first pet, so how could you ever overlook your first Pseudodragon familiar?
This life-sized pseudodragon is 14" long and made from soft foam that's hand painted to show off
each and every scale, tooth, and claw. This companion figure is incredibly lifelike and sure to be a
focal point in your store, game room, or study! This iconic Dungeons & Dragons creature is ready to
be displayed in a place of honor whether that is perched atop your stacks of Dungeons & Dragons
sourcebooks or on your desk to keep you company while you pursue your arcane studies! Images
not final. (STL259819) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: NECA Category 5 items - Available in US, UST, Canada,
Australia, New Zealand & select countries.
Statue, FC (WZK 68507) SRP: PI

JAN233036
WIZKIDS DUNGEON DRESSINGS MERCHANTS ROW (C: 0-1-2)
Build the dungeon of your dreams with WizKids' Dungeon Dressings: Merchant's Row! From simple
farmer's markets to exotic bazaars, these stalls, tables, shelves, and displays offer prime locations for
all your peddling, hawking, and vending needs. Design your adventure with WizKids Dungeon
Dressings: Merchant's Row. Where will your campaign lead you? (STL243902) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: NECA
Category 5 items - Available in US, UST, Canada, Australia, New Zealand & select countries.
Game Accessory, FC (WZK 16537)

SRP: $54.99

JAN233037
WIZKIDS DUNGEON DRESSINGS SIMPLE TRAPS (C: 0-1-2)
Build the dungeon of your dreams with WizKids Dungeon Dressings: Simple Traps! From Rolling
Spheres to Spike Pits and flesh liquifying Acid Pits, these implements of surprise injury offer only the
finest of adventurer maiming for all your ruthless needs. Design your deadliest dungeon
with WizKids Dungeon Dressings: Simple Traps. Where will your campaign lead you? (STL243901) (C:
0-1-2) NOTE: NECA Category 5 items - Available in US, UST, Canada, Australia, New Zealand & select
countries.
Game Accessory, FC (WZK 93501)

SRP: $54.99

JAN233038
WIZKIDS DUNGEON DRESSINGS TRAPS DEVILISH DEVICES (C: 0-1-2)
Build the dungeon of your dreams with WizKids Dungeon Dressings: Traps - Devilish Devices! From
Rolling Spheres to Spike Pits and flesh liquifying Acid Pits, these implements of surprise injury offer
only the finest of adventurer maiming for all your ruthless needs. Design your deadliest dungeon
with WizKids Dungeon Dressings: Traps - Devilish Devices. Where will your campaign lead you?
(STL259823) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: NECA Category 5 items - Available in US, UST, Canada, Australia, New
Zealand & select countries.
Game Accessory, FC (WZK 93509)

SRP: $49.99

JAN233039
WIZKIDS DUNGEON DRESSINGS TRAPS HIDDEN HAZARDS (C: 0-1-2)
The highly anticipated WizKids Dungeon Dressings: Traps - Hidden Hazards set from WizKids is finally
available for release! This 2D set is made of acyrilic and lays flat for ease of storage and portablilty.
From rolling spheres to spike pits and flesh liquifying acid pits, these implements of surprise injury
offer only the finest of adventurer maiming for all your ruthless needs. (STL259824) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE:
NECA Category 5 items - Available in US, UST, Canada, Australia, New Zealand & select countries.

Game Accessory, FC (WZK 93510)
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SRP: $49.99

